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ABSTRACT

Stainless steel canisters will be filled with high-
level radioactive waste glass in the Defense Waste
Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah River
Plant. The canister surface must be decontaminated
to an acceptable level before welding the permanent,
closure and transferring the canister to temporary
storage. This will be accomplished by blasting
with an air-injected glass frit slurry which will
remove the contaminated brown oxide layer that is
produced during glass pouring. The contaminated
slurry from the decon process becomes feed for the
melter, thereby producing no secondary waste.
Development of the equipment design, blasting
sequence, and process parameters was achieved by
testing a full-scale Experimental Canister Frit
Blaster. The design improvements were incorporated
in the fabrication of the remotely operated DWPF
Canister Decontamination Chambers. Demonstration of
these improvements and the additional equipment in
the first CDC will be accomplished through operabil-
ity testing at the Equipment Test Facility.

INTRODUCTION

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) will immobilize high-level
radioactive waste by incorporating the liquid waste into a borosilicate
glass matrix and storing the glass waste in 304L stainless steel canisters.
The canister is approximately 60 centimeters (24 inches) in diameter and
300 centimeters (118 inches) high. In the Melt Cell of the DWPF, the
canisters will be filled with the molten waste-glass mixture which will
raise the temperature of the canister to a maximum of 550°C. At this
temperature, a brown oxide layer will form on the canister exterior adjacent
to the glass level. The airborne contamination present in the Melt Cell
can become trapped in this oxide layer. Effective oxide removal will
prevent the spread of contamination during permanent canister sealing and
transfer out of the DWPF.
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Several techniques for removing the oxide layer were evaluated in a
Small Frit Blaster.1*2 The most effective method of oxide removal was
air-injected frit slurry blasting. A slurry of glass frit suspended in
water is pumped to a blast nozzle where it is accelerated toward the
canister surface by high pressure air. The oxide layer is removed in a
manner similar to sand blasting. Borosilicate glass frit is used for blast-
ing so that the contaminated slurry may be added to the meiter feed and
eventually become part of the contents of a subsequent canister.

An Experimental Canister Frit Blaster (ECFB) capable of blasting full
size canisters was installed at the Equipment Test Facility to:

o demonstrate basic design concepts

o improve equipment design details

o determine the optimum process parameters

o determine the required sequence of operation3

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The frit/water slurry used during the ECFB tests was fed from a Frit
Slurry Feed Tank to the blast nozzles by diaphragm pumps. An accumulator
was installed in the outlet line of each pump to eliminate the pulsations
caused by a diaphragm pump. As the canister was blasted, the spent slurry
fell into a conical sump below the canister enclosure. A centrifugal pump
recirculated the slurry at a flow of 25 liters per second (400 gpm) to keep
the frit particles in suspension. The slurry was then transferred to a Frit
Slurry Hold Tank by diverting the recirculating slurry through a transfer
line. Both slurry tanks were equipped with mechanical agitators.

The Canister Manipulating Mechanism (CMM), located on top of the
enclosure as shown in Figure 1, lifted and rotated the canister during
blasting. The CMM had to be lifted off of the enclosure in order to load a
canister, then it was returned to its normal position. The CMM consisted of
motors, gear reducers, screw jacks, and position switches necessary for
operating a three-fingered grapple. The grapple engaged the canister flange
and lifted it 2.5 cm (1 inch) before the blasting operation began. Seven
stationary blast nozzles cleaned five zones of the canister surface as it
was rotated and lifted through 62.4 cm (24-9/16 in.). These zones are shown
in Figure 2.

In order to view the blasting operation through the windows located in
the front of the ECF3 enclosure, air had to be removed at a rate of
1900 liters per second (4000 scfm). Ambient air entered through an intake
duct near the top of the enclosure and was exhausted near the bottom by a
scrubber/blower system.

The ECFB was operated by a programmable controller (PC) which accepted
inputs from a control panel and from field devices. Outputs from the PC
controlled the motors and solenoid valves to sequence the blasting and
rinsing operations.
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Figure 1. Experimental canister frit blaster
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Figure 2. ECFB blasting chamber showing nozzle arrangement and blasting
zones on the canister
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TESTING TECHNIQUES

The first of two techniques used for testing the ECFB was blasting
canisters that had the characteristic oxide layer. Previous tests concluded
that adequate removal of a contaminated oxide layer would enable a test
coupon to pass a smear test.1* Therefore, visual inspection for any oxide
that remained after blasting identified areas that would have been inade-
quately decontaminated. This method was successful, but it was used only in
the initial testing because few canisters with the brown oxide layer were
avai1 able.

The second technique involved blasting canisters that had been fitted
with stainless steel coupons. These coupons provided quantitative data on
the effect of the frit blasting. Radioactive tests conducted by
W. N. Rankin5 concluded that the removal of 0.77 milligrams of material per
square centimeter (5 mg/in2) would permit the coupon to pass the smear test.
In order to simulate decontamination, a minimum of 30 mg should be removed
from the 38. 7 square centimeter coupons. The coupons were heated to 600°C
for one hour to produce the brown oxide layer similar to the oxide that
forms on the canister during glass filling. Twelve coupons were attached to
the canister in key locations as shown in Figure 3. The oxidized coupons
were also beneficial in determining areas of incomplete oxide removal.

SLURRY CONCENTRATION

Tests in the Small Frit Blaster1*2 indicated that the optimum slurry
concentration for minimum frit consumption and maximum material removal was
30 wt % frit. Using this concentration in the ECFB tests produced weight
losses far in excess of the minimum requirement even when the canister
rotation and translation speeds were set at the maximum. The slurry concen-
tration was gradually reduced for each successive test until reaching 8 wt %
concentration which produced weight losses close to the desired 0.77 mg/cm2.
The effect of slurry concentration on weight loss is shown in Figure 4.

The lower slurry concentrations did not cause as many problems with
equipment operation as did the higher concentrations. For example, when
using slurry concentrations higher than 25 wt %, a slurry pump would stall
if the flow was interrupted and the system was not flushed. The pump would
then have to be disassembled and the frit removed in order to make it
operable. During later tests using the lower concentrations, the interrup-
tion of flow would not prevent the pump from being restarted.

CYLINDRICAL NOZZLE LOCATION

The cylindrical nozzles in the ECFB were mounted on brackets that would
allow adjustments in the height, angle, and distance from the canister. The
positions of the nozzles were altered during testing until the proper loca-
tion and position for adequate cleaning were determined. This information
was needed for the design of the Canister Decontamination Chamber (CDC)
since the nozzle assemblies in the CDC will be welded in place.
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DIMENSIONS IN
CENTIMETERS

(INCHES IN
PARENTHESES)

Figure 3. Locations of stainless steel coupons
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Figure 4. Effect of slurry concentration on weight loss
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The nozzle positions were iterated five times before the correct,
positions were identified. Nozzles i through 6 were set. at the optimum
anqle for maximum material removal as recommended by previous tests.1*''
Nozzle 1 was tested at angles as low as 15° from the horizontal in order to
obtain a wider cleaning band on the canister shoulder. As a result, the
cleaning band on the neck was reduced considerably. The angle of this
nozzle was finally set at 30° to accommodate the blasting of both vertical
and horizontal surfaces. This 30° nozzle forced the vertical distance
between nozzles to be set at 63.5 cm (25 in.) which is 1.1 cm more than the
length of canister travel. The width of the cleaned band created by the
nozzle provided the additional 1.1 cm needed to completely clean each zone.
The distance between the nozzles and the canister was increased from 2.54 cm
(1 in.) to 7.11 cm (2.8 in.). The additional clearance was considered
necessary for canister loading and unloading and reduced the weight loss
produced by blasting by an acceptable 10%. The nozzle positions shown in
figure 5 provide complete cleaning between bands and zones.

RIBBON JET

The ribbon jet was specially designed to clean the bottom of the
canister by injecting air into the slurry before it exited through a 33 cm
(13 in.) slot. The ribbon jet was fixed at an incidence angle of 45° and
was positioned so that it cleaned the canister bottom along a radial line.

A transition section in the jet converted the slurry delivery from the
round cross section of the pipe inlet to the rectangular cross section of
the slot outle1. „ The first tests of the ribbon jet in the ECFB resulted in
complete pluggage of the jet. The slot was packed with frit and had to be
cleaned manually. The transition section caused very low flow velocities
and was suspected to cause the plugging. As a result, the transition
section was redesigned to maintain a constant slurry velocity. This modifi-
cation never plugged completely, but flow rates above one liter per second
(16 gpm) could not be obtained. Furthermore, partial pluggage would result
if the air to the jet was shut iff allowing only slurry to flow through the
transition section. The jet was modified again by increasing the slot width
from 0.102 cm (0.040 in.) to 0.204 cm (0.080 in.). All following tests
indicated no plugging, and flow rates over 2.5 L/sec (40 gpm) could be
obtained.

At this stage in the testing, the slurry concentration had been reduced
to 8 wt % and the rotation speed of the canister had been decreased. These
changes reduced the weight loss created by the ribbon jet below the required
minimum. Consequently, the blasting sequence was altered to blast the
canister bottom for two revolutions instead of one.

LEAD

Lead is the vertical distance between successive revolutions of the
canister during blasting and is a function of the relative speeds of
rotation and translation. Excessive lead would aT'ow uncleaned areas to
remain between the blasted bands.



DIMENSIONS IN
CENTIMETERS

(INCHES IN
PARENTHESES)

CANISTER
POSITION

Figure 5. Blast nozzle positions required to completely clean the canister

As the distance between the nozzle and the canister surface increased,
the width of the blasted band increased. The band width was also increased
by reducing the angle between the axis of the blast nozzle and the canister
surface. The nozzle angle and horizontal distance from the canister surface
varied for zone 1. With nozzle 1 positioned at 30° with the horizontal, a
lead less than 1.8 cm (0.7 in.) was required to completely clean the
canister.

CANISTER WEIGHT LOSS

Several factors caused the weight loss over the canister surface to be
nonuniform. Although the canister was rotated at a constant angular speed,
the surfaces of the canister that were located at shorter radial distances
from the center!ine would have slower surface speeds. The slower surface
speed meant a higher weight loss during blasting. This higher weight loss
was offset a small amount by having the nozzle farther away from the
canister surface. The canister neck and flange had to be blasted twice to
clean the area covered by the grapple during the first blast. The weight
loss at the top of the canister body, at the location of coupon E, was lower
because nozzle 1 was set at 30° from the horizontal instead of the optimum
45°. The weight loss of each coupon is shown in Figure 6.
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The helical pattern produced by one nozzle did not necessarily match
the pattern produced by the next nozzle. Therefore, the canister was
rotated for one revolution without being lifted at the beginning and end of
each blasting sequence to produce a clean band at the top and bottom of each
zone. If the adjacent bands were close enough together, there were no
uncleaneci areas between zones. Consequently, the weight loss was higher at
the zone intersections as indicated by the weight loss of coupon G.

The bottom of the canister was blasted as it rotated above the ribbon
jet. As mentioned before, the surface speed is slower close to the center
of the canister causing a higher weight loss. Coupon K experienced a lower
weight loss than coupon L as shown in Figure 6.

NOZZLE DESIGN

Commercially available cylindrical nozzle assemblies were used in the
ECFB during initial testing. Because the nozzle was screwed into the body,
the relative position between the nozzle and the body varied for each
assembly. Other dimensional differences were caused by a sliding connection
between the body and the air jet which was held in place by a set screw.
The slurry connection was also a screwed joint. All three connections
leaked during blasting on different nozzle assemblies.

A special nozzle assembly was designed with all flanged connections to
eliminate the leakage, provide uniform relative positions of components, and
allow quicker assembly and disassembly of contaminated components. The
special assemblies were installed in the ECFB after run number fourteen and
produced a more uniform weight loss. The average range of weight loss
produced by the original nozzles for coupons G through J was 20%. The new
nozzles reduced this range of 10%.
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Figure 6. Coupon weight loss using recommended parameters
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BLASTING SEQUENCE

The canister must be completely slurry blasted, rinsed to remove all
frit from its exterior, and dried before it can be removed from the
enclosure. The canister flange is blasted twice to clean the areas
protected by the grapple fingers during the first blast. Throughout the
development program, five different blasting sequence programs were employed
to accomplish these objectives. Each successive program incorporated
improvements over the previous ones. The program that was accepted included
improvements over the initial programs as outlined below:

o Lifting the canister while blasting the flange to clean the entire neck
and flange.

• Blasting the canister bottom for two revolutions instead of one.

o Rinsing the canister from top to bottom instead of from bottom to top.

o Permitting the programmable controller to automatically change the
translation and rotation speeds during the sequence.

CHAMBER RINSE NOZZLES

The ECFB was not equipped with nozzles that could rinse frit from the
interior of the chamber. The CDC on the other hand requires this rinsing
operation as a contamination control. Three different types of nozzles were
evaluated in the ECFB before an acceptable nozzle was found. A turbine-
driven, rotating nozzle and a flow-driven, rotating nozzle were tested, but
problems with leakage and failure to rotate were encountered. A nozzle made
by Spraying Systems was selected for use in the CDC. It was a stationary
sphere containing 13 full-cone spray jets. The unit produced a fine spray
which did not have the force of the streams from the turbine-driven nozzle.
The fine spray was adequate if the chamber was rinsed before the slurry
dried. No problems were encountered in testing this nozzle.

ECFB TEST CONCLUSIONS

The ECFB was essential in development of the CDC design. Many improve-
ments in the equipment were identified in time to be beneficial to the
fabrication of the CDC. The positions of the blast nozzles are critical to
complete canister decontamination. Because the CDC nozzles will be hard-
piped, accurate location of the nozzles was crucial. The special flanged
design of the cylindrical nozzles was a necessary improvement over the
screwed connections in the commercially available nozzles. The ribbon jet
was modified twice before reaching an acceptable design. Other significant
improvements include:
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o P r o v i d i n g an o p e n f r a m e w o r k g r a p p l e shield to improve r i n s i n g

• Lowering c a n i s t e r tapered guides to prevent rubbing d u r i n g r o t a t i o n

9 M a k i n g the g r a p p l e f a i l - s a f e in the e v e n t of a be a r i n g f a i l u r e

o E l i m i n a t i n g the c a n i s t e r guide o p p o s i t e n o z z l e 6

o Using low pressure water supply to diaphragm pumps for flushing

o Avoiding traps in the slurry lines that are not self draining

o Controlling liquid flow rate from the diaphragm pumps,
not pump air pressure.

Recommended Parameters

The process parameters were optimized by testing in the ECFB, and as a
result, the predicted amount of water and frit required to decontaminate the
canister was significantly reduced. The recommended parameters are listed
in Table 1.

The recommended slurry flow rate was based on the minimum flow velocity
of 1.22 meters per second (4 ft/sec) needed to keep the glass frit in
suspension. The recommended slurry flow rate for the ribbon jet falls in
the middle of the allowable velocity range. The ribbon jet slurry flow can
be reduced to decrease the weight loss on the canister bottom so that it is
closer to the minimum requirement. The air pressure to the blast nozzles
should be kept close to 690 kPa (100 psig). If the pressure drops below
655 kPa (95 psig), the blasting efficiency will be reduced significantly.
The ratio of translation speed to rotation speed must be maintained in order
to provide the required lead. The slurry concentration can be increased
along with the rotation speed, and identical performance will result.
However, the reduction in the amount of water used by increasing the slurry
concentration must be balanced against the increased canister wobble created
by increasing the rotation speed. The recommendations concerning slurry
concentration and rotation speed were considered a reasonable compromise
between these two factors.

TABLE 1. RECOMMENDED PARAMETERS

Slurry Concentration: 8 wt %
Slurry flow rate to clyindrical nozzles: 0.16 L/sec (2.6 gpm)
Slurry flow rate to ribbon jet: 1.89 L/sec (30 gpm)
Air pressure to nozzles and jet: 690 kPa (100 psig)
Rotation speed for frit blasting: 3 rev/min
Rotation speed for rinsing: 3.5 rev/min
Rotation speed for drying: 3.5 rev/min
Translation speed for frit blasting: 4.6 cm/min (1.8 in./min)
Translation speed for rinsing: 8.4 cm/min (3.3 in./min)
Translation speed for drying: 13.2 cm/min (5.2 in./min)
Blast canister bottom: 2 revolutions
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Blasting Sequence

There are 61 outputs and 32 inputs common to both Canister
Decontamination Chambers. Each chamber has 51 additional inputs and 26
additional outputs. The identification of an acceptable decontamination
sequence would have been extremely difficult without the aid of the ECFB.
A 66 step program was recommended as a result of ECFB testing. Interlock
steps were added so that the final CDC blasting sequence totals 104 steps.
The inputs required to start a step, interlocks required to remain in a
step, and inputs required to complete a step were determined from the
experience gained from operation of the ECFB.

CDC OPERABILITY TESTING

One of the DWPF Canister Decontamination Chambers will be operability
tested at the Equipment Test Facility in order to demonstrate the design
changes recommended from the testing of the ECFB as well as test additional
equipment not found on the ECFB. Some of the additional equipment include:

© Remote viewing of the grappling operation by a CCTV system

o An additional pump for transferring spent slurry

• Air spargers in the chamber sump system to provide frit suspension
when the recirculation pump is inoperable

» Hard-piped blast nozzles

« Eight chamber rinse nozzles

o Eleven nozzles to rinse the canister guides

• Additional blast nozzle for cleaning the grapple

• Cyclone separator for removing frit particles from the exhaust air

The CDC is constructed of corrosion resistant materials, primarily stainless
steel, and fabricated to close dimensional tolerances to allow remote
assembly =md disassembly. Once the CDC is installed in the Vitrification
Building in the DWPF, all operation will be done remotely using an overhead
cell crane and master slave manipulators.

Testing of the CDC will be conducted in the same manner as tse ECFB.
Both oxidized canisters and canisters fitted with coupons will be blasted
using 8 wt % frit slurry. The blasting operation will be controlled by a
programmable controller in the sequence that simulates DWPF decontamination
as closely as possible. An effort will be made to determine the effects of
the frit slurry on the equipment in order to estimate its useful life.
Additional segments will be added to the test program to evaluate the equip-
ment unique to the CDC.
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SELECTION OF A GLASS/FEED COMPOSITION FOR THE WEST VALLEY
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT SLURRY-FEO MELTER

R. A. Rrouns, J . M. Perez, J r . , and B. M. Wise
Paci f ic Northwest Laboratory

ABSTRACT

West Valley Nuclear Services Company, Inc. w i l l construct
and operate f a c i l i t i e s to v i t r i f y two tanks of l i qu id rad i -
oactive waste stored at West Val ley, New York, under the
West Valley Demonstration Project . Paci f ic Northwest Labo-
ra tory 's support for th i s project included developing the
boros i l i ca te waste glass composition and v i t r i f i c a t i o n
process flowsheet. The i n i t i a l flowsheet work with West
Valley waste uncovered several unique processing problems,
including d i f f i c u l t i e s mixing and pumping the feed s l u r r y ,
formation of a stable foam glass layer in the melter, and
separation of secondary phases during mel t ing. The large
quant i t ies of zeo l i te ion exchanger used to decontaminate
the supernatant phase in one of the tanks added to the com-
p lex i ty of th is waste. Selection of the reference f low-
sheet and glass took more than 3 years, involv ing 5 major
p i l o t - sca le v i t r i f i c a t i o n system tests and numerous
laboratory- and engineering-scale experiments to achieve
acceptable product and processing character is t ics for th is
waste. Invest igat ion of s lur ry processing charac ter is t ics
led to the development of laboratory techniques for evalu-
at ing phase separation and glass melt foaming behavior.
The addit ion of organic reductants to the feed e f fec t i ve l y
contro l led foaming by a l te r ing the glass redox s ta te .
Under reduced condi t ions, however, an immiscible secondary
phase (scum) formed in the melt and impaired processing.
This phase, i den t i f i ed as calcium and rare-earth phos-
phates, was contro l led by minimizing calcium and rare-earth
levels in the glass composition, increasing the a l ka l i con-
tent of the glass, and decreasing the reductants. The
zeol i te ion exchanger used in decontaminating the PUREX
supernatant was successful ly incorporated in the glass at a
10-wt% level with minimal impacts on processing. Limited
test resul ts suggested that, zeol i tes at levels as high as
20 wt% in the glass could be incorporated with a feed high
in sodium su l fa te . Slurry Theological problems were solved
by adjust ing the pH of the waste feed and grinding the
z e o l i t e .
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INTRODUCTION

Under contract to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), West Valley
Nuclear Services Co., Inc. (WVNS) w i l l construct and operate f a c i l i t i e s at
West Valley, New York, to v i t r i f y l i qu id radioactive wastes presently stored
in two underground tanks. The largest volume (2.25 x 10 L) of waste is
neutral ized Plutonium and Uranium Extraction (PUREX) waste that has sepa-
rated into two phases: a supernatant phase containing mostly n i t ra te salts
and radiocesium, and a sludge phase containing metal hydroxides, metal phos-
phates, and the remaining radioactive species. The other waste tank con-
tains 3.1 x 104 L of THOREX waste from the reprocessing of an experimental
thorium-based reactor fuel [ 1 ] . This waste is stored as an acidic solut ion
of soluble metal n i t r a tes .

Nearly a l l the rad ioact iv i ty in these waste tanks w i l l be immobilized
using a joule-heated ceramic-lined melter and di rect s lurry feeding. In
th is process, a mixture of concentrated waste and glass-forming chemicals is
fed to the melter, which serves to dry, calc ine, and fuse the waste materi-
als in a continuous fashion, discharging a stream of molten glass to the
stainless steel storage canister . The safety and ef f ic iency of the v i t r i f i -
cation process are strongly dependent upon the glass design and flowsheet
for preparing the melter feed pr io r to v i t r i f i c a t i o n . Proper glass and feed
formulation ac t i v i t i e s are, therefore, central to the success of the v i t r i -
f i ca t ion process.

Responsibi l i ty for development of the West Valley glass composition and
v i t r i f i c a t i o n process flowsheet was assigned to Paci f ic Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) by West Valley Nuclear Services, beginning in 1982. The West Valley
waste is s imi lar in chemical composition to that of the Savannah River
Plant, so early emphasis was placed on evaluating glass compositions and
waste pretreatment steps developed for the Defense Waste Processing F a c i l i t y
(DWPF) at Savannah River. Later studies, however, showed these wastes to
d i f f e r enough in a few key properties that a unique West Valley flowsheet
was required.

In the reference flowsheet, radiocesium is recovered from the alkal ine
PUREX supernatant with a zeol i te ion exchanger. The cesium-loaded zeol i te
is then ground and blended with the washed PUREX sludge, the THOREX waste,
and any recycled primary off-gas scrubber so lu t ion , to form the complete
waste mixture. Glass formers are added to th is blended waste mixture to
form the mixed a lka l i boros i l icate glass designated WV-205. The resultant
feed is adjusted with an appropriate reductant to control the oxidation
state of the glass, and with addit ional n i t r i c acid i f necessary, to achieve
acceptable s lurry rheological character is t ics .

Selection of th is reference flowsheet and glass formulation took more
than three years and involved numerous laboratory- and p i lo t -sca le exper i -
ments. Important test results that led to selection of the speci f ic proc-
essing flowsheet and waste glass composition are summarized below.

TEST EQUIPMENT

The invest igat ion of s lurry processing character ist ics was performed at
the laboratory scale as well as in PNL ceramic melters. Laboratory
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equipment was u t i l i zed to conduct a large number of screening tests to
determine the melting characteristics of candidate s lur r ies. In these
tests , the physical appearance of the solids on the glass, off-gassing
characterist ics, and relative rates of melting were evaluated. The slurry
compositions that exhibited favorable characteristics were tested in
engineering- and pi lot-scale ceramic melters. Those compositions that did
not possess tne desired characteristics were dropped from consideration.

For laboratory studies, clay crucibles containing about 40 g of glass
were placed in a vert ical tube furnace. After temperatures had stabil ized
(1030°C at the top and 1130°C at the bottom of the melt), 15 mL of feed was
added and allowed to react. After 3 min., 15 mL of additional feed was
poured into the crucible. The crucible was removed at various times after
the last feed addit ion. Then i t was cooled, sectioned ver t i ca l l y , and the
residual cold cap was photographed and measured. The procedure was later
modified so that slurry could be fed to the crucible at continuous rates of
1-3 mL/min. This better simulated the actual process of feed addition to
the melter and eliminated contact between the slurry and crucible wall sur-
face that had caused edge effects and bridging.

Throughout the development period, testing was also carried out in two
PNL joule-heated, ceramic-lined melters: the engineering-scale ECM and the
pi lot-scale PSCM. The ECM is a 1/40-scale melter used for preliminary
scoping studies to evaluate slurry processing character ist ics. The melt
cavity has an exposed glass surface area of 0.054 m and an operating depth
of 20 cm. Under normal operating conditions, the glass inventory is about
8 L and the melt temperature is maintained at 1150°C. Glass is periodical ly
transferred from the melt tank to a receiving canister with an a i r l i f t
system. Joule-heating of the melt is achieved by passing an alternating
elect r ic current between two Inconel-690® plate electrodes*placed against
opposite wal ls.

The PSCM (shown in Figure 1) is a 1/3-scale system, the largest operat-
ing melter currently at PNL. The melter cavity has an exposed glass surface
area of 0.73 m and an operating depth of 46 cm. Under normal conditions,
the glass inventory is approximately 340 L, and the mean residence time
(approximately 50 h) is nearly the same as that estimated for the fu l l -scale
West Valley melter. The size of the PSCM permits prototypic operating data
from a l l areas of the v i t r i f i c a t i o n process to be obtained. Feed slurr ies
and feed systems are evaluated, processing characteristics of the simulated
slurr ies in the melter are determined, and processing rates are obtained for
scale-up design purposes. In addit ion, off-gas treatment equipment and
glass canister studies are conducted in the PSCM.

Because the ECM has a shallow melting cavity, i'.s glass residence time
is less than half that of the PSCM (mean residence time of roughly 20 h) .
In addit ion, the small surface area of the ECM makes this melter much more
susceptible to bridging of the feed pi le (cold cap) between the walls of the
melter. Therefore, the processing rate per unit area generally is not as
high as that of the PSCM. As a resul t , cold cap characteristics and plenum

Inconel is a registered trademark of the International Nickel Company,
Inc.
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Figure 1. P i l o t - sca le v i t r i f i c a t i o n system.

temperatures in the ECM do not i dea l l y dupl icate condi t ions in the larger
we l te rs . Accounting for these d i f fe rences , the agreement between ECM and
PSCM data has general ly been very reasonable. For t h i s reason the ECM has
been extensively used for scoping experiments to help define PSCM tes t con-
d i t i ons and guide fu r the r laboratory work.

THE FEED DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The feed s lu r r y selected for use in v i t r i f y i n g the West Valley waste
must neet both processing and product c r i t e r i a . The feed must not only form
a h igh -qua l i t y glass su i tab le for disposal in a geologic repos i to ry , but
must also melt e f f i c i e n t l y without foaming or forming excessive secondary
phases in the g lass. The glass must have physical p roper t ies , such as v i s -
cos i ty and e l e c t r i c a l conduc t i v i t y , that are compatible wi th the melter
design. The melter feed s lu r ry must have rheological propert ies that al low
t roub le - f ree concentrat ion, mixing and transfer. .
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Development of the West Valley waste feed slurry was an i terat ive proc-
ess that started with design of a working glass composition based on glass
work for high-level defense wastes at Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). This
composition, designated WV-131S, was used in melter tests during FY-1982 and
1983 while a s ta t i s t i ca l l y designed study was completed to ta i l o r a glass
speci f ical ly for the West Valley waste composition [ 2 ] , The WV-131S glass
is considered a low-melting-temperature glass with 100-poise viscosity at
approximately 1020°C. The s ta t i s t i ca l study was used to develop an empiri-
cal model for predicting glass properties as a function of composition. The
most durable glasses within the acceptable range of molten glass physical
properties were tested in the laboratory using a bottom-heated crucible
apparatus to simulate melter operation. The tests focused pr incipal ly on
melting rate to evaluate processabil i ty. The recommended melter feeds were
then tested in the ECM. Only the most promising formulations were then
studied in the PSCM.

The ECM tests were short-term tests (most were less than 50 h) that
evaluated cold cap character ist ics, melting rate, secondary phase separa-
tion,, and feed spreading. At th is scale, no attempt was made to evaluate
feed transfer character ist ics, off-gas products, glass product qual i ty , or
crystal set t l ing characterist ics.

The PSCM tests were generally 200-300 h in duration, and u t i l i zed
prototype feed, melter, and off-gas equipment. These tests provided per-
formance data on the overall process, including monitoring and control sys-
tems. This sequence of testing was viewed as cost e f fect ive; i t minimized
the potential for major equipment fai lures by screening unacceptable compo-
si t ions through small-scale equipment.

Five major PSCM experiments were conducted in support of this e f f o r t .
Table 1 summarizes the main objectives and conclusions of these experiments.
Results of each experiment led to additional testing and further changes in
the flowsheet. The f ive compositions used during the PSCM tests are pro-
vided in Table 2. These compositions ref lect flowsheet changes that
occurred during the development period. In some cases, flowsheet changes
resulted from process improvements and simpli f icat ions in the waste pre-
treatment processes rather than from problems ident i f ied during melter
tes ts . The PSCM test program ref lects a development ef for t to ident i fy a
glass and feed formulation compatible with the e f f i c ien t processing of the
unique West Valley waste. The key focus of the work was on (1) control l ing
the formation of glass foam during melting, (2) preventing the separation of
immiscible secondary phases in the melter, and (3) incorporating signif icant
quantit ies of zeoli te ion exchanger in the glass. The resolution of these
three technical challenges is discussed in the next three sections.

Control of Glass Foaming

Glass foaming is a high-temperature process that involves the freeing
of gases from molten glass and a subsequent formation of foam on the melt
surface. During normal operation, melter feed forms a "cold cap" in the
center of the molten glass pool» The slurry often pools in the center of
th is cold cap, then boils continuously, evaporating water from the s lur ry .
During a foaming episode, gas, primarily oxygen, is released in the melt.
The gas bubbles to the surface of the melt, forming a stable foam that can
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TABLE 1. PSCM EXPERIMENT SUMMARY

Test ID/Oate Duration Flowsheet Changes Results Conclusions

PSCM-9/Aug. 8? 98 h

PSCM-15/May 83 218 h

PSCM-16/Hug. 83 222 h

PSr.M-19 * 19E/
Aug. 84

320 h

PSCM-21/June 85 295 h

Washed P'IREX Slu-lge
WV-131 S glass, f r i t
glass formers

Combined PUREX
sludge + Thorex
2X sul fate
Replaced f r i t with
hydroxide and mineral
glass formers

Eliminated sludge
washing
2M_ nitric acid eluate
added
Replaced hydroxide
qlass formers with
nitrates

Sludgp washinq added
7eolite incorporated
Fully nitrated waste
Chanqed to lower-
a lka l i , high-calcium
glass, (WV-182), for
durabi 1 i t y
Sodiun nitrate glass
former replaced hy
oxalate
Sugar reductant added

Minimized nitrate
level of waste and
lowered sugar
reductant
Changed to higher
mixed alkali WV-205
glass
Formate substituted
for oxalate glass
former

Good melting rates
Sone glass foaming
Poor slurry rheology
Negligible sulfate
phase

Good melting rates
Significant glass
foaming
Unacceptable slurry
rheology
Negligible sulfate
phase

Good meltinq rates
Reduced foaming
Excellent slurry
rheology
Significant sulfate
phase

Poor melting rates
Significant calcium
phosphate phase
Rood rheolngy
No foaming

Excellent melting
rates
Negligible foaming
Good rheology
Negligible sulfate
and phosphate phases
Improved melting
with lower reductant

Study alternative glass formers to
improve rheology and decrease foaming
Reduce sulfate washing

Study acidified «aste to improve
rheology and decrease foaming
Eliminate sulfate washing

Some sulfate washing required
Sfjdy reductants for foam control

Develop low Ca, higher alkali glass
with good durability
Determine effect of zeolite on
melting and phase separation

Adopt as reference
Initiate waste variability and glass
optimization studies



TABLE 2 . COMPOSITION OF WEST VALLEY GLASSES USED IN PSCM TESTS

Component

Si O2

B 2 0 3

Na20

L i 2 O

K2O

CaO

MgO

P2°5
Fe 2 O 3

A12O3

C r o 0 3

MnO2

NiO

RE 2 0 3
a

ZrO 2
a

TiO 2

Others

a. Princi

PSCM-9
WV-131S

44.75

8.82

13.30

3.42

--

. .

1.20

4.58

17.75

0.19

0.99

0.75

0.57

1.68

--

0.60

1.40

100.0

pal ly added as

PSCM-15
WV-131S

43.9

8.7

12.6

3.4

0.1

--

1.2

3.8

15.6
0.4

1.1
0.7

0.5

4.5
0.6

0.6

2.3

100.0

a substitute

PSCM-16
WV-131S

44.93

9.21

15.05

3.61

0.51

- -

1.30

3.14

14.08

0.68

0.86

0.57

0.56

1.08

2.57

0.60

1.25

100.0

for actinides.

PSCM-19
WV-182

44.70

12.7

15.10
--

0.17

3.0

0.10

2.60

12.30

2.4

0.68

0.49
0.45

3.09

1.68

0.03

0.51

100.0

PSCM-21
WV-205

45.2

9.96

11.03

3.05

3.51

0.61

1.23

2.52

11.84

3.32

0.22

1.73

0.70

0.30

3.12

0.97

0.69

100.0

completely obscures the cold cap. The result is a loss of process contro l ,
wh^ch can only be remedied by shutting off the melter feed and power un t i l
the glass surface has cleared of foam. Such interruptions result in process
downtime and decreased glass production rates. Foaming episodes also have
the potential to plug off-gas lines and damage equipment i f undetected early
on.

The tendency of a part icular composition to produce foam has been cor-
related to both the redox state of the glass and the dissolved water content
in the glass. Work by Blair and Lukacs [3] and more recently by Goldman [4]
demonstrated that oxides of the multivalent ions of manganese, i ron, chrome,
and probably n icke l , were sources of foaming through redox reactions that
l iberated oxygen in the melt. Goldman [4] has also shown a correlation
between foaming tendency and dissolved water content in the melt.
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The f i r s t West Valley melter experiment, PSCM-9, exhibited only minor
foaming that did not raise major concerns. Following this experiment, the
flowsheet was changed so that the THOREX waste was blended with the PUREX
sludge. While this change diluted the iron oxide in the glass, over 3 wt%
thorium oxide was introduced with the THOREX waste. Cerium oxide was used
as the chemical substitute for the thorium in the nonradioactive tests.
During ECM testing to compare the melting behavior of premelted f r i t with
unreacted chemical glass formers, the unreacted chemical glass formers dis-
played less of a tendency for foaming. Consequently, the second major
melter tes t , PSCM-15, was run with a simulant of the PUREX and THOREX
blended flowsheet and unreacted chemical glass formers. The twenty-four
separate foaming incidences recorded during the 9-day test compromised the
success of PSCM-15. Cerium oxide was suspected as the main cause for this
increased foaming tendency, so bivalent cerium was replaced by monovalent
zirconium oxide during the PSCM-16 test to better simulate thorium. Between
PSCM-15 and 16, the flowsheet was modified so that the waste was acid i f ied
with n i t r i c acid. The strong oxidizing conditions created by such a n i t r i c
acid waste were suspected of being responsible for the lack of reported
foaming problems during v i t r i f i c a t i o n tests with simulated Eurochemic LEWC
waste in the Federal Republic of Germany. Because LEWC waste also contains
relat ively large quantities of multivalent species such as iron and manga-
nese, though at substantially lower levels, some decrease in foaming ten-
dency was expected by the change to n i t r i c acid feed in PSCM-16. No major
change in the foaming tendency of the feed was observed, however.

In parallel with this melter tes t ing, work was started in the labora-
tory to quantify foaming tendency and develop a method for predicting glass
foaming tendencies in bench-scale tests . The laboratory test developed to
measure foaming tendency is shown in Figure 2. I t consisted of a ve r t i ca l -
tube furnace with gas-t ight, water-cooled f i t t i n g s , a vacuum system with
continuous pressure readout up to 1 atm (750 t o r r ) , and a port in the upper
f i t t i n g to view the melt surface. Ten grams of glass were placed in an alu-
mina crucible in the isothermal zone of the furnace at 1150°C. After
15 min. at 1 atm pressure, the furnace pressure was reduced at a predeter-
mined rate. The pressure at which the melt surface bubbled vigorously was
noted; i t was referred to as the "visual reboi1 pressure." The reboi1 pres-
sure determined the point of gaseous supersaturation in the melt and was a
measure of the col lect ive amount of gases dissolved in the melt. Thus, a
lower reboil pressure reflected less dissolved gas that could cause foaming.
Hence, lower reboil pressures inferred s lower foaming tendency in the melt
[ 4 ] .

Reboil pressure data for glasses sampled from the PSCM are summarized
in Figure 3. The trend shown in the figure indicates that the reboil pres-
sures were higher in those glasses collected from melter tests that experi-
enced signi f icant foaming and lower in those glasses from tests that were
nearly free of foaming events. Foaming was generally observed in the PSCM
for those glasses that had reboil pressures above 375 t o r r . Test glasses
compared to West Valley glasses included Savannah River compositions,
SRL-131 and SRL-165, and Hanford compositions, CAW and NCAW, previously
tested in PNL melters. The simulated nuclear waste glasses generally had
higher reboil pressures than those reported for industr ial s i l i ca te and
borosi l icate glasses, as shown in Figure 3. This difference may be due to
the greater melting temperature of the industr ial glasses and the chemical
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Figure 2. Laboratory apparatus for measuring glass reboi1.

complexity of the waste glasses. The correlation indicated in Figure 3
established a l ink between laboratory data and melter observations. Once
the laboratory capabil i ty to observe foaming tendency in glasses was estab-
l ished, the next step was to develop an analytical method to measure the
glass oxidation state that would infer sens i t iv i ty of the glass to foaming.

To determine the dissolved oxygen content in glasses, an indirect labo-
ratory wet-chemistry technique developed for the glass industry by Jones,
Jansheski and Goldman [5] was adapted for use. The dissolved oxygen concen-
t rat ion was believed to be associated with the imjl t ivalert ions present in
the glass. A compleximetric* colqrimetric method was used to determine the
ferrous- to- ferr ic ra t io , Fe /Fe , in glasses because iron was the dominant
redox species. Ferrous iron was not detected above the detection l im i t of
0.015 wt% FeO in the Hanford or West Valley glasses that were allowed to
foair and release oxygen. This result suggested that oxygen releases were
l ike ly caused by other multivalent species in the glasses, such as chromium
and cerium. Under the highly oxidizing conditions of the glass melt, these
redox species w i l l interact and oxidize the small amount of ferrous iron
that would otherwise be present. Having consumed a l l of the ferrous i ron,
the oxidizing species are free to sh i f t oxidation state spontaneously in
response to temperature changes and release oxygen within the melt.
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Figure 3. Results of reboil studies of simulated high-level waste glasses.

To prevent foaming of the melt, the multivalent species must be held at
thei r most stable oxidation state for the temperature conditions experienced
during processing. Therefore, the point at which an amount of ferrous iron
was detectable in the glass would signal the reduction of the other oxidiz-
ing species to thei r stable state. The use of reductants, added to the feed
batch, was investigated. Commercial sugar and organic sa l ts , such as
oxalates arid formates, were found to be satisfactory reductants; they did
not decompose in the boi l ing slurry pool, and they were soluble in the feed
s lur ry . The correlation between oxidation state and foam s tab i l i t y is shown
in Figure 4 for the WV 182 feed composition. The data show that there is no
response in ferrous/ ferr ic rat io unt i l a threshold level of reductant is
reached. Then, there is a rapid response to additional reductant (sugar in
this case). The amount of sugar required to start the sh i f t in ferrous/fer-
r ic rat io was 60 g/L for this high-nitrate feed. The amount of carbon added
was equivalent to 7 wt% of the solids on an oxide basis. Sodium oxalate
also was added to the sugar as a glass former (equivalent to 3 wt% carbon).
Therefore, 10 wt% carbon was required to overcome the strongly oxidizing
conditions of the ni t rate feed and to attain a reduced melt. The reboil
test results (Figure 4) suggested that a ferrous/ferr ic rat io of at least
0.2 was required to assure a stable melt ( i . e . , the reboil pressure was
below 375 t o r r ) . The upper bound was based upon detection in Savannah River
Laboratory glasses of reduced metals at a ferrous/ ferr ic rat io of about 0.8.
Therefore, a ferrous/ ferr ic range of 0.2 to 0.5 was established as the ta r -
get range for reductant addition to the feed slurry to assure a stable melt.
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Figure 4. Response of glass redox (Fe /Fe )
and reboil pressure to reductant.

Ceramic meiter testing of feeds containing reductant began in late
FY-1984. Testing of the WV-182 composition was conducted with sodium
oxalate as a glass former/redu^tant and sugar. Five ECM experiments and a
PSCM experiment, PSCM-19/19E, were conducted to demonstrate the ab i l i t y to
eliminate foaming through control of the melt redox. During the PSCM exper-
iment, the amount of sugar added to the feed was varied to study the
response of the glass melt to changing redox conditions. The carbon content
in the feed was varied from 3 wt% (no sugar) to 10 wt% (75 g/L sugar). The
response of the melt redox to reductant level during the PSCM experiment is
shown in Figure 5. Consistent with laboratory data, there was no measurable
ferrous iron unt i l more than 60 g/L of sugar was added to the feed s lur ry .
The measured reboil pressures of the sample glasses were a l l below the
threshold foaming pressure of 375 to r r , although at the end of the experi-
ment, i t appeared that the glass had not yet reached equilibrium for the
case of zero sugar addit ion. However, no foaming occurred at any level of
reductant addit ion. This observation was signif icant because processing
conditions were noted to degrade as reductant levels increased. The drop in
procesring eff iciency was caused in part by the foruation of an immiscible
crystal phase in the cold cap region, discussed in the next section. The
addition of sugar resulted in a noticeable increase in the surface glass
viscosity and appeared to interfere with the melting of the cold cap.
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Figure 5. PSCM 19/19E Data Showing the Response of Reboil Pressure and
Fe /Fe as a Function of Carbon Addition to the Melter Feed

The f inal demonstration of melt reboil control occurred during PSCM-21
in FY-1985. By this time, the feed composition had been modified in
response to secondary phase formation. The WV-205 composition u t i l i zed
sodium formate instead of sodium oxalate to improve feed rheology because
sodium oxalate addition caused a temporary gel l ing of the slurry feed, which
required high agitation to break down. In addit ion, a par t id l l y nitrated
waste composition s igni f icant ly reduced the amount of nitrates in the feed,
result ing in a lower reductant requirement. Two reductant levels were
tested. The f i r s t included 19 g/L of sugar added to the feed, which
resulted in a carbon content in the feed of just over 4 wt%. The resulting
glass ferrous/ ferr ic rat io stabi l ized between 0.015 and 0.037. The melt was
very stable ( i . e . , no foaming conditions resulted). The maximum processing
rate achieved was 51 L/h • m . When sugar was eliminated from the feed
slurry altogether, processing rates and conditions noticeably improved, con-
sistent with previous ECM results. The resulting ferrous/ ferr ic rat io sta-
bi l ized between 0.002 and 0.007. The maximum processing rate achieved was
approximately 71 L/h • m , almost 40% higher than when sugar was included in
the feed. Four incidences of foaming did occur during the no-sugar case,
however. All were associated with unplanned feed stoppages that caused a
sudden increase in melt temperature. There were no spontaneous foaming
incidents. Based on the signi f icant ly higher processing rates achieved
without the use of sugar as a reductant, operation at as low a redox level
as possible is important. Foaming incidents such as occurred during PSCM-21
should be avoidable i f proper operational controls are used.

Formation of Secondary Phases

Due to the diverse nature of the waste glass compositions, the so lub i l -
i t i es of some constituents are l imi ted, and competing reactions exist for
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crystal phase formation. Crystals in the size range of a few microns that
form in the bu ik melt suspend easily and are of no consequence. However,
the appearance of immiscible l iquid phases on the melt surface, which show
very l i t t l e tendency towards f luxing into the bulk glass, presents a much
more serious oroLlem. This section describes the ident i f icat ion of stable
secondary phases during process testing of West Valley glasses and the
actions taken to eliminate them.

An immiscible ' iquid phase appeared in the WV-182 composition during
i n i t i a l ECM testing of the composition. The phase separated out of the
glass in l iqu id form ( i . e . , l i qu id - l iqu id phase separation) and concentrated
on the glass surface. Analyses of samples ident i f ied a calcium-phosphate
phase. During processing, the phase was not detected in the glass product,
indicating that i t was s l ight ly soluble in the glass. The presence of the
phase between the cold cap and the melt reduced processing rates by over
50%. The maximum slurry feeding rate during PSCM-19/19E was just
27 L/h • m , compared to previous rates that were 55 to 65 L/h • m . This
secondary phase formed an extremely viscous layer on the surface that chemi-
cal ly insulated the incoming feed from the bulk glass. The large amounts of
sugar used as reductant were also believed to contribute to the consistency
of the surface. The decrease in heat transfer between the melt and cold
cap, as well as the coating of s i l i ca and zeolite part icles by the calcium-
phosphate phase, contributed to the low processing rate. The persistence of
the phosphate phase weeks after the PSCM 19/19E experiment on the glass sur-
face attested to the incompatibi l i ty between the surface layer and the bulk
glass. The introduction of a f lux such as sodium borate on the surface was
only marginally successful in dissolving the phase into the bulk glass.

The elimination of calcium as a glass former and selection of a low-
calcium zeolite (Linde IonSiv IE-96®) eliminated the calcium-phosphate
phase. However, with the calcium gone, rare earth species in the glass took
i t s place to form a rare-earth/phosphate phase. The majority of the rare
earths in the WV-182 simulation were there as substitutes for uranium, tho-
rium, and other trace actinides. As such, the rare earths were replaced in
the glass composition by a blend containing mostly zirconium. Testing of
various compositions in the laboratory showed th is substitut ion change to
result in glasses with improved melting characteristics and minimal phase
formation on the melt surface. Feed containing actual uranium and thorium
revealed no evidence of phosphate phases when melted in the laboratory.

Coinciding with the change of radioactive simulants was the reduction
of chrome in the waste def in i t ion by over a factor of three. The projected
chrome oxide level in the waste dropped from about 3 wt% to 0.7 wt%. At the
higher chrome concentrations the substitution of l i thium for sodium in the
glass to improve durabi l i ty had led to an unacceptable increase in chrome-
containing crystal phases. At the lower levels i t was fe l t that further
improvements in the glass durabi l i ty were possible. This prompted a f i ve -
glass study in which boron and l i thium were varied. Glass WV-202 was found
to be most chemically durable. This lithium-containing glass was high in
s i l i ca (52.3 wt%) and low in boron (7.5 wt% BrC^) and sodium (10.5 wt%
Na^O). The ECM tests to evaluate the WV-202 glass composition demonstrated
acceptable rates of about 45 L/h • m . Although active venting around the
cold cap was evident, i t tended to be r ig id and showed signs of bridging.
No substantial amounts of phosphate crystals were found following the tests.
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The need to decrease glass viscosity, and thereby to increase melting
rates, led to the study of higher-alkali glasses. Laboratory tests con-
cluded that West Valley glass 205, which contained 3.5 wt% K20, exhibited
the highest melting rate and minimal crystal phase build-up. The 43-h ECM
experiment attained a maximum feed rate of 59 L/h • m (very high for the
ECM) while maintaining an act ive, f lex ib le cold cap with good venting
action. After almost 450 h of ECM act iv i ty over 12 separate experiments and
7 glass compositions, the glass composition WV-205 was found to possess a l l
the desired t ra i t s recommended for pi lot-scale test ing: durab i l i t y , minimal
phase separation, good cold cap characterist ics, and high processing rates.
Throughout the 295-h PSCM-21 experiment, processing was stable. A maximum
feed rate of 71 L/h • m was achieved under just s l igh t ly reducing condi-
t ions. The cold cap was thin (2.5 to 5 cm thick) and f l ex ib le . Although
the melt surface appeared th in ly covered by a viscous glass that gave i t a
mottled appearance, this surface layer did not appear to hamper process-
ab i l i t y of the WV-205 composition. The small quantity of phosphate-calcium-
rare earth crystals that was detected was too small to adversely affect
processing conditions in the melter.

Zeolite Processing

In FY-1984, a zeolite ion exchange process was selected for removing
cesium from the approximately two mil l ion l i t e r s of neutralized PUREX super-
natant. In early FY-1984, i t became apparent that the most prudent techni-
cal choice for disposing of the Cs-137 was to incorporate the loaded zeoli te
into the melter feed stream for v i t r i f i c a t i o n [ 6 ] . Through this approach, a
supernatant decontamination factor of 10^ for Cesium-137 would be achieved.
The presence of inorganic ion exchanger in the melter feed is not unique to
West Valley waste. During v i t r i f i c a t i o n process development support for the
Savannah River Laboratory in the early 1980s, glass compositions were tested
that contained almost 2 wt% zeolite [ 7 ] . However, at the projected e f f i -
ciency of the excnanger material, the quantity of zeolite used in the WV
process would result in zeolite loadings in the glass of 10 to 20 wtV 5 to
10 times the amount found in SRL glass. Laboratory and melter experiments
were conducted in FY-1984 and 1985 to determine whether th is increase in
zeol i te concentration between 5 and 10 above previous experience could be
achieved while maintaining acceptable process performance and glass product
qual i ty .

During FY-1983, a s ta t i s t i ca l l y designed glass mixture study leading to
the development of empirical models for the West Valley glass design was
completed [ 2 ] . When the West Valley waste treatment flowsheet was changed
in Fv-1984 to include the direct incorporation of zeolite into the melter
feed, the models were used to formulate several glass compositions with
acceptable melt (v iscosi ty, e lectr ica l conductivity) and product (leach
rate) properties. The glasses tested included a high-calcium/low-boron ver-
sion, a version in which the boronrcalcium rat io was reversed, and one with
about equal amounts of each. Boron and calcium have similar effects in the
glass relat ive to promoting f l u i d i t y and f luxing at high temperatures. The
substitut ion of calcium for much of the boron in the glass structure was
suggested by the empirical models to reduce product leach rates. Further-
more, laboratory studies favored the high-calcium glasses to reduce certain
crystal phases that were found in the melts containing signi f icant boron
[ 8 ] .
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A laboratory test to evaluate the melting behavior of these liquid
feeds was developed. This test, which used a bottom-heated crucible to sim-
ulate the cold top effect of a joule-heated ceramic-lined melter, compared
the melting rates of candidate feed slurries. Only the high-boron version
was found to melt at acceptable rates in this test. To achieve these rates,
it was necessary, moreover, to add substantial sulfate to the feed composi-
tion. The difficulty in melting this waste composition and the need for a
sodium sulfate flux were initially attributed to the refractory nature of
the zeolite. This appeared to be supported by results of a 40-hour ECM
test, ECM-84-3, with feed containing 20 wt% zeolite and about 2 wt% sodium
sulfate. The lack of any separate sodium sulfate salt layer on the glass
surface after this test, as observed in previous nonzeolite tests at compa-
rably high sulfate levels, suggested that the sulfate was decomposed by
reaction with zeolite. When formic acid was added during the last 12 hours
of the ECM test, melting rates decreased by about 15%, suggesting a possible
decrease in available sulfate for zeolite fluxing that was due to reaction
with the formic acid reductant. This possible explanation further supported
the importance of sulfate in fluxing zeolite. Examination of the glass sur-
face following the test showed no sign of the residual secondary phases
observed in later tests, discussed below.

Two more ECM tests (ECM-84-4 and ECM-84-5) were completed prior to
PSCM-19 to further study the melting behavior and role of sulfate in fluxing
the zeolite-containing glass. The zeolite level in these tests was reduced
by half to reflect revised estimates of the total amount needed to decontam-
inate the supernatant. Instead of improved performance, melting rates actu-
ally decreased to unacceptable levels, and a heavy immiscible phase remained
on the glass surface after sufficient time was allowed for the feed pile to
melt away. The major difference between these later tests, other than the
decrease in zeolite, was the introduction of large quantities of organic
reductants to control foaming. Sulfate levels were also reduced by about a
factor of 5 during the ECM-84-4 test and for part of the ECM-84-5 test.

During ECM-84-5, the sugar reductant level was decreased in three steps
from 80 g/L to 57 g/L with noticeable improvement in melting behavior and
rates. During one of the step changes, the sugar was reduced to 65 g/L and
the sodium sulfate level from 1.8 to 0.36 wt%. The resulting improvements
in melting behavior suggested that the melting difficulties were more
closely tied with the reductant level and possibly its relationship to for-
mation of the immiscible phase than with fluxing of the zeolite and the cor-
responding need for a high sulfate level.

A primary objective of the PSCM-19 test was to determine whether
acceptable melting rates could be achieved while maintaining stable proc-
essing conditions free of glass foaming. Demonstrating that the zeolite
slurry could be easily handled and would not settle to produce an inhomoge-
neous feed or plug feed lines was also of major importance. The ECM test
data no longer supported the need for a high sodium sulfate level, so it was
decreased to a more reasonable level that would ensure that the sulfate was
soluble. Four different carbon levels were tested, representing 3 wt%,
7 wtX, 9 wt%, and 10 wt% on a glass oxide basis. The melting rate steadily
deteriorated to levels less than half the normal over the first week of the
test, presumably from accumulation of the immiscible surface phase, and was
not noticeably improved by lowering the reductant. The composition of this
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material was determined to be predominantly calcium and rare-earth phos-
phates. The poor melting behavior of the glass composition was attr ibuted
to the formation of this immiscible l iqu id phase, which was believed to have
concentrated at the glass/cold-cap interface, penetrated the cold cap,
coated residual s i l i ca grains, and chemically inhibited melting. There was
no evidence suggesting the presence of zeoli te in the feed was responsible
for the observed melting d i f f i c u l t i e s .

Following the PSCM-19 tes t , the specif ic zeolite was changed from Linde
IonSiv 95® to Linde IonSiv 96® to reduce the amount of calcium in the glass
in response to the presence of a calcium-phosphate crystal phase. Thirteen
ECM experiments were subsequently conducted, to ta l ing over 500 hours of
test ing with various glass compositions, in an ef for t to resolve this
secondary-phase formation problem. All experiments contained 10 wt% zeolite
in the glass. In none of these experiments did the zeoli te appear to be
detrimental to the processing characteristics of the test s lurr ies [ 9 ] . One
of the tests included a feed composition with zeolite that was analogous to
the working glass feed used in PSCM-16 except for the zeo l i te . Process
rates comparable to the ear l ier ECM tests with PSCM-16 feed were achieved.
Thus, the effect of the added zeoli te appeared to be negl ig ib le.

The ECM melting studies concluded that a h igher-a lka l i , more-fluid
glass comparable to the WV-131S working composition was required to e f f i -
c ient ly process the West Valley waste. Based on both the ECM tests and lab-
oratory leaching studies, the WV-205 composition was selected. The WV-205
glass former composition is based on a mixed alkal i design that includes
sodium, l i th ium, and potassium to increase the f l u i d i t y and f luxing while
maintaining good leach resistance. When the WV-205 composition was proc-
essed during PSCM-21, high melting rates were observed, comparable to ear-
l i e r work with simulated Savannah River Plant waste glasses that contain
less than a few percent zeol i te . Consistent with ear l ier ECM results, the
amount of sugar added to the feed for redox control had a measurable effect
on the melting rate. Eliminating the secondary phase formation by glass
compositional changes, and, perhaps, by lowering the level of reductant,
permitted the zeolite-containing feed to process we l l .

The mechanism for degradation of melting rates with increased reductant
was not i den t i f i ed . Analysis of surface layers sampled in one of the PSCM
tests , while feeding sugared and nonsugared feeds, indicated no obvious d i f -
ferences in the type of crystal l ine phases present. Whether the reductant
supports a catalyt ic reaction, shi f ts the equil ibrium for competing reac-
tions or simply changes the time/temperature history of the cold cap is not
known and requires further investigations.

In addition to melting tests , the Theological properties of feed s lur-
ries containing zeolite resins were studied. Grinding of the zeolite using
an in - l ine slurry homogenizer to reduce the part ic le size below 100 mesh was
adopted early in the study. This decision was supported by concerns over
zeol i te set t l ing and the corresponding feed va r i ab i l i t y , sampling errors and
feed l ine plugging, and concerns over the potential for melting d i f f i cu l t i e s

Linde IonSiv 95 and 96 are registered trademarks of the Union Carbide
Co.
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with the large p a r t i c l e s . Feed a c i d i f i c a t i o n as successfu l ly demonstrated
wi th the PSCM-16 test was also s tud ied . Feed s l u r r i e s wi th 0 to 2 M_ n i t r i c
acid addi t ions were compared for s e t t l i n g , resuspendabi l i ty of se t t l ed s o l -
i d s , and performance in an a i r l i f t feed pump. Above 1.6 M_, the s e t t l i n g and
resuspendabi l i ty propert ies of the feed s l u r r y not iceably improved, but the
increased tendency fo r the feed to form a stable foam layer outweighed the
bene f i t s . Further waste a c i d i f i c a t i o n studies showed that the undissolved
so l ids content in the waste f r ac t i on of the melter feed was lower when the
sludge changed from a lka l ine to neutral (~ 1.1 _M_HNO3 a d d i t i o n ) . As the
sludge became a c i d i c , a new p rec ip i t a te formed, composed of i ron and ra re -
earth phosphates [ 1 0 ] , Reduced N0x emissions in the of f -gas system and
lower reductant levels fo r redox control provided added incent ives fo r not
a c i d i f y i n g the waste. The poor Theological cha rac te r i s t i cs experienced with
the a l ka l i ne feeds used during PSCM-9 and PSCM-15 supported the need fo r
some acid a d d i t i o n , however, so a neutral to s l i g h t l y a l ka l i ne feed became
the accepted t a r g e t .

CONCLUSIONS

Ihe West Valley Demonstration Project w i l l u t i l i z e v i t r i f i c a t i o n t ech -
nology to immobilize the major i ty of the r a d i o a c t i v i t y at the West Valley
s i t e . Invest igators at PNL have developed a melter feed wi th acceptable
rheology and a durable glass waste form. Processing in the ceramic melter
has been shown to be acceptable on a nonradioact ive p i l o t sca le . In devel -
oping the s lu r r y and waste form, three technica l challenges were encountered
that required major development a c t i v i t i e s on the part of PNL.

(1) Foaming of the glass melt was found to be i n t ima te l y t i e d
to the redox state of the melt cons t i t uen ts . Laboratory
techniques were developed that cor re la ted reboi1 tendency
to the measured f e r r o u s / f e r r i c r a t i o of the g lass . Organic
glass former sa l ts and sugar were found to s h i f t the melt
redox i n to a reduced state i nsens i t i ve to temperature f l u c -
tuat ions in the melter tank without impacting s l u r r y
rheology. Minimizat ion of oxidants such as n i t r a t e sa l t s
in the melter feed s lu r r y reduced the need for sugar. As a
r e s u l t , improved processing condi t ions and rates were
achieved.

(2) Crystal phases that formed in the cold-cap/melt in te r face
region were found to be due to separation of calcium and
rare-ear th phosphate phases from the mel t . Reduction of
calcium in the glass by se lect ion of a low-calcium zeo l i t e
and e l im ina t ion of calcium as a glass former g rea t ly
reduced the phosphate-calcium phase. The rare ear ths ,
mostly added as uranium, thorium and other ac t in ide s u b s t i -
t u t e s , were replaced by other representat ive s imulants. A
h igh -a l ka l i g lass, modeled a f te r a Savannah River Labora-
to ry glass containing potassium, was found to have superior
processing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . Although the phases were pres-
ent in small amounts on the melt glass surface during the
p i l o t - s c a l e demonstrat ion, the highest rates at ta ined wi th
a West Valley composition in the PSCM were achieved.
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(3) Zeolite ion exchanger, used to decontaminate the PUREX
supernatant, will be incorporated into the glass for final
disposal. Initial testing of zeolite in the melter feed
composition focused on a feed containing 20 wt% zeolite
(oxide basis). Although feed rates were approximately 15%
below previous rates, the feed processed in an acceptable
manner. Later testing was performed with feeds containing
10% zeolite. No detrimental impacts from incorporated
zeolite were encountered. However, the zeolite was ground
to prevent it from settling in the feed system, and the pH
was maintained near neutral to prevent solids caking at the
high pH values and feed foaming at low pH values.
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SIXTEEN YEARS OF CESIUM RECOVERY
PROCESSING AT HANFORD'S B PLANT

W. B. Barton, L. A. Gale, M. E. Johnson
Rockwell Hanford Operations

ABSTRACT

Cesium was recovered from high-level radioactive wastes
between December 27, 1967, and 1979; purification of the
recovered cesium continued until 1984. The recovery and
purification processes took place at the B Plant facility,
located at the 200 East Area of the Hanford Site. During
the 11-yr period, three cation-exchange mediums were em-
ployed. The first ion-exchange medium used was the zeolite
Linde AW-500. However, this proved ch6>mically unstable
for long-term processing of alkaline weistes. Zeolon-900,
another zeolite, was used briefly, but also proved chem-
ically unstable and quickly broke down. The most success-
ful cation-exchange medium was the organic resin Duolite
ARC-359, which was used during most of the processing
period. Approximately 95% cesium recovery, 4.29 x 1 0 ^ MBq
(116 MCi), was achieved with the ion-exchange process.

INTRODUCTION

Cesium recovery from high-level wastes at the Hanford Site began on
December 27, 1967. The process was performed at the B Plant facility in
the 200 East Area of the Hanford Site, near Richland, Washington. The
B Plant facility was originally designed for plutonium recovery and was
refurbished for cesium recovery.

The primary recovery process was cation-exchange using an ammonium
carbonate eluant. Over the 11-yr recovery period, three distinct ion-
exchange mediums were used to recover cesium from four types of high-
level wastes.

CESIUM RECOVERY ION EXCHANGE FLOWSHEET

The cesium recovery process involved four major unit operations:
(1) waste-feed loading, (2) sodium scrub, (3) product elution, and
(4) product concentration. These operations are discussed in the fol-
lowing subsections. Refer to Figure 1 for a summary of the operations.

Waste-Feed Loading

This operation involved pumping high-level radioactive waste down-
flow through an ion-exchange column. The column contained approximately
8.50 m-3 (300 ft^/2,000 gal) of ion-exchange medium, and the waste was
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Figure 1. Summary of the Cesium Recovery Process.



pumped at a rate of 0.0013 to 0.0025 m3/s (20-40 gal/min). The column,
with respect to the ion-exchange medium, was 3.35 m (11 ft) in length
and 1.8 m (6 ft) in diameter. The bed was loaded until an instantaneous
breakthrough of ^ 7 Q S ancj I37ga occurred, as observed by a gamma radia-
tion monitor in the effluent line. The effluent was then transferred to
underground storage for further waste processing. The primary elements
remaining in the column were cesium and sodium.

Sodium Scrub

The sodium ion was selectively removed from the column by pumping a
0.2M (NH4)2C03 scrub solution downflow through the ion exchanger at
approximately 0.0025 m^/s (40 gal/min). The volume of the scrub solution
ranged from 37.85 to 75.70 m3 (10,000-20,000 gal). Completion of the
sodium scrub operation was signalled by a sharp increase in the gamma
radiation monitor reading. The elevated reading indicated that cesium,
not sodium, was being removed from the column.

Cesium Elution Cycle

The cesium ion was removed from the column by pumping a 3M (NH4)?
and a 2M NM4OH solution downflow through the bed. Elution volumes were
approximately 56.78 m3 (15,000 gal) with flow rates ranging from
0.0013 to 0.0025 nw/s (20-40 gal/min). The elution operation was complete
when the gamma radiation monitor reading decreased to the value displayed
before loading.

During the elution operation, the ion exchanger was converted to
the ammonium form, in preparation for the next loading cycle. For feeds
containing relatively high aluminum concentrations, the column was washed
with a sodium hydroxide solution to prepare for the next loading opera-
tion. This changed the bed to a sodium form and prevented aluminum
precipitation.

Cesium Product Concentration Eluant Regeneration

The eluted cesium product, a combination of cesium carbonate and
ammonium carbonate, was pumped to a concentrator at a flow rate of
0.00025 to O.OOO75 m3/s (4-12 gal/min). The concentrated cesium product
contained approximately 7.4 x 10 1 0 to 1.85 x 1011 KBq/m3 (2-5 KCi/gal).
The concentrator overheads were condensed and collected in the eluant
storage tank for reuse. The noncondensable gases were vented to an
ammonium carbonate absorber, positioned on top of the eluant tank.
A small recycle stream recovered additional ammonia and carbon dioxide.

The primary product specification was the sodium to cesium mole
ratio, which was set at less than 10.

PERFORMANCE OF THL LINDE AW-500 ZEOLITE

PUREX Alkaline Waste Supernate Waste Processing

The Linde AW-500 zeolite was initially used to process PUREX
alkaline waste supernate (PSN), the decanted portion of neutralized
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high-level radioactive waste. The high-level waste originated during
the PUREX plutonium separation process of spent fuel. The waste was
neutralized and transferred to underground storage, and the solids
portion of the waste was allowed to settle. The supernate portion, or
PSN, was then decanted and transferred to B Plant for cesium recovery.

The composition of PSN waste feed is shown in Table 1. The initial
mole ratio of sodium to cesium ranged from 5,000 to 15,000. The
solution was between 10 and 11 pH, but was periodically as high as
13 pH. Blending was usually necessary to obtain a pH of 10 and an
aluminum concentration of less than 0.01M. At a pH of 10, both aluminum
solids precipitation and zeolite exposure to excessively high alkaline
solutions were prevented. Either situation could have damaged the
exchange media.

TABLE 1. COMPOSITION OF CESIUM ION EXCHANGE FEEDS

Component

Ma M

OH M

Al M

PH
137Cs Ci/gal

PSN*

4-7

--

<0.01

10-11

6

PSSb

1.8

0.5

0.02

--

1.8

CAW/PTAc/d

0.9

0.4f

Trace

--

13.4

RSNe

1.8

1.7

1.2

--

3.0

aPUREX alkaline waste supernate.
bPUREX sludge supernate.
cCurrent acid wastes,

dphosphotungstic acid.
eREDOX supernate waste.
fAdjusted to 12 pH.

The Linde AW-500 was capable of processing PSN batches containing
1.11 x 10 1 3 KBq to 2.96 x 10 1 3 KBq (300-800 KCi) of cesium before break-
through occurred. The loading capacity was primarily dependent on the
sodium to cesium mole ratio of each batch. The approximate waste volume
per batch was 303 m3 (80,000 gal). The cesium losses (i.e., the per-
centage difference between the feed and the product) were approximately
24% per pass. First cycle products generally had a sodium to cesium
mole ratio greater than 10 and had to be processed a second time.

PUREX Sludge Supernate Waste Processing

The decantation of PSN solutions resulted in a sludge residue in
the underground storage vessels. This waste was called PUREX Sludge
Supernate (PSS). Washing the sludge residue with water removed inter-
stitial cesium. The resulting cesium solution was processed through the
column. The PSS feed composition is shown in Table 1. The column batch
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size for PSS waste feeds was generally 379 m3 (100,000 gal). The
PSS batch volumes were generally greater than the PSN volumes because of
the relatively low cesium and sodium content, less than
4.89 x 10 1 3 Bq/m3 (<5 Ci/gal) and less than 2M, respectively, in
PSS feed.

Current Acid Wastes/Phosphotunqstic Acid Waste Processing

Cesium solids were recovered from PUREX current acid wastes (CAW)
by the addition of 0.1M phosphotungstic acid (PTA). The cesium solids
were centrifuged and washed with sodium gluconate to remove the metallic
impurities. The vashed cesium solids were centrifuged again and redis-
solved by the addition of sodium hydroxide. A typical CAW/PTA run would
comprise 1-85 x 1 0 " to 3.7 x 10 1 3 KBq (500-1,000 KC1) of cesium. The
sodium to cesium mole ratio ranged from 10 to 30 times less than the PSN
solution. Therefore, larger cesium batches could be processed during a
CAW/PTA run. The CAW/PTA feed composition is shown in Table 1.

DEGRADATION OF THE LINDE AW-500 ZEOLITE

Zeolite degradation was first observed in January 1968, one month
after startup. The differential pressure (DP) across the column
increased, which reduced feed flow rates and ultimately increased cycle
times. The high DP was attributed to both the chemical instability of
the zeolite in the alkaline waste and destructive abrasion.

An investigation indicated that aluminum precipitation was
occurring in the column. A 22.7 m 3 (6,000 gal) upflow column water wash
operation was added to wash the precipitates from the column before
loading. The subsequent loss of zeolite fines required periodic zeolite
addition. The upflow water wash flow rate was limited to 0.0025 m3/s
(40 gal/min) to minimize the loss of resin fines.

The ion exchange column plugged again during processing of the
CAW/PTA and PSN blend. Resin conglomeration was observed. The
formation of the large zeolite solids was attributed to aluminum
complexant (sodium gluconate) contained in the CAW/PTA feed. The sodium
gluconate could have caused the large solids formation by complexing the
free aluminum component in the zeolite. During May 1369, the degraded
zeolite was removed from the column and replaced with a new charge of
Linde AW-500. Approximately 1.31 x 10 1 2 MBq (35.4 MCi) of i 3 7Cs had
been processed with the initial charge of Linde AW-500.

Degradation of the new charge also occurred. The degradation was
primarily due to the relatively high alkaline content of CAW/PTA waste
feeds. To slow zeolite degradation, the feed pH was adjusted to 12 by
the addition of nitric acid.

The feed flow rate and temperature were reduced to improve cesium
loading. Cesium capacity improved by over 80% when the feed flow rate
was reduced from 0.0025 to 0.0013 m3/s (40-20 gal/min) and the feed
temperature was reduced to less than 25 °C. The overall cesium recovery
impr-ed from 76% to 95%. The product sodium to cesium ratio was less
than 10, which eliminated the need for recycle.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE ZEOLON-900 ZEOLITE

Ion-Exchange Performance Research

An investigation was initiated to determine if the ion-exchange
performance could be improved by using a different exchange medium. The
medium had to withstand attacks from waste feed chemicals, radiation,
and abrasion without appreciable loss of cesium capacity. The new ion-
exchange medium would also be used to recover cesium from REDOX supernate
(RSN) waste. The RSN waste contained relatively high amounts of aluminum,
sodium, and hydroxide, and a relatively low amount of cesium. Refer to
Table 1 for a breakdown of the RSN components.

The candidate ion-exchange mediums were narrowed to Norton Zeolon-
900 (a zeolite) and Diamond Shamrock Co. Duolite C-3 (a phenolsulfonic
resin). In laboratory studies, the loading capacities were equal; however,
the Zeolon-900 outperformed Duolite C-3 in chemical and radiation tests.
Therefore, Zeolon-900 was selected to replace Linde AW-500 as the ion-
exchange medium.

REDOX Supernate Waste Processing

In July 1970, the Linde AW-500 was removed from the column and
replaced with 6.65 m3 (235 ft3/l,75O gal) of Zeolon-900. Due to the
relatively high sodium to cesium ratio in the KSN feed, less than 136 m^
(36,000 gal) of solution could be processed in one batch.

The flowsheet operations for RSN processing were similar to the
PSN operations, with the addition of one step. A 2M sodium hydroxide
column wash was implemented before feed loading. This wash changed the
bed from an ammonium form to a sodium form and helped prevent aluminum
precipitation due to local pH changes when ammonium ion exchanged into
the RSN feed.

Degradation of the Zeolon-900 Zeolite

In August 1970, high pressure drop across the ion-exchange column
was observed after processing one CAW/PTA batch and eight RSN batches.
Bed depth measurements revealed that greater than 45% of the original
6.65 m-* (1,750 charge gal) had been lost. Apparently the Zeolon-900 had
undergone a breakdown from the nominal 16-mesh size to less than 50-mesh •
and passed through the column screen. Investigations revealed that
4.54 m* (1,200 gal) of 6M sodium hydroxide, followed by 15.1 m^
(4,000 gal) of 2M sodium hydroxide solution, were inadvertently
introduced into the column following the processing of the fourth
RSN batch. This concentration was contrary to the flowsheet, which only
prescribed a 22.7 m^ (6,000 gal), 2M sodium hydroxide wash. Excess
sodium gluconate in the PTA batch may also have caused disassociation of
aluminum from the zeolite matrix.
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PERFORMANCE OF THE DUOLITE ARC-359 RESIN

Resin Ion-Exchange Research

A new ion-exchange medium had to be identified to avoid delaying
the cesium recovery program. The only ion-exchange medium previously
studied was Ouolite C-3, but experimental data indicated that the resin
was chemically unstable. However, Duolite ARC-359, a refined version of
Duolite C-3, was developed by Diamond Shamrock Co. The Duolite ARC-359
resin was considered more stable in alkaline solutions and therefore
better suited for RSN processing.

Various experiments were performed in August 1970 to determine the
chemical and radiation stability and the cesium capacity of Duolite
ARC-359, relative to previously tested ion-exchange mediums. Batch con-
tact experimental data* indicated that the cesium loading capacity of
both Duolite C-3 and ARC-359 was lower than that of either Zeolon-900 or
Linde AW-500. However, column experimental data** indicated that both
Ouolite resins could process three times the quantity of RSN solutions
with only 5% breakthrough.

One hypothesis for the difference in results for the two experimental
methods is that the kinetics for bonding cesium to the column are faster
than sodium. However, the sodium affinity for the resin is greater than
the cesium and, if given enough time, the sodium will displace the cesium.
Both the Duolite resins exhibited no loss of mechanical strength after
contacting with 2M sodium hydroxide solution for 30 d. The samples of
Zeolon-900 exhibited a 70% mechanical strength loss, and the Linde AW-500
samples varied in mechanical strength reduction. Irradiation of the
four ion-exchange mediums indicated a slight reduction (<5%) in cesium
exchange capacity.

REDOX Supernate Waste Processing

The ion-exchange column was filled with 8.50 m3 (300 ft3) of Duolite
ARC-359 during September 1970, and RSN processing commenced on October 2,
1970. A 22.7 m3 (6,000 gal) water wash operation was added to the flow-
sheet to prevent the formation of aluminum solids during the sodium scrub
cycle. The water wash displaced the residual aluminum-bearing, RSN feed
solution from the column. The combination of RSN feed and scrub solutions
would precipitate aluminum due to resulting pH changes. The following
operations were used:

• Feed loaded at less than 25 °C

• Water wash displacement

* Batch contact experiments combined the resin with synthetic waste
until quasi-equi1ibrium was reached.

** Column experiments were a laboratory pilot scale operation sim-
ulating the 8 Plant operation in which the synthetic wastes were run
downflow through a column.
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• Sodium scrub cycle with 0.15 to 0.2M (NH4)pC03

• Elution cycle with 2.5 to 3M (NH^CC^ and 1.0 to 2M NH4OH

• Bed changed to the sodium form before feed loading.

The typical RSN solution had a reduced cesium concentration coupled
with an increased sodium concentration, relative to the PSN and CAW/PTA
feeds. Smaller batches were processed, compared to PSN, Typical
RSN batches only contained 8.40 x 1011 KBq (80 KCi) of ^7Cs. The cesium
batch loading was limited because the RSN feed contained a relatively
large sodium to cesium mole ratio (40,000) and a potassium to cesium
mole ratio of 1,000. While the typical sodium decontamination factor
(DF) for PSN processing with Linde AW-500 was less than 1,000, the sodium
OF for RSN processing with Duolite ARC-359 was ten times greater. This
was attributed to the relatively high cesium affinity exhibited by Duo-
lite ARC-359. The cesium recovery was near 100%. In addition, the cesium
product solution had a sodium to cesium mole ratio of less than 10. Some
CAW/PTA and PSS were also processed using the Duolite ARC-359 resin with
similar success.

The quality of the RSN cesium product solution decreased appreciably
between April and early July 1971. The average sodium to cesium mole
ratio of the cesium product solution was considerably higher than 10.
The higher sodium to cesium mole ratio was attributed to the degradation
of the Duolite ARC-359. After adding 1.70 m3 (60 ft3) of new resin on
July 9, 1971, process performance greatly improved, and the average prod-
uct sodium to cesium mole ratio decreased to less than 10. Further
degradation was observed between October and December 1971, when the
product sodium to cesium mole ratio was again above 10. During this
time, the ion-exchange column screen broke, and subsequent resin losses
occurred. A new column screen had to be ordered, which temporarily
delayed RSN processing.

After the column screen was replaced and a new charge of Duolite
ARC-359 was added, RSN processing continued. However, the cesium product
quality decreased relative to the previous RSN products. The sodium to
cesium mole ratio generally exceeded 10 for processing conducted between
January and February 1972. Further sodium removal was achieved during
subsequent runs by extending the sodium scrub cycle. Although cesium
recovery decreased to 95%, the sodium to cesium ratio decreased below
10. The processing of RSN solutions continued until May 6, 1972, at
which time the inventory was depleted. Approximately 30,300 m3 (8 M gal)
of RSN solution were processed between October 2, 1970, and May 6, 1972.
Approximately 7.4 x lO1* MBq (20 MCi) of *37Cs were recovered using the
Duolite ARC-359 resin.

PUREX Sludge Supernate Waste Processing

The PSS solutions were typically at 10 pH and contained less than
1.85 x 10 1 1 Bq/m3 (<5 Ci/gal) of 1 3 7Cs. To take advantage of the in-
creased cesium capacity of the Duolite ARC-359 resin at greater than
12 pH, sodium hydroxide solution was added to PSS waste. The pH effect
on cesium capacity is explained further in the Modifications to Flowsheet
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Operations section. Various PSS and the RSN waste blends were tested to
eliminate sodium hydroxide additions; however, laboratory experiments
indicated that mixing the two wastes in practically any combination
yielded 10% aluminum solids formation.

The PSS and the RSN operations were similar, except for three
modifications. The first modification was the demineralized water dis-
placement to prevent aluminum precipitation. The water wash was reduced
from 22.7 to 7.57 m3 (6,000-2,000 gal), which still provided adequate
displacement. The second modification reduced the eluent concentration
from 3M (NH^pCOj and 2M NH40H to 1.75M (NH4)2C03 and 0.8M NH4OH. The
third modification stored the final portion of scrub solution, 22.7 m-!

(6,000 gal) or less depending upon available storage space, for recycle
after the elution operation was completed. The scrub recycle reduced
cesium losses and the volume of waste solution processed through the
low-level waste concentrator. Sodium hydroxide was added to the recycled
scrub solution to evolve ammonia gas and to bring the sodium concentration
to 2M, thus changing the bed to the sodium form for the next feed loading.
Before loading the column, demineralized water was used to wash the column
instead of sodium hydroxide. The demineralized water prevented column
plugging by removing resin fines and precipitated solids.

The load volume for PSS solutions depended on the sodium to cesium
mole ratio, but typically averaged 227 m-> (60,000 gal). The cesium
recovery was close to 100%, and the product sodium to cesium mole ratio
was generally less than 10.

Modifications to Flowsheet Operations

One process modification using the Duolite ARC-359 resin was to
adjust the feed pH above 12 to increase the resin cesium capacity. At
pH values less than 10, a simple competition occurs between cesium and
sodium for the sulfonic resin sites. At pH values of 10 to 13, the
hydrogen ions attached to the phenolic groups of the resin structure can
be replaced. The phenolic groups exhibited a higher selectivity for
cesium over sodium cations. If the pH is increased above 13, the larger
concentration of sodium ions successfully compete with the cesium ions.

An upflow elution cycle with 1.75M (NH^-CC^ was attempted; however,
only 82% of the cesium was recovered. The hypothesis for the poor cesium
recovery was that the downflow feed load and the downflow sodium scrub
displaced the cesium near the bottom of the column. Therefore, during
an upflow elution, cesium ions competed with the ammonium ions over the
entire length of the column before exiting.

After 1972, no major flowsheet modifications were implemented. The
Duolite ARC-359 resin was used to recover the remaining cesium from
Hanford Site high-level wastes. The basic flowsheet contained the
following operations:

• Feed loading at 0.0025 m3/s (40 gal/min)

• Water displacement cycle of 7.57 m3 (2,000 gal)
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• Sodium scrub cycle of 57 to 75.70 m3 (15,000-20,000 gal) using
0.15 to 0.2M (NH4)2C03

• Recovery of the last 22.7 m3 (6,000 gal) of scrub solution

• Elution cycle of 56.78 m3 (15,000 gal) using 1.75M (NH4),C03
and 0.8M NH40H

 c

• Caustic addition before recycling the recovered scrub material
to change the bed to the sodium form

• Upflow water wash.

CESIUM PRODUCT CONCENTRATION

When the Linde AW-500 and Zeolon-900 zeolites were in use, continual
loss of zeolite fines from the ion-exchange column resulted in the
accumulation of zeolite within the concentrator. Operation of the con-
centrator was hindered due to the presence of zeolite solids. Periodic
removal of zeolite and other solids was accomplished by boiling 2M nitric
acid in the concentrator. Cesium, recovered from dissolution of solids
within the concentrator, was transferred to product storage or cesium
rework depending on the sodium to cesium mole ratio.

In addition to the accumulation of solids within the concentrator,
the concentrator evaporation rate was often restricted. The design of
the vapor header and the condenser apparently allowed ammonium carbonate
vapors to cool and precipitate on the unwetted metal surfaces. The vapor
section of the concentrator would become restricted by this precipitate
and the feed evaporation rate would steadily decline until plugging
occurred. However, since the concentrator and the condenser were located
in different cells, modification of the piping was impractical. Periodic
induction of steam into the condenser section was adopted to dissolve
the ammonium carbonate solids, but the concentrator feed flow rate still
only averaged 0.00025 m3/s (4 gal/min); a factor of three below the
0.00075 m3/s (12 gal/min) design rate.

COLUMN EFFLUENT GAMMA RADIATION MONITOR

Effluent solutions from the ion-exchange column were passed by a
gamma radiation monitor to detect the emitted energy from the decay of
i37Ba cations. Assuming l37Ba to be in equilibrium with l37Cs, the
monitor essentially determined the concentration of *37Cs in the column
effluent stream. Periodic calibrations of the monitor were conducted by
transferring a solution of known l37Cs concentration through the column
effluent route. The monitor response was noted for several different
concentrations of cesium solutions. A calibration chart was prepared
based on the response readings, and the chart was used to determine the
concentration of ^37Cs in the column effluent stream at any time.
Periodic samples of effluent were obtained throughout process runs to
verify the calibration chart.
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Unfortunately, the assumption that 137Ba and 1 3 7Cs were in equilib-
rium was not necessarily true. The ion-exchan<je mediums did not exhibit
the same affinity for l^7Ba and *37Cs. Generally, the exchange mediums
would capture a larger ratio of 137Ba, relative to 1 3 7Cs. This was
verified by stopping effluent flow past the monitor and noting the monitor
readings. The readings increased until a plateau was reached (i.e.,
secular equilibrium was established between l^Ba and l 3 7Cs). At equi-
librium, the l37Ba would be decaying as fast as it was produced from the
^•37Cs and no increase in the monitor reading would be observed.

CONCLUSION

A total of 4.29 x 10* MBq (116 MCi) of 137Cs was recovered fro.n
over 190 million liters (50 million gallons) of Hanford Site
reprocessing waste between 1968 and 1979. Purification of the recovered
cesium continued until 1984. The final product was maintained at a
cation to cesium ratio of less than 0.15. The product cesium was
encapsulated in 1,500 stainless-steel, double-walled, special-form
capsules. These capsules are now being used by the U.S. Department of
Energy and its licensees as gamma sources.
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FABRICATION AND PERFORMANCE OF SYNROC

D.M. Levins, K.D. Reeve, W.J. Buykx, R.K. Ryan, B.W. Seatonberry,
J.L. Woolfrey and K.P. Hart

Australian Atomic Energy Commission

ABSTRACT

A systematic study has been made of the effect of
fabrication conditions on the chemical durability of
SYNROC. The most important factors are the type of
precursor used, redox control and hot-pressing
conditions. Hot pressing at 1150-1200 C for 2 hours at
a pressure of 14-21 MPa is sufficient to produce SYNROC
of near theoretical density.

Transuranic elements and fission products have been
incorporated into SYNROC in separate glove-box and hot
cell fabrication facilities. The most Teachable
fission products are cesium, technetium and barium but
their leach rates decrease rapidly with time. The
transuranic elements, rare earths, zirconium and
ruthenium have wery low leach rates.

INTRODUCTION

SYNROC is a multiphase ceramic whose major components are zirconolite
(CaZrTi2O7), barium hollandite (BaAl2Ti6 0 1 6 ) and perovskite (CaTiO3).
Australia is developing SYNROC as a second-generation waste form which is
more resistant than borosilicate glass to leaching by groundwaters. Since
the SYNROC concept was proposed eight years ago (1), considerable progress
has been made towards commercial realisation. At the Australian Atomic
Energy Commission (AAEC) Research Establishment, a multidisciplinary team of
30 scientists, engineers and technicians is working on SYNROC R ft D. The
AAEC has a number of SYNROC fabrication facilities:

1. A non-radioactive demonstration plant with a nominal capacity of 10 kg
SYNROC per hour. Although this plant is still being commissioned, the
crucial hot-pressing operation has already been demonstrated at full
scale (2).

2. Laboratory-scale facilities which are used for product development and
to provide data to assist in the operation of the demonstration plant.

3. A glove-box line where SYNROC doped with actinides is fabricated in
75 g batches.

4. A hot-cell line where fission products can be incorporated into SYNROC
on a similar scale to the glove-box line.
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The design and commissioning of the demonstration plant has been
described recently (3). This paper discusses the effect of fabr icat ion
conditions on SYNROC qual i ty and the fabr icat ion and leach test ing of active
SYNROC.

FABRICATION OF SYNROC

Figure 1 shows the process steps used by the AAEC to fabr icate SYNROC.
The most important factors affect ing SYNROC qual i ty are the type of the
precursor used, redox control during calcinat ion and hot-pressing,
conditions of hot-pressing and the level of certain impur i t ies.

T i O 2

Z r O 2

AI2O3
CoO
BaO

Simulated HLW
in 2M HNO3

Reducing Gas

Filter Cake Water

Ti Powder

PRECURSOR MAKE-UP

WASTE MIXING

ORYf
(1-2

NG/CAl
h at '

.CINAT
?50°C

ON

POWDER BLENDING

To Stack

OFF-GAS TREATMENT

BELLOWS FILLING

COLD PRESSING (40 MPa)

HOT PRESSING

COOLING/CANISTER LOADING

Figure 1 Process steps in the fabricat ion of SYNROC.
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The SYNROC Precursor

The starting point for SYNROC fabrication is a precursor containing
SYNROC-forming elements in the correct stoichiometric proportions (70-75
TiO ., 6.5-7.5 wt% ZrO2, 5.0-5.5 wt% A1 2O 3, 5.4-5.6 wt% BaO, 11.0-11.2
CaO). A number of precursors are being evaluated for possible use in
demonstration plant (see Table 1).

TABLE 1 - TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SYNROC PRECURSORS

the
wt%

the

PRECURSOR

Surface area c (m /g)
- before calcination
- after calcination

Tap density (kg/m )

Crystallite diameter (nm)

OXIDEa

5
2

1100

100

PULPb

20
7

900

100

ALKOXIDE

200
20

700

10-20

SOL

100
15

1700

10-20

a - Based on pigment-grade anatase which was calcined at 950 C.
b - Derived from hydrous titania pulp by calcination at 500-600 C.
c - By the BET method,
d - After calcination.

(i) Oxide Route Precursors. These are based on anatase, oxides of Ir and
Al, and" hydroxides or carbonates of Ca and Ba. The carbonates are
decomposed when the acidic waste is added. Most of the early work on SYNROC
was carried out using a pigment-grade anatase which is cheap and can be
pumped at a high solids content. However, because of its relatively low
surface area, it is unreactive and must be hot pressed at 1250 C. A hydrous
titania pulp is being tested as an alternative Ti source. In its raw form,
the pulp contains some sulphate but this can be reduced to an acceptable
level by washing and low temperature calcination. Because it has a higher
surface area than pigment-grade anatase (see Table 1), it can be
satisfactorily hot pressed at 1200 C.

(ii Alkoxide Route Precursors. These are prepared by hydrolysing a
mixture 67 tetraisopropyl titanate, tetrabutyl zirconate and (usually)
aluminum sec-butoxide under controlled conditions to give a high surface
area solid. The other SYNROC components (Ca and Ba) are added as nitrates
or hydroxides. Initially, the procedure adopted by Dosch and co-workers was
followed (4). More recently, the Australian National University has
developed a simpler process based on direct hydrolysis of the alkoxides
(S.E. Kesson - private communication). SYNROC of excellent quality can be
made from alkoxide precursors by hot pressing at 1150 C. However, the low
bulk density of the powder is a disadvantage in large-scale production since
it limits the weight in each bellows, thereby reducing plant throughput (3).
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(iii) Sol-based Precursors. Woodhead and colleagues at UKAEA Harwell,
working under contract to the AAEC, have prepared a precursor by spray
drying a nitrate-stabilized sol containing all the 5YNROC matrix elements.
The precursor is a free-flowing, spherical powder which can easily absorb
10 wt" simulated waste. This feedstock is very promising since it has a
high tap density (see Table 1) and can yield a product with a homogeneous
microstructure.

Table 2 shows that SYNROC with excellent leach resistance can be produced
from all three types of precursor. Currently, the alkoxide route is used
mainly in laboratory studies whereas, for economic reasons, the oxide route
derived from hydrous titania pulp is favored for the demonstration plant.

TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF LEACH RATES OF SYNROC
DERIVED FROM DIFFERENT PRECURSORS

(MCC-1 test procedures in deionized water for 7 days at 90 C)

PRECURSOR

CALCINATION CONDITIONS
Atmosphere
Temperature ( C)
Time (h)

HOT-PRESSING CONDITIONS
Pressure (MPa)
Temperature ( C)
Time (h)

LEACH RATES (g/m2 per day)
Cs
Sr
Mo
Ti
Zr
Al
Ba
Ca

Redox Control

OXIDE

3.5% H2 in
1100
16

37
1250
3

0.25
0.009
0.53

< 0.0001
< 0.002
< 0.02
0.013
0.031

during Calci

Ar 3

nation

ALKOXIDE

.5% H2 in N2 3.
750
1

21
1200
2

0.082
0.026
0.31

< 0.0001 <
< 0.002 <
< 0.02 <
0.093
0.023

and Hot Pressing

5%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SOL

H2 in N2

750
1

21
1200
2

.055

.017

.2

.0001

.002

.02

.018

.013

To prevent the formation of soluble cesium phases (particularly cesium
molybdate), SYNROC is fabricated under reducing conditions by controlling
the atmosphere during calcination and by adding Ti powder before hot
pressing. A systematic investigation has been undertaken on the effect of
calcining atmosphere and metal powder addition on the SYNROC leach rate.
Three calcining atmospheres were studied; pure H2, 3.5% H 2 in N2 (standard
conditions) and pure N2. After calcination, the powder was divided into
halves. One half was hot pressed at 1200 C and 21 MPa for two hours, the
other was blended with 2 wt% Ti powder (<300 mesh) and then hot pressed
under the same conditions.
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The results of this investigation are summarized in Table 3. SYNROC
calcined in pure hydrogen with Ti metal addition was of exceptional quality.
In particular, the leach rate of cesium was an order of magnitude below that
obtained under standard conditions. Addition of titanium was crucial to
obtaining these very low leach rates. Under calcination conditions that
were less reducing, titanium addition was not as important, although
strontium and calcium leach rates were clearly lower. Reducing conditions
had little effect on the leach rate of molybdenum.

TABLE 3 - EFFECT OF REDUCING CONDITIONS ON THE LEACH RATE OF SYNROC.
MCC-1 TEST CONDITIONS AT 90 C FOR 7 DAYS

Calcining

Titanium

Atmosphere

Addition Yes

H2

LEACH

No

RATES

3.5%

Yes

2
(g/m per

Hp in Np

No

day)

Yes No

Al
Ba
Ca
Cs
Mo
Sr
Ti
Zr

0.04 < 0.04 < 0.04 < 0.04 < 0.04 < 0.04
0.015
0.015
0.012
0.27
0.004
0.0001
0.002

0.071
0.032
0.081
0.23
0.085

< 0.0001
< 0.002

0.025
0.021
0.118
0.97
0.024

< 0.0001
<- 0.002

0.109
0.046
0.120
0.36
0.145

< 0.0001
< 0.002

0.140
0.024
0.115
0.43
0.079

< 0.0001
< 0.002

0.135
0.055
0.120
0.74
0.16

< 0.0001
< 0.002

Additional studies have shown that the choice of metal reductant is not
critical but it should be added as a fine powder (< 300 mesh). Nickel, iron
and aluminum were effective even though aluminum melted under hot-pressing
conditions. Addition of iron resulted in rust spots on the leached
specimens but the leach rates of other elements were unaffected. Titanium
was chosen as the standard reductant because it gives a marginally better
leach rate and because it sets up a suitably low oxygen fugacity buffer in
contact with phases containing tetravalent titanium.

Despite the excellent leach resistance of SYNROC calcined in pure
hydrogen, it will not be used in the demonstration plant,for safety reasons.
It may be possible, however, to produce a more leach-resistant SYNROC using
a safe hydrogen concentration by better control of local reducing conditions
in the calciner.

Hot Pressing Conditions

From an engineering viewpoint, it is desirable to hot press at the
minimum temperature and pressure required to produce good quality SYNROC.
Temperature is the more critical parameter because high temperatures
restrict the choice of pressure pad materials and lead to volatilization of
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some waste elements. A study of the effects of temperature and pressure on
leach resistance was carried out on SYNROC containing 10 wt% U.S. reference
simulated waste PW-4b. Table 4 summarizes the results of MCC-1 tests
carried out in deionized water at 90 C for seven days. Although the best
quality SYNROC was produced at the most severe conditions: 1250 C and 21
MPa, that produced at 1200 C and 14 MPa, or at 1150 C and 21 MPa, was only
slightly inferior. Hot pressing at 1250 C and 7 MPa resulted in a
relatively high leach rate. On the basis of these and other tests (5), it
was decided to operate the demonstration plant hot press at 1150-1200 C and
14-21 MPa.

TABLE 4 - EFFECT OF HOT PRESSING CONDITIONS ON LEACH RATE OF SYNROC
CONTAINING 10 WT% WASTE

BATCH NO

Temperature (°C)
Pressure (MPa)
ASTM Specific Gravity

LEACH RATE (g/m2 per day)
Cs
Sr
Ca
Ba
Mo
Ti
IT

309

1200
14

4.19

0.O77
0.033
0.027
0.11
0.49

< 0.0001
< 0.002

Impuri

311

1250
21

4.21

0.071
0.022
0.024
0.11
0.47

< 0.0001
< 0.002

ties

312

1250
7

3.88

3.3
0.2
0.063
0.43
2.3

< 0.0001
< 0.002

313

1150
21

4.17

0.089
0.037
0.028
0.11
0.60

< 0.0001
< 0.002

The incorporation into SYNROC of some elements not normally present at
high levels in HLW can affect chemical durability. Impurities could be
introduced into SYNROC through the precursor or in the waste as the result
of chemical additions during reprocessing. For example, sulphate, silica
and chloride may be present at low levels in some precursors. Iron is often
used to control plutonium partitioning during solvent extraction;
phosphorus is present in most wastes owing to radiolytic decomposition of
the PUREX solvent, tributyl phosphate; and sodium is introduced whenever
HLLW is neutralised with caustic soda. A study has been made of the effect
of all these elements on chemical durability. They were added to simulated
PW-4b in amounts equivalent to increases of between 0.02 and 4 wt% over the
normal levels in SYNROC.

The effects of silica and phosphorus additions on SYNROC leach rates
are summarized in Table 5. Silica has a deleterious effect on Cs leach
rates even at low levels (0.2 wt%) but has no effect on other elements.
Phosphorus increases the leach rates of Sr and Ca because it forms
phosphates with these elements.
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Iron has no effect on leach rate at a concentration of 2 wt% above its
normal level in SYNROC. Sodium has a slightly deleterious effect on Cs and
Mo leach rates at the 4 wt% level in SYNROC. Low additions are beneficial
probably because Na displaces Cs from grain boundaries which are a source of
leachable Cs. The presence of chloride, fluoride and sulphate in the feed
materials at a level equivalent to 0.1 wtt in SYNROC has no effect on leach
rates. However, chloride and sulphate are partially lost during
calcination and this would pose corrosion problems in a production plant.

The leach rates from SYNROC containing an additional 0.2 wt% SiO-,
1 wt% P?05 , 2 wt% Fe 20 3 and 1 wt% Na 20 are somewhat higher than those
predicted on the basis of each element singularly. Even so, the leach
rates are below those for a borosilicate glass such as PNL 76-68.

TABLE 5 EF •-ECT OF SILICA AND PHOSPHORUS ADDITIONS ON SYNROC LEACH RATES
(g/nr per day)

MCC-1 TEST AT 90°C FOR 7 DAYS

Additive

Mass
Ba
Ca
Cs
Mo
Si
Sr

None(1)

0.021
0.10
0.016
0.076
0.34
0.3
0.032

0.2% SiO2

0.041
0.09
0.02
0.22
0.41
0.72
0.032

0.4% SiO2

0.026
0.09
0.017
0.32
0.26
0.48
0.018

0.026
0.04
0.027
0.52
0.42
0.71
0.032

i °/ P nu P2O5

0.048
0.071
0.055
0.072
0.25
0.3
0.060

(1) Contains 0.08% SiO2 and 0.2% P20r

INCORPORATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES INTO SYNROC

Glove-box Line

A small production line, consisting of four interconnected glove-boxes,
is used to incorporate the actinides and technetium into SYNROC. The
glove-box procedures are similar to those used in the inactive laboratory.
A solution containing the radionuclide of interest is added to a simulated
waste solution and mixed with a slurry of alkoxide precursor. The slurry is
flash dried then calcined under 3.5% H2 in N2 in a 100 mm diameter rotary
calciner. The calcined powder is mixed with 2 wt% Ti in a 'Y' blender and
hot pressed for 2 h in a graphite die at 1200 C and 14 MPa to produce a 75 g
SYNROC block with dimensions 40 mm dia. x 15 mm high. SYNROC has been
fabricated containing up to 0.03 wt% 2hll\m, 0.53 wt% 2 3 9Pu, 0.002 wt% 2£tl*Cm,
1.3 wt% 2-7Np and 0.5 wt% °°Tc. The main purpose of the glove-box line is
to prepare SYNROC specimens for leach testing. The AAEC does not have the
facilities to handle the high activities of actinides required to study
radiation damage resulting from alpha decay.
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Hot Cell Line

A fabrication line has been installed in two hot cells so that the full
complement of fission products can be incorporated into SYNROC. The
equipment is identical to that used in the glove-box line. SincegAustralia
has no high-level, power-reactor wastes, a waste solution from 9 M o / 9 9 Tc
production is used as the source of fission pro'^ts.

CHEMICAL DURABILITY

The most important measure of a waste form's performance is its
chemical durability. We have carried out over 2000 leach tests on inactive
SYNROC specimens. The fundamental characteristics of SYNROC leaching are
now well understood, the most striking being the comparatively small effect
of temperature and the rapid decrease in the leach rate with time under both
static (MCC-1) and flow (MCC-4) conditions(6-8).

Recently, leach testing has been extended to cover fission products and
transuranic elements. Figure 2 shows the differential leach rate of
fission products from SYNROC in deionized water at 70 C. Since the 9 9Mo/
9qR1 Tc waste solution used as a source of fission products was only five
weeks old when leach testing commenced, the leach rates of short-lived
radionuclides could be measured.^ The sharp decrease in leach rate with
time evident in Figure 2 is a characteristic of SYNROC (8). The leach
rates for Cs and Ba as determined by Y-counting are in excellent agreement
with those based on chemical analysis using atomic absorption spectroscopy.
The rare earths, ruthenium and zirconium have such low leach rates that

they cannot be detected by inactive methods such as inductively-coupled
plasma emission spectrometry. However Y-counting shows that their leach
rates decreased to about 1-2 x 10"1* g/m2 per day after three weeks and
remain fairly constant thereafter. Figure 3 shows longer term leach data
for " T c in deionized water at 90 C as determined by liquid scintillation
counting. The initial leach rate is very low (0.1 g/m2 per day) and falls
below 10"1* n/m2 per day after 300 days.

Figure 4 compares the leach rates of 2 3 7Np, 2 3 9Pu, 241Am and 21*1* Cm in
deionized water at 70 C. The initial leach rates of the actinides are very
low but do not decrease markedly with time. In this respect their
behaviour is quite different from the more Teachable elements such as Cs, Ba
and Tc.

Scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive analysis has been
carried out on SYNROC containing Np. As predicted, Np is distributed
between the perovskite and zirconolite phases with no detectable
partitioning into hollandite or rutile. However, distribution studies
using the a-track etch technique have revealed regions of abnormally high
237 Np concentration. This could explain why the leach rate of 237Np is
higher than those of other actinides. Process improvements are planned
with the aim of improving the microstructure, actinide distribution and,
thereby, the leach resistance of SYNROC produced in the glove-box line.

The leach rates shown in Figures 2-4 are based on analysis of
unfiltered leachates. Alpha-track studies and Y-counting have shown that
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Differential normalized leach rate of fission products
in deionized water at 70°C. (Leachant replaced after
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on the walls is
by colloids or
the flat SYNROC
by a factor of
from the SYNROC

the transuranics, the rare earths, zirconium and ruthenium tend to plate out
on the walls of the leaching vessels. Leaching tests have been carried out
in vessels made of teflon, polythene, Monel, stainless steel and all retain
Pu to some extent. (Surprisingly, teflon was the worst in this respect.)
Track-etch studies have shown that some of the a-activity
associated with star-like clusters which could be caused
SYNROC particles of about 1 urn diameter. Polishing of
faces prior to leaching reduced the activity on the walls
about ten suggesting that minute particles were being shed
surfaces which are normally ground to 300 grit. Furthermore, filtration of
the leachates removed a significant fraction of most elements except for Cs,
Ba and Tc.

The leach data plotted in Figures 2-4 show that the leach rates of the
more soluble elements decrease rapidly with time whereas those for the more
leach-resistant elements reach a plateau value after only a short time. It
appears likely that, for long times, the normalized release rates of all
elements will converge to a constant value determined by the solubility of
the titanate matrix itself. The matrix solubility is very difficult to
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estimate because it is so low. However the data presented here suggest a
leach rate of 10"1* g/m 2 per day or less based on repeated seven day tests
under MCC-1 conditions (leachant volume/surface area = 0.1 m). This is
equivalent to a solubility limit of about 7 x 10"3 g/mJ (i.e. 7 ppb total
dissolved solids) at 70-90 C. This is at least a factor of 1000 lower than
the solubility of silica, the dominant matrix element in borosilicate glass,
under the same conditions.
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INTERIM STORAGE FACILITY FOR VITRIFIED HIGH LEVEL WASTE

M. Demonie and J. Claes
BELGOPROCESS - Belgium

and

A. De Coninck and J. Sperlich
BELGONUCLEAIRE - Belgium

ABSTRACT

During the operation of the EUROCHEMIC reproces-
sing plant from July 1966 until December 1974, the
reprocessing of various irradiated fuels resulted in
the production of about 825 m of high level liquid
wastes (HLLW).
They were stored under liquid form in an appropriate
above ground tank farm, equipped with cooling loops and
vessel ventilation.

The construction of a demonstration plant for the
vitrification of the HLLW from low enriched fuel with
the German PAMELA process started in 1981.

In parallel, a facility for the interim storage of
the vitrified HLLW, awaiting their final disposal, was
designed and also built on the EUROCHEMIC site. This
facility has been commissioned in September 1985, when
the active operation of the PAMELA vitrification plant
started.

The present paper gives a general description of
this storage facility, including its main technical
characteristics, operational and safety aspects and
practical experience.
The facility is now operated by BELGOPROCESS, who is
the new operator of the former EUROCHEMIC site as from
January 1, 1985.
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1. VITRIFICATION OF EUROCHEMIC HLLW

In 1974, the EUROCHEMIC consortium, grouping 13 member states of the
OF.CP, decided to cease its reprocessing activities at the EUROCHEMIC plant
on the nuclear site of Mol-Dessel (Belgium).
The obligations of EUROCHEMIC, resulting from the convention with the
Belgian Government on take-over of the site, comprise among others, the
vitrification of the high level liquid wastes, which were generated during
the reprocessing campaigns.

This HLLW is divided into two categories, according to the type of
reprocessed fuel :

. Low enriched waste concentrate (LEWC), resulting from the reprocessing of
fuels having an initial enrichment of not more than 4.2 per cent and
irradiated mainly in power reactors : the rather small amount of salts
allowed these solutions to be concentrated to a small volume of about
47 m .

. The high enriched waste concentrate (HEWC) resulting from the reproces-
sing of a uranium-aluminium metallic alloy fuel having an initial
enrichment of 93 per cent and irradiated in high-flux material testing
reactors : the presence of the dissolved aluminium salts did not allow an
important concentration factor, resulting in
with lower specific activity than for LEWC.

a volume of about 770 m

Both types of solutions were transferred to above ground stainless
steel storage vessels, equipped with cooling loops to keep the solutions
within a temperature range of 15-25°C,
The vessel ventilation serves to maintain a required underpressure as well
as to dilute the radiolytic hydrogen well below the 4 per cent limit.

Tabel 1 summarizes the volumes and radioactivities of the LEWC and
HEWC kept in storage in 5 vessels.

TABEL 1. EUROCHEMIC HIGH LEVEL LIQUID WASTE ARISINGS
Inventory on 1.1.1985

Type of Waste

LEWC
LEWC
HEWC
HEWC
HEWC

Storage vessel

253-la
253-lb
258-1
258-2
540-12

Waste volume

m

21.9
25.3
162
118
493

Activity

Alpha
TBq/m

15.2
35.8
0.33
0.20
0.21

Beta
PBq/m

4.20
6.58
0.29
0.21
0.16
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Tlii v 1 t r i f i cat ion of these HI.l.W is being performed in two subsequent
st.ps. I'hc PAMELA plant, initially coiistriirtpd as a demonstration unit for
Mi-- : EWC, has b-en operated between October 1, 198!.) and the beginning of
.'.;i;r 1 >>M. to vitrify this fraction of the HLI.W. During this campaign, the
ViTKi iMFT-proeess, producing glass beads which are embedded in a lead alloy
Matrix, was successfully demonstrated too as a feasible process to improve
the heat transfer from canisters. In total, r)67 canisters of 70 1 (diameter
•?!><' :-ir-,; height I POO mm) were obtained i 1 _?.

In accordance with recent decisions, the vitrification of the HEWC
A! 11 also be carried out in the PAMELA process. Plant operation will start
oil 'Vtotvr 1, 11<HO and last for approximately 4 to b years.

P. STORAGE OF VITRIFIED HLI.W

PA. Storage Objectives and Design Criteria

Th»- Belgian national waste management programme considers an interim
:•• '!']• vable storage period of about hO years for conditioned HLW. This
(••• nod of tin" takes into account the heat decay of higher active HLW for a
r- !• Pfin-r geological disposal into clay L?J.

To moot this requirement, the construction of an on-site engineered
storage facility for the vitrified LEWC, with extension provisions for the
vitrified HEWC solutions and solid wastes, having similar radiological
eharact^risties was decided in 1982.

The following main basic design criteria were defined :

. the storage facility should be a separate building in the immediate
vicinity of the PAMELA-plant in order to guarantee its long term
integrity independently of the possible dismantling of the vitrification
facillty;

. the storage facility should be constructed above ground level, taking
into account the hydrology of the site;

. the initial capacity should allow the retievable storage of 1,500
canisters, corresponding to a conservative estimation of the LEWC
vitrification campaign and an additional 30 per cent spare capacity;

. provisions for heat removal should be taken in order not to reach 90°C in
the concrete of the building and/or not to exceed the transformation
temperature (~450°C) in the center of the glass blocks;

. the engineering of the building should take into account the results of
site specific safety studies on air plane crash and seismic activities.

2.2. Storage Facility Design and Lay-Out

The storage building is 33.4 m long, 12.2 m wide and 20 m high. It
comprises a reception hall at ground level, an extendible transfer hall at
+ 9 m level, an extendible shielded storage cell and auxiliary rooms (see
Figure 1). Its construction started in July, 1983 and the facility was
commissioned in September, 1985.



Figure 1 : Interim storage facility for vitrified high level waste

The reception hall at the ground level is entered by a rail-carriage
that transports the shielded casks, containing the canisters loaded in the
vitrification facility.

The reception hall serves as an airlock between the outside of the
building and the transfer hall. One door is used for the entrance and exit
of the rail-carriage. A trap-door in the ceiling of the hall allows the
shielded casks to be lifted to the transfer hall, which runs the length of

the building.

An overhead crane is used for the transport and handling of heavy
loads such as the shielded transport casks, the shielded charging machine
in which the glass containers are moved along the transfer hall and
additional equipment such as shielding valves, intermediate adaptors, plugs
etc...

The vitrified waste canisters are stored in a heavily shielded cell,
with reinforced normal concrete walls (1.2 m) and ceiling (1.2 m ) . A
network of openings in the top of the cell (at level + 9 m) gives access
from the transfer hall to a rectangular array of stainless-steel baskets
having a slightly larger diameter than the canisters and which constitute
the vertical storage pits in which the glass canisters are stacked. The
baskets with a length of about 7 m are fixed to a metallic seat. 252
storage pits (12 X 21), each with a capacity of 6 canisters, are installed
in this cell module, resulting in 1,512 available storage positions. Forced
air circulation is used for heat removal from the storage cell. This basic
storage concept was chosen on the basis of available experience in France.
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The uppper end of the basket is held by the opening in the ceiling of
the storage cell. This opening is lined with a stainless-steel ring showing
the usual stepped-diameter design in order to avoid radiation streaming.
The opening is closed by a two part plug : a stepped diameter stainless
steel lined concrete plug topped by a concrete disc which ensures an even
floor for the transfer hall above the storage cell.

A shielding valve (7 tons weight) with a motorized horizontal sliding
door, can be installed above the opening, giving access to the storage pit.
During loading this shielding valve replaces the concrete plug.

The charging machine which is the key operational equipment is essen-
tially a lead shielded (20 cm) vertical cylinder, closed on top, having a
horizontal sliding door at the bottom and equipped with a hoist and a
cyclic grabtool. It is used to handle the main concrete plug of the
selected storage pit as well as to transfer the glass canister from the
transport cask to the storage pit. The total weight is 21 tons.

The transport cask used for the transfer of the glass canisters from
the vitrification plant to the storage building consists of two lead
shielded (14 cm) cylinders, each' closed with an horizontal sliding door on
top. The transport cask has a weight of 22 tons and is placed on the
self-propelled rail-carriage which has battery powered motors.

The overhead crane has a lifting capacity of 40 tons; it is provided
with all the safety features necessary to assure a safe handling. The
maximum charge which has to be lifted is 28 tons (charging machine and
shielded valve). :

The building will be extended with an additional storage cell and the
rails for the overhead crane will be prolonged in the extension of the
transfer hall above this new cell. This extention is necessary to provide
storage capacity for the vitrified HEWC.

The storage pits of the extension can be foreseen for canisters,
having a larger diameter and length. These canisters can also be
transferred with the existing transfer equipment, providing some minor
adaptations which were taken into account at the design stage.

2.3. Storage Procedures

At the PAMELA vitrification plant, each canister is submitted to a
quality control programme, decontaminated and cleared for residual
contamination prior to be loaded into one of the two transport casks placed
on the self-propelled rail-carriage. The QC programme includes an
identification chart for each individual canister, on which the glass
production and packaging parameters as well as the radiological
characteristics are identified.
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After final clearance for transport, the carriage is shipped to the
interim storage building on the railtrack, which ends in the reception
hall .

The canisters are removed from the transport cask, one by one into the
shielded charging machine which fits onto the top of the transport cask.

This operation can be done either in the reception hall or on an
unloading platform in the transfer hall.

From there, the loaded charging machine is routed to the selected
storage pit by means of the overhead crane, Previously, the shielding valve
has been brought into position on the selected storage pit and the concrete
plug has been removed. The charging machine is then fitted on the shielding
valve and the glass canister is introduced into the storage pit.

2.4. Safety

As the individual canisters and the transport casks are subject to a
clearance procedure for contamination at the PAMELA vitrification plant., no
contamination above the operational limits (37 kBq/m B / Y > 3.7 kBq/m a )
on the surfaces nor airborn is expected to occur. Therefore, no special
measures to ensure leak-tightness or underpressure in the transport casks
and charging machine have been taken. However, the storage facility is
provided with contamination monitoring in the personnel access areas and
continuous surveillance for airborn contamination in the transfer hall.
Moreover, routine contamination checks are made at the storage facility to
control the contamination level of the equipment which has been in contact
with the canisters in order not to overpass the authorized limits.

If necessary, equipment decontamination can be done on the unloading
platform of the transfer hall which is provided with as stainless steel
drip tray.

The building itself and the different transfer equipments have been
designed to limit the radiation doses in accordance with the IAEA
recommandations and the on-site radiation protection specifications. These
include a dose rate limit of 2.5 mrem/h (25 /isv/h) in contact with the
outer building walls, on top of the storage cell and in contact with the
loaded charging machine.

By forced air circulation in the storage cell, heat transfer from the
canisters to the renewed air layer between the storage pits and the outer
wall of the canisters is ensured. Air flow rates have been calculated on
the basis of a maximum design heat load of 83 kW and a maximim air
temperature in the storage cell of 50°C. Routine control of the
temperatures of output and input air is carried out.
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If by any reason the ventilation system is completely interrupted, the
temperature in the storage cell would reach a maximum of 80°C after
approximately 6 days. The available redundancy in electricity generation
and ventilation as well as the quite long heating delay allow all
interventions to be made within this period of time.

A heat recovery unit allows for partial heating of auxiliary rooms in
the building, thus limiting the air discharge temperature to 20°C.
The storage facility has its own stack to increase its autonomy and because
of the very low contamination risks. The exhaust air of the building passes
through HEPA filters before release into the atmosphere. A beta-gamma
iii-line monitor is installed on the exhaust duct.

Normally, the storage cell is not accessible after the introduction of
the first active glass canisters. However, the status of the storage
baskets can be checked at any time with a closed circuit TV camera lowered
into the basket. If necessary, an empty basket can be unlocked and
completely removed from the storage pit : sufficient height is provided to
the transfer hall for this operation.

3. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

During the LEWC vitrification campaign between October 1, 1985 and
June 1986, a total number of 567 active glass canisters have been produced
and were transferred to the storage facility, 100 of which were filled with
VITROMET end product. They have been successfully put into 95 storage pits.

While the PAMELA plant was operated continuously, the storage
operations were performed during the normal 8 hours working days at an
average of 6 canisters per days with 2 operators.

The storage facility did operate correctly and within the expected
performance. In particular, the reliability of the handling systems was
excellent and did not affect the continuous operation of the PAMELA plant,
which has a limited buffer storage capacity.

From a technical viewpoint, the good performance of the position
indexation system of the overhead crane as well as the satisfactory working
of the interlocks and sequence control systems of the overhead crane and
the charging machine when coupled to the transport cask or a shielding
valve positioned on a storage pit, were factors facilitating the smooth
exploitation of the storage plant.

As to the radiological aspects, the absence of external contamination
and the extremely low occupational dose rates in contact with the shielded
equipment and on top of the storage pits have largely contributed to the
positive experience gained so far. This allowed to review the controlled
areas in the storage facility and limit the occupational procedures to
radiation control.
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HIGH-LEVEL WASTE VOLUME REDUCTION USING THE
MODIFIED ZIRFLEX FUEL DISSOLUTION PROCESS*

Nathan A. Chipman
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company Inc.

Thomas E. Carleson
University of Idaho

ABSTRACT

A potential process being evaluated to minimize genera-
tion of Idaho Chemical Processing Plant high-level
waste is a Modified Zirflex Fuel Dissolution Process in
which fuel is dissolved in a solution of ammonium fluo-
ride and ammonium nitrate plus hydrofluoric acid. In-
soluble hydroxides (hydrous oxides) of metals are pre-
cipitated by addition of ammonia gas or ammonium hy-
droxide to the dissolver product. In the conceptual
flowsheet about 80% of the ammonium fluoride is re-
cycled. The precipitate is dissolved in nitric acid
prior to solvent extraction of uranium. A potential
reduction in high-level waste volume of 30% is
predicted.

INTRODUCTION

The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) is projected to increase
fuel reprocessing rates by a factor of four in the future. Research is
being conducted to evaluate potential methods of minimizing the generation
of high-level waste. The Modified Zirflex fuel dissolution process was
identified as a potential head-end method from several alternative methods
examined to minimize waste generation. Laboratory-scale studies were then
conducted to determine the basic feasibility and potential applicability
of tha process. The majority of the studies were devoted to development
of a Modified Zirflex dissolvent that would totally dissolve reactor
oxidized fuel. Studies were also completed on the precipitation and the

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Assistant Secretary
for Defense Programs, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-84-ID12435.
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solids separation steps. These latter studies were not as extensive
because the results of similar work were available in the literature. The
results of the studies were used to develop a conceptual flowsheet which
is compatible with existing solvent extraction systems at the ICPP, and
which can potentially reduce high-level waste volumes by about 30% when
compared to existing processes.

DISSOLUTION STUDIES

Description of Dissolvents

The Modified Zirflex fuel dissolution process uses a combination of
NH4F and NH4NO3 for the dissolvent. A range of molarity for NH4F
has been reported in the literature with a concentration of about 5.5 M
NH4F resulting in the best overall dissolution of Zircaloy. Concentra-
tions below this value result in a lower dissolution rate. Whereas con-
centrations above this value tend to reduce the overall dissolution rate
by forming insoluble compounds which adhere to the metal or alloy surface
and reduce the surface area available for the dissolution reaction.1

The addition of 0.5 M NH4NO3 to the dissolvent suppresses the
generation of H2 from the fluoride-zirconium reaction (by oxidizing the
H2 to NH3)2 and allows tin contained in Zircaloy to be dissolved.1
However, NH3 will precipitate Zr, U, and many other species in the
dissolver product and must be continually swept from the dissolver.3
For a set concentration of NH4F, the volume of dissolvent is determined
by the amount of fluoride required to complete the dissolution. Normally
6 mols of fluoride are complexed with 1 mol of Zr to achieve complete
dissolution. However, in practice, a higher F/Zr mol ratio is used to
expedite complete dissolution. A F/Zr mole ratio of 7.5 corresponds to
about 15 ml of 5.5 M NH4F per gram of Zr. Therefore the dissolvent used
was 5.5 M NH4F and 0.5 M NH4NO3.

For some laboratory studies, it was assumed that the fuel dissolution
process would include dissolver vessels requiring a neutron poison to pre-
vent a nuclear criticality. Thus, boron was added at the concentration of
0.93 M which is near the solubility of B in the Modified Zirflex dissol-
vent. Since 4 mols of F are complexed by 1 mol of B, additional NH4F
was added to maintain the F/Zr ratio about 7.5. Thus the "poisoned" dis-
solvent was calculated to contain 9.3 M NH4F, 0.5 M NH4NO3 and 0.93
M H3BO3. The volume of poisoned dissolvent required was nearly the
same as for the dissolvent without boron, i.e., 15 ml dissolvent per gram
Zr. Coupons used to simulate Zircaloy fuel weighed about 20 grams and had
a surface area of 18-20 cm^, and were used as cut with no special sur-
face preparation.
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Dissolution of Unoxidized Zircaloy Coupons

A series of dissolutions was conducted with unoxidized coupons at
boiling (97°C), 80 and 70°C for periods up to nine hours using both
the poisoned and non-poisoned dissolvents. Results of these dissolutions
concurred with the literature that the initial rate of dissolution for
Zircaloy at constant surface area and temperature is first order with
respect to "free fluoride". Because F is complexed by Zr at about a 6 to
1 molar ratio, "free fluoride" is defined as the initial concentration of
F minus 6 times the Zr concentration. From the change in coupon weight
with time, a rate constant can be calculated by standard reaction kinetics
methods.

For dissolutions using the B poisoned dissolvent, boron-fluoride com-
plexing was accounted for in the development of the rate equation.
Because F is complexed by B at about a 4 to 1 molar ratio, "free fluoride"
is defined as the initial concentration of F minus 6 times the Zr con-
centration, minus 4 times the B concentration. The initial F concentra-
tion was increased to account for the B-F complexing, thus the "free
fluoride" in both the poisoned and non-poisoned dissolvents was nearly
equal. The results of these dissolutions verified that the reaction with
B present is also first order with respect to the "free fluoride"
concentration.

For the non-poisoned reaction at boiling, the initial rate constant
was about 16-18 rng/min cm^ which compares to a literature value of about
22 mg/min cm^. The activation energy was found to be about 28,000 cal/
mol compared to a value calculated from the literature of 18,000 cal/mol.
For the poisoned reaction at boiling, the initial rate constant was about
5-8 mg/min cm^. No comparable literature values were found.

Dissolution of Oxidized Zircaloy Coupons

Oxidized coupons, simulating surface oxidation of Zircaloy cladding
that occurs inside a nuclear reactor, were made by heating the coupons to
550-600°C for 3 to 4 days in a muffle furnace. Oxygen was purged
through the furnace to prevent the introduction of nitrogen into the oxide
coating. This method of oxidation has previously been reported to ade-
quately simulate the oxidation of Zircaloy under reactor operating con-
ditions. A coating of about 2.6 mg/cm^ of coupon area provided a
coating thickness of about 25 urn (l mil), the nominal coating thickness
reported for irradiated Zircaloy clad fuels.

The presence of an oxide coating is known to hinder the dissolution
of Zircaloy in NH4F - NH4NO3 dissolvents and the oxide coating dis-
solves quite slowly, or not at all. However, the oxide coating is pene-
trated in localized areas and subsequent pitting and undercutting occur on
the exposed unoxidized alloy. Attack typically occurs at corners, sharp
edges and surface imperfections. After penetration, the dissolution
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reaction proceeds with the rate of unoxidized alloy dissolution.-* How-
ever, a large variation of surface area available for attack masks the
reaction kinetics, thus no rate constants were calculated.

A Zircaloy coupon with an oxide coating of 13 um (1/2 mil) and an-
other with a coating of 25 urn were dissolved in the boiling non-poisoned
dissolvent. A large change in the overall dissolution occurs as the oxide
coating increases. The unoxidized coupon underwent the most rapid dissolu-
tion with about 45% of the coupon being dissolved in 1/2 hour, 60% dis-
solved in 1 hour, and 90% dissolved in about 3-1/2 hours. The coupon
having the 13 u m oxide coating was dissolved at an intermediate rai,e. An
initiation period of about 1/2 hour was required for the coating to be
penetrated. About 1% of the coupon dissolved in 1 hour, 55% dissolved in
4 hours, and 80% in 7 hours. The coupon having the 25um oxide coating
dissolved at the lowest rate. An initiation period of about 1 hour was
required for the coating to be penetrated. About 2% of the coupon dis-
solved in 2 hours, 10% dissolved in 5 hours and 30% dissolved in 9 hours.

Effects of Boron Poison on Dissolution

Tests were conducted using the poisoned dissolvent at 97°C to dis-
solve an unoxidized coupon, and a coupon having a 25 gm oxide coating.
The results of these tests when compared with the results using the non-
poisoned dissolvent at 97°C, show the unoxidized coupons were more
rapidly dissolved than the oxidized coupons by both the poisoned and
non-poisoned dissolvents. This result again verifies the difficulty of
NH4F - NH4NO3 dissolvents to penetrate the oxide coating. The non-
poisoned dissolvent initially attacked the unoxidized coupon more rapidly
than did the poisoned dissolvent. This relationship continued throughout
most of the dissolution, however, after about 3-1/2 hours, both dissol-
vents had dissolved about 90% of the coupon. The non-poisoned dissolvent
required about an hour initiation period to penetrate the 25pm oxide
coating and dissolution was much slower than for an unoxidized coupon.
After a period of 9 hours about 30% of the coupon had dissolved. The
poisoned dissolvent was unable to penetrate the 25um oxide coating after
9 hours and no dissolution took place.

Acid Additions to the Dissolvent

The apparent inability of the boron poisoned dissolvent to penetrate
the surface oxide coating led to attempts at dissolution using the addi-
tion of acids. Dissolution tests were conducted using the poisoned dis-
solvent with: 1) three concentrations of HF (0.5 M, 1.0 M, and 2.0 M ) , 2)
two concentrations of HNO3 (0.5 M, and 1.0 M ) , and 3) a combination of
1.0 M HF, and 0.5 M HNO3. The results of these tests are presented in
Figure 1. The poisoned dissolvent with the addition of 0.5 M HF pene-
trated the oxide coating in about 1-1/2 hours. After 4 hours, about 25%
of the coupon was dissolved and after 8 hours, about 77% of the coupon was
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Figure 1. Dissolution of Oxidized and Unoxidized Zircaloy Coupons
at Boiling in Modified Zirflex Dissolvent and in the Presence

of Boron at Different HF and HNO3 Concentrations

dissolved The addition of 1.0 M HF penetrated the oxide coating in about
1 hour. After 4 hours, about 45% of the coupon was dissolved and after 7
hours about 96% of the coupon was dissolved. This concentration of HF
produced the most rapid dissolution of the oxidized Zircaloy coupons. A
further increase in HF to 2.0 M resulted in the lowest dissolution rate of
the three HF acid concentrations studied with 2 M HF, the oxide coating
was penetrated in about 1-1/2 hours. After 4 hours, about 10% of the_
coupon was dissolved, and after 9 hours about 60% of the coupon was dis-
solved. These studies show that the boron poisoned dissolvent with the
addition of HF will penetrate a surface oxide coating.

The addition of 0.5 M HNO3 penetrated the oxide coating in about 2
hours After 4 hours about 17% of the coupon was dissolved, and after 8
hours! about 99% of the coupon was dissolved. An increase w HNO3 con-
centration to 1.0 M decreased the dissolution rate. The oxide coating was
penetrated in about 2 hours. After 4 hours about 10% of the coupon was
dissolved, and after 9 hours, about 90% of the coupon was dissolved.
These studies show that the boron poisoned dissolvent with the addition of
HNOT will penetrate a surface oxide coating but not as well as the boron
poisoned dissolvent with 1.0 M HF. The best HNO3 concentration tested
was 0.5 M. One test was completed with the addition of 1.0 M HF and 0.5 M
HNOT to the poisoned dissolvent. Tho oxide coating was penetrated in
aDout 1-1/2 hours. After 4 hours about 12% of the coupon .*as dissolved,
and after 9 hours, about 99% of the coupon was dissolved.
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Analysis of the data for dissolution of oxidized coupons with varying
HF or HNO3 concentrations, indicates that two or more chemical processes
are competing in the dissolution. The initial dissolution of Zircaloy is
hindered below about 50% dissolution by the increased HF
concentration.^ Similar results have been reported in the literature.
The retarded dissolution rate has been ascribed to the formation of
insoluble Zr-F compounds at the alloy surface.^

Dissolution of Unirradiated Fuel Coupons

Six dissolution tests were made at boiling using unirradiated fuel
coupons. Five of these tests used unoxidized samples, one using only the
Modified Zirflex dissolvent, the four others using the B poisoned dissol-
vent developed in this study (9.3 M NH4F, 0.5 M NH4NO3, 0.93 M
H3BO3, and 1.0 M HF). The remaining test used an unirradiated fuel
coupon having a 25u m oxide coating and the Modified Zirflex dissolvent.
Each fuel coupon weighed 21-23 gram and had a surface area of about 35
cm^. The weight of the fuel coupons was periodically recorded as the
dissolution progressed. Because the required hood was available for only
a short period of time, some tests were terminated before dissolution was
complete.

The results are presented in Figure 2. As previously observed a
surface oxide coating requires a period of time for the dissolvent to
penetrate it and the overall dissolution rate is lower than the dissolu-
tion rate for an unoxidized coupon. Also as previously noted, the dissolu-
tion rate of the boron poisoned dissolvent with added HF is lower than the
dissolution rate using only the Modified Zirflex dissolvent. The results
of the dissolution studies done with Zircaloy coupons correlate well with
the dissolution of unirradiated fuel, and shows nearly identical shaped
dissolution curves. In general, the dissolution rates for fuel coupons
are lower than for Zircaloy coupons, indicating that the dissolution mecha-
nisms are quite similar, but the fuel is more difficult to dissolve.

PRECIPITATION STUDIES

In the Modified Zirflex process a precipitant is added to the dis-
solver product to precipitate insoluble or partially soluble hydroxides
(hydrous oxides) and to regenerate NH4F. The U, Zr, and other species
are precipitated. The NH4F is recovered, concentrated, and recycled to
the dissolution process. Both NH3 gas and NH4OH were used as precipi-
tants. Both are capable of precipitating more than 99% of the Zr from
dissolver product. About 11.5-12 mol of NH4OH or NH3 per mol Zr in
solution is required for the precipitation. The precipitant addition
raises the pH of the solution from about 6.5-6.7 to 9.2-9.7. The use of
NH4OH increases the liquid volume by about 10%, whereas NH3 gas does
not appreciably affect the liquid volume. About 45% of the neutron
poison, B, was coprecipitated with the Zr.
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Figure 2. Dissolution of Unirradiated Fuel Coupons at Boiling

Screening measurements were made to determine the approximate parti-
cle size of the precipitate. About 50% of the mass is greater than 90 urn
and 70% is greater than 38 ym. This size distribution indicates that the
precipitate and supernate could be separated by filtration or by gravi-
metric methods, such as sedimentation or centrifugation.

SOLIDS SEPARATION STUDIES

In the Modified Zirflex process, U, Zr, Sn, and most fission products
are precipitated from the dissolver product and then separated from the
supernate The precipitates formed are somewhat gelatinous and more dense
than the solution from which they precipitate. Separation techniques
investigated included settling and decanting, filtration, and centrifuga-
tion to determine which of the basic techniques could separate the solids
from the liquid, and to what completeness the separation could made.
Solids separation studies were performed on both the poisoned and non-
poisoned dissolver product precipitated with NH3 gas or NH40H con-
t.ining about 30 g/1 Zr at 25-30°C.

In studies performed using settling to separate the precipitate from
the supernate, the suspension was allowed to stand in graduate cylinders
for varying lengths of time. The solids settled rapidly for 1-1/2 to 2



hours and then more slowly from 2 to 48 hours. All suspensions started
with a solids content of about 4 wt%. During the initial settling regime
the solids are concentrated to approximately 7-10 wt%, and during the
extended settling regime the solids are concentrated to approximately 8-13
wt%. The supernate could be easily decanted. After a settling period of
about 2 hours, the precipitate has a definite structure and. 50 to 65% of
the original solution volume can be decanted for recycle preparation.

In the centrifugation studies to separate and concentrate the solids,
the suspension was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for varying lengths of time.
The solids were concentrated to about 23 wt% after 15 minutes of centri-
fuging. This concentration would allow about 80% of the original liquid
to be decanted for recycle preparation. Filtration studies show that the
precipitate can be easily filtered into a dense moist cake. The cake
forms rapidly with no blinding of the course (Whatman #41) filter paper
used. The solids in the filter cake were concentrated to about 28 wt%
which would allow about 84% of the original liquid to be recycled.
Washing either the centrifuged solids or the filter cake would produce a
dilute F bearing stream which could be concentrated for recycle.

FLOWSHEET DEVELOPMENT

A conceptual flowsheet is given in Figure 3. Only major flow streams
pertinent to waste volume reduction are shown. About 15.5 ml dissolvent
per gram of fuel is required for total fuel dissolution. After dissolu-
tion, the dissolver product is precipitated with 10 mol NH4OH per mol Zr
in solution. The precipitated solids are concentrated to 30 wt% through
gravimetric or mechanical means. The supernate is recycled. The precipi-
tated solids are washed to remove residual F. The wash stream is split
between the recycle stream and the extraction cycle feed. The precipi-
tated solids separation and washing leads to an 80% recycle of the input F
which leads to a potential waste reduction of 30 wt%. The solids are
redissolved in 2.8 ml of 13.0 M HNO3 per gram of precipitate and com-
bined with the solids wash stream to produce the solvent extraction cycle
feed stream.^

Values of the major components of this stream were used in a computer
code developed during this study to determine the solution stability and
other correlations to determine extractability. The results indicate that
the solution is extractable and that the U product would be adequately
decontaminated using existing solvent extraction facilities. This solu-
tion is predicted to be stable between about 0 and 50°C. The concentra-
tions of U and Zr in the diluted output stream are about one-half the
flowsheet values for existing extraction facilities. This difference in
concentration could be accommodated by a reduction in the organic flow
rate to the extraction columns, or an increase in the organic diluent
concentration. Thus, it is predicted that the Modified Zirflex fuel
dissolution process output could be successfully extracted.^
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Figure 3. Simplified Conceptual Flowsheet of the Modified
Zirflex Head-End Fuel Dissolution Process

POTENTIAL WASTE VOLUME REDUCTION

The Modified Zirflex fuel dissolution process has the potential to
reduce high-level waste volumes by about 30% by recycling about 80% of the
F necessary for the fuel dissolution. The remaining F is solidified as
CaF2 during calcination and would be included in the volume of the final
waste form.^

Although Modified Zirflex fuel dissolution process chemistry may be
feasible for ICPP fuels, the precipitation step may be difficult because
of criticality considerations. Also, the solids separation method(s) may
be difficult to implement on a practical basis. Significant scale-up
development would be required to prove the process. In addition, other
waste volume reduction alternatives under evaluation appear to be highly
competitive for process compatibility and can potentially results in
greater reduction in waste volume. Thus, the Modified Zirflex process was
not investigated beyond the laboratory scale.
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PROCESS CHEMISTRY OF HLLW-VITRIFICATION
IN A LIQUID-FED CERAMIC MELTER (LFCM)
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ABSTRACT

For the f i r s t time a comprehensively s imulated HLLW having the f u l l content
of t he noble meta ls Pd and Ru has been v i t r i f i e d by means of a LFCM on a
t e c h n i c a l s c a l e y i e l d i n g a g l a s s product homogeneous with r e s p e c t t o the
g l a s s mat r ix and the d i s p e r s i o n of the i n s o l u b l e noble metal compounds RuO2

and Pd-tellurides. The vitrification of 5.5 m̂  of the waste simulate led
to about 2.5 tons of glass product. However, considerable agglomerations
of RuO2 and liquid Pd-tellurides occurred in the bottom region of the LFCM
system which could be remobilized by bubbling an inert gas through the melt
during i ts drain. Minor amounts of complex sal ts , being relics of the
vitrification process, could be traced in some parts of the glass
product. Analyses performed reveal the basic processes involved which are
leading to the agglomerations and indicate their avoidance.

INTRODUCTION

Developing a technology for the vitrification of HLLW arising from the
reprocessing of spent light water reactor (LWR) fuel elements is not only a
matter of the final hardware but inevitably means to get insight into the
chemical details of the process f irst under non-radioactive conditions by
using waste simulates. This, however, is a point of major concern, because
application of inadequate simulates may give rise to misinterpretations and
avoids any reliable predictions with respect to the behavior of HLLW during
the vitrification process. For an optimized LFCM system now available,
e.g., larger amounts of conducting metallic particles in the glass melt may
heavily interfere with the high strength electrical fields causing a
decrease of homogeneous dissipation of heat. Therefore, mainly a f irst
vitrification campaign on technical scale has been performed to process a
comprehensively simulated HLLW with full content of the noble metals Ru and
Pd. The resulting glass product having a formal waste oxide load of 15
wt.J was homogeneous with respect to the glass matrix and the dispersion of
the insoluble compounds RUO2 and Pd-tellurides. In some parts of the glass
product minor amounts of complex ionic salts (alkali- and alkaline earth
chromate-mo.lybdates) occurred apparently being relics of the vitrification
process. In the melter bottom region, however, substantial amounts of
Pd-tellurides and RuOp have been agglomerated forming a loose suspension of
increased viscosity.
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PREREQUISITES OF THE VITRIFICATION

The basic p re requ is i t e s of the v i t r i f i c a t i o n of HLLW comprise the melter
technology, the waste simulate and the basic g l a s s . The technique applied
has been developed at INE/1/ and consis ts of a one-stage ceramic melter
system (LFCM) which i s continuously fed with HLLW and discontinuously with
glass beads that i s to say evaporation, ca lc ina t ion and v i t r i f i c a t i o n occur
simultaneously. Mean residence time of the product melt i s about 24 h a
time which i s more than suf f ic ien t for complete homogenization as evidenced
experimental ly. The glass melt i s released discontinously by bottom
dra in . The main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the LFCM i s i t s spec i f i c temperature
d i s t r i b u t i o n ins ide the system with a "cold cap" covering about 90? of the
mel t ' s surface . I t i s j u s t here where most of the chemical react ions as
well as physical operations take place which comprise the v i t r i f i c a t i o n
process . Figure 1 schematically shows the important features of the LFCM.

HLLW— „ - GLASS BEADS

, OFF-GAS

, » • / 350°C

Figure 1. Scheme of the One-Stage LFCM

The HLLW simulate is based on the reference data given for the reprocessing
plant WAA-Wackersdorf, now under construction. These data are presented in
Figure 2, a histogram showing the concentrations in g/1. The specific
significance of this HLLW is i ts very low concentration of corrosion
products. The simulate contains all the elements shown in the histogram
except for the actinides, Tc and Rh. Only the la t ter has been substituted
by Pd for costs1 sake. The others have been omitted. So a formal waste
load of 15 wt. | , base on the reference data, actually is only about 12 ut%.

The basic glass, coded VG 98/12.2, for the final waste form is based on
borosilicate glasses the development of which has been conducted
empirically like in other countries running a HLLW management. VG 98/12.2
is an optimized recipe derived from the parent glass VG 98/12 /2/ which has
been thoroughly characterized some years ago. A compositional variation
became necessary due to new requirements to meet a lower viscosity function
which arose from the experiences gained from the operation of several
melter systems vitrifying chemically different HLLW simulates.
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The changes in composition did not affect the properties electr ical
conductivity and hydrolytic s tabi l i ty significantly, they maintained in the
same order of magnitude. In Figure 3, the compositional differences
between the basic glasses VG 98/12 and VG 98/12.2 are shown.

QUALITY OF THE WASTE FORM

The continuous v i t r i f i c a t i o n process applied during the campaign under
discussion does not include under indus t r i a l condit ions any sampling and
analyzing of the f ina l waste form because i t s qua l i ty i s guaranteed by
process con t ro l . In de t a i l the product qual i ty i s governed by the
following factors:
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Recipe of the basic glass.

Process control, which comprises the form of the basic glass and i ts
grain spectrum, feed rates of HLLW and/or basic glass, extent of the
"cold cap" covering the glass melts' surface, oxygen fugacity in the
melter system.

Thermal treatment of filled canisters to produce monolithic glass
blocks. The features of product quality as such can be summarized under
four items:

Homogeneity of the glass matrix, depending on process parameters
especially the for.n of the basic glass (beads) and residence time.
The homogeneity is reduced by inherent phase transformations provided
their kinetics are sufficiently fast, as liquid/liquid phase
separation and/or devitrification. Both are dependent on the recipe
of the basic glass as well as on the thermal history of the waste
form.

Dispersion of insoluble constituents RuĈ  and Pd (Rh)-tellurides also
due to process factors, residence time, and form of the basic glass.

Increase in surface area through cracking in the filled canisters
depending on thermal history and lining of the canisters.

Hydrolytic reactivity and kind of alteration products which are
functions of the basic glass recipe and the repository chosen.

DETAILS OF THE CAMPAIGN

The v i t r i f i c a t i o n of 5.5 m-* of HLLW simulate by means of the LFCM system
VA-2 at INE has been performed with a mean feed r a t e of 15 1/h for the HLLW
simula te . Glass beads were fed having a gra in spectrum between 0,1 mm up
to 1.25 mm in diameter . About 2.5 tons of glass product have been produced
homogeneously with respec t to the matrix and the d i spers ion of insoluble
RuC>2 and P d - t e l l u r i d e s . Whereas, RuO2 c r y s t a l s are always smaller than 1
ym the t e l l u r i d e s showed to be s l i g h t l y l a rge r with a mean diameter of 5 urn
and t h e i r composition varied between 92Pd-8Te and 80Pd-20Te.

In some pa r t s of the glass product minor amounts not exceeding about 200 ml
of a complex s a l t , the composition of which i s shown in Figure 5 could be
t r aced . I t was of yellow color due t o the presence of hexavalent chromium
and apparent ly a r e l i c of the v i t r i f i c a t i o n process . Of much grea te r
importance was the fact that 67 wt.? of Ru and 63 wt.? of the Pd remained
in the melter system as a loose suspension of RuO2» Pd - t e l l u r i de s and g lass
melt having an increased v i s c o s i t y . Due to the f l a t melter bottom and a
s l i g h t l y e levated drain hole the suspension could not flow out at the end
of the campaign. The accumulation of insoluble compounds obviously
influenced the e l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y in the lower e l ec t rodes ' area which
continuously decreased (at constant c u r r e n t ) . These in te rac t ions did not
r e s u l t in a breakdown of the e l e c t r i c a l system.
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ANALYSES

A sequence of individual operations constitutes the process of
vitrification. Though all steps occur simultaneously in the "cold cap" for
every individual volume element, however, the order of sequence is as
follows:

- evaporation of HjO/HNO,,
dessication, and with increasing temperature,
eutectic melting of the nitrates,
dissolution of molybdenum oxide,
thermal decomposition of nitrates and nitrato complexes and finally
above the softing point T (about 600°C) of the basic glass,
temporary survival of alkalimoybdate melts.

These reactions happen in close contact with the basic glass beads which do
not stick tightly together despite the fact that they are densely packed.
Degassing is easily achieved. Above Ts the interstices between the beads
are closed and the remaining decomposition products as well as the
molybdate melts are included in the glass melt. These tiny inclusions will
be transported into the hot areas of the melt by convection and thereby
dissolved completely. It has been found that application of a certain size
of glass beads is most effective for s continuous vitrification avoiding
physically any agglomeration of molybdate based melts as well as of noble
metal compounds.

The complex ionic liquids which exist during the vitrification process in
the "cold cap" region of the melter system temporarily for kinetic reasons
deliver in the solid state the frequently quoted "yellow phase". Its
nature has been clearly defined by now. As regards its composition it is
based on alkalimoybdates and its formation is due to the thermal stability
of the parent Na^oO^-melt which decomposes only about 1J400°C. This is far
above the highest temperature in the LFCM as shown in Figure 4 together
with data of NaNCs-, NaNO^- and chromiummolybdate melts. The kinetics of
the dissolution of such an ionic melt are mainly determined by the limited
solubility of Mo the saturation concentration of which controls the waste
load and is about 2.1 wt.$ at a target value of 1.95 wt.% Mo in the glass
product.

The composition of the ionic liquids changes with their life times. In t.he
beginning they can only be formed from the alkali cations and MoCu present
in the HLLW. Complex ion exchange reactions with the glass beads starting
as soon as nitrate melts are present lead to an enrichment of Na, Ca and
Mg. A typical composition of its final state is given in Figure 5 where a
distinction is made between the sources of the constituent oxides via ion
exchange from the basic glass and from the waste solution. As a certain
amount of the chromium present is oxidized to the hexavalent state it makes
the complex salts yellow. Larger agglomerations of such an ionic liquid in
the LFCM having a higher density than the glass melt being in contact with
it may sink to the bottom of the melter against the surface tension which
at higher dispersion keeps it on top.
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The strong temperature dependence of i t s dissolution in the glass melt i
then become responsible for i t s survival. However, a higher dispersion
these ionic liquids by an appropriate feed of glass beads safely avoids
agglomerations of this kind.
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The noble metals Ru, Pd and Rh present in the HLLW will not be dissolved
substantially in the glass melt. As expected, RuO2 is formed Pd (Rh) ,
however, against expectation following f i r s t principles forms te l lur ides .
Both compounds are metallic conductors and for the resulting compositions
the tellurides are liquid down to about 800°C, as we know from a study of
the system Pd-Te in i t s Pd-rich part which is currently performed. This
explains the spherical morphology and flow structuresof the Pd-tellurides
observed in the agglomeration at the bottom of the LFCM. In Figure 6
results of the study of the system Pd-Te are given, the arrows mark the
compositional variation observed in the agglomeration. The triangle
indicates the highest temperature in the LFCM. The homogenous].y
distributed tel lurides determined in the glass product have a lower
Te-content which is close to the solid solubili ty of Te in Pd at about
800°C and i t is assumed that they have been formed primarily.

Figure 6. Phase diagram of the Pd-Rich Part in the System Pd-Te

There is strong evidence that elemental interactions are responsible for
the observed compositional differences. This is supported by s ta t ic
experiments where higher Mn-concentrations in the feed resulted in lower
Te-contents in the Pd-tellurides.

When such an agglomeration of noble metal compounds has been formed in a
LFCM the question arises how to remobilize i t . This has successfully been
achieved by bubbling inert gases through the melt during i t s draining
whereby the chemical composition of the tel lurides did not change.
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OUTLOOK

The b a s i c p r i n c i p l e s of the v i t r i f i c a t i o n p rocess a r e known today some
d e t a i l s , however, a r e s t i l l a w a i t i n g e x p l a n a t i o n . As most of t h e e lements
in the HLLW can e x i s t in d i f fe ren t oxidat ion s t a t e s t h e i r mutual
i n t e r a c t i o n s , which are unknown so far determine the whole process and
t h e i r study wi l l be the main task for the next fu tu re . Measurements of
individual redox pair y ie lds as a function of oxygen fugacity are of high
p r i o r i t y and wi l l provide the ins ight we need. Probably the v i t r i f i c a t i o n
of HLLW can be achieved with no ex t ra redox con t ro l .
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THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES'
PROGRAMME ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Karl H. Schaller and Benno Huber
Commission of the European Communities, Rrussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The Commission's cost-sharing research programme on
decommissioning of nuclear facilities has supported
development of a number of techniques and processes
applicable in decommissioning activities, aimed at
providing efficient procedures taking into account
radiation protection, minimization of waste arisings and
cost-effectiveness. After a short description of the
programme, the main results of the already performed
contractual work are summarized. Special attention is
given to the remote handling aspect and to management of
large quantities of very low-level activity waste. In the
currently running programme, a large part of the effort
is devoted to the testing of new techniques under real
conditions in the frame of large-scale decommissioning
operations.

INTRODUCTION

In the year 2000, about 40 nuclear power plants with a net power
rating of more than 50 MW each will have ceased to operate in the Member
States of the European Community. Afterwards3 nuclear power plants will
become redundant at a rate of 3/year, increasing to 6/year at year 2030.
The total waste arisings from dismantling a large plant range between 10000
and 22000 Mg, about 80% of that quantity being of the low-level activity
type. In order to be prepared for the quite formidable task of managing the
decommissioning of redundant nuclear power plants and of other nuclear
installations, the Council of Ministers of the European Connnunities adopted
a research programme, considering:
"Certain parts of nuclear installations inevitably become radioactive
during operations; it is therefore essential to find effective solutions
which are capable of ensuring the safety and protection of both mankind and
the environment against the potential hazards involved in the decommission-
ing of these installations".

The first cost-sharing programme on decommissioning (limited to
nuclear power plants and covering the period 1979-1983), managed by the
Commission and carried out under contract by national organisations and
private companies, started effectively in 1980. With a total budget of 4.7
Mill. ECU of Community participation, about fifty research contracts or. a
variety of topics could be concluded.
The seven research projects are:
- maintaining disused plants in a safe condition
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- decontamination for decommissioning purposes
- dismantling techniques
- treatment of specific waste materials: steel, concrete and graphite
- large waste containers
- estimation of waste arisings
- plant design features facilitating decommissioning.

The results of this research have been presented at a Conference
devoted exclusively to communicating advances achieved in the course of the
programme (ref HI). In addition, virtually all final reports of the
contractors have been published in the EUR-series.

The first programme has been followed by a second five-year programme
(1984-1988), enlarging the scope from nuclear power plants to nuclear
installations in general. This programme with 12.1 Mill. ECU of Community
appropriations continues and extends the seven research projects of the
previous programme, and adds a section on the testing of new techniques
within the framework of large-scale decommissioning operations undertaken
in the Community Member States.

MAIN RESULTS OF 1979-1983 PROGRAMME

Long-term integrity of buildings and systems

Radiation dose rate from activated and most of the contaminated items
of a nuclear power plant decreases strongly during the first decades after
shutdown (activated stainless veel of components surrounding the core
decreases to 1/100,000 of the value at shutdown after a 100 years decay).
Deferred dismantling is therefor- a preferred management option for already
closed plants * The implications of storing these plants nfter extended time
periods have been studied.

Surveys and tests on materials of the reactor buildings of the
Trawsfynydd, Oldbury and Dungeness A power stations have shown that, apart
from minor defects requiring treatment in the near future, integrity of the
buildings can be maintained for decades, subject to providing adequate
heating and ventilation; to avoid deterioration, a maximum humidity of 50%
and a minimum internal temperature of 15°C is required. This conclusion is
confirmed by a systematic analysis of probable maintenance and repair
requirements on a typical French 900 MWe PWR; this study identifies annual
maintenance costs ranging from 500,000 to 1,000,000 ECU for different Safe
Storage options (ref 111).

Decontamination for decommissioning purposes

Decontamination of surfaces of components and buildings has the
objectives of reducing the occupational exposure in dismantling and of
reducing the arisings of radioactive waste. Ideally, unrestricted release
of the component treated should be reached, but secondary waste arisings,
costs and occupational exposure during the decontamination steps have to be
low enough to favour a decontamination treatment. Evidently a low level of
contamination, small or no penetration into the base material and low
surface to volume ratio are characteristics pointing to decontamination to
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unrestricted release. Efficient, aggressive decontamination processes might
enlarge the range of components, which could be processed advantageously.

For metallic surfaces the composition of the contamination layers has
been studied on samples from the KW Lingen (BWR), Garigliano (BWR), KRB-A
Gundremmingen, KKI (BWR) and PAT Cadarache (PWR). In primary loops of the
reactors, radionuclides have been found in the base-metal up to a distance
of 90 urn from the surface. Tn one reactor, which has been operated with a
rather high rate of leaking fuel pins at one period, not only fission
products but also alpha-emitters were present in the oxide layer. On
unprotected concrete surfaces of the KRB-A Gundremmingen plant, radionucli-
des penetrated to a depth of 5 mm. Only a very small percentage of the
plant surfaces is unprotected; the protection by epoxy paint limits pene-
tration to 1 mm, and, consequently, surface painting is an excellent method
to diminish waste arisings.

As decontamination methods for steel components, chemical, electro-
chemical and mechanical processes have been investigated. An electrolytical
process has been applied at a large scale (100 tons) at the KRB-A plant
(ref /3/). The results show clearly that the secondary waste arisings,
being almost 10% of the original quantity, are quite high, even for rather
slightly contaminated surfaces. Four types of gel have been developed by
CEN Saclay, which will be useful for obtaining a first cleaning, possibly
done remotely, without producing large amounts of secondary waste. As
mechanical methods, high-pressure water lance and cavitation erosion have
been assessed.

For contaminated concrete surfaces, where methods involving removal
of a thin surface layer like hammering, grinding, high pressure water lance
and jet guns are quite well known, a thermal method, flame spraying, has
been tried out. As expected, and this is a common feature of virtually all
concrete removal methods, management of dust and aerosol particles produced
is a real problem.

Dismantling techniques

In dismantling components and structures, a number of methods will be
applied depending on the nature of the component and its level of activity.
Examples are the highly active reactor internals, low-alloyed steel vessels
with stainless-steel cladding of up to 600 mm thickness, large quantities
of contaminated tubing of all sizes and of containers, and reinforced
concrete structures of several meters thickness.

The well-known thermal segmenting techniques have been further
developed for decommissioning purposes. In plasma-cutting stainless steel,
carbon steel and aluminium have been cut as well as in air and under water.
The maximum thickness reached on steel was 150 mm in air end 103 mm under
water (ref /4/) . Stainless steel clad mild steel simulating the wall of a
LWR vessel has been cut by a combined plasma oxygen lance for thickness up
to 600 mm. Laser-be?ai cutting has been performed by FIAT TTG with a 1 to 15
kW C0_-laser in ' rder to define cutting parameters on stainless steel,
carbon steel and concrete. Maximum thicknesses cut are 110 mm for carbon
steel and about 80 mm for stainless steel with a 10 kW beam at a rate of
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0.01 m/mln. At the same rate concrete of 160 mm thickness has been separat-
ed (ref 151).

Explosive demolition techniques have been studied extensively by
means of scaled models (ref /6/). The use of buried explosive charges in
cratering concrete and the use of shaped charges in stripping surface cover
and drilling holes has been investigated. Finally, equivalent thicknesses
of concrete have been stripped using multiple charges. Large diamond-tipped
saws have been tested to cut reinforced concrete.

As all these methods, having the advantages of being easily adapted
to remote handling, produce large quantities of dusts and aerosols, size
distribution and filtering has been investigated. One particular method has
been developed, which has a large potential application for cutting very
active metal remotely and with virtually no secondary waste: intergranular
fissuration (ref 111). This method, where a stress gradient is produced
through the steel thickness by local heating, and a liquid metal is added
to produce intergranular cracking, is now in industrial use in France.
CEN-Grenoble applying copper as the wetting metal, has performed cuts in
stainless steel sheets from a few mm to 50 mm thickness, and on mild steel
plates till 60 mm. Cutting thicknesses up to 100 ram appears to be feasible
with this method.

Remotely controlled systems and units in decommissioning

Remote handling in decommissioning mav be needed for survev and
monitoring, decontamination, dismantling, and transpoi*, treatment and
conditioning of resulting waste. The work in the first programme had not
been specifically directed to remote handling or robotics aspects but, as a
preparation for contractual work in the second programme, a study has been
performed (ref /8/) to identify more precisely the needs for development.

In heavy radiation fields, and for tasks of inspection, measurement
and repair, a whole family of remote-controlled systems exists, which have
been built for normal operation inspection and repair. Most of these
•nanipulators, pigs etc. are of more or less universal use, reprogrammable
and could easily be reprogrammed for decommissioning tasks. Improvements on
sensoring and control are needed. For dismantling under high radiation, the
devices have to be custom-built. Typically, on a central beam supported and
positioned in the non-active area, ™a«.ifulators capable of handling up to
several tons of weight or reaction-force are moving. Two possible general
purpose systems have been identified: a robot to cut primary piping of
LWRs, and a robot to cut and process heat-exchanger tubing.

In intermediate and low-level radiation fields, the contaminated
material could be processed by conventional "hands-on" techniques, respect-
ing limits for occupational exposure. Remotely-controlled equipment is used
when there is an economic incentive to save exposure and reduce costs, or
when added risks (dust and aerosols, explosives) call for remote handling.
Analyzing potential possibilities of man-rem savings for specific techni-
ques shows that the highest achievable man-rem reductions (15-20 man-rem
range) are: setting-up shielding, visual inspection, decontamination by
brushing and scrubbing, and metal cutting by saw and oxygen-lance. There
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is, in consequence, a need for:
- a survey and monitoring robot, carrying instruments up to 4 kg weight,

and having an arm with a reach of 4 m optimaliv
- a device mobile robot, a directly-controlled vehicle having pre-pro-

grammed work sequences, with tools up to 30 kg weight, which can be
changed in a store
a transport and assembly robot, capable of manipulating and transporting
loads up to 100 kg to build shielding, lift and load filters, and
control heavy-duty machines.

For waste conditioning and packaging, a solution could be to take
over the "Flexible manufacturing system", a highly automated unit contain-
ing a number of production machines and robot systems served from and to
stock by automatic vehicle.

Treatment of waste materials

The mainly occurring materials from dismantling are steel, concrete
and graphite. Methods for treating these materials with a viaw to recycling
or disposal have been investigated.

Studies and testing in steel scrap have been almost entirely oriented
to melting. A first attempt to achieve decontamination through melting
under particular conditions failed, due to poor separation efficiency for
cobalt and this aim was abandoned. Depending on the activity inventory of
the scrap, melting allows
- to dilute activity homogeneously in the melt, when scrap is very feebly

contaminated, or the items cannot be measured (small diameter tubing,
complicated shape); with a decontamination effect for caesium, the melts
may reach the exempt value limit ("de minimis") and be released for
recycling

- to produce low-activity ingots, which would be re-used in nuclear
installations, for example to cast containers of the lost-shielding type
for radioactive waste

- to reduce the volume for storage.

Both companies involved (see ref /9/ and /10/) observed that Co-60
finishes entirely in the steel and that caesium can be made to stay almost
entirely in the slag. Filter systems and fume control equipment has been
tested, and the process has been applied on scrap steel components from
nuclear power plants on an industrial scale.

In order to treat concrete rubble to allow intermediate storage and
transport, polymer resins appear to be promising; tests have shown that
r.hese resins fix contamination durably on concrete and steel surfaces.
Concrete dust collected during demolition has been immobilized by adding
silicate solutions; pelletising seems to be a preferred further process
before final conditioning of the waste product (ref /ll/).

For graphite waste, a number of management modes have been assessed,
with final disposal through incineration and dilution, sea disposal in deep
and shallow water, shallow land disposal and deep geological disposal. This
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work (ref I 111) started with the determination of the radionuclide invento-
ry, included conceptual studies of incineration and waste packages, follow-
ed by leach tests on irradiated graphite samples and estimates of radiolo-
gical impact and cost. All management options of this generic study merit
further investigation, and selection of the optimal mode has to be made for
specific conditions and sites. The collective dose commitment appears to be
rather similar for all options with the exception of deep geological
disposal, which provides an excellent barrier to long-lived radio-isotopes.

Large waste containers

Waste resulting from the dismantling of nuclear installations is
mostly of the low-activity, large-volume type; it should preferably be
transported and stored in larger units than these normally used for other
types of radioactive waste: the required amount of segmenting and condi-
tioning could this way be reduced significantly. A study first analysed the
waste streams, reviewed the transport regulations and assessed existing
containers. Afterwards the means of transportation with limits on dimen-
sions and weights, and cost and radiological detriment of transport have
been estimated. Finally, conceptual designs of a disposable reinforced
concrete container, and, for higher-level radioactive waste, of a re-usable
cast iron container have been prepared.

Estimation of radioactive waste arisings

The first rough estimate of the arisings of waste from dismantling of
nuclear power plants in the EC countries, under the assumption that there
will be a 30 to 60 years safe-storage period for dismantling, indicate
annual arisings of 20,000 tons from year 2000 on, rising to 40,000 tons
around year 2050 and reaching 80,000 tons later. To allow planning of waste
disposal strategies and facilities, a better knowledge of the waste compo-
sition, before all on the amount and nature of long-lived isotopes, is
needed. Since this task involves the definition of reference strategies for
decommissioning, it is regarded as a long-term task.

Radionuclide contents on samples activated during reactor life have
been measured and compared to calculations on steel samples from the
Garigliano reactor, and on biological shield concrete samples from the
Lingen BWR and KRB-A Gundremmingen.

Trace elements, leading to long-lived isotopes under neutron Irradia-
tion, have been determined mainly by activation analysis in analysing
non-active control samples of steels and concrete from numerous reactors of
the European Community.

The particular field of management of very low-level activity waste
has been regarded closely. A methodology has been developed fref /13/) and
illustrated by examples, for evaluation of individual doses and collective
dose commitments from disposal of decommissioning waste. After an estima-
tion of the masses of activated and contaminated material lower than the
concentration limits 0.37, 3.7 and 37 Bq.'g, resepctively, disposal in
shallow land burial, at a municipal landfill site, at the reactor site and
by sea dumping in coastal and deep waters has been considered. The radiolo-
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gical impacts of all the management options for the wastes considered were
found to be smell. The state-of-the-art of technology for measuring and
controlling very low-level activity in relationship with the decommission-
ing of nuclear power plants has been reviewed (ref /14/). After having
examined the corresponding French and German regulations, the experience
gained in measurements from decommissioning operations at the research
reactor PEGASE, the re-processing plant of Le Bouchet, the 40 MW reactor Gl
at Marcoule, the reactor of the nuclear ship "Otto Hahn" and the turbine
house inventory of KRB-A Gundremmingen, is described. Existing instruments
and measurement procedures are reviewed with special attention to the
detection threshold.

Design features facilitating decommissioning

The design of nuclear installations has progressively evolved and
many modifications for improvement in normal operation will facilitate
decommissioning. Examples are more reliable fuel claddings and steam
generators, and a modified cooling water chemistry, leading to less conta-
mination.

Design features specifically aimed at facilitating decommissioning
may not lead to a reduction of safety and reliability of normal operation.
A number of possible improvements in reactor design have been reviewed,
mainly linked to modifications in biological shield design, either by
tending to avoid activation or by facilitating dismantling. The possibility
of diminishing activation of steels by reducing cobalt-, niobium- and other
trace element contents in reactor steel have been examined; the substitu-
tion of wear resistant cobalt-alloy materials in valves, control rods etc.
by cobalt-free alloys is envisaged by all reactor designers: a contractor
has performed erosion-corrosion tests on cobalt-free alloys. An efficient
method to reduce the quantities of contaminated concrete considerably, is
to apply a protective layer on exposed surfaces. The available coatings
have been tested for decontaminability, resistance to mechanical loads and
ageing (ref /15/).

Finally, a documentation system for decommissioning of nuclear power
plants has been defined in detail.

THE 1984-1988 RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The current cost-sharing programme intensifies research on subjects
which have been found to present a need for improvement in the first
programme, and adds research on installations which had not been covered,
like research reactors, fuel fabrication and re-treatment plants and any
other radioactive installation with the exception of uranium mills.

The programme consists of three parts. In a first section, there are
the seven research and development projects, which existed in the first
programme. A second section is devoted to the identification of guiding
principles:
- certain guiding principles in the design and operation of nuclear

installations with a view to simplifying their subsequent decommission-
ing
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guiding principles in the decommissioning of nuclear installations which
could form the initial elements of a Community policy in this field.

The final section is mainly concerned with the testing of new techni-
ques within the framework of large-scale decommissioning operations under-
taken in Member States. Besides, the exchange of information on such
operations would be promoted, for example, by delegating experts from other
Member States.

The research work covering virtually all the budget is either in
progress or in an early stage of preparation.

On long-term integrity of buildings and systems, deterioration
assessment of buildings and systems, and the long-term stability and
leak-tightness of reactor containments will be further examined.

Tn decontamination, some of the most promising hard chemical proces-
ses will be applied on a large scale to components of reactors (like KW
Lingen and Garigliano); one of the main objectives is to optimize secondary
waste arisings and treatment. In electrolytical processes, the development
of an easy-to-process electrolyte is planned. Decontamination by water-jet
with abrasives and by chemical gels is to be further developed. Mechanical
and thermal decontamination procedures for concrete produce dust and
aerosols; air filtering systems for various techniques are to be optimized.
There will also be an economic comparison of decontamination to unrestrict-
ed release and direct melting in view of recycling the scrap metal. Remote
electrochemical decontamination for hot cells and remote decontamination of
concrete by a thermal method using a rack-torch unit is to be studied.

For the known dismantling techniques, the main objectives are again
measurement of dust and aerosols developed, and the search for optimal
filtering systems. Another important point is the remotely-controlled
application. Techniques involved are mechanical and thermal methods, in air
and under water, as well as laser cutting. The very promising explosive
dismantling procedures for concrete dismantling will be further investigat-
ed. The development of remotely-controlled cutting heads with disk electro-
des, similar to an arc-saw, to cut heat-exchanger tubing and large diameter
pipes from the inside, as well as the testing of an electro-chemical
segmenting technique promise to be of particular interest. In the field of
hot-cell dismantling, the design, construction and testing of a prototype
system for remote laser cutting will be supported, where the cutting head
can be introduced through standard small diameter openings of hot cells.

The main effort in treatment of specific waste material is devoted to
the further development of melting and refining of contaminated steel. Work
on immobilization of contamination will be pursued by trying out polymer
coating on large waste components. More basic research is done by attempt-
ing the separation of the constituent elements of stainless steel using
transport in the vapour phase.

Development of large waste containers for example made of fiber-
reinforced cement, or cast from low-level radioactive scrap is pursued.
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The research in estimation of the quantities of radioactive waste is
devoted mainly to the development of hardware and software to measure and
compute the amount and composition of radioactivity, especially in low-
level contamination or activation. One very important aspect is the deve-
lopment of counters for contamination on irregularly-shaped surfaces and
for very small diameter tubing. A technique for monitoring gamma radio-
activity over large land areas using portahle equipment is under develop-
ment. The radiological assessment of suitable disposal options is pursued.

The possible advantages of design features like modular units will be
shown by testing the rack removal system in P reprocessing plant by decon-
tamination and remote dismantling of one unit respectively. Cobalt-free
alloys for valve applications are to be tested in a special test loop. A
method of sealing concrete surfaces by organic impregnation followed by
polymerisation will be tried out. Furthermore, the possibility of designing
a pre-stressed concrete vessel with built-in planes of weakness will be
analysed closely, with tests on concrete models included.

Testing of techniques under real conditions, within the framework of
large-scale decommissioning operations, will include:

dismantling and decontamination of the tube bundle of a feed-water-pre-
heater of a BWR

- decommissioning of very large plutoniutn glove-boxes
large-scale application of segmenting, decontamining and electrolyte
processing techniques for machine-house equipment of a BWR

- pilot decommissioning of a mixed-oxide fuel fabrication facility
- testing of new techniques In decommissioning of a fuel (U, Th) fabrica-

tion plant
- decontamination and component dismantling of a prototype vitrification

facility
- melting of large quantities of radioactive metal scrap
- decontamination of the primary loop of a test fast breeder reactor
- automated measuring system for waste from dismantling of a gas-cooled

reactor.
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DECOMMISSIONING OF RESEARCH REACTORS AND ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES IN SWEDEN

L Devell , S Karker, T Dahlgren and L Andersson
Studsvik Energiteknik AB

ABSTRACT

The decommissioning of the first research reactors and
some associated laboratories was completed during the
period 1981 - 1986. A prestudy of the decommissioning of
the 60 MW PHWR Agesta was also performed. Prior to the
start of every project, radiological surveys and detailed
plans for the dismantling were done.

Criteria and levels for classifying waste, measurement
methods and acceptable levels of residual contamination
on site are briefly discussed in the paper. Occupational
radiation doses, costs and some experience obtained are
also treated.

INTRODUCTION

The task of developing nuclear power in Sweden was given by the govern-
ment to our company, formerly AB Atomenergi and later renamed Studsvik
Energiteknik AB. The company was created in 1947 and one of its first tasks
was to build the Rl reactor in Stockholm for R and D. The reactor used
uranium metallic fuel and heavy water as moderator and was operated at a
maximum power of 1 MW. The reactor vessel was enclosed in a thickwalled
biological shield made of iron ore concrete. The reactor vessel was
surrounded by a 0.9 m thick graphite reflector. The Rl reactor was in
operation from July 1954 to June 1970 with a total running time of 65 000
hours.

In the late 50's, Studsvik, the nuclear research centre located 100 km
south of Stockholm was established. Among the many other facilities built
here were the zero power reactors R0 and KRITZ for conducting studies of
the reactor physics properties of a large variety of fuel lattices. These
reactors were decommissioned within the program described here. In addition
some associated nuclear laboratories were decommissioned.

The 50 MW materials testing pool-type reactor R2 aid the adjacent zero
power reactor R2-0 were also built in the late 50's and have been operating
since 1960 for fuel testing, radiation applications and basic research
purposes. During 1985 a new reactor vessel was installed in the R2 reactor.
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During the operation of research reactors and laboratories over a thirty
years period a substantial amount of radioactive waste has accumulated.
Radioactive waste from hospitals and other institutes in Sweden has also
been taken care of at Studsvik. Low level waste has been treated,
incinerated and solidified in concrete and is now stored at Studsvik
waiting for transportation to the repository for reactor waste (SFR) at
Forsmark. The medium level waste was kept dry in a special concrete shield
facility. This facility also contains some of the Rl fuel elements and
specimens from fuel testing. The fuel elements from the 60 MW Agesta heat
and power reactor and the rest of the Rl elements are stored in a special
water pool facility.

Special facilities at Studsvik have recently been built for the
treatment and conditioning of the medium level waste and the fuel elements.
This was carried out in the AMOS project which is presented at this
symposium in a separate paper.

Over the next 5 - 1 0 years the stored liquid and solid medium level
waste and the fuel will be taken care of in a special program under
contract from the Ministry of Industry.

DECOMMISSIONING PROGRAM

Generally every project started with a radiological survey followed by a
detailed plan for dismantling which was used as a basis for application to
the two authorities, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate and the
National Institute of Radiation Protection in order to obtain approval to
carry out the decommissioning. The program was funded by the Ministry of
Industry.

The total program schedule is presented in Table 1. With some excep-
tions, one crew took care of the whole decommissioning program, procedures,
and the necessary frequent contacts with the authorities. Therefore
everything went very smoothly.

Every project was separately reported in detail /I - 6/. Besides the
report on the prestudy of the decommissioning of the Agesta PHWR the
experience of 10 years of storage and surveillance of this reactor was
documented /7/.

DECOMMISSIONING OF THE Rl REACTOR

The working schedule is presented in Fig 1. Apcrt from the measurements
for release and the declassification of the facility for unrestricted use,
the original time schedule was met.

The activity content of the whole plant was estimated during the radio-
logical survey at:
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Table 1 Decommissioning program

1981 -

1982 -

1983 -

1984

1984

1985

22

6.3

Facility Time schedule Costs
(MSEK*)

Research reactor Rl (1 MW)

Zero power reactor RO

Zero power reactor KRITZ

Prestressed concrete vessel 1984 0.6

models

Material testing lab 1983 - 1985 7.8

Agesta 60 MW PHWR; prestudy 1984 - 1985 0.9
Facility for ion exchange and 1984 - 1986 5.5
heavy water upgrading (TJR)

Glove boxes 1986 -

1 MSEK = 0.14 MUSD (August 1986)
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, 1981 # 1982 # 1983 # 1984 # 1985 9

PREPARATORY WORK

DISMANTLING

MEASUREMENTS FOR
UNRESTRICTED RELEASE

CHECKING AND PERMISSION FOR
UNRESTRICTED RELEASE
by the Nationa! Swedish Institute
of Radiation Protection

Figure 1 Schedule for the R1 decommissioning
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Co-60
Eu-152
Eu-154
Cs-137

1000
25
5
0.2

GBq

The main contributors to the activity were the graphite reflector, which
in fact was somewhat hotter than estimated, the inner part of the concrete
shield and the metallic pieces, e.g. the flanges of SS. During the dismant-
ling, the C-14 content of the graphite was evaluated at 40 GBq. Only traces
of H3 were found.

The reactor vessel was made of aluminium which meant that the residual
activity in the vessel was low and the segmenting of the vessel could be
easily carried out. The dismantling work started in October 1981 and was
finished in May 1983.

The concrete shield was demolished by a special machine, MiniMax PH 250*
which was electrohydraulically operated and remote-controlled.

The total radiation dose for the personnel participating in the decom-
missioning of the Rl reactor was 142 millimanSv, distributed among a total
of 25 people. No internal contamination was recorded. The amount of waste
generated was 1100 tonnes of concrete, 110 tonnes of metallic scrap, 5
tonnes of burnable waste, 6 tonnes of water and 52 tonnes of graphite.

Most of the waste was loaded in 0.6 m boxes and was measured by gamma
spectrometry before transportation to Studsvik.

A substantial number of photos were taken for documentation of the work
and a video tape was also prepared for this purpose.

SPECIAL FEATURES WHEN DECOMMISSIONING OTHER FACILITIES

During the period 1982 - 1985, the zero power reactors R0 and KRITZ were
dismantled. Only traces of activity were found during the radiological
survey prior to the work, but in principle the same procedures were used as
for the Rl decommissioning. However, the biological shields were made up of
concrete slabs and could easily be removed by the excisting crane.

The laboratory used for studying irradiated construction material built
in the late fifties was also decommissioned. The lead caves were cleaned
up, dismantled and moved to another laboratory. The old facility was
decontaminated to a level of 40 kBq/m , after which the building was
demolished. Apart from the attention to radioactive material, it was also
necessary to take special precautions for the handling of asbestos
materials used for insulation.

Later renamed BROKK 250 and marketed by Atlas Copco
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

During the planning of the different projects, the arrangements for
radiation protection and other health and safety measures were specified
for approval. Depending on conditions the use of the following techniques
or instruments were quite useful.

Occupational radiation dose control by

TL-dosimeters for steady use
Special working dosimeters
Dose rate alarming devices
Whole-body counting

Survey of working environment

Continous air monitoring
Dust sampling and analysis
Dose rate meters
Contamination monitors
Smear tests

Protective equipment

Step over and cloth changing procedures
Plastic tents for limitation of contamination
Sticky rubber mats for limitation of contamination
Helmets with air supply
Protection suits and gloves

The total dose for personnel participated in the decommissioning of the
Rl was 140 millimanSv, distributed among a total of 25 men. The distri-
bution of the dose was as follows:

1 person 28 mSv
6 persons 10 - 20 "-
8 persons 1 - 10 "-
10 persons 0.1-1 "-

Special dosimeters were also used to provide information on the dose
distribution among the different work operations. See Table 2.

The personnel were also checked by whole-body counting and no internal
contamination was found.

The collective doses fcr the different decommissioning projects are
given in Table 3.
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Table 2 Occupational radiation doses for the different tasks
during the decommissioning of the Rl-reactor

Work operation Collective dose Number of
(millimanSv) persons

Reactor vessel removal incl cut-
off of flanges

Segmenting of vessel

Dismantling of graphite reflector

Dismantling of mechanical equip-
ment in biological shield

Demolishing of biological shield

Radiological measurements

Transports

Total

4.4

6.4

49.0

56.0

16.0

4.4

3.5

140

7

5

8

10

15

4

16

Table 3 Occupational radiation doses during the decommissioning
of the different facilities

Facility Collective dose Number of
millimanSv persons

Rl- reactor

R0 and KRITZ

Material testing lab

TJR

140

0.7

7.3

2.4

25

7

15

5
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

The management of the waste from the facilities followed the same
general principles

A brief sorting of waste to the following categories:

Non-active
Active burnable solid waste
ctive non-burnable solid waste

Active liquid waste

Careful measurements and recording:

Smear tests
Contamination monitors
Gamma spectrometry and alfa measurements when applicable

Application for use of one of the relevant treatment process
agreed upon during planning

Treatment according to approval

Release of inactive material for reuse (< 8 kBq/m )
Disposal of low active solid material at the Studsvik
dump (concrete from Rl < 5 kBq/kg; building material
from the material lab < 40 kBq/kg)
Incineration of burnable waste
Shallow land burial of the rest of the concrete from Rl
Storage of solid medium level waste for later
transportation to SFR (repository for reactor waste) at
Forsmark
Treatment of liquid waste; in fact direct disposal to the
recipient due to low activity

MEASUREMENTS FOR DERESTRICTS OF FACILITY AREA OR SITE

A special plan was set up to carry out the radiological measurements to
check that the facilities was free of contamination after the dismantling
and cleaning procedures.

The prerequisite for derestriction of the facilities was quite
different. The buildings and laboratories which housed the Rl, R0 and KRITZ
facilities were intended for inactive use in the future and had to be
decontaminated to achieve a level lower than 8 kBq/m before derestriction.
The building containing the material testing lab was however planned to be
totally demolished and the scrap to be transported to the Studsvik dump. A
level of 40 kBq/m was therefore set as a limit for decontamination in the
latter case, thus also allowing the final demolishing of the building to be
treated as inactive work without any special radiological precautions.
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Sirear tests and contamination monitors were used to check that the
levels set were not exceeded. The remaining contamination of the surface
areas were indeed much lower than the limits.

To obtain an estimate of the remaining contamination, a collective
analysis of batch samples of hundreds of smear test papers was carried out
by high sensitive gamma spectrometry. For the Rl facility the collective
sampleSpfrom controlled areas showed a remaining surface contamination of
80 Bq/m and from non-controlled areas of 20 Bq/m" and the nuclides found
were Co-60, Cs-137 and Eu-152 as expected.

EXPERIENCE GAINED AND SOME COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The decommissioning of the different facilities was performed mainly
according to plan and without, any major difficulties.

We found it valuable for persons in supervisory positions of the various
subprojects to participate in the planning of the decommissioning work and
in the radiological survey.

When selecting personnel for this type of work, it is a prerequisite
that the persons involved have participated previously in radiological and
environmentally hazardous work. These persons must themselves be familiar
with any risks that, may arise and must maintain a strict working
discipline .

The use of the Mini-Max machine for concrete demolition was very effec-
tive and had significant advantages compared to alternative methods (1).

The use of the same crew for the whole program was fruitful for effi-
cient procedures and contacts with the authorities.

The detailed planning prior to the decommissioning and during work, e.g.
for transporting hugh quantities of low active waste made it possible to
meet the time schedule.

The use of batch measurements of smear test samples gave us the oppor-
tunity to estimate the low remaining contamination and increased the
sensitivity by a factor of about one hundred.
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DECOMMISSIONING PROGRAM OF THE JAPAN POWER DEMONSTRATION REACTOR BY JAERI
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Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

The decommissioning program of the Japan Power Demonstra-
tion Reactor is now under way. The detailed procedures
for dismantlement and waste management have been studied
in consideration of both minimization of personnel radia-
tion exposure and reduction of the waste. The following
features can be emphasized in the JPDR decommissioning
program. First, all activated components and structures
will be removed with remote handling devices to minimize
personnel radiation exposure. Second, the components and
structures will be further cut into small pieces rather
than remove them in one piece to reduce the volume of
radioactive wastes. Third, the dismantlement will be
carried out using various devices developed by JAERI to
demonstrate their performances.

INTRODUCTION

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute(JAERI) has been conducting
the decommissioning program of the Japan Power Demonstration Reactor(JPDR)
since 1981, under contract with the Science and Technology Agency of Japan,
to provide technical data for future decommissioning of commercial reactors
and information about regulatory control. The program consists of two
phases(l). In phase I, techniques which are necessary for decommissioning
works have been developed(2), and in phase II, these techniques will be
applied to the actual dismantlement of the JPDR plant. The objectives of
this program are to obtain not only technical experiences and knowledges
but also information on regulatory control, which will be applicable to the
decommissioning of commercial reactors in the near future. At the present
time, the program of phase I is almost completed, and the dismantlement of
the JPDR(phase II) will start in September of this year.

Regarding the program of phase II, detailed procedures have been
studied to dismantle the reactor as well as to manage radioactive wastes
effectively and safely. This paper describes the procedures for the
dismantlement and the waste management involved in the JPDR decommissioning.
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OUTLINE OF DISMANTLING ACTIVITY

Description of the JPDR

The JPDR is a power reactor which succeeded in generating electricity
for the first time in Japan. The reactor went critical in 1963 and operated
until 1976 when the station was finally shut down. Table 1 shows a brief
description of the plant and Figure 1 shows the reactor enclosure (R/E)
building. The radioactive inventory in the plant after defueling is esti-
mated to be approximately 170 TBq (4,600 Ci) as of March, 1986.

Basic Procedure on Dismantlement

Except for the administration building and the warehouse, all facili-
ties of the JPDR are to be removed down to lm below the ground level and
the entire site will be landscaped. During the dismantling activities, the
data such as radiation exposure, amount of wastes, manpower, cost will be
collected and put into a computer for management to future commercial
reactor decommissioning.

Considering the minimization of the personnel radiation exposure and
the reduction of the waste, the basic steps for the JPDR dismantlement are
outlined as follows:

* A sufficient working space will be prepared in the R/E building before
dismantling reactor internals, RPV. etc. to facilitate all other
activities,

* Activated equipment and structures will be removed using remote
handling techniques at the beginning of the dismantlement to minimize
radiation exposure of workers,

* The R/E building and other buildings will be utilized effectively to
avoid release of radioactive materials to the environment during the
dismantling activities,

* Existing utilities will be utilized until the last step of the
decommissioning due to economical requirements. These utilities
include electrical power, service water, drainage treatment, and
ventilating systems,

* Radiation controlled areas will be set up and cancelled depending upon
the requirements of dismantling work procedures,

* Removed components will be decontaminated to reduce active waste volume.

Schedule

The dismantlement of the JPDR is scheduled as shown in Figure 2. It
will take 5 years for the dismantlement starting from 1986 through 1991.
Dismantling activities in trie R/E building occupy the most time of the
scheduled period due to high radioactivity and contaminations, which
naturally become critical path in the schedule.



Reactor enclosure

Crane

- Fuel storage pool

,- Pressure vessel

Biological shield

Recirculation piping

Core

Figure I. JPDR reactor enclosure building
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TABLE 1. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF JPDR AND ITS OPERATION HISTORY

Location

Reactor Type
Power Output
Reactor Pressure Vessel

Material
Dimensions

Inside height
Inside diameter

Biological Shield
Material
Thickness

Reactor Enclosure
Material
Dimensions

height
diameter

Tokal Research Establishment of JAERI
Tokai-murn, Ibarakl-ken
Direct-cycle, forced circulation BWR
90 MWt

Carbon steel with SUS cladding

8 m
2 m

Reinforced concrete
1.5 - 3 m

Steel

38.1 m
15.2 m

Operating History
Ini t ia l c r i t i c a l i t y
Ini t ia l power generation
Final reactor shutdown
Total reactor thermal output

August 1963
October 1963
March 1976
Approx. 21 ,500 MWD
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Preparation
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nient

198b 1986 1987

Steel components

Detailed planning
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1 ^
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iReactor enclosure

^^^ f tema i ning equipment

Remaining equipment '

Rema i n i ng equ i p m e n t ^ ^ ^ ) .

I
Landsc
radiat

aping and
ion survey

Figure 2. JPDR dismantlement schedule
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As seen in the f i g u r e , t u r b i n e and d u m p c o n d e n s e r b u i l d i n g s will be
d i s m a n t l e d in two s t a g e s . In the first s t a g e , e q u i p m e n t e x c e p t for the
ut N i t ies will be removed to p r e p a r e t e m p o r a r y s t o r a g e s p a c e s for the
w a s t e s . In the second s t a g e , u t i l i t y e q u i p m e n t and buildings, will be
r e m o v e d to be l a n d s c a p e d .

D I S M A N T 1 I N G P R O C L D U R L

I g u i p m e n t and s t r u c t u r e s inside of the R/t

The d i s m a n t l e m e n t of e q u i p m e n t and s t r u c t u r e s inside of the R/t
b u i l d i n g is the m o s t important and d i f f i c u l t of the d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g a c t i v -
ities. From this p o i n t of v i e w , the m a i n d i s m a n t l i n g p r o c e d u r e s for the
e q u i p m e n t and s t r u c t u r e s in the R/t are d e s c r i b e d in this s e c t i o n , tigure
3 shows the s c h e m a t i c f l o w of the d i s m a n t l i n g p r o c e d u r e s t o g e t h e r w i t h the
t e c h n i q u e s to be d e m o n s t r a t i v e l y u s e d . The p r o c e d u r e s are o u t l i n e d as
f o l l o w s : (i) r e m o v e a c t i v a t e d r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s , RPV and b i o l o g i c a l
s h i e l d , (ii) remove inside s t r u c t u r e s of the R/t from top to b o t t o m
(special c o n s i d e r a t i o n will be t a k e n to the s t r e n g t h of the b u i l d i n g in
t'li-. s t e p . ) , (iii) cancel the r a d i a t i o n c o n t r o l l e d area of the R/\ a f t e r
tne c o n f i r m a t i o n of no r a d i o a c t i v e m a t e r i a l s , (iv) r e m o v e the R/[ d o w n to
1' b e l o w the g r o u n d l e , e l , (v) b a c k f i l l and l a n d s c a p e .

•*-o - v n t i o n e d b e f o r e , the JPDR d i s m a n t l e m e n t s t a r t s from p r e p a r i n g a
s u f f i c i e n t w o r k i n g s p a c e in the R/t b u i l d i n q p r i o r to d i s m a n t l i n g r e a c t o r
i n t e r n a l s , R P V , e t c . The r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s w h i c h h a v e s p e c i f i c a c t i v i t y of
the o r d e r of 3.7 to 37 M B q / g ( 1 0 to 10 .. C i.- q) , will be r e m o v e d by plasma
arc t e c h n i q u e with r e m o t e h a n d l i n g . F o l l o w i n g r e m o v a l , the r e a c t o r
i n t e r n a l s will be t r a n s f e r r e d to the s p e n t fuel s t o r a g e pool to f u r t h e r cut
i'^to small p i e c e s for p a c k i n g . T h e p l a s m a arc t e c h n i q u e will be a l s o used
for this s e c o n d a r y c u t t i n g . In a d d i t i o n to the r e m o t e h a n d 1 i n g a b o v e
s t a t e d , a r e m o t e - o p e r a t e d r o b o t i c m a n i p u l a t o r will be d e m o n s t r a t e d in this
p l a s m a arc c u t t i n g .

Next step is the c u t t i n g of p i p e s c o n n e c t e d U R P V . Control rod
t h i m b l e s will be i n i t i a l l y d i s c o n n e c t e d by s h a p e d e x p l o s i v e s u n d e r w a t e r .
T h e n , all of the w a t e r in the RPV is d r a i n e d . R e m a i n s such as f o r c e d
r e c i r c u l a t i o n pipes will be d i s c o n n e c t e d in air by e i t h e r a disk c u t t e r or
the shaped e x p l o s i v e s .

The third s t e p is d i s m a n t l e m e n t of t h ~ RPV a f t e r r e m o v i n g all p i p e s .
F i g u r e 4 i l l u s t r a t e s a s e q u e n c e of the RPV d i s m a n t l e m e n t . At f i r s t , a
c y l i n d r i c a l steel e n c l o s u r e will be t e m p o r a r i l y i n s t a l l e d in a c a v i t y
b e t w e e n RPV and b i o l o g i c a l s h i e l d to fill the w a t e r for the arc saw c u t t i n g
in the w a t e r e n v i r o n m e n t . The shell of RPV will be rut in size of
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 70 by 70 cm s q u a r e f r o m the top r e g i o n d o w n into the b o t t o m .
T h e b o t t o m h e m i s p h e r e of RPV will be lifted up and placed on the o p e r a t i n g
f l o o r . The b o t t o m h e m i s p h e r e will be cut in a i r u s i n g c o n v e n t i o n a l tech-
n i q u e s b e c a u s e of the low " a d i o a c t i v i t y , as well as the u p p e r head w h i c h
are a l r e a d y r e m o v e d .
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The biological shield will be dismantled by the techniques such as
diamond sawing and coring, abrasive water jet, and controlled blasting. The
diamond sawing and coring and abrasive water jet techniques will be applied
for the activated region above 37 Bq/g(10"3 uCi/g), and the controlled
blasting technique for the remainder.

Other Equipment and Buildings

The equipment and buildings except for those of the R/E contain
relatively low radioactivity. Therefore, conventional tools such as pipe
cutter, band saw, gas cutter will be used for the dismantlement of the
equipment. Prior to dismantling the buildings, decontamination shall be
conducted for all contaminated surfaces in the building. The conventional
methods such as planer, scabbier will be used in this work. A microwave
irradiation device which has been developed in JAERI will be also used for
the decontamination. Following the removal of the equipment and surface
contamination, the radiation controlled area will be cancelled after no
contamination is proved by measurements. Nibbler, giant breaker and gas
cutter, etc. will be used for dismantling the building.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Estimate of Radioactive Waste

A precise estimate of the radioactive inventory is important estab-
lishing a decommissioning plan as well as a waste management plan. From
this point of view, we have developed techniques of both a code system for
estimating the radioactive inventories and remote-operated non-destructive
measuring device of activities(3). Both have been verified through the
comparison with the measured data of the samples taken from various points
in the reactor. The surface contaminations have been measured by sampling
at more than thousand points of floors in the JPDR. The amount of
radioactive wastes arising from the dismantlement nas been estimated based
on the data obta . i from both the measurements and calculations. Table 2
shows the weight ot the solid radioactive wastes classifing the activity
levels and materials. As shown in the table, the total weight of the
wastes is calculated to be approximately 4,000 tons. The weight is roughly
estimated to be one tenth of the total, including non-radioactive wastes.
In the table, the classification levels are assumed provisionally in
consideration of the criteria which will be determined in the near future.
The wastes arising from the JPDR dismantlement will be classified temporar-
ily on the site depending on the provisional classification levels.

Treatment of Radioactive Waste

Based on the strategy of reducing the volume of the waste arising from
the dismantlement, volume reduction will be carried out through the
following processes: decontamination of the removed components, processing
of liquid waste through ion-exchangers or filters, solidification of
condensed residues, and cutting of the removed components into further small
pieces rather than storage in one piece.
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN JPDR DISMANTLEMENT
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figure 5 illustrates the schematic flow of the waste management in the
JPDR dismant'ement. In the first stage of the waste management, the solid
wastes will be classified into the four categories listed in the Table 2,
then packed into various types containers for shipping to temporary storage
area. In the next stage, the wastes will be classified again, exactly to
meet the criteria to be regulated by the government. Re-packing and
decontamination will be also carried out to reduce the volume of the active
wastes at the temporary storage area.

Some dismantling activities such as plasma arc, arc-saw and abrasive
water jet cutting are expected to generate additional active liquid waste.
Contaminated water arising from the dismantlement will be processed through
filters to remove particulate materials and discharged to ocean when it is
lower tnan discharge limits. Relatively high active liquid waste will be
processed by an evaporation and a solidification system, then transferred
to the waste storage facility in JAERI.

All the wastes arising from the JPDR dismantling works will be
classified into three categories in accordance with regulation levels in
Japan. Those are: (i) low-level, (ii) extremely low-level, and (iii)
exemption level. The low-level wastes will be stored in the waste storage
facility, while the extremely low and exemption level wastes will be
disposed of by snallow land burial and on-site burial, respectively, in
JAERI site for the time being. The total volume of the solid wastes
arising from the dismantlement is roughly estimated to be 1200 m3 as metals,
1800 m' as concrete and 500 m' as others assuming packing fractions of 20
for metals, 50 for concrete, 20 for others, respectively. The largest
part of the wastes arising from the JPDR dismantlement will be in the class
less than extremely low-level and available for reuse. It is, therefore,
desired to start the study of reuse of the wastes in the extremely low-level
in order to reduce the volume of the radioactive waste as well as to use
efficiently. A study of the reuse of the waste is planning in JAERI.

SUMMARY

Regarding the JPDR decommissioning, both dismantling procedures and
waste management are studied to conduct the program effectively and safely
based on the following policy, (i) Most of the activated components will
be removed by remote handling devices in underwater condition, to minimize
personnel radiation exposure, (ii) Radioactive components and structures
will be cut into further small pieces to reduce waste volume.

The JPDR decommissioning operations will begin in September 1986 and
will terminate 1991 to landscape. Through the dismantling activities, it
is expected to obtain the useful data for the future decommissioning of
commercial power reactors.
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ABSTRACT

French decommissioning experience spreads over a large
field including the dismantling of power reactors
circuits, pool type and material test reactors, hot cells,
pilots plants or small capacity fuel reprocessing
facilities. Therefore, one can think that a large range
of tools, equipments and processes are ready to meet the
numerous and various requirements of dismantling work.
If this experience is very useful to make technical
choices when studying new facilities decommissioning, it
appears still necessary to improve existing equipments or
create new ones.
The following examples give an idea of the pragmatic
approach to achieve in each case the best solution.
.Explosive cutting of primary circuit bellows on the EL3
reactor,
.Embedding ELAN I IB waste with thermosetting resins.
.Cutting and decontamination of large pipes on G2 reactor,
.Cutting of the RAPSODIE heat exchangers.
.Handling equipments and tools to cut and remove the ATI
waste.

INTRODUCTION

The decommissioning of various types of nuclear facilities, reactors as
well as labs or plants, since over 10 years necessitated the development of
a wide range of tools, technics and processes spreading from minor
modifications of usual tools to the design and operation of highly
sophisticated machines in order to face the most difficult problems.

It may be thought that this set of equipments is ready to meet the
various requirements of dismantling work.
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If this experience is very useful to make technical choices when
studying new facilities decommissioning, it appears still necessary to
improve existing equipments and create new ones.

The few following examples give an idea of the pragmatic approach to
achieve in each case the best solution.

1. EXPLOSIVE CUTTING ON THE EL3 REACTOR

The primary circuit of EL3, a heavy cooled and moderated beam type
reactor showed low dose-rate enabling direct cutting, except expansion
bellows where uranium oxydes coming from cladding failures were trapped.
The dose rates in this area were ranging from 50 to 100 R/hour. In order
to avoid personnel exposure, it was decided to remove remotely these parts
prior to any cutting. Explosive cutters were used for this purpose.

Preliminary tests on a full size mock-up enable to choose the type of
cutters, the operating sequence and to make sure that the dispersion of
contamination during the blasting was very low. The cutters were shaped to
the size of the bellows and placed remotely.

A slight adaptation to an existing tool allowed removing of hot spots
in a simple, economical and fast way.

2. EMBEDDING ELAN I IB UASTE UITH THERHOSETTING RESINS

During dismantling studies of ELAN II B, a facility for cesium sources
fabrication, it became clear that the quantity as well as the
physico-chemical form of cesium in the waste were far above the limit and
the quality required for final disposal.

To meet the storage conditions for this type of waste, and more
particularly the problems posed by leaching, we developped a
waste-packaging method using thermosetting resins process which guarantees
the tightness of the package (leaching rate lower than 10"* for 300 years).

This application has resulted in a series of tests to get approval from
safety authorities (ageing, shock resistance, leaching, gamma radiation,

A maximum content of 4000 Ci per 200 1 drum has then been allowed
taking into account a large safety margin.

The amount of waste to solidify needed and industrial scale equipment
as indicated below.

Solid waste produced by the dismantling is basically composed of :
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. metal parts (pipes, valves, tanks, tools),

. filter elements,

. various solid matters (plastic materials, . . . ) •

Uaste materials is solidified by thermosetting epoxy resins charged
with inert material. Embedding is performed in a container lined with a 2
cm pure epoxy-resin layer which plays the role of barrier against Cs
migration.

Embedding mixture is prepared in a continuous mixer into which the
constituents are separetely fed. Regulation of the quantities of each of
these ingredients results in the desired composition of embedding mixture.
The tank of ingredients, valves and the mixer are located outside of the
embedding cell.

The embedding mixture is delivered by a pipe through the cell wall into
the drum containing the waste. Uhen the level of embedding mixture reaches
a grid placed over waste to prevent low-density matter from floating, a
layer of pure epoxy resin is poured over the top to make complete the
containment barrier.

Drums are placed in the hot cell on a rotating table with four places.
The advantages of this arrangement is to minimize the number of equipments
in the hot cell, which facilitates maintenance.

3. DEC0NTAI1INATI0N AND CUTTING OF LARGE PIPES ON THE G2 REACTOR

The gaz graphite G2 reactor was cooled by numerous and complex circuits
for the core, the concrete shielding, the thermal screen and the internals.
They involve 1700 m of pipes, 1000 n of which are 1.6 in in diameter and 25
mm thick. Their contamination is low and ranges from 30 to 50 Bq/cmE. The
large amount of carbon steel pipes and the low contamination lead us to
look for unrestricted release. Even low, this contanination gives rise to
personnel exposure and the processes developped for decontamination and
cutting took this factor into consideration.

3.1. Cutting o_f_ the pipes

Machines to cut pipes 1.6 m in diameter can be purchased commercially,
but they are too heavy (over 100 kg) and they only work on horizontal
pipes. This is the reason why it was necessary to design a new machine.

An automatic machine equipped with a plasma torch has been designed to
perform cutting from the outside. It includes :

. a modular roll path with several sections. Each section is itself
made up of several links. There are sections of 3, 4, 5 and 6 links
as well as tensioning links enabling adaptation to all diameters from
1 meter to 3.5 meters. The weight of the heaviest section is
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approximately 6 to 7 kg;

. a carriage made up of two parts :
- a guide carriage with four rollers, and
- a motor carriage with four driving wheels.
The guide carriage is very light. The motor carriage weighs
approximately 25 kg but it can be placed by only one person. It
carries the plasma torch for cutting and a TV camera for remote
monitoring of the cut. It has a circular motion at variable
speed over more than 360*, regulated radial motion with arc
voltage feed back and axial motion of approximately 50 mm planned
at the outset to terminate cutting in case the roll path slips
slightly ;

. a cutting station using transfered plasma arc (Nertajet 200 type
SAF) ;

. a plasma cutting torch with an intensity of 200 A (CPU 200 type SAF)
and its supply hoses (2 x 25 meters) ;

. a remote-control console enabling remote monitoring of the
operation, as well as automatic and manual control of the machine and
the torch.

The machine can cut pipes or cylindrical tanks in any position
(vertical, horizontal or sloping) and needs a 500 mm clearance around the
pipe.

3.2. PScontamination

The second way to reduce men exposure and to limit the aerosols
produced during cutting (needing shielded areas, ventilation and filtration
systems) was to decontaminate the pipes before dismantling. A gel
decontamination process was chosen giving rise to a snail amount of
effluents, alcaline gel plus sulfo-phosporic gel proved to be the most
efficient. This process is already known and used but spraying the gel and
rinsing the G2 pipes needs the development of a small computer controlled
robot. A first full scale test will be performed on a length of pipe
including a valve, an elbow and a bellow to optimise the main parameters.

4. CUTTING OF THE RAPSODIE HEAT EXCHANGERS

After washing to eliminate the residual low-activity sodium deposits
from the exchangers of the RAPSODIE fast breeder, cutting of the exchangers
was possible under direct intervention in a light enclosure.

One of the aim being to remove samples for analysis, it was necessary
to take special precautions for cutting in order to avoid any harm to the
samples.
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Machine tool cutting method were used with manual or semi-automatic
equipment, the exchanger placed on a support bench prior to cutting.

The tube bundle was separated from its plates tube-by-tube with cutting
tool operating from the inside.

The tubes were then cut with a small plasma arc torch in sections to the
size of standardized waste disposal containers of 5 m3.

The operation was carried out using classical technics but had to take
place in light enclosure due to plasma arc cutting which necessitates
aerosol control.

5. ADAPTATION OF THE J1A23M MANIPULATOR TO UNDERUATER OPERATION

The MA23M, a servo master-slave manipulator, which already equips
dismantling machines such as PIADE is currently used for maintenance and
dismantling in hot cells.

To face an increasing need for underwater dismantling of pool type
reactors (or PUR maintenance) this manipulator was adapted to underwater
operations. Modifications relate to improving the sealing device and
protecting the slave arm against contamination by a self-contained water
circuit.

In order to prove its dexterity, easy and fast operation, it was used
for a complex handling work consisting in setting upright a PUR fuel
assembly over banlanced during defueling. This work took place in the
storage pool (water depth of 10 meters).

The main sequences were :

i

. setting anchoring hooks into the springs of the fuel assembly head,

. fitting a lasso (cable and hook with catch), around tho assembly
head and setting it upright again,
. removing the lasso,
. shearing the hook with a water-driven hydraulic shear and recovery
of the metal shavings,
. after remotely changing the grips, the manipulator was used for
gripping straps at the bottom of the pool (6/10 of mm thick).

Carrying out this work took one hour instead of five days with
troubleshooter technics.

This example shows how a sophisticated servo master-slave manipulator
designed to work in air has been successfully modified to meet the
requirements of underwater dismantling.
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6. HANDLING EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS TO CUT AND REMOVE ATI EQUIPMENTS

The ATI workshop, a pilot plant for reprocessing fast breeder fuel, is
composed of a line of large hot cells without openings to the outside,
which led to the following technical choice :

. Design of an intervention assembly including :

- a remote-controlled carrier (ATENA) equipped with a MA23
manipulator, cutting tool and monitoring equipment,

- an equipment-holder carriage,

- a waste transfer equipment,

- a biological protection and containment plating,

- a waate treatment workshop.

Ue will not describe the ATENA carrier in this paper. This machine is
presently under manufacture. Ue shall give details of the other
equipments.

6.1. Equipment-holder carriage

The ATENA carrier being equipped with only one manipulator, it is
necessary to hold the piece to be cut up or the tools ; an equipment-holder
carriage was designed with two pulley block assemblies for slinging and a
plate on which are arranged reels for the power supply lines.

These reels can be changed on the carriage according to needs, this
operation taking place in a maintenance glove box.

; 6.2. Paste transfer equipment

The waste produced during cutting are placed in boxes located at the
bottom of the cell. A waste transfer carriage with a lifting beam
automatically grips the box and carries it to the entrance of the waste
treatment workshop.

6.3. Biological protection and containment plating 2 transfer

Biological protection during dismantling work and transfer of waste is
made possible by the installation of specially designed slabs located on
top of the hot cells instead of the existing shielded ceiling. These slabs
include plugs for passage of the ATENA, fluid, power supplies, and
monitoring equipment. These slabs also act as containment barriers for the
cells in which the dismantling work takes place.
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6.4. Uaste treatment workshop

The second option in the scenario is the waste volume reduction by
cutting in a hot cell.

This cell is equipped with remote-controlled machine-tools on which the
objects to be cut up are placed, as well s^ telemanipulated nuclearized
thermal or mechanical cutting tools.

The waste is placed into baskets and checked for alpha activity, then
loaded into 200 liters drums through a tight transfer lock.

This pilot reprocessing plant is a typical example of facility built
without giving attention to future dismantling, and needing the design and
construction of completely new equipments even for usual tasks such as
waste transport.

CONCLUSION

For the present time and in the near future, dismantling operations are
still demonstration projects and a test field to perfect the best adapted
equipment and processes.

On the other hand research and development programs, mainly in remote
technology, prepare the equipment for future larger power reactors and
facilities decommissioning.

Associating a pragmatic approach and a more fundamental research is the
basis of the French policy.
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ABSTRACT

The Shippingport Atomic Power Station was shutdown in
October, 1982 by the Plant Operator, Duquesne Light
Company, for decommissioning by the U.S. Department of
Energy. The planning for decommissioning was completed in
September, 1983. In September, 1984 operational
responsibility for the station was transferred to the
DOE's Decommissioning Operations Contractor -- the General
Electric Company (assisted by an integrated subcontractor,
MK Ferguson Company). Significant accomplishments to date
include the completion of all prerequisites for
decommissioning, the removal of asbestos from plant
systems, loading of irradiated reactor components into the
reactor vessel for shipment, the commencement of
electrical deactivations and the commencement of
piping/component removal. Decontamination and waste
processing are progressing in support of the project
schedule. The reactor vessel will be shipped as one piece
on a barge for burial at Hanford, Washington. The final
release of the site is scheduled for April, 1990. A
technology transfer program is being utilized to
disseminate information about the project.

INTRODUCTION

The Shippingport Station is located 25 miles northwest of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The land is owned by the Duquesne Light Company and was
leased in 1954 to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for forty years.
The reactor plant is a four loop, 72 megawatt electric pressurized water
reactor. Critical operations began in December, 1957. The plant was
permanently shut down in October, 1982 after producing over 7.4 billion
kilowatt hours of electricity.
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The options for decommissioning the Shippingport Station were
evaluated by DOE, including a review of the environmental considerations
as called for by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). DOE
decided to dismantle the Shippingport Station and established the SSDP.

The SSDP is a four-stage project consisting of:

o Preconceptual engineering decommissioning assessment,

o Conceptual engineering baseline,

o Detailed engineering decommissioning plan,

o Decommissioning operations.

The first three stages of the project have been completed by the DOE
assisted by UNC Nuclear Industries, Burns and Roe Industrial Services
Corporation, and Nuclear Energy Services, Inc. The preconceptual
engineering decommissioning assessment, which was completed in June, 1979,
concluded that prompt removal/dismantlement was the appropriate
decommissioning option. The conceptual and detailed engineering, which was
completed in September, 1983, provided the Shippingport Decommissioning
Plan (1).

The fourth stage of the project, decommissioning operations, is currently
underway. The General Electric Company assisted by MK Ferguson Company (an
integrated subcontractor) is responsible to the Department of Energy as the
decommissioning operations contractor (DOC). UNC Nuclear Industries
functions on site as the Technical Support Contractor to DOE.

The objectives of the decommissioning operations are:

o To place Shippingport in a radiologically safe condition. This
includes the removal of government-owned radioactive portions of the
station.

o To demonstrate safe, cost-effective dismantlement of a large scale
nuclear power plant.

o To provide useful data for future decommissioning projects.

The remainder of this paper is divided into the following sections:

o Significant Accomplishments
o Current Status
o Plans for Project Completion
o Technology Transfer

SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Transfer of Operational Responsibility

The first major project activity was the transfer of operational
responsibility for the station from the Duquesne Light Company to the DOC.
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In May of 1984 the DOC established a plant operations group on site
and commenced a training program. The DOC personnel enrolled in the
training program had previous nuclear plant operations experience which
allowed a fast pace; completing the training in August, 1984.

The DOC mobilized key staff personnel, established the necessary
services, and prepared the documentation required for the transfer of
operational responsibility in August, 1984.

The DOC utilized human factors engineering in establishing the plans
for assuming operational responsibility (2). The planning included a task
analysis for training, procedures validation and an Operational Readiness
Review, conducted by both the DOC and DOE. The readiness review utilized
the management oversight and risk tree (MORT) technique. The core
ingredients of readiness—property, people, and procedures—were considered
in the development of the review process. Necessary preparations were
completed and operational responsibility was transferred to the DOC in
September, 1984.

Preparations for Decommissioning

Subsequent to the transfer of operational responsibility, the project
entered the caretaker phase, September, 1984 to August, 1985, (which
corresponds roughly to the safe-storage - SAFSTOR - option). During this
period the staffing for the project was completed. Planning for
decommissioning was accomplished, including preparation of necessary
procedures, instructions, and doing the detailed planning and scheduling
for subsequent activities. Specifications were prepared for subcontracting
various portions of the work. Site preparation work was also carried out
during this period.

In order to assure that all subcontract work activities would proceed
safely, cost effectively and without interference, a system of
configuration control was instituted. The system is important because
during the performance of decommissioning work, there are multiple
subcontractors working throughout the plant and their activities must be
integrated. The configuration control system includes scheduling,
communications, work authorization, work monitoring and status tracking,
and on-going maintenance of documentation. The configuration control
system has proved effective in contributing to the safe accomplishment of
the project objectives. Further information on the configuration control
system is presented in Reference (3).

To assist in the management of the large amount of information being
generated for on-going control of the project activities and for technology
transfer, an automated data processing system (ADP) is being implemented
specifically for the SSDP application. The ADP system consists of a
network of micro computers tied into a central mini computer. The ADP
system plays an important role in configuration control by providing
integrated information on plant and work package status. Project schedule
information is maintained current in the ADP system for work planning and
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status tracking. Important information relative to work performance time,
radiological data, etc. is being archived for technology transfer. The ADP
system provides the integrated cost/schedule control support. Radiological
data is input to the ADP system for exposure control records keeping and
ALARA purposes.

In order to assure that the preparations for the decommissioning phase
were properly completed, a second operational readiness review was
conducted. This review focused on assuring that the personnel were
properly trained and that necessary instructions were in place to
effectively accomplish decommissioning activities. The readiness review
was completed and decommissioning-phase activities were commenced in
September, 1985.

Asbestos Removal

The removal of asbestos was scheduled by the Decommissioning Plan to
be accomplished during the removal of piping and components. However, the
DOC determined that the removal of the asbestos as a single subcontract
task ahead of the piping/component removal would be more cost effective.
This provided for a concentration of expertise, continuity of work and
schedular efficiency. The asbestos removal commenced in August, 1985 and
was completed in August, 1986. Approximately 500 cubic yards (in-place
volume) of asbestos was removed. The technique for removal included the
use of an encapsulant is described in Reference (4).

Transfer of Irradiated Reactor Components

During the defueling of the reactor, certain irradiated components
(non-fuel bearing) were loaded into cask liners which were left in the fuel
storage pool for later shipment by the DOC. An evaluation of an
alternative to the cask shipment was conducted which showed that if the
components were loaded into the reactor vessel, eleven truck shipments
would be unnecessary and a savings in the order of $1 million could be
realized. The DOC developed a plan for loading the components and fixing
them in place inside the reactor vessel.

Subcontractor loading of the components into the reactor vessel began
in November, 1985. Special tooling was developed to handle the cask
liners. In order to fit all the components in the vessel, some liners were
placed directly in the vessel while others subsequently were unloaded so
that individual pieces could be stacked about the in-place liners.

This subcontract also included the decontamination of the fuel
transfer canal as the water level was lowered during the component transfer
operation. The completion of this subcontract on schedule in June, 1986
was significant to the overall-project schedule, because the component
transfer was a prerequisite to lowering the water level for the draining of
the primary system. Draining the primary system was in turn, a
prerequisite to primary piping/component removal which is the next major
task in the overall sequence.
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CURRENT STATUS

Waste Processing

About three-fourths of the 450,000 gallons of the liquid waste which
was present on the station at the time of turnover has been processed with
the use of filtration. The use of filtration enabled the reduction of
radioactivity levels to substantially (typically by a factor of one
hundred) below release limits. The use of the thin-film evaporator, as
originally conceived in the decommissioning plan, has proven unnecessary to
date.

Solid waste is currently either being stored on site or shipped by
truck to its final disposition at the Hanford site. The major components
will be shipped by barge to Hanford. Compressible waste is being compacted
with an existing drum compactor.

Decontamination

The removal of external loose surface contamination has been sequenced
to support two objectives:

1) The establishment of a safe working environment

2) To meet site release criteria

Thus far, only a few exterior work areas have required decontamination
as a prerequisite to other work. Therefore, the removal of loose surface
contamination is generally being sequenced as one of the final evolutions
designed to establish conditions to satisfy site release criteria.

The removal of contamination from internal tank surfaces is being
accomplished to support:

1) Preparation for safe work environment and ALARA

2) Meeting LSA shipping limits

3) Unconditional release

The internal tank decontamination has been underway since May, 1986
and is scheduled for completion in December, 1986.

The extent of the removal of contaminated concrete is dependent upon
the site release criteria. The establishment of the criteria is currently
underway (5). It is planned to start removing contaminated concrete in
early 1987.

Removal of Piping/Components

The subcontract for removal of piping and components is the major
project activity currently underway. It has been supported by electrical
deactivation and removal which is being performed by DOC force account
personnel.
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The piping/component removal subcontract commenced in June, 1986. The
piping removal is being accomplished by mechanical or thermal means,
depending upon piping location, size, materials and radiological
conditions. The piping/component removal is scheduled for completion in
July, 1988.

PLANS FOR PROJECT COMPLETION

The one-piece removal of the reactor pressure vessel is one of the
major technical aspects of the project. The 900-ton vessel will be lifted
with the surrounding neutron shield tank filled (with concrete) and then
transported to the barge on the bank of the Ohio River for its final
transportation to the burial site. The current schedule is for the barge
shipment to leave Shippingport in April, 1989 and arrive at the Port of
Benton (near Hanford, Washington) in July, 1989. Structural removals are
scheduled for completion in July, 1989.

The removal of contaminated and non-contaminated concrete is scheduled
to be completed in October, 1989.

The final grading, restoration and final survey of the site are
scheduled to be completed in December, 1989.

Project completion—approval by DOE headquarters to release the site
for unrestricted use--is scheduled for April, 1990.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The results of SSDP are being reported to the industry through a tech-
nology transfer program. The overall approach is to provide maximum
technology transfer through the use of technical society meetings and
dissemination of information to the decommissioning community through the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS) and Remedial Action Programs
Information Center (RAPIC). The USDOE will sponsor an international
symposium on Decommissioning to be held in the Pittsburgh area in October
1987, and tours of Shippingport will be conducted at that time. At the
completion of the project, a final report will be written which will
provide comprehensive documentation of lessons learned in the project, with
detailed information related to work performance.
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DECONTAMINATION EXPERIENCE IN GERMANY AS OF 1986

W. Morell, H. 0. Bertholdt, H. Operschall, H. Wille
Kraftwerk Union AG, D-8520 Erlangen, FR Germany

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the latest results in field application
and development of decontamination processes in FR Germany
covering the period from the Springfield conference in 1984
up to the present time.

MOPAC/AMDA

The long proven MOPAC process was again successfully
employed for the decontamination of 15 reactor coolant
pumps at 4 different NPPs. The decontamination factors
(DF) achieved were about 100 and higher: original dose
rates 300-500 mSv/h, values after treatment 0,3-3 mSv/h.
The use of the Automated Mobile Decontamination Appliance
(AMDA) permits a particular time and dose saving
execution: For 4 main coolant pumps we need 8 - 1 0 days,
including transportation, installation, decontamination
and removing the AMDA. The total radiation exposure of the
personnel (10 persons) normally is between 3 and 6 mSv.

OZOX

Further development of the highly diluted chemical process
OZOX shows an excellent decon effectiveness and a very
good material compatibility during laboratory tests with
PWR specimens. The remaining surface activity after a
3-cycle application (5-10 hrs/cycle) is in the region of
10 Bq/cm or clearly below. The OZOX process shows a good
material compatibility with original NPP specimens and other
material samples. OZOX may not only be used for subsystems
but also for the decontamination of a complete PWR primary
loop. By using the NPP-auxiliary systems, virtually no ex-
ternal equipment is required for a primary system decontami-
nation. The amount of radioactive waste produced (ion ex-
change resins only) is relatively small due to the low con-
centration and the "simple mixture" of the decon chemicals
used.
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ELP_O

The electrochemical ELPO process is particularly suited
for effective decontamination of spacially limited surface
areas.
The first application was within the framework of steam
generator exchange in the PWR Obrigheirn in 1983: the DFs
achieved were over 200; the local dose rates were reduced
to less than 0,5 mSv/h. In 1985 the process was again used
for preparation of the partial replacement of the recircu-
lation loop in the BWR Sta. Maria de Garona/Spain: the
average DFs of the pipe ends and valve nozzles were about
25, due to the extreme surface roughness. Laboratory tests
yielded values of 80 - 100.
The technical feasibility of steam generator tubing decon-
tamination was demonstrated in the NPP Biblis in 1984.
Using a specially developed electrode system DFs > 50 were
attained in the field application, after obtaining values
> 150 under ideal laboratory conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of procedural development for inspection of NPP
components and systems /I/, the development of decontamination processes
is of great importance. In 1976 KWU decontaminated for the first time a
large reactor component (main coolant pumps of the NPP Biblis) by means
of the two step process MOPAC 12, 3, 4/. Since that time, a variety of
decontamination activities has been conducted in German, other European
and US NPPs. Special emphasis was paid in the development, qualification
and application of:
° MOPAC, a mild chemical process, applicable for removed NPP components
and system sections

° OZOX, a chemical process for decontamination of components and systems
in particular the PWR primary system

° ELPO, an eletrochemical process for rapid and effective decontamination
of components, subsystems and defined surface areas.

On principle all decontamination processes are evaluated on the basis
of the criteria:
- decontamination effectiveness
- material compatibility
- amount of radioactive waste produced
- procedural feasibility

Review of the material compatibility follows a uniform scheme for
all decontamination processes:
- Selection of material specimens to be tested, with particular allowance

for specific material conditions ;=uch as welded joints, sensitization,
cast, forged or coldformed material

- Pretreatment of specimens under NPP conditions (autoclaving for approx.
6 weeks)
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- Multi-cycle application of decontamination treatment including of
exposure under NPP conditions

- Material examinations to evaluate corrosive attack by, for example
. Visual examination
. Determination of metal loss rate
. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
. Metallographic mounts.

MOPAC

All in all, the MOPAC process is the decontamination process most
frequently used by KWU. To date, the following PWR components have been
decontaminated after being removed:
- more than 50 reactor coolant pumps;
within the last two years: 15 pumps in 4 different NPPs

- 18 internal axial flow/recirculation pumps
- 6 pressurizer heater rod bundles
- 4 recuperative heat exchangers
- 1 moderator pump

The procedure performance of dismantled components is best with
the aid of AMDA (Automated Mobile Decontamination Appliance) which
was developed and constructed in modular form. It does not require the
provision of special NPP facilities. This permits highly rationalized
handling of operations and also a comparably low radiation exposure
to the decontamination personnel. An actual example of this is the de-
contamination of the 4 reactor coolant pumps in May 1986 where we used
the AMDA and reduced the dose rate of the RCP from 0,2 - 0,4 Sv/h to
0,5-3 mSv/h.

As shwon in Fig. 1 the whole appliance is remote controlled and
connected with flexible tubing equipped with quick couplings. According
to the area available the control panel and the make-up tank are located
in an area with lower radiation levels, all the other components as
close as possible to the location of decontamination work. Due to the
relatively small size of the individual skids, transportation and allo-
cation is relatively easy.

The treatment of the radioactive solutions produced is performed
by mixing the oxidizing and the decontaminating solutions thus to initiate
a reaction in accordance with the following equation:

2 MnO ~ + 5 C2O4
2~ + 16 H+ -*- 2 Mn2+ + 10 CO. + 8 H O

Subsequently there can be an evaporation and/or a cementation to
form a waste suitable for final disposal.
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1 Control panel
2 Make-up tank
3 Storage tank
4 Make-up skid
5 Reclrculatlon skid
6 Reclrculatlon heater
7 Decon. vessel
8 Oemlneral. water supply
9 Radwaste treatment

10 Sampling

Fig. I AMDA Mobile Decontamination System

The quantities of waste materials produced during the decontamination
of 4 main coolant pumps are:

3
Oxidizing solution:

Quantitiy
Activity concentration
Salt concentration

Decontaminating solution:
Quantity
Activity concentration
Salt concentration

2 - 3 m
< 1 Ci/m
approx

4 - 6 m
4 - 8 Ci/m
approx

(Co60)
50 kg/rn

(Co6Q)
100 kg/m

OZOX

The OZOX process /3, 4, 5, 6/ was developed by KWU from the MOPAC
process. It is an oxidative reacting multi-step process with a minimum
chemical concentration (ppm range!).

Due to additional investigations improvements of the OZOX process
were recently possible. These developments led to lower chemical concentra-
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tions, i. e. less waste and higher effectivity (better DFs) as were
obtained with the predecessor OZOX-A that was applied to the SG-channel
head decontamination in Millstone II in 1983 /7/.

The process consists of four blended steps:
- oxidation with in-situ produced permanganic acid. Compared to potassium

permanganate, the use of the acid results in a more effective oxidation
and a-distinct reduction of radioactive waste

- reduction of the permanganate with the required stoichiometric amount
of oxalic acid solution

- decontamination i. e. dissolution and complexation of the oxide by
means of excess oxalic acid

- chemisorption of the dissolved radioactive substances and decontamination
chemicals on ion exchange resins which are then conditioned for final
storage.

Decontamination factors determined while laboratory testing original
material specimens of both PWRs and BWRs, are excellent demonstrating
that the process is basically suited for both reactor types. As a rule,
higher decontamination factors are, as expected, obtained with PWR specimens.

LWR Type

PWR1

PWR2

BWR1

BWR2

BWR3

Operation
time

years

7

1

13

10

9

Material

AISI304
A 1.4301

1.4016

AISI304
* 1.4301

AISI304
A 1.4301

1.4550

Bator*
Dacorrti

Dose Rate

mSv/h

2-5

40-100

6-7

0.7-0.8

0.4-0.6

mination
Surface
Activity
(Co 60)
Bq/cm2

(1-3) 10s

(1 -4) W

(3-4) 10*

(3-4) W

(2-4) Mi>

Attar

Oose Rate

mSv/h

>0.02

0.2-1.5

0.06-0.1

0.08-0.1

0.04-0.07

ozox
Surface
Activity
(Co60)
Bq/cm2

(4 - 6 ) W

(4 -9)10*

(0.2-14CI04

(2 - 4)W

(3 - 5)10*

Decon-
tamination

Factor

>200

50-200

30-100

10- 20

60 - 80

Fig. 2 Decontamination effectiveness of the OZOX-B process on various
LWR specimens

The effectiveness of the process can be clearly recognized by the
condition of the material surface - metallically clean after decontamination.
The examination of microsections (Fig. 3 a, b) demonstrates the complete
removal of the oxide film, even in the presence of fairly uneven and
rough surfaces.
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a) b)

Fig. 3 Microsections before (above) and after (below) OZOX treatment
of LWR samples with varying surface conditions

The OZOX process is a multiple cycle process and therefore it is
possible to adjust the number of cycles in accordance to the requirements
of the customer. As shown in Fig. 4 for two original specimens from
NPPs the dose rates after the second cycle are already relatively low.
Therefore it would be possible, to break off the decontamination in
order to reduce the amount of radioactive waste, which is of the same
order of magnitude in each cycle of this minimum chemical concentration
process.

Beside the decon effectiveness, the material compatibility is also
demonstrated on these samples. Based on the existing test results of
active and inactive samples, the following generally valid statements
are possible at present: chromium steels, austenitic materials, nickel
alloys (Inconel 600 and Incoloy 800) and Zircaloy are shown to be corrosion-
resistant when exposed to OZOX even for 5 to 7 cycles (Fig. 5). Minor
material attack (higher roughness) is to be expected on stellites and
hard chrome platings and must be assessed for each individual application.

As intermediate step between laboratory development and field appli-
cation serve tests in decontamination test apparatus (DETESTA) (Fig. 6).
They enable the detection of the influence of flow and letdown conditions
on decontamination effectiveness as well as optimized process monitoring
and control on a large technical scale.
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2PWR
H«d

60 >200 DF

Fig. 4 Influence of OZOX-B Process Cycles on Dose Rate Reduction

20pm
20pm

20(un 20pm

Fig. 5 Microsections of 1.4301 or 304 sensitized and I 600 tube coupons
before (above) and after (below) 5 OZOX-B decontamination cycles,
Temperature 90 - 95 °C.
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1 Recirculation pump
2 Cooler (main loop)
3 Electric heater
4 Sample vessel
5 Cooler (purification train)
6 Filter
7 Ion exchangers

8 Electric heater
9 Degasifier
10 Extraction pump
1 1 Cooler (degasifier)
12 Expansion vessel
13 Chemical injection tank

Fig. 6 Decontamination Test Apparatus (DETESTA)

The DETESTA consists of a main loop with the sample vessel where
the samples or contaminated components can be mounted in. The purification
train which consists of mechanical filters, ion exchangers and a degasifying
unit is connected to the main loop.

The throughput ratio in the purification train can be modified and
by this the conditions of an NPP can be simulated. The test loop has
a volume of about 200 litres.

For application of the OZOX-B process on site in order to decontaminate
subsystems such as SG channel heads of PWRs and the recirculation loops
of BWRs the AMDA is used too (Fig. 7).

For the decon procedure itself the system is first filled with de-
mineralized water and the permanganic acid. After heating to about 95 °C
for several hours the oxalic acid for reduction and decontamination
is added. At the end of the decontamination phase the liquid is passed
to the radwaste evaporator or treated in ion exchangers.
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1 Control panel
2 Make-up tank
3 Storage tank
4 Make-up skid
5 Reclrculatlon £:.id
6 Recirculation heater

7 Decon.vessel
8 Cooler
9 ton exchanger skid

10 Ion exchanger
11 Radwaste treatment

Fig. 7 Decontamination of the steam generator channel heads with the
OZOX-B process by using the AMDA

As shown in Fig. 7 if there is no sufficient capacity or euqipment
in the radwaste treatment systems the spent decontamination liquid is
passed through ion exchangers to obtain water which needs no further
treatment before discharge. Due to the extremely low chemical concentration
(in total < 2000 ppm) the amount of spent resins is of minor importance.

In order to reduce the overall dose rate it is convenient to decontami-
nate not only components but to put increased efforts into decontaminating
the entire reactor coolant system. Virtually no external equipment is
required for the decontamination of an entire PWR primary system.
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The KWU concept for this purpose is shown in Fig. 8:

Oxidation

Reduction

Dtcontamination

Chemical rtmoval lr

Primary syttam

sufficient S

sufficient

i

g
%

itr
o
l s

y

s
Ii

Coolant
purification s.

Resin -
disposal

Coolant degasi-
fication s.

Chemical
dosing system

Residual heat
removal system

End of
decontamination

Fig. 8 Primary system decontamination with OZOX

ELPO

In the electrochemical process ELPO /3, 4, 8, 9/ the oxidizing or reducting
effect and the removal of oxides are achieved by means of electricity
(electrons) and a suitable electrolyte-preferably on base of phosphoric acid,

In the presence of PWR oxide films, the oxide is removed by anodic
oxidation, while cathodic reduction followed by anodic oxidation is
required for pure hematite films as present in BWRs.

Decontamination factors measured in the laboratory are normally
in the range of > 100 for both PWR and BWR samples (Fig. 9).

So far material compatibility was demonstrated by prolonged treatments
of a number of austenitic materials, chromium steels and Incoloy 800.

When using the ELPO process, the required electrodes, if possible
remote -controlled, must be adapted to the geometric requirements of
the components to be decontaminated. A revolving, axially adjustable
electrode is used for pipe segments (Fig. 10). The electrode is permanently
subjected to an electrolyte flow that is continuously purified by recircu-
lation.
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LWRType

Operation-time years

Material

Baton

Dose Rate mSv/h

Surface Activity
(Co 60) Bq/cm2

MtarELPO

Dose Rate mSv/h

Surface Activity
(Co 60) Bq/cm2

Factor

PWR*

15

1.4550

20-170

0.04-3

PWB-B

10

Incotoy

0.1-20

i0.1-1)xiu*

<0.01

(0.1-DX103

10

AISI304
* 14301

1-2
3X105

3X103

80-100

Fig. 9 Decontamination effectiveness of the ELPO process established
on various LWR samples

1 Manipulator and electrode
insertion device

2 Docking unit
3 Exhaust
4 Exhaust air
5 Demineralized water

6 Electrolyte vessel
7 Suction pump
8 Electrolyte filter
9 Charging pump
10 Waste water

Fig. 10 Manipulator and loop for electrochemical decontamination of
pipe segments
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To date KWU has applied this technique twice in preparation for
component replacements.
- During the replacement of the two steam generators at the Obrigheim NPP

(PWR) in 1983, sections of the reactor coolant piping were decontaminated
electrochemically. The decontamination factors achieved were over
200. The local dose rates were thus reduced from 0,13 Sv/h partially
down to less than 0,5 mSv/h.

- The exchange of recirculation loop sections in the BWR Sta. Maria de
Garona (Spain) in 1985. The average DF for the pipe ends and valve
nozzles which were decontaminated electrochemically were about 25,
due to the extreme surface roughness. Laboratory tests yielded values
of approx. 80 - 100.

To demonstrate the enormous success of the decontamination, here
are the values for the two Obrigheim SG replacements
- man-Sievert calculation for 2 SG replacements

. without decontamination 12,0 Sv

. with decontamination 8,6 Sv
- actual man-Sievert for 2 SG replacements 6,9 Sv

(including 0,4 man-Sievert for decontamination).

The amount of waste generated was small: for a pipe bend 3200 mm
long, inside diameter 700 mm the volumes were:

50 litres of electrolyte (diluted acid)
1500 liters of flushing water

1 filter vessel (200 1 waste drum).

For waste treatment, different processes such as evaporation, precipi-
tation, ion exchange and cementation can be used.

To solve complicated problems a special technique is sometimes necessary.
For example KWU developed and applied for the decontamination of the
U-tubes of a PWR steam generator a flexible electrode system. It was
used to decontaminate only the U-bend area. Therefore it was necessary
to move the electrode by a cable feeder through the entire length of
the tube. The attachment to the tube sheet and remote controlled movement
to the next U-tube is done with special finger walkers. The electrolyte
is continuously recirculated through the entire tube and purified in
the bypass (Fig. 11).

The technical feasibility of the process was demonstrated on 10
SG tubes of NPP Biblis. Decontamination factors of > 50 were attained
thereby, after obtaining values of > 150 under ideal conditions in the
laboratory.
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1 Flexible electrode
2 Cable feeder with electric
power supply

3 Finger walker with tube
sheet adapter

4 Anode (U-tube)
5 Cathode (electrode)
6 Guide hose
7 Rectifier

8 Aerosol exhaust
9 Feeder unit
10 Rinsing vessel
1 1 Electrolyte vessel
12 Rinsing pump
13 Filter pump
14 Electrolyte pump
15 Filter

Fig. 1 1 Flow chart for decontamination of SG-tubes with ELPO

PROSPECTS

The increasing ages of nuclear power plants and increasing personnel
exposure rate to operating and overhaul personnel entail intensified
actions for dose reduction. One possible approach is to decontaminate
plant components or better still entire systems and loops.

There exists no generally applicable decontamination process, but
there are several available processes among which the most suitable
can be selected to decontaminate contaminated components or better still
entire systems and loops.

Further optimisation of these processes and fundamental research
for new process development is being conducted as well in the course
of KWU's current research and development work and on the basis of experience
gained in practical decontamination work.
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ABSTRACT

An alternate concept for decommissioning of Ontario
Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (A), has been
identified. In this concept all four CANDU type
reactor assemblies would be packaged in their own
biological shield tanks, removed in one piece and
buried in the underlying bedrock using conventional
equipment and methods. The description of the
one-piece removal and burial method, its merits and a
preliminary estimate of the potential Public dose from
this method of burial is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning of Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Generating Stations would be
achieved by a three phased program spanning a period of forty years,
including thirty years of storage with surveillance. Alternate
concepts for dismantling reactors are being developed for all its
nuclear stations. This paper discusses one such concept for
decommissioning the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station A.

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (A) comprises of four 750 MWe CANDU
type nuclear reactors (see Figure 1), and is located about 250 kM north
west of Toronto on the shore of Lake Huron. The station is about 300 m
inland of the lake. All its major buildings and structures are founded
on bedrock. The bedrock consists of fractured limestone.

The concept of one-piece removal and in-place burial is introduced in
this paper where the reactor assemblies would be completely
encapsulated in their biological shields and buried in the bedrock
under their present locations. Preparation of the reactor assembly,
handling it using conventional equipment, preparation of the burial pit
and sealing it after the reactor assembly and other contaminated waste
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have been burled is discussed. Also presented are the results of a
preliminary public dose analysis for future releases of radioactivity
from the burial pit caused by the potential leaching of nuclides into
the ground water and eventually entering the lake.

DECOMMISSIONING METHODOLOGY

Decommissioning of Ontario Hydro's nuclear stations would be achieved
by a three-phased program spanning a forty year period after the
stations have been operated normally for forty years:

Phase I: Removal of fuel and heavy water from reactors followed by
internal decontamination of systems would be carried out
prior to placing the station in the Storage With
Surveillance mode.

Phase II: The station would be stored in the Storage With
Surveillance mode for a period of approximately 30 years.

Phase III: All systems and buildings would then be completely
dismantled.

DISMANTLING OPTIONS CONSIDERED

Decommissioning a nuclear station is usually tucught to involve the
ultimate removal of radioactivity from the site. Up to now it has been
believed that large nuclear reactor assemblies would be dismantled by
cutting them up into small pieces, packing them up in flasks and
shipping them to some distant repository for disposal. This
dismantling scenario commonly known as the "piece-by-piece" method
would require the use of remote cutting and handling equipment to avoid
workers from being exposed to high radiation fields of the reactor
internals (see Figure 2). Most of the reactor internals would have
radiation fields greater than 10 mSv/hr (1 rem/hr) at 3 m for many
years to come. Under the proposed transport regulations^, Type B
flasks would be required to ship this material^).

In the case of Bruce NGS A, a 30 mm (1-1/4") thick steel shield tank
that surrounds the reactor vessel (calandria) could be utilized to
encapsulate the reactor, making it suitable for one-piece removal even
though the whole assembly is bulky and weighs 2100 tons when the heavy
water and fuel are removed. One-piece removal is an alternative to
piece-by-piece dismantling where the highly radioactive reactor vessel
would be prepared and removed from its present location without
dismantling its internals. The proposed plans for handling the 770 ton
reactor vessel at Shippingport show the potential advantages of the
one-piece method. However, the question has been asked, "Can the
one-piece method be extended to much larger and heavier reactor
types?" The answer partly depends on the feasibility of handling these
large objects and partly on the distance to the final repository. For
the one-piece burial method, moving the reactor to a repository with
the shortest possible distance and the least amount of handling would
be preferred.
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THE BRUCE NGS REACTOR ASSEMBLY

The CANDU 750 MWe reactor assembly consists of a reactor vessel
(calandria), two end shields and a shield tank as shown in Figure 3.
The calandria is a 25 mm d") thick. 8.25 m (27'-9") diameter, 8 m
(26'-6") long stainless steel horizontal cylindrical vessel supported
by two end shields at either end. The end shields are also horizontal
cylindrical shells enclosed at each end by tube sheets and spanned
horizontally by lattice tubes. The space between the lattice tubes is
filled with biological shielding material. The length of the calandria
is spanned by 480 double walled fuel channels of which the outer
calandria tubes are fixed to the inner tube sheet and the inner
pressure tubes are fixed to end fittings. The end fittings are
supported by the end shields and project about 1.8 m (6') out of the
reactor face to facilitate on power refuelling, to pass the primary
heat transport (PHT) fluid (heavy water-D2O) into the fuel channels
and to provide shielding. The end fittings are connected to the heat
transport system via feeder tubes. The shield tank is a 30 mm (1-1/4")
thick, 15.2 m (501) wide by 8.2 m (271) deep by 17.4 m (571) high
bottle shaped steel housing that supports the end shields and
completely encloses the calandria. The drive units for the vertical
reactivity mechanisms that penetrate the top of the calandria are
located on a deck above the neck of the shield tank. During operation,
the shield tank is filled with light water for shielding and cooling
and the calandria houses the heavy water moderator. The inlet and
outlet pipes for light water and heavy water penetrate the shield
tank. The entire reactor assembly sits on the reactor building floor
and is supported by bearing pads located at the four lower corners of
the shield tank. The shield tank is fixed to the reactor building
superstructure by a rubber seal near the reactivity mechanism deck.

PREPARATION FOR ONE-PIECE REMOVAL

The reactor to be decommissioned would first be defuelled (including
booster fuel) and drained of all the heat transport and moderator
fluids (D2O). These systems would be flushed with light water and
vacuum dried. The heat transport system including the empty fuel
channels and parts of the end fittings would be decontaminated. The
light water in the shield tank would be drained.

All feeder tubes would be disconnected from the end fittings to
separate the PHT system from the reactor. Two 6 mm (1/4") thick, 7.3 m
(24') diameter and 1.8 m (61) deep reactor face dishes would be welded
on to the end shields to enclose the end fittings. These dishes
provide a complete cover for the openings created in the end fittings
when the feeder tubes are disconnected. All the reactivity mechanism
drive units will be removed and their openings would be capped by
welding on 30 mm (1-1/4") thick carbon steel plates. All other
connections to the shield tank such as lightwater and moderator inlets
and outlets and others would be capped similarly. Twenty-four lifting
lugs would then be welded onto the shield tank (see Figure 4).
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A structural steel bridge to support the weight of the reactor assembly
and associated hoisting equipment would be installed on the existing
reactor building girders (see Figure 5). Twenty-four 100 ton Lift
Climber Jacks would be installed on to the jacking bridge. The jacks
are connected to the shield tank by 102 mm (4") square steel jack
rods. The jack rods are extendible by threading on extensions. The
vertical movement of the load is controlled by two sets of wedges that
simultaneously apply and release pressure against the opposite surfaces
of the jack rod. The two sets of wedges are operated by hydraulic
cylinders. All the jacks would be synchronized to avoid any restive
movement.

Burial pits would be excavated in the underlying rock below each
reactor unit (see Figure 6) by conventional drilling and blastin
methods. An access tunnel which spans the entire length of the
powerhouse would be excavated from either side of it to allow
excavation and construction crews to access the burial pits. G out
curtains would be installed around the burial pits to minimize ground
water seepage. The pits are sized to accept all the radioactive waste
from each unit (see Table 1 Item 1.3) and any backfilling material.

BURIAL

The load of the complete reactor assembly (2100 tons) would be
transferred onto the jacking bridge by activating the jacking system.
All other equipment on floors below the reactor would be dismantled and
moved away. The floor sections including the basemat and rock plug
below the reactor assembly would be blasted away to create a hoistway
to the burial pit (see Figure 7). The reactor assembly would then be
separated from the reactor building super-structure by disconnecting
the rubber seals at the reactivity mechanism deck. The reactor
assembly would then gradually be lowered into the burial pit by the
jacking system (see Figure 8). A concrete grout would be pumped into
the burial pit to fill the voids around the reactor assembly. Other
large internally contaminated equipment would follow the reactor into
the burial pit after their openings have been capped. Large pipes
would be filled with smaller pipes, capped and placed in the burial
pit. Small equipment, small piping and contaminated concrete would
also be encapsulated and placed in the pit. The pits would be
backfilled with grout to provide a monolithic structure and intrusion
barrier (see Figure 9). The remaining buildings and structures would
then be dismantled. The access tunnel would be filled with the rubble
and sealed. Conventional and uncontaminated equipment would be
disposed of at a landfill or sold for scrap. The site would then be
available for re-use.

PUBLIC DOSE ANALYSIS

A preliminary dose assessment of the on-site burial of decommissioning
waste from the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (A) was
conducted^). The burial pit for each reactor unit was assumed to be
excavated in the underlying bedrock. The top of the pit would be
located about 20 metres below ground surface. The dimensions cf each
pit would be approximately 14 m x 18 m x 55 m deep. Disposal of the
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reactor and other activated and contaminated components was assumed to
occur after a 40-year service life and a 30-year decay period. The
irradiated fuel and heavy water was assumed to be removed from the
units followed by decontamination of the PHT system. A small amount of
residual activity due to contamination was assumed. Most of the
radioactivity consisted of activated reactor components (see Table 2).
No allowance was made in the dose assessment for encapsulation of the
radioactivity (including the calandria) and the retardation of nuclide
release rate from the pits due to the grout backfill. The
radioactivity was conservatively assumed to be leached into the
groundwater at the corrosion rate for pitting of the parent metal and
subsequently discharged into Lake Huron as illustrated in Figure 10.

The contaminated lake water was assumed to be used by a farmer who was
self-sufficient in all his food requirements and who also consumed fish
from the lake. Assuming average diet and exposure conditions and
conservative radionuclide distribution coefficients in the geosphere,
the maximum individual dose rate from the lake water exposure scenario
was about 3 x 10~5 Sv/year (3 mrem/year)^3^. This dose was due
primarily to the carbon-14 leached from the carbon steel biological
shielding balls and the stainless steel calandria side tube sheets of
the reactor end shields (see Figure 11).

The maximum regulatory limits for public dose from a nuclear facility
is 5. X 10~3 Sv/year (500 mrem/year)(4) and the dose received by an
individual of the public from this type of disposal is below 1 percent
of these limits.

This insignificant dose will be reduced further if the actual sequence
of leaching is predicted and analyzed. For instance, the groundwater
volume and its initial contact time with the active calandria or
pressure tubes and the leach out volume and time from the burial pit
will be greatly retarded by the backfill and the reactor assembly
burial container (1-1/4" carbon steel shield tank and 1/4" thick
stainless steel reactor face dishes). The result of this retardation
of contact time and leach rate would shift the starting point of the
dose rate curve for carbon-14 (Figure 11) to a point further down the
time axis and flatten its shape.

CONCEPT ASSESSMENT

1. The concept of One-Piece On-Site Burial would provide a low
cost decommissioning option that utilizes conventional
equipment and methods to handle large radioactive components
without incurring the high cost of developing, operating and
maintaining remote cutting and handling equipment.

2. The need for expensive transportation systems (Type B
packages) and the cost associated with handling, segregating,
packaging and shipping would be eliminated.

3. The need for providing additional space for disposing
decommissioning waste in national respositories and the cost
associated with it would be eliminated.
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4. The occupational dose expenditure would be reduced due to the
reduced reactor dismantling efforts and the absence of
transportation and disposal efforts.

5. Due to the fact that all waste would be encapsulated in their
own containers and" stabilized in the monolithic backfill the
radioactive inventory in the burial pits would decay to a very
small quantity before any appeared in the nearby lake, making
this method safe from a public dose and environmental point of
view.

6. Estimating will be subject to less uncertainties: the nature of
the job is changed from a remote cutting, handling and packaging
operation with high fields to a conventional, if sophisticated
heavy moving exercise.

CONCLUSIONS

The One-Piece On-Site Burial Method of disposing decommissioning waste
from CANDU stations offers a low cost decommissioning option, reduces the
occupational dose and contamination risk to workers and reduces the
uncertainties of cost estimating. With the One-Piece On-Site Burial
method, the shield tank and calandria form a burial package that would be
expected to remain unbreached for hundreds of years. Due to the fact tliat
the waste would be encapsulated in their own containers and stabilized in
the monolithic backfill the radioactive inventory would have decayed to a
very small quantity before any appeared in the nearby lake, making this
method safe from a public dose and environmental point of view.
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TABLE 1

DECOMMISSIONING WASTE FROM BNGS A

1.1 Irradiated Fuel (24960 bundles)
1.2 Heavy Water
1.3 Radioactive Systems and Structures (32971) Hg
1.4 Decontamination and Purification

Waste (Radioactive)
1.5 Inactive Systems and Structures

(*) Amount accounted for during study.

_
407

3146
17349

241
343286*

TABLE 2

RESIDUAL RADIOACTIVITIES

Station Summary

Radionuclide

C -
Fe -
Ni -
Co -
Ni -
Mo -
Zr -
Nb -
Sn -
Cs -
Pu -
Pu -
Pu -
Am -

rotal

14
55
59
60
63
93
93
94
121m
137
238
239
240
241

Type

P-
Y
Y
P-Y
P
Y
P-Y
P-Y
P-Y
p-e-Y
<*Y

ay
ae-Y

5
6
1
4
1
4
4
4
4
1
4
2
2
7

1

Radioactivity

.72

.41

.48

.52

.48

.4

.4

.0

.4

.7

.4

.1

.1

.6

.6 x

(Bq)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

]

10"10\i
1015
loi^
ioi"̂
10"
1013

lol3

ioii
10"
109
10"
10"
109

L0"

r

1.
1.
4.
1.
4.
1.
1.
1.
1.
4.
1.
5.
5.
2.

4.

54
73
0
22
0
19
19
08
19
59
18
67
67
05

32

FROM BNGS A

(Ci)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

104

104

104

105
106

ioi
103

103

ioi
10"!
10"!
10"!
10"!
10-1

106

Half Life
(Years)

5,730
2.7

80,000
5.3

92
3 000

95,000
20,000

76
30.2
87.4

24,390
6,600
433

Percentaqe

0
0
0
2

92
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i

.36

.4

.9

.8

.5

.3 x

.3 x

.2 x

.3 x

.1 X

.3 x

.1 X

.1 X

.1 X

100

10"3

10"!
10"!
10"3

10-4

10~6

10-4
10-4
10-5
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TREATMENT OF PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATED WASTE
AT MOX FUEL FABRICATION FACILITY

M. Ouchi, K. Ochiai, M. Suzuki and M. Yamamoto

Waste Management Technology Development Division, Tokai Works,
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT

Most of the plutonium contaminated wastes (PCW) originated from the
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel facilities and the spent fuel reprocessing plant at
Tokai Works in Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Corporation (PNC). The solid
PCW are classified into three categories : combustible, non-combustible
(containing HEPA filter), and chlorinated organic materials. PNC has deve-
loped the waste treatment processes with the view of reducing waste volume,
that are incinerator for combustible waste, acid digestion process and
cyclone incinerator for chlorinated organic materials, electroslag remelter
for metallic waste and microwave melter for ashes. Plutonium-contaminated
Waste Treatment Facility (PWTF) was designed on a basis of the research and
development of PCW treatment technology. PWTF is now under construction
and will be operated in 1987.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the plutonium contaminated wastes (PCW) originated from the
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel facilities and the spent fuel reprocessing plant at
Tokai Works in PNC. The solid PCW are now stored at the site of these
facilities. The volume of the solid PCW amounted to approximately 3,200 m3
and consisted about 80% from MOX fuel facilities and 20% from the repro-
cessing plant by 1934. Only a part of combustible waste has been treated
by incinerator. Much research has been performed to reduce the volume and
to immobilize the PCW. Based on above R&D, Plutonium-contaminated Waste
Treatment Facility (PWTF) is under construction to demonstrate pilot scale
operation in 1987.

In this paper, the present status of management for PCW and future R&D
are described.

Present Status of Management and Treatment for PCW

Solid PCW

In MOX fuel facilities 70% of the solid PCW originated from the MOX
fuel fabrication activities and most of the others from dismantling of
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glove boxes for renewal of superannuated equipments. These wastes are
already classified into one of the three categories and sealed in drums or
containers. The solid PCW are approximately 17% combustible waste, 48%
non-combustible waste including metals and filters, and 35% other waste
including chlorinated organic materials.

The classification of the solid PCW is showed in Table-1. Only a part
of combustible waste has been treated by a -tite incinerator.

Table 1 Constitutions of Plutonium - contaminated Waste

Category

Combustibles

Organic Chlorinated
Materials

Noncombustibles

Aqueous PCW

Constitutions (%)

17

35

48

Component

Paper,rags,wood,plastics

Neoprene rubber,PVC

Metals, ceramics, filters

Aqueous PCW are generated from MOX fuel facilities include the
drainage from wet recovery process of scrapped fuel, analysis process,
rinsing such as hand rinsing in controlled area, and washing of non-
contaminated clothes. The aqueous PCW are decontaminated by such tech-
niques as cohesion-precipitation, evaporation and adsorption. The drainage
from the wet recovery process of scrapped fuel and analysis process is
received into installations for aqueous waste treatment process. Nuclear
materials in the drainage are removed mostly by cohesion-precipitation and
then adsorbed by charcoal and chelating resin. After these treatments, the
drainage is decontaminated to below 1 x 10~5 u Ci/ml and sent to dilution
treatment process as low level drainage (LLD).

On the other hand, liquid wastes from controlled area are received
into the dilution treatment process and organic material and suspended
solid removed with reverse osmosis (RO) and ultrafiltratign (UF). Then LLD
is diluted by treated rinsing to be leveled below 1 x 10"' u Ci/ml a and

A T activity and is discharged to sea after pH adjustment.
Advanced equipment was installed in 1984 to reduce the redioactive

level of aqueous wastes under 1 x 10"7 u Ci/ml. Due to this installation,
the burden on the dilution process to reduce the radioactive level and
amount of discharge has been reduced according to the spirit of ALARA (as
low as reasonably achievable).
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R&D of PCW Treatment Technique

It is expected to increase the amount of PCW arising from fabrication
facilities in near future, because the MOX fuel fabrication facility has
expanded to supply the MOX fuel to the advanced thermal reactor and Fast
Breeder Reactor (FBR) in PNC. Fig-1 shows estimated amount of PCW in
future. Considering above situation, PNC has developed the waste treatment
technology to reduce volume and use immobilization. R&D schedule of solid
PCW treatment techniques is shown in Table-2.

Combustible PCW Treatment

Combustible PCW such as paper, cloth, rag, etc. has been treated with
the incinerator installed at the Plutonium Fuel Development Facility (PFDF)
since 1983. PNC adopted the incinerator of Carbonisation Entreperise et
Ceramique Entreprise (CECE) system.

(m3

5,000

Design

82 '83

LJ
lesl Operation

N I
Construction

'84 '85 '86 '87 '88

Operation

'89 '90 '91

I

'92

Fiscal Year

Fig-1 PCW increase and the storage capacity
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Table 2 R&D Schdule of Solid PCW Treatment Techniques

ITEM FY 1981 198? 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

1 PWTF

(1) Combustible PCW
Incinerator

Acid Digestion

(3) Non-Combustible PCW
Microwave Melting method

Electro-Slag Remetting
method

Design | Contraction | Operation^

Cold Hot
Tests Tests Demonstration

(2) Chlorinated PCW i
i

Cyclone Type Incinerator O
Engineering Tests

Engineering
I Tests Hot Tests

Engineering Tests

Engineering Tests

The schematic figure of the incinerator is shown in Fig. 2. PNC had
improved CECE's original system from 1974 to 1981. One main items of
modification by PNC are to assure Plutonium confinement and to improve the
component materials of the scrubber. This incinerator consists of a
furnace, a high temperature filter and off gas lines. The furnace consists
of the primary and the secondary combustion chambers filled with silicon
carbide. Coarse dusts including carbon and tar in the gas from primary
combustion chamber are trapped and burnt in the secondary chamber. The gas
from secondary combustion chamber is filtered with high temperature filter.
The hot exhaust gas from the high temperature filter is mixed with the air
in the dilutor in order to lower the gas temperature. And the exhaust gas
from HEPA filter is scrubbed and passed through a mist separator and dis-
charged from the stack.

Operation using simulated waste with Plutonium began in 1981 and a
demonstration run began in 1983. This incinerator is capable of treating
waste at the rate of 25 kg/hr. PNC has treated about 7 tons of combustible
PCW since 1983, and the volume has been reduced to about one eighteeth.
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To Stack

Waste Glove Box for Pulling
Out the HTF Elements

Re-Heater

Glove Box
for Feed
Preparation

Glove Box for
Exchanging HEPA Fillers

High Temperature
Filter

Furnace

Combustion Chambers
High Temperature
HEPA Filters

Air 0 !

Modification Part

Fig-2 Incineration System for Pu-Contaminated Wasts

Chlorinated PCW Treatment

Chlorinated PCW such as polyvinyl chlorides (PVC) sheet, neoprene
rubber gloves etc, possess a great part of waste. In 1976, the feasibility
study was conducted on the treatment techniques of chlorinated PCW, the
following two methods were selected namely the acid digestion method by
means of sulfuric acid and nitric acid and incineration method with a
cyclone type incinerator made of high quality moulded alumina.

Non-combustible PCW Treatment

Non-combustible PCW consists of ash from incineration process, residue
from acid digestion process and metalic PCW. The treatment techniques for
these PCW have been developed since 1978. The following two methods were
selected, namely micro-wave melting method for ash and residue, and
electro-slag remelting for metalic PCW. These methods for reduction and
stabilization of PCW will be demonstrated in PWTF.

Construction of PWTF

The major objective of PWTF is to demonstrate the techniques for
volume reduction and immobilization of PCW at Tokai Works of PNC. PWTF
will be a facility that will process PCW through incineration, acid
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digestion, metal melting and ash melting. The construction program of PWTF
is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Construction Program of PWTF

I960 1981 1962 1983 1984 1385 1986 1987 1988 1989

1. Design

2. Construction

3. Operation

Detailed
Design

0 9

Licensing Construction

Operation

Outline of PWTF

PWTF will be located on a 2,100 m2 site adjoining Plutonium-
contaminated Waste Storage Facility (PWSF) at Tokai Works. PWTF will be
composed of the waste receiving area, the waste pretreatment and sorting
area, the incineration room, the acid digestion room, the metal melting
room, the ash melting room, the product shipment room, the liquid waste
treatment room, and the ventilating and exhaust filter area. The size of
PWTF will be 54m-1ong, 30m-wide, 20m-high. The total floor area which
includes the control, radiation monitoring, utility, etc. will be about
7,000 m2. Major operational requirements are prevention of personel
exposure and radioactive contamination. Multiple barriers will be provided
to contain the radioactive materials within predetermined areas of PWTF.
PWTF will be capable of maintaining lower pressures in confinement areas
such as glove box and controlled areas than that of outside atmosphere of
PWTF. To prevent spread of contamination, ventilation air flows from low
contaminated areas to higher ones and then pass through filters prior to
discharge from the stack. The process off-gas will be also treated to
remove radioactive particulate and pollutants prior to discharge from the
stack.

Process Description

All processes are designed to be connected through glove boxes and
tunnels in PWTF. The treatment capacity of PWTF is designed to be 360 kg
per day. The processes will be operated for 180 days per year.
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Pretreatment and Shipment

The solid PCW in drum or container is stored at the storage facilities.
These wastes will be transported to PWTF through corridor from PWSF, where
the surface of the vessel will be surveyed and the contents of Pu will be
measured by Non Destructive Assay (NDA). The wastes will be charged into
glove box through airlock system. The wastes in a 20 liter carton box will
be spread out and visually inspected for hazardous materials. The wastes
confined in 1.7 m^ container will also undergo visual inspection. Then the
wastes are then sorted for the metals, HEPA filters and organic chlorinated
materials taking account the treatment at the next process.

Incineration Process

The incineration process consist of feeder, incinerator and off-gas
treatment system. The incinerator is composed of calcination rack, primary
and secondary combustion chamber, and burner. The calcination rack used
for the calcination of metal waste.

A mixture of the waste excluding organic chlorinated matarials and
non-combustibles feed to the primary combustion chamber from the top parts
through a sealed shutter. The waste will then descend into the combustion
zone where the dried materials are thermally decomposed in an air
atmosphere. The combustion gas and coarse dust from primary combustion
chamber will be carried to secondary chamber. The secondary chamber filled
with silicon carbide will provide the residence time required for complete
combustion of the off-gas and combustible particulate. The resulting ash
will be removed in batches from the bottom of the primary chamber, and will
be converted into ceramic-like solid form with microwave melter. The off-
gas will pass through high temperature filter, diluter, HEPA filter,
scrubber and mist separator prior to discharge from the stack to the
atmosphere.

Acid digestion

The acid digestion system will consist of a feeder, digester, calciner
and off-gas treatment system.

The slurry of a mixture of shredded waste (5mm x 5mm) and sulfuric
acid will be fed to the digester. The waste will be decomposed and
oxidized with sulfuric and nitric acid held at 250 or, in the digester made
of titanium and carbon steel lined glass. The generating vapor and gas
including SOx and NOx will be treated with demister, absorbers filled with
H ?S0. and HNCL, and scrubber. The absorbed hLSCT and HN03 will be
distilled with distiller and will be reused in the digestion process. The
residue, drained from the bottom of the digester will be calcined at about
500 C in the calciner. The sulfuric acid generating fro residue during
calcination will be reused in the process through condensor. Calcined
residue will be mixed with ash of combustible waste and will be converted
into ceramic-like solid form with microwave melter. The acid digestion
system will be installed in gfove boxes.
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Incineration Process of Organic Chlorinated Materials

The incineration process of organic chlorinated materials will consist
of feeder, incinerator, and off-gas treatment system.

The shredded waste (5mm x 5mm) will be fed to the incinerator through
a hopper and feeder. The incinerator will be a cyclone type, the fed waste
will be floating in the combustion chamber during incineration and then ash
will fall to the bottom. The waste will be ignited by pre-heated oxygen-
rich air ( - 500 °C) and then will continue spontaneous combustion after
the heating of the oxygen-rich air stops. The wall of the incinerator will
be made of high quality moulded alumina. The incineration process will
release mixture of combustion gases and particulate. The ash will be
removed in batches from the bottom of the incinerator. The off-gas will be
released from the stack through a cooling tower, partial condensor, HCl
absorber, HEPA filter and scrubber. This system will be installed in glove
boxes.

Electro-slag Remeiting Process (ESR)

The ESR process will consist of feeder, furnace, crusher,, and off-gas
treatment system.

The ESR furnace will be composed of mould, stool and tungsten
electrodes. The water-cooled mould will be made of pure copper with inside
dimensions of 250mm x 380mm. The pieces of metal (60mm x 60mm) of 100 kg
in weight will be melted in the furnace. They will be fed into the melted
slag at the rate of 1.5 kg per minute. The height of a 100 kg metal ingot
is about 150 mm. To remove an ingot easily from the mould, the mould is
designed to be divided into two halves. Nitrogen gas will be blown into
the furnace to prevent the oxidization of Tungsten electrodes. Two
tungsten bars of 50mm diameter will be used as non-consumable electrodes.
Electric power will be supplied to Tungsten electrodes through two copper
bars aligned in panel. To generate Joule's heat in the slag, a stool-arc
method will be used to start to melt the slag. The pieces of metal will be
gently fed into the melted slag through the bucket. After melting, the
slag will be separated from metal ingot and pulverised to reuse. The off-
gas will be sent to incineration process through bag filter, pre-fiHer and
blower. The metal melting process will be installed in glove boxes.

Microwave Melting Process

The microwave melting process will consist of melter, wave guide and
microwave generator. This process is disigned to convert ashes from
incineration and acid digestion process, slag from metal melting process,
and so on into ceramic-like solid form.

The melter will be composed of tuner, crucible and isolator. The
metal crucible will be used as a primary canister. The melter will be
installed in glove box and the microwave will be introduced to the melter
through wave guide from microwave generator installed outside of glove box.
The microwave generator is capable of generating 10 kW microwave energy
with 2450 MHZ frequency.

Future program of R&D
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PWTF was designed on a basis of the results of process technology
development described above, and it's now under construction. In this
facility, these technologies developed in PNC are expected to be
demonstrated and established. The fundamental study concerning the waste
disposal will be also performed after it comes into operation in 1987. In
addition, research and development for the PCW management technology will
be carried out and planned in connection with PCW treatment, segregation,
and disposal. At the same time, the following process technology
development will be carried out.

Reducing the PCW generation

The guideline of the radioactive waste management committee published
in 1984 indicates that the reduction of the generation of waste is
necessary to reduce the burdens for storage, treatment, transportation and
disposal.

Since the initiation of plutonium fuel fabrication, attention has been
payed to waste management, especially in the field of the reduction of the
generation of waste. Since 1982, R&D efforts have been directed to the
field of the reduction of the generation of waste from the plutonium fuel
facilities.

NDA technique

The development of a measurement technique for plutonium content of
the waste is required from the view point of the safety operation at a
waste treatment facility, the estimation of materials unaccounted for,and
the segregation of non-TRU waste from TRU waste.

In 1981, PNC started to establish the technique with a gamma scanner
apparatus, Segmented Gamma Scanner. The measurement experiments on a 20
liter carton box containning a simulated "low density waste" with sealed
plutonium source were carried out. After the research study, we selected
the assay techniques of passive gamma and neutron methods. These methods
are being applied to low density wastes such as combustible and incinera-
tion ash.

Conditioning of products

The products such as ceramic-like solid form and metal ingot will be
produced at PWTF from 1987. Since these products contain nuclides with
long half lives, the conditioning of the products is necessary for disposal
to be isolated from the biosphere.

The research of the conditioning of the products are now in the
inactive stage. Since 1982, the experiments with uranium have been carried
out. The active tests with plutonium will be initiated in 1987.
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DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING
OF THE WEST VALLEY REPROCESSING PLANT

H. F. Daugherty and R. Keel
West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) activities at the West Valley
site. The topics addressed are:

° D&D of areas for re-use for Liquid
Waste Treatment System (LWTS)

0 D&D of areas for re-use for High Level Waste (HLW)
canister storage

0 Technologies developed in D&D work

INTRODUCTION

West Valley, New York is located about 56 kilometers (35 miles)
southeast of Buffalo and is the site of the former Nuclear Fuel
Reprocessing Facility, a commercial facility operated by Nuclear Fuel
Services (NFS) from 1966 thru 1972. At that time it was shut down for a
planned expansion; however, circumstances resulted in a decision by NFS
not to reopen. As a result, the facility reverted to New York State
ownership.

In 1980, the U. S. Congress passed Public Law 96-368 which created
the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) and established the
Department of Energy (DOE) as the federal agency responsible to oversee
the project. Responsibility to administer the project was assigned to the
Id^ho Operations Office of the DOE.

The objectives of the WVDP were:

0 Solidify the approximately 2,100,000 litres (560,000 gallons) of
High Level Waste (HLW) stored in underground tanks at West Valley

0 Decontamination and decommissioning of facilities to support the
HLW solidification.
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West Valley Nuclear Services (WVNS), a subsidiary of Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, is under contract with the DOE to operate the
facility and carry out the objectives of the West Valley Demonstration
Project.

The WVNS D&D philosophy, since the inception of the project, has been
"results" oriented to:

0 Assemble a Team capable of responding to the technical
challenges,

° Develop methods and procedures which were cost effective,

0 Re-use facilities to the maximum extent, making sure the D&D was
completed by the required Contract Master Schedule need date,

0 Application of available technology to the maximum extent without
over-engineering the design.

0 Ensure that keeping radiation exposures as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA) is a way of life.

In summary, the D&D effort has been geared to meet the challenges; a
demanding schedule has been met with a cost effective D&D program.

PRE-PLANNING FOR D&D

In any nuclear facility, job pre-planning is an important element^ for
success. In a nuclear fuel reprocessing facility such as West Valley,
this becomes even more significant. The full range of radioisotopes are
present, including quantities of fissile materials. Complete, accurate
characterization of each area to be decontaminated for re-use involves:

0 Videotaping the entire cell

0 Detailed radiation and contamination surveys

0 Obtaining samples of solids and liquids from the cell for
detailed analyses, including complete radiological
characterization as well as cold chemistry analyses.

Since the operaton of the facility had, as expected, resulted in
extremely high surface and airborne contamination levels in the cells, in
many cases the first D&D challenge was to develop procedures and equipment
to accomplish the characterization of the cell without exposing personnel
to undue hazards.

Following the characterization of each area scheduled for D&D, a
detailed set of work insructions was then prepared, approved, and issued
to control the work. At the time of facility takeover, only 6% of the
33,000 m2 (350,000 ft2) in the Process Building was "clean".
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As a result of efforts to date, 5^% of the facility has been
decontaminated and returned to service as "clean" portions of the facility
- not requiring anti-contamination (anti-C) clothing for entry.

D&D OF PLANT AREAS FOR RE-USE FOR LWTS SYSTEM

To accomplish the projects' objective of solidification of HLW
requires the addition of a Liquid Waste Treatment System (LWTS) to process
the liquid wastes.

A total of seven (7) areas in the Process Building, as shown in
Figure 1, were identified for D&D to house the new LWTS equipment. In
January, 1986, the last of these areas was completed and released, on-
time, at a combined total cost of $4.4 million as shown in Figure 2. This
effort included the D&D of two major reprocessing cells, Extraction Cell 3
(XC-3) and the Plutonium Products Cell (PPC) which are discussed further.

XC-3 contained solvent extraction tanks and columns and
interconnecting piping. It measured 4.6 m x 6.5 m x 17.4 m. Cell access
was via a personnel access door at the base of the cell and an access
hatch approximately 1.8 m (6 ft) square at the cell ceiling. Cell
characterization confirmed that radiation levels were relatively low with
5 mR/h general area readings; however, loose surface contamination levels
exceeded 10 dpm/IOOcm of alpha contamination and airborne concentration
levels exceeded 10,000 times the maximum permissible concentration (MPC)
for alpha.

The PPC housed product evaporators, purification vessels, and storage
tanks which were used to contain concentrated plutonium and uranium
solutions. The cell measured 4.9 m x 6.5 m x 17.4 m. Cell access was via
a personnel access door from the Uranium Products Cell (UPC) at the base
of the cell and a 1.8 m (6 ft) square hatch at the cell ceiling. Cell
characterization confirmed radiation levels up to 60 mR/h general area
readings, with loose surface contamination exceeding 10 dpm/100cm alpha
and 10 dpm/IOOcm' beta. Airborne concentration levels exceeded 50,000
MPC of alpha contamination. There were isolated contact radiation levels
of 400-700 mR/h recorded on the bottom of two product storage tanks
located in the cell. Figures 3 and 4 show a view looking up into XC-3
early in the D&D process, and a later view showing the removal of one of
the columns from the cell. Figure 5 shows the cell in the final post-D&D
condition, following the release of the area for entry in street clothes.

The D&D of the XC-3 was accomplished exclusively by manned entries as
shown in Figure 6, a labor intensive effort because of the radiological
protection requirements associated with entries into this high-MPC
environment. In the PPC, a commercially available hydraulic arm, shown in
Figure 7, was modified, outfitted with tools such as the hydraulic pipe
shear, tested, and used to remotely accomplish much of the pipe cutting
operation as shown in Figure 8; simultaneously increasing productivity and
decreasing personnel radiation exposure.
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LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Ul

XCR

XC-3

PPC

UWA

LWA

UPC

ULO

Figure 1. Areas in Process Building identified to house the
Liquid Waste Treatment System.



LWTS AREAS COMPLETED - JANUARY 1986

NJ

4 Major Cells - ULO/UPC/PPC/XC-3

3 Major Operating Areas - UWA/LWA/XCR

- 19.000 Linear Feet of Pipe Removed

- 70 Tons of Tanks and Vessels Removed

- 8.100 Ft.2 of Plant Floor Area Completed

- 150.000 Ft.3 of Plant Volume Released

Performance Period - 34 Months ( 4 / 8 3 - 1/86)

Cost Including Fee and G&A - $4.4 Million

Figure 2. LWTS areas completed by January 1986.
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Technology developments during these D&D operations included:

0 Concrete wall scabblers

0 Hydraulic pipe shears

0 Portable Band Saws

0 Remote Hack Saws

0 Remote Air Clamps

0 Pipe telltaling and sampling

0 Air-cooled vests for personnel comfort under anti-C's

0 Double layers of respiratory protection (for entry into high MPC
environments)

0 Hydraulic remote manipulator arm

0 Two-man electrically powered work platform

0 Portable electronic (ultrasonic) liquid level detection (in
pipes/vessels)

0 Large diameter (41 cm dia and greater) walk-around milling cutter

The areas involved in this phase of D&D work, the costs, and
radiation exposure to accomplish the work are summarized in Figure 9.

To put the effort into proper perspective, a cost comparison was
generated to determine the relative costs of the refurbished facilities
versus building a new facility. Estimates for a new facility to house the
LWTS were $7 million, versus $4.4 million for the D&D of the existing
facility. As a result of the D&D efforts, not only was a significant
portion of the facility cleaned up and returned to useful service, but a
savings of $2.4 million resulted.

D&D OF PLANT AREAS FOR RE-USE FOR HLW CANISTER STORAGE

Another major area of involvement was the D&D of those portions of
the Processing Building which will be used to store the solidified HLW
canisters.

Two major cell areas were identified as required for this task as
shown in Figure 10; the Chemical Process Cell (CPC) and the Equipment
Decontamination Room/Chemical Crane Room (EDR/CCR). The D&D schedule,
Figure 11, calls for the completion of the CPC by January 31, 1987. D&D
efforts appear to be on-schedule to meet that need date.
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SUMMARY OF AREA (SQ FT), COSTS ($K)
& EXPOSURE (MAN-REM) FOR D&D OF PLANT
LOCATIONS FOR LWTS INSTALLATION

Location

XCR

XC-3

PPC

UPC

ULO

UWA

LWA

Total

Area (Sq Ft)

2800 -~ -_

320 -~ -^

320

1242

638

1456

1280

8056

Costs ($K)

; r > 2683.2

1200.5

65.4

129.8

1559

165.3

4400 1

Exposure
(MAN-REM)

3

3

2

0

0

0

0

500

400

840

015

730

720

.450

11.655

Figure 9. Summary of areas, costs, and exposures for D&D of plant
locations for LWTS installation.



HIGH-LEVEL WASTE STORAGE

Chemical Process Cell
Chemical Crane Room
Equipment Decontamination Room

NJ

C4357WV003

Figure 10. Areas of the processing building identified for
high-level waste storage.



HLW CANISTER STORAGE
C43S7WV004

D & D Tasks
FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985

J | A
FY 1986 FY 1987

O | J

01

Decon/Refurbish Eqpt
Chem. Process Cell
(CPC)
Initial Equipment
Decontamination
Room Decon

Refurbish CPC Cell
Windows

Decon Chemical
Process Cell (CPC)

Final Decon of the
Eqpt Decon Room
(EDR)

Begin CPC Mods

Complete

In Progress

Scheduled

Milestone

Figure 11. D&D schedule for HLW canister storage.



The CPC housed the tanks, dissolvers, and piping where the chemical
dissolution of the fuel took place. Because of the expected radiation
levels in the CPC during reprocessing operations, the CPC was designed
with Hanford-type connectors for complete remote disassembly and changeout
of components. The area is approximately 7 m x 29 m x 11 n, containing 17
major vessels and components, with over 150 m of jumpers. Also included
are miscellaneous support racks and structures. Figure 12 shows the pre-
D&D condition of the CPC in late 1981 before in-cell D&D commenced.

Figure 13 shows one of the two dissolvers, which read over 100 R/h,
being rigged onto the transfer car for removal from the cell.

Material and equipment removed from the cell are initially loaded
into pre-wrapped metal boxes in the CPC, then transferred to the EDR where
the outer wrapping is removed, the original box is loaded into a second
pre-wrapped outer transfer box which is then sealed. That box is then
rigged into position in the EDR for transfer outside, surveyed remotely
for radiation levels, then its outer wrappings are removed. All of the
above operations are performed remotely without any manned entry or
personnel exposure. Only after all of these preparations have been
completed, is the first and only manned entry made. That entry is a
single entry by Radiological Control technicians to obtain final smears of
the outside of the container to ensure there is no loose surface
contamination before transfer outside of the Process Building to interim
storage inside the CPC's Waste Storage Area (WSA).

This building, shown in Figure 11 has several unique design
features. The building opens at the center and moves laterally on
tracks/rollers so there are no overhead restrictions while loading
material into the facility. There is an internal array of hexagonal-
shaped 3 m (10 foot) high concrete shield modules with a 2 m (6 foot)
diameter inside clearance around the storage perimeter. Each concrete
shield module is capable of holding 3 tiers of seven (for a total of 21)
200 litre (55-gallon) drums for additional shielding protection. In
actual practice, the shield modules have been loaded with drums of high
density waste that have low radiation levels, thus minimizing radioactive
waste volumes.

The building for the CPC provides a storage area of approximately 7.3
m x 37 m (21 feet x 120 feet) with 3-1 m (11 feet) of overhead
clearance. The internal array of 15 concrete shield modules provides
storage space for 915 - 200 litre (55 gallon) drums of low level
radioactive waste. The cost of the facility was $ 360,000 as shown in
Figure 15, including preparing a roadway from existing plant roads to the
WSA.
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Figure 12. Chemical Process Cell before D&D commenced.
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Figure o. A di.i:5olver in the CPC Deing rigged
ont ; the transfer car for removal.
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Figure 14. The CPC's Waste Storage Area building.
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SPRUNG STRUCTURE BUILDING COST

to

• Paving & Grading

• Sprung Structure

• Shield Modules

• Installation

• Crane Rental

• Additional Shielding

$K

100

101

99

10

40

10

Total 360

Figure 15. Cost of CPC Waste Storage Area building.



Technology applications in performing the D&D of the CPC have been
extensive. Included are:

0 Use of a remotely programmable 6-wheel robot shown in Figure 16
for floor sampling and remote vacuuming of the CPC floor
debris. Figure 17 shows the robot in cell with CPC floor debris
clearly visible in the upper right hand portion of the figure.

0 Remotely operated cut-off saws have been used extensively for
cutting in-cell, as shown in Figure 18.

0 A WVNS designed and fabricated 51 cm (20 inch) diameter high
speed abrasive cutting saw was developed to increase
productivity. The unit, shown in Figure 19, is capable of
cutting 5 cm (2 inch) Schedule-80 stainless steel pipe in 20 to
30 seconds. It can cut 15 cm (6 inch) Schedule-80 stainless
steel pipe in 2-1/2 minutes.

0 Deployment of a HI-VAC vacuum system capable of vacuuming
considerable quantities of relatively heavy material from the CPC
floor.

0 A remote concrete wall scabbier, shown in Figure 20 was designed
and built for D&D of CPC wall surfaces.

0 A liquid abrasive rotary cutter, shown in Figure 21, was adapted
for remote decontamination of hard to reach, small surfaces in
the cell.

Figure 22 shows the current summary of the areas involved, costs to
date, and exposure received in the D&D efforts related to the release of
these major areas for re-use as HLW storage.

OTHER D&D ACTIVITIES AT WVNS

In addition to the previously discussed D&D activities related to
these two major evolutions, there have been several other D&D technology
applications at WVNS:

0 Underwater high-pressure abrasive cutting of spent fuel canisters
shown in Figure 23.

0 High pressure abrasive concrete cutting, up to 1 m (36 inches)
depth in a single pass, as shown in Figure 24.

0 Development of a BLASTRAC unit, shown in Figure 25, for surface
removal of contaminated concrete, up to 0.6 cm (0.25 inch) in
depth.

0 Plasma arc cutting - high speed metal cutting with minimal smoke
and ventilation problems, as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 17. Remotely programmable 6-wheel robot in CPC.
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Figure 18. Remotely operated cut-off saw.
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Figure 21. Liquid abrasive rotary cutter.
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SUMMARY OF AREA (SQ FT). CURRENT
COSTS ($K) AND EXPOSURE (MAN-REM)
FOR HLW STORAGE AREA D&D

Location

Z CPC

o EDR

CCR

Area (Sq Ft)

2376

1255

605

Current
Costs ($K)

2200

1422

174

Current Exposure
(MAN-REM)

11.4

71

2.2

Total 4236 3796 2 1 3

Figure 22. Summary of areas, costs, and exposures for D&D of plant
locations for high level waste storage.



Figure 23. Underwater high-pressure abrasive
cutting of spent fuel canisters.
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Figure 25. BLASTRAC unit for surface removal of
contaminated concrete .
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igure 2o. Plasma arc cutting,
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SUMMARY

There have been major accomplishments in D&D activities at WVNS as
shown in Figure 27. Over bO% of the Process Building's area has been
returned to useful service.

Accomplishment of scheduled D&D activities, shown in Figure 28, has
been both timely and cost effective. The schedule for FY 86 D&D
activities, Figure 29, shows all significant items on-schedule with
several areas completed ahead of schedule.

Completion of D&D of plant areas is both beneficial and dramatic, as
shown by Figures 30 and 31 of the Ram Equipment Room (RER) during and
after completion of D&D. Equally dramatic are Figures 32 and 33 of the
Extraction Sample Aisle (XSA) during and after completion of D&D.

Development of D&D technology has been extensive with over 35
separate technologies currently available for use. Some of these
applications are summarized in Figure 31*.

Finally, a revisit of the original D&D philosophy established at the
beginning of the West Valley project shows that we have proven the
philosophy works.

0 The D&D Team has met the challenges

0 D&D has proven cost effective

0 Facilities have been available for re-use, on-time, as scheduled

0 Engineering adaptation of existing technology has been confined
to the practical application of useful technology.

0 ALARA goals have been met.

The authors wish to acknowledge Rich Vance, Don Sawyer, and the West
Valley Nuclear Services Company decommissioning team for their
contributions.
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DECONTAMINATION &
DECOMMISSIONING OPERATIONS

Major Accomplishments

• Facility Decontamination Over 50% Complete

Z • Major Construction Areas (LWTS) Released

• CPC Vessels Removed and CPC on Schedule for 2 /87
Availability

• D&D Technology Development Expanding

Figure 27. Major accomplishments.



WVDP DECONTAMINATION ACTIVITY

00

ATM

MSM Shop

Extraction Cal Room

X C - 1

XC-t
XC-3
Product Purification Cal

Analytical Lab
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Lab
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Eutracton Sampla Ami*
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Complata

Complata

In Progratt
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Complata

In Prograt*
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In Prograss

Complata

Futura

• Complete
Din Progress
EJFuture

ALPHA LAB

ANA Cels
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C4357WV005

Figure 28. D&D Activities



00

00

FY86 DECONTAMINATION &
DECOMMISSIONING PLANS

C4S57WV008

Balance of Plant D&D

Uranium Loadout
XSA
2C Sampler
Personnel Decon Room
PSC1
PSC2
Process Chemical Room
RAM Equipment Room
Alpha Lab
Uranium Lab
Scrap Removal Room
1C Sampler

• Complete 0 In Progress

FY 1986
O N

l

CD
CZ3

F

!

1

1=1
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1

(=D

•
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Figure 29. D&D schedule for fiscal year 1986.
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Figure 31. Ram Equipment Room aft-;r D&I
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D&D TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

• Robotic/Remote Applications

- Hydraulic Arm Modifications

- West Valley Willie (Mobile Robot)

• Surface Decon Methods

- High Pressure Water/Abrasives

- Blastrac

- Hi Vac System

• High Pressure Abrasive Concrete Cutting

• High Speed Cutting Techniques for D&D

- Abrasive Saws

- Plasma Torches

Figure 3*4. D&D technology developments.



ESTIMATION OF RESIDUAL RADIOACTIVITY
MITHIN A SHUTDOUN FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT

John M. Pe t e r son* and John P. E n g l e r t
DAMES & MOORE

We"t Valley Demonstration Project

ABSTRACT

Various cell? within the fuel reprocessing plant at
the Western New York Nuclear Service Center located
near We"t Valley, New York are being decontaminated to
allow for use in the We"t Valley Demonstration
Project. Development of safe procedures to decontam-
inate the"e cells require1' prior knowledge of the
level and nature of radioactive contamination within
them. The method used to estimate the amount of
radioactive material within the eight major process
cell"' i" described in thi" paper. These estimates are
compared with data compiled during cell decontamina-
tion to verify the validity of this procedure.

INTRODUCTION

The Western New York Nuclear Service Center i s loca ted in a r u r a l
area about 50 km (30 miles) southeast of Buffalo. The C e n t e r ' s f a c i l i -
t i e s include a commercial nuclear fuel reprocess ing p l an t , a spent
nuclear fuel receiving and "torage f ac i l i t y , burial areas for "olid
radioactive waste", and underground tanks containing liquid high-level
radioactive wastes (HLW).

The fac i l i t i e s were constructed on land leased from New York State
to Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS), the former commercial operator of
the Center. NFS reprocessed both commercial nuclear power reactor fuels
and defense production reactor fuels at the Center from 1966 to 1972.
Approximately 650 metric tonne" (MT) of fuel were reprocessed, gener-
ating 620 MT of uranium product, 1.9 MT of plutonium product and nearly
2 million l i t r e s (600,000 gallons) of HLW. The waste" are currently
stored in two underground tank" at the Center. These ac t iv i t i e s were
regulated pursuart to a license from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and i t s predecessor agency, the Atomic Energy
Commi c"i or.

* Present Addre"": Energy 3nd Environmental System"
Argonne National Laboratory
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The initial lease between New York State and NFS ran through the
end of 1980, and NFS advised the state, in April 1976, of its intention
nut to renew the lease thereafter due to the uncertain regulatory
climate and existing economic conditions. On November 30, 1976, New
York State advised the federal government that, in their opinion, owner-
ship and responsibility for the Center should be transferred to the
federal government. In October, 1980, congress enacted the West Valley
Demonstration Project (WVDP) Act , which directed the Department of
Energy to carry out solidification of the liquid HLW at West Valley.
The Department of Energy is now the site administrator, and West Valley
Nuclear Services Company, Inc. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Westing-
house Electric Corporation) is the site operator.

Portions of the fuel reprocessing plant at the Center are presently
being decontaminated to allow for use in the conduct of the WVDP.
Assessment of safety and environmental hazards of the decontamination
activities necessitates knowledge of the radionuclide inventory
associated with the equipment and cells being decontaminated. The
method used to estimate these source terms, based upon West Valley
specific radionuclide distributions and measured exposure rates in the
cells, is described in this paper. This procedure, with minor modifica-
tions, could be used for similar applications at other nuclear facili-
ties requiring decontamination.

The method described herein for the estimation of radionuclide
inventory within the major cells of the reprocessing plant consists of
two separate evaluations: 1) determining the relative amounts of the
various radionuclides in the cells (radionuclide distribution); and 2)
estimation of the absolute amount of one specific radionuclide. The
methods and assumptions used to determine these two quantities are
discussed in the following sections.

DETERMINATION OF RADIONUCLIDE DISTRIBUTION

Because the bulk of radioactivity within the reprocessing plant is
associated with spent fuel fines, it was decided to develop a nuclide
specific source term based on spent fuel. The distribution of radio-
nuclides associated with the spent fuel tnat was reprocessed was
obtained by adding the amount of recovered uranium and plutonium to the
HLW inventory. These two sources account for the bulk of radioactivity
that was processed at the Center (tne remainder being retained within
t'ie cells î" the reprocessing plant or disposed as low-level waste).
The radionuolide distribution of the HLW is currently well known both
qualitatively and quantitatively based on numerous measurements and
analytical evaluations conducted since the inception of the WVDP. The
distribution of uranium and plutonium isotopes in the spent fuel is
assumed to be the same as that in HLW storage tank 8D-2, after account-
ing for radioactive decay and ingrowth from the time of fuel reprocess-
ing to the present, because fuel reprocessing is a chemical process
which does not result in either isotopic enrichment or depletion of
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various uranium or plutonium isotopes. The total amount of product
resulting from plant operation is estimated to be about 620 MT of
uranium and 1.9 MT of plutonium. Using these values for the uranium and
plutonium throughput along with the isotopic distribution of uranium and
plutonium in HLW tank 8D-2, the amount of radioactivity associated with
the various uranium and plutonium isotopes in the spent fuel that was
reprocessed at West Valley was estimated. These values have been
calculated and incorporated into the distribution of the other radio-
nuclides in HLW tank 8D-2 to produce the spent fuel distribution given
in Table 1, which has been normalized to 1 curie of Cs-137.

It must be emphasized that this spent fuel distribution is not that
associated with any single fuel reprocessing campaign, but is a
composite of the various sources of spent fuel reprocessed at the
Center. This distribution is thus different from a generic spent fuel
radionuclide distribution that might be generated by computer models
such as ORIGEN , but is more representative of the residual contamina-
tion at West Valley because it represents a composite of the fuel
actually processed at the Center.

This spent fuel inventory represents the total amount of activity
processed in the head-end cells, [i.e., the process mechanical cell
(PMC), general purpose cell (GPC), and the chemical process cell (CPC)j
and the first extraction cell (XC--1). Following extraction of uranium
and plutonium in the three extraction cells, the bulk of the fission
products were routed to the waste tank farm and the recovered uranium
and plutonium was routed to the product cells.

This spent fuel distribution adequately represents the distribution
of radionuclides in the head-end cells and first extraction cell (i.e.,
PMC, GPC, CPC, and XC-1). Considering the normal flow of radioactivity
through the reprocess'ng plant, the spent fuel distribution would tend
to underestimate the -.mount of uranium and plutonium in the remaining
four cells (i.e., XC-2, XC-3, uranium product cell [UPC], and product
purification cell [PPC]) relative to the fission product inventory. The
only method to accurately characterize the radionuclide inventory in
these four cells would be to thoroughly sample the contamination remain-
ing in each cell. At the time these estimates were prepared (1984),
such data were not available. In addition, since the main purpose of
this study was to characterize the major source of radioactivity in the
reprocessing plant, which will be in the head end cells, such a charac-
terization program was not justified. Hence, the spent fuel distribu-
tion was used for these cells also to provide an estimate of the
residual radioactivity in these cells.

DETERMINATION OF CESIUM-137 INVENTORY IN THE VARIOUS CELLS

The next step in the analysis is to correlate the existing
radiafon levels in the major cells with levels of residual contamina-
tion. This correlation was obtained using the computer code QADMOD-^, a
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point-kernal gamma ray shielding code. Since the bulk of the residual
contamination is on the floor of the cells or near the bottom of the
process vessels remaining in the cel ls , the source of gamma-rays was
assumed to be uniformly distributed on the floor of the ce l l s . The
source was assumed to be exclusively cesium-137( whose short lived decay
product, barium*-137m, is the major gamma-emitting radionuclide
associated with the HLW. Cells of similar geometry were grouped
together to minimize the number of computer calculations. The dimen-
sions of the eight cells analyzed are given in Table 2.

Using QADMOD, the exposure rate as a function of height above the
cell floor was estimated for the eight cel ls . The results of these
calculations are shown in Figure 1 . The exposure rate (in mR/hr) per
curie of Cs-137 on the floor is shown for the cells analyzed. These
estimates can be used along with measured exposure rates to estimate
the amount, of Cs-137 remaining in the eight cel ls . Using these measure-
ments and the results given in Figure 1, several values for Cs?-137
inventory in each cell can be obtained ( i . e . , one for each measure-
ment). The various estimates of Cs-137 inventory were averaged to
obtain the "best" estimate for the residual activity in the eight
cel ls . These estimates are shown in Table 3.

RADIONUCLIDE INVENTORY IN THE MAJOR PROCESS CELLS

The radionucl ide inventory in these e igh t c e l l s ?.s given simply by
the product of the normalized rad ionucl ide d i s t r i b u t i o n in Table 1 and
the estimated quant i ty of Cs-137 in each c e l l given in Table 3 . The
t o t a l rad ionucl ide inventory in the major process c e l l s i s estimated to
be 41,000 Ci, of which 14,600 Ci i s Cs-137. To provide pe r spec t ive ,
t h i s t o t a l inventory represen t s 0.27 percent of t h a t s to red in the HLW
tanks . The uranium and plutonium inven tor ies represen t about 43? of the
uranium MUF (mater ia l unaccounted for) and 46? of the plutonium MUF
repor ted by NFS, values which a re reasonable given the amount of spent
fuel fines projected to be within the fuel reprocessing plant. I t is of
interest to note the distribution of uranium and plutonium in these
eight cells based upon this analysis (Table 4). The results indicate
that the bulk of f issi le material is associated with the head-end cells
(PMC, GPC, and CPC).

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ESTIMATES

I t i s useful t o compare the r e s u l t s of t h i s method of es t imat ing
the amount of r ad ioac t ive contamination in the process c e l l s to those
made by previous i n v e s t i g a t o r s . A study analyzing decommissioning
a l t e r n a t i v e s for the reprocessing plant^ estimated the Cs-137 inventory
in the p lan t to be about 11,700 Ci and th<* alpha a c t i v i t y (p r i nc ipa l l y
plutonium) to be 127 Ci . Comparison of the Cs-137 inventory es t imates
show good agreement. The es t imates presented in t h i s document ind ica te
a Cs-137 inventory of about 14,600 Ci as compared with 11,700 Ci in
reference 5 . However, there i s a l a rge discrepancy with the es t imates
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of alpha activity. Whereas reference 5 indicates an alpha activity of
127 Ci, the alpha activity is estimated to be about 1600 Ci utilizing
the methodology summarized in this document. Using the spent fuel
inventory presented in Table 1, the ratio of alpha activity to Cs-137
activity is 0.11. This ratio is 0.01 in reference 5. Results of smear
surveys taken In the CPC suggest that the actual ratio of alpha activity
to Cs-137 is closer to 0.11 than 0.01.

Another estimate of the radionuclide inventory in the fuel
reprocessing plant was prepared by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
to analyze the effects of a tornado impacting the plant . In this
estimate, ORNL utilized an approach similar to the one presented in this
paper. They obtained their radionuclide distribution utilizing the
computer code ORIGEN with a reference 3.2 vt% enriched U02 fuel
irradiated at an average power density of 30 MW/MTU to a burnup of
16,171 MWD/MTU. This approach also utilized a correlation between
measured exposure rates and gamma-emitting radionuclides estimated to be
in the spent fuel fines. Since the purpose of this study was to examine
the amount of material that could become entrained should a tornado
strike, ORNL limited their evaluations to the amount of fuel fines on
the surfaces of cells.

ORNL estimated that about 200 kg of fuel fines was in the PMC and
an equal amount was in the GPC. As shown in Table 3 of this report,
these two cells contain about 75% of the activity in the plant. The 400
kg of spent fuel fines is estimated to contain about 15,000 Ci of Cs-137
using data presented in reference 6, in good agreement with the 14,600
Ci estimate shown in Table 3. The ratio of alpha activity to Cs-137 is
estimated to be 0.042 in reference 6, a value intermediate to those
reported in reference 5 and this paper. The lower value of this ratio
for the ORNL estimate is probably due to their use of a representative
fuel burnup of 16,171 MWD/MTU, whereas the fuels actually processed at
West Valley had a wide range of burnups (ranging from unirradiated fuel
up to about 25,000 MWD/MTU). The buildup of alpha-emitting transuranic
radionuclides in the spent fuel is highly non-linear, increasing rapidly
with level of irradiation. The underestimate of alpha activity in the
ORNL estimates is apparent when the activity ratio of Am-241 to Cs-137
is examined. This ratio is 0.021 using data from reference 6, while the
actual value reported in Table 1 (based on analytical measurements) is
0.037.

COMPARISON WITH MEASURED ACTIVITY REMOVED FROM
THE CELLS DURING DECONTAMINATION

Since the time this method was employed to estimate contamination
levels inside the major process cells for input into safety and
environmental documentation, decontamination has been substantially
completed in four of these cells (i.e., XC-3, PPC, UPC and CPC). The
amount of radioactivity resulting from the waste generated during decon-
tamination operations represents a standard against which the accuracy
of these estimates can be measured.
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The first cell to be decontaminated was XC-3- The estimated
activity in this cell using the methodology described in this paper was
1.7 Ci, whereas the actual activity generated during decontamination was
1.1 Ci. This estimate is therefore high by a factor of 1.5. Decontam-
ination of the PPC indicated that this cell had a much lower amount of
activity than had been predicted. The activity in PPC was estimated to
be about 9.4 Ci, whereas the amount actually removed to date is 0.8 Ci,
a factor of 12 lower than the estimate.

Decontamination of the UPC consisted of two separate tasks. The
first task involved general decontamination of the cell; this effort
resulted in the removal of 0.01 Ci of activity. The second task
involved transfer of uranyl nitrate solution out of two tanks in this
cell to a low-level waste solidification system. This activity resulted
in the removal of an additional 4.4 curies of activity. The 4.41 Ci
removed from UPC is approximately a factor of 2.7 below the 12 Ci that
was estimated to be in this cell.

The fourth cell to be substantially decontaminated is the CPC, one
of the highly contaminated head end cells. Removal of the vessels,
jumpers and debris from this cell resulted in the removal of 190 curies
of total activity (equivalent to approximately 70 curies of Cs-137). A
detailed gamma survey of the cell floor was then performed. The data
collected in this survey was treated in the sane manner as the original
data to generate a refined estimate of radioaccivity remaining after
equipment removal. Since there was now no equipment in the cell, the
floor could be accurately represented as a very large planar source.
The results of this analysis indicate approximately 2700 curies of
Cs-137 remaining in CPC. The total Cs-137 activity in CPC before
equipment removal would therefore be about 2800 Ci, which agrees very
well with the 2500 Ci of Cs-137 originally estimated to be in this
cell. The total activity in this cell, using the refined analysis, is
estimated to be about 7700 Ci as opposed to the previously predicted
value of 7300 Ci.

Comparison of estimated inventories with measured values indicates
good agreement with the CPC but an over estimate for XC-3, PPC and
UPC. The discrepancies in the latter three cells could be caused by
several factors including: (1) contamination may not be uniformly
distributed near the bottom of the cell, (2) the radionuclide distribu-
tion in these cells could vary from that given in Table 1, (3) the
measurements in some cells (particularly PPC) are too few to accurately
characterize the contamination levels and, (4) the exposure rates (and
hence contamination levels) in these cells were quite low. Better
estimates of the actual radionuclide distribution in these cells (which
would have to be done by sampling) and identification of the major
sources of exposure could improve the estimates.
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CONCLUSION

The methodology summarized in this document provides a useful and
relatively expedient procedure for estimating residual radionuclide
inventories for various facilities. This procedure is best suited to
situations where there is a predominant gamma-emitting radionuclide (in
this case Cs-137) which is providing the bulk of the in-cell exposure,
and the exposure rates are well characterized. This procedure would be
of limited value to fuel cycle facilities handling only uranium and
Plutonium with minimal amounts of fission products (e.g., fuel fabrica-
tion plants, uranium enrichment facilities). Different techniques (such
as relying on a much more thorough characterization program via in-cell
smears) would have to be used for these types of facilities.
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TABLE 1
WEST VALLEY SPENT FUEL RADIONUCLIDE DISTRIBUTION

RADIONUCLIDE

C-14
Fe.-55
Ni-59
Co-60
Ni-63
Se-79
Sr-90
Zr-93

Nb-93m
Tc^-99

Ru-106
Rh-1O6
Pd-1O7
Sb-125

Te-125m
Sn-126

Sb-126m
Sb-126
Cs-134
Cs-135
Cs-137
Ce-144
Pr-144
Pm-;147
Sm-151
Eu-152

Cel l

PMC, GPC ta3

XC1, XC2, XC3,

CPC

UPC

NORMALIZED^3

ACTIVITY
(CURIES)

1.9
1 .4
1.1
6.4
8.8
5.1
9.5
3.2
3.2
2 . 2
1.8
1 .8
1.6
6.2
1.4
5.5
5.5
7.7
1.9
2 . 2
1.0
1 .9
1.9
4.2
2.9
5.8

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 0-5
10"^
10"5

10"J
10
10" 6

10"1

1O"5
10"^
1 0~^
10"5
10^5

10~7

1 0 ^
10
10^6
10-6
1O"6

io"3
1O"5

10-6
10-6
10
10~2

10*^5

DIMENSIONS OF

, PPC [a-I

THE

NORMALIZED^3

RADIONUCLIDE

Eu-154
Eu-155
U-233
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238

Np-237
Np-239
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-242

Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Cm<-246

ACTIVITY
(CURIES)

1.8
3.2
2.4
1 .4
3.1
9.5
2.8
1 .5

3.3
4.9
1.3
9.9
6.6
1.3
3.7
2.9
2.9
3.3
3.0
2.3
3.0
1.4
5.9

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Note: [ a ] r- Normalizec
Cur ie of Cs-137

TABLE 2
EIGHT MAJOR CELLS ANALYZED

Width

3

5

6

8

.6

.7

.7

.1

Dimensions,
Length

14.9

5.6

28

14

m

10- 2

1O~3
10"*1

10
10"6
10-6
10~610 °
10
ID"2,
10-2
10"* 3
10
10'-5

10" 2

10^6
10"
10'11

10"^
io"5
10-3
10^6
10'7

1 to 1

Height

6.8

17.4

13.1

3.9

[ a ] Average of the dimensions of the cells involved.
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TABLE 3
ESTIMATED CESIUM-137 INVENTORY IN THE EIGHT CELLS ANALYZED

CeLls Cesium-137 Inven to ry (Cur i e s )

PMC 4860

GPC 6250

CPC 2490

XC1 957

XC2 8.8

XC3 0.59

UPC 4 . 0

PPC 3.5

TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM IN THE EIGHT MAJOR CELLS [ a j

CelL P e r c e n t

PMC 3 ̂

GPC 43

CPC 17

XC1 6.5

XC2 0.060

XC3 0.0041

'JPC 0.024

PPC 0.026

[a] All values given to two significant figures.
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FIGURE 1

RELATIONSHIP OF EXPOSURE RATE IN THE
EIGHT MAJOR CELLS AS A FUNCT ION OF HEIGHT
ABOVE THE CELL FLOOR FOR C5-137C0NTAM-
W AT ION UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED ON THE FLOOR



ASSAY OF NUCLEAR FUEL RESIDUES IN
BUILDING DECONTAMINATION WASTES

W. R. Stagg, G. S. Hoovler, and H. L. Beazley
Research and Development Division

Lynchburg Research Center
Babcock and Wilcox Company

ABSTRACT

Gamma spectroscopy was used to assay miscellaneous decon-
tamination wastes from the decommissioning of a building
used for the development of uranium, thorium and plutonium
fuels. Gamma rays emitted by uranium-235, americium-241
and, in highly contaminated samples, plutonium-239 were
used to estimate those isotopes. Uranium-238, plutonium-
241, thorium-232 and thorium-228 were estimated indirectly
from decay products. Plutonium isotopes other than
piutonium-241 and uranium-234 were inferred by means of
scaling factors. These scaling factors were based on
analyses of glove box residues, special nuclear materials
(SNM) records, and accepted enrichment factors. Knowledge
of the history of use of materials in the building assisted
in development of the scaling factors and the indirect
estimates since many of the observable radionuclides were
not in an equilibrium state with parents or daughters.
Cross-checks of the analyses by an independant laboratory
using destructive, "wet" analytical methods and analysis of
samples supplied by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
agreed with our non-destructive method.

INTRODUCTION

In 1982 the Babcock and Wilcox Company began to decontaminate one of
the buildings at the Lynchburg Research Center in order to release it from
license restrictions. The laboratories in the building had been used for
development of uranium, thorium and plutonium fuels and general chemical
analyses. The fuels development work had ceased in 1970. The building
contained office space for staff, a laundry for contaminated clothing,
change rooms, a central stores area, heating, ventilating and air
conditioning equipment, and a fan and stack system which served the
laboratories in the building and an adjacent building.

Samples removed for assay consisted of paint chips, floor tile, ceiling
tile, concrete chips, soil, sand, and sludge from drain lines as well as
materials and smears from glove boxes and equipment. The decommissioning
plan called for evaluation of the samples for uranium, thorium, plutonium
and americium-241. In addition, samples from the .nalytical laboratory were
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examined for activated corrosion products and f ission products. By far the
largest quantity of material to be assayed consisted of soil removed from
beneath leaking drain l ines. Since the soil in this area of Virginia
contains s igni f icant quantities of uranium and thorium and their decay
products, credit could be taken for the presence of these in the soil
samples. A dist inct ion had to be made between the background material and
any contamination due to the low-enriched uranium or thorium used in the
bui ld ing. A s ta t i s t i ca l sampling of soil in the v ic in i ty of the building
was performed to establish background ac t i v i t i es and to provide matrix
material for cal ibrat ion standards.

In view of the large number of samples generated in the project, gamma
ray spectroscopy was chosen as the method of choice for the assays. Gamma
rays emitted by the isotopes to be measured or by measurable decay products
were used when possible. Scaling factors were developed for estimating
those isotopes for which no gamma rays were emitted or which were not
readily detectable by gamma spectroscopy. This was necessary for U-234 and
the plutonium isotopes. Uranium-234 was scaled to U-235 by means of their
observed natural ra t io . Plutonium-239 could be measured in highly
contaminated samples but was usually scaled to Am-241, the daughter of
Pu-241. The records of isotopic analyses of the batches of plutonium
brought into the building were used to develop scaling factors between these
isotopes and Pu-241. Since Am-241 was not in equilibrium with Pu-241, the
history of materials used in the building was used with the Bateman
equations ( I) to make these estimates. Uranium-238 was usually scaled to
U-235 by rcoans of i t s natural isotopic abundance, providing a conservative
estimate. Questionable samples were counted overnight in order to use the
U-238 daughter Pa-234m for this estimate. Thorium-232 and Th-228 were
estimated from their decay product Pb-212. Although the naturally occuring
thorium was in equilibrium with Pb-212, fuel-derived thorium was not and the
Bateman calculation was again used to calculate a scaling factor.
Comparisons were made between some of the analyses and "wet" analyses
performed by an independent laboratory. These studies confirmed the
va l id i ty of the gamma spectral analyses. Sta t is t ica l studies were performed
to evaluate sampling methods and sample preparation procedures. The largest
sources of error in the assays were found to be in sampling the s o i l .

Some of our experiences in evaluating samples of materials from the
building and the soi l beneath and around i t may be useful in future
decontamination and decommissioning ac t i v i t i es at nuclear f a c i l i t i e s .
Currently we are applying this experience in the decontamination of our
uranium processing plant in Apollo, Pennsylvania.

The release l imi ts for soil are shown in Table 1. Paint chips, sand
and other granular wastes were treated as s o i l . The evaluation of these
la t te r samples is the subject of this report. The cr i te r ion for release of
the soi l is that the sum of the fractions of the l im i t of each contaminant
be less than or equal to unity.
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TABLE 1. SOIL RELEASE LIMITS FOR UNRESTRICTED USE (2, 3)

Contaminant

Natural Thorium (Th-232 + Th-228) with
daughters present and in equilibrium

Natural Uranium (U-238 + U-234) with
daughters present and in equilibrium

Depleted Uranium or Natural Uranium
that has been separated from its daughters,

soluble or insoluble

Enriched Uranium, soluble or insoluble

Plutonium (Y) or (W) compounds

Americium-241 (W) compounds

Limit
pCi/g Soil

10

10

35

30

25

30

THE ANALYTICAL PROBLEM

Soil is an inhomogeneous mixture varying in density and composition
even in a small area such as the few acres surrounding the building site.
I t contains a variety of naturally occurring radioactive isotopes. Credit
can be taken for these activit ies in evaluating potentially contaminated
soil samples. In our work, three fifteen-foot and thirty-one two-foot cores
were taken from random sites surrounding the building and used to establish
the background activity levels. Table 2 shows the gamma-ray emmitting
isotopes typically found and their corresponding gamma-ray energies.

TABLE 2.

Isotope

U-235
Th-234
Pb-212
Tl-208
Ra-226
Pb-214
Bi-214
Pa-234M
K-40
Ac-228

GAMMA EMITTING

Gamma Rays,
KeV

144, 163, 186
92
284
583
186

242, 295, 352
609, 1120, 1765

1001
1461

339, 911

ISOTOPES IN BACKGROUND SOIL

Source
Isotope

U-238
Th-232
Th-232
U-238
U-238
U-238
U-238

Th-232

Activity
pCi/gm

0.10 +/- 0.03
2.75 +/- 1.54
1.39 +/- 0.26
0.43 +/- 0.08
0.91 +/- 0.13
0.91 +/- 0.13
0.87 +/- 0.12
2.45 +/- 1.34
8.40 +/- 4.42
1.33 +/- 0.24

The isotopes to be estimated by di rect analysis are shown in Table 3.
the U-235 isotope has three useful gamma rays, the most prominent of which
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is interfered with by Ra-226. Americium-241 has a prominent gamma ray and
is one of the isotopes routinely used in our standards. The two most
abundant gamma rays of Pu-239 are l i s ted . These were only observed in
highly contaminated samples counted for very long times. Indirect analysis
via decay daughters was required for other isotopes. These are shown in
Table 4. Uranium-238 could in principle be estimated from i t s Th-234 or
Pa-234m daughters. Gamma rays from the former are interfered with by -rays
from many sources. Plutonium-241 was estimated from i t s Am-241 daughter.
Because of the relat ive hal f - l ives involved, secular equilibrium is not
established. In such cases, i t was assumed that the material had decayed
for f i f teen years. Thorium-232 from contamination w i l l not be in
equilibrium with i t s daughters ei ther. I t can be estimated from Ac-228,
Pb-212 or from Tl-208, assuming f i f teen years of decay. Several isotopes
must be estimated by use of scaling factors. These are shown with the
isotope used as reference in Table 5.

TABLE 3. ISOTOPES ESTIMATED BY DIRECT ANALYSIS

Isotope

U-235

Pu-239

Am-241

TABLE

Isotope
Estimated

U-238

Pu-241

Th-232

Th-228

* 15 years of decay

Energy,

143.78
163.35
185.72

375.02
413.69

59.54

4. ISOTOPES

Isotope
Measured

Th-234

Pa-234m

Am-241

Ac-228

Pb-212
Tl-208

assumed

KeV Abundance,

10.5
4.7
54.0

0.00158
0.00151

35.5

ESTIMATED BY INDIRECT

Energy
KeV

92.38
92.80

1001.03

59.54

338.70
911.20
238.60
583.14

Interferences

Ra-226

ANALYSIS

Abundance

2.
3.
0.

35.

11.
27.
43.
86.

5
0
59

5

9
0
0
0

0 186.18

Equilibrium
Established*

YES
YES
YES

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
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TABLE 5. INFERRED ACTIVITIES

Isotope

Pu-238, Pu-239,
Pu-240, Pu-242

U-234, U-238

Th-232

Scaled To

Am-241

U-235

Th-228

PLUTONIUM ANALYSIS

Plutonium isotopes of mass number 238, 239, 240, 241 and 242 were used
in the laboratories. Only Pu-239 has gamma rays of suf f ic ient ly high abun-
dance to permit direct analysis by gamma spectroscopy but these abundances
are so low that only highly contaminated soi l samples were successfully
analysed by these spectral l ines (>90 pCi/gm, 60000 sec. count).
Plutonium-241 decays by beta emission, with a h a l f - l i f e of 14.4 years, to
americium-241 so that an appreciable amount of Am-241 has grown in during
the f i f teen years since the material was last used in the bui ld ing. Figure
1 shows the growth of Am-241 from Pu-241 for a period appropriate to this

;.BE+00

100.0E-03 -

10.0E-03 -

I
1 . 0E-03 - ' Pu-241

• • • Rm-24 1
Np-23?

u
on

10.0E-06

I.0E-0G -

100.0E-09
10 20 30

TIME, YERRS

Figure 1. Plutonium-241 decay.
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pro ject . The gamma spectra of eleven highly contaminated samples (400 to
22000 pCi/g) were used to establ ish a scaling factor for Pu-239 with respect
to Am-241. This had a value of 3 . 1 . The SNM records for the plutonium
brought on s i te were used to calculate scaling factors for a l l other Pu
isotopes re la t i ve to Am-241 with an assumed decay of f i f teen years. These
are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6. SCALING FACTORS FOR PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES
15 YEAR DECAY ASSUMED

Isotope

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

H a l f - l i f e

87.75y

2.41E4y

6.57E3y

14.4y

3.76E5y

Ratio
Pu-X/Am-241

0.32

3.1 +/- .3

1.1

28

1.6E-4

The /a l i d i t y of the scaling factor for Pu-239 was established in two
ways: (1) Six samples of plutonium oxide waste from the bui ld ing glove
boxes were analysed for Pu-239 and Am-241 and gave a ra t i o of 2.9 + / - .9 .
This was presumed to be material from the same or ig in as that which con-
taminated the s o i l . (2) The weighted average of the SNM inventory adjusted
for f i f t een years of decay gave a value of 3 . 1 . This value was also
consistent with a value derived from a "wet" analysis of eight samples by an
independent laboratory, although the measurement error was much larger in
the l a t t e r case.

For most of the soi l samples, americium-241 was used as a marker for
plutonium contamination. The scaling factors in Table 6 were used to
estimate a c t i v i t i e s of the other plutonium isotopes. This is acceptable i f
i t can be assumed (1) that americium is transported in the soi l in the same
manner as plutonium or does not separate from i t s plutonium precursor
subsequent to i t s introduct ion to the s o i l , and (2) that the d i s t r i bu t i on of
plutonium isotopes deduced from the SNM records is t ru ly representative of
the contamination.

THORIUM ANALYSIS

Thorium-232 and thorium-228 were used in some of the early work in the
bu i ld ing . These isotopes also occur natural ly and are found in our
background soi l samples. Table 7 shows the thorium and uranium a c t i v i t i e s
typical of our uncontarninated s o i l . I t is ins t ruc t ive to compare these
a c t i v i t i e s with the release l im i t s for thorium and uranium from Table 1.
Natural ly occurring thorium can account for 27% of the unity factor and
natural uranium can account for 482 of that factor . This emphasizes the
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need for establ ish ing the natural background a c t i v i t i e s in order to take
c red i t for them in evaluating po ten t ia l l y contaminated so i l specimens.

TABLE 7. NATURAL SOIL ACTIVITIES

Isotope

Th-232
Th-228

U-234
•J-235
U-238

Ac t i v i t y
pCi/g

1.3 +/- 0.2
1.4 +/- 0.3

2.2
0.10 +/- 0.03
2.5 +/- 1.3

Comments

est. f . Ac-228
est. f . Pb-212

scaled w/r U-235
corr. for Ra-22b
est. f . Pa-234m

186 keV

In samples contaminated with thorium, the actinium-228 from the
contaminant has not grown appreciably in f i f teen years and so this ac t i v i t y
ref lects the background thorium ac t iv i t y in the s o i l . The re lat ive ly short
h a l f - l i f e of thorium-228, however, gives r ise to a s igni f icant perturbation
in the lead-212 ac t i v i t y . In our case an equilibrium w i l l not have been
established, but Th-228 and Th-232 can be estimated from the Pb-212 assuming
f i f teen years of decay. The decay chain is shown in Figure 2. The
potential for decay-chain breaking by off-gassing of radon during sample

Th-232

Ra-228 — Ac-228 —Th-228

Pb-212 — Bi—212

TI-208

Figure 2. Thorium Decay Series.
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preparation was evaluated and found not to be significant in these soil
samples. Figure 3 shows the growth of Pb-212 from Rn-220 over a period
appropriate to our sample preparation and analysis time.

1.0

0.8 -

//
Th-228
Rn-220
Pb-212
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tE
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>

5
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XX.

. - ( - _ , t I I \ 1 I i 1 I « » t • t ' < ! ' I

10 15 20 25 30

TIHE, DRYS

Figure 3. Thorium-228 Decay.

URANIUM ANALYSIS

Depleted, natural, and low-enriched uranium were used in the bui ld ing.
As was seen in Table 3, uranium-235 can be measured d i rect ly from i t s gamma
rays at 144, 163 and 186 keV. The la t te r is the most abundant and prominent
in the spectrum but w i l l be interfered with by the radium-226 isotope, a
product of U-238 and U-234 decay. This interference can be corrected by
using two prominent gamma-emitting daughters of the Ra-226, Pb-214 and
Bi-214 These isotopes come to equilibrium with the Ra-226 although there
is a potential for chain-breaking by the vo la t i le Rn-222 during drying in
sample preparation. Studies to evaluate th is effect showed that i t was not
measurable. Apparently the Rn-222 is trapped in the soi l part ic les so that
heating the samples to dry them did not measureably change i t s rate of
escape When the lower abundance 144 and 163 keV gamma rays of U-235 were
observed they gave a good correlation with the U-235 ac t iv i ty calculated
from the corrected 186-keV l ine .
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Uranium-238 decays to Th-234 and then to Pa-234m. As shown in Table 4,
Th-234 has two gamma rays with moderately low abundances at 92 keV. These
are not resolvable on our spectrometers. In addit ion, there are X-rays from
numerous elements emitted in this region of the spectrum which may interfere
with the quantitative use of the 92 keV l ines. They were used, however, to
get a qual i tat ive estimate of whether the sample contained depleted uranium
by calculating the rat io of this l ine area to that at 186 kev. In a sample
depleted in U-235, this rat io would exceed that of natural uranium. When
this was observed, the sample was counted overnight in order to estimate
U-238 from the low-abundance Pa-234m l ine at 1001 keV.

Uranium-234 has no useful gamma rays. I t is observed that the ra t io of
U-234 to U-235 does not vary much for U-235 enrichments up to about 20% (4).
Thus, a reasonable scaling factor for the estimation of U-234 is the ra t io
of U-234 to U-235 in natural uranium, 21.6.

NON-SOIL SAMPLES

So far this discussion has applied to analysis of soil samples. In the
case of the far smaller number of non-soil samples, the development of
efficiency standards seemed less practical. Gamma-ray linear attenuation
coefficients for samples of clean soil, paint chips, and concrete chips were
measured using appropriate sources. Ratios of these to the soil sample were
used as correction factors for the various isotopes of interest. In this
way only one efficiency standard had to be maintained. Non-soil samples
were measured with the soil standard efficiency curve and the results
adjusted with the appropriate attenuation coefficient ratios.

SUMMARY

Two of the three phases in the decontamination of the building have
been completed. Table 8 gives some indication of the magnitude of the
analytical problem which we have solved. The excavation release samples
were soil scraped from the surface of the excavations, all of which was
subjected to analysis. The excavated soil samples were aliquots of the soil
taken as each drum was filled. A significant fraction of these were con-
taminated in excess of the unity factor and were shipped for burial. The
decontamination waste samples consisted of floor tiles, paint, and concrete
chips.

TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF SAMPLES ANALYZED

Number of Samples Description

107 Background soil

364 Excavation Release Soil

2312 Excavated Soil (713 > unity)

55 Misc. Decontamination Waste
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Many of these 2838 samples were analyzed more than once. Most were
analyzed by counting for 2000 seconds on 17£ to 20? efficiency high parity
germanium detectors. Sample size was a 1-liter Marinelli beaker containing
1200-1900 grams of sample. Some samples were recounted overnight.
Statistical studies to define the uncertainties of the sampling procedures
required resampling of many of the drums of excavated soil. Sampling was
the largest source of uncertainty in the analyses.

We found the gamma spectroscopic analysis of so many samples to be a
practical solution which offered direct and indirect analyses of many of the
isotopes contaminating the soil beneath the building. In addition, the SNM
records for the site were invaluable for estimating the scaling factors for
those isotopes which did not yield to this more direct method.

The experience gained, as summed up in the reports on the program to
the NRC (4, 5), should be useful in planning the decontamination and
decommissioning of buildings and sites using site-specific rationales such
as we have used.
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KADCOR® - A COMPUTER CODE TO CHARACTERIZE
AND DOCUMENT IRRADIATED HARDWARE FOR DISPOSAL

Peter T. Tuite
Waste Management Group, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The U.S. nuclear power industry currently uses several different
methodologies to characterize the radionuclide content and
distribution in irradiated hardware, and classify these com-
ponents according to 10CFR Part 61 criteria. RADCOR® is a
computer program to characterize, classify, track, ship and
document radwastc in the form of irradiated hardware. The
code has been reviewed and approved by the CNSI regulatory
group as a methodology to document irradiated hardware
shipments to the Barnwell S.C. disposal site. This paper
discusses the RADCOR® methodology and describes typical
results for PWR and BWR projects. It also compares RADCOR®
to another characterization method being used in the U.S.

INTRODUCTION

Irradiated hardware components represent an unique form of low level
radioactive waste. The waste volumes are relatively small, but the radiation levels
and radionuclide concentrations in hardware are relatively large.

For BWR's, the components usually consist of Control Rod Blades, Instrument
Strings, Flow Channels, and in some cases, Poison Curtains. Radiation levels on a
Control Rod Blade, which represents about .017 m^ of hardware, can be as high as
30,000 R/hr on contact in upper segments of the blade. On the other hand, the
contact radiation levels for flow channels are rarely above 20 R/hr. A typical BWR
project might invclve from .14 to .57 m^ of hardware.

PWR components typically consist of Control Rod Cluster Assemblies,
Burnable Poison Rod Assemblies, Source Assemblies, Thimble Plugs, and Thimble
Plug Guide Tubes. The radiation levels on these components are generally lower
than BWR Control Rod Blades. The maximum contact radiation level on a Thimble
Plug, about 565 cc's of hardware, is several thousand R/hr, while the average axial
profile on a Burnable Poison Rod Assembly, about 4248 cc's of hardware, is about
1000 R/hr. A typical PWR project involves .06 to .14 m^ of hardware.

Due to the characteristics of both BWR and PWR components, compliance
with NRC waste form classification requirements under 10CFR Part 61 is a major
concern and consideration during hardware cleanup projects.
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The nuclear power industry currently uses several different methodologies to
characterize the radionuclide content and distribution in irradiated hardware, and
classify these components according to 10CFR Part 61 criteria. RADCOR® is a
computer program to characterize, classify, track, ship, and document irradiated
hardware. The series of programs which comprise RADCOR® include those used in
the NRC approved RADMAN® program plus specially designed programs to reflect
the unique characteristics of irradiated hardware and the processes used for volume
reduction. The assumptions and methods used to characterize and classify hardware
are discussed in the context of the input parameters needed, and the code output.
The code modules which track hardware components and portions thereof through
characterization, volume reduction processing, storage, packaging and shipment for
disposal are also described.

RADCOR® has been used to support several fuel pool cleanup projects in the
U.S. The data bases, radiation profiles and characterization/classification results
obtained by applying RADCOR® to actual BWR and PWR components are described
and discussed. Another characterization method is generally described and
compared to the RADCOR® method.

RADCOR® COMPUTER PROGRAM

RADCOR® is designed to characterize, classify, track and document irradiated
hardware processing and shipment operations. The program's major functions
include:

o The characterization and 10CFR Part 61 classification of irradiated
hardware from underwater radiation level readings.

. The tracking of irradiated hardware components and pieces within the
spent fuel pool through packaging and shipment.

• The preparation of manifests and documentation for shipment of packaged
hardware.

• The preparation of reports on processing and shipment activities.

The RADCOR® program consists of:

• A set of loading programs which create and revise a series of project and
waste specific data base files, and

• a set of operating programs which use the project and waste specific data
base files to characterize, classify, track, and document irradiated
hardware components and package hardware. These operating programs
also create project specific archive files which contain relevant data for
the irradiated hardware processed during a project.

The operating programs consist of the following modules:

« Component Characterization.

. Component Inventory Review.
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• Component Staging for Volume Reduction/Packaging.

• Volume Reduction Processing.

• Hardware Packaging and Classification.

• Staged Hardware Inventory Review.

. Packaged Hardware Inventory Review.

• Shipment Configuration Selection/Checking.

• Shipment Manifest Preparation.

• Report Preparation.

The first step in processing irradiated hardware is the creation of a component
record with the Component Characterization module. This record is then processed
through other modules until the component, or sections thereof, is placed in a
disposable container for shipment. The container record is then transferred to
shipping papers, and also placed in a shipment archive file. Component tracking
operations are continually performed. Between the component archive file, which
is created when the record is initially created, and the archive file created upon
shipment, the content of each disposable container is traceable back to the data
used to define the component characteristics.

The characterization moduie uses a form of activation analysis based on the
following assumptions:

• That the parameters which define the physical characteristics of the
hardware can be defined in a waste specific data base.

. That the irradiation history of hardware is available.

• That radiation level measurements are available.

• That there is a direct correlation between Co-60 content and radiation
measurements.

• That the distribution of Part 61 and other major nuclides is a function of
the chemical constituents in the hardware before irradiation, irradiation
history, and the elapsed time since removal from the core.

The specific procedures followed to characterize different types of BWR and
PWR hardware components are slightly different, but the basic approach applies to
all components. This characterization process involves:

• Defining a project component specific data base consisting of the physical
characteristics and elemental composition of all types of components to
be characterized, and the radiation histories of components and groups of
components.

• Determining component specific Co-60 dose/curie conversion factors.
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» Obtaining radiation profiles for all components over their axial length, at
6 - 1 2 inches.

. Applying the Co-60 dose/curie conversion factor to the axial radiation
level readings to obtain the Co-60 content of the component at the time
of radiation measurement.

• Back decay correcting the Co-60 content to the time of core removal.

• Estimating Part 61 nuclide scaling factors based on the activation of each
Part 61 and other major activation product nuclides relative to the
activation of Co-60.

• Applying the estimated scaling factors to Co-60 content at the time of
core removal to obtain activation product nuclide activities at the time
of removal.

• Decaying Co-60 and Part 61 nuclide activities to the time of charact-
erization and classification.

. Characterization of transuranic contamination from fuel pool silt sample
data assuming a 2 mil coating of silt over the wetted surface area of
components.

These steps lead to the preparation of an unique component record of the form
and content shown on Figure 1. This record provides the basis for all other
RADCOR® operations.

Once the record is created and verified, it is transferred to a component
inventory file. This file also serves as an archive for all components processed
during a project. The Component Inventory Review module provides for review of
the component archive file.

Before volume reduction processing or packaging can be performed on a
characterized component, the record must be tagged for one of these two
operations. The Component Staging modules provides for the tagging of component
records for transfer to a file for volume reduction processing of a file which stages
hardware for packaging.

The Volume Reduction Processing module takes whole component records and
subdivides them to correspond to the pieces which result from project and
component specific volume reduction processes defined in the data base. Separate
records are created for each piece of a component and transferred to a file which
stages hardware for packaging. This is the same file that component records are
transferred to if volume reduction operations are not performed on the component.

The Hardware Packaging and Classification module provides for selection of a
disposable container and the packaging of whole components and/or pieces thereof
into the selected container. Individual items, or groups of items, tagged for
packaging are added to the container and classified according to both NRC 10CFR
Part 61 criteria and NRC and DOT shipping criteria. As items are added, a
container content and classification status report is produced. This enables the user
to process a container or several containers simultaneously, with assurance that the
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items to be placed in the container will meet all pertinent regulatory requirements.
Once the container is full the container record is transferred to a container
inventory file for shipment.

The Staged Hardware Inventory Review module provides for the review of the
components and pieces staged for packaging. The Packaged Hardware Inventory
Review module provides for the review of partially filled container records. It also
enables the user to identify space availability in partially filled containers and also
define what can be added.

The Shipment Configuration Selection/Checking module enables the user to
compare the condition of partially filled containers to shipping cask criteria.

The Shipment Manifest Preparation module prepares disposal site approved
shipping papers and other documentation. The container content is decay corrected
and reclassified according to both NRC and DOT criteria. The other documentation
generated by this module includes a decay heat calculation report, and the Class C
waste documentation required by the Barnwell disposal site. After the shipping
papers are prepared, the container record is transferred to the historic shipment
archive file.

The Report Preparation module prepared a series of reports on shipments.
These reports include shipment summaries sorted according to different parameters,
and an NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21 solid waste information report.

RADCOR® PROJECT APPLICATIONS

RADCOR'f; has been used to support BWR and PWR spent fuel pool cleanup
projects. The major activities performed during a typical project include:

• Definition of the project hardware data base.

• Definition of component processing and packaging criteria.

• Component radiation profiling, volume reduction processing and pack-
aging.

• Disposable container profiling and documentation.

« Cask loading and shipment.

These activities are performed in a manner which assures compliance with
NRC, DOT and disposal site requirements, ALARA, and cost effectiveness.
Sometimes the desire to minimize cost overshadows prudent component processing
and packaging. The worst thing that can happen is to end up with processed and
packaged material that exceeds the regulatory limits for disposal, and therefore
must be repackaged prior to shipment. Some general guidelines to avoid this
dilemma include:

• Never dispose of relatively "cold" hardware and save the "hot" material
for later.

» Don't perform volume reduction operations until components are charact-
erized and classified.
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• Don't package processed components without a definitive liner/cask
packaging plan.

• Always process and package for immediate disposal.

BWR projects and PWR projects differ significantly due to the physical
characteristics of the components involved, and their radiation levels. Table 1
shows the physical characteristics of PWR and BWR components. Experience using
RADCOR® with both types of components is discussed below.

PWR Projects

Typical projects involve one or two cask shipments comprised of thimble plug
assemblies, control and burnable poison rod assemblies, guide tube sections and
either a primary or secondary source assembly. Generally, volume reduction
operations consisting of cutting are performed on all components except thimble
plug assemblies. PWR assemblies contain a fairly substantial inconel spring at their
upper hub. Experience has shown that the 10CFR Part 61 classification process is
driven by the concentration of Ni-63 relative to the Part 61 Table 2 limit, and the
combined concentrations of Ni-59, Nb-94, Tc-99 and C-14 relative to their limits in
Part 61, Table 1. Thus, the high nickel content of the inconel spring and its weight
relative to the assembly weight has a significant effect on the classification
process.

Other critical factors are irradiation time, elapsed time since removal from
the core, and radiation level at the time of characterization. Each project, and
each component in a project, represents a different set of conditions. Table 2
shows RADCORfe input and output for various types of PWR components under
typical conditions. Note that the Ni-63 concentration for one of the thimble plug
assemblies and the guide tube section exceeds the Ni-63 Part 61 concentration limit
of 7,000 Cj/m^. This is not uncommon due to the high activity and low waste
volume of these components. On this project, these condition were known as soon
as the components were surveyed. Thus, they could be packaged with other
components, which when combined in a disposable container, did not exceed Part 61
limits.

Guidelines generally applicable to PWR projects include:

. Never dispose of the "cold" ends from thimble plug guide tubes without
the "hot" ends.

• Make sure the "hot" components, thimble plug asssemblies and guide tube
sections, are not packaged without having control rod and burnable poison
rod assemblies.

• Make sure fission chambers arc removed from in-core detector strings
before packaging.

• Make sure the rod containing the primary neutron source is removed from
the primary source assembly before packaging.

Adherence to these guidelines is a good first step toward a successful PWR
project.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF TYPICAL HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS

1—1

to
CO

PWR Components

Thimble Plug
Assemblies

Burnable Poison
Assemblies

Control Rod
Assembiles

Source
Assemblies

Thimbie Plug
Guide Tubes

BWR Components

Control Rod
Blades

Poison
Curtains

Flow
Channels

Instrument
Strings

Overall
Length
(cm)

28

396

401

39b

variable

442

401

424

variable

Configuration

Square array
of plugs

Square array of
plugs and rods

Square array of
plugs and rods

Square array of
plugs and rods

Tubing

Cruciform

Flat plate

Rectangular
box

Tubing

Areal
Cross

Section
(cmxcm)

15x15

Weight
(kgs)

5.5

13.6 to
20.4

S4.8

13.6 to
16

Volume
(cc)

566

3681 to
5097

8495

4248

Materials
of

Construction

304 sst/inconel

304 sst/inconel/
borosilicate

304 sst/inconel/
ag/in/cd

304 sst/inconel/
borosilicate and
source material

1 cm diam. N/A

25x25

21.0X.2

14x14

1.9 cm
diam.

130

16.4

30

N/A

N/A 304 sst

18122 304 sst and boron
(.018m3) carbide

1699 Borated sst

4817 Zircalloy/304 sst

N/A 304 sst



TABLE 2. TYPICAL PWK COMPONENT RESULTS

ui

M

Irradiation
time (EFPY)

Core removal
date

Measurement
date

Average rad level
R/Hr in water d )

Key nuclide
concentrations
(q/m3)

Ni-59
C-14
Tc-99
Nb-94
Ni-63
Co-60

Thimble Plug

1.1

10/25/82

e/1/86

500

44.0
3.9

0.02
0.08

5180.0
34800.0

Asssemblies

7.5

2/26/82

10/31/85

1500

194.0
17.2
0.1
0.4

22400.0
107000.0

Burnable Poison
Assembly

1.1

10/31/75

10/31/85

60<2)

9.5
1.3

0.002
0.01

1070.0
5000.0

Thimble Plug
Guide Tube

2.2

5/4/74

10/26/85

230<2)

4400.0
607.0

0.7
5.8

485000.0
1750000.0

Cluster Control
Rod Assembly

3.3

10/31/75

10/18/85

0.6(2)

1.0
0.1

0.0002
0.002
112.0
469.0

(1) Radiation Levels at 6 inches.

(2) Axial Profile Average.



BU'K Projects

Typical projects involve multiple cask shipments lor control rod blades and
instrument strings, and one or two shipments of How channels. Generally, volume
reduction operations consisting of cutting and crushing/shearing are performed on
all components. The initial step in blade processing is the removal of the stcllite
rollers which are too hot for shipment and disposal. Once these are removed, blades
can be shipped intact, or processed to reduce volume.

Like PWk components, the Fart 61 classification process is driven by nickel,
but unlike PWR components, the nickel in 304 SST, nominally 10 weight percent,
dominates. Another major difference is the variation in the axial radiation profiles,
particularly for control rod blades. The variation between the radiation level at the
uppermost portion of a blade and a location 12 - 13 feet below the top is typically
a factor of 6 to 10. Table 3 shows actual RADCOR® input and output for various
types of intact BWK components under typical conditions. Generally, the Part 61
limits are satisfied for whole components except hot instrument strings and poison
curtains. However, for control rod blades, this can be misleading when blades are
sectioned and pieces arc placed in separate containers. This is due to the uxial
variation in radiation level, and Mence nuclide content. A typical profile on a
control rod blade indicates the following axial content/volume distribution:

Control Rod PcreerU of Percent of

Blade Segment J 9 ' H ' Curies Waste Volume

Upper 6 Ft 72 44

Lower 6 Ft 16 44

Velocity Li miter 2 12

When these sections are placed in separate containers, the uppermost sections
can exceed Part 61 limits, and tLe lowermost sections are well below Part 61 limits.

Guidelines generally applicable to BWR projects include:

« Never dispose of "cold" ends from instrument strings without the "hot"
ends.

. Characterize control rod blades and "hot" instrument strings before
volume reduction processing and packaging.

• Make sure control rod blades are packaged as a whole assembly.

. Don't ship flow channels until control rod blades are fully characterized.

. Poison curtains are generally not shippabk since the\ almost always
exceed Part 61 concentration limits.

Following these guidelines should ensure a SUCCLSMUI b \ \ i . project.
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TABLE 3. TYPICAL BWR COMPONENT RESULTS

N)

Irradiation
time (EFPY)

Core removal
date

Measurement
date

Average rad level
K/Hr in water (D

Key nuelide
concentrations

Ni-59
C-14
Te-99
Nb-94
Ni-63
Co-60

Control

4.2

12/27/75

3/1/84

1600<2)

39.2
5.6

0.09
0.03

4350.0
20000.0

Rod Blades

7.0

1/5/80

3/1/84

3800(2)

61.2
8.8

0.14
0.05

C950.0
45500.0

Poisor
Curtain

1.8

9/1/71

3/26/85

470(3)

367.0
51.5
0.06
0.55

39700.0
101000.0

Flow
Channel

4.2

2/1/80

1/23/85

0.7(3)

0.02
0.7

0.0006
Neg

2.7
486.0

Instrument
String

4.2

7/15/79

7/25/85

685(3)

484.0
67.8
0.08
0.74

54800.0
318000.0

(1) Axial profile average.

(2) Radiation level at 6 inches.

(3) Radiation level at 12 inches.



METHOD COMPARISONS

The methods currently used for hardware characterization can be divided into
two categories; (1) a form of activation analysis like RADCOR®, and (2) use of a
gamma scan device coupled with analysis of metal samples. For the gamma
scan/sample method, a typical project involves the scanning of several components
of each type ai a single axial location. A dose/curie conversion factor is calculated
from the scan input and the dose rate at the scan location. A direct sample of the
base metal, consisting of between .01 and .3 gms of material is also taken at the
scan location. The characterization process then involves:

« Determining a Co~60 dose/curie conversion factor from the scan input and
the radiation level reading at the scan location.

Determining Part 61 nuclide scaling factors from analyzing the direct
sample obtained from the scan location.

. Obtaining contact radiation profiles over the axial length of selected
components.

« Applying the Co-60 dose/curie conversion factor to the axial radiation
level readings to obtain the Co-60 content of the component.

« Using the direct sample scaling factors and the profile based Co-60
activities to determine the activities of Part 61 nuclides.

m Analyzing the direct samples for fission products and transuranics to
estimate component contamination.

Both methods have inherent uncertainties related to (1) Co-60 estimates, and
(2) Part 61 nuclide scaling factor estimates. The method used to estimate Co-60
content is critical because it is the basis for scaling other nuclides. For the direct
sample methods, contact radiation profiles of a few selected components are used
in conjunction with a local, i.e. spot gamma scan, to characterize a batch of
components. Uncertainties arise from the representativeness of the few compon-
ents profiled and locally scanned and the orientation of the detector relative to the
component. For the activation analysis methods, all components to be character-
ized are axially profiled at detector/ component distances of 6 to 12 inches. The
major uncertainty arises from the detector/component geometry since small
variances in distance and orientation can have a relatively large effect on an
underwater radiation level reading.

Both methods must also consider the uncertainties associated with the
instruments used to obtain the radiation level profiles. The instruments typically
used consist of high range (to 10^ R/hr) and low range (to 10^ R/hr) CPMU probes,
as well as RO7 Ion Chambers. Both types of instruments are sensitive and add to
the degree of uncertainty when used for underwater survey applications. To reduce
the degree of uncertainty in determining Co-60 content, all methods take care to
ensure that component/detector geometries arc reasonably consistent, and that
instruments are carefully calibrated.

The methods used to determine scaling factors are critical because these
factors are used to estimate hard tc detect 10CFR Part 61 nuclidc content and
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thus, NRC waste form classification. For the direct sample methods, the size,
location and representativeness of the sample, the relatively high specific activity
of the sample, and the statistical significance of the few samples taken for a
project lead to uncertainties. For the activation analysis methods, the uncertainties
arise from the accuracy of the component constituent content and the irradiation
history of the component. Generally, the scaling factors determined by the
activation analysis methods vary with component history variances and are more
conservative than those reported for the direct sample methods.
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REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING AT THE MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR HFR PETTEN

Aldert Tas and Garrit Teunissen
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN Petten, The Netherlands

Reactor Department Support Group

ABSTRACT

The project of replacing the High Flux Reactor (HFR) ori-
ginated in 1974 when results of several research programs
confirmed severe neutron embrittlement of aluminum alloys
suggesting a limited live of the existing facility. This
paper describes the dismantling philosophy and organiza-
tion, the design of special underwater equipment, the dis-
mantling of the reactor vessel and the thermal column, and
the conditioning and shielding activities resulting in a
working area for the installation of the new vessel with
no access limitations due to radiation. Finally an over-
view of the segmentation, waste disposal and radiation ex-
posure is given. The total dismantling, segmentation and
conditioning activities resulted in a total radiation dose
of 300 mmanSv.

INTRODUCTION

The HFR is located in the Petten Establishment of the Joint Research
Centre of the European Communities, some 50 km north-west of Amsterdam. The
reactor is operated at 45 MW during 280 days a year, using plate-type alumi-
num cladded MTR fuel elements, light water cooling and moderation, and beryl-
lium moderator/reflector elements |l|. The day-to-day operation and mainte-
nance of the plant are entrusted to the adjacent Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation (ECN), under a contract with the European Communities.

Earliest considerations about a replacement vessel had been triggered in
1974 by results of the vessel material surveillance programme which suggested
increasing embrittlement of the material and a limited lifetime of the exist-
ing tank. It was decided to replace the reactor vessel by a redesigned model.
In 1982 the working plan was fixed and tool design and development was start-
ed. In 1983 full scale tests were performed, the last just before the reactor
was shut-down at the end of November 1983.

The replacement operation began with a cooling-off period of one month.
During this period several preparatory activities, particularly non destruc-
tive dismantling work were carried out. In January 1984, work on the destruc-
tive removal started, followed by the segmentation in the pool adjacent to
the reactor pool and the transportation of the radioactive materials to waste
disposal. Finally, from end of March on, decontamination, inspection and
conditioning work, required for the installation of the new vessel took place,
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bringing to an end the vessel removal phase at the end of May 1984. Then the
new vessel and beam tubes were installed and the reactor was recommissioned.

The radiation dose for personnel involved with the vessel replacement
was largely incurred during by the dismantling, segmentation and reactor pool
conditioning activities and not during the installation itself. Routine 45 MW
operation was resumed on February 14, 1985 and has since been uneventful.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OLD HFR VESSEL AND THERMAL COLUMN

The HFR (High Flux Reactor) at Petten is a 45 MW Materials Testing
Reactor, cooled and moderated by light water. The reactor core with its adja-
cent devices is contained in a closed vessel which is immersed in a pool of
demineralized water. This water serves as a shield during normal operations
and also during the handling of fuel assemblies and irradiation devices dur-
ing the shut-down periods. Adjacent to the reactor pool there are two smaller
pools for storage and handling purposes. On top of the second storage pool is
a hot cell for the dismantling of irradiated capsules.

H i

Figure 1. The High Flux Materials Testing Reactor(HFR), Petten
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The old reactor vessel is a welded aluminum tank, 1.60 m in diameter and
5.4 m high. Its wall thickness is 25 mm. Reactor cooling is provided by recir-
culating demineralized water downwards in the reactor vessel through the core
and an external circuit with a decay tank, pumps and heat exchangers. The
core lattice is a 9x9 array containing 33 fuel assemblies, 6 control members,
17 experiment positions and 16 beryllium reflector elements. Each of the six
control members has a cadmium section on top of its fuel section. The drive
mechanisms are situated below the reactor vessel. Ten horizontal beamtubes
are terminated on the East and South walls of the core box. A large experimen-
tal facility HBO (previously a thermal column), is terminated on the North
wall of the core box. Within an aluminum liner of about 160 cm in diameter, a
stainless steel boral plate cladded casing filled with graphite is placed .

DISMANTLING PHILOSOPHY, LICENSING ASPECTS AND ORGANISATION

The discussions on the methods by which the old vessel could be disman-
tled started at the end of 1981. It was decided that use had to be made of
the existant storage facilities for middle level waste even if those were far
from optimal, because it was extremely doubtful that a new or modified stora-
ge facility would be licensed in time. The standard procedures for the treat-
ment of low level waste had to be followed. For the waste disposal, it was
evident that a strict separation had to be made between middle, low and non-
active waste. All beamtube experiment equipment and shielding had to be re-
moved. The main reasons were the desired removal of collimator plugs during
vessel dismantling and installation activities, creation of floor space and
renewal of the 20 year old gas and water service piping. A double barrier
between the highly active components (fuel elements) in the storage pool and
other areas was required at all times. This was achieved by means of two
sluice-gates. Before the actual start of the dismantling, the amount of acti-
ve components in the pools (to be re-used) had to be reduced to a minimum in
order to make it possible to store them in the second storage pool. All obso-
lete active components and pipes had to be disposed of. Specially developed
floor plates and careful working methods were required to avoid damage to the
pool walls during dismantling and segmentation activities. For "the same rea-
son the thermal column carriage was not removed through the reactor pool.

During the preparations much attention had to be paid to the dose conse-
quences of the personnel involved. The ALARA principle (As Low As Reasonable
Achievable) was adopted. It was requested of the various project leaders to
limit the collective dose to that received during normal operation. The whole
dismantling procedure had been reviewed by:
1. local reactor safety committee (RSC) on nuclear safety aspects.
2. local working group on safety evaluations (WVE)
3. national nuclear licensing authority (KFD)
4. national labour inspection department.
The local RSC advises the management of both institutes ECN and the Joint
Research Centre (JRC) at Petten. The second group, WVE, advises the ECN mana-
gement and performs inspections. The licensing authority, KFD, advises the
minister of Social Affairs and performs inspections.
From the local safety groups a positive response was mandatory. The national
boards stated that no license was needed for this dismantling operation, only
concent beforehand and inspection during the execution phase. They required
an evaluation of accidents, collective and personnel doses and a survey of
the quantities and activities of waste disposed after the event.
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Possible scenarios and potential problem areas had been analysed by a
working group from the end of 1980. Within one year, all the necessary opera-
tions and their preparation were sufficiently well known to structure them
into projects. Project leaders were assigned from the operations, maintenance
and experimental group. As far as possible they were relieved of their usual
duties. The preparation phase 1981/83 essentially consisted of setting up:
o detailed disassembly, segmentation and disposal procedures,
o development, design, manufacturing, testing, modifying and improving
specialized tools mainly for under water cutting and segmentation,

o full scale sawing test for the thermal column in-pool section
o full scale segmentation test on the spare reactor vessel
o training of personnel.

SURVEY OF DISMANTLING OPERATION

The last operation cycle of the HFR with the old vessel, before the
reactor was shut-down for the replacement of the vessel, took place in Novem-
ber 3-28, 1983. During this cycle, a number of preparatory activities were
carried out on the experimental facilities, the beamtubes and the thermal
column. Regarding the reactor vessel and other reactor components, the month
of December was considered as a decay period, and was used for the nonde-
structive dismantling work by removing highly radioactive components either
for temporary storage in pool II (control rods, experiment rigs, fuel ele-
ments, etc.) or for reprocessing, to reduce the quantity of radioactive mate-
rials. In addition the beam tube shield blocks were removed and the control
rod shock tubes withdrawn.

In January 1984, work on the destructive removal of the reactor vessel,
the beamtubes, the pool cooling piping system and the thermal column started.
This was followed by the segmentation of the vessel and other components in
pool I and the transportation of the radioactive materials to waste disposal.
Finally the decontamination, inspection and conditioning work in the pools,
required for the installation of the new vessel, took place bringing the end
of the vessel removal at the end of May 1984.

PREPARATORY WORK

During the last reactor cycle the beamtubes were filled with water to
prevent further activation and to extend the decay time of the beamtubes
themselves and the material in and around them. The ground level experimental
installations were removed for temporary storage and also part of the HBO
facility shielding. After the reactor shut-down, the shield blocks outside
the reactor pool wall on the ground floor and the collimators and monochrotna-
tors were removed and transferred to storage sites. After this, the in-tube
collimators were removed and stored in the reactor hall domed wall. Finally
the beam tubes were sealed with plugs and flanges and tested for leak tight-
ness. At the same time removal of all external shielding of the thermal col-
umn positioning of a temporary flange and leak tightness tests took place.
The highly activated mirror system, was inserted into a special lead contai-
ner and then temporarily stored in the basement. As soon as possible a start
was made with the re-installation of the pipework, dismantled during the re-
moval of the shielding blocks. Shortly after the reactor shut-down a number
of preparatory dismantling activities on the bottom plug and its components
started. They involved extraction of the drive tubes and the dismantling of
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the shock absorbers and drive mechanisms of the control rods for maintenance.
Several areas were used for temporary storage of radioactive materials:

o Cellar floor in the reactor hall for the storage of activated and conta-
minated materials and apparatus.

o Cellar low assembly hall and platform high assembly hall for slightly acti-
vated materials and general storage,

o Outside storage site particularly for the shielding blocks of the beamtubes
and other heavy materials.

o A storage building of the waste department for components to be decontami-
nated and for tools and equipment.

In addition, core elements and highly radioactive experimental devices were
removed from the reactor pool and pool I to pool II, and stored there under
the dismantling cell. Spent fuel elements and dismantled control rods were
placed in the compact storage racks. The remaining undismantled control rods
to be re-used with the new core were placed in a similar specially designed
rack. A total of 221 core elements were stored including 8 undismantled con-
trol rods and 144 fuel and control elements. In-core experiments, experimen-
tal capsules and some Pool Side Facility experiments to be re-used with the
new vessel, were also stored in a specially designed rack in pool II.

WORKING CONDITIONS DURING DISMANTLING ACTIVITIES

For the fuel and experiment handling operations immediately after the
final operation cycle, pool water was maintained at a high level and all the
sluice-gates were removed. During the destructive removal and segmentation of
the vessel and other in-pool equipment, the radiation dose rate at the sur-
face of the water was required to be <0.2, preferably <0.02 mSv/h. Circula-
tion and purification of the water took place after a time delay after each
sawing operation. This was to avoid contamination of the system from the
sawdust and grains.

For transport from pool I to pool II and then to the dismantling cell, a
shielded container was used for hoisting over the gate. A vertically adjust-
able platform was used by the personnel during the dismantling and segmen-
tation operations.

During the last part of the segmentation of the vessel and other compo-
nents in pool I, parallel operations (removal of the thermal column, shiel-
ding of the beam tube ends, etc.) were performed in the reactor pool. The
water levels for this purpose were high level in pool II, low level in pool I
and reactor pool empty.

VESSEL DISMANTLING

The vessel dismantling and segmentation operation started early January
1984 and ended about 3 months later. One or two shift operation was used as
the need required. Weekends were mostly devoted to cleaning the pool water
and improving its visibility. During vessel dismantling in the reactor pool,
extreme caution was exercised in order to avoid damage to the pool liner,
pipe wall and flanges.

Destructive disconnection of the beam tubes and other fixed connections
to the vessel was necessary prior to removal of the vessel to pool I for seg-
mentation. In many cases underwater TV-camera's were used. In order to reduce
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contamination of the pools from small chips and grains produced during the
sawing operations! special underwater vacuum cleaners were used. For most of
the underwater pipe cutting work a pneumatic blade saw machine was used. The
clamping mechanism of the machine was adjustable to fit the diameters of var-
ious pipes. After completion of the leak tests, beamtubes 1-10 were cut close
to the vessel body and in the middle of their bellows using the pneumatic
saw. Unbolting of the bellows and flanges took place after the vessel removal.
The primary coolant inlets were cut after removal of their bellows.
The vessel was connected to the thermal column via the aluminum nose unit.
This was cut near the internal flange by using a guillotine type saw machine.

The removed pipe pieces were temporarily stored in the reactorpool prior
to further segmentation. Low active pieces were transported directly to the
decontamination and waste department. The last operation before vessel
removal was the disassembly and removal of the low activity floor thermal
shield plates and transport to waste disposal.

Raising of the vessel from the bottom included the following actions:
o Loosening of the foundation bolts. All 56 bolts were easily unscrewed and
none of the special tools for sawing or cutting seized bolts was needed.

o Removal of the vessel cover and replacement by a temporary cover to be used
as a working platform.

o Fitting jacking mechanisms on the base flange of the reactor vessel and
slowly raising of the vessel for a total of about 2 cm.

o Further raising of the vessel for 50 cm by means of a manual hoist, incor-
porating a dynamometer of 5 ton max.

o Removal of the vessel by the 20 ton crane to pool I for the segmentation
operation.

THERMAL COLUMN DISMANTLING

The thermal column dismantling operation started after the removal of
the vessel when access from both sides of the thermal column became possible.
The in-pool thermal column stainless steel flange, diameter 2 m, thickness 8
cm and total weight of approximately 2 tons, was highly activated. It was 20
Sv/h at the centre and 0.5 Sv/h at the periphery due to neutron back scatter-
ing. Encapsulation of the flange between two lead discs of about 12 cm and
storage of the material for the necessary decay period was decided on techni-
cal and economical reasons instead of the originally planned segmentation.

The stainless steel cone, being directly exposed to the neutron flux,
was highly activated and had to be segregated from the rest of the casing and
treated as a highly active component. The cutting operation was performed in
the following sequence:
o The guiding plates in front of the cone were first chipped and removed

through the internal thermal column flange opening by means of a long
mechanical arm.

o The cutter apparatus was fixed in front of the cone to cut a ring from the
cone and thus provide access to the boron support sheet,

o The boron sheet was detached by means of a press comprising several bolts
facing the boron sheet through the ring opening. By successively turning
the bolts, the borol plate was detached. The cone, with the remaining part
of the thermal column nose and the boron shest were transferred to pool I
for further segmentation.
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The whole operation exceeded the anticipated time because of technical
difficulties connected with the much higher activation of a part of the car-
riage but no revision of the originally planned procedure was necessary.

The original plan was to transfer the carriage in a lightly shielded
container to the waste department hall for segmentation of the carriage after
dismantling the graphite blocks. Modification of this plan became necessary
because a small part of the stainless steel carriage was highly activated
from back scattered neutrons through a "boron window" giving a local dose
rate of approximately 2 Sv/h. It was finally decided to store the complete
carriage in the waste department for the necessary decay period by providing
external local shielding at the hot spot and heavier shielding around the
container of the carriage during transportation.

INSPECTION AND CONDITIONING OF THE REACTOR POOL

After the thermal column was removed all radioactive pieces were trans-
ferred for segmentation to pool I. The sluice gate was fitted between the
reactor pool and pool I, tested, and then a watertight bulkhead was positio-
ned on the reactor pool side of the gate. Water was then drained from the
reactor pool. Inspection and repair work then started on the various compo-
nents of the reactor pool while segmentation in pool I continued. The reactor
pool work was completed prior up to the arrival of the new vessel at the end
of May 1984.

It was very important to install lead shielding at the beam tube ends
and against the pool wall around the beam tube penetrations to reduce the
residual gamma radiation field coming either from the activated ends of the
beam tubes or from the activated concrete wall around the beam tubes (up to
60 mSv/h). Inside the aluminum 1-iner of the thermal column a cylindrical lead
shielding of 7.5 cm thick cladded with aluminum was installed. Lead shielding
was also installed on the pool wall around the thermal column liner to reduce
the residual gamma radiation field coming from the activation of the concrete
wall around the liner. The above measures taken to reduce the radiation field
in the reactor pool were very effective. On pool floor level the resulting
gamma radiation dose rate was reduced to 0.02-0.05 mSv/h and on vessel top
lid level to less than 0.01 mSv/h.

The shielding on beam tubes 1-10 was made removable in order to permit
various operations at the beam tube flanges during the installation period.
In view of the impossibility of removal after vessel installation, the ther-
mal column shielding was designed as a permanent fixture. To create more
space for the installation of the new vessel the thermal column aluminium
liner protruding into the reactor pool was cut (dry) as close as possible to
the pool wall. After installation of the shielding the beam tube flanges, the
bottom plug flange, and the pool cooling pipework flanges were machined to
provide the clean mating surfaces necessary for the installation of the new
beamtubes, vessel and pipework. The inspection and overhaul of the bottom
plug was limited to those items which were easily removable.

SEGMENTATION OF THE VESSEL AND ITS WASTE DISPOSAL

A special underwater sawing machine was developed for the segmentation
of the aluminum vessel and the high and medium active stainless steel and
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aluminum components. This machine is comprised of a base frame, a vertical
adjustable saw frame and a clamp. The base frame also acted as a shield for
the pool floor. The base frame, containing ducts, alloweJ circulation to be
maintained in storage pool I. The saw band ran horizontally over two wheels
located in the saw frame. Power was provided by a hydraulic motor, which, to-
gether with its supply and discharge hose, had a double containment designed
to prevent oil leakage into the pool. Two different band saw speeds could be
set for cutting stainless steel and aluminum. A pneumatic clamp could be
attached to the base plate and used during small scale cutting operations.

The flanges and nozzles projecting from the side of the reactor vessel
were first cut away with the aid of modified commercial chain saws. Rings
about 30 cm in height were then cut from the vessel with the band saw to just
above the bulk head. The vessel was then inverted and the rings were cut away
as far as the core box section. After decontamination and packing, these
non-active or very low activity rings, were transported to the waste depart-
ment for further processing. Two high and medium activity rings, adjacent to
the core box section, and the core box itself were temporarily stored in pool
1 prior to further segmentation. The pneumatic clamp was installed and the
high and medium activity rings as well as other components were cut and re-
moved via the hot cell to waste disposal for storage.

The segmentation operation of the vessel and various components with the
band saw lasted less than two months and the dose rate of the water surface
was kept below 0.02 mSv/h. Two cyclone devices with hydraulic motor pumps
were used during and after the sawing operation for the removal of the dust
from the water. During the segmentation of the core box section care was ta-
ken to ensure that the core box walls were properly identified and preserved
for metallurgical examination. Preliminary tests of the material from the
core box walls show no strong signs of irradiation fatigue or thermal stress.

A total of 177 trips were necessary to transport about 4 tons of high
and medium active waste resulting from the segmentation operations to the
waste disposal pipe storage building. The transportation of the segmented
radioactive pieces from pool I to the waste disposal was performed in the
following sequence:
o Filling of the 17 litre cylindrical steel waste basket (25 cm diam., 43.5

cm high) with active waste up to about 50% of its volume capacity.
o Enclosing the waste basket into a steel carrier box to avoid any contamina-

tion from radio active grains during transportation.
o Placing the carrier box into a specially constructed, open bottom flask,

for transport from pool I to pool II over the separating gate. A water
spray cleaning procedure, in- and externally, was applied to the flask
while the flask was still standing over pool I, to avoid contamination of
the pool II.

o Placing the carrier box on the underwater posting arm of pool II for fur-
ther transfer into the hot cell.

o Transferring the waste basket from the carrier to the drying position of
the hot cell and allowing about 12 hours to dry.

o Sealing the waste basket into a standard 25 litre waste box and transpor-
ting it to the waste disposal by using the standard "W" type containers.

The radioactive grains and chips from the segmentation operation were
also collected into the waste baskets on the cyclones. Since sufficient drai-
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ning of these grains could not be guaranteed, the baskets were sealed into
special stainless steel waste boxes for final disposal. In addition to the
segmented radioactive pieces, the thermal column flange and the partially
highly activated thermal column carriage were also transported to the waste
disposal. A total of 5763 kg/115.4 TBq (3.12 kCi) high and medium active
waste was transported and stored (see Table 1).

TABLE

Components
waste box
waste box
thermal column
thermal column

1 DISPOSED HIGH

flange
carriage

Number
153
30
1
1

AND MEDIUM

Material
Al

SS (Al)
SS
SS

ACTIVE WASTE

Mass(kg)
3130
908
1625
100

Activity(TBq)
21.8
9.6

83.3
0.7

The low active pieces were transported to the waste disposal in 100
litre drums. Big, low activity, components were wrapped in plastic and trans-
ported to the waste facility where they were cut into pieces, compressed and
put into 100 litre drums. Massive components were put directly in 200 and 600
litre containers for storage. The 100 litre drums were compressed and put in
200 litre containers. In total 243 containers from 200 litre and 5 containers
from 600 litre with an activity of 496.6 GBq (13.4 Ci) were stored at the
C0VRA facility. (Table 2).

Components
200 1 cont.
600 1 cont.
thermal column

TABLE

carriage

2 DISPOSED LOW

Number
243
5
1

Material
various
various

SS
C

ACTIVE WASTE

Mass(kg)
114000
7000
3500
2500

Activity(GBq)
435.5
6.7
30.0
24.4

RADIATION EXPOSURE

From the very beginning of the vessel removal operation, much attention
had been paid to the radiological consequences for the personnel. The safety
authorities required a realistic estimate of the doses for each subproject.
For each subproject a warning dose was fixed, generally 50% of the estimated
value. It was agreed that after exceeding the warning dose a new estimate
would be made. In case the updated estimate would exceed the original value
the working procedures were re-evaluated. A breakdown of the registered doses
for the subprojects is given in Table 3.

For the conditioning of the reactor pool, the actual dose exceeded the
estimated values. This was caused by extension of activities in the drained
pool, such as the cutting of the thermal column liner, before all the neces-
sary shielding could be installed. These activities resulted in a very low
radiation level (0.02 mSv/h) in the pool. The excess of the dose for the pool
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conditioning activities was compensated by lower doses for the vessel disman-
tling and the waste disposal treatment. The total registered dose for the
removal and pool conditioning activities was very close (within 5%) to the
estimated value. In Table 4 the dose is specified per organisation and per
dose range. The main part of the removal work was executed by the Petten
staff. Only the under water cutting of the stainless steel cone of the ther-
mal column and the "dry cutting" of the thermal column liner were performed
by external firms.

TABLE 3 COLLECTIVE DOSE FOR DISMANTLING, CONDITIONING AND DISPOSAL.

Activity
Preparatory work

beam tube facilities
maintenance bottom plug, etc
storage and other operational act.
experiment waste disposal
adaption HFR systems

Vessel dismantling
Thermal column dismantling
Inspection and conditioning reactorpool

shielding beamtubes and thermal column
conditioning reactor pool
revision bottom plug

Segmentation and waste disposal
segmentation vessel and comp. in pool
transport waste
waste treatment

Various activities
cleaning
inspection
visitors

Total collective dose

DOSE(mmanSv)

15.20
22.21
16.61
10.60
7.02

55.98
26.66
22.97

29.33
15.01
27.70

4.88
3.63

71.64

15.74
27.27
105.61

72.04

8.74

Estimated
70

50
20
50

20

100

0.23
301.04 310

TABLE 4 DOSE DISTRIBUTION FOR VESSEL DISMANTLING AND POOL CONDITIONING

Institute

ECN
JRC
Companies
Total

number of
persons
involved

135
30
46
211

doserange

0-1

61
28
40
129

1-3

33
2
5
40

(mSv)

3-5

28
0
1
29

5-7

9
0
0
9

7-9

4
0
0
4

highest
pers.
dose
mSv

8.60
2.20
3.56

avg.
pers.
dose
mSv

1.92
0.33
0.44
1.42

coll.
dose

mSv

259.65
9.80
20.15
289.60

The total dose for the installation and recommissioning activities is
summarised in Table 5.
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A survey of the whole vessel replacement operation is given in |2|

TABLE 5 COLLECTIVE DOSE FOR THE INSTALLATION AND RECOMMISS1ONTNG ACTIVITIES

Activity DOSE(mmanSv)
Installation of new vessel and components 47.34
Reinstallation beamtube and pool facilities 27.01
Recomir.issioning 7.25
Maintenance and (operational) activities 80.91
TOTAL 162.51

CONCLUDING REMARKS

-1984 was characterized by an extended reactor shut-down for the replacement
of the vessel and its peripheral component. Nany experimental facilities
were replaced during the process.
-By reassigning the staff, the overall project could be carried out
within the normal HFR Programme funding.
-All the operations were uneventful without major technical or radiological
problems.
-The total radiation exposure remained below the estimated values and was at
the same level as in previous years.
-&0-Co was the main radioisotope in the activated aluminium and stainless
steel components. The cooling off period was sufficiently long for decay of
short lived radioactivity, especially 51-Cr.
-For decomissioning of similar installations the swift and uneventful dis-
mantling of the 22 year old reactor set an interesting example.
-The new HFR Petten features increased and improved experimental facilities.
Among others the obsolete thermal column has been replaced by two high flux
beam tubes. Moreover the new plant has been designed for future increases of
reactor power and neutron fluxes.
-The replacement project was accomplished by the exceptional efforts of many
colleagues of ECN and JRC Petten. Their contributions are gratefully
acknowledged.
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DECOMMISSIONING NUCLEAR FACILITIES
FOLLOWING POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

H. Kenneth Elder
Bechtel Western Power Corporation'1'

ABSTRACT

Nuclear facilities that have undergone accidents must
be cleaned up and restarted or decommissioned. The
cost, safety and technology of cleanup and decom-
missioning of fuel cycle and non-fuel cycle facilities
have been analyzed. Cost and safety data have been
developed for reference mixed oxide and various fuel
plants, a pharmaceutical lab and an ore processing
facility. Comparisons have been made with normal
decommissioning and information is provided on 10CFR61
impacts.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the results of a s^udy sponsored by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to conceptually evaluate post-accident
decommissioning of reference nuclear fuel cycle and non-fuel cycle
faci1i ties.''' Two nuclear fuel cycle f a n 1i ties are covered: a mi xed
oxide fuel fabrication (MOX) plant and a uranium fuel fabrication ((U-Fab)
plant. The non-fuel cycle facilities are a pharmaceutical manufacturing
plant and an ore processing facility. The purpose of the reference study
was to provide information on the available technology, the safety
considerations, and the probable costs of post-accident decommissioning
and of accident cleanup activities that precede the decommissioning for
the reference nuclear facilities.

The activities that follow shutdown of a facility that has been
involved in an accident are somewhat different from the activities that
follow normal shutdown. Post-accident activities include stabilization,
accident cleanup, and active decommissioning. Details of the
stabilization period and of recovery of the facility for restart are not
analyzed. Because the overall accident cleanup activities would be
similar whether the facility was ultimately restarted or decommissioned,
the accident cleanup analysis is considered to be a good representation of
this period, independent of the ultimate use of the plant. Accident
cleanup requirements are also shown to be essentially independent of the
decommissioning alternative chosen.

(a) Based on work done on NUREG/CR-3293, funded by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, while employed at Battelle Northwest,
Richland, WA
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It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the alternatives of
permanently shutting down or restarting a facility that has been involved
in an accident. If the facility is to be permanently shut down, actual
decommissioning activities are considered to begin following the
completion of accident cleanup. Three alternative approaches to
decommissioning have been defined in the reference reports and are
summarized here:

o DECON - The immediate removal from the facility of all material
with residual radioactivity levels greater than those permitted
for unrestricted use of the property. DECON meets the
requirements for termination of the facility license and renders
the facility and site available for unrestricted use within a
finite time period.

o SAFSTOR - Activities designed to place (preparations for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a radioactive facility in
such a condition that the risk to public safety is within
acceptable bounds. At the conclusion of the safe storage period,
the facility must be decontaminated to levels that permit its
release for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).

o ENTOMB - Cleanup and decontamination, to a lesser extent than
DECON, is coupled with the confinement of the remaining
contaminated components in a strong and structurally long-lived
material to assure retention until the radioactivity decays to
levels that permit unrestricted release of the property.

STUDY APPROACH

Post-accident decommissioning and the accident cleanup activities
are analyzed for accident scenarios chosen to illustrate technological
requirements, occupational radiation doses, and cleanup and decom-
missioning costs that are substantially greater than those estimated for
decommissioning following normal shutdown. The parameters characterizing
the reference accident scenarios that are important to accident cleanup
and decommissioning activities are the resulting radioactive contamination
levels, radiation exposure rates, and damage to the structures and
equipment.

Once the situation is stabilized, accident cleanup can begin.
Accident cleanup is considered to be those activities leading to cleanup
of contamination and processing and disposal of wastes generated by the
accident. Accident cleanup can either be followed by recovery of the
facility for restart or by decommissioning. This study includes only an
analysis of the activities related to decommissioning and does not analyze
the activities related to refurbishment following accident cleanup.

The goals of accident cleanup are to 1) reduce the initial high
levels of radioactive contamination present in the facility, thereby
reducing the radiation dose received by cleanup and decommissioning
workers; and 2) collect, package for disposal, and dispose of the readily
dispersible radioactivity in the plant. To achieve these goals, accident
cleanup is postulated to include the following tasks:

o processing of contaminated liquid released during the accident
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o initial decontamination of building surfaces and decontamination
or disposal of some equipment

o solidification and packaging of wastes from the above accident
cleanup operations.

These accident cleanup activities are necessary and would be
approximately the same whether the plant is ultimately refurbished or
decommissioned. Decontamination during the accident cleanup period
(whether for eventual restart or decom- missioning) cannot be too
chemically corrosive or destructive, since this could compromise the
integrity of systems that must remain intact during cleanup and
decommissioning. The work required to complete specific cleanup tasks is,
of course, determined by the severity of the accident.

REFERENCE FACILITIES AND SITE

The reference MOX plant for this study is the Cimarron, Oklahoma,
plant of Kerr McGee. It is the same plant that was used as the reference
plant for a previous study (NUREG/CR-0129)''' of MOX plant decom-
missioning following normal shutdown. It should be noted that the
reference MOX plant is a small prototype plant and is not representative
of a large commercial plant. The reference U-Fab plant is the Wilmington,
North Carolina, plant of General Electric Company and is the same plant
that was used as the reference plant for a previous study (NUREG/
CR-1266)' '* of U-Fab decommissioning following normal shutdown. The
reference non-fuel cycle plant and ore processing site are taken from
NUREG/CR-1754'"' which described normal decommissioning of the reference
facilities. The use of these plants as reference facilities should not be
construed as implying anything about their reliability and/or safety
relative to other facilities in operation or under construction. Their
use facilitates comparisons with the earlier, non-accident,
decommissioning studies.

REFERENCE ACCIDENT SCENARIOS AND RESULTANT CONTAMINATION LEVELS

The reference accident scenarios provide the bases for the
post-accident cleanup and decommissioning cost and safety estimates given
in NUREG/CR-3293. From the viewpoint of this study, which deals with
accident cleanup and decommissioning, the consequences of an accident
(i.e., the radiological and physical condition of the plant following an
accident) are much more important than the sequence of events that occur
during the accident. Therefore, detailed descriptions of accident
sequences are not given. The reference accident scenarios provide
information about radioactive contamination, radiation exposure rates, and
damage to structures and equipment. The consequence scenarios chosen for
the reference study are believed to be credible with respect to initiating
circumstances and are in the range of scenarios currently as design bases
by the NRC in safety evaluations. A summary of the accident scenarios
used for the facilities which form the basis of this study is listed in
Table 1.

MOX AND U-FAB PLANT CLEANUP AND DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES AND COSTS

Post-stabilization activities at an accident-damaged nuclear facility
include: 1) preparations for accident cleanup, 2) accident cleanup of the
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TABLE 1 SuwMPy of Accident Sccntries

SMli MOX Plint
Accident Parameter

• Accident

• Inventory at Risk

• Release Mechanism

tectdent Description
Explosion followed by
major faci l i ty f i re

125 kg Pu

1. Blending tank failure
1001 liquid release

2. 4t aerosol release
due to f i re

• Radioactivity
Released

- Inside Building
- Outside Building

• Physical Damage to
Suilding

36 kg Pu
5 g Pu

Fire damage to interior,
building exterior not
breached

Accident Parameter

• Accident Description

• Inventory at Risk

• Release Mechanism

• Radioactivity
Released

- Inside Building

- Outside Building

• Physical Damage

Accident Parameter
« Accident

• Inventory at Risk

• Release Mechanism

• Radioactivity Released

• Inside Building

- Outside Building

• Physical Damage to
Building.

U-Fab Plant Accident Description

UF(j cylinder rupture
(2 cylinders damaged)

2160 kg UF6

UF, vaporization
1/3 of Inventory
released

700 kg UF
(440 kg Ufi)

2 kg UFg
(-1 kg U)

None

UFg cylinder rupture

4400 kg UF6

UF, vaporization
1/3 of Inventory
released

None

1260 kg of UF6

None

Non-Fuel Cycle F a c i l i t y
Accident Description

Major fac i l i ty f i re

Max. Inventory 1n
each laboratory

1001 of 3H, 1 4C, 1 2 5

I t of l37Cs and Z41A

F1re In storage area

Max. Inventory In
plant storage area

loot of 3H, 1 4C, l i i \
I t of l37Cs and 2 4 1 * i

.000 Cl 3H, 10 Cl l4C 4000 C1 3 H, 15 Cl }4C.
1 Ci i " l , 0.5 Cl l 3 7Cs, 4 C1 1 2 5 I , 1 C1.24lA«
1 Cl * " * •

Negligible

Fire Damage to
Building

Negligible

F1re Damage to
Building

Accident Parameter

• Accident

• Inventory at risk

• Release mechanism

• Radioactivity

Ore Processing Facility
Accident Description

Tailings dam failure

8.2 x 10* kg of U 30 8
2.05 x 105 kg ThO2

Materbornt sol Ids released
from tailines pend

Uranium tnd daughters
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process building and of other buildings as necessary, and, if the plant is
to be permanently shut down, 3) decommissioning of the facility. This
section briefly summarizes some requirements and procedures of these
activities and costs.

Preparations for Accident Cleanup

Preparations for accident cleanup include the following activities
(not necessarily in the order listed):

o contaminated area entry and data acquisition
o preparation of documentation for regulatory agencies
o design, fabrication, and installation of special equipment
o development of detailed work plans and procedures
o selection and training of accident cleanup staff.

Accident Cleanup Activities

o Decontaminate the building to permit access.
o Install the evaporator solidification facility.
o Flush contaminated tanks and pipes and process the contaminated

1iquid.
o Continue the decontamination of building surfaces and equipment,
o Process contaminated liquids from cleanup operations,
o Replace contaminated filters.
o Solidify and package wastes from accident cleanup,
o Treat and dispose of wastes from accident cleanup,
o Perform radiation survey to determine the extent of residual

contamination following accident cleanup and to verify the
effectiveness of cleanup operations.

The objective of initial decontamination of surfaces and equipment is
to reduce surface contamination levels and resultant radiation exposure
rates to permit reasonable occupancy times for workers engaged in cleanup
operations.

Radioactive wastes from accident cleanup operations include:

o Sol id Materials - Dry radioactive wastes generated from
decontamina- tion. These materials consist of trash, contaminated
equipment and material, and HEPA and roughing filters.

o Process Solids - Contaminated sludges and process solid wastes
that arise from the treatment of process fluids and
decontamination liquids. These solid wastes may include filter
cartridge assemblies and evaporator bottoms.

o Chemical Decontamination Solutions - Liquid decontamination wastes
that have not been treated to generate process solids. These
wastes are immobilized by incorporation in cement or in vinyl
ester styrene.

Decommissioning Activities

Following the completion of the accident cleanup activities, the
actual decommissioning activities begin. As a result of the efforts
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during accident cleanup, the decommissioning activities are considered not
to be affected greatly by the condition of the plant immediately following
the accident. Hence decommissioning can be carried out in a more stable
environment than accident cleanup.

In the reference study, post-accident decommissioning is analyzed for
the DECON alternative. DECON is the decommissioning alternative that
leads to the earliest release of the facility and site for unrestricted
use and to the earliest termination of the facility's nuclear license.
The decontamination and dismantlement activities during post-accident
DECON are similar to activities during DECON following normal shutdown,
described in References 2, 3 and 4. These activities include:

o decontamination of the surfaces of process systems and equipment
o disassembly and disposal of contaminated equipment, including

ductwork and piping
o removal of contaminated concrete
o packaging and shipment of radioactive wastes to a waste disposal

site
o a final radiation survey.

Some of these activities are initiated during accident cleanup.
However, the bulk of this work is carried out during DECON, particularly
the removal of large equipment components and of contaminated structural
material. Accident-generated contamination results in a somewhat greater
level of effort and a greater volume of radioactive waste material for
post-accident DECON than for DECON following normal shutdown.

Costs of Accident Cleanup and Decommissioning for MOX and U-Fab Plants

Estimated costs of accident cleanup and of decommissioning at the
reference MOX plant and U-Fab plant are summarized in this section. All
costs are in 1981 dollars and include a 25% contingency. It should be
noted that the assumptions on which these costs are based are outlined in
reference 1 and are not repeated here. Only the most significant
assumptions which affect accident cleanup cost levels are discussed in
this paper. No allowance is made for delays in accident cleanup due to
political or public resistance to cleanup as in the case of Three Mile
Island. Cost estimate details and assumptions are based on NUREG/CR-3293.

Costs of MOX Plant Accident Cleanup

Total estimated costs requirements for accident cleanup at the
reference MOX plant are shown in Table 2. Accident cleanup at the
reference plant following the reference accident is estimated to cost
4.6 million and to require 1.5 years for completion. These costs and
times include the requirements for planning and preparation as well as for
the actual cleanup activities. It should be noted that these costs and
assumptions are based on details outlined in NUREG/CR-3293 and strongly
reflect the small size of the reference MOX plant. A commercial size MOX
type plant would require substantially higher costs for cleanup than those
shown here. It should also be noted that waste disposal costs have
increased substantially, since the 1981 estimate, in the reference study.
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TABLE I SuwMry of Estimated Costs of Accident Cleanup
at the Reference

Cost Category

Manpower
Planning and Preparation
Accident Cleanup

Equipment and Supplies
Disposal of Radioactive Material
Miscellaneous Owner Expense
Specialty Contractors

Subtotal
251 Contingency

Total Costs of Accident Cleanup

MOX Plant

Cost 1n Mi l l ions of
1981 Oo l la rs ( a )

0.328
1.916
0.526
0.360
0.536
0.037

3.703
0.926

4.629

Percent of
Total

8.9
51.7
14.2
9.7

14.5
1.0

100.0

(a) Number of figure? shown 1s for computational accuracy and does not
Imply precision to the nearest thousand dollars.

TABLE
Reference MOX Plant 1 "

Cost/Category

Staff Labor
Planning and Preparation
Decommissioning

Equipment and Supplies
Disposal of Radioactive Material
Miscellaneous Owner Expense
Specialty Contractors

Subtotal
251 Contingency
Total Decommissioning Costs

Cost in Mi l l ions of
1981 Dol lars1")

0.946
5.269
1.217
0.820
0.670
0.238

9.160
2.290

11.450

Percent of
Total

10.3
57.5
13.3
9.0
7.3
2.6

100.0

(a) Summary does not include the cost of packaging and disposal to
shallow-land burial of the sludge from the sewage lagoons that
would add an additional JO.75 million in waste disposal and con-
tingency costs.

(b) Number of figures shown is for computational accuracy and does not
imply precision to the nearest thousand dollars.

Costs of MOX Plant Decommissioning

Total estimated costs of decommissioning following accident cleanup
are summarized in Table 3 for the reference MOX plant. Decommissioning
cost details are presented in Chapter 8. Decommissioning following
accident cleanup is not much different from normal decommissioning and is
estimated to cost $11.5 million and require 1.75 years for completion.

Costs of U-Fab Plant Accident Cleanup

The estimated costs of accident cleanup at the reference U-Fab plant
are summarized in Table 4. These activities are estimated to require
about 0.5 year (plus 0.5 year for planning and preparations), at a cost of
approximately %2.2 million. It should be noted that waste disposal costs
have increased substantially since the 1981 cost estimates.

Manpower represents about 53% of the total cost of accident cleanup.
Manpower costs include both support staff and accident cleanup worker
labor.
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TABLE -.4 Summary of Estimated Costs of Accident Cleanup it tht
Reference U-Fib Plant

Cost/Category

Manpower
Planning and Preparation
Accident Cleanup

Equipment and Supplies
Disposal of Radioactive Materials
Miscellaneous Owner Expense
Specialty Contractors

Subtotal
2S» Contingency

Total Costs of Accident Cleanup

Cost 1n Mill ions of
1981 Do l l a rs ' ' '

0.266
0.657
0.230
0.240
0.302
0.040

1.735
0.434

2.169

Percent of
Total '

15.3
37.9
13.3
13.8
17.4
2.3

100.0

(a) Number of figures shown is for computational accuracy and does not
imply precision to the nearest thousand dollars.

TABLE 5 Summary of Estimated Costs of Post-Accident DECON at the
Reference U-Fab Plant

* Cost/Category

M«n power
Planning and Preparation
Decommissioning

Equipment and Supplies
Disposal of Radioactive Material
Miscellaneous Owner Expense
Specialty Contractors

Subtotal
25i Contingency

Total Decommissioning

Cost in Mil l ions of
1981 D o l l a r s ( a )

0.398
2.334
0.174
0.273
1.011
0.084

4.274
1.073

5.347

Percent of
Total

9.3
54.6
4.1
6.4

23.6
2.0

100.0

(a) Number of figures shown Is for computational accuracy and does not
Imply precision to the nearest thousand dollars.

Costs of U-Fab Plant Decommissioning

Total estimated costs of decommissioning following accident cleanup
are summarized in Table 5 for the reference U-Fab plant. Decommissioning
cost details are presented in reference 1. Decommissioning following
accident cleanup is estimated to cost $5.3 million and to require one year
for completion.

Comparison of Mox and UF6 Plant

Comparisons of manpower requirements, occupational radiation doses,
waste management requirements, and costs between post-accident
decommissioning following the reference accident and normal-shutdown
decommissioning via the DECON alternative are presented in Table 6.
Estimated staff labor requirements and occupational radiation doses for
post-accident DECON are approximately 1.5 times larger than estimated
staff requirements and occupational radiation doses for DECON following
normal shutdown. The total costs of post-accident DECON are estimated to
be about 20% larger than the costs of DECON following normal shutdown.
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Comparisons of Post-Accident and Normal -Shutdown DecomiissioMng
(DECON Alternative) for the MOX and U-Fab Plants

Reference HOX Reference U-Fab

Parameter

Staff Labor (man-years)

Occupational Dose
(man-rem)

Haste Volume ( « 3 ) ( d )

Cost (I millions)*")

Post-
Accident
PECON'*'

1S8
91

451
11.4

Normal-
ShutdoMn
DECON(b>

131
76

430
10.7

Post-
Accident
DECON'»'

63.8
15.9

1155
5.3

Normal-
Shutdown
DECON<c>

53.2
15.7

1100
4.9

(a) Values are for DECON following cleanup after the reference accident.
(b) Values are from Reference (NUREG/CR-1266)
(c) Values are from Reference (NUREG/CR-1266)
(d) Costs are 1n 1981 dollars and Include a 251 contingency.

DECOMMISSIONING OF REFERENCE NON-FUEL CYCLE FACILITY

Estimates of time and manpower requirements and total costs are made
for DECON following an accident at the reference laboratory. The
decommissioning analyses for this laboratory use cost data for the
decommissioning of facility components. Costs of planning and preparation
and of a final radiation survey of the decommissioned facility are added
to the basic decontamination costs of the individual components.
Decommissioning requirements and costs following an accident for the
reference laboratory are summarized in Table 7. The costs are estimated
to be about 1.7 times the normal decommissioning costs from NUREG/CR-1754.

DECOMMISSIONING OF REFERENCE ORE PROCESSING FACILITY SITE

Estimates are made of time and manpower requirements and total costs
of decommissioning the reference site. For the tailings pile containing
uranium and thorium residues, estimates are made of requirements and costs
for both the site stabilization and the removal options. Decommissioning
requirements and costs for the reference site are summarized in Table 8.
The costs are estimated to be about 1.6 times the normal decommissioning
costs from NUREG/CR-1754.

CLASSIFICATION OF WASTES

The purpose of this section is to evaluate waste disposal
requirements in terms of the requirements for waste characterization
published in Title 10, Part 61 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR 61). To accomplish this evaluation, radioactive wa-.,... from the
conceptual decommissioning of the reference plants following an accident
are classified in terms of the waste classes specified in Section 61.55 of
10 CFR. Section 61.55 establishes three classes of low-level radioactive
waste (LLW) based on radiological hazard, and defines limiting
concentrations of long-lived and shortlived nuclides for each waste
class. Minimum waste form and stability requirements are also defined for
each waste class.
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TABLE 1 ' Summary of Estimated Requirements and Costs for DECON
at the Reference Laboratory Following an Accident

Requirement or Cost
for Reference Laboratory^)

241Am Laboratory

Time (days)
Manpower (man-days)
Occupational Dose' ' (man-rem)
Costs ($ thousands)(c'

Staff Labor
Equipment
Supplies
Waste Management

Totals

81
336
40

49.1
2.5
7.0

15.3
74

(a) The listed value represents the requirement or cost for
both planning and preparation and the actual decommis-
sioning of the laboratory.

(b) Estimated on the.assumption that workers do not use
protective respiratory equipment. Doses could be
reduced by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude through the use
of this equipment. This Is a likely alternative for
the "'Am laboratory,

(c) Costs are in 1981 dollars and
contingency.

TABLE 8

Site

Tailings Pile

Stabilization
Option

Removal Option

Include a 251

Summary of Estimated Manpower Requirements,
Radiation Doses for Decommissioning the Ore
Site Following an Accident

Time Manpower
(days) (man-days)

32 174

139 1660

Requirement or Cost

Costs, and
Processing

Cost**' Occupational Radiation
($ thousands) Dose (man-rem)

157

8380

0.08

1.0

(a) Costs are in 1981 dollars and indues a 251 contingency.

Class A waste has the lowest concentrations of radioactivity and must
meet minimum requirements for burial designed to facilitate handling at
the disposal site and provide protection of the health and safety of
burial site personnel. Class B waste has higher concentrations of
radioactivity and must meet more rigorous requirements on waste form to
ensure stability after disposal. Class C waste must not only meet more
rigorous requirements on waste form to ensure stability but also requires
additional measures at the disposal facility to protect against
inadvertent intrusion. Wastes with radionudide concentrations that do
not meet the classification criteria of 10 CFR 61 are generally
unacceptable for routine near-surface disposal and must be safely stored
by the licensee until a specific determination can be made on their
disposition.

Radioactive materials that require disposal as a consequence
of conceptual decommissioning of the reference facility include
1) contaminated materials, and 2) radioactive wastes. Contaminated
materials from decommissioning fuel cycle plants include nearly all of the
piping and equipment in the plant buildings and facilities, as well as
many of the concrete surfaces of these buildings. The principal limiting
isotopes in these materials are plutonium in the MOX plant and uranium in
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the U-Fab plants. Average concentrations of limiting radionuclides in
contaminated materials are low enough that these materials constitute
Class A waste for the U-Fab plant. For the MOX plant, most of the waste
from decommissioning will have to be sent to interim storage due to the
high contents of long-lived isotopes. For both the pharmaceutical lab and
the ore processing facility the wastes are class A.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Cleanup and decommissioning of a non-reactor nuclear facility that
has been involved in a serious accident is technically feasible. Many of
the techniques and procedures used to decontaminate or decommission a
facility following an accident are similar to those used for decontami-
nation or decommissioning following normal shutdown and may be used with
proper consideration of problems involved in working in areas with higher
radiation levels.

Existing regulations can be used to cover post-accident cleanup and
decommissioning. However, some modifications and/or additions that deal
specifically with waste management requirements should be developed.
Radioactive wastes from accident cleanup and decommissioning may range
from low-specific-activity trash and rubbish to high-specific-activity
wastes, including evaporator bottoms. Some of these wastes may not be
suitable for disposal by shallow-land burial. Regulatory attention should
be given to defining waste disposal criteria that will minimize the
impacts of management of high-specific-activity wastes on the costs and
occupational exposures for accident cleanup and decommissioning.

This study shows that the costs of accident cleanup and decom-
missioning of a nuclear facility following a serious accident can be
greater than the costs of decommissioning following normal shutdown. In
addition, uncertainties in the plant conditions following an accident,
need for construction of special facilities and equipment, regulatory
requirements, problems in obtaining adequate financing, and the delays
resulting from all of these factors can significantly increase accident
cleanup costs to amounts greater than the engineering costs estimated in
this study. Property damage insurance appears to be a suitable mechanism
for ensuring the availability of funds for post-accident cleanup and the
increased costs of decommissioning above those estimated for normal
decommissioning, and efforts should continue to be made to assure that an
adequate level of property damage insurance coverage is carried by
operators of non-reactor nuclear facilities.

Most of the nuclear waste from decommissioning the MOX plant is
considered to have radionuclide concentrations that exceed Class C waste
and will have to be placed in interim storage. All waste from the U-Fab
and UF», plants is Class A waste and will be disposed of in shallow-land
disposal. To be acceptable for shallow-land disposal, Class A waste must
meet the minimum packaging and waste form requirements given in
paragraph 61.56(a) of 10 CFR. The waste processing and packaging methods
described in the reference study (Reference 1) provide sufficient
protection to permit the handling and disposal of these wastes at a
licensed shallow-land disposal site without further packaging requirements.
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ASBESTOS INSULATION REMOVAL AT THE
SHIPPINGPORT STATION DECOMMISSIONING PROJECT

Roy G. Bauer
Shippingport Station Decommissioning Project Office

UNC Nuclear Industries

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to transfer technology
developed during the asbestos removal at the Shippingport
Station Decommissioning Project (SSDP). The information
is provided to assist engineering personnel preparing
for asbestos removal. A brief background of the project
and its specific considerations are given. Engineering
decisions, lessons-learned and recommendations are
presented to assist in the avoidance of contracting,
safety, and technical difficulties.

INTRODUCTION

The Shippingport Atomic Power Station was the first commercial
nuclear power plant in the United States, joining the Duquesne Light
Company grid in December 1957. The Shippingport Station was shut down
in October 1982 and defueled in preparation for dismantling. On September
6, 1984, the Shippingport Station Decommissioning Project Office of
the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) assumed responsibility of the
site. Like other facilities of this vintage, asbestos insulati.on was
used extensively for thermal insulation on piping and components and
as fire insulation on steel structures. Therefore, a significant aspect
of the decommissioning project is the removal of the asbestos insulation
from the plant areas to be dismantled.

The decommissioning is being managed by the General Electric Company,
along with their integrated subcontractor MK-Ferguson, as the Decommissioning
Operations Contractor (DOC). The DOC will award most of the dismantling
work to subcontractors. The asbestos removal contract was awarded
to the International Technology (IT) Corporation.

The SSDP was initiated in July 1980 with the start of engineering
and planning, during which a twelve-volume Decommissioning Plan was
developed. In the Decommissioning Plan, asbestos removal was assigned
to three separate specif'cations to coincide with the removal of components
and piping from diverse areas of the plant. However, shortly after
initiation of the decommissioning phase of the project, it was decided
to consolidate all asbestos removal into a single subcontract due to
the specialized nature of the work, the unique hazards involved,
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and the special training and precautions required. The asbestos removal
subcontract was awarded before the start of physical decommissioning
as a part of site preparation. In this way the DOC was able to
assure removal of asbestos prior to the scheduled removal of piping
and components.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL SPECIFICATION

Development of an asbestos removal specification for a nuclear
decommissioning project requires consideration of asbestos regulations,
disposal, ALARA principles, waste water generation, and the project
dismantling plans and schedules to be implemented after asbestos
removal. Engineering evaluations that address these issues are
necessary to ensure an adequate specification.

Asbestos Regulations

Removal of asbestos insulation at SSDP is regulated by DOE
Order 5480.4, "Environmental Safety and Health Protection Program
for DOE Operations". The DOE Orders reference Title 29 of the Code
of Federal Regulations, parts 1910.134 and 1910.1001 and Title 40
of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 61, subparts A and M.
These regulations require that asbestos removal be conducted in
accordance with stringent engineering controls, similar to those
applied to work in radiologically contaminated environments, including
isolation, enclosure, exhaust ventilation and dust collection, as
well as protective clothing and respiratory protection.

The SSDP Safety Manual assures compliance with the federal
limits for airborne asbestos by an administrative limit which is
10% of the OSHA airborne asbestos levels (29 CFR 1910.1001). This
is illustrated in Table 1:

TABLE 1. ALLOWABLE AIRBORNE ASBESTOS LEVELS

Category 29 CFR 1910.1001 SSDP

8 hour TWAa Limit 2 fibers/cc .2 fibers/cc
Ceiling Limit 10 fibers/cc 1 fiber/cc
Air Purifying Respirator 2-20 fibers/cc .2-2 fiber/cc
Powered Air Purifying 20-200 fibers/cc 2-20 fibers/cc
Respirator

Type C Supplied Air >200 fibers/cc >20 fibers/cc

aTime Weighted Average

This 10% administrative limit is carried further by an established
action level at 50% of the airborne concentration for each respirator
type. When airborne concentrations reached the action level, the
subcontractor was required to reduce the airborne asbestos levels
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or switch to the respirator type with a higher level of protection.
Verification of the airborne asbestos levels was achieved by daily
work area and personnel air sampling, analyses and reporting.

Disposal

The cost-benefit study for asbestos disposal showed that it
was cost-effective at SSDP to ship all asbestos generated in radiologically
controlled areas as radioactive waste, rather than invest in the
manpower and equipment required to survey each bag of asbestos.
Since the wastes generated were government property, shipped to
the government burial site at Hanford, Washington, the burial costs
incurred only represent Rockwell-Hanford operating expenses. These
costs are presently $3.92/ft3. For a commercially-owned nuclear
station a cost benefit analysis would have to be performed to support
any disposal decision. Asbestos removed from radiologically controlled
areas has been shipped for burial in a plywood overpack box. Asbestos
removed from Non-Radiologically Controlled Areas was packaged and
shipped to a local licensed landfill for burial. The cost of disposal
of the non-contaminated asbestos was $5.00 per bag or approximately
$1.33/ft3.

ALARA Principles

ALARA considerations have the potential to influence asbestos
removed in a highly contaminated nuclear installation, but SSDP
was not significantly affected since Shippingport is very clean
from a radiological standpoint. General contact dose rates on piping
and components ranged from 1 to 15 mr/hr, with selected primary
coolant components in the 500 mr/hr range. The subcontractor was
generally given the freedom to optimize removal methods without
compromises imposed by occupational exposure concerns.

Waste Water Generation

Water is frequently used to assist in asbestos removal work
for cleanup and control of airborne fibers; therefore, the capability
of the site to handle contaminated waste water should be determined
and factored in the asbestos removal specifications. For the SSDP,
a decision was made to minimize generation of contaminated water,
and the subcontractor was instructed not to generate waste water
in the radiologically controlled portions of the plant.

Project Dismantling Plans

Project dismantling plans have the potential to influence the
scope of asbestos removal at a dismantling project. The SSDP Decommissioning
Plan called for the removal of the steam generator (heat exchangers
and steam drums), pressurizer, blowoff and flash tanks (primary
coolant depressurization tanks), and gas stripper in one piece as
opposed to in-situ segmentation. An engineering evaluation determined
that the removal of these components in one piece with asbestos
insulation intact would yield savings in both occupational exposures
and dismantling costs. However, these advantages were weighed against
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other factors including potential clearance problems with removal
through hatches, extensive rigging and handling requirements that
could breach the outer sheath of the insulation, and costly long-term
storage and shipping requirements. As a result, the pressurizer,
blowoff, and flash tanks were stripped of asbestos prior to removal
since the potential problems were judged to outweigh the potential
savings and benefits of one-piece removal with asbestos insulation
intact. Although removal of components with insulation intact has
not been performed at SSDP to date, the potential still exists for
the gas stripper and for the trench piping in the radwaste processing
yard to utilize this approach. Conditions (and combinations thereof)
that would support the removal of components with asbestos insulation
intact include:

1. High component exposure dose rate - High dose rates discourage
the personnel residence times required for asbestos removal.

2. High background exposure dose rates - This condition favors
removal of the component with insulation intact for immediate
packaging or transfer to another location for asbestos removal.

3. Small component size - Small components may be readily removed
in one piece and placed in a shipping container.

4. Inaccessibility to the component - Pipe trenches and equipment
location can hinder access for asbestos removal. Removal of
the pipe or component with insulation intact allows for immediate
packaging or transfer to another location for asbestos removal.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL PRECAUTIONS

The precautions of concern were those relating to the asbestos
worker and the work environment. The precautionary measures employed
at SSDP were extensive to protect the asbestos worker, the onsite
support personnel, as well as future dismantling workers.

Personnel Precautions

1. Respiratory protection was in accordance with DOE Order 5480.4
(discussed previously). One out of four asbestos workers was
equipped with a personal air monitor.

2. Air sample filters were sent to two independent laboratories
each evening for immediate analysis. The start of work each
day was dependent upon the laboratories' reports of the samples
from the previous work day.

3. Protective clothing used included surgical greens, cotton glove
liners, two pairs of rubber gloves, disposable suits with hoods,
neoprene boots, and PVC coated booties over the boots. All
potential openings in the outer clothing boundary were sealed
with tape. Safety harnesses were required when climbing above
platform elevations.
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4. Asbestos workers were trained in safe asbestos removal techniques,
including the use of asbestos encapsulants.

5. Asbestos workers were trained as radiation workers.

6. Entry to and exit from asbestos work areas was conducted through
airlocks.

7. Disposable clothing was discarded as asbestos waste during egress
from the area.

8. All asbestos workers were required to shower prior to entering
the locker areas.

Plant Precautions

The primary plant protection features included work area containments,
bagging, radioactive asbestos storage areas, and asbestos-filled
bag egress routes.

Asbestos Containments

Asbestos containment types employed at SSDP included full room
containments, partial room containments, drip containments, and
glove bags.

Full Room Containments are used when the volume of asbestos
is large relative to the room size and uniformly distributed
throughout, and if cleanup following asbestos removal would
not require excessive effort. Full room containments were utilized
in the reactor chamber, boiler chambers and laundry room.

Partial Room Containments are used when the volume of asbestos
is high in one part of a room; a plastic "pipe chase" may tie
required to surround a run of asbestos piping through a room.
Partial room containments reduce the affected area, simplifying
cleanup. The auxiliary chamber and plant equipment and mechanical
rooms used partial room containments.

Drip Containments consist of plastic draped beneath horizontal
runs of piping and extending approximately six inches above
each side of the pipe to form a catch basin which is sealed
on the sides and to the pipe. Since they are open at the top,
drip containments were only permitted within full or partial
room containments at SSDP.

Glove Bags are used when there is a small volume of asbestos
relative to the room size and the cleanup effort required of
a full room containment would be excessive. A glove bag is
installed around the pipe, valve, or component to be stripped.
They are clear plastic., localized containments in which all
removal tools, wipe cloths, encapsulant sprays, and duct tape
are placed prior to closure. Glove bags were used extensively
in the fuel handling building, equipment rooms, and reactor
plant service building.
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Bagging

Bagging in room containments was carried out in two steps.
Asbestos wastes (bricks, pipe lagging, etc.) were loaded directly
into the inner bags inside the room containments. Outer bag loading
occurred immediately as the inner bags were passed from the room
containment to the second chamber of the airlock. The outer bags
were then sealed and surveyed in the airlock. Bagging of asbestos
removed in glove bags is handled in a similar fashion. After removal
from a pipe or valve, the glove bag is sealed and placed in an inner
bag. As the inner bag is passed over the asbestos boundary, it
is placed in an outer bag, sealed, and surveyed.

Asbestos Storage and Egress Routes

Storage areas for bagged radioactive asbestos were established
at clear floor spaces and roped-off for asbestos waste storage.
An asbestos inventory was collected until a sufficient quantity
was accumulated to justify the switch to bag handling operations.
Asbestos removal paths were established to minimize travel distance
and avoid interference with other work proceeding onsite. The asbestos
removal subcontractor collected the radioactive asbestos waste bags
in a transfer container, which was delivered to a warehouse area.
The subcontractor's responsibility ended when the asbestos bags
were accepted by the DOC for final packaging and shipment.

LESSONS LEARNED

The lessons-learned discussed here relate to the asbestos removal
and handling operations.

1. During removal, asbestos was loaded into a 9 mil polyethylene
inner bag, which was loaded into a 6 mil outer bag. After experience:
with holes in the outer bags, and subsequent covering with a
third bag, the asbestos removal subcontractor switched to 9
mil outer bags, which essentially solved the problem.

2. The asbestos removal subcontractor had an air compressor onsite
for supplied air respirators. Whenever working conditions permitted,
the compressor was employed, because it was more cost-effective
to use than the replacement filter cannisters for respirators.
When piping and scaffolds were a significant part of the operation,
the supplied air hoses could not be used. Powered air respirators
were superior to the non-powered air purifying type. Respirators
with two exhaust ports generally required less exhalation effort
than those with a single exhaust port, reducing the physical
stress on the worker.

3. Workers required in the confined containment chambers in full
protective clothing required rotation of job duties and crew
assignments on a continual basis to reduce work related psychological
stress. This improved work performance and cooperation among
the workers.
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4. Much of the asbestos removal at SSDP was performed in qlove
bags. In some cases, glove bags had to be modified to accommodate
pipe hangers. The most effective glove bags v>ere not always
the most expensive. There was a significant price increase
for glove bags shortly after the project was initiated, seemingly
due to the law of supply and demand.

5. When areas were turned into whole room containments, cleanup
operations became complex due to the many places where asbestos
dust could settle. Therefore, the asbestos removal subcontractor
taped joints in deck plates and crevices and covered complex
assemblies (e.g. spring hanger assemblies) with containment
bags during preparation work. This effectively reduced cleanup
efforts.

6. The DOC did not allow the asbestos removal subcontractor to
generate waste water in radiologically controlled plant areas,
the subcontractor relied very heavily on a spray encapsulant
to control the airborne fiber count in these areas. The asbestos
removal encapsulant effectively penetrates the asbestos, binding
the friable asbestos fibers. The combination of the negative
pressure environment (created by a HEPA filtered exhaust), the
placement of the HEPA exhaust ducts, the air flow rates used,
and the spray encapsulants resulted in some of the lowest airborne
asbestos levels ever achieved in the United States during asbestos
removal without the use of glove bags. Air sample readings
as low as .01 fibers/cc, were recorded, with a mean concentration
of .20 fibers/cc.

7. Conventional hand tools were used for removal of asbestos.
Aviation cutters were effective on the metal bands and wire
used to retain the insulation. Razor knives and hawkbill knives
were effective cutters for the outer cloth wrap and for cutting
plastic. To prevent puncture problems with the plastic bags,
small cardboard boxes were used for the initial packaging of
the metallic wastes prior to placement in the asbestos waste
bags.

8. A high asbestos airborne level was recorded in a support chamber
where the HEPA exhaust units were located. Subsequent investigation
revealed that a portable chamber HEPA filter exhaust unit had
been jarred during transport and was no longer capable of passing
the DOP test. The HEPA filter was changed, and the unit passed
the DOP test. Plant procedures were revised to require a new
DOP test every time a portable HEPA filter exhaust unit was
relocated. This event proved the effectiveness of the air monitors
and the necessity for the safety precautions employed at SSDP.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are provided for both specification
enhancement and improvement of asbestos removal operations.
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Specification Enhancement

1, An asbestos inspector should be appointed before and during
specification development to identify locations of loose asbestos
and provide details on hidden piping and penetrations.

?. The specification should require the subcontractor workers to
perform preparation and scaffold work in protective clothing
and respiratory protection where loose asbestos is present.

3. The Shippingport Plant has been modified several times over
its 25 year lifetime. Components have been replaced and new
systems were added, some of which were insulated with asbestos,
some without. To properly verify the presence of asbestos insulation,
bulk sampling was required. Bulk sampling should be performed
prior to, or in parallel with, specification development. It
would be prudent to identify each line that requires asbestos
removal in the specification.

4. The acceptance tests employed for release of asbestos work areas
consisted of a visual inspection for loose asbestos and an "aggressive'
air sample. The "aggressive" air sample was performed by an
inspector with an air blower, who stirred up the air throughout
the work area and then initiated 8 hours of air sampling in
diverse locations. Air sample results above .1 fibers per cubic
centimeter indicated the need for additional cleanup work.
This technique simulated conditions created during dismantling
tasks in the plant after asbestos removal to ensure the safety
of workers performing follow-on work. While the acceptance
criteria (<.l fibers/cc) is demanding, it is achievable and
well defined, allowing consistent interpretation by inspectors.
This approach is worth considering for application in other
asbestos removal projects.

Asbestos Removal Operations

1. If the generation of waste water is acceptable during asbestos
removal, cleanup operations in full room containments may be
shortened. High pressure water sprays are generally considered
to be effective in assisting asbestos dust removal.

2. The DOP test requirement should be adopted whenever relocating
a HEPA filter exhaust unit.

3. As part of the SSDP Technology Transfer Program documentation,
photographs and videotapes were taken of the asbestos removal
process. This form of documentation is helpful in assisting
management in planning, training, and improving work techniques
and safe practices. Videotapes were shown to the asbestos workers
and served to enhance worker morale and appreciation of their
role in the SSDP. Video documentation should be considered
by management as an effective tool during asbestos removal,
especially for long duration projects.
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4. The use of asbestos removal encapsulants should be considered,
as they will effectively reduce airborne asbestos levels during
removal, bagging, and cleanup operations.
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ABSTRACT

We studied the secondary emissions of particles induced
by different dismantling techniques, especially the cutting
techniques for metallic structures (grinding, oxy-acetylene
and plasma torch). These particles can disseminate contami-
nation all along the ventilation circuit from the cell to
the HEPA filters of the facility and their characteristics,
dependent upon several parameters, are important to know in
order to choose the appropriate prefiltration system. The
use of cleanable prefilters will bring valuable benefits :
longer life of HEPA filters, decrease of deposits in the
ventilation ducts, recovery of the filtrate into a small
volume and thus a decrease of gaseous waste volume and a
reduction of worker exposure.

INTRODUCTION"

The decommissioning of nuclear installations may involve an important
production of waste which will have to be evacuated in standard containers.
Putting the wastes in containers very often necessitates cutting processes.

These dismantling processes produce secondary emissions of aerosols
which can disseminate contamination in the cell where the cutting technique
takes place, but also in the ventilation ducts up to the HEPA filters, the
ultimate barrier before release into the environment. For some years
investigations have been carried out on the characterization of the
aerosols emitted and we know, for example, that the ultrafine particles
constitute the major part of the aerosols generated by thermal methods.
These particles are very difficult to filter and they induce rapid
clogging-up in the HEPA filters.

So, we propose the development and the use of cleanable prefiltration
devices which are v/ell adapted and optimized for this type of polluting
processes in order to protect the HEPA filters and thus to reduce the
amount of solid wastes.
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The work presented in this paper is being carried out as a jointly
funded project with the Commission of the European Communities in the
framework of the Community Research Programme on the Decommissioning of
Nuclear Installations (1984-1988).

The experiments have been made with a close collaboration of the
Nuclear Installation Decommissioning Central Unit (UDIN) one of whose major
concerns is the study of the effects of cutting methods on the environment.

The object of our work is to categorize the aerosol produced by
various cutting techniques, identify the possible captation and
prefiltration devices and evaluate them o.i an experimental rig.

CHARACTERIZATION OF AEROSOLS INDUCED BY CUTTING TECHNIQUES
ON DISMANTLING SITES

In order to choose an efficient filtering device the concentration and
the size distribution of the aerosol generated by the dismantling processes
must be known (Figure 1).

We will examine in this paper the secondary emissions produced by
some traditional cutting techniques of metallic structures, namely the
saws and grinder as mechanical methods, oxy-acetylene cutting torch and
plasma torch as thermal methods.

Some studies have been made on the characterization of aerosols
induced by thermal and mechanical techniques, mainly in laboratory with
inactive materials / 1 / / 2 / / 3 / and / 4 /.

We made several experiments on different nuclear decommissioning
sites, and we have emphasized the main results of these experiments.
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Figure 1. Use range of different filtering devices
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G2 Facility

G2 is a gas cooled reactor which is being dismantled and we studied
the secondary emissions produced by three different cutting tools on the
pipes of this reactor / 5 /. The tools were :

- a grinder (Company Renault, KL 365 type), speed = 6600 rpm, air
pressure = 5 bars, disc diameter = 230 mm, disc thickness = 3.2 mm

- a standard oxy-acetylene torch
- a plasma torch (Company Soudure Autogene Frsncaise, NERTAJET SAFEX
C2 model), argon + hydrogen.

The reactor pipes are in carbon steel (A 37 and A 42) with a diameter
of 1.2m and a thickness of 18 mm. They were cut in three different places
around a heat exchanger. A pressure drop (maximum : 80 mm of water) due to
the primary ventilation (facility ventilation) is maintained in the pipes
during the operations. The pipes cut have an internal unfixed surface
contamination of about 37 Bq/cm2 and are surrounded by a vinyl tent, A
secondary exhaust circuit is connected to this tent containing HEPA filters
and a fan; isokinetic samplings upstream and downstream from the HEPA
filters are made.

The results obtained allow a comparison of the three cutting tools :

Distributions in Size

The aerosol distributions in size (given by Andersen impactors) in
the tent are very different from those produced by the various tools. The
concentration of fine particles is lower because they follow the gas
streams better than the heavier particles and they are preferentially
sucked into the pipe (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Aerosol mass distribution by plasma torch cutting
with a suction effect in the cut pipe
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Volumic concentration of the particles in the tent

With all the masses obtained on the usptream sampling filter and on
the impactor filters, we can deduce the average following concentrations :

precutting 21.4 mg/m3

Grinder 12.4 mg/m3

cutting 5 mg/m3

Upstream samplings on secondary ventilation

Plasma torch 1.25 mg/m3

oxy-acetylene 2.1 mg/m3

torch

Samplings on impactor Andersen Grinder 18.3 mg/m3

Plasma torch 2 mg/m3

oxy-acetylene 2.9 mg/m3

torch

The thermal methods (plasma and oxy-acetylene torch) which make a hole
very rapidly in the pipe produce lower volumic concentrations in the tent
than the grinder. If we consider only the cutting (without the precutting
for the grinder) , the volumic concentrations induced by the grinder in the
tent are still higher because of the respective distribution in size.

The concentration given by the impactors is higher than the upstream
HEPA filter concentration, the inlet pipes of the impactors being located
directly in the tent nearer the emission source.

Airborne radioactivity in the tent

The samplings on the secondary ventilation and on the impactors show
that higher levels of airborne radioactivity in the tent is produced by
grinding than by oxy-acetylene torch cutting or by plasma torch cutting
(Table 1).

TABLE 1. VOLUMIC RADIOACTIVITY IN BQ/M3 INDUCED BY THE DIFFERENT
CUTTING TOOLS

„ . , „, , Oxy-acetylene
Grinder Plasma torch : *

torch

Cold area 0.78* . 4.6 x 10"^ 1.85 x 10
Hot-east area 1.1 x 10~ 4.1 x 10~
Hot-west area 1.5 x 10~ 5.2 x 10 :
Impactor 2.7 x 10 1.7 x 10 2.6 x 10
sampling
(average)

* 1 then 2 reactor exhaust fans working
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We can note that the two exhaust fans of the reactor must work in
order to minimize the transfer of radioactivity from the inside of the
pipes towards the outside.

This experiment emphasized the change in the distribution in size of
the particles produced by the different cutting tools. This is due to the
suction effect of the finer particles in the pipes. This system could be
used in some cases for establishing an emission source captation.

EL3 Facility

First Experiment

The reactor EL3 is a HWR reactor at the Nuclear Centre of Saclay which
is going to be completely dismantled.

The cut material is a heat exchanger. This exchanger was opened by
grinding, it was very dirty around the bundle of stainless steel pipes
which have an internal diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of 1 mm.

The tools used were the following :

- a reciprocating saw, type ASEX 649 (FEIN Company) which could be
used in manual or automatic mode. Blade HSS, length 600 mm, travel
60 mm, teeth 1.8 mm

- a portable band saw (ROCKWELL Company), blade 452A0, 8 teeth per
inch

- a disc saw (BAYER Company), speed : 80 r.p.m. The 250 mm diameter
disc has sharp teeth with a 2 mm pitch

- a pneumatic grinder. The disc, 230 mm diameter, can reach a speed
of 6650 r.p.m.

The results are extracted from / 6 /• The distribution in.size of the
particles produced by grinder and band saw are deduced from microscopic
examination of the sampling filters :

- grinder, range of median diameter 6.6. to 9.6 jjm og = 2

- band saw, median diameter 5.4 um og = 2.3

The aerosol production rate is measured with a condensation nucleus
counter. This appliance gives the concentration of particles from 0.01 pm
to about l_um. The result is given in number of particles per cm3 (range :
10 to 10 particles per cm 3). The concentrations obtained in the range of
selected dimensions for the same cutting time are a hundred times higher
for the grinder than for the other saws (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Aerosol production rate in particles per cm3

for a same cutting time with the various tools used on 10-millimeter
stainless steel pipe of a heat exchanger

Second Experiment EL3

In this second experiment at EL3, we used a plasma torch to cut 1 cm
carbon steel plate. Various sampling points were successively analysed :
at the emission source, near the nose of the operator, upstream and
downstream from the electrostatic prefilter upstream and downstream from
the HEPA filters (Figure 4).

The sampling results at the source and near the operator show that
the proportion of submicronic particles induced by plasma torch cutting is

quite large (about 10 particles per cm3 for 0.01 urn diameter particles).
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Figure 4. Test diagram in the second experiment at EL3
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The aerosols emitted only by pilot arc, that is to say without
cutting, and the background in the cell are indicated in Figure 5. We see
that the pilot arc alone produces very fine particles (condensation nuclei)
and the major part of the aerosol volume is created by the cutting.

toych.
Ldlth- Cuttcnq

totdh.

(pilot one)

cit>.ee.

Figure 5. Comparisons of the volume of aerosol per air volume
produced without plasma cutting (pilot arc only) and

with plasma cutting and in the cell
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With the samplings in the ventilation ducts, we observe that :

- the efficiency of electrostatic prefilter is appreciable for all the
particle size studied

- the efficiency of the HEPA filter varies from 100 to 1000 with the
particle dimensions while that of the electrostatic prefilter varies from
10 to 100,

- globally, studying the number of particles per unit of volume
(Figure 6) given directly by the condensation nuclei counter :

. the loss factor in the tent between the operator and the upstream
point of the prefilter is 2

. the efficiency (in number of particles) of the electrostatic
prefilter is 18. Without voltage, it is a simple impactor and its
efficiency is considerably reduced

. the efficiency of the HEPA filter is 210

. the efficiency of both is 3600

The prefilter use obviously increases the efficiency of the
filtration system and contributes to delaying the clogging-up of the HEPA
filter.

Ao~>

Figure 6. Aerosol concentration per size range upstream and downstream
from the HEPA filter with and without electrostatic filter (ESP)
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Conclusion

A literature survey / 1 / / 2 / / 3 / and / 4 /, these experiments and
others 111 and / 8 / we made on the secondary emissions produced by
mechanical and thermal techniques on metallic structures, show that :

- the thermal cutting techniques (plasma and oxy-acetylene torches)
produce higher aerosol rates by unit of time and even by unit of cut
length than the mechanical ones,

- all methods create particles in the respirable size range. The mass
median aerodynamic diameter range from 1 to 10 urn for mechanical
cutting tools and from 0.1 to 0.5 urn for thermal ones,

- the aerosol production rate and size distribution are dependent
upon several parameters :

. the nature of the material cut, its degree of cleanness, its
impurities,

. the cutting tool, of course, and for a same cutting tool upon its
power, its cutting speed and eventually upon the choice of the
gases,

. the cutting environment, the underwater depth and obviously the
sampling point.

PREFILTRATION TEST RIG

In the first part of the report we have seen the benefits of the use
of prefilters.

In order to select the most appropriate prefiltration and captation
devices, we built a test rig which allowed us to qualify the prefilter with
calibrated monodisperse particles and to examine their performance with the
aerosol produced by the cutting tool itself.

The test rig (Figure 7) comprised :

- a 10 m3 vinyl tent ( 2 x 2 x 2.50 m, height = 2.50 m)

- an exhaust ventilation with :

. an isokinetic sampler upstream of the prefilter (Pl">

. an isokinetic sampler downstream of the prefilter (P2) (THE
upstream sampling, too)

. an isokinetic sampler downstream from the HEPA (P3)

. a prefilter (electrocyclone, an electrostatic filter, or a bag
filter)

. a HEPA filter (with a manometer to follow the pressure drop)

. an orifice plate which has been calibrated in order to have flow
versus pressure drop

. a fan with a rated volume of about 800 m3/h

The three sampling circuits include a sampling filter put in a hold-
filter, a pump with a flow adjustable up to 30 1/min and a volume counter.
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A special sampling system has been made in order to connect the
appliances for determining the distribution in size in the exhaust duct
(the APS with a measurement range from 0.5 to 15 um and the DMPS with a
measurement range from 0.015 to 0.9

Figure 7. Prefiltration test rig diagram
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Schematically, our work can be summarized in the following steps :

- calibration of the prefilter at ambient temperature, i.e. to know
the efficiency versus aerodynamic particles size. This calibration will be
done with monodisperse particles,

- tests in actual conditions. The emissions will be produced by the
cutting tool itself. The efficiency of the various prefilters for this
dismantling aerosol versus several parameters (mainly the nature of the
material cut) will be examined. The distribution in size of the dismantling
aerosol will be determined upstream prefilter and we will take a look at
the correlations between the actual test and the calibration,

- the clogging of these prefilters will be studied and we will
especially look at the best way to clean these prefilters as rapidly and as
effectively as possible.

All these first tests will be undertaken with no radioactive
components in our building, but in all our tests we will plan the possible
immediate transfer to radioactive areas.

The tent simulates a dismantling cell and radioactive products
will be simulated.

Electrocyclone

Ordinarily, the cyclones are used to clean industrial gaseous
effluents. They have the advantage of being able to collect important mass
concentrations and to be easily cleaned. But, they work on the physical
principle of inertia and they are efficient only for particles bigger than
several micrometers.

In order to mitigate the weakness of the cyclone to collect
submicronic particles, we include electrostatic effects inside. The
experimental device was developed on the basis of a STAIRMAND's cyclone,
whose geometry is characterized by eight dimensional parameters which are
expressed according to the body diameter of the cyclone (Figure 8).

This study / 9 / led to the construction of a 250 mm diameter model
with tangential input and output which allowed us to adapt the system to an
electrocyclone. This adaptation mainly consists of introducing into the
cyclone an electrode fixed on to an electrode holder. The lower part of the
exhaust duct is made of alumina (insulating material) to avoid any spark
discharge.

The operating nominal flow of the cyclone was established at 280 m3/h
this value leads to a gas inlet velocity of 10 m/s.

The axial electrode implemented in the electrocyclone has two
functions : to charge particles by a corona effect and to create an
electric field in order to precipitate particles on the cyclone wall. The
amplitude of electrostatic effects is directly linked to the cuvrent
intensity from the corona discharge.
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Figure 8. Electrocyclone diagram

The electrocyclone reaches its greatest efficiency when the value of
ionizing current is maximum for a given tension. Previous experiments
/ 5 / showed that the best performance was achieved when the electro-
cyclone was fitted with an expanded metal electrode supplied by a negative
high tension.

Calibration

The calibration of the device was made with various particles of
different natures : calibrated powders, ashes issued from a solvent
incinerator and sodium chloride particles.

A fluidized bed aerosol generator allowed us to obtain airborne
powders and ashes. The production of sodium chloride particles results from
pneumatical atomization of the solution, the final size of the dry residues
is dependent upon salt concentration of the solution.
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Mass concentrations determination of powders and ashes is achieved by
sampling filters and weight analysis of collected deposits. Sodium
chloride particles are detected by means of a flame photometer which reads
the increase in yellow light intetisity caused by the combustion of NaCl in
a hydrogen flame.

The mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) and the geometric
standard deviation of the particle size distribution (og) are given in
Table 2.

TABLE 2. TESTING AEROSOL CHARACTERISTICS

Aerosol

NaCl (1

NaCl (6

Ashes

Emery W

Emery W

nature

g/D

g/D

20

10

MMAD (um)

0.28

0.56

1

3.8

4.8

og

1.28

1.26

1.87

1.95

1.72

Figure 9 gives the calibration of the cyclone and the electro-
cyclone. In the submicron particle range, the efficiency is essentially
linked to the electrostatic effects. On the other hand, the collection of
particles whose size is superior to 1 pm is mainly governed by centrifugal
forces although the electrostatic effects are always appreciable.

Introducing electrostatic effects in a cyclone is clearly beneficial
when we compare the cut-off diameter of the two versions (the cut-off
diameter is the particles diameter for which the efficiency value is 50%).
The cut-off diameter of the cyclone is equal to 1 urn and it decreases to
0.25 Mm when the device works in an electrocyclone.

We also examined the influence of input gas velocity (Figure 10).

The electrostatic effects do not appear to be very sensitive to the
input gas velocity variation. This is probably due to the fact that,
working with a constant flow, the particles time in the electrocyclone is
about the same whatever the input gas velocity is. On the other hand, in
the range where the centrifugal forces are significant, the cyclone
efficiency increases with the input gas velocity.
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Test on Prefiltration Rig

We put the electrocyclone on the prefiltration rig and we examined
its efficiency versus the aerosol produced by an oxy-acetylene torch.

The operating conditions were the following :

material nature : - carbon steel (A 33), thickness : 15 mm
or
- stainless steel (Z2 CN 18-10), thickness : 5 mm

tool : oxy-acetylene torch

manual cutting speed : about 10 cm per minute

oxygen pressure : 3 bars

acetylene pressure : 2.5 bars

electrode supply : -56 kV

outgoing current : 1.2 mA

flow through electrocyclone : 280 m3/h

pressure drop around electrocyclone : 84 mm of water

The efficiency of the electrocyclone is :

71% + 9% for carbon steel
and 54% + 8% for stainless steel cutting

We can explain the differences obtained between the two materials by
the distribution in size which has been measured in P with Andersen
impactors (Figure 11). The MMAD of aerosol coming from stainless steel
cutting is lower than that coming from carbon steel cutting.

CONCLUSION

We envisaged the use of prefiltration and capture systems in decom-
missioning facilities, so we started a study on the possible cleanable
devices with an experimental rig and for this choice we needed to charac-
terize the aerosol emitted by the various cutting techniques. Our study is
still in progress but we can say that the use of adequate prefiltration
system in decommissioning facilities will have many benefits :

- protection of the HEPA filters

- decrease in the deposits in the exhaust duct (no necessity to
change or to shield them)

- reduction of the waste volume : possibility to clean the prefilter
so as to recover the filtration by-products in a small volume and
to obtain mainly longer life of the HEPA filters

- improvement of worker protection (absorbed dose reduction).

For the best choice of a prefiltration system, we need to know the
characteristics of the aerosol which are dependent upon several parameters.
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COMPREHENSIVE RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION PROGRAM

- AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF SUCCESSFUL DECOMMISSIONING

R.P. Nair, M.A. Maan and S. Schafer
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

ABSTRACT

The decommissioning of the 250 MWe Gentilly-1 nuclear plant
over a two-year period called for a clearly defined radiation
protection program. The decommissioning activities were
carried out within the framework of radiation protection
guidelines and techniques so structured that all the
elements of the program could be applied for the future
handling of more radioactive facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) recently undertook the task of
decommissioning the 250 MWe Gentilly-1 prototype nuclear power plant loca-
ted in the Province of Quebec. The objective of the exercise was to con-
vert Gentilly-1 from an operational plant to a waste storage facility. It
involved the transfer of irradiated fuel from wet to dry (canister) sto-
rage, and extensive decontamination of the Service Building and part of
the Turbine Building. The program was severely constrained by a two-year
schedule and a ceiling on expenditures for completion of the task. These
constraints made the requirement for cost-effectiveness mandatory. How-
ever, it was decided that the radiological protection program would run
its course without any compromises on safety standards, and that the
latest ICRP recommendations on ALARA risk control would be followed.

The chapters that follow treat the subjects of radiological protec-
tion program organization, personnel qualifications and training, dose
control and ALARA implementation, health physics facilities and equipment,
field experience with execution of the program, and with techniques for
reviewing progress of the program.

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

General

The Radiological Protection Program defines provisions required in
the planning, execution, and the follow-up stages of decommissioning, to
ensure compliance with the ALARA dose limitation principle.
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The adopted radiation protection decommissioning objectives are deemed to
be consistent with the recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection, and with the Basic Safety Standards for Radiation
Protection, prepared under the joint auspices of the IAEA, WHO, ILO, and
NtA (see References 1, 2, 3, and 4).

Program

At the outset, a role and a budget to meet the needs of the Radiation
Protection Program were defined and approved by management. This step was
followed by the definition of short-term and long-term goals for the
Radiation Protection Program, consistent with other related goals such as
the total budget and schedule for the project, regulatory and company
policies, and resources available for the task.

Short-Term Goals

The short term goals related to organization of the Radiation Protec-
tion and Health Physics groups and definition of the framework of princi-
ples and standards within which they had to function in order to accom-
plish the objective of doses being ALARA. Detailed steps followed from
this, such as preparation of documents for presentation to regulatory
authorities (definition of health physics principles and radiation protec-
tion standards; procedures; emergency plan); specification, procurement
and commissioning of instrumentation and protective equipment; carrying
out the characterization radiation survey; developing methodology for
radiation exposure and reviews; training and qualifying manpower; modi-
fying facilities and establishing a radiological zoning plan; establishing
a dosimetry system; and to incorporate checks and balances to satisfy QA
requirements.

Long-Term Goals

To develop excellence, measured in terms of safety quality, corporate
"citizenship" and public regard, while maintaining cost effectiveness
by avoiding unnecessary waste of resources.

To foster competitiveness, by ensuring that the know-how acquired by

"doing it" is on a level which is marketable on its own merit.

To achieve profitability, by setting the stage for developing the
expertise in decommissioning health physics into a self supporting
business activity.

It may be mentioned here that AECL possesses access to expertise in
all aspects of radiation management such as safety engineering, risk
assessment, reliability studies, pathways analyses, etc., available within
the Corporation.
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Organizat i o n

and Responsibilities

The responsibility for radiological protection, at the execution
level, was shared by the Health and Safety Group (HSG) and the Project.
The unimpeded function of the HSG was assured by an independent reporting
route direct to senior management. (See Figure 1.)

The Health and Safety Group was responsible for establishing the
regulations and policies, while the Project ensured the regulations were
implemented. The responsibilities were clearly defined in a docuir°nt
which formed a part of the license and was approved by the regulatory
board (reference 5).

Staffing

To handle a peaking manpower of about 130 persons at site, the
personnel related to the HSG comprised 3 professionals, one technician,
and one administrative assistant. The Radiation Protection personnel
(attached to project) included 1 supervisor, 2 experts in radiation
protection, and 9 field technicians trained in the RP and surveying
techniques.

The position of Head, Health and Safety Group at site, encompassed
also the function of a Senior Site Health Physicist.

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING

The project implementation schedule called for a skeleton crew of
operators needed to wind down the operation and execute an orderly
transition from operational to static conditions. At the same time, there
was a steady influx to site of contract personnel, needed to carry out the
deconstruction activities.

Normally, in Canadian nuclear industries, the policy of licensees is
to rely on the so-called "autoprotection" practice, ie. to train all the
personnel to the level necessary for them to be allowed on their own
responsibility into the controlled areas of the plant. In the light of
the manpower requirements (steady growth in a relatively short span of
time), and the time needed to obtain sufficient confidence in allowing
personnel to "protect themselves", the autoprotection scheme had to be
modified for Gentilly-1.

The tradesmen most in demand (operators, mechanics, electricians)
were subjected to a formal 2-week training, followed by examinations and
on-the-job training for an additional period of time. After successful
completion of the training, the "yellow" badge was conferred on them,
which indicated their competence to work on their own in radioactive
areas, Those who were not normally required to work in radioactive areas
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were qualified to the "orange" badge level. Among the workers allowed to
plan their own work (with assistance from RP/HP specialists), a core group
of responsible individuals were identified and qualified one step higher
(ie. "green" badge) to allow creation of a task force of persons who could
be trusted to protect other, less experienced personnel. There was no
formal training beyond the level "yellow". The green badges were awarded
on the basis of recommendation from supervisors and an evaluation on the
part of the site senior health physicist.

Unbiased assessment by training instructors was ensured by subcon-
tracting part of the training to a third party (practical training to
Hydro-Quebec and theoretical part to Ecole polytechnique in Montreal).
The course content encompassed the theory and practices of radiation pro-
tection, site specific hazards and instrumentation, site specific proce-
dures (rad-safety and industrial), reporting chain, qualifications, emer-
gency plans and rescue, etc. Videotapes, actual instrumentation and
"live" assignments in the field formed part of the course. The contents
and examinations were formally approved by the Canadian regulatory autho-
rities .

During the period of peaking manpower demand, there were 62 qualified
orange badge holders, 43 yellow badges and 22 qualified green badge
holders.

DOSE CONTROL AND ALARA IMPLEMENTATION

Dose Limitation System

Provisions are required to comply with the objectives that:

a) Unnecessary exposure shall be avoided.

b) The doses from any necessary exposures shall not exceed the prescri-
bed limits.

c) The necessary, planned exposures must be kept as low as is reasonably
achievable taking into account the economic and social factors.

By the time the task was to be executed in the field, the engineering
preparation of the decommissioning task already included ALARA engineering
effort.

Based on experience with operational nuclear facilities, an indivi-
dual whole body operational dose equivalent limit was established; in the
G-l case it was 40 mSv/person in any one year period. (Canadian utilities
generally establish an administrative operational dose limit at 30 mSv/a-
person; this was considered unnecessary in case of decommissioning where
the effort does not last over the lifetime of an individual). In any
case, the ALARA effort was expected to control the individual doses well
below this limit. The limits for non-qualified staff, female workers,
etc. were similarly set below the respective regulatory limits.
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Tasks with a risk of significant dose exposure were identified from
radiation exposure estimates. The detailed dose estimate obtained for the
task of irradiated fuel transfer from wet to dry storage, for example
became a sort of collective dose target against which the dose trend moni-
toring program could be applied. During the task execution, the health
physicist's office monitored the situation closely. As expected, the
"actuals" were lower than predicted.

Monitored Performance Parameters

In monitoring the R/P performance, HSG identified many parameters on
which to judge the result of RP program. These included: collective
radiation exposure; maximum dose to an individual; average individual
doses (by work group); accumulated station collective dose; dose trending
by the period; general radiation fields in monitored areas; gaseous,
liquid and solid effluent releases; etc.

The performance was periodically assessed, and the results published
in the form of quarterly reports. Preparation of these reports was
greatly facilitated by data processing done routinely on IBM-PC's and
software created for that purpose.

Dosimetry Program

External Exposures

The monitoring of whole-body gamma and skin beta-gamma doses was
accomplished by using thermoluminiscent dosimeters (T.L.D.). In many
cases, the reading of the "direct reading dosimeters" (DRD) resulted in
recording minute doses higher than that reported by the TLD's. In keeping
with the principle of conservative assessment, the senior site health phy-
sicist authorized a procedure by which the dose assessment, and final dose
accounting for each individual included data from the DRD records. In
addition to this, an individual's dosimetric file contained an authentica-
ted copy of all work permits where the individual's name was entered. In
this way, the conditions of work performed, the ambient fields, the dose-
rates in the work location, air contamination data and time spent in the
fields could all be reconstructed.

Internal Exposures

Considerable effort was made to ensure that internal exposures were
kept at zero. To ensure that there was no uncontrolled uptake, all
employees entering the site were subjected to a whole body count. The
same applied for all terminations; one final WB count was taken before an
employee was discharged. Furthermore, the work groups were periodically
scheduled to undergo a quick screening, using the sensitive portal monitor
(Gamma-12, NNC) calibrated to detect less than 1% of ALI on site specific
radionuclides. The additional biosurveillance included broad search
counts of urine samples (periodic for critical work groups), a program of
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air monitoring (continuous alarming function) in work locations, and keep-
ing all areas free of any loose contamination. The critical areas (e.g.
lunchrooms) were surveyed on a daily basis (including some areas checked
even more frequently). The records of all WBG readings, the urine analy-
ses and all other related records were permanently stored to allow possi-
ble exposure investigations.

Exposure Limitations - Work Techniques

With a target of zero internal exposure, which translated into zero
uptake, the emphasis was on providing suitable engineered solutions to
activities which had a potential for airborne contamination. The use of
local barriers (plastic tents, exhausts, etc.) was mandatory for work that
could create airborne contamination and was considered as part of the
ALARA procedures. In addition, use of personal protective clothing and
respiratory equipment was usually prescribed whenever there was uncer-
tainty as to possible airborne hazard.These techniques are well known and
there is no need to describe them here in any more detail.

ALARA Implementation

AECL adopted an ALARA optimization program during the preparation of
detailed decommissioning plans (engineering stage). The work procedures
were scrutinized with a view to designing alternate methods which could
result in reduced dose exposures. Cost components were allocated to the
alternatives and a comparison made. From these exercises the optimum
decommissioning plans were selected.

What was done was to carry out a preliminary man-rein audi-t, in order
to determine the expected collective exposure. From this, an estimate of
individual dose in the critical group, prior to optimization, was calcula-
ted. The magnitude of individual dose determined, in turn, the variable
cost ceiling per unit of exposure saved, as will be shown below (see also
references 6 and 7). In the case of Gentilly-1, with its low radiation
fields, the projected individual doses were so low that automatically,
cost allowance fell into the very low range ($200 per rem saved).

Determining the Available Options

This process involves going through the work procedures and repea-
tedly asking the question whether there is an alternative available,
whether a change in equipment or work method could reduce the dose, and so
on. If the answer is in the negative, then the system is already ALARA
and no further action is required. If the answer is in the affirmitive,
the optimization effort is continued to the next step.

Cost-Effectiveness Test

Should the option be such that the dose and the cost are both redu-
ced, the change should be implemented. In case there is more than one
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alternative available, the one offering the best yield is selected. In
case the decision has to be made whether the increased cost is justified,
the user must determine: the total cost of the option ($);the total col-
lective dose saved (man-rem); the individual average exposure in the cri-
tical group (rem/person-period); the maximum allowable cost of exposure
avoidance ($/l man-rem avoided). It is the latter which has to be deter-
mined from management approved input parameters. In practice, this is
done by consulting a suitably prepared nomogram showing the ceiling vari-
able cost as a function of individual dose. The closer the dose to the
individual dose limit, the higher the cost allowed, and vice versa. The
cost of the option is compared with the "ceiling", calculated as the pro-
duct of ($/man-rem avoided x collective dose saved). If the cost is much
higher than the ceiling, the idea is obviously not good, and probably it
is a waste of money.

Experience with ALARA at Gentilly-1

At Gentilly-1 the risks and attendant doses were very low and hence
the restriction on cost for further dose reduction was very severe. After
repeated application of the costing formula it was evident that the expen-
ditures required for dose reduction were in the order of hundreds of dol-
lars while the allowed expenditure was very low. Therefore it was decided
that unless the situation in the field deviated significantly upwards
there was no justification for further A1ARA effort.

HEALTH PHYSICS FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The provision of adequate instrumentation was considered essential
for the performance of the RP plan. During peak demand, the instruments
at G-l site included: air samplers; continuous (beta) air monitors with
alarming function; Beta/Gamma portable rad-monitors; semi-portable and
portable contamination meters with supply of probes; mini-sealers; gamma
monitors with alarming function; Direct Reading Dosimeters; Portable Alpha
Monitor with probes; portal monitors; foot monitors; hand monitors; Waste
Curie monitor; Multichannel Analyzer; and a number of auxiliary equipment,
such as pancake probes, floor monitor probes; radiation alert monitors for
personal use; and Digital Alarming Dosimeters (SuperDAD). An adequate
supply of sources to check and calibrate the instruments had also been
secured. The calibration routines and evidence of verification was proce-
durally established and kept under close surveillance. The periodic
recalculation of source decay was also performed, and results posted with
the sources. An independent recalibration by a contractor using recogni-
zed standards was implemented on a bi-annual basis. Specific procedures
were developed and implemented with respect to defective instruments or
probes.

An emergency kit equipment was defined and located in the assembly
areas. The periodic checking of all emergency equipment was also procedu-
rally established.
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Besides instrumentation, the original purchases covered the consum-
ables (gloves, disposable clothing, rubbers, plastic, tapes, marking
signs, ropes, garbage bags, etc.), which were controlled on a "minimum"
level in the stores. The experience at G-l indicates that it is cheaper
to marginally over-supply site with instruments and protective equipment,
with resulting continuous progress in the work area, than to allow con-
tractors or workers to stay idle on account of shortage of suitable
instruments. The lesson was learned early in the project when the instru-
ments originally delivered to site were found defective and there was a
temporary shortage before the replacements were obtained.

FIELD EXPERIENCE WITH EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM

The work at Gentilly-1 could be typically divided into three main
activities:

transfer of the fuel into dry storage
decontamination and dismantling of active components
demolition and removal of clean (or cleaned) material

Organization of the RP coverage, under HSG surveillance followed clo-
sely the three main activities.

Fuel Transfer RP Coverage

The crew carrying out this part of the decommissioning program was
dedicated to the task. All the workers were fully trained and qualified
to self protection status "Yellow". The supervisor was qualified "Green",
and an experienced radiation protection technician was assigned for conti-
nuous support to the group. This included planning and execution of daily
surveys, instrument checks, monitoring of instruments "entrusted" with
alarming function, and monitoring personnel dose uptakes. The data was
daily reviewed and recorded by the HP group. The work was done on the
basis of a Radiation Work Permit, which was periodically renewed to main-
tain its validity (the contents rarely changed, except for the names of
workers). The copies of the permits are kept in the permanent records of
the HS Group.

Decontamination and Dismantling

The task of decontamination was handled under the specialist's direc-
tion, and carried out essentially by the dedicated group of decontamina-
tion technicians. According to needs, this group was occasionally supple-
mented by contract workers, in accordance with the overall progress sche-
dule. All the workers in the core group were fully trained in radiation
protection, and qualified "Yellow", with a number of "Green" badge holders
among them.

The cleanup was performed either in situ, taking all necessary pre-
cautions specified in the work permits (RWP), or, the items were relocated
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to a decontamination centre where the cleaning could be accomplished with
better results due to specialized equipment available there. The waste
generated was categorized using the Waste Curie Monitor or in accordance
with authorized procedure. Active waste was kept on site, while clear
trash or equipment was released for disposal elsewhere under close HSG
scrutiny. The surveys before the work began, during the work and after
clean-up, were performed by a dedicated crew of specially trained RP sur-
veyors, using approved techniques, instruments and documentation flow.
All the pertinent records are being kept in permanent storage.

Demolition and Removal of Clean Material

This represented a major activity, and with a few exceptions, it was
handled by an outside contractor. The contractor's workers were given a
basic training up to "Orange" status, and records are kept with respect to
whole body counts prior to employment and after the termination. They
were given TLD badges but it was not necessary to qualify them as AKWs.

Integration of Field Work with RP Program

There is a tendency to react nervously when the word "ALARA" is men-
tioned. In Gentilly-1 it was precisely the ALARA argument which allowed
some flexibility in decision making, and probably saved a lot of money to
an otherwise strained budget.

A case in point may be the decision to place the change rooms (make-
shift facilities) directly in the field, thus allowing only workers in the
most active zones to wear radiation clothing (colour coded white). The
majority of the workers could be allowed to wear the work clothes (dark),
and use protective lab coats (dark) when necessary, all day, including
wearing them in the office area and cafeteria. There was no need to
change the clothes when taking coffee breaks or lunch. This was allowed
on the basis of rigorous survey (twice daily) and monitoring facilities
set up prior to entering the unzoned cafeteria. Only a very small number
of dedicated task force workers had to undergo periodic clothes change, but
that was integrated into their optimized (12 hours) shift routines.

Another example was the decision to allow lunching on the roof of the
Reactor Building. The workers ;ould "protect" themselves because of the
training received, there were surveys available, etc. However, the main
reason was simply realization that the "risk" of exposure (nil resulted)
could be traded against risk of injury resulting from frequent climbing up
or down from the top of the R/B.

Yet another example was the decision to use a sensitive portal moni-
tor for "go-no-go" screening of personnel likely to receive an internal
contamination. Instead of time consuming body counts, a suitably spread-
out schedule called the workers for fast check, usually not more than 5
minutes in duration. This allowed much higher frequency of examination,
and afforded the HSG real control over the potential of inadvertent inter-
nal contamination uptakes.
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The involvement of HSG in the preparation of detailed decommissioning
work plans resulted in uncounted savings because of the health physics
non-interrerence in the project's undertakings (on account of its being
not justified, ie. ALARA).

PROCEDURES, MORT, AUDITS 6, QUALITY ASSURANCE

The RP group worked in conjunction with the project in devising pro-
cedures to be followed, appropriate to the specific tasks. The work, the
supporting routines, access to and from active areas, etc. all were
covered by a set of approved "Radiation Protection Procedures". Activi-
ties involving qualifications, training, dosimetry, etc. were covered by a
separate set of procedures named "Health Physics Procedures". All proce-
dures were countersigned and issued as approved by the Head, Health and
Safety Group (Health Physicist).

before any activity could be initiated, a "radiological work permit"
and/or "dangerous work permit" was required, as appropriate. Each permit
listed the activities to be performed and the personnel involved, protec-
tive measures to be enforced, and other pertinent data. Reference was
made to the survey report prepared by the RP group immediately prior to
job start up. In case specified criteria were exceeded, the work permit
had to be cleared by the HSG. The log listed the records of previous and
cumulative exposure levels for each involved worker. The station was
divided into zones, the highest being Zone 3 (also "rubber areas") requi-
ring special work methods and access. All work areas involving active
equipment were classed as Zone 3 as soon as any decontamination activity
commenced.

Analytical trees are very useful for reviewing all the elements of a
program such as that of radiation protection. Management Oversight Risk
Tree (MORT) is one such technique which starts with a single desirable
activity (eg. optimization) and systematically proceeds through lower
levels until all important factors are identified and their position spe-
cifically understood, in the overall system. Each branch has some degree
of interaction with the others. (Reference 8.) The use of analytical
trees helps in detecting and correcting an oversight or omission. Also,
carefully structured trees are certain to avoid duplication of effort in
the interface areas. The end result is that areas of responsibility could
be clearly defined and assessment of performance, especially from the QA
point of: view, can provide greater assurance that a given area is, in
fact, adequate or inadequate. Though the MORT analysis was not applied in
detail while developing the RP program for Gentilly-1, it is described
here because of the potential benefits that could result from an applica-
tion of the technique in setting up a similar program for a project with a
larger number of interacting functions.

The internal evaluation of the performance at G-l site was performed
in conjunction with the overall Q.A. program. While the QA program con-
centrated on matters involving compliance with the procedures, and docu-
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mentation for RP, Zoning, Work Permits, Decontamination and Inspection
Procedures, etc., the QA audits were complemented by regular audits in the
field, carried out by the HSG. The basic difference was that: the QA
audit concentrated on assessing whether the prescribed QA requirements
were met, while the HSG audit actually ensured a technical check that, for
eg., survey results reported by the RP were indeed correct and supported
by the independent survey results; or, that the trash reviewed and
declared clear was indeed, clean, etc.

CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of the radiological protection program can be
judged from the fact that the irradiated fuel transfer and decontamination
activities were performed with lower than anticipated dose exposures to
personnel. No untoward release of radioactive materials took place.

The entire operation, spread over a two-year period and involving
130 employees at the peak period, amounted to a total exposure of less
than 100 person-mil Li Sievert (10 man rems).

To cite an example, preliminary dose exposure estimates made at the
start of the project gave a value of 67 man-milli Sievert (6.7 man rem)
for the fuel transfer operation. However, close surveillance of site
operations and frequent reviews leading to modifications in work
procedures resulted, in an actual dose exposure value of 20 person-milli
Sieverts (2 man rem).

In addition to achieving dose exposure reductions, the radiation
protection program set up well documented systems for personnel dose
records, calibration and maintenance of instruments, control of effluents,
etc.

The statements made above should not be construed as a claim for the
effectiveness of a radiation protection program exclusive of the other
functional groups. The effectiveness of any program rests on the
cooperation of all the groups interacting within an organization. It was
the good fortune of the project that the paramount importance of radiation
protection within the spirit of the ALARA concept was understood and
accepted by all workers and by higher levels of management. A major
portion of the credit must be attributed to that fact.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HEAD-END CELLS AT THE WEST VALLEY
NUCLEAR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT

Rich Vance
West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.

ABSTRACT

Decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the head-end
cells at the West Valley Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant
has not yet begun. To develop a basis for future D&D
planning and engineering, these cells were
characterized. Remote visual examinations, radiation
surveys and sampling were conducted. The information that
was obtained is described.

INTRODUCTION

The West Valley Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant near Buffalo, New
York, was constructed in 1966 and was operated by the Nuclear Fuel
Services Company until 1972. At that time, when the plant was down for
the purpose of making modifications to increase capacity, changing
government regulations and economic considerations led to its closure.
Before the plant was closed, 640,000 kg (640 long tons) of spent nuclear
fuel were reprocessed. All of it was processed through the head-end
cells.

The head-end cells consist of the Process Mechanical Cell (PMC) and
the General Purpose Cell (GPC). The PMC was used for trimming fuel
assemblies and chopping them into short sections in preparation for
chemical dissolution operations. The GPC was used for collection and
storage of the sheared fuel prior to dissolution operations and for
packaging of the leached hulls for disposal.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

Having been left idle and generally unmaintained for about fourteen
years, much of the auxiliary equipment in the head-end cells lost the
capability to function as designed. The condition of the auxiliary
equipment is summarized in Table 1. The scarcity of useful in-cell
equipment compounded the difficulty of characterizing the existing
conditions of the cells.
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TABLE 1. HEAD-END CELL AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

Equipment

Shielded Viewing
Windows

In-Cell Lighting

Shield Doors to
Crane Rooms

Bridge Cranes

Power
Manipulators

Master-Slave
Manipulator
(MSMs)

Process Meohanical Cell

Only 3 of 6 windows provide
useful clarity.

Original lighting out-of-
service. Illumination
provided by fixtures in-
stalled in MSM ports.

Marginally operable,
requiring major
refurbishment.

Both 2-ton cranes operate
but the controls are
unreliable.

The only PaR is inoperable.

Only 1 of 4 installed
manipulators is
operational.

General Purpose Cell

Only 1 of 3 windows
provides useful clarity.

Original lighting out-
of-service. Illumination
provided by lights on
bridge crane.

Inoperable

The only 2-ton crane
operated temporarily
but the hoist is
presently inoperable.

The only PaR is of
unknown condition, is
trapped in the crane
room, and is not avail-
able for use.

None of 3 installed
manipulators is
operational.

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS

Visual examinations of the head-end cells were conducted by inserting
color television cameras through 25 centimeter (10 inch) diameter Master-
Slave Manipulator (MSM) ports, suspending them from bridge crane hooks,
and moving them throughout the cells using the bridge crane controls.
These cameras were equipped with adjustable wide angle/telephoto lenses
and automatic focusing. The locations of the crane hung cameras were
monitored by the use of black and white television cameras with fixed
focus lenses installed in specially designed fixtures in MSM ports, and
when possible, by observation through shield windows.
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Visual examination of the PMC revealed that the entire observable
floor area is smothered with saw fines and small metal objects such as
hand tools and broken saw blades. Of special interest was the discovery
of two fuel cans which were not visible from the windows and were not
anticipated to be present. The interior of neither can could be viewed by
the cameras.

Visual examination of the GPC revealed an accumulation of liquid in
the sump area. It was not anticipated because the sump level indicator in
the operating aisle indicated no liquid, and the sump area is not visible
from the only useful window. A considerable amount of debris lies in the
sump including an overturned table, drums, drum lids, fuel hulls, and
miscellaneous other metallic items.

The examination of the GPC also successfully verified that no
unprocessed fuel is stored in any of the open storage positions.

A permanent record of the examinations was made by videorecording the
signals from the cameras. Details from the videotapes of the GPC are
shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The television cameras failed in the GPC following the examinations
after receiving gross penetrating radiation doses of about 50,000
Roentgens.

RADIATION SURVEYS

Radiation surveys of the head-end cells were conducted by inserting
fixtures holding radiation probes through MSM ports, suspending them from
bridge crane hooks, then moving them throughout the cells using the crane
controls. The locations of the probes were monitored in the same manner
used for the visual examinations. Two separate radiation surveys were
conducted in each cell. One used shielded/collimated probes.to examine
discrete areas of the floors to identify and characterize specific
radiation source:-. The other used unshielded probes to quantify gross
penetrating radi-ition dose rates.

Radiation surveys of the PMC revealed that the general area radiation
intensity 1.8 meters (6 feet) above the floor is presently between HO and
270 Roentgens per hour (R/h) as shown in Figure 3. Major radiation
sources were shown to be present in the vicinities of the cut-off saw used
for trimming fuel assemblies, and the shear used to chop the fuel into
short sections. A reading of 2050 R/h was taken below the saw blade and a
reading of 1810 R/h was taken at the shear. The fuel cans identified
during the visual examination were shown to be insignificant radiation
sources and therefore are not believed to contain unprocessed fuel.
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End Fillings

180

Figure 3- Isometric representation of radiation intensities in Roentgens
per hour at 1.8 meters (6 feet) above the Process Mechanical
Cell fLoor.
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80

Figure H. Isometric representation of radiation intensities in Roentgens
per hour at 1.8 meters (6 feet) above the General Purpose Cell
floor.
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TABLE 2. SAMPLE ANALYSES FOR PROCESS MECHANICAL CELL

M

CO

\O

Analysis

Tota]

Co -
Cs -
Cs -
Eu -
Pu -
Pu -
Am -

Note;

'. U

60
134
137
155
238
239 & 240
241

: Only the

Units

wt. %

MCi/g
MCi/g
MCi/g
MCi/g
MCi/g
yCi/g
yCi/g

1

60.5

20
80

20300

250
210
130

major contributors

2

3.8

20
4

1380

0.09
0.07

to sample

Solid Sample Cartridge

4

3.32

580

330
1

18
18
9

5

0.771

29

160
0.6

4
3

6.2

activi t ies are

6

0.498

6

1.1

2
2
3

listed.

7

3.8

900

670

11
11
10

Number

9

0.785

3

151
0.3
2.3
2 .2

3

10

1.79

26

540
2
4
5

19

11

15.7

280

1200
14-8

16
30
40

13

0.769

5
7-10

235

5
5
6



TABLE 3- SAMPLE ANALYSES FOR GENERAL PURPOSE CELL

Solid Sample Cartridge Number 22

5.94

6.90
50
40
70

Note: Only the major contributors to the sample activity is listed.

Analysis

Total U

Cs -
Pu -
Pu -
Am -

- 137
- 238
• 239 & 240
• 24]

Units

wt. %

uCi/g
uCi/g
uCi/g
uCi/g

CONCLUSIONS

The decontamination and decommissioning of the head-end cells will be
a challenging undertaking.

Due to the very high radiation intensities the work will need to be
done remotely. The scarcity of useful and reliable in-cell auxiliary
equipment will make remote operation particularly difficult.

Due to the presence of significant quantities of fissile material,
criticality control measures will need to be implimented.

The hulls are a source of zirconic materials. These must be treated
as pyrophoric even though there should be a passive oxide layer over all
exposed surfaces, because any risk of a highly contaminated metallic fire
is unacceptable.

The processing, packaging and disposal of the highly radioactive,
transuranic, fissile, pyrophoric wastes will present some particularly
unique challenges. These challenges will be addressed in the engineering
and planning for the accomplishment of the D&D of these two head-end
cells.
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DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED IN THE UK FOR REACTOR APPLICATION

Malcolm E. Pick, Alan J. Hooper, Len N. Rogers and Michael G. Segal
Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories

UK Central Electricity Generating Board

and

Gerry C. W. Comley and Malcolm J. Sanders
UK Atomic Energy Authority Winfrith

ABSTRACT

Decontamination techniques developed by the Central
Electricity Generating Board and the United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority for application to power reactor
components and circuits are reviewed. Physical, chemical
and electrochemical procedures have been developed.
Particle impact cleaning and electro-swabbing have been
used on CAGR (commercial advanced gas reactor) components
and the results from these trials are outlined. For
treatment of LWR (light water reactor) oxides a family of
chemical decontamination processes has been developed as a
result of basic research into oxide dissolution. These
processes, LOMI (low oxidation-state metal 2on^» NP (nitric
permanganate)/L0MT an? POD (PWR £xidaTive decontaminaTion)
nave now been used for several major decontaminations of
LWR components and reactor circuits. The LOMI processes
now used annually on the Winfrith SGHW (steam generating
heavy water) reactor in the UK. Results from these
applications are outlined. Research has also been taking
place into the possibility of combining chemical
decontamination treatments like LOMI with the physical
process of high pressure water jetting.

INTRODUCTION

In the UK the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) operates
gas-cooled reactors of the Magnox and AGR (advanced gas-cooled reactor)
types. Components exposed to the reactor coolant gas, such as the gas
circulators, are subject to potential contamination due to the deposition of
fission products and activated corrosion products circulating in the
coolant. In general, dose rates on these reactors are such that large scale
decontamination of reactor surfaces is not necessary. For example, the
levels of contamination experienced at the CEGB's Hinkley Point *B' Power
Station which was commissioned in 1976, have not significantly affected the
inspection and maintenance activities which are carried out routinely on
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withdrawn gas circulators. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that
contamination levels could rise in the future necessitating either
corrective action, or precautions to reduce the dose accumulated by
personnel. In view of this, a programme of work has been undertaken to
assess methods of decontaminating such surfaces. The development of two
methods is described; an electrochemical technique, "electro-swabbing",
which is based on the principle of decontamination by electro-polishing, and
a particle impact cleaning (PIC) technique. The results from full-scale
trials of these methods are outlined.

The possibility of a PWR being ordered in the UK led to a research
programme to investigate ways of reducing radiation fields and occupational
radiation exposure on the plant. The adoption by the CEGB of the best
operational procedures such as remote methods, good task planning,
appropriate use of shielding, good chemistry control and careful choice of
pressure circuit materials (including control of cobalt impurity levels)
should result in doses at a UK PWR being at the lower end of the range of
doses experienced on existing PWRs. However, it was felt that
decontamination should be developed as a possible option for reducing
radiation fields on the plant. Unfortunately, many of the chemical
decontamination processes developed in the early days of water reactors had
drawbacks which had prevented their ready application to commercial
reactors. The CEGB recognised these problems and instigated a research
programme to devise improved decontamination procedures for possible
application to a UK PWR. The approach followed in this programme and the
developments which have been made are reviewed. Improved oxidising and
reducing chemistries have been developed and incorporated into a range
of processes for application to both PWR and BWR circuits and components.
These processes are based on NP (nitric-permanganate) as used in the POD
(£WR focidative decontamination) process and on LOMI (U>w oxidation-state
nietal j_on) reagents; the latter may be employed either aTone or in
combination with NP or AP (alkaline permanganate). The first application of
the LOMI process was in decontaminating a coolant circuit of the UK's
Winfrith SGHWR (_Steam generating Heavy Water Reactor) in 1980. The LOMI
process has been used routinely since tTTen arid" will continue to be used
annually; its efficacy was improved in 1984/85 by pretreatment using the NP
process. The results of these decontaminations are summarised. The LOMI
and NP/LOMI processes have also been' used on a number of reactor components
and sub-systems outside the UK and the results from some of these
applications are outlined. The possibility of combining chemical
decontamination treatments like LOMI with a physical process such as high
pressure water jetting is also being investigated.

ELECTRO-SWABBING - DEVELOPMENT WORK AND TRIALS ON CAGR GAS
CIRCULATOR COMPONENTS.

Basis of Method

The electro-polishing of metal surfaces, in which the metal is
anodically dissolved by means of the passage of current through a suitable
electrolyte, has long been recognised as of use for surface decontamination.
It offers rapid decontamination to background levels with minimal metal
removal and has the further advantage of producing smooth, polished surfaces
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which can show increased resistance to recontamination in subsequent
service. It is also capable of application to a wide variety of materials,
geometries and forms of contamination (Ref. 1). However, electropolishing
applied in the conventional manner, in which the component to be treated is
immersed in a bath of electrolyte, suffers from the need for complex
electrode shapes when the component has any but the simplest geometry, if
preferential metal removal at corners is to be avoided. For one-off
applications such electrodes can be extremely costly. In addition to
possessing complex geometries the nature of components, such as the CAGR gas
circulator components to be considered in this paper, can give rise to two
further difficulties with conventional bath techniques; firstly, their size
can lead to a requirement for large volumes of electrolyte which gives rise
to handling and waste disposal problems; secondly, components which are
made from a number of alloys experience preferential attack in a bath
immersion method. In view of these factors an electro-swabbing technique
was developed for application to the circulator components.

Development of the Technique

In the electro-swabbing technique, current is passed through
electrolyte absorbed on Dacron felt. The contaminated surface acts as the
anode whilst a former, fabricated in a conducting material, supports the
felt and acts as a cathode - making up the swabbing electrode (Fig. 1). The
swab is moved continuously over the surface until cleaning is effected;
Dacron felt was found to be chemically and mechanically robust and not to
transfer fibres to the treated surface.

Those steel surfaces of the CAGR gas circulators which are exposed to
the coolant gas while in service are generally observed, to be coated with a
tenacious black film composed of M 30 4 type oxide (where M = metal, Fe, Cr
etc.) and a carbonaceous material, when withdrawn from service. In
preliminary investigations, it was found that the contamination, both
fission products and activated corrosion products, was incorporated in the
surface film and that removal of this to the underlying 'white' metal
effected virtually complete decontamination. During initial trials of
decontamination by electro-swabbing, it was realised that the coherent
nature of the black surface film was preventing ready access of the
electrolyte to the underlying metal - accounting for the observed slowness
of action of the technique. Accordingly, a wetting agent (Photoflo 600,
Kodak pic, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.) was added to the electrolyte and this
was found to improve greatly the rate of action.

Trials on CAGR Gas Circulator Components

Impeller Decontamination

Trials were carried out on an impeller (Fig. 2) which had been
permanently withdrawn from service in a gas circulator unit at Hinkley Point
V Power Station. The impeller was fabricated in ZVuCr-lMo ferritic steel
and was covered with the characteristic black surface film described above.
In view of the relatively large surface area of this component it was
necessary to refresh the electrolyte on the felt pad; this was achieved by
having a hollow cathode, with holes to the surface supporting the felt
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(Q ~ Contaminated surface (anode )

(D i Dacron felt saturated with electrolyte

(£) = Counter electrode (cathode J.hollow and perforated at base in pumped system

(p) s Insulated handle, pipe 1or pumped system
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FIG, 1

Schematic Section Through Swab - Electrode Applied to

Contaminated Surface
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(Fig. 1), and pumping electrolyte to the cathode at a rate of about
50 cn^min-1 from a reservoir held at 50°C. The electrolyte selected was
50 v/o phosporic acid to which Photoflo 600 wetting agent was added at a
concentration of 0.15 v/o. (Higher concentrations were found to lead to
foaming associated with hydrogen evolution from the electro-polishing
process.) Electro-polishing was carried out at a current density of order
103 A m"2 (at 8 volts). (Surplus electrolyte was allowed to drain down the
impeller into a catch tray.)

Typical specific activities at the surface of the impeller before and
after decontamination are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the major
contributors to the surface specific activities have been reduced by > 99%
both for activated corrosion products (60Co and 51+Mn) and for fission
products (137Cs).

TABLE 1. TYPICAL SPECIFIC ACTIVITY (kBq m~2) AT THE SURFACE OF A CAGR
IMPELLER* BEFORE AND AFTER DECONTAMINATION BY ELECTRO-SWABBING

Radionuclide Before After* % Removal

60
54
137
134

110m

Co
Mn
Cs
Cs
Ag

462.5
307.1
72.5
17.8
19.2

1.1
<0.4

0.7
<0.7
<0.7

99.8
<99.9

99.0
<96.1
1:96.4

Footnotes: *< values are estimated minimum detectable ac t i v i t i es where none
was observed.
*These analyses were obtained for surface samples obtained by an
electrochemical method based on the 'Electro!each Technique1

devised by Rowland [Ref. 2] and employing similar principles to
those for the electro-swabbing process.
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Oil Seal Decontamination

The swabbing process was also applied to a wind-back oil seal from a
gas circulator. This seal had a precision finish white metal bearing
surface in a mild steel carrier ring; the white metal surface was
contaminated with 35S giving 250 cps at contact measured by a thin window
G-M counter.

A bath immersion technique would have led to excessive attack of the
mild steel if the white metal were also to be successfully decontaminated
and so the swabbing process was appropriate. In this case a graphite
cathode was manufactured with a curvature matching that of the white metal
surface. In view of the small surface area involved the felt pad was
charged with electrolyte, 8 w/o oxalic acid at 60°C, by dipping in a bath.
For treatment, the seal was rotated while the cathode was held fixed. A
current density of 500 A nr2 at 10 volts was used. This process
successfully decontaminated the white metal surface to prevailing background
levels (5 cps by the same counting method) while metal removal was even at
<25 urn.

Summary

The electro-swabbing technique has been shown to be an effective means
of decontaminating circulator components. For large components such as the
impeller it can achieve acceptable treatment rates and would be amenable to
remote operation. However, for such components it may suffer from
difficulties associated with disposal of the chemically aggressive
electrolytes and also from the need to ensure complete removal of the
electrolyte from all crevices. The technique has the greatest potential for
the treatment of smaller, high value, precision items such as the oil seal.

PARTICLE IMPACT CLEANING

Basic Studies

Particle Impact Cleaning (PIC) decontamination techniques have been
used in the nuclear industry for many years. However, because of the use
of sand and grit cleaning media, which cause extensive damage to treated
surfaces, their use has generally been restricted to the treatment of non-
critical items or material for disposal as waste. In the late 1970's the
CEGB undertook a study of the basic mechanisms involved in PIC techniques to
determine if their high decontamination effectiveness, typically 99%, could
be achieved with surface damage sufficiently limited to allow their use on
close-tolerance plant items. This work was reported by Rogers (Ref. 3) and
only salient features are given here.

Essentially, contaminated surfaces are treated in two categories. In
the first, the contamination is due to particulate material deposited on the
surface and bound to it by adhesive forces but not incorporated within the
surface. In this case there is no a priori requirement to remove surface
material to achieve decontamination. In the second category the
contamination, whether particulate or molecular, is incorporated within the
surface, e.g. by incorporation within a growing oxide film. The achievement
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of decontamination obviously requires the removal of some surface material
in this case.

When a (cleaning) particle impacts a surface the impact always
produces elastic, recoverable deformations in both the particle and the
surface. It may also cause permanent deformation of the surface as a result
of plastic flow in ductile materials or crack formation in brittle
materials. It is, of course, these permanent deformations which cause
surface damage and the removal of surface material. Development of the
theory of particle adhesion showed that if a contaminant particle bound to a
surface by adhesive forces alone is impacted by a cleaning particle then the
energy released by recovery of the surface from the elastically deformed
state caused by the impact can be sufficient to project the contaminant
particle away from the surface and beyond the range of the adhesive forces.
The important finding of this analysis was that any permanent deformations
produced by the impact play no necessary part in the removal of such
contaminant particles and, therefore, that decontamination in this case
should be achievable with no damage to the treated surface. In cases where
some removal of surface material is necessary to achieve decontamination,
erosion theory showed that the removal of surface material from ductile
materials by means of plastic impacts only proceeds after an initial
induction period and that the extent of surface damage and material removal
decreases rapidly with decreasing cleaning particle size. As the mechanical
properties of contaminant-containing surface layers are frequently
different from those of the component bulk this showed that decontamination
should be achievable with little damage to the treated component.

Applications of the Technique

The successful application of the model derived from the basic studies
is illustrated by two examples. In both cases the cleaning medium was
recycled so as to reduce waste arisings. A hand-held blast head was used;
faster treatment rates could be achieved by use of automatic machines.

The first example is that of the removal of particulate contamination
deposited onto test surfaces exposed in the fuel handling route of a CAGR.
A mixture of crushed peach and apricot pits was used as the cleaning medium.
This material was sufficiently soft as to be incapable of damaging the
treated steel surfaces and its use thus made the process tolerant of
operator error. Decontamination by better than 99% was readily achieved at
a treatment rate of order 0.1 m2 min"1 with waste arisings, from degradation
of the recycled cleaning medium, of order a few cm3 nr2. In comparison it
may be noted that swabbing and brushing of the surfaces resulted in
decontamination by about 70% and 90% respectively.

The second example is the decontamination of an Inlet Guide Vane
assembly from a CAGR gas circulator (Fig. 3). In this case the
contamination was incorporated within a surface film of steel oxide and
carbon deposits and so some material removal was necessary to achieve
decontamination. The cleaning medium used was glass beads of size 75 to
125 \xm. This material was chosen as having good resistance to degradation
and, hence, limited waste arisings and because spherical particles, unlike
angular ones, do not become impacted in the treated surface. The size range
was chosen to give an adequate induction period, of order 20 minutes, before
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metal removal while giving an acceptable cleaning rate of order 0.05 m2

mirr1. (Other factors limited the overall treatment rate.) Decontamination
by over 99» was obtained with surface dimensional changes of 3 ̂ m or less
(Fig. 4) and effectively zero weight loss.

In conclusion, the basic studies of PIC techniques by the CEGB have
resulted in their becoming an effective, flexible and practical means of
decontamination for many plant items.

DEVELOPMENT OF WATER REACTOR CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES

The Technical Problem

A feature of a l l water reactors is the rad ioact ive contamination which
ar ises because the mater ia ls of reactor construct ion corrode,
releasing ox idat ion products to the c i r c u l a t i n g water. A proport ion o f
these deposit or p rec ip i t a te in the core of the reactor where they are
act ivated in the neutron f l u x . These rad ioact ive oxides are then dissolved
or resuspended in to the water, car r ied out of the reactor core and
redeposited on out -o f -core surfaces. The oxides on c i r c u i t surfaces can be
considered to be of two types:

(a) the grown-on pro tec t ive oxides which are strongly adherent to the
base metal ;

(b) loose deposited oxide which overlays the grown-on ox ide.

Generally speaking in PWRs, the grown-on oxides are chromium-rich and
the deposited oxides are low in chromium but may be high in n i c k e l . The
other major component of the oxides is i r o n .

The primary goal of the decontamination research by the CEGB has been
to f i nd a reagent or reagents capable of d isso lv ing a l l the d i f f e r e n t oxides
in the reactor c i r c u i t s , thereby provid ing an e f f ec t i ve decontamination of
a l l coolant c i r c u i t surfaces. Research at Berkeley Nuclear Laborator ies
(BNL) fol lowed two main l ines of development:
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(a) development of oxidising systems which overcome the major
disadvantages associated with exist ing processes;

(b) development of novel reducing reagent systems with superior
k inet ic characteristics with a view to dissolving a l l the reactor
oxides in a single step.

Development of Oxidising Systems - NP and the POD Procedure

Traditional methods of decontaminating chromium-rich oxides rel ied on
the use of high concentrations of alkaline permanganate to release chromium
from the oxides followed by ammonium c i t ra te to dissolve the chromium-
depleted oxide. A major problem was the d i f f i cu l t y of treating the waste
solutions. I t appeared to be more sensible to see i f i t was possible to use
potassium permanganate in acid conditions to release chromium from the
oxides - a procedure which had not been developed previously. Early
development work established that d i lu te n i t r i c acid was the best acid to
use with potassium permanganate. The n i t r i c permanganate (NP) reagent forms
the f i r s t phase of the PWR oxidative decontamination (POD) process (Ref. 4)
which is outlined in Fig. 5.

In phase I the permanganate
oxidises chromium in the oxide to
bichromate ions:

Cr203+2Mn0l4-+H20=2HCr0lt-+2Mn02

In phase I I a reducing agent
(e.g. oxalic acid) and n i t r i c acid
are added to destroy the excess
permanganate and manganese
dioxide:

2Mn04-+5H2C204+6H+=2Mn2++10C02+8H20

Mn02+H2C204+2H+=Mn2++2C02+2H20

In the f inal phase of the
process, the chromium-depleted
oxide is dissolved by the addition
of a complexing acid (e.g. c i t r i c )
and a reducing agent (e.g. oxalic
acid).

Table 2 shows the
decontamination factors (DF, i .e .
rat io between radioact iv i ty before
and after) obtained on PWR

FIG.5. POD Process Application. specimens using the POD process.
On stainless steel , the DFs range
from 4 to 25, with 5 to 10 being
typical values. A second

application of the process greatly improves the DF, which in the best case
can reach more than 100. On Inconel 600 specimens cut from steam-generator

Phase 1

KMnO4 ( I.Og l\ )

HNOj (0.25 g/l )

1

Phase I I

Oxalic acid (1.4 g/ l )

H N 0 3 ( l . 5 g / l )

'

Phase nr

Citric acid (0. 969/1 )

Oxalic acid CO.45 g/l )

KOH (0 .42g' l )

!
Ion

exchange

Three additions of chemicals

Dilute solutions

No rinses

One ion exchange operation

5-24 hours

- 7 hours for typica

PWR oxide

0.5-1 hour

5 - 7 hours

POD Process A p p l i c a t i o n .
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TABLE 2. DECONTAMINATION FACTORS OBTAINED ON PWR SPECIMENS WITH THE
POD PROCESS

Reactor

Ringhals 2
Agesta
A
B
Ringhals 2
Indian Point
C

Material

Stainless
Stainless
Stainless
Stainless
Inconel 600
Inconel 600
Inconel 600

Specimen

Letdown line
SG tubing
SG tubing
SG tubing
SG tubing
SG tubing
SG tubing

Decontamination Factor (DF)

First Second
Application Application

5-8
4-25
5-7
6-10

1.7-2.8
1.6-2.0

~ ?

3
3

>20
>50
>15
>100

.3-4.2

.7-6.7
~ 4

tubes, DFs of around 2 were obtained in one application, rising to around 4
with a second treatment.

Development of Reducing Systems - LOMI Reagents

The CEGB undertook a research programme, partly funded by the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the USA, into the fundamental mechanisms
governing the dissolution of the oxides found in PWRs. This work led to the
development of the novel series of decontaminants known as LOMI (low
oxidation-state metal ion) reagents (Refs. 5 and 6). LOMI reagents contain
two essential components: a metal ion in a low oxidation state, and a
chelating ligand. The combination is chosen such that the complex formed
between the two is a strong reducing agent, with a rapid kinetic pathway for
electron transfer to metal ions in the oxide lattice. The chelant must also
be capable of maintaining in solution both the reducing agent and all the
products of the dissolution reaction, at a reasonable operating pH such as 4
or 5. The best-developed LOMI reagent is vanadous picolinate. This reagent
is made by the combination of picolinic acid, neutralised with NaOH, with
vanadous formate. This reacts with iron-rich oxides by reduction of ferric
ions in the lattice:

Fe203 2V(pic)3" + 6picH = 2Fe(pic)3" + 2V(pic)3 3H20

H+

Oxides such as nickel ferrite, which is not readily soluble in other
reagents, are readily dissolved by this reductive mechanism:

NiFe2O4 + 2V(pic)3- + 9picH = 2Fe(pic)3" + 4H20 + Ni(pic)3" + 2V(pic)3 +

Vanadous picolinate is not a strong enough reducing agent to react with
Cr(III) in oxides at a useful rate. The rate of reaction with mixed
iron/nickel/chromium oxides, typical of those found on reactor surfaces,
falls off rapidly as the chromium content increases. However, the LOMI
reagents can be used in the final stage of a semi-continuous process similar
to POD. A few representative results are shown in Table 3. The
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TABLE 3. DECONTAMINATION FACTORS OBTAINED ON REACTOR SPECIMENS WITH
AP/LOMI AND NP/LOMI

Source

Agesta
Ringhals 2
B
Indian Point 2
WSGHWR

Material

Stainless
Stainless
Stainless
Inconel 600
Stainless

Decontamination Factor
DF

AP/LOMI

21,25
2.4,3.0

3.8,4.0

NP/LOMI

25,29
9,19
13

1.6,2.0,2.4
4.3,12*

*Two applications - range of values over several tests.

abbreviation AP/LOMI is used when the first step is alkaline permanganate
(which gives better results than NP on Inconel oxides), and NP/LOMI when it
is nitric acid/permanganate.

Other Developments

The chemical processes were developed mainly to reduce doses on
operating reactors. Consequently, such factors as low corrosion and short
process times have been of paramount importance. Recently, the processes
have been tested in a multi-stage redox cycling procedure involving
alternate applications of the reagents for a short time (~ 2 hours). Using
this procedure it has been possible to achieve DF's of > 100 on PWR
stainless steel specimens and >30 on some Inconel 600 SG tube specimens.

APPLICATION OF CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES TO BWR AND PWR SYSTEMS

The twin-track research programme followed by the CEGB to develop
improved reducing reagent systems and improved pre-oxidation-based processes
has led to a range of procedures for LWR full- and part-circuit
decontamination. Compatibility tests have shown no deleterious effects on
any of the materials in common use in reactors. The waste treatment of the
radioactive solutions which arise from the use of the processes has also
been tested extensively. In this section examples of the application of the
processes to BWR and PWR components and sub-systems are reviewed. The
processes have in addition been used on a number of research loops.

Decontamination of the Surry Channel Head

The NP/LOMI and AP/POD processes were first used on a large scale in
the USA at Battelle Northwest Laboratories for decontamination of the
hot leg of the Surry 2 steam generator channel head (Ref. 7). This
decontamination was carried out by Babcock Woodall-Duckham Ltd. UK and
Quadrex USA and formed part of the Surry steam generator project. In the
channel head both stainless steel surfaces (the bowl) and Inconel 600
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surfaces (divider plate and tube sheet) were present. The SG tubes
themselves were not decontaminated. Both NP and AP based processes were
used in order to maximise the DF's. Dose rates measured in the Surry SGU
channel head are given in Table 4. The apparent area DF's were in the range
2.6-4.9 after NP/LOMI and 7.9-10.3 finally. These area DF's were all
affected by "shine" from the tubes. Shielded TLD measurements on the
stainless steel bowl surfaces showed a final DF of 50 on stainless steel
surfaces, the calculated DF's on the Inconel 600 surfaces were in the range
5-15. The DF's obtained on these surfaces are similar to those obtained in
laboratory tests on stainless and Inconel samples. This was an important
result, showing that it was possible to reproduce laboratory results on a
plant scale.

TABLE 4. DOSE RATES IN THE SURRY SGU
CHANNEL HEAD BEFORE AND AFTER

DECONTAMINATION

A large number of
corrosion specimens including
welded coupons, expanded tube
and double U-bends were
suspended in the channel head
during the decontamination.
Detailed examination of these
specimens by metallography
showed no unacceptable
corrosion. Weight losses on
plain and welded coupons and
tubes showed an average total
wastage of 0.2 ^m on AISI 304
steel and < 2 |im on other
materials.

Because it was possible
to dispose of liquid
radioactive waste at
Battelle, ion exchange was
not employed to treat the
waste NP/LOMI and AP/POD
solutions; however, it has
been employed in subsequent
decontaminations in the USA.

Recent Applications of the CEGB Processes

Since the first demonstration in the USA on the Surry SG channel head,
there have been several applications of LOMI and NP/LOMI to operating BWRs
and PWRs. The applications up to April 1986 are summarised in Table 5.

In all the BWR decontaminations, LOMI has proved very rapid and
effective at dissolving the deposited corrosion products (largely Fe203 and
FejO^) giving DF's of the order of 10 or more in most cases. In some cases
two applications of the process have been employed to improve DF's over
certain sections of pipework. Although the majority of the radioactivity in
BWR oxides is present in the iron-rich oxides which are dissolved readily by
LOMI, in some areas a significant proportion is present in the grown-on
oxides at the metal surface which contain a high proportion (up to 30%) of
chromium. The reactor water clean-up (RWCU) systems sometimes fall into

Position
(feet)

g>a
7'
5'
3'

Contact on c

SS surface

Dose

Initial

4,
4,
3,
3,
2,
2.

a Near tube sheet
b Near man-way
c Shielded TLD

.9

.0

.5

.1

.7

.7

Rate, R \

After
NP/LOMI

1.9
1.5
1.4
1.1
0.9
0.42

measurement

1r-l

After
AP/POD

0.
0,
0,
0.
0,
0,

.62

.65

.58

.76

.34

.052
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TABLE 5. APPLICATIONS OF CEGB PROCESSES ON OPERATING REACTORS IN THE USA

Reactor

Monticello

Dresden 3

Quad Cities 1

Indian Point 3

Type

BWR

BWR

BWR

PWR

Contractor

Quadrexa

London Nuclearb

London Nuclear0

Bechtelc

Component

Recirc. piping
RWCU
Recirc. piping
RWCU
Recirc. piping
RWCU
Channel Heads

Mean DF

27
22
13
8
5
3

3-7

Ref.

8

9, 10

11

9

a Sub-licensee of Babcock Woodall-Duckham Ltd; Pacific Nuclear now hold
this sub-license.
b Sub-licensee of Davy McKee Nuclear.
c EPRI licensee.

this category and for these components an NP pre-oxidation stage has been
applied prior to LOMI in order to maximise the decontamination. For
surfaces which are already cleaned by LOMI, such as the recirculation
pipework at Monticello a second application of NP/LOMI gives extra high DF's
by removing the small proportion of radioactivity left in the chromium-rich
oxide at the metal surface.

The Indian Point 3 channel heads decontamination was the first
application on an operational PWR. In order to treat the stainless steel
and Inconel 600 surfaces present the AP/NP/LOMI process was applied. This
involved 8 hours in AP followed by 8 hours in NP, rinsing and then 2-3 hours
in LOMI (Ref. 9). Two cycles were applied and DF's ranged from 4-7 in the
cold legs and about 2.6-3.2 in the hot legs. The reduction in radiation
fields was around 7 R/h in both cases.

Health physics calculations have shown that the savings in dose from
these decontaminations have been considerable. For instance, at Dresden the
decontamination operation is estimated to have saved 2,000 man-rems and at
Indian Point 3 over 400 man-rems.

The recent decontaminations with the LOMI and NP/LOMI processes
carried out on operational LWRs in the USA have shown it gives very
effective decontamination. Ion exchange has been used successfully to treat
the decontamination solutions and the ion exchange resins can be solidified
if required. Recent developments have taken place to reduce the ion
exchange an*sings (Ref. 10). The current LOMI reagent contains less formic
acid and sodium hydroxide than the reagent used for the Monticello
decontamination when ion exchange was first used to treat the waste
solutions. Consequently, the resin arisings have been reduced considerably
and with the new LOMI reagent on Dresden 3 and Quad Cities 1 the total resin
arisings were 4.5-4.8 m3 (Ref. 11) which represented a major reduction in
resin arisings compared with the Monticello decontamination. There have
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also been developments in the ion exchange treatment of the permanganate
solutions which have the potential to further reduce waste arisings.

DECONTAMINATION OF THE FUELLED CIRCUIT OF THE WINFRITH SGHWR USING
LOMI AND NP/LOMI

The Winfr i th SGHWR (steam generating heavy water reactor) is an early
pressure tube BWR which is operated by the UK Atomic Energy Authority. The
Zircaloy fuel channels are connected to stainless steel (AISI 321) feeder
pipes and r iser pipes which take the 2-phase steam/water coolant to the
steam drums for separation. The result ing network of pipework is divided
into two separate coolant c i r cu i t s . To reduce radiation levels around the
plant, routine chemical decontaminations of the fuelled coolant c i rcu i ts
have been carried out since the early 1970's. Decontaminations during th is
decade were carried out using CITROX (TURCO 4521). However, there were
certain drawbacks to i t s use (Ref. 12) and since 1980 the coolant c i rcu i ts
have been decontaminated using the LOMI reagent which has provided certain
benefits. More recently, the NP reagent has been applied in conjunction
with LOMI in order to improve the decontamination of areas of high chromium
oxide in the c i r cu i t .

LOMI Decontaminations

The 1980 decontamination of the South c i r cu i t of the WSGHWR using LOMI
was the f i r s t ever plant-scale decontamination with the reagent. I t
followed extensive corrosion t r i a l s on reactor materials. Since 1980 a
total of 12 LOMI applications have been made (Table 6) . I t has been found
that the BWR-type (Fe203 based) deposits dissolve rapidly in LOMI. Al l fuel
surface deposits are removed without affecting Zircaloy cladding or fuel
in tegr i t y . However, the grown-on oxides with a substituted spinel structure
in some areas of the plant contained over 20% chromium and dissolved only
slowly. The DF's in working areas around the reactor were i n i t i a l l y 25%
better than with TURCO 4521, but further DF improvement after 2 annual LOMI
applications was marginal. One reason was that resistant ac t iv i ty f ixed in
chromium-rich films began to dominate local f i e lds .

TABLE 6.

Date

May 1980
May 1981
May 1981
May 1982
May 1982
May 1983
May 1983
May 1984
May 1984
May 1985
May 1985

SUMMARY OF COOLANT

Circuit
Decontaminated

South (6S)
North (6N)
South (7S)
North (7N)
South (8S)
North (8N)
South (9S)
North (9N)
South (10S)
North (ION)
South (US)

CIRCUIT DECONTAMINATION IN WSGHWR USING
LOMI-BASED REAGENTS

Period since Clean or
Previously

Decontaminated, EFPDs

532
265
265
214
214
269
269
296
296
253
253

Process
Used

LOMI/TURCO 4521
LOMI
LOMI
LOMI
LOMI
LOMI
LOMI
NP/LOMI, NP/LOMI
LOMI
LOMI/NP/LOMI
LOMI
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Pre-Oxidation; NP/LOMI Process

In order to treat the high chromium grown-on oxides in the plant an NP
pre-oxidation stage was proposed. As with LOMI, extensive corrosion
validation tests on the reagent were carried out and these showed no
unexpected safety or integrity-related problems. The reagent was first used
on the North circuit in 1984. The NP reagent (2 g dm"3 KMnOH at pH 2.5) was
applied for 6 hours at 90°C and then rinsed from the circuit leaving any
residual MnO2 to react with the subsequent LOMI reductant. A second
application of NP/LOMI was then carried out. A summary of the main control
data used to monitor each stage of the decontamination is given in Fig. 6.
During each 6 hour NP stage 25-30% of the manganese initially present in
soluble KMnO^ was precipitated as MnO2, this resulted in a rise in the pH
which was maintained in the range 2.5-3,0 by addition of nitric acid.

The data in Fig. 6 show that
during the NP stages corrosion of
AISI 321, 410 and carbon steel
was negligible, during the LOMI
stage there was some corrosion of
carbon steel but this was well
within circuit limits.

Compared with the South
circuit where the NP reagent was
not used additional chromium and
radioactivity were removed. In
some areas of the plant DF's of
10 were achieved which was
considerably higher than achieved
by LOMI alone in earlier North
circuit decontaminations. The
post decontamination dose rates
around the North circuit in 1984
were the lowest for 7. years, a
24% reduction being obtained over
corresponding 1983 (LOMI only)
levels. However, in certain
areas of the plant the DF's were
poor and it became apparent that
a significant dose contribution
was due to localised non-
decontaminated sources. Some

of these were in dead legs, valve bodies, at weld sites on redundant
pipework and also the uncleaned steam mains.

The NP/LOMI process was applied for a second year running in the North
circuit in 1985. After the 1985 decontamination the average internal dose
rate on the steam drum had been reduced by a factor of almost 3 compared
with the pre-NP/LOMI situation.

Summary

The annual LOMI-based decontaminations of WSGHWR coolant circuits have
reversed the upward trends of gamma fields around certain areas of the
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circuit, without which increasingly demanding safety-related inspections and
maintenance work would have become extremely difficult. The net savings in
dose amount to several hundred man-rems per year. The corrosion rates of
WSGHWR coolant circuit materials are negligible during the 1 to 1.5 hour
LOMI decontaminations. This has enabled the LOMI reagent to be used on each
coolant circuit annually rather than bi-annually which was the case with
TURCO 4521. This reduces the activity production rate because fuel surface
deposits are absent at start-up after annual shutdowns.

HIGH PRESSURE WATER JETTING

Development of the Technique and Equipment

Recent work by the UK Atomic Energy Authority at Winfrith (Ref. 13)
has shown that the residual deposits on SGHWR pipework may be removed by
high pressure water jets and this is particularly effective when following a
LOMI treatment. Over 95% of the residual radioactivity can be removed by a
single pass of the jet (Figs. 7a and 7b).

Untreated specimens
Jet type 15* Ian N « I508H5I5
Stand-oil distance a 20mm

(Underwater)
Scanning speed s6.6mm/min

Treated specimens
Jet type 15" Ian N' 1508
Equivalent nozzle dia =1 8rnm
Sland-oll distance: 20mm

( Underwater )
Scanning speed=200mm/min.

100 700 300 tOO SOO (00 700

Pressure { b a r )

Relationship Between DF and
Water Jet Pressure Using
Untreated Specimens of
SGHWR P

100 700 300 100 SOO 600 700

Pressure (bor )

Relationship Between DF and
Waler Jet Pressure Usmg.
SGHWR Pipe Specimen
Pre-Treoted with LOMI .

Work has been undertaken to
develop the method fully for
reactor pipe applications. I t has
been shown that using a centrally
placed, slowly rotating nozzle
traversing along the axis of the
pipe, DF's of up to 20 are
possible. A more practical
approach is to allow the nozzle to
find i ts own alignment while
advancing. A system of advancing,
rotating and retrieving the nozzle
was identified and further t r ia ls
prepared the way for a reactor
operation - decontamination of
part of the blowdown line in the
WSGHWR.

Of cent ra l importance t o the
t r i a l s was the use of a piece of
propr ie ta ry equipment which was

able to simultaneously ro ta te and advance a high pressure supply hose and
nozzle assembly through the pipework system in which i n te rna l c leaning was
requ i red . Rotary motion was imparted by a var iab le speed a i r motor which
drove the hose through a ro ta to ry coupl ing i n which forward or reverse
motion was imparted by three o f f s e t castors which g r i p the hose e x t e r i o r .
Rotary and l i n e a r movement of the hose are both i n f i n i t e l y va r iab le and are
con t ro l l ed by motor speed and the o f f s e t angle of the cas to rs . The high
pressure supply hose and nozzle assembly are fed i n t o the pipework system
through a l i g h t - w e i g h t support ing hose. A t yp i ca l set up i s shown i n F i g . 8
and i t can be seen tha t the u n i t must move towards the pipe entry po in t the
f u l l d istance required to clean i ns i de . Cleaning i s achieved by the nozzle
moving in sp i ra l fashion against the ins ide of the p ipe.
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To drain

PVC supporting
hose (6-7 m )

0.25 in flexible hose

0.5in NB high
pressure hose

FIG.8 Operational Layout for Application of High Pressure Water Jetting to

SGHWR Blowdown Line.

Trials on Pipework

Test conditions were simulated in a laboratory test rig using a short
length of hose. DF's were found to be satisfactory, although lower than
when using a central lance (8 cf 12). A suitable nozzle was identified for
the reactor trials which consisted of three 1 mm pin jets in a small body.
A 160 HP pump was used to supply the water to the cleaning nozzle via a 6 m
length of 0.5" hose and either 6 or 12 m of 0.25" plastic hose. Operating
conditions were as follows:-

Pump pressure
Hose rotation speed
Rate of hose advancement
Flow rate

700 Bar
80-100 revolutions per minute
2-2.5 mm per revolution
50 dm3 min"1

Since i t is conceivable that the nozzle could become lodged in one position,
a simple experiment was carried out to confirm that no structural damage
would occur to the pipe under uncontrolled conditions - with the nozzle
stationary and with the nozzle rotating but not advancing. The jets from a
stationary nozzle were allowed to impinge on a test piece for 10 minutes at
a pressure of up to 520 Bar. No weight loss was detected. Photomicrographs
of the samples revealed some surface pitt ing only after jett ing for 10
minutes with the nozzle stationary.

The process was demonstrated in-situ on the SGHW reactor blowdown line
(AISI 321) which was 15 metres long and 10 cm in diameter with two right
angle bends. The effluent from the process and removed particulate oxide
were directed to the reactor effluent tanks. From the viewpoint of
decontamination effectiveness the method was not severely tested in this
particular t r ia l because contamination levels on the pipework were
atypically low and high background levels complicated radiation
measurements. However, the t r ia l demonstrated that i t is a practical and
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viable technique for in-situ decontamination of power reactor pipework,
provided, of course, that access is possible.

OVERALL SUMMARY

The decontamination techniques described in this paper include not
only developments from existing technologies but also novel techniques
developed as a result of fundamental studies into the mechanisms involved in
removing radioactivity from surfaces. The techniques, including physical,
chemical and electrochemical procedures, have all been applied to actual
reactor components and circuits. These applications have followed extensive
laboratory testing programmes to determine their effectiveness on reactor
artefacts. Consideration of corrosion of reactor materials and waste
treatment have also been of major importance in the development programmes.
Indeed, for applications on operating power reactors these issues are of
paramount importance. In the case of the chemical decontamination
processes, LOMI, NP/LOMI and POD developed by the CEGB at Berkeley Nuclear
Laboratories, the technologies are available for commercial application
under license from the CEGB and EPRI. The savings in dose through
application of these processes to BWR and PWR components and sub-circuits
have been considerable. A considerable body of experience now exists within
the CEGB and UKAEA on the application of the processes described and it
seems probable that they will continue to be employed in the future.
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REMOVAL OF ACTIVATED CONCRETE FROM
THE NORTHROP TRIGA REACTOR-OPERATIONS AND SAFETY EXPERIENCE

Frederick Gardner
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc.

220 Stoneridge Drive
Columbia, South Carolina 29210

ABSTRACT

The 1 MW Northrop TRIGA reactor was successfully
decommissioned and dismantled in March-September, 1985
by Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Approximately 2800 cubic
feet of packaged, activated concrete and steel
re in forc ing bar was removed from the reactor s t ruc ture .
This paper summarizes the decommissioning project and
the f a c i l i t y and discusses the safety precautions and
operational approach during concrete removal. A
discussion of nuclide content of the concrete, personnel
safety procedures, control and measurement of airborne
dusts and resul ts is included.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The objective of the Northrop TRIGA Reactor decosnmissioning project
was removal of a l l radioactive material from the f a c i l i t y , and
termination of the f a c i l i t y NRC l icense. The Northrop TRIGA f a c i l i t y
consisted of a one megawatt (steady state) research reactor , which
reached i n i t i a l c r i t i c a l i t y in 1963, capable of pulsed operation to 1800
megawatts. Northrop operated the reactor f a c i l i t y under an NRC 10CFR50
l icense. Hot Ce l l , Chem-Lab and X-ray areas in the same bui ld ing were
covered by a license issued by the State of Ca l i fo rn ia .

Planning for the f a c i l i t y decommissioning was started in ear ly
1984. The decontamination and decommissioning plan prepared by Northrop
was submitted to the NRC in October 1984. Chem-Nuclear was selected as
the decontamination and deconuiissioning contractor in November, 1984.
Work on-si te began during March 1985. The radiological phase of the
project was completed by Chem-Nuclear in September, 1985. Northrop
completed removal of non-radioactive mater ials, completion of NRC
l icens ing, and restorat ion of the s i te during late 1985 and the f i r s t
hal f of 1986. The NRC license was terminated in June 1986.

The release c r i t e r i a used for the f a c i l i t y decommissioning were in
accordance with US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.86 and NRC s ta f f posit ion of 5
microrem per hour at one meter or 10 mi l l i rem per year to an ind iv idua l .
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Release survey plans included performance of a s t a t i s t i ca l survey of the
f a c i l i t y in accordance with NUREG CR2082, "Monitoring for Compliance
with Decommissioning Survey Cr i t e r i a " . The f i na l decontamination and
decommissioning plan was submitted to the NRC in January, 1985.

TRIGA FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Northrop TRIGA f a c i l i t y was designed in I960, constructed in
1961-62 and reached i n i t i a l c r i t i c a l i t y in 1963. Operated at a steady
state power level of one megawatt and pulsed up to 1800 megawatt -
seconds, the reactor operated un t i l December 1984 with a to ta l power
output of approximately 1200 megawatt-hours.

The main reactor features are the pool cavi ty , dry exposure room
and beam port f a c i l i t i e s . The reactor was fueled with eighty-seven (87)
steel-clad zirconium hydride fuel elements with an enrichment of
approximately 20 percent.

The TRIGA f a c i l i t y also contained a f lash x-ray room, a chemical
laboratory with storage wel ls , two fume hoods and a hot c e l l . These
areas were licensed by the State of Cal i forn ia. The bui lding which
enclosed these f a c i l i t i e s is a hangar type enclosure which measures
approximately 100 feet by 100 feet and is 50 feet high. The
decontamination and decommissioning project scope included complete
removal of a l l radioactive materials wi th in the bui lding which housed
a l l the f a c i l i t i e s l i s ted above.

PROJECT OPERATIONS TASKS

Plans for operational ac t i v i t i es were developed between August and
November, 1984, and ref ined after Chem-Nuclear was selected as the
decontamination and decommissioning contractor in December 1984. The
radiological decommissioning project team proposed to complete the
project in 18 on-site weeks using a crew of up to 10 men and a to ta l
crew exposure of less than 1.8 man-rem.

Detailed procedures for key tasks were prepared during the 8
man-month planning period before on-site mobi l izat ion. The operations
plan involved six major tasks for which detai led procedures were
prepared. These were:

1. transportation of 87 fuel elements to other reactors
2. removal, segmentation and packaging of the reactor structure
3. pool water removal and discharge
4. exposure room wood and concrete removal
5. decontamination of the Chem-Lab and f loor drains
6. final release survey.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS DURING CONCRETE REMOVAL

During project planning e f f o r t s , the pr inc ipal radiological hazards
to personnel performing concrete removal was ident i f ied as inhalation of
airborne radionuclides and accessible gamma exposure rates of up to 50
mR/hr. The most s ign i f i cant hazards were non-radiological and included
f a l l i n g debr is, loud sound levels during concrete breaking, flames from
torches used to cut rebar, and high humidity and heat levels during
concrete breaking operations.

To minimize the potent ia l effects of these hazards, speci f ic safety
requirements were implemented. These an: shown for each hazard in
Table 1 "Mit igat ion and Monitoring of Safety Hazards." Monitoring of
safety program ef f ic iency was performed by f a c i l i t y health physics and
supervisory personnel.

Exposure Room

The exposure room was a 12 foot long by 10 foot wide by 10 foot high
room located immediately adjacent to the reactor pool. The reactor could
be positioned in a 1/ 4 inch aluminum niche which separated the pool from
the room. 93% of a l l reactor operations were conducted with the core
positioned for exposure room i r radiat ions . This operational h is tory
resulted in concrete act ivat ion being contained almost exclusively to the
walls of the exposure room.

After i ns ta l l a t ion of the containment system-discussed below, and
pr ior to removal of concrete, wood timbers l i n ing the room were removed
using a chain saw and pry bars. These Douglas Fir Timbers were six (6)
inches by twelve (12) inches in cross-section and up to twelve (12) feet
long. Some sertions weighed one-hundred and f i f t y (150) pounds.

Each piece of wood was carefu l ly surveyed and selected samples were
sent o f f - s i t e for radiochemical analysis. Analysis of wood samples
showed the presence of Mn-54, Co-60, Zn-65, and Sb-124. The wood was
moved to a packaging area with a low background where each piece of wood
was surveyed using a Ludlum 177 microR meter for gamma, Eberline E-120
with a HP 210 probe for beta-gamma, and an Eberline PAC 4G gas
proportional survey instrument for alpha. All pieces over background
levels were packaged as radioactive waste. A l l other pieces at
background or lower were placed in a holding area for free release.
Random wipes were taken and were found to be below Reg. Guide 1.86. Also
core samples were taken and sent for isotopic analysis. Activated
materials in and on the beams were found to come from the act ivat ion of
the wood glue, steel na i l s , and concrete that was absorbed into the
wood. Air a c t i v i t y remained at the background levels the en t i re time of
the wood removal.
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Eighty percent of a l l the wood was released for unrestricted use
based on radiochemical sampling and a 100 percent survey.

To characterize concrete ac t i v i t y , coring of the concrete was done to
a depth of 6-8" prior to commencement of breaking operations. These
cores were used to predict the depth at which concrete would be below
release l im i t s .

Concrete Removal Operations

During job planning, the methods considered for concrete removal
included explosives, hand-held jack hammers, d r i l l i n g followed by
hydraulic or chemical breaking, wire sawing and use of a breaker mounted
on a small t rac tor .

While use of explosives were not precluded by si te constraints, their
use would require a detailed understanding of as-bui l t concrete
structures, numerous permits and licenses, considerable time for test
shots and a large ef for t spent d r i l l i n g charge holes to f i t a detailed
removal plan. This option was not used due to a lack of detailed
si te-speci f ic data.

Use of 90-pound jackhamners was ruled out due to the long time
required to remove concrete from the ce i l ing . Past experience has shown
that removal of 3,000-4,000 psi concrete from cei l ings using jackhammers
results in a production rate of less than 0.2 cubic feet per man-hour,
for walls about 0.7 cubic feet per man-hour, and for f loors about 1 cubic
foot per man-hour, including time for breaks, and rearrangement of
support equipment.

The wire saw was not selected due to the configuration of the
shield. To meet release c r i t e r i a , a spherical volume of concrete was to
be removed from the inside of a massive shie ld. Use of the wire saw
would have resulted in excessive cutting over a large surface area which
could be easily done using a large breaker on a trackhoe.

Concrete above release c r i te r ia was removed from the exposure room
and beam ports using a remotely operated hydraulic breaking hammer
mounted on a small tractor called a Mini-Max. Approximately 2800 cubic
feet of contaminated concrete and rebar was removed and packaged.
Concrete activation above Reg. Guide 1.86 l imi ts was found in the walls
of the dry exposure,room at depths up to 40 inches into the wa l l .

During project operations, d r i l l i n g and hydraulic s p l i t t i n g was
tested on walls and the f l oo r . Using a rotat ional b i t mounted on a
iackhammer, a 1-1/4-inch diameter hole was placed about six inches deep
to match the depth of the hydraulic s p l i t t e r . Holes were placed on about
six-inch centers. I t was found that the strength of the concrete was too
high for the sp l i t t e r , and this method was not pursued in favor of
continued use of the small tractor-mounted impact hammer, or Mini-Max.
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The Mini-Max is a remotely controlled 300-pound impact hanwer with a
3-inch diameter breaking tool mounted on a 4-wheel platform with an
extendable gun that could reach about 18 feet in any di rect ion. The
Mini-Max is a self-powered uni t , requiring only electr ical power, and is
directed by an operator who wears a small control console on a be l t , with
an umbilical cord up to fo r ty feet long.

The Mini-Max performed a l l concrete removal operations with a
production rate of about 2-5 yards in-place per 8-hour sh i f t on cei l ings,
wal ls, and f loors.

During operations, i t was important to maintain the machine properly
by periodic changing of b i t s , cleaning of the hydraulic system heat
radiator and replacement of hydraulic valves and hoses in the control
system.

The Mini-Max operated for about 7 hours during an 8-hour s h i f t . At
the end of Mini-Max operation, a four-man crew would use pitchforks and
coal shovels to load concrete rubble into 96 cubic foot metal boxes.
Usually removal operations were completed at a rate of about two yards
per crew-hour.

Once the activated concrete was removed from the spherical volume
inside the shield, a detailed radiological survey was performed to ver i fy
compliance with release c r i t e r i a .

The l im i t ing requirement was 5 microrem/hour at 1 meter, above
background instead of surface contamination l im i t s .

Since the shield was le f t in a 4 pi geometry, and the l im i t was
defined as an increment above the 2 pi geometry background, the 'clean
part of the shield was broken using a large trackhce and laid out in a 2
pi geometry.

Measurements at 1 meter showed dose rates well below the 5
microrem/hour l im i t above the average background of about TO
mcrorem/hour.

To control airborne contamination during removal of contaminated
components from the exposure room and pool cavity, two containment
barr ier structures were ins ta l led ; one around the exposure room door and
the second over the pool opening. This provided a complete containment
envelope around a l l activated materials. The containment barr ier
featured ground level doors for equipment and personnel ingress and
egress and a large hatch in the top pool barrier for waste containers to
be removed by the overhead crane. A step-off pad, f r isker station and
contaminated equipment survey and laydown area was established at the
personnel control point.
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TABLE 1

MITIGATION & MONITORING OF HAZARDS DURING CONCRETE REMOVAL

HAZARD

airborne dust/
radionuclides

fal l ing and
flying debris

high sound
levels

beta-gamma
exposure rates

high heat and
humidity

loose surface
contamination

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

MITIGATION

water fogger
respirators
HEPA f i l t r a t i o n units

safety goggles
limited access, safety shoes
hard hats

ear protectors

limited access
remote controlled concrete
breaker

venti lat ion
work breaks

anti-contamination clothing
clean up/decontamination

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

MONITORING

whole-body counts
continuous a i r sampling
grab a i r sampling

incident reports

physical exams
dB measurements

personnel dosimetry
daily surveys

temperature measurements
stay time limits

frisking
daily surveys
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Negative pressure and air flow from uncontrolled to controlled areas
was maintained by exhausting containment a i r with two High Efficiency
Particulate Air (HEPA) Blowers. These blowers, each with a nominal flow
rate of 1,500 cubic feet per minute, created a room air turn over rate in
excess of 8 changes per hour. F i l ters were periodical ly tested to ver i fy
99.98% removal eff ic iency for Dioctyl Pthalate (DOP) aerosol.

Monitoring for airborne radioact iv i ty was done using both continuous
and grab samples of exposure room a i r . A continuous beta-gamma a i r
monitor (Eberline AMS-3) was stationed immediately outside the
containment, with a sampling col lect ion tube extended into the working
area. This system had an operational sens i t i v i t y of 25% of the
occupational maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) for the nuclides of
interest . A water spray hose, ou t f i t ted with an atomizer t i p and valve
at the nozzle was provided to the concrete removal crew to use during
concrete breaking for dust contro l . The valve allowed the operator to
turn of f the water during periods when dust was not being created, thus
minimizing water on the work area f loo r .

CONCRETE ACTIVITY RESULTS

As concrete removal progressed, samples were removed from the working
surface at various depths and analyzed.

In most areas of the shield more than 30 inches of concrete was
removed, and in some areas up to 40 inches.

Table 1 "Observed Concrete Radionuclides" l i s t s nuclides ident i f ied
in the concrete and their re lat ive contribution to to ta l concrete
activity.
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TABLE 2
OBSERVED CONCRETE RADIONUCLIDES

Radionuclide

40 K
54 Mn
55 Fe
59 Fe
58 Co
60 Co
134 Cs
141 Ce
15? Eu
154 Eu
155 Eu
226 Ra
228 Th
232 Th

1.29xiofy
312d
2.7y

44.6d
7Od

5.27y
2.06y

32.5d
13.4y
8.2y
4.76y

1600y
l.?ly

1.4X1010y

From radiochenical assay of
was due to three nucTides -

Surface
Concentration pCi/gn

20.0
38.7

7030
33.2
11.7

796
28.3
2.0

2870
234

9.8
0.3
0.7
0.6

11,705

concrete samples, 97% of a l l
Fe-55 (64%), Eu-152 (26%) and

% Total

64

7

26
2

concrete ac t i v i t y
Co-60 (7%).
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Negative pressure and air flow from uncontrolled to controlled areas
was maintained by exhausting containment a i r with two High Efficiency
Particulate Air (HEPA) Blowers. These blowers, each with a nominal flow
rate of 1,500 cubic feet per minute, created a room air turn over rate in
excess of 8 changes per hour. F i l ters were periodical ly tested to ver i fy
99.98% removal eff ic iency for Dioctyl Pthalate (DOP) aerosol.

Monitoring for airborne radioact iv i ty was done using both continuous
and grab samples of exposure room a i r . A continuous beta-gamma a i r
monitor (Eberline AMS-3) was stationed immediately outside the
containment, with a sampling col lect ion tube extended into the working
area. This system had an operational sens i t i v i ty of 25% of the
occupational maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) for the nuclides of
interest . A water spray hose, out f i t ted with an atomizer t i p and valve
at the nozzle was provided to the concrete removal crew to use during
concrete breaking for dust contro l . The valve allowed the operator to
turn of f the water during periods when dust was not being created, thus
minimizing water on the work area f loor .

CONCRETE ACTIVITY RESULTS

As concrete removal progressed, samples were removed from the working
surface at various depths and analyzed.

In most areas of the shield more than 30 inches of concrete was
removed, and in some areas up to 40 inches.

Table 2 "Observed Concrete Radionuclides" l i s t s nuclides ident i f ied
in the concrete and their re lat ive contribution to to ta l concrete
activity.
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RESULTS

Personnel were continuously monitored during concrete removal using
thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD's) and self-reading pocket dosimeters.
During concrete removal, to ta l crew exposures were 175 man-millirem use of the
remotely operated breaker reduced exposures considerably.

Airborne concentrations above background were not detected during concrete
removal, based on beta-gamma counting of decayed a i r f i l t e r s from the
continuous a i r monitor and grab a i r sampler.

At the completion of the project, a l l workers were whole body counted. No
posi t ive results for any concrete removal workers were detected.

Activated concrete removal during reactor decommissioning requires a
hazards assessment, monitoring and control of potential hazards, prediction of
concrete act ivat ion depth and characterization of concrete radionuclides
during removal. Conventional safety hazards are as s igni f icant as
radiological hazards.

Hazards created during concrete removal can be e f fec t ive ly control led
using t ra in ing , adherence to writ ten safety procedures and monitoring of
safety hazards.

Concrete can be safely and economically removed from reactor biological
shields. Planning and selection of proper equipment can minimize worker
hazards, cost.and schedule.

This work was supported by Northrop Corporation and the author thanks Mr.
Harry Woo Project Manager and the TRIGA s ta f f .
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ELECTROCHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION OF METALLIC
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

A.D. Turner, A.R. Junkison, J.S. Pottinger and
R.K. Dawson

UK Atomic Energy Authority, Harwell, Oxfordshire.

ABSTRACT

Electrochemical decontamination of stainless steel in
ambient temperature nitric acid has been demonstrated to
be capable o.t achieving background levels of residual
activity. Two processes have been developed: one is for
the treatment of small objects by immersion in a tank of
dilute acid, in which only low current densities are
used; the superior uniformity of treatment in the dilute
acid enables complex shapes of extended area to be
treated. The second process is for in-situ applications
where an engineered probe is used to contain a more
concentrated solution for the rapid treatment of a
limited area at a time. This high rate electropolishing
process for in-situ decontamination has the advantage of
leaving a microscopically smooth surface, which reduces
the extent of subsequent contamination during re-use.
In both processes, no hydrogen is produced from the
cathode, and the resulting liquid waste is compatible
with existing UK effluent management procedures.

INTRODUCTION

I t i s an inev i t ab le consequence of the Second Law of Thermodynamics
that the internal surfaces of containment facilities used for the handling
of radioactive materials and the surfaces of any equipment used in them will
become contaminated. As a result, energy will have to be expended to
reverse this disordered state of affairs if i t is desired to reconcentrate
the active material into a small volume, leaving the surfaces in a
decontaminated state. Generally speaking, an increasing amount of energy is
needed to achieve lower residual activity levels. The motivations for
undertaking such decontamination may include:

• The desire to re-use equipment. This has the potential of reducing
waste volumes arising from nuclear operations. There are also other
economic arguments - especially if the equipment is expensive, or if
there are unacceptable delays in the delivery of a replacement.

• Maintenance, repair or modification to equipment, experimental
facilities or the containment are more conveniently and cheaply
performed 'hands on' rather than by remote manipulation.
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Decontamination i s needed in such cases to minimize radia t ion dose to
opera to r s . A pa r t i cu la r case in point i s the re-use of the mobile
containment boxes in the new high a&y i a c i l i t y at Harwell^ ' . This
relies on effective internal decontamination to reduce residual
radiation to sufficiently low levels ( <rlOO \i Gy/h) that essentially
unlimited man entry is possible to refurbish the box and assemble the
equipment required for the next experimental programme.

• More effective routine decontamination may also have a role to play in
reducing the y dose from high burn-up Pu in unshielded glove boxes.

• Substantial cost savings may accrue by minimizing the volume ot waste
requiring expensive disposal routes, by decontaminating as much
material as possible into a low activity disposal category (e.g. by
shallow land burial), while reconcentrating the bulk of the activity
into a small volume for storage and subsequent geological disposal.

The kind of decontamination process required will be determined by the
form of surface contamination. This will depend not only on the nature of
the contaminant itself (solution - ionic, colloid; or particulate), but also
on the surface characteristics and the kind of process carried out within
the containment. Contamination can occur by physical or chemical
adsorption, deposition by local galvanic action, chemical reaction with the
surface, physical deposition by dust settling or solution evaporation, or
mechanical inclusion by abrasion. By selecting the most appropriate surface
for a given environment, designers can reduce the level of activity hold-up
and simplify the subsequent decontamination process. Microscopically smooth
surfaces make the most significant contribution to this goal, though these
should be resistant to degradation by radiation, abrasion, corrosion or
chemical attack. Often a compromise will need to be struck in the selection
of the optimum surface.

Stainless steel, due to its corrosion resistance to nitric acid, and
its high radiation resistance is increasingly finding favour as a
containment material where the more conventional painted mild steel can
become severely contaminated through abrasive, radiolytic or chemical/
solvent degradation. Exceptions to this are found for the handling of very
aggressive snedia like halide or sulphuric acids. The residual activity
retention of rolled stainless steel can be further reduced by increasing its
microsmoothness (Table 1) - e.g. by electropolishing. This not only reduces
the number of physical traps for active dusts, but also reduces the surface
area of passive oxide film that can adsorb ionic or colloidal activity from
solution. Under mechanically arduous circumstances (e.g. on the floor ot
some facilities), however, this unprotected surface may become degraded by
abrasion and retain progressively greater amounts of contamination, more
difficult to remove by simple washing. In this situation, a hard, smooth,
corrosion resistant coating (e.g. by work hardening or as electrodeposited
chrome) can do much to preserve surface smoothness, thus minimizing
contamination (Table 1).

The ideal decontamination process should be cheap, easy to operate and
able to reduce residual activity levels to a low level for a wide range ot
contaminants on the commonly used surfaces, while minimizing the radiation
exposure of the staff. This latter requirement implies that the process
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should be remote and not labour intensive - capable of treating relatively
complex shapes without extensive disassembly. Other requirements are
flexibility in its mode of application, mild operating conditions to reduce
corrosion and hence initial plant and maintenance costs, short process times
to minimize plant size, and ease of treatment of the decontamination medium
to produce a volume - reduced product suitable for recovery or disposal.
For items to be re-used, surface degradation should be avoided, as otherwise
subsequent recontamination will be worse.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF PuO2 RETAINED ON A VARIETY OF SURFACES
THROUGH SMEARING OR ABRASION, AFTER ULTRASONIC WASHING

IN 2% DECON 75 SOLUTION^2'

Surfacea

2B rolled A 316L
A EP 316L
WH EP 316L
Polished 316L
Hard Chrome/316L
Bright Nickel/316L

Average
Rouchne ss

(ym)

0.42

0.14
0.02

Hardness
(kg/mm2)

181
181
298
185
1015
715

PuO, Retained

Smeared by
Hypalon

at 0.5 g/mm2

33.3
0.3
1.0
0.07
3.8
0.17

(yg/cnr)

Abraded by
316L at

0.3 kg/mm2

13.6
6.0
1.6

0.7
0.7

a. A = Annealed at 900°C; EP = HNO3 electropolished; WH = 20% work
hardened.

ELECTROCHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION

Electrochemical decontamination goes a long way towards meeting these
requirements for the treatment of metallic surfaces. It operates by the
electrochemical dissolution of a thin surface layer at anodic potentials,
releasing activity into the electrolyte. Not only is this effective for
adsorbed activity, but it can also cope with ingrained or occluded material,
Even painted metals can be treated if necessary after the removal of the
paint by an acid or dichloromethane based system. Electrochemical
decontamination is particularly adaptable, in that higher Decontamination
Factors (DF) can be achieved with progressively longer treatment times.
Indeed, it is one of the few techniques capable of attaining background
levels of residual activity. In addition, electrochemical decontamination
has the advantage that it can be operated remotely and under mild chemical
conditions, as part of the free energy of dissolution is supplied in a
selective electrical form rather than by indiscriminate thermal energy or
chemically aggressive solutions. As a result, this additional control
parameter makes this process ideal for automation.
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Having examined a range of electrolytes, particularly for the treatment
of stainless steel, our work has increasingly concentrated on the
development of nitric acid systems at ambient temperatures for a number of
reasons: (i) avoiding the need to heat or chill the solution simplifies the
plant; (ii) when used under conditions of impressed current density matched
to concentration, nitric acid is effective at dissolving less substrate to
achieve a given residual activity level than many alternatives (e.g. oxalic
acid); (iii) in immersion applications, dilute nitric acid can give a
significantly improved uniformity of treatment over complex shapes compared
with the more traditional phosphoric acid system; (iv) nitrate ion reduction
at the cathode can completely suppress the hydrogen evolution normally
expected with aqueous electrolytes; (v) the resulting spent electrolyte is
compatible with existing UK effluent management procedures.

Two types of system have been developed for the treatment of
contaminated surfaces - (a) a tank for the immersion of smaller workpieces
in the electrolyte, and (b) the formation of a miniature tank in-situ
against the surface to be decontaminated by the attachment of an engineered
probe.

Immersion Tank Systems

Immersion techniques have the advantages of simplicity and the
potential to treat extended areas of complex shapes. In order to achieve a
high degree of treatment uniformity, and to restrict power supply ratings to
conveniently available sizes, lower current densities are favoured - though
these require longer treatment times. For example from Figure 1, treatment
in 1 M HNO3 will give a DF of 10

4 in 2.2 h.

In the potential region 0-1 V (versus a standard calomel reference
electrode, SCE), a stainless steel surface is covered with a thin hydrated
oxide film, the outer layer of which is predominantly Cr^Oo, which provides
its corrosion protection. However, at potentials more positive than 1 V,
the Cr(III) in the film can be oxidised to soluble Cr(VI) - called
transpassive dissolution. For steels containing ^ 18% Cr, the rate of
dissolution is determined by the solubility in the electrolyte of the
residual Fe(III), Ni(II) oxides. Under low acidity conditions, the maximum
dissolution current is restricted by this chemical step. If the applied
potential is further increased, ultimately oxygen evolution will commence
and become the dominant process (Figure 2). It is this "potential window",
where the current density is relatively insensitive to applied voltage, that
is used for electrodecontamination - as it is under these conditions that
the most uniform macroscopic treatment is found. As a measure of current
uniformity, "throwing power" is expressed as the distance that current may
penetrate into a blind hole before it has fallen to half its initial value.
This phenomenon arises from the combination of two factors: (a) the
relatively high resistivity of aqueous electrolytes which dissipates the
potential driving force for the transpassive dissolution reaction through
resistive losses, and (b) the dependence of local current density on
intertacial potential. The less sensitive the latter is, the less serious
will (a) be. Both theoretical and experimental work have shown that the
throwing power is proportional to / K/l , where K is the specific
conductivity and I the current density. From this, it can be seen that the
throwing power will be maximised under conditions of high conductivity and
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low current density. The uee of 1 M HNOo has been found to be a useful
compromise between these two effects, as both conductivity and current
density rise with acid concentration. A comparison is given in Table 2
between various electrolytes, demonstrating the clear superiority of this
system. However, even 1 M HNO3/O.I M NaF and 5 M HN03 give better throwing
power than a traditional phosphoric acid system. If electrodissolution is
too non-uniform, carefully placed auxiliary cathodes may be used to 'throw'
current into less accessible areas. However, this would only be a practical
option if many similar objects required decontamination - e.g. a significant
number of pipe runs which could use an axial cathode.

TABLE 2. UNIFORMITY OF ANODIC DISSOLUTION OF STAINLESS STEEL
IN VARIOUS ELECTROLYTES THROUGH A SUBMERGED TITANIUM

CURRENT FEEDER

Electrolyte

H3PO4/glycerine/H2O

5 M HNO3

1 M HNO3

1 M HNO3/O.I M NaF

0.5 M Oxalic acid

5 M Oxalic a c id /
0.1 M NaF

Temp.
<°C)

90

20

20

20

20

20

Current
Density
(A m~2)

200
600

10
50

200

25

200

25
200

200

316L Stainless
Steel

Throwing Average
Power Roughness
(cm)* (ym)

0.3
0.7

3.3
1.5
0.7

7.9

2 .1

0.4
0.6

0 . 3

0.14

1.49
1.37
0.72

0.40

0.91

1.0

0.79

321 Stainless Steel
Weight Loss

Distribution for
identical items

Static
Basket

0.06

0.23

0.05

0.10

0.25

0.19

Rotating
Barrel

0.05

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.09

0.06

a. As received 2B rolled 316L prior to treatment had an average roughness
of 0.38 ym.

While "throwing power" describes the macroscopic uniformity of
treatment and thus gives a measure of metal dissolution necessary to achieve
the required DF over the whole surface, electroetching processes, due to the
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kinetic nature of their current density control, are also influenced by
microstructural effects in the substrate - such as composition variations at
grain boundaries. Microscopic non-uniformity in current distribution can
lead to a rougher surface (Figure 3b and Table 2) and mean that more metal
has to be dissolved in order to achieve the desired DF. Optimization of
this process by dissolving the minimum substrate, thus reducing the volume
of reconcentrated waste from the treated electrolyte, •'nvolves minimizing
both macro and micro non-uniformities. Surface roughening, while of little
consequence for waste disposal, could be of greater significance if the
decontaminated item were to be re-used, as such surfaces would subsequently
become more heavily contaminated.

In operating a practical system, the minimum amount of handling of
items to be decontaminated greatly simplifies the process. While in the
electropolishing industry, individual jigging of items is acceptable, this
is clearly not the case for nuclear applications. For the most general
situation where a variety of objects is being treated simultaneously, the
simplest way of establishing electrical connection is via a current feeder
basket made of a metal such as titanium. At the voltages required for
electrodecontamination the titanium does not take part in any
electrochemical process but is protected by a thin oxide film. When
stainless steel items are placed in contact with it, the titanium is able to
pass current to these, leading to their dissolution, whilst remaining inert
itself (Figure 2 ) . The resistance of these submerged contacts should be as
small as possible in order to minimize local heating which could otherwise
lead to arcing and hence current feeder damage, and also to ensure that the
current distributed to each item is in proportion to its area. For heavy
items there is no problem, as contact resistance decreases with pressure,
though the basket design should ensure that no single point contact is
required to deliver more than ~ 2 A. However for lighter items, variations
in the quality of electrical contact give rise to some variability in
treatment - particularly if insulating insoluble components of the steel
accumulate at the point of contact. However, this problem can be averted by
subjecting a static basket to intermittent sonic vibration, or else by using
a slowly rotating titanium barrel. The resulting randomization of
electrical contacts ensures a high degree of uniformity of treatment between
an assembly of objects (Table 2).

In-situ Decontamination

While smaller objects can conveniently be treated by immersion, larger
items may need to be treated in-situ. Some vessels to be decontaminated
might also be able to function as the container for the 1 M HNOo electrolyte
described above - merely connecting it to the positive pole of the power
supply, an inserted cathode completing the circuit. However, for reasons of
electrolyte volume or weight, it may not be desirable to adopt this
immersion strategy. For such cases we have designed a small volume
engineered probe through which electrolyte is flowed - particularly for the
treatment of persistent contamination localized as 'hot spots'. As only a
limited area is being treated at a time, a more rapid process than that
described above needs to be used. This can be achieved by raising the
nitric acid concentration. Instead of the process being limited by the
chemical dissolution of Fe(III), Ni(II) oxides, these now pass directly into
solution as nitrates. The dissolution rate is ultimately limited by the
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concentration ot CrO-j being produced from the dissolving steel reaching i ts
solubility limit - producing a thin precipitated surface layer. This film
has the eftect of balancing the rate of dissolution with i t s dispersal into
the electrolyte, irrespective of any exces3 voltage applied. As a result ,
the surface is electropolished while i t is being decontaminated. Not only
does this minimize the amount of metal dissolved to achieve a given DF, by
reducing any non-uniformity in current distribution, but i t also leaves the
surface microscopically smooth (Figure 3c). This has the advantage ot
holding up less activity during re-use, and easing decontamination on
subsequent occasions - even by simple swabbing techniques (Figure 4) .
Depending on the specific conditions used, a treatment time of only about 10
seconds is required for a DF ot 10 . Due to the low electrolyte flow rates
required (as no gas is produced at the cathode that needs to be flushed out
ot the probe), one could conceive of using solution on a once-through basis
(typically - 10 8,/m ) , though i t could also be recycled.

Selective Coating Removal

While we have considered so far the removal of a thin surface layer
from a homogeneous substrate in order to decontaminate i t , we have also
investigated the selective removal of a dissimilar surface coating. As hard
chrome electroplates have been demonstrated to give a smooth, abrasion
resistant surface, we have investigated their removal as a decontamination
process during decommissioning. Using a dilute ni t r ic acid solution, i t is
possible to control the applied potential such that the chrome is rapidly
dissolved - leaving the stainless steel substrate virtually unaffected
(Figures 4 and 5).

ELECTROLYTE MANAGEMENT

The use t h a t can be made of e l e c t r o l y t e s w i l l be determined by changes
in t h e i r chemical compos i t ion which may a f f e c t t h e i r per formance . The
passage of the electrolytic current has the effect of not only introducing
the dissolved salts of the substrate (e.g. Fe, Ni, Cr) but also reduces the
acidity due to nitrate reduction at the cathode. For electroetching, the
tall in acid concentration reduces the current and increases the solution
resistivity. Although this can be replenished by dosing the bath with
concentrated acid, by the time the dissolved metal salts have risen to
20-30 g/Z, these are beginning to have an effect on decontamination
behaviour. The increasing activity content will also ultimately degrade the
effectiveness of the process, although the application of the electric
potential has been shown to inhibit activity redeposition by preventing the
re-formation of the superficial oxide layer, which can act as an
ion-exchanger (Figure 6). Preliminary experiments on the redeposition of
activity have shown that Pu levels at least up to - 1 g/£ could be
tolerated. However, it may prove desirable to process the electrolyte
before i t reaches this level.

For the stronger nitric acid used for electropolishing in hot spot
treatment, once-through use will give a solution containing ~ 3 g/i
dissolved steel and very l i t t l e change in acid concentration. This could be
treated (a.g. by distillation) to recover the bulk of the acid as virtually
inactive for re-use. Alternatively, if the acid were just recycled without
any purification, the dissolved salt content may rise to - 20 g/i before any
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deleterious effect on electropolishing is noted. This corresponds to a tall
in acidity by 1.5 molar, which in turn leads to a slight rise in
electropolishing current density. 1 i of solution could therefore be used
to decontaminate over 6 m with DF's of ~ 10 .

While the anodic reaction of the workpiece is of prime importance in
effecting decontamination, the cathode reaction is equally important - in
that i t serves the purpose of converting the ionic current flowing in the
electrolyte back into an electronic current, thus completing the circuit
back to the power supply. Normally, the electrolysis of aqueous solutions
leads to hydrogen evolution from cathodes. While in the non-nuclear
industry i t is acceptable to dilute this to below the 4% flammability limit
with excess air , for radioactive applications i t would be preferable to
avoid hydrogen production altogether if possible. Fortunately in nitric
acid media, there is the option of nitrate ion reduction. The particular
products may range from NO, ^ 0 to NH/ - depending on current density, acid
concentration, the nature of the electrode and the presence of any catalytic
ions. Both for immersion tank and in-situ probe applications i t is
desirable to suppress the formation of sparingly soluble gaseous products
(such as NO) to prevent any risk of aerosol formation in the former (though
this could be controlled by cathode design and an extract across the tank
surface), and to avoid flow disturbance at the low flow rates used in the
la t ter , which would otherwise give rise to uneven treatment. Fortunately
N2O is both very soluble and non-toxic, so i t can be safely discharged.
NH.+ is also an acceptable product as long as any subsequent electrolyte
treatment avoids the potential hazard of the thermal decomposition of

Spent Electrolyte Treatment

As the decontamination operation is merely a transfer of activity from
a surface into a second phase, in this case an aqueous solution, this needs
to be amenable to further treatment to reconcentrate the activity in a form
suitable for storage/disposal. In this way the overall process volume
reduction factor is increased, and more effective use is made of
partitioning the bulk of the waste into a low activity category.

Traditional decontamination techniques normally rely on mechanical
effort (e.g. scrubbing), which suffers from the disadvantage of operator
dose uptake, or on aggressive chemicals which may complicate subsequent
liquid treatment, and even require the plant to be constructed out of more
exotic corrosion resistant materials. Of particular concern is the use of
complexing and chelating agents, which can interfere with conventional floe
processes, making them much less efficient. Electrochemical decontamination
relies neither on the use of mechanical energy nor on chemically aggressive
solutions, as the process driving force is supplied in an electrical form.
As a result, the spent electrolyte requiring treatment is simply a nitrate
solution of the dissolved salts of the substrate and any activity. The
latter may either be present as insoluble particles in suspension or else as
dissolved material. The insoluble fraction could be continuously removed
during process operation, by recycling the process medium through a filter.

A range of different processing options is currently being examined for
these spent electrolytes. The more concentrated acid streams arising from
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hot-spot treatment may be distilled to recover useable acid for recycle, or
else be reduced by chemical/electrochemical denitration or even simply
neutralized . The leading option for treating the resulting stream together
with the more dilute immersion tank electrolyte uses the dissolved metal
salts as a source of hydroxide floe by simple neutralization. This is a
very efficient process for removal of ct emitters. If any Remitters are
not removed by these precipitates, such inorganic ion-exchangers as zeolites
or sodium titanate may subsequently be added, so that on dewatering, the
permeate is sufficiently decontaminated to be routed to a low active waste
treatment plant prior to discharge. A variety of dewatering options
including cross-flow micro and ultra filtration are under investigation.
Preliminary results have produced slurries of 20-30% solids. Further
research is in progress to improve even further on this so as to give a
satisfactory low volume concreted product.

CONCLUSION

While some may view electrochemical decontamination as a complex
process, the fact that electrochemical metal finishing on a physical scale
much larger than that required for the decontamination of metallic waste is
so widespread suggests that it is a credible technology. Also it should be
noted that the cost of the electrochemical component of the decontamination
plant is dwarted by that ot the rest of such a facility. At least in the
UK, there is now a significant interest in the application of nitric acid
based electrodecontamination systems - as a result of their effectiveness,
waste compatibility and the absence of hydrogen production.

In conclusion, therefore, it can be seen that electrochemical
decontamination has the potential to play an increasingly important role in
the management of metallic waste - especially as unpainted corrosion
resistant metals are finding more frequent application in active areas owing
to their superior radiation resistance and ease of cleaning. These surfaces
are particularly amenable to electrochemical decontamination and can be
reduced to levels of residual activity appropriate for shallow land burial.
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Figure 3 Surface micrographs of 316L stainless steel, before and after
electrolytic decontamination.
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Figure 4 Decontamination of surfaces contaminated with Thermal Reactor
fuel solution after drying out for 14 days.
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Figure 5 Selective electrochemical removal of a hard chrome electroplate
from a stainless steel substrate.
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CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION, DECOMMISSIONING AND WASTE TREATMENT
PROCESSES FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES

A. P. Murray
Chemical and Process Engineering

Westinghouse Research •& Development Center

ABSTRACT

Westinghouse has developed several chemical decon-
tamination and waste treatment processes for nuclear
reactor applications, all of which are applicable to
nuclear facilities and general decontamination/
decommissioning operations. The three most favorable
processes are:

• dilute chemical decontamination (DCD)
• strong oxidation process (SOP)
• cerium acid decontamination process (CDP)

All three processes have attained high decontamin-
ation factors (DF's) on PWR specimens, and should
achieve comparable or better DF's on BWR and fuel
contaminated surfaces. Waste management uses ion
exchange, direct solidification, and electrolysis,
and waste volume fractions as low as 7% have been
experimentally obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Westinghouse Electric Corporation has developed abrasive,
electrolytic, and chemical decontamination technology for nuclear
facilities. Chemical methods have the most flexibility, and have been
extensively studied for nuclear reactor applications. This paper
discusses three chemical techniques, their effectiveness, and the
appropriate waste management and radwaste processing.
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NUCLEAR CONTAMINATION

Activated corrosion products represent the dominant radiation
sources on reactor primary surfaces. The principal radionuclides are
manganese-54, chromi'im-51, iron-59, cobalt-58 and cobalt-60. These are
formed from the protective oxide layer film growth on the coolant system
surfaces, and, via several transport processes, the materials are
activated in the core and redeposited/reincorporated into the out-of-
core oxide films (1,2,3). Thus, effective decontamination has to
substantially dissolve and remove the oxide toyer.

Film dissolution is influenced by the oxide film chemistry, which
depends primarily upon the reactor type. Boiling water reactors (BWR's)
operate under slightly oxidizing water chemistry conditions and are
principally fabricated of 300 series stainless steels (2,4-6). A
hematite film (Fe^O,) usually forms, containing small amounts of
magnetite and spinet structures. Little nickel or chromium is found.
Consequently, the film can be dissolved in pickling-type solutions; for
example, citric acid.

In contrast, pressurized water reactors (PWR's) operate under
reducing water chemistry, and contain a large fraction of high nickel
alloy surfaces (2,3). This combination produces a magnetite-like,
chromium substituted nickel ferrite oxide, which is tenacious and hard
to dissolve in pickling solutions. Effective decontamination requires
removal of the trivalent chromium (usually by oxidation), followed by
acid dissolution. Therefore, decontamination methods that are effective
on BWR films are usually ineffective on PWR films, while effective PWR
decontamination methods are usually more effective on BWR oxide films.

Fuel contamination films are harder to characterize and are more
ubiquitous. Usually the reagent is selected for high solubility of
uranium and plutonium, and, for ceramic materials (e.g., fuel pellets),
an oxidizing agent is added. PWR decontamination techniques will
usually be effective, although optimization of the reagent is very
beneficial. OPG (oxalic acid-peroxide-gluconnic acid) is one
such reagent (7,8).

THE DCD PROCESS

DCD represents the Westinghouse Dilute Chemical Decontamination
process. It is a modification of dilute APAC/APACE processes (7,9) and
has been developed for reactor applications. It comprises two different

a . A P A C - Alkaline Permanganate, Ammonium Citrate
APACE - Alkaline Permanganate, Ammonium Citrate - EDTA
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solutions: a chromium removal treatment and an oxide film dissolution
reagent. The first solution oxidizes and dissolves trivalent chromium
out of the radioactive lattice. Very little activity or oxide material
is removed, but the treatment allows subsequent dissolution and
decontamination to proceed at reasonable rates. The chromium removal
treatment is mandatory for PWR applications, but optional for BWR
decontamination. The dissolution reagent is mildly reducing in nature,
and dissolves the oxide preferentially, with minimal corrosion of the
base metal. This solution is continuously recirculated through an ion
exchange column. The column regenerates the reagent by removing metal
ions and activity, and the rejuvenated solution is reused. Ion exchange
regeneration experiments have attained effluent concentrations below
5 ppm and "free-releasable" activity limits « l.E-5 irncrocuries/ml of
cobalt-60). In actual use, the two solution treatments are applied in
an alternating fashion at temperatures of 80-120*C, with concentrations
of .1-2% and cycle times of 2-24 hours.

A pilot test/process flow loop has been assembled to evaluate the
DCD and other decontamination processes and to investigate higher
temperature operation. Figure 1 depicts a left-side view of the test
loop in the radioactive laboratory. The loop's design incorporates the
pertinent dynamic process variables (fluid velocity, regeneration rate,
etc.) which are more important in a regenerating system than surface/
volume ratios, and allows for more flexible specimen geometries and
equipment operation. Total loop volume is approximately sixty liters
with overall dimensions of 2.3 m long by 1.3 m wide by 2 m high. The
loop includes two, pressurized, ion exchange columns; one column is the
regeneration bed, while the other purifies the rinses. Normal loop
temperatures cover the 30-120*C range, with pressures of 20-70 psig.
Maximum loop pressure is 150 psig.

Table 1 lists the basic DCD process, PWR decontamination results,
using a five step, alternating treatment process. Clearly, these
results are very good, and all specimens had oxide free, primary
surfaces, as compared to the untreated specimens (Figure 2). The whole
tube calculated DF's are thought to be lower than the half-section
results because of a geometry limitation in the counter. Visually,
there was no difference. Figure 3 displays the PWR specimen's field
decrease as a function of time; a rapid, initial decrease is observed,
and then it essentially levels off. Operation at a higher temperature
(121*C instead of 95*C) increases the DF by a factor of 2-2.5. This is
consistent with a low activation energy, mass transfer controlled
process, and activation energies of 7.7-10.1 kcal/mole have been
calculated. No successful phenomenoiogical or correlation model has
been developed for the PWR results because of the complexity of the
oxidation treatment.

Table 2 provides DCD process BWR results. Unlike PWR surfaces, the
BWR coupons are significantly decontaminated by the dissolution
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Figure 1. Process flow loop - left side view.

TABLE 1. DCD PROCESS LOOP RESULTS ON PWR ALLOY-600 SPECIMENS*

Loop Run
Number

30

32

33

Coupon
Type

A
E

A
E

First
Decon

1
1

1
1

1
1

DF After
Second
Decon

~ 15
~ 15

20
20

15
15

Third
Decon

66-93
32-43

495-547
85-125

84-147
33-37

all at 95'C, with a 16 hour treatment time, and a flow rate of 1.89
1/min (.254 cm/sec velocity)

.estimated from test vessel field (mR/hr) readings
A" specimens are tube half sections from an 824 MWe PWR
E" specimens are 6" long, whole tube sections from a 456 MWe PWR
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Figure 2a. Typical, as-received, PWR Alloy-600 steam generator coupon.

LFB 205 <POST BECON)
7 JUNE 1983

Figure 2b. DCD process treated, Alloy-600 PWR specimen (DF=547).
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Figure 3. PWR specimen field decrease with time.

treatment alone, achieving DF's greater than ten, in four hours, at
temperatures of 100'C and above. A longer dissolution time produces
higher DF's (Table 3), without any decrease in the decontamination rate.
However, an oxidation step greatly improves subsequent removal rates and
results, achieving comparable DF's in half the time. Figure 4 displays
pre- and post-treatment specimens. The latter has an oxide free
surface. The metal surface underneath the oxide is irregular and
contains many microcracks from plant operation. SEM analyses confirm
this, and indicate the DCD process dissolves oxide within these cracks,
without enlargement or further propagation.

The BWR results are extremely temperature sensitive, unlike the PWR
specimens. The BWR results increase by a factor of 15-20 between 93 and
121*C. This indicates a high activation energy (28-31 kcal/mole), and
that the BWR decontamination process is probably reaction controlled.

BWR decontamination is consistent with an exponential, pore
dissolution model. Calculated rate constant values are .84-1.06 hr
121*C, and .13-.24 hr'1 at 93-95*C. These results are remarkably
consistent given the different plant specimens and histories, and
provide more meaningful information than raw, experimental DF data.

at
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TABLE 2. DCD PROCESS LOOP RUN SUMMARY ON BWR MATERIALS*

Coupon Source

Run 36 (121#C)a

Plant C3

Run 39 (110*C)c

Plant C3
Plant Dl

Run 40 (93.3*C)C

Plant C3
Plant Dl

Rl

5.57

11.98
22.04

5.27
8.25

DF
R2

9.81

10.35
14.53

5.88
7.73

After Rinse
R3

202.5

133.2
45.9

13.35
14.27

R4

344

R5

542.6b

Reactor Water Clsan-up System (RWCS) samples, SS304. The treatment
sequence is 4 hour decon (rinse 1) - 2 hour oxidation (rinse 2) - 4
hour decon (rinse 3) etc.

a 2 % oxidant, five treatment process

essentially background

cl% oxidant, three treatment process

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF INCREASED DISSOLUTION TREATMENT TIME WITH SPECIMEN
D2-12

Time,
hours

0
4

8
12

16
20

24

Corrected
Count, CPM

23075
1031

554
340

216
175

68

Cumulative
Decontamination Factor

1
22.4

41.7
67.8

107
132

341.3
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Figure 4a. As-received, BWR specimen (RWCS - 304 SS),

Figure 4b. Treated BWR specimen.
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STRONG OXIDATION PROCESS

The Strong Oxidation Process (SOP) uses ozone as the chromium
oxidation reagent, dissolved in a liquid phase. Ozone is the triatomic
form of oxygen (0,). It is an electron deficient molecule, it is
unstable, and a very strong oxidizing agent (E* = 2.07V in acidic
solutions). Ozone has a low solubility (~ 8 ppm) in neutral water, with
a typical half life of ~ 30 minutes (10,11). Acidity increases these
values, while alkaline conditions catalytically decompose ozone. Higher
temperatures (> 20-50*C) also hasten ozone decomposition. Ozone is
produced by a silent arc discharge in a generator, from dry air or
oxygen.

Oxygen containing ~ 4% ozone was sparged into the process loop and
removed via a gas accumulator prior to the test section. Thus, speci-
mens were only treated by dissolved ozone, which, after ~ 2 hours, had
reached a steady-state value of 8-10 ppm. Table 4 presents SOP results.
The results are good, although longer treatment times and higher end
temperatures are necessary, and the DF's are somewhat lower as compared
to the DCD route. Figure 5 displays a treated specimen, which is oxide
free. The SOP route has not been tested on BWR specimens or fuel
contaminated surfaces, but it should be effective on both. Ozone
effectiveness is a strong function of pH, and declines rapidly with
increasing acidity. This is in accordance with thermodynamic
potentials. The two principal advantages of the SOP/ozone process are
the lack of residual chemicals and the low waste volumes possible.
Thus, it appears to be well suited for large system applications.

THE CDP TECHNIQUE

The Cerium Decontamination Process (CDP) applies a cerium acid in the
tetravalent state to rapidly decontaminate surfaces, and uses alternate
chemistry than other cerium processes in the literature (7,12). Table 5
presents CDP results on PWR specimens, and compares them to other
processes evaluated on the same specimens. The CDP DF results and
process parameters compare well. Figure 6 shows a treated specimen.

Unlike the DCD or SOP routes, the cerium process leaves the surfaces
with a thin oxide layer, even with high DF's. The sharp edges from
specimen cutting are still evident, and weight loss is comparable to
organic acid/chelant processes. This implies low corrosion rates,
although comprehensive studies were not performed. Hence, it appears the
surface is left in a passive state after film dissolution and
recontaminatiJI rates should be lower.

The high DF results obtained on the PWR Alloy-600 specimens implies
better results on stainless steel and BWR coupons, although this was not
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TABLE 4. SOP DECONTAMINATION RESULTS

Ozone
Time

Treatment
, hours

2
6
12

Final
97*C Treatment

6.7
12
20

DF
121 *C Treatment

6.9
40
124

PWR, Alloy-600 specimens

TABLE 5. CDP PROCESS RESULTS AND COMPARISONS ON PWR SPECIMENS

Process

CDP
CDP
DCD
SOP
Organic Acids
and Chelants
Nitric acid
Sulfuric acid
Sulfuric acid
APACE
APACE

Cone.
wt%

1.5
6
2
.5
.5

1.5
1
5
12
12

Temp.,
*C

95
95
95
121
121

95
95
95
95
121

Time,
hrs

6
6
16
24

4-24

6
6
6
10
10

*
DF

33.8
330

> 60 (loop)
124 (loop)
1.1

1.03
1

49.5
75.3

490 (loop)

PWR Alloy-600 specimens, in static soaking tests, unless otherwise
indicated.

experimentally evaluated. The CDP chemistry results in a high oxidation
potential solution (E* = 1.61V). This, coupled with its complexing
ability, should result in excellent decontamination of fuel films,
although, again, experimental demonstration is necessary.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Waste volume reduction and treatment utilizes ion exchange, direct
solidification/precipitation, and electrolysis. Oxidation and
evaporation are feasible alternatives, but remain to be experimentally
evaluated. The DCD process exclusively uses ion exchange, for both
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Figure 5. SOP treated, PWR Alloy-600 specimen.

Figure 6. PWR Al loy-600 tube sample aft-->r 6% CDP treatment.
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solution regeneration and final disposal. Figure 7 shows the loop
regeneration curves for PWR and BWR experiments. The curves show
continual removal of activity. The slope change is characteristic of the
PWR tests; its exact significance is not yet understood, but it implies a
change in the dissolution behavior. The SOP route also uses ion
exchange. The CDP approach is best treated by a direct solidification
method, which produces a volume reduction of 11 for a 6% solution.
Figure 8 displays a laboratory-sized sample, without binder addition.
Electrolysis has accomplished metal removal from acid decontamination
solutions, with current efficiencies over 70%. It appears to represent
a regeneration and recycle technique, rather than a final waste - disposal
process.

Table 6 summarizes the waste management techniques and waste volumes.
These are very good, and approach the lowest volumes theoretically
attainable. Only vitrification can produce lower waste volumes
(typically, 3-5%).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several chemical decontamination and waste treatment processes have
been developed for nuclear reactor applications, all of which are
applicable to nuclear facilities and general decontamination/
decommissioning operations. These fall into three technology areas:

• dilute chemical decontamination (DCD)
• strong oxidation process (SOP)
• cerium acid decontamination process (CDP)

The DCD route is a modified dilute APAC/APACE process, and uses an
organic acid/chelant mixture with a separate, optional oxidation
treatment. This process is ideal for operating reactor components and
systems, and decontamination factors (DF's) have exceeded 500 on
radioactive PWR and BWR artifacts. The SOP approach uses ozone. This
process produces lower DF's (but still above 100 on PWR coupons) and
requires a longer application time, but the waste volumes are
considerably reduced. The CDP method uses a cerium acid to rapidly
decontaminate surfaces, with DF's exceeding 300 in six hours, and very
low waste volumes.

Effective waste processing techniques have been developed for all
three processes, and include ion exchange, electrolysis, and direct
solidification. The CDP route offers the lowest waste volume fraction
(7-10%).
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Figure 7a. PWR loop experiment solution activity plot (after an
oxidation treatment).
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Waste
PWR

36
26

20-30
7-10

*
Volume, %

BWR

21
21

20-30
7-10

Figure 8. Laboratory scale, directly solidified CDP solution.

TABLE 6. WASTE MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS

Process Method

DCD Ion exchange
SOP Ion exchange
CDP Evaporation
CDP Direct solidification

As a percentage of the treated system's volume.
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THE DECOMMISSIONING OF LARGE GLOVE BOXES IN A
MIXED OXIDE (MOX) FUEL FABRICATION

PLANT

Jos Draulans
BELGONUCLEAIRE Belgium

ABSTRACT

The decommissioning of equipment inside a Mixed Oxide fuel
fabrication plant makes part of the tasks to be performed
in such a plant.
BELGONUCLEAIRE has successfully performed the decommis-
sioning of a large part of its equipment within the requir-
ed time limit. A brief description of these tasks is given
hereafter.

INTRODUCTION

The wearing of equipment, the modifications in the process flowsheet,
the increase of capacity and the reduction of manual operations inside the
p;lovc boxes, necessitate the replacement of glove boxes and equipment in
MOX fuel fabrication plants. These pilove boxes and equipment have to be
decommissioned and dismantled.

This decommissioning has to be considered from the beginning of the
concept of the equipment in order to facilitate the dismantling, to reduce
the cost of the decommissioning and the time period the plant is out of
service.

However, the non-availability of small or dismountable equipment may neces-
sitate the need of high or large glove boxes, which are difficult to take
out of the room and/or the building.

These decommissioning operations and even more the dismantling opera-
tions are non standard and non routine operations, this means that they have
to be considered as difficult and that they present a serious risk for a
spread of contamination.

Spread-risk will be higher in case of heavily contaminated glove boxes
than for example in case of glove boxes where only sintered pellets are
treated.

For the management of a MOX plant it is important to reduce this risk
as much as possible; so glove boxes with a reduced risk can be dismantled in
place were others, representing a higher risk, better are transported to a
dismantling plant, even if their removal out of the room and/or the building
as well as their transportation is difficult.

Both solutions have been applied by BELGONUCLEAIRE in the frame of a
large decommissioning task set up as a part of an elaborate equipment rene-
wal programme.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DECOMMISSIONING TASKS PERFORMED AT
THE BELGONUCLEAIRE MOX FUEL FABRICATION PLANT

Decommissioning tasks have been performed at both ends of the fuel fa-
brication line :

- at the head end : all glove boxes used for the introduction of the
PuO2> the UO2. the blending of these products together with recycled
scrap and the sintered scrap recovery unit;

- at the tail end : the glove boxes for drying the sintered pellets and
the first built pellet into rod loading unit.

The total amount of glove box volume, decommissioned within these
tasks was about 80 m^, namely 66 mr at the head end and about 14 m^ at the
tail end.

The maximum dimensions of the unpacked but eventually reinforced glove
boxes which still can be removed out of the building, transported over the
public road between the BELGONUCLEAIRE site and the dismantling plant, and
entered in the entrance lock of the existing dismantling room are the follo-
wing ones :

TABLE I. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DIMENSIONS IN m of THE UNPACKED
BUT EVENTUALLY REINFORCED GLOVE BOX

In

m

For its removal
out of the

BELGONUCLEAIRE
building

For its transpor-
tation over the
public road

For its entering
in the

dismantling lock

length
width
height

4,70
3,60
3,40

5,0
3,5*
3,0*

4,33
2,63
2,40

* in case of a special transport

As one can see, the real limiting dimensions are the ones of the entrance
lock of the dismantling room.

The glove boxes have been divided into 3 groups on the basis of on the one
hand these limiting dimensions and on the other hand their inner contamina-
tion level.
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- Group I : those which can be removed out of the building, trans-
ported to a foreign specialized institute for dismantling and introduced in-
to the entrance lock of the dismantling room without major problems (about)
17,25 m3

~ Group II : those which can not be removed out of the building or in-
troduced into the dismantling entrance lock or which can not be transported
without major difficulties but having a low residual Pu content and a low
contamination level (about 5,25 m 3 ) .

- Group III : those which can not be removed out of the building or in-
troduced into the dismantling entrance lock or which can not be transported
without major difficulties but having a high residual Pu content and a high
contamination level (about 72,7 m ).

General information concerning the decommissioned glove boxes Is given in
tables II an III.
Each of these groups received an appropriate treatment.

TABLE II : INFORMATION CONCERNING SOME DECOMMISSIONED GLOVE BOXES

| Glove box
| number and
| destination

1 Al ~
|
1 A2
1
1 A3
1
I A4
1 A5
I A6
1 A7

| AS
I A10
I All
I A12
I A13
1 Bl/1
1 Bl/2

1 D5 "
I
1
I D6
1
I G4
1

1

Powder
treat-
ment

Treatm.
sinter.
pellets
Rod
fillingl
Anal.
lab. |

Dimensions
| the UNPACKED j

length| width

1. 3,2

3,6

3,2

1,1
1,9
3,3
1,2

2,2
2,7
1,5
1,5
2,4
1,6
2,5

3,5

2,6

4,0

1 1,0

1 1,1

1 1,1

1 1,0

1,1
1 1,1

1,0

1,1
1 1,0

1,0
1,0
1,0
0,6
0,75

0,5

1,0

1,0

in m of
5love box

| height

1 2,0 +
2,9(part)

1 2,0 +
2,5(part)

1 2,0 +
2,9(part)
1,9
2,1

1 2,5
2,1

1
2,8
3,5
3,5
3,4
4,1
0,5
0,6 + |

0,8(part)
3,0 |

1,0

1,0

Volume |
I in m3

i 6 + 1

4+0,6 |

7 + 1,2 j

2 I
4,4 |
9,1 1
2,5 |

6,8 |
9,4 |
5,2 |
5,0 |
10,0 |
0,5 |
1,35 |

1
f

5,25 |

2,6 |

4 I
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TABLE III : INFORMATION CONCERNING SOME DECOMMISSIONED GLOVE BOXES

Glove box
number and
destination

I Al ~

1 A2

I A3

| A4
1 A5
I A6
1 A7

I A8
I A10
I All
1 A12
I A13
1 Bl/1
i Bl/2.

1 D5 ~
|
1
I D6

I G4 ~

Powder
treat-
ment

Treattn.
sinter.
pellets
Rod
filling
Anal.
lab.

Residual Pu
content as
PuO2 in g

194

63

128

13
114
188
103

n.a.*
179
85
103
78

see G4
130

5 (sintered
pellet parts)

0,1

16 (+ Bl/1)

Remark concerning its
introduction in the dis-
mantling entrance lock

can enter the dismantl. room
after removal of the U part
has to be rotated over 90°

has to be rotated over 90°

can enter
can enter
has to be rotated over 90°
can enter

has to be rotated over 90°
has been rotated over 90°
has been rotated over 90°
has been rotated over 90°
has been rotated over 90°
see G4
can enter

cannot enter

can enter

can enter

Decommissioned

Temp.
stored

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dism. |
fores.
in 1986

X

X

X

X

X

Disman-
tled

X

X

X

X

X

X

1
Clas- |
sed |
in |

group |

1
3 |

3 I

3 |

1 |
1 |
3 I
1 |

3 |
3 I
3 I

1 3 |
3 |

1 |

2 I

1 1

1 1

* n.a. : not available



I. Group X glove boxes

The glove boxes have been treated as follows :

- after their separation from adjacent glove boxes, all equipment
parts, difficult to stow, have been removed;

- careful cleaning, dry and wet, of all surfaces inside the glove box
and removal of all cleaning waste and collected powder and dust;

- careful stowing of all inner equipment;
- covering of all inner surfaces by means of a contamination fixing

agent;
- covering of outer surfaces of all window parts by means of a reinfor-

cing adhesive tape;
- fitting of a clean exhaust filter for connection to a glove box ex-

haust system;
- enveloping the whole glove box, except the filter connecting tube,

by means of 2 independent plastic bags;
- packing of the unit in a plywood case.

The packed glove box was then transported over 7 km on the public road to
the dismantling plant. The transporting truck was preceeded and followed by
a car signalling "dangerous transport".

II. Group II glove box

Only glove box D5 - having the following approximative dimensions :
3,5 x 0,5 x 3,0m (h) and a volume of about 5,25 m - was in this case.

The glove box has been dismantled on the spot after removing all remo-
vable parts. A plastic tent, with entrance lock, was built around the glove
box. The plastic tent has been kept at a negative pressure of about 3 mm
W.G.

The dismounted glove box windows and the cutted parts of the glove box
frame were bagged out and placed either inside plastic lined wooden crates,
or in 200 1 waste drums or in 28 1 waste cans. 4 crates with a total volume
of 14,3 m3, two 200 1 drums and 23 cans of 28 1 have been filled. These
crates, drums and cans have been evacuated to a waste treatment plant, fo-
reign to BELGONUCLEAIRE.

III. Group III ; Glove boxes

At this moment 9 glove boxes with a total volume of about 72,7 m3 are
part of this group. 5 of them (see tables II and III : glove boxes A1-A10-
A11-A12-A13) have been evacuated from the BELGONUCLEAIRE plant and 4 of
these 5 are dismantled at this moment whilst the dismantling of glove box
A10 is scheduled for the near future.

The other 4 glove boxes, (see tables II and III glove boxes A2-A3-A6-
A8) are decommissioned but still stored at the BELGONUCLEAIRE plant awaiting
decisions concerning the arrangement of temporary storage areas and the con-
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struction of a dismantling room with larger access doors at the Belgian
Waste Management Institute. These decisions are expected within a few
months. If these decisions are not taken the 4 glove boxes have to be
treated as the 5 already evacuated ones.

From these 5 evacuated glove boxes 4 (see tables II and III : glove
boxes A10, All, A12 and A13) were rotated over 90 in order to permit,
once packed,their evacuation out of the building and their introduction into
the dismantling entrance lock.
The glove boxes were in service since about 12 years, they contained heavy
equipment up to 1000 kg and 3 m high. Furthermore, windows and gaskets
being on place the life-time of the glove box and exposed to strong
alpha-radiation certainly lost a part of their mechanical characteristics
and therefore have to be treated with care.

So it was absolutely necessary to avoid any supplementary load, coming from
the equipment on the glove box structure during these delicate operations.
For this reason each glove box to be rotated was surrounded at the outside
by a strong stiffening frame and all heavy equipment inside was directly
fixed on this stiffening frame by means of special fixing equipment, passing
through glove ports and transfer lock ports.

Besides the treatment, mentioned for group I glove boxes special care was
given to the fixing of the equipment and to fill up all voids with polyste-
rene packing "chips".
The operation of lifting and rotating the glove box was carried out by means
of a special built frame, easy to mount and dismount.
A glove box surrounded by its stiffening frame hanging in the structure for
lifting and rotating is shown on figure I.

IV. Large glove box unit to be dismounted partially on place

The glove boxes, A4-A5-A6-A7 mentioned in tables II and III were built
together as one unit, about 4,7 m long and about 4,6 m high.

The unit is shown on figure 2. The unit was dismounted partially on place
also by means of a special built lifting device. The separation into diffe-
rent glove box parts was performed by means of plastic bag welding around
the flat gaskets (see figure 2 ) .

Conclusion

BELGONUCLEAIRE performed the last two years several types of glove box de-
commissioning tasks including delicate operations.
All this work has been carried out without any contamination of the opera-
tors and within the required time period.
The performance of such tasks on an Industrial scale has been proved.
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Figure 2. Glove box unit to be dismounted partially on place.
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UNDERWATER DISMANTLING

Jack Guittet
CEA Marcoule - Department for Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities

(IPSN/UDIN)

and

Gerard Fraize and Gilles Clement
CEA Saclay Advanced Robotics Unit (UGRA)

ABSTRACT

The CEA-UDIN Department in charge of decommissioning nuclear facilities
tested underwater various mechanical cutting tools with a MA23K manipulator
to know their operating main features. Underwater thermal cutting
processes were also checked to know the process limits. It appeared that
remote cutting underwater of steel plates with a plasma torch was just
within the ability of MS23M, due to the difficulty of keeping constant the
gap between torch nozzle and the surface to be cut, without any special
device. The Advanced Robotic Department of the CEA (UGRA), in order to
extend the skill and ability of the MA23M, whose limits and performances
are well known designed a new generation of:

servo manipulators RD500,

sensors and computer adapted to remote handling, thus carrying out 3
real computer assistance.

INTRODUCTION

Underwater dismantling involves water, a biological shield which is easy to
use. There are two possible applications: the equipment to be dismantled
can either be put underwater or placed into specialized "pool-shop". All
the available processes may generate some spray and dust which would thus
contaminate water and atmosphere; it is therefore important to be aware of
this in order to overcome it or to adapt to it. Except in some cases, the
various underwater dismantling tools must be teleoperated by using either
direct viewing poles and/or servomanipulators with TV visual feedback.
Each tool has its own limits; thus the (supporting) servomanipulators must
comply with certain specificities. They should be chosen and used in
accordance with these.

If the tool is properly adapted to the servomanipulator for underwater
work, it means that it is suited for underwater dismantling. Otherwise
other application processes or other servomanipulators with different
performances, or else modified tools should be designed and tested.
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CEA Department of Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities (UDIN) tested
mechanical and thermal cutting tools, in order to assess their limits and
the possible problems caused. Tests showed that the use of a plasma torch
for cutting very thick steel parts is nearly beyond the limits of MA23.
This is due mainly to the difficulty to maintain a constant distance
between the torch and the surface to be cut, and to maintain a low and even
cutting speed.

In order to remedy these problems, CEA Advanced Robotics Department
designed a servomanipulator called RD500, as well as specific teleoperation
software and specialized sensors. Thus true computer assisted operation is
achieved.

1. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: THE RAPSODIE PROJECT

The dismantling of Rapsodie experimental reactor, as shown in illustration
n° 1, is planned to analyze the behavior of the reactor vessel elements.

The vessel will be filled with water in order to facilitate protection, and
the cutting of internal structures will be done by a Romain type
teleoperator (illustration n° 2) held by a carrier which will enable its
proper positioning inside the vessel, Thus, parts will be cut - probably
by a thermal process - and then collected and transported in a cask to a
pool shop especially equipped for fine cuttings. This makes it possible to
analyze some samplings and rejects the rest as waste.

2. UNDERWATER TOOL TESTING

2.1 Experimental Device

Tests were carried out with a MA23M servomanipulator mounted on a stand
placed in an immersion vessel.

2.1.1 MA23M Servomanipulator

It is a teleoperating master-slave force feedback machine; it has a 25 kg
payload, and 6 degrees of freedom (see illustration n° 3).

Since it has to operate underwater, the internal housing for distributing
the various controls of the slave arm actuators has been replaced by a
connecting housing, which is air pressurized and outside the caisson
(watertight chamber). The pressurization affects the housing directly, and
a pressure reducer makes it possible to maintain the pressure in the
housing slightly superior to that surrounding the housing (i.e., the water
pressure).
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Therefore, th is system makes i t possible to:

- avoid air pressurization in the cable bundle which goes from the edge
of the pool into the housing,

disconnect the cable bundle and the MA23M caisson air inlet hose.

Furthermore, the protecting vinyl booting (sleeve) has been f i t ted with 2
valves:

- one i s located in the upper part of the shoulder, to le t out the air
pocket (which builds up during the immersion stage),

- the other one i s located in the lower part of the shoulder to empty
the water pocket (which remains after emersion).

2.1.2 The Servomanipulator Carrier

The MA23M slave arm was mounted on a motorized l i f t ing carr ier ; th is
carrier makes i t possible to place the arm at any desirable level .
Besides, thanks to a rotating mast (beam), i t was possible to change the
direction of the arm according to the position of the working area.

2.1.3 Underwater Viewing Device

Cameras

- A watertight video pan and t i l t platform which contained a Philips LDH
025 black and white camera, f i t ted with variable focal lens
(12,5x75mm). The platform was located at the bottom of the immersion
vessel, and i t s control panel was situated within the operator's control
room;

- a Philips VT 50 overall camera, equipped with a variable focal lens was
placed at the edge of the pool;

- a Televise set made i t possible to carry out automatic tracking of the
field of vision;

- monitoring devices linked to the cameras;

flood-lighting projectors.

2.2 Testing Mechanical Tools

Tests were carried out at a depth of 7 m.

2.2.1 Testing Shears for Pipes and Steel Sections

Hydraulic shears (made by Essonne Hydraulique) waterpressurized at 250
bars, weighing 14,5 kg were tested on stainless steel pipes of 17,2x2,3
diameter.
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Cutting time varies from 2 to 5 mn. Some setbacks were registered, due to
poor positioning of the counter-blade, which the human operator couldn't
perceive properly through the visual feedback device. I t i s therefore
necessary to modify the tool; i t could be blocked into proper position (by
bolting, for example).

2.2.2 Testing Plate Shears

These hydraulic shears (made by Essonne Hydraulique) are also
waterpressurized at 250 bars, but they weigh 21 kg, which is close to the
MA23M limit payload. However, the problems encountered are mainly due to
tool design. The shears don't grip the plate, and tend to slide while the
blades close together; this causes metal chips to get stuck between the
blades.

2.2.3 Testing an Alternative Saw

This 3.6 kg saw (supplied by Essonne Hydraulique) which runs on 6 bars
compressed air doesn't cause jarring; i t seems therefore well suited to the
underwater manipulating carried out by MA23M. 17,3x2,3 mm tubes were cut
in 7-8 minutes; i t took 1 hour and 50 minutes to cut a solid 30 mm
cylinder, and i t took 3 hours to cut a 108x4 mm stainless steel tube.

2.2.4 Testing and Alternative Saw

This was (supplied by Fein) weighs 7,5 kg and runs on 6 bar compressed a i r ;
i t seems perfectly adapted to the job. A 108x4 mm stainless steel tube was
cut in 1 hour and th i r ty minutes.

2.2.5 Conclusion

Mechanical cutting tools are slow. They must be preferably used for
delicate tasks.

2.3 Testing Thermal Tools

Several tes ts were carried out using plasma torches.

2.3.1 CP 40 Torch and SD 20/40 Generator (supplied by Sauvageau)

The plasmagenic gas and the cooling gas are air compressed at 5 bars; i t
runs on 40 A intensi ty.

Including the cable bundle, the torch weighed 4,5 kg and was f i t ted with a
ring to maintain the proper distance between the nozzle and the plate .
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A. Cutting Tests on 5 mm Thick Stainless Steel Plate

Tests on a slope.

A1. Ring in 40 A Position

Out of 36 attempts to generate an arc, 16 produced a cutting arc (44J
success rate). The cutting time went from 3 to 21 3, with an average time
of 9 seconds.

A2. Ring in 20 A Position (with reduced nozzle to plate distance)

Out of 1*5 attempts to generate an arc, 3 produced a cutting arc (6,6%
success rate). Cutting times were 14, 20 and 46 s.

Tests on Horizontal Planes

Cuttings were done under the plate, with the ring in 40 A position. Out of
26 attempts to generate an arc, 6 produced a cutting arc (23* success
rate). Cutting time went from 4 to 22 s, with an average cutting time of
14 s. All the cuttings were dotted line type perforation.

Tests on Convex Horizontal Surface (Radius: 200 mm)

The cutting was carried out with the ring in 40 A position. Out of 42
attempts to generate an arc, 11 produced a cutting arc (26? success
rate). Cutting time went.from 10 to 46 s, with an average time of 22 s.
All the cuttings were dotted line type perforation.

B. Cutting Tests on Stainless Steel Plate of Different Thicknesses and of
Different Waterlevel in Horizontal Position

For these tests, the rings were in 40 A position.

The results are as follows:

Number

Number

Number

of

of

of

Cutting

Tests

Cutting

Arcs

Arcs

I 3
1

mm |

9

9

4 mm |

25

7

| 5 mm I

30

5

6

21

mm

0

6

Cutting Time: Mini 7" 6" 13" 12"
Maxi 3^" 20" 23" 20"
Average 16" 25" 16" 16"

I I I I
The water level only seems to affect the ease of arc generation which
decreases with increased depth.
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Number of Failures 5 1 2 H 6 17 33

Depth (meters) 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7

Two nozzles were required to carry out all the tests with the CP4OR:

- Nozzle n° 1: 9 minute cutting time and out of approximately 150
attempts to generate and arc, 36 cutting arcs obtained (2*\% success).

- Nozzle n° 2: 9 minutes cutting time and out of 95 attempts to generate
an arc, 27 cutting arcs obtained (28* success).

- All the cuttings were dotted line type perforation (even for the three
mm thick stainless steel plate cut 1 m below water level). This
perforation is due to the fact that the torch advanced unevenly and too
fast.

C Conclusion

In every case, the average advance velocity ranged from 1 to 2 m/mn and a
trim cutting was never achieved.

It is virtually impossible to obtain a constant speed, partly due to
difficulty in guiding the servomanipulator and partly due to catching on
scoriae from the ring maintaining the distance between the torch and the
metal. Unfortunately, poor visibility makes i t impossible to maintain the
distance without a ring.

2.3.2 Plasma Cutting with CPM 200 Torch and Nertajet Generator
(supplied by SAF)

The plasmagenic gas is nitrogen. The intensity is 150 A.

The 8 kg torch was fitted with four wheels. These made i t possible to
maintain the necessary distance between the nozzle and the plate.

Tests carried out on the same models as those used for the torch describes
above.

These tests were carried out on horizontal, vertical, sloped and
cylindrical surfaces, adding up to a total cutting length of 7 m. On the
whole, this cutting created far fewer scoriae than that carried out with
the SAUVAGEAU torch did. Some even cutting was obtained. But sometimes
only two wheels remained in contact with the plate. This caused the nozzle
to move away from the plate and the cutting arc to stop (break).

To conclude, the wheel guiding system seems better than the "ring system"
(assuming that the biggest torch reacts positively). Nonetheless,
visibili ty or the guiding system must be considerably improved for there to
be any satisfying results.
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2.3 .3 Thermal Cutting Tests on Very Thick Steel

Cutting t e s t a on 1500 mm long 70 mm thick v e r t i c a l s t a i n l e s s s t e e l p la tes
were car r ied out in one of the pools of the PEGASE nuclear t e s t i n g
f a c i l i t i e s , a t the CADARACHE Center.

A CPM 600 torch was used (manufactured by SAF), run by 2 MILLER generators
working in p a r a l l e l , supplying 100 kW power. The plasmagenic gas used was
7 bars Argon, at a r a t e of 170 1/mn. The torch was guided by a motorized
support with M degrees of freedom, x, y , z, and 0.

The best cu t t ing qual i ty was obtained with:

- An 8 mm distance between part (p la te) and torch;
- A 70 mm/mn cut t ing speed;
- A torch held perpendicular to the cu t t i ng sur face .

Under these condi t ions , good arc generation i s obtained, there a re l i t t l e
or no s c o r i a e , the cut i s 11 to 12 mm wide on enter ing and 9 to 10 mm at
the end; the cu t t ing delay var ies from 10 to 30°.

With t h i s kind of torch and a motorized support which provides a monitoring
advance and keeps constant the torch p l a t e d i s t ance , the utmost of the
plasma cu t t i ng efficiency i s reached. To get such an eff iciency in remote
control opera t ion, a computer ass is tance wil l be needed.

3 . DRAWBACKS OF THE PROCESSES AND REMEDIES

3.1 Mechanical Cutting

- These processes produce metal chips which a re e a s i l y recovered. Water
qual i ty remains v i r t u a l l y unal tered.

- They requ i re a mechanical support on the par t t o be cu t . There doesn ' t
seem to be any d i f f i c u l t y as long as the mechanical support only
requires one degree of freedom from the servomanipulator, t o the extent
tha t the support e f for t i s compatible with the e f fo r t supplied by the
servomanipulator. This i s the case for sawing or d r i l l i n g . The shears
are d i f fe ren t in that they may c a l l for two degrees of freedom in order
t o follow the surface t o be cu t . Nonetheless, cu t t ing c rea tes a
s i t u a t i o n where the shears are self-guided - they can follow possible
waving in the surface , and they only seem capable of cu t t ing along the
same cu t t ing plane.

- They make r e l a t i v e l y precise work poss ib l e , and they a r e compatible with
espec ia l ly designed t o o l s .

- On the negative s i d e , the operat ion speed i s slow.
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3.2 Thermal Cutting

3.2.2 Noxious Gases

Thermal processes create sprays and change the water composition. I t has
been shown that when Argon was used as the plasmagenic gas, 1CH times less
nitrogen oxides (mainly NO) were released than in cutting in the a i r . For
example, NO concentrations measured in the gas extracting piping went from
0,002 ppm without cutting to approximately 0,1 ppm during cutting after
dilution of a factor of 300, in terms of the extracting rate (3000 nr/h) to
the rate of gas from the process (10 m-Vh). This was the case for cutting
a 70 mm steel plate at a speed of 50 mm/mn. I t seems therefore that this
emission can easily be controlled. Released hydrogen amounted to 0,3/f in
the extracting piping.

3.2.3

When measured in the extracting piping, spray volume/mass ratio is 25 times
smaller in underwater cutting than in cutting in the air. In the same
conditions as above, they amount to 1 mg/m3. In number of particles, there
are approximately 1,5 x 10^ particles of a diameter of around 0,1 mm in the
piping, that is to say, 10 times fewer than for cutting in the air. These
particles can be filtered by HEPA filters, whose filtering coefficient is
approximately 10^.

3.2.4 Cutting Velocity

This velocity can vary from 40 to 70 mm/mn for a 70 mm thick p la te . I t i s
not easy to control a so slow velocity for the servomanipulator's gripper.

3.2.5 Positioning Accuracy

Unlike cutting in the a i r , underwater cutting cal ls for relat ively accurate
torch positioning. For example, to cut a 70 mm plate the distance between
the extremity of the nozzle and the plate must be between 8 and 10 mm for
the cut to be a good one. Less than this and scoriae catch on the nozzle
and damage i t , greater than this and i t i s difficult to generate an arc .

I t i s therefore virtually impossible to keep the nozzle within 1 mm of this
distance using a servomanipulator.

4. DESIGNING SERVOMANIPULATORS FOR UNDERWATER DISMANTLING

When i t comes to designing servomanipulators, underwater work engenders
several technological problems, such as :

- designing s lave system adapted t o t h i s environment as well as to
se lec ted processes;

defining appropr ia te man to machine i n t e r f a c e s .
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4.1 Slave System Design

Obviously, the general rule regarding ser-vomanipulator design may be
applied to underwater slave systems, operating at medium or reduce depths
(5 to 25 meters). Inertia and friction must be minimal, in order to
maintain the dexterity of the system.

We tested two operation modes responding to these criteria on the MA23M
manipulator.

Mechanical Parts: Here all of the mobile parts run in contact with the
fluid. In the case of the MA23M, the viscous damping increase caused by
the motion of the parts is low. A slight change of the servoloop
parameters drives the dexterity of the underwater system equivalent to
that observed in the air .

Stainless steel materials have been chosen in order to allow i t to
operate for long periods of time in pure demineralized water. After a
three-month immersion period, no significant impairment in the
manipulator performances were observed. A greasy chlorine finish was
spread on the manipulator to provide extra protection.

- Watertight Mechanical Parts: In this case, only the external surface of
the housing is affected by corrosion. Generally, when all the joints
are fitted with seals, friction in the mechanism increases
significantly. This is true especially when friction occurs above gear
trains. This difficulty varies with the required immersion depth. One
simple solution is to air pressurize the internal part of the watertight
housings. For the MA23M, increase rate of electrical starting friction
has been limited to 3 to ^% by slightly overpressurizing the internal
part of the motor housing, and by using U rings (toroidal seals). A
pressure-reducer can be mounted on the arm stand to pressurize air .
This device also presents the following advantages:

- i t detects possible leaks;

- it protects the mechanism from minor leaks;

it makes dimensioning and immersion depth of housings no longer
interdependent.

The choice of the operation mode is obviously determined by the
application. However, our personal experience in servomanipulating
(involving MA23M and ROMAIN remote control manipulator -see enclosure-)
leads us to consider the concept of watertight overpressurized devices
for our future developments. Besides the advantages mentioned above,
this type of mechanism is very easy to decontaminate and to maintain;
this specificity could prove very easy to decontaminate and to maintain;
this specificity could prove very useful for long-term dismantling
operations.
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4.2 Adapting the Tools to Cutting Processes

1.2.1 Mechanical Cutting

Previous operations carried out with ROMAIN and MA23M manipulators showed
that the main factor disturbing underwater work is degraded visual
feedback.

Even though all cutting processes can be used, some specific technological
problems must be taken into account when designing the tools:

electric energy has a low power/mass ratio; the complex question of
watertightness and safety must also be dealt with;

hydraulic energy must use non-polluting fluids in order to protect the
equipment;

whereas air compressed tools are simple and efficient when used in the air,
they require special adaptation when used underwater. Air must absolutely
be recovered and brought to the surface; otherwise, visual feedback could
be disturbed (bubbles), and in case of serious water contamination sprays
might form.

1.2.2 Thermal Processes

As tests (described in 2) show, the attempts to generate a cutting a^e were
relatively unsuccessful, and nearly no satisfactory cuts were obtained.

These difficulties are due to the following factors:

- this process calls for a very high positioning accuracy; the position
and the travel of the tool along the path must be perfectly served
(controlled); this proves particularly difficult in an environment where
it is extremely difficult to position parts accurately;

- the lack of valid information feedback towards the operator for
instance;

- due to the presence of scoraie, the force (stress) feedback generated by
the supporting device is altered, and therefore provides only indirect
data concerning the cutting process;

- visual feedback is greatly distorted by the radiation of the cutting
arc. As video cameras are too sensitive and are strongly affected by
streaking, they cannot provide operational information;

arc voltage random variations are so quick that neither the human
operator nor the master-slave mechanism have time to react;

- the lack of mechanical or electronic viscous damping, which is generally
useful because it increases the dexterity of the MA23M, prove to be a
disadvantage at low speed; in this case, i t is impossible to properly
control its cutting speed.
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It may be concluded from these observations that mechanical tasks can be
carried out efficiently with a master-slave teleoperated system; as far as
thermal processes are concerned, some specific developments are required in
order to:

guarantee the efficiency of the processes(es);

- maintain the general efficiency of the teleoperating system which is due
to human intervention in the control loop;

- limit the number of machines in contact with a contaminated environment.

5 . PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS AT UGRA

5.1 RD5OO Manipulator

The servomanipulator i s designed to perform underwater cu t t ing t a sks ; t h i s
includes using thermal processes and e n t a i l s :

- a good mechanical r e so lu t ion (0 t o 3 mm);
- an accura te speed control (2 to 3%);
- a high-value lowest frequency vibration.

In order to maintain the efficiency of teleoperated work these
characteristics must be compatible with:

- force feedback control system which enables the use of mechanical
processes;

- a mass and overall dimensions which allow for the machine to be used in
a whole series of environments.

By selecting high force capability (500 N), adequate stiffness at low speed
rate and greater versatility than with the MA23M ( i . e . , use of plate
shears) are possible.

It can be used in the master-slave mode by maintaining a maximal
significant speed (0,3 in/s).

Mechanical optimization allows for a total weight of approximately 3000 N.

Adequate speed control adjustment is made possible by proprioceptive
sensors which are unaffected by electromagnetic disturbances.

5.2 Computer Assisted Teleoperation

As described in paragraph 2, i t is difficult and unpractical to carry out
thermal cuttings through direct teleoperation. This cutting must be made
automatic by creating control loops of exteroceptive sensors which
influence the process directly.
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This cal ls for:

- appropriate exteroceptive sensors which can function in this
environment;

- control algorithms which enable real time reactions in order to cope
with warping of parts or irregular shapes;

- effective control system and man to machine interface which would
prevent long programming operations such as those necessary for
industrial robots. If i t had to be done under water, using TV monitored
feedback, this programming would quickly prove to be long and tedious.

The advantage provided by computer assisted teleoperation i s of prime
importance here because:

- i t makes i t possible to distr ibute the system resources between mar;,
computer, and exteroceptive sensors;

i t allows for the operation of automatic or semi-automatic local control
more direct ly .

A f i r s t series of computer assisted control modes was tested
successfully. This increase the safety of operations (tool breakage,
e t c . ) , and considerably reduces their overall time.

All of these.developments provide a consistent step towards satisfying the
growing needs in the field of underwater dismantling.

CONCLUSION

If MA23M manipulator i s per fec t ly s u i t e d t o se rv ic ing such as r epa i r or
maintenance, i t i s l e s s convenient for the use of a too l at a rythm of a
quasi -product ion. The RD500 manipulator has been designed t o remedy t h i s
drawback. Morevoer, underwater cu t t ing requi res a dr iv ing accuracy which
i s r a t h e r incons i s t en t with usual remote operat ion condi t ions . So,
computer control a s s i s t ance has been developed as well for MA23M and for
RD500 manipula tors .
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Illustration n° 3 - MA23M SERVOMANIPULATOR
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A RE-USEABLE MODULAR CONTAINMENT SYSTEM FOR USE IN THE
DECOMMISSIONING OF PLUTONIUM ACTIVE PLANT

M. J. Sanders
Materials Technology Division, AEE Winfrith, Dorchester, Dorset

ABSTRACT

Operations are described in which three glove boxes
contaminated with a total of 20 g of Plutonium, were size
reduced inside the Winfrith Modular Containment System
(MCS), a portable demountable pressurised suit area
which has its own HEPA Filtered Extract System and Shower
entry tunnel. Contamination of the internal surface is
prevented by the use of strippable coating. The testing of
a new design of drum bagging system which results in good
waste packing fraction is described and data is given on
surface contamination levels, airborne contamination levels
and radiation dose uptake. Details of waste arising, man
hours expended and testing of hand tools including a
pneumatic hand saw and hydraulic cutter are also given.

1. This work was carried out with financial support from
the UK Department of the Environment, British Nuclear
Fuels public limited company and the Ministry of
Defence. In the DoE context, the results will be used
in the formulation of Government Policy, but at this
stage they do not necessarily represent Government
Policy.

2. References to a particular manufacturer's product do
not necessarily imply a preference for that product.

INTRODUCTION

In the Nuclear Industry, a-emitters are normally handled inside sealed
glove boxes. Occasionally there is a need to breach glove box containment
for maintenance or final decommissioning. Traditionally two methods have
been available:

(a) the glove box is transported to a permanent Pressurised Suit Area; or

(b) a PVC tent is erected so that work can be carried out in situ.

Whilst both these methods enable the breach of containment to be made
safely, both have disadvantages. In the case where large plant is installed
in a containment, it will be difficult to transfer it to a permanent
pressurised suit area due to size, weight or constructional considerations.
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Tenting operations produce large volumes of contaminated waste because
each tent becomes internally contaminated and must be disposed of on
completion of operations. A need was identified for a reuseable portable
containment system which sets out to overcome these disadvantages; such a
system has been developed and initial testing was described in an earlier
report (Ref 1).

The containment system developed at Winfrith is of modular construction
- see Figure 1. Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) panels fitted with external
flanges are bolted together to form a Pressurised Suit Area of appropriate
size at the desired location. A shower module through which operators
dressed in standard PVC suits enter and exit is connected to the Pressurised
Suit Area. A ventilation plant fitted with HEPA filters is provided. This
draws air from the Pressurised Suit Area and provides sufficient air velocity
in the shower tunnel to prevent back diffusion of airborne contamination.
After assembly, all internal surfaces are sprayed with a strippable coating
before the start of active operations. On completion of active operations, a
second coat is applied to sandwich the contamination. After curing the whole
lining is detached, leaving the inner surfaces of the containment system free
from contamination and enabling it to be dismantled for re-use elsewhere.

In the active testing programme described in this report a Pressurised
Suit Area was assembled and three gloveboxes were sectioned and packed for
disposal. One of these gloveboxes contained a heavy press. A new design of
drum bagging port was tested which resulted in improved waste packing
density.

Data is reported on the following:-

Airborne contamination levels inside and outside the MCS
Surface contamination levels inside the pressurised suit area.
Radiation dose to operators.
Time taken to carry out size reduction and waste packing
operations.
Plutonium content of boxes measured before decommissioning by
Thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD).
Plutonium content of size reduced boxes packed into waste drums
(by Passive Neutron Coincidence counting).
Time taken to return unit to white area levels.

In addition, the use of two powered hand tools is described - a
compressed air operated hacksaw and an hydraulic cutter, both tools developed
for use by the rescue services (eg Fire Brigades).

The gloveboxes were contaminated with approximately 20g of Plutonium.
On completion of operations the containment was cleaned, dismantled and
stored for future use.

SETTING UP THE MODULAR CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (MCS) FOR ACTIVE OPERATION

Assembly of the MCS

A pressurised suit arpa measuring 4.6m x 2.8m x 2.4m high was assembled
from standard panels in an established plutonium handling facility [see Fig
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1], This size was chosen to allow sufficient working room to decommission
three glove boxes in one operation. The laboratory floor was protected by
laying down sheets of chipboard covered in turn with PVC sheeting and 4mm
thick rigid PVC sheet. Wall panels were screwed to the chipboard base. The
shower entry tunnel was connected to the pressurised suit area by a PVC
gaiter. An annex was constructed from 'Handy Angle' and PVC to provide more
room for dressing, undressing and storage of pressurised suits. The setting
up and preparation of an MCS of the size described here would take about 15
man days.

Preparation of the Pressurised Suit Area and Shower Tunnel

Since one of the main objectives of MCS operation is to prevent its
components from becoming contaminated, it is important that the unit is
carefully prepared and inspected before active operations commence. All
joints were taped with self adhesive plastic tape and the area thoroughly
cleaned to remove any debris which might result in puncture of the strippable
film. The ceiling and walls were coated with 'Spraylat'. The areas to be
subjected to hard wear (eg the floor; in the vicinity of the drum bagging
port; etc) were coated with 'Alara Decon'. The coatings were applied using
airless spraying equipment. After curing, the coatings were inspected and
any areas not properly coated were touched in by hand brush. A floor mat was
fabricated from reinforced PVC sheet to offer additional protection to the
floor against damage caused by the movement of heavy objects.

Ventilation Plant

•*"he ventilation plant consisted of five electrically powered blower
units (capacity ~ 7 m3/min each) which operated in parallel although in
normal operation,, sufficient flow was provided by three units. A depression
of ~ -0.1" WG was maintained. Air was drawn at low level from the
pressurised suit area via a HEPA filter (1000 cfm) and discharged through 10"
flexible trunking into a cowling attached to the laboratory active
ventilation system. The flow rate of 20 m3/min provided ~ 39 air changes per
hour in the pressurised suit area and ensured a minimum air velocity of 1.5
m/s in gaps around doors and curtains in the shower entry tunnel. This was
confirmed by anemometer measurements. Smoke tests were carried out to
demonstrate that no areas of back diffusion existed. The filter was DOP
tested and penetration was 0.16%.

Contamination and Radiation Monitoring (See tables 2 & 3)

Considerable importance was attached to the collection of data on
airborne and surface contamination levels during active operations and to
measure the radiation dose received by operators. Airborne contamination
levels were measured by drawing known volumes of air through filter papers
supported in standard sampling heads. Filter papers were changed daily and
counted by standard a-counting techniques. Sampling heads were located (a)
in the pressurised suit area adjacent to main extract duct; (b) in the shower
at head height; (c) in the discharge cowling (after filtration).

A portable Pu-in-air monitor and one of the installed laboratory system
sampling heads were installed in the annexe. The latter was set to alarm at
2.2 DAC hours (see Note 4, Table 1).
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Surface contamination levels inside the pressurised suit area were
measured at 6 sampling sites {shown in Figure 1}.

Radiation dose received by pressurised suit operators was measured by
Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TLD's). Three TLD were used throughout the
active operations; one was worn by each of the two pressurised suit operators
and the third, to act as a control, was worn by the dresser who normally
worked in the annexe. On completion of active operations the total dose
received by each dosimeter was measured.

ACTIVE OPERATIONS

Preparation of Gioveboxes Prior to Decommissioning

To minimise contamination levels in subsequent MCS operations the three
sentenced gloveboxes were first prepared whilst still connected to extract by
posting out all small equipment, cleaning down by manual swabbing and the
application of a tie down coating to all interior surfaces. Airborne
contamination levels were measured before and after application of the tie
coating. The tie down coating was applied by introducing the tip of an
airless spray gun into each box through a standard PVC bag. Finally, the
gloveboxes were disconnected from extract and lifted from their stands after
all internal equipment had been secured. Castors were fitted to facilitate
transfer to the MCS. To ensure maximum utilisation of waste drums and to
minimise the amount of cutting required for size reduction, a cutting plan
was marked out on each box. An estimated weight was ascribed to each section
to enable drum weight loadings to be controlled.

Final Decommissioning and Size Reduction (See Table 1)

Pressurised suit operators first removed most other exterior fixtures
and fittings from the boxes in the safety provided by the MCS but without
breaching containment. These items were monitored and sent for disposal as
low active waste. Perspex panels, glove jwrts, posting tunnels etc were next
removed and any remaining equipment lifted out. Two diagonally opposed holes
measuring 60mm x 60mm were cut in each steel side panel and following the
cutting plan, a nibbler was introduced and cuts made to allow removal of the
panels. Each panel was then size reduced in accordance with the cutting
plan, using the frame of the glovebox as a workbench. The curved corner
sections were size reduced with a pneumatic hacksaw and with an hydraulic
cutter.

Glovebox No 24 contained a press consisting of a welded mild steel
framework fabricated from 100mm x 15mm flat bar, a hydraulic ram and a pair
of plattens. The heavy components were unbolted and loaded directly into
waste drums whilst the framework was size reduced with the pneumatic hacksaw.

A total of fifteen 100 litre waste drums was used to pack all waste
arisings- Waste packing and drum changing operations proceeded without
incident.

A two-man entry of ~ 3.5 hours duration was made on twenty seven
consecutive working days to complete the sectioning of the three gloveboxes
and sundry contaminated panels, pack all waste, carry out the application of
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a final tie down coating and to strip the coating and monitor the area.
Approx 5 entries were required to section each of the gloveboxes. A further
5 entries were required to section the press and the remainder of entries
were used for cleaning down, waste packing, application and removal of the
tie-down coating and monitoring. Full details are given in Table 1. After
curing, measurements were carried out to confirm that (a) all surfaces were
free of loose contamination and (b) airborne contamination levels were low,
even after directing a jet of compressed air at surfaces to deliberately
suspend any loose material. The lining was divided into sections by cutting
through the strippable coating at the taped joints and each section was
peeled off, rolled up and bagged out. The interior surfaces were sponged
down with SDG3 solution* and after drying all surfaces were monitored. A
number of localised areas of contamination were detected on the rigid PVC
flooring panels where the PVC floor mat had been punctured by the movement of
sharp or heavy objects. These areas were reduced to <1 DWL by hand
decontamination using SDG 3 solution and abrasive pads. Gross
decontamination of the interior of the ventilation extract tunnel was carried
out with Wet Swabs and a layer of tie down coating applied to ensure that the
item could be safely stored pending future operations. Finally, the MCS was
completely dismantled and all surfaces were monitored and shown to be less
than 1 DWL.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Packing Methods

The 12" bagging flange used in earlier operations (Ref 1) resulted in
excessive sectioning and use of bagging materials. To reduce these, a new
design bagging system was constructed and used successfully throughout the
operation reported here. It was incorporated into a standard side panel
(See Figure 1) and consisted of a 'blister' containing a vertically mounted
bagging flange. Pressurised suit operators were able to carefully hand pack
waste directly into a fibreboard keg and fit the keg lid. Operators working
outside the MCS welded off the inner bag and detached the full drum and
fitted the next empty one. The secondary bag was welded and finally the
steel drum lid and the closure fitted.

Control of Drum Loading

Using the estimated weight assigned to each glovebox section, a running
total weight was kept as each waste drum was packed to ensure the weight
limit of 100 kg per drum was not exceeded.

Segregation of Waste

Future waste conditioning operations may be simplified if current arisings
are segregated into different types at the time waste drums are loaded. Most
of the plutonium contaminated material (PCM) arising from the glovebox size
reduction operations described here consisted of hard waste eg metal, perspex
etc, but in addition a considerable quantity of soft wastes was also produced

* S0G3 solution is a proprietary decontamination reagent consisting of a
blend of surfactants and complexing agents used in aqueous solution.
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(eg disposable pvc oversuits and strippable coatings). As far as possible
the segregation principle was applied, but in some cases - for example when
packing very heavy, low volume items such as press components into waste
drums, the free space was packed with soft waste. This acted as a restraint
to the heavy item ensuring that the package produced would be safe in
subsequent handling operations.

Measurement of Plutonium Content of Waste

Before decommissioning, the Pu content of each glovebox was measured by
TLD.

After size reduction, the Pu content of waste drums arising from the
operation was measured by Passive Neutron Coincidence Counting (see Table 1).

HAND TOOLS

Size reduction operation described here were carried out with hand held
tools. A survey was carried out to identify potentially useful items. Some
of these were utilised in active operations together with standard equipment
such as an electric drill, jig saw, etc.

Electric Nibbler

An electrically operated nibbler (Trumpf type N501) was used to cut out
and size reduce all the flat mild steel panels from the gloveboxes (up to
5mm thick). During the sectioning operations described here, one punch and
die set became blunt and was replaced.

Air Operated Saw

An air operated 'Sengar' reciprocating hacksaw was extensively used to
section curved and heavy sectioned steel components (eg glovebox corner
sections, structural members of press). The design of the saw enabled it to
be put to work in most situations and it was reasonably safe to use providing
the item being cut had been secured and both hands were used to grip the
tool. Operation at the manufacturers recommended air pressure (6 Bar) was
important as performance fall off rapidly at lower pressure. Cutting thick
steel was slow but from a pressurised suit operator's viewpoint, less
fatiguing than by manual hacksaw.

Regular blade replacement was essential to maintain maximum cutting
speed.

Hydraulic Cutter

A Lukas type 590 hydraulic cutter was used for size reducing glovebox
corner sections etc. Operation of the cutting blades is controlled by a self
centering valve. The feed and return hoses were brought through a bagging
port in the side of the MCS. Whilst a powerful and useful tool, the cutter
will only sensibly cut metal which can be enclosed by its blades and the
thickest test piece successfully cut during trials was L - section mild steel
measuring 50mm x 50mm x 6mm thick. A tendency for the cut pieces to eject
with some violence was noted but a pair of G-cramps connected by a short
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length of chain could be used as a restraint. The cutter was slow acting,
safe and ideal for use by pressurised suit operators.

DISCUSSION

In earlier operation of the MCS (Ref 1) the small size of the pressur-
ised suit area was restrictive and resulted in significant levels of contami-
nation on pressurised suits because after removing the protective, light-
weight, disposable, PVC, oversuits, the operators were obliged to handle
contaminated air lines. This produced significant levels of contamination in
the shower module particularly in the area of the floor, and lower walls.
The much enlarged version used in the work reported here resulted in much
better working conditions for the operators and this in turn resulted in
lower suit contamination levels. No structural problems were encountered due
to the increased size of the pressurised suit area.

The removal of as many external glovebox fittings as possible in the
safety of the MCS before breach of containment minimised the arisings of
PCM.

It was not possible to quantify the benefits derived from the clean-
down and application of tie down coating to the internal surface to the three
glove boxes before they were disconnected from extract. The airborne
contamination levels were still quite high (2 x 105 DAC's) but clearly much
lower than would be present in a dusty box with no pre-treatment (typically
2 x 107 DAC's). Even in a box from which all equipment has been removed, it
is not possible to apply tie-down coating to all areas, such as traps and
crevices eg behind window gaskets, etc and the very high airborne contami-
nation levels occasionally measured could be accounted for by small quan-
tities of PuO2 being released when these areas were exposed. General surface
contamination levels however, were surprisingly low (Table 3) and it was not
necessary to apply intermediate tie down coatings to control surface contami-
nation levels in the Pressurised Suit Area.

The ventilation plant worked safety and reliab'ly throughout. There was
no requirement to change the HEPA filter. The arrangement of curtains and
doors in the shower entry tunnel ensured that air velocity in the remaining
gaps was sufficient to prevent significant back diffusion of airborne
activity into the shower tunnel and annexe.

Size reduction operations proceeded smoothly and without incident and
no significant problems were encountered. Entries into the MCS were made on
twenty seven consecutive working days to complete the sectioning of the three
gloveboxes, one containing a heavy press, the packing of all PCM and to
return the unit to a contamination-free condition. Operations would have
been completed in less time if a quicker method of cutting the nibbler entry
holes had been available and if a faster cutting method had been available
to section the press framework. The electric nibbler provided a fast and
efficient cutting method for mild steel plate. The hydraulic cutter proved
to be a safe and convenient tool for sectioning glovebox curved corner
sections and the pneumatic hacksaw was found to be efficient and flexible in
use, but cannot be judged as intrinsically safe on account of its exposed
reciprocating blade.
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It is interesting to note that the total body dose received by the two
pressurised suit operators was only 20% higher than that of the control.
(Waste cutter body dose 50 mrem, skin dose 70 mretn; waste packer body dose
50 mrem, skin dose 60 mrem; control body dose 40 mrem, skin dose 40 mrem).

The new drum bagging facility resulted in a considerable improvement in
waste packing because operators were able to carefully hand-pack size reduced
material into the fibreboard keg and the diameter of the aperture enabled
much larger pieces to be packed than would have been possible with a smaller
system, thus minimising size-reduction operations. Wrapping of small indi-
vidual packages was obviated. This resulted in a considerable saving in PCM
arisings and the safety of the final package was improved because the tough
fibreboard keg protected the welded PVC overbags against puncturing from
sharp objects.

The proprietary strippable coatings used throughout performed well.
Regular inspections were carried out to detect any areas of damage and these
were quickly repaired to prevent the MCS structure becoming contaminated.
The reinforced PVC floor covering contained numerous small punctures at the
end of the operation, but was successful in preventing significant damage to
the underlying strippable coating. The localised areas of contamination on
the rigid PVC underfloor were easily dealt with but an improved method of
protecting the floor from damage would be of value, eg stainless steel foil-
coated floor tiles.

At: the end of the operations, the coating peeled easily and the unit
was returned to white area status (1 x 10"5 y 2 )

The plutonium content of a l l drummed waste was measured by passive
neutron coincidence counting and a value of 20.48 gms obtained. This is
much lower than the value of 42.55 gms obtained by TLD before decommission-
ing. I t is not easy to explain the large differences between the two values

CONCLUSIONS

Three mild steel gloveboxes, one containing a heavy press were success-
fully sectioned and packed for disposal. The total weight of plutonium
involved was 20.48 gms. The Modular Containment System functioned well and
airborne contamination was confined to the pressurised suit area.

The hydraulic cutter and pneumatic hacksaw, both used in active
operations for the first time, proved useful and effective tools.

The total external radiation dose to the pressurised suit operators was
not significantly greater than that received by the control.

The new drum bagging system worked well and resulted in better waste
packing, less PVC bagging material and a safer waste package.

Strippable coatings prevented the Modular Containment System from
becoming contaminated and after active operations were completed, the unit
was shown to be free of contamination and available for re-use elsewhere.
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

Entry
No

Duration
of Entry

Operations Performed Waste Arisings

1 3 hrs

35 mins

4 hrs

3 hrs

3 hrs

4 hrs
10 mins

3 hrs
30 mins

3 hrs
45 mins

3 hrs
25 mins

Breathing airlines tested, gloveboxes
positioned and most panel clamps
removed for disposal as low active
waste. Box 24 was tipped onto its
end; press within moved and fractured
panel.

36 Kg clamps nuts
etc. removed as
non-active waste.

Removed fittings from box 18
ie valves, posting tunnels etc.
square holes for nibbler entry,
out end panel.

Cut
Cut

Cut up back and frame. Cut up top
and front panel. Packed pieces into
waste drum.

Continued with sectioning operations
No problems with disconnection of
drum 1 and fitting of drum 2.

Sectioned remainder of box 21.
Cnecked coating for damage.
Commenced sectioning box 18. Drum 2
disconnected and replaced by Drum 3.

Continued sectioning box 21
components. Continued sectioning box
18.

Continued sectioning box 18.
Repacked waste drum 3 to ensure
maximum packing density. Damp
swabbed floor area adjacent to shower
tunnel. Checked floor for damage.

Continued sectioning box 18. Nibbler
bagged out to fit new punch and die.

ontinued sectioning box 18.
Serviced Nibbler returned to MCS

Drum 1 disconnected
Wt = 90 Kg.
(1.96 gms Pu)

Drum 2 disconnected
Wt - 92 Kg.
(0.97 gms Pu)
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS "Continued"

Entry
No

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Duration
of Entry

3 hrs
35 mi ns

2 hrs
15 mins

4 hrs

3 hrs
45 mins

3 hrs
(EST)

1 hr
30 mins

3 hrs
10 mins

3 hrs
10 mins

Operations Performed

Continued sectioning box 18.
Disconnected Drum 3. Drum 4 packed.
Disconnected and replaced by drum 5.
Commenced box 24.

Drilled and cut square holes in box
24. Removed panels.

Continued sectioning box 24.
Intercomm. developed fault. Shower
waste tank overfilled. Water over-
flowed onto floor and swabbed up.
Hydraulic shear introduced through
bagging port.

Continued sectioning box 24. Angled
box corner sections easily cut with
shear. No 5 drum repacked to accom-
modate hydraulic press components.

Continued sectioning box 24

Washed floor area 1. Continued
sectioning box 24.

Continued sectioning box 24 and press
equpt.

Repaired floor cover; continued
sectioning box 24 and equipment.

Waste Arisings

Drum 3 disconnected
Wt = 112 Kg.
(0.96 gins Pu)
Drum 4 disconnected
Wt = 118 Kg.
(0.68 gms Pu)

Drum 5 disconnected
Wt = 128 Kg.
(1.99 gms Pu)
Drum 6 connected
Drum 6 filled and
disconnected
Wt = 82 Kg.
(0.17 gms Pu)
Drum 7 connected

Drum 7 disconnected
Wt = 78 Kg.
(0.5 gms Pu)

Drum 8 connected
Drum 8 disconnected
Wt = 96 Kg.
(1.2 gms Pu)

Drum 9 disconnected
Wt = 88 Kg.
(0.57 gms Pu)
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS "Continued"

Entry
No

18

19

20

21

23

24

Duration
of Entry

3 hrs
(EST)

3 hrs
15 mins

2
30

1
45

hrs
mins

hr
mins

4 hrs

3 hrs

Operations Performed

Inspected and repaired floor cover.
Transferred two steel box end panels
and and packets of glovebox shelves
into MCS for sectioning.
Continued sectioning box 24.

Sectioned steel panels and shelves;
continued sectioning box 24.

Posted out tools via 12" posting
port. Cleaned up operating area.
Removed floor cover. Removed all
soft waste. Damage to Alara decon
covering on floor noted, due to water
ingress on entry No 12. PVC floor
cover had prevented water evaporation

Recoated damaged floor area with
Alara Decon (8 litres). Removed
PVC sleeves from airlines

Coated all internal surfaces with
Spraylat BC II (20 litres)

Airline directed at surfaces to
suspend any loose activity. Measured
airborne activity (9 DACH). Removed
strip coat from floor, section by
section and carried out decon-
tamination as required.
Removed Spraylat from viewing ports.

ontinued decontaminating floor;
removed strip coat from airline
hoses. Stripped coating from walls
and ceiling and posted out.

Waste Arisings

Drum 10 disconnected
Wt = 79 Kg.
(0.32 gms Pu)
Drum 11 disconnected
Wt = 63 Kg.
(3.5 gms Pu)

Drum 12 disconnected
Wt = 35 Kg.
(0.17 gms Pu)
Drum 13 disconnected
Wt = 27 Kg.
(0.18 gms Pu)

Drum 14 disconnected
Wt = 26 Kg.
(0.26 gms Pu)
Drum 15 disconnected
Wt = 55 Kg.
(0.05 gms Pu)
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TABLE 1 •• SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS "Continued"

Entry
No

25

26

27

Duration
of Entry

2 hrs

1 hr
30 mins

Operations Performed

Airline directed at surfaces measured
airborne contamination level.
Decontaminated extract tunnel with
wet swabs. Operations carried out
in half-suits. Extract Tunnel
Coated with ATara Decon.

Completed coating of filter
components. Removed waste drum
posting bag. Wiped down all surfaces
with damp sponge and SDG 3.

Health Physics survey of all surfaces
completed.

Waste Arisings

Total Pu content of
waste drums,
sweepings, equipment
removed prior to size
reduction = 20.48 gms
Total weight of size
reduced waste =
1044 Kgs.

Pu content by
TLD = 43 g
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TABLE ?. - AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION LEVELS (DACH)

Entry
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Pressurised
Suit Area

0.43

604

5696

1442

57254

1211

12000

5038

3015

690

1793

2751

3618

12228

11093

14535

10170

14732

1986

509

25

Shower

0.02

0.8

2.1

0.5

1.0

0.3

1.2

0.2

0.0

0.3

0.2

1.2

1.0

0.5

0.2

1.43

1.1

0.3

0.1

0.3

0.02

Annex

0.42

-

-

Extract Cowl

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

-

-
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TABLE 2 - AIRBORNE CONTAMINATION LEVELS (DACH) "Continued1

Entry
No

23

24

25

26

27

Pressurised
Suit Area

9

37
17

1.9

Shower

0.04

0.04

1

1

Annex Extract Cowl

0.08

1

NIL

NIL
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TABLE 3 - SURFACE CONTAMINATION LEVELS (counts per second)

Smears taken over 900 cm2. See Figure 1 for location of sampling points.

Entry
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Sampling point
(see Figure 1 for location)

1

-

2

100

2000

1500

1000

1000

700

300

300

300

WET

1000

1500

1200

800

300

500

1000

800

-

-

2

-

2

40

20

2200

800

300

200

150

100

80

20

120

200

100

70

100

60

100

80

-

-

3

-

2

500

2500

3500

3500

2000

2000

2000

1500

1000

3000

2000

2500

2500

2000

1000

1500

3500

3000

-

-

4

-

2

20

200

500

500

300

200

200

100

120

500

80

150

200

100

50

50

40

500

-

-

5

-

2

200

800

1500

3500

1000

1200

1200

700

500

1000

1000

800

1000

500

350

800

80

350

-

-

6

-

2

90

250

1000

500

400

350

250

100

120

500

100

400

350

200

100

300

600

200

-

-
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TABLE 3 - SURFACE CONTAMINATION LEVELS (counts per second) "Continued"

Smears taken over 900 cm2. See Figure 1 for location of sampling points.

Entry
No

23

24

25

26

27

Sampling point
(see Figure 1 for location)

1

NIL

5

NIL

2 cps

2

NIL

2

NIL

NIL

3

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

4

NIL

2

NIL

NIL

5

NIL

2

NIL

NIL

6

NIL

2

NIL

NIL

Notes:

1. After entry No 27 the panels of the Modular Containment System forming
the pressurised suit area were completly dismantled and all surfaces were
monitored and found to be less than 1 DWL (by DP2 probe).

2. The inside surfaces of the shower unit was monitored and decontaminated;
some small areas of strippable coating were removed where levels of
contamination were 50 - 100 cps by DP2 probe. The sump tank was left
full of fresh SDG3 solution in preparation for future operations. The
sump tank pump was changed due to a fault; no activity was found on swabs
taken from the pump inlet.

3. The extract filter unit was moved into a permanent pressurised suit area
and a new HEPA filter installed. The inlet (dirty) side of the unit was
coated with strippable coating to prevent spready of contamination.

4. DAC Hours = The product of the derived air concentration (DAC) and the
time of exposure (hours) corresponds to a unit of inhalation intake which
is normally 1/2000 of the annual limit of intake (ALI); the ALI could
give rise to a committed dose equivalent of not more than 5 Rems during
the 50 year period following intake. The value of the ALI for any
particular radionuclide is recommended by ICRP. The ALI used in
calculating the air sampling data was 1100 Bq (0.0 3yCi)

5. The probe used for making surface contamination measurements was the type
DP2 which gives a count rate of 3 cps and on a surface contaminated
uniformly at 1 DWL.
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT NIEDERAICHBACH

-DISMANTLING AND CONCRETE REMOVAL-

Ulrich Lbschhorn
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH

and

Ulrich Birkhold and Jlirgen Obst
Noell GmbH

Wolfgang Stasch
Nuklear-Ingenieur-Service GmbH

ABSTRACT

The Niederaichbach Nuclear Power Plant was shut down for
good in 1974 and brought into the state of safe enclosure.
The following up decommissioning plan is divided into five
steps:

1. Manual in-place dismantling of the nonradioactive
systems within the safety containment.

2. Manual removal of the contaminated material

3. Remote controlled dismantling of the activated mate-
rial

4. Removal of concrete of the biological shielding by
explosives

5. Conventional demolishing of the buildings.

The steel will be reused after melting or decontamination
by scrap dealers or conditioned for final disposal. The
rubbish can be reused for road design or disposed off on
conventional storage areas.

STATE OF SITE

The Niederaichbach Nuclear Power Plant, a heavy water moderated gascooled
pressure tube reactor, which was designed for a nominal output of 100 MWe
was shut down because of economical and technical reasons in 1974. In the
first decommissioning step, the safe enclosure, the fuel elements and the
plant media were removed and the radioactive inventory was enclosed within
the safety containment. The controlled area could be reduced to the safety
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containment only. The penetrating pipes have been cut, seal welded or shut
with blind flanges. Only two small channels for the air drying system have
been installed and two circuits for the firealarm are in operation. All
other buildings with the exception of the reactor building have been total-
ly cleared out.

PREPARING WORK

Before any further activities beyond the safe enclosure maintenance work can
be started on site, the approval for "Total Dismantlement" according to § 7
of the German Atomic Law has to be gained. The planning work for this unique
licencing procedure therefore started in 1979. The result of extensive
detail plannings was a safety report and numerous explanatory files as well
as the remote controlled dismantling equipment. The approval was granted in
summer 1986.

Before dismantling work can be started now, the plant has to be refurbished
and supplied with several facilities and areas. This concerns the so called
social and sanitation wing with all office equipment, contamination monito-
ring and showers. Moreover, a new ventilation system with high efficiency
filters as well as a new material lock for posting in and out equipment
and waste drums must be installed. All decontamination waters have to be
collected in a 60 m^ waste-water collecting vessel. Furthermore an effic-
tive energy supply is essential.

DISMANTLING OF NON ACTIVE AND CONTAMINATED PARTS

Firstly, all equipment no longer needed and not contaminated during opera-
tion will be dismantled as far as possible and posted out in the first step.
The work within the controlled area will proceed from top to bottom and
from areas of lower to higher activities. The "dismantling phase for conta-
minated material" will run in parallel because the work can be carried out
in two physically separated areas. Anyhow the non active equipment has to
be verified by measurements and taken out preferentially to the contamina-
ted parts.

The small parts are collected in containers and posted out after meeting
the measuring procedures and controls. The big parts are treated indepen-
dent.
The dismounting of the contaminated equipment comprises all systems, i.e.
C02-systems, He-systems, and moderator related systems which have been in
contact with radioactive media during plant operation. This dismantling
work also will be done with commerical size industrial tools such as saws,
grinders and thermal cutters. Anyhow to avoid aerosols as much as possible
in this case mechanical cutting tools are used basically. These components
which do not meet acceptable levels for unrestricted release for recycle
and reuse must be decontaminated. Therefore big parts have to be trans-
ported to the crushing house for further cutting. The small parts are col-
lected in special boxes to be decontaminated for instance by melting.
The emergency moderator tank will be decontaminated completely in place to
far below the exemption limits and will be dismantled at the very end right
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before the conventional demolition of the buildings. The most important con-
taminated components to be dismantled are the two steam generators, total
weight approximately 320 metric tons; the two steam generators shells of
about 140 metric tons weight in total and a surface area of about 500 nr
wi11 have to be decontaminated. Both steam generators will be dismantled in
parallel; about eight men in all will work on dismantling in situ and they
will take about six months to complete the work.

First of all the insulation must be taken off. Then the upper boiler heads
and steam outlets are disengaged, lifted and decontaminated on the reactor
floor. The steam generator pipes are cut below the orifice plate and the
guide tubes are racked. The steam generator tubes are cut and collected in
special boxes for remelting. The lower steam generator shell will be decon-
taminated and stay in its place to be dismantled before the conventional
demolition begins.

The last item of dismantling work on contaminated components will be the
manifold and header spaces. These spaces are accessible by openings. After
installation of the ventilation systems the tubes and related measuring
circuits are crushed and removed. The remaining isolation can be taken out
then.

REMOTE CONTROLLED DISMANTLEMENT

The remaining activated parts of the reactor core, the 351 pressure tubes,
the moderator tank and the thermal shielding have to be dismantled, removed,
packed and transported by special designed and tested remote controlled
manipulators which have to be installed in the plant before starting. The
dose rate in this area was 0.3 Sv/h in 1982.

A crushing house with respective recrushing facilities and directly adjacent
a radiation-shielded control station, from where all crushing and transport
processes are executed, will be assembled on the reactor platform. Further-
more a packing station will be added to the crushing station. Here the
arriving batches with the crushed plant parts are put into container, con-
creted, and closed by means of lids.
A rotary manipulator picking up the separating tools and a manipulator crane
lifting and transporting the cut-off parts will be set up in the crushing
house. Both manipulating robots are remote controlled and can operate
simultaneously within the cylindrical biological shielding (Fig. 1). The
remote operated rotary manipulator consists of a ring girder which is
placed into the bearing of the removed reactor fuel element handling machine.
That girder allows rotary motion of the manipulator up to 360°. A horizontal
slide carrying the manipulator mast is arranged excentrically on that ring
girder and serves for transverse motion. The rigid mast allows 360° rotary
motion and serves as track for the vertical slide which is equipped with
a gripper/clutch to pick up the separating tools and special grippers. Due
to an especially arranged slit in the horizontal slide as well as in the
rotary bearing of the mast, the vertical slide is able to pass from the
top of the mast down into the reactor area. This enables the remote opera-
tor to pick up tools from the upper reactor floor and perform machining and
cutting work within the moderator vessel or to pick up parts from the
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Fig. 1 Remote Rotary Manipulator
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i,\!vtv>!- and snip those parts up to the crushing station for further segmen-
t ' iiq a m ! i.'cH.Kaging.

" o dismantling starts with milling off the pressure tube shafts and the
- ̂ sequent cutting of the pressure tubes just above the lower neutron shield;
'•iv>' opening the upper neutron shield and sucking off the steel shielding

''ties follow at by the mechanical separation of the shield. The pressure
;:>es are lifted out in batches. The dismantling work will be continued by

L i n g the respectively separating technique until the total inside space of
U-e moderator vessel is cleared.

:<f remaining moderator vessel and the enclosing thermal shielding is cut
into segments by a special designed rotary circular grinding wheel equip-
ment. It consists of a ring girder with eight integrated hydraulic jacks
"or belf bracing in a cylindrical vessel. A rotating frame positioned on
top of that girder is equipped with a horizontal and vertical slide sup-
porting the cutting tool. The feed motion is performed by a hydraulic
drive.

're rotary circular grinding device will be adjusted inside the moderator
vttisc-l or thermic shield from the bottom with 3 adjusting beams integrated
in tne intermediate floor. Self braced by its hydraulic jacks the girder
will cut the cylindrical vessels in chess-board like manner by grinding
vertical and circumferencial directions. During cut off the rotary manipu-
late r is holding the segments to be cut and is taking it to the upper
reactor floor for further remote controlled crushing and packing in the
crushing house.
These pirts will then be sorted out corresponding to their activity and
collected as waste batches in baskets. The complete waste batches are taken
out through locks from the crushing house and thereby placed directly into
the transporting barrels/containers. Then the waste barrels/containers are
concreted and closed with lids. After a consolidation period the barrels/
containers will be measured and taken out through locks.
The rotary manipulator and the rotary circular grinding device are dis-
mounted and taken away after that work.

DISMANTLING OF THE BIOLOGICAL SHIELDING

The biological shield is a concrete cylinder with tight internal and exter-
nal reinforcements typical for many nuclear power stations(Fig. 2).
Tne inner zone of the cylinder with a diameter of approximately 8 m hac
been activated by neutron flux to the depth of about 60 cm within a height
of 6 m. In 1982 numerous samples were drilled out of the concrete and a
cross sectional dose rate analysis could be established. The maximum of
the specific activity is up to 10 Bq/g.
The 26 mm diameter reinforcement wire meshes are applied in five layers
with a distance of 10 cm within the concrete matrix. To avoid too much
of radioactive waste the activated inner zone of concrete and the wire
meshes will be peeled off by precision blasting. This has to be done in two
steps. The first layer to be blasted is about 20 cm thick and includes the
strong reinforced part. The second step peels down the rest of the activa-
ted zone. This procedure is based on very successfully performed blast
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2130

Fig. 2 Blast cutting of the Biological Shielding

disassembly experiments performed at test blocks similar to the biological
shield of NPP Niederaichbach, the formerly planned removal of the inner
shell of the biological shield by using the rotary saw and drilling off the
segments was changed to applying explosive cuttings to separate the acti-
vated shielding layer.

For the blasting of the two shells shot holes must be prepared. The borings
are of 40 mm diameter and arranged vertically 20 cm and 60 cm in distance
to the inner wall in circular patterns. In areas of penetrations with even
more reinforced concrete, additional horizontal bore holes with depths up
to 60 cm must be drilled. Experiments showed that the use of fuse in this
application performs more precisely than blasting caps, can be calculated
more exact and is more gentle to the building. Therefore the shot holes
are filled with fuse to 90 % of its depth. Every 10 of such explosive
charges are combined to circular sectors. These circular segments are
sequentially ignited together with the additional horizontal explosive
charges. The explosives used are of conventional makes and the firingtapes,
fuse cords and the high sensitive electrical ignitors are approved for
civil application.

After the sealing of the borings the openings of the biological shielding
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will be closed by plates and mats to avoid flinging of parts. The upper big
opening will be covered with a flexible foil for dust protection. The
detonation of the explosives smashes the concrete and blows it out of the
wire netting structure. Dust and smoke are evacuated immediately. The
exposed reinforcement bars have to be cut and packed as well as the con-
crete before the blasting of the next and last layer of 40 cm less rein-
forced concrete is adequately performed.
After finishing this crushing, all the equipment is decontaminated, dis-
mounted and taken out. The remaining building is decontaminated to far be-
low the release values and controlled by the authority. After subsequent
decontamination of the control area for release it is intended to obtain
the cancellation and lifting of security restriction of the control area
and consequently discharge the site from the Atomic Law by the Approval
Authority. Then the demolition of the remaining buildings and facilities
will be executed by conventional methods.
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DECOHMISSIONING OF THE KEMA SUSPENSION TEST REACTOR

J. Kuyi>srs and A. Spruyt

KEMA Motherlands

ABSTRACT

During operation of the KEMA Suspension Test Reactor a

powdered fuel of UO2-ThO_ has been circulated

through the primary system of the reactor.

Dismantling of such a system which is contaminated with

fission products and alpha-emitters and has been

activated, asks for a thorough decommissioning plan even

if the activity levels are low. The disposal of

decontaminated steel from this reactor poses another

problem because of the difficulties in measuring any

residual alpha-activity. A solution for this problem has

been found in remelting the steel.

INTRODUCTION

In the decades to come decommissioning of nuclear reactors and nuclear

facilities will become an increasing effort.

Already many studies have been made and much experience has been gained on

subjects related to decommissioning.

However the decommissioning of alpha-contaminated facilities is seldom

referred to.

To our opinion this is not only due to the fact that most reactor types

have to deal with the presence of much larger amounts of other

contaminants, but also because the measurement of alpha-contamination on

the internal surfaces of complicated components is difficult.
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In this paper & review will be given of the dismantling of a research

reactor in which the fuel was circulated during operation through an

outside system. As a consequence, the internal surface of the primary

system has been alpha-contaminated. Also fission products and some

activation products are present throughout this system.

In the paper several aspects of the dismantling will be dealt with. One

remark will be made beforehand. Much advantage has been experienced from

the fact that already during the design phase very much attention was paid

in the layout to provisions for remote maintenance.

DESCRIPTION OF THE K.S.T.R. SYSTEM

In the K.S.T.R. (KEMA Suspension Test Reactor) a suspension of uranium

and thorium oxide fuel in light water was circulated through a reactor core

vessel nearly spherical in shape with connected piping and equipment.

In the outer circuit a heat exchanger, a liquid-gas separator and the

circulating pump were installed.

The operating conditions were 250 °C and 60 bar, the concentration of

the 5 pm mixed oxide fuel particles was 400 g/1 and the thermal power of

the reactor 1 MW. (lit. 1)

The 30 cm diameter core vessel (5 mm wall thickness) was surrounded by

a BeO and graphite reflector and installed inside a pressure vessel. The

reflector was cooled by carbondioxide gas.

Fission heat from the reactor was transported by the circulating

suspension to the heat exchanger where it was extracted by the primary

cooling system. Via a secondary cooling system the heat was transported to

an air cooler.

Hydrogen was injected in the mainstream of the suspension and again

extracted in the gasseparator to provide for the removal and recombination

of radiolytic gas, the removal of gaseous fission products and for the

production of particle free water by condensation.

In a bypass provisions for the removal and resuspension of fuel

particles in a collecting vessel and for sampling were available. A

critical safe dump vessel was connected to the main system. All process

equipment was constructed of stainless steel, only the pressure vessel and

framing were made of carbon steel.
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The nuclear systems (main system, gas purification system, reflector

cooling system, sampling system and instrument sensors) were installed in

four big compartments, separated by concrete walls. The compartments have

been lined with carbonsteel plating. They will be maintained and reused for

other purposes after decommissioning and cleaning. At the top these

compartments were closed by two layers of concrete blocs and made gas tight

by a flexible, removable sealing sheet. The compartments which served as a

second containment were brought at underpressure by completely burning out

the oxygen and then monitored continuously for air inleakage.

Over these compartments the reactor hall served as a third containment

and was also held at underpressure.

Outside the compartments several secondary systems were installed in

separate cellars.

The reactor was critically operated at different power levels in the

period 1974 - 1977, during which time 150 MWh were produced and the

experimental program could be carried out successfully.

SPECIAL FEATURES RELATED TO THE DECOMMISSIONING

Mainly due to the fact that the aqueous fuel was circulated through

the core vessel and also through an outside loop to which some other

systems were connected some special features influence the decommissioning

procedures.

In the first place small amounts of the mixed oxide fuel remained in

the main system and the gas purification system after the bulk of the fuel

had been removed. This resulted in alpha-contamination of the inside of

components and tubing.

In the second place fission products, mainly caesium-137 and

strontium-90, are present in the above mentioned systems, resulting in beta

/ gamma contamination. For a substantial part, these fission products are

in solution in the remaining water.

Besides this contamination many parts of the main system are

activated, especially those inside the pressure vessel.

A further feature which influences the decommissioning is the

relatively small dimensions of the components; core vessel: 300 mm

diameter, tube diameters ranging from 3/6 mm to 76/84 mm. This makes
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decontamination of the inside surfaces very time consuming. Measurement of

the decontamination results is very difficult or even impossible, as the

alpha-contamination cannot be determined from the outside. On the other

hand components of small dimensions are relatively easy to reduce in size

by adequate techniques.

For the above mentioned features a compromise had to be found between

the effort to prevent spreading of contaminants and the effort needed for

size reduction and decontamination of the components.

Last but not least the reactor is situated at the KEMA laboratory site

where new methods for decommissioning and decontamination are studied. This

reactor offers the possibility to try out new methods on a small scale and

with rather minor amounts of radioactive contaminants and low radiation

levels. As a rule the ALARA principle is used for all procedures, resulting

in a low personnel radiation dose combined with reasonable time and cost

considerations.

THE DECOMMISSIONING PLAN

After termination of the experimental program and the final shutdown

of the reactor in 1977 a decommissioning plan was set up. The starting

points for this plan were:

A phase three decommissioning. The reactor building and the

compartments will be reused for future R. and D. work.

Decommissioning will be performed by our own KEMA staff. Consequently

the project will have a rather low priority.

Safety has a high priority. No activity should spread to the

environment, which meant that the outer containments with its filter-,

monitoring- and ventilation systems should be kept working till the end of

the project.

The collective dose for the project should not exceed the rather low

value of 0.2 Sv (20 Rem), in order to promote the use of new dose reducing

methods.

At the end of the project no radioactive waste from the reactor should

be left at the KEMA site.
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In the plan the following items were covered:

a. Removal and transport of the suspended fuel.

b. Survey of activity levels in the reactor compartments.

c. Remote internal inspection of the core and some other components.

d. Procedures for the removal of components and further handling.

e. Preparation of decontamination facilities.

f. Development of special tools.

g. Possibilities for the final destination of the waste,

h. Time schedule and cost estimate.

In the next chapter the above mentioned points will be shortly

discussed.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM AND EXPERIENCE GAINED

It has to be remarked first, that due to the experience gained during

the job and due to a clearer insight in the specific problems which were

encountered the original decommissioning plan had to be adopted on several

points.

a. Removal And Transport Of The Suspended Fuel

At the end of the operating period the bulk of the mixed oxide fuel

(28 kg) was collected in the critically safe storage vessel, (diameter 140

mm)

The vessel was removed from the system, provided with flanges and tested on

leak tightness. It wab packed in a specially adapted container and sent to

the U.S.A. by air transport. For this transport special licenses were

necessary from the Dutch authorities, Euratom and D.O.E.

Thereafter an internal decontamination of the system was carried out

by circulation of water with acids at elevated temperature and subsequent

dumping of the liquid into the dump vessel. During this operation a

considerable amount of the fission product activity was removed from the

system and gathered in the dump vessel.
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b. Survey Of The Activity Levels

After the removal of the fuel and the internal decontamination

measurements were carried out to determine the activity levels of the

nuclear components and to map the levels in the compartments.

In the main compartment these values ranged from 0.25 mSv/h to 5mSv/h

(25mR/h to 500 mR/h).

c. Remote Inspection Of The Core And Some Other Components

Two questions had to be answered after shutdown of the reactor. The

fuel particles are very hard (Hoh's 10) and have a high density (10

g/cm ).

In the development- and design phase of the reactor, accepted solutions for

limiting erosion had been found. The results of the reduction in erosion in

the reactor itself had still to be demonstrated.

Another question arose during reactor operation when fuel particles settled

somewhere in the system and could not be recollected in the storage vessel.

Before the wall of the core vessel could be inspected from the inside,

a flow stabilizer in the heart of the core vessel had to be removed. This

zircalloy tube, which had been placed in the reactor during subcritical

experiments to dampen neutron flux variations, gave the answer to the

second question. It contained the fuel which could not be recollected in

the storage vessel. The tube with the fuel was sent to the nuclear centre

of Hoi, Belgium for further investigation, (lit. 2)

The core vessel was internally inspected using a remotely operated

small t.v. camera, which was brought in at the top of the vessel. The

images of the wall were collected on videotape. In this way it was

demonstrated that the inside of the vessel was still in perfect condition

after 5100 hours of operation, (no erosion, no cracks and no caking)

The circulation pump was removed and the pump casing was inspected

after removal of the seal weld. Erosion of the bottom region of the casing
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was found but the casing as well as the impeller were still acceptable for

further use.

A suspension valve was removed which had performed a great number of

opening / closing cycles. The valve body and seat which were made of

tungsten carbide showed hardly any deterioration and were still quite

acceptable.

d. Procedures For The Removal Of Components And Further Handling

In order to obtain experience in the handling procedures and the

effectivety of the working team and tools it was decided that the sequence

for removal would be from the conventional secondary systems to the

activated and contaminated systems. Besides that, each compartment was

handled separately, one after the other. For each compartment a separate

procedure was written in which was indicated how to remove the components

and what conditions had to be met for the protection of personnel and

environment.

Before starting the dismantling of a compartment acceptance of the

procedure by the authorities was needed.

Over the compartments special tents were built provided with

ventilation, tools, personal protection and lifting cranes.

After removal of components from the compartment they were cut to

sufficiently small pieces and packed in 200 1 drums; each containing about

300 kg. In some cases decontamination was considered in order to achieve a

sufficient low activity level for release to further handling.

Seven man from the KEMA workshop were selected for the execution of

the job. They are coached by four man from the former reactor staff which

are familiar with the reactor systems. During decommissioning work in the

reactor hall a health physics man is always present for radiation control.

For the removal of parts of the nuclear systems from the compartments

and the reduction in size of these parts special protective clothing and

breath protection is required for the personnel to protect them and the

surroundings from contamination.
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e. Preparation Of Decontamination Facilities

After removal of the secondary systems the cellars in which these

systems were located have been revised and adapted to decontamination

purposes. Facilities for decontamination such as a steam jet cabin, a glass

jet cabin, tanks for chemical decontamination and water jets and an electro

chemical bath have been installed.

f. Development Of Special Tools

Special tools have been developed for two reasons:

1. To prevent spreading of radioactive material. This means that also

the spilling of chips during cutting in the compartments and the

reduction of parts had to be avoided. The spilling of active water

from the components had to be prevented.

2. To minimize the exposure dose of the workers who have to handle the

activated and contaminated material.

The following tools have been developed:

Hydraulic squeezers for the squeezing of tubes. Tubes in the range

from 3/6 mm to 60/65 mm can be sealed and cut by these squeezers without

spilling activity from the inside.

A "water sensing unit" which can penetrate the tube wall and is

connected to a vacuum vessel. With this apparatus active water can be

extracted from a system or a component without spilling. The vacuum vessel

(10 1) is transported to a special facility which circulates the active

water over an ion exchanger which collects the fission products and active

particles if present.

A remotely operated manipulator has been developed and functionally

tested. It can be installed above the compartments and can move different

kinds of tools such as squeezer, bolt cutter, circular saw to the relevant

location in the compartment.
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g. Possibilities For The Final Destination Of The waste

At the moment two possibilities for final destination of contaminated

steel scrap seem to be available. These are:

- Remelting of the steel.

- Storage of scrap at an interim location.

The process of remelting contaminated steel is not fully developed,

yet we aim at following this route for a substantial part of the steel from

our reactor. It comprises several advantages over the direct storage at an

interim location viz.

- The unequally distributed contaminants - in particular the surface

contaminants - will be homogenized over the bulk of the metal.

- Many of the contaminating nuclides separate from the molten steel

and concentrate in the slag or in the filters of the off-gas system

- An impressive volume reduction of the waste is achieved, reducing

storage costs.

- A reliable determination of the concentration of radionuclides -

including alpha emitters - is made possible.

- Steel which reveals activity levels below the regulatory limits can

be released for reuse.

Especially for potentially alpha-contaminated steel, comprising a

considerable amount of our dismantling waste, the demonstration of this

route will be of interest.

However the remelting of contaminated steel is still restricted to low

concentrations of radionuclides. Therefore a selection had to be

incorporated in the total procedure, comprising measurement of the specific

activity of the resulting scrap from reduced components. This selection

takes place before the scrap is packed in 200 1 drums for transport to the

melting firm.

Of course a pre-decontamination is considered before the final selection.

Parts which reveal a specific activity above the accepted level for

remelting (74 Bq/g) are prepared for interim storage.
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h. Time Schedule and Cost Estimate

It has been planned that decommissioning will be finished at the end

of 1987.

Costs were estimated at 3 to 4 % of the construction costs, which

means approximately Hfl. 10 ($ 4.10 )

PRESENT SITUATION

At this moment all secondary systems and the nuclear systems in three

of the four compartments have been removed. The procedures for the

dismantling of the systems in the main compartment are being prepared,

(pressure vessel with core and reflector, heat exchanger, dump vessel, main

circulation loop, cabling, frames service lines etc.)

Until now a cumulative exposure dose of 15 mSv (1500 mRem) was

received by the total working team of 16 men. This is still far below the

dose of 0.2 Sv (20 Rem) which has been estimated for the whole job.

Remelted scrap from nuclear waste amounts until now to 18 tons,

(stainless steel and carbon steel) whereas about 1.5 ton was send to the

interim storage.

It is estimated that in total 80 tons of steel have to be handled,

from which 60 tons will be remelted.

Only a relatively small amount of components could be internally

decontaminated, due to the small dimensions, the complicated inner surfaces

and the impossibility to measure alpha contamination.

The total secondary waste from dismantling and decontamination is

estimated to be 24 tons, packed in 600 drums of 100 1 each.
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EXPERIENCE OF PARTIAL DISMANTLING AND DESIGN IMPROVEMENT

TO FACILITATE DECOMMISSIONING OF FRENCH PMR - 010 -

by Michel Dubourg

Assistant to the Technical Direction.

INTRODUCTION.

The decision to permanently withdraw a nuclear plant from service,
whatever the reason, involves its decommissioning. Three alternatives of
decommissioning are usually considered by International Organizations such
as Alt"A (Agence Internationale de l'Energie A t o m i q u e ) .

None of
before 1992.
undertaken on

Framatome PWR's in operation will need to be decommissioned
However feasibility studies of decommissioning have been
a PUR and partial dismantling of active components of PUR have

been carried out and are reported in this paper.

2. FEASIBILITY STUDIES OF PWR DECOMMISSIONING.

2.1. On Site Entombment of PMR Units.

Under the auspices of Electricite de France, a feasibility study was
performed by FRAMATOME and other French Companies like BERTIN concerning the
dismantling of four PUR units and the on site entombment of the radioactive
components in a reactor containment building.

Two main options were considered in that study :

- First Option : The use of the reactor vessel as a primary barrier of
all irradiated components including reactor internals and core support
structure.

- Second Option : The dismantling and the cutting into pieces of
irradiated components for tranportat ion in lead casks.
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I n t h e F i r s t c a s e , t h e v a r i o u s c o n n e c t i o n s o f t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l t o t h e
p r i m a r y l o o p a r e s e c t i o n n e d a t t h e l e v e l o f n o z z l e s a f e e n d s . T h e t i g h t n e s s
of t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l i s o b t a i n e d b y t h e m e a n s o f w e l d e d p l u g s f o r l a r g e
s i z e p e n e t r a t i o n s o r b y e x p l o s i v e p l u g s f o r i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n l i n e s .

C c n t r o l r o d d r i v e m e c h a n i s m s a r e d i s c o n n e c t e d a n d t h e p e n e t r a t i o n s a r e
s e a l e d o f f b y e x p l o s i v e e x p a n s i o n p l u g s . T h e r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s h o l d d o w n
s p r i n g i s c u t i n t o p i e c e s a n d l o c a t e d i n s i d e t h e v e s s e l i n o r d e r t o r e l e a s e
t h e t e n s i o n of r e a c t o r v e s s e l c l o s u r e s t u d s . T h e w a t e r c o n t a i n e d i n t h e
r e a c t o r v e s s e l i s d r a i n e d b y a n i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n p i p e p r i o r s e a l i n g o f f .

T h e t o t a l w e i g h t o f t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l c o n t a i n i n g i t s o w n r e a c t o r
i n t e r n a l s s u p p o r t s t r u c t u r e e x c e e d s 4 9 0 t o n n e s . T h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l h a n d l i n g
a n d • e f i o v a 1 c o u l d b e p e r f o r m e d e i t h e r b y t h e c o n t a i n m e n t b u i l d i n g p o l a r
c a n e w i t h s o m e r e i n f o r c e m e n t o r b y a h u g e c r a w l e r c r a n e a s s h o w n o n F i g . 1.
T h e " M a i n t o w o c " crane, w i t h i t s b o o m f e e t s u p p o r t e d b y a c i r c u l a r r i n g e r c o n
h a n d l e 6 0 0 t o n s w i t h a c r a n e b o o m l e n g h t o f 9 1 m a t d i s t a n c e o f 2 5 m . T h e
u s e of a flaintowoc c r a n e c a n r e d u c e t h e p e r s o n n e l e x p o s u r e f r o m 6 0 0 R e m s
d o w n t o 5 0 m a n R e m s f o r t h e h a n d l i n g a n d t h e d i s p o s a l of t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l .

F o r t h e s e c o n d c a s e , it i s a n t i c i p a t e d a s e c t i o n i n g o f a l l i r r a d i a t e d
m a t e r i a l s i . e . : r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s , t h e r m a l s h i e l d a n d r e a c t o r v e s s e l b y
t h e m e a n s o f u n d e r w a t e r f l a m e c u t t i n g w i t h m u l t i p l e t h e r m i c l a n c e s o r b y t h e
u s e o f a r c s a w t e c h n i q u e .

H o w e v e r , ; h e m a i n p r o b l e m a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e h i g h s p e e d s e c t i o n i n g
t e c h n i q u e i s t o c o n t r o l t h e d i s p e r s a l o f h i g h l y i r r a d i a t e d m a t e r i a l s b y
v a p o r i z a t i o n o r f u m e s g e n e r a t e d b y t h e s e c t i o n i n g p r o c e s s a n d a l s o t o
m a i n t a i n g o o d p u r i f i c a t i o n o f t h e r e a c t o r c a v i t y w a t e r .

2.2. Evaluation of Activity and Radwaste Voluwe.

S e v e r a l e v a l u a t i o n s o f a c t i v i t y a n d r a d w a s t e v o l u m e h a v e b e e n m a d e f o r
l i g h t w a t e r r e a c t o r s . F o r a 1 3 0 0 M W e P U R , t h e t o t a l a c t i v i t y a t t h e e n d o f
i t s o p e r a t i o n a l l i f e i s a b o u t 4 m i l l i o n C u r i e s w h i c h i s m a i n l y d u e t o t h e
C o b a l t 6 0 a c t i v i t y . S e v e n t y p e r c e n t o f t h i s t o t a l a m o u n t i s l o c a l i z e d i n t h e
m e t a l l i c s t r u c t u r e s s u r r o u n d i n g t h e c o r e ( c o r e b a f f l e s c r c o r e s h r o u d ) .
A f t e r a 4 0 y e a r s c o o l i n g p e r i o d , t h e t o t a l a c t i v i t y d e c r e a s e s t o 3 0 0 , 0 0 0
c u r i e s d u e t o t h e d e c r e a s e o f c o b a l t 6 0 .

h o w e v e r , o t h e r r a d i o n u c 1 e i d e s s u c h a s N i 6 3 ( 9 2 y e a r h a l f - l i f e ) N b 9 4
( 2 0 , 0 0 0 y e a r h a l f - l i f e ) a n d N i 5 9 ( 8 0 , 0 0 0 y e a r h a l f - l i f e ) t e n d t o l e v e l t h e
r e m a i n i n g a c t i v i t y i n t h e h i g h l y i r r a d i a t e d s t r u c t u r e s o f r e a c t o r s i n t e r n a l s
m a d e o f a u s t e n i t i c s t a i n l e s s s t e e l .
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T a b l e I g i v e s a t y p i c a l b r e a k d o w n of v o l u m e s of m e t a l l i c w a s t e s f o r B W R
a n d P W R . It s h o w s t h e f a v o r a b l e p o s i t i o n of P W R ' s c o m p a r e d t o B W R ' s a n d t h e
r e l a t i v e c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f m e t a l l i c w a s t e s v e r s u s t h e c o o l i n g t i m e a f t e r
p l a n t s h u t d o w n .

T h e t o t a l w e i g h t s of t h e c o n t a m i n a t e d s t r u c t u r e s i n c l u d i n g c o n c r e t e o f
a P W R is e s t i m a t e d t o 1 4 , 0 0 0 t o n s ; 6 , 0 0 0 t o n s of w h i c h c o u l d b e r e c o v e r e d
f o r u n r e s t r i c t e d r e l e a s e a f t e r d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n ( s e e f i g u r e 2 ) .

3. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE ON PARTIAL DISMANTLING OF ACTIVE COMPONENTS.

F R A M A T O M E o p e r a t i n g P W R ' s are r e l a t i v e l y y o u n g and no d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g
o p e r a t i o n is s c h e d u l e d b e f o r e 1 9 9 2 . H o w e v e r in the p a s t , F R A P A T O H E h as
ga i n e d p r a c t i c a l e x p e r i e n c e r e l a t e d to p a r t i a l d i s m a n t l i n g of a c t i v e
c o m p o n e n t s of n u c l e a r r e a c t o r s .

The first r e p o r t e d e x p e r i e n c e is r e l a t e d to the the r m a l s h i e l d r e m o v a l
of the first PWR in o p e r a t i o n in F r a n c e , and the sec o n d e x a m p l e is r e l a t e d
to the r e p l a c e m e n t of c e n t e r i n g p i n s of c o n t r o l g u i d e t u b e of some 9 0 0
P W R ' s .

3.1. CHOOZ Theraal Shield Rewoval

The CHOOZ. r e a c t o r w as o r i g i n a l l y a four l o o p s PWR wi t h an in i t i a l p o w e r
o u t p u t of 280 MWe and the r e a c t o r went c r i t i c a l in 1 9 6 8 .

After one year of plant o p e r a t i o n , s e v e r e d a m a g e s to r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s
c a u s e d by flow i n d u c e d v i b r a t i o n s w e r e n o t i c e d . S e v e r a l e r o d e d b r o k e n p i e c e s
w e r e found in the p r i m a r y side of steam g e n e r a t o r c h a n n e l h e a d s and one
co n t r o l rod failed to scram.

The i n v e s t i g a t i o n c a r r i e d out af t e r p l a n t s h u t d o w n r e v e a l e d the
fol1 o w i n g d a m a g e s :

- se v e r a l tie r o d s j o i n i n g the c o r e b a r r e l s t r u c t u r e to the lo w e r
s u p p o r t s t r u c t u r e were found b r o k e n .

- half of b o l t s j o i n i n g the up p e r part to the lower part of the c o r e
b a r r e l w e r e found b r o k e n .

- the s u p p o r t i n g lugs of the therm a i s h i e l d p r e s e n t e d some heavy w e a r .

The t h e r m a l s h i e l d is a thin w a l l e d c y l i n d e r p l a c e d b e t w e e n the r e a c t o r
c o r e and the p r e s s u r e vessel to r e d u c e total i r r a d i a t i o n e f f e c t on the
ve s s e l w a l l . For the CH O O Z r e a c t o r , the th e r m a l s h i e l d w as d e s i g n e d as a
s e g m e n t e d c y l i n d e r (3 s e g m e n t s a t t a c h e d by w e l d e d c l a m p s ) to pe r m i t its
i n s t a l l a t i o n in the r e a c t o r v e s s e l b e c a u s e the d i a m e t e r of the sh i e l d w as
larger than the o p e n i n g at the vessel f l a n g e .
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D u r i n g p l a n t o p e r a t i o n , c o o l a n t f l o w i n d u c e d a r i g i d b o d y m n v ^ i K - r - '
t h e t h e r m a l s h i e l d w h i c h g e n e r a t e s f l u c t u a t i n g p r e s s u r e s o n f i e > : o r e D s r r e :
a n j i s u s t s d a m a g e b y f a t i g u e . S o i t w a s d e c i d e d t o r e m o v e t h e t h e r m a l s h i e . •;
a n d s o T e o e r i p t - i e r i c a l f u e l a s s e m b l i e s f r o m t h e v e s s e l .

A n e l e c t r o d i s c h a r g e m a c h i n e ( E D f l ! u s i n g a v i b r a t i n g g r a p ^ i t ^ * i ^ ! ' : o e
w a s b u i l t a n d u s e d f o r u r . o e r - w a t e r c u t t i n g o f t h e w e l d e d •: i a w p s ~-i '. ' f:
t h e r m a l s h i e l d s e g m e n t s . T h e t i m e r e q u i r e d f o r c u t t i n g o n e w e l d e d c 1 a * c w a s
a b o u t 1 0 h o u r s . A s p e c i a l d a m w a s p r o v i d e d a n d f i x e d t o t h e r e a •. t ̂  r , * i •r -•.
- l a n g e i n o r d e r t o r e m o v e t h e t h e r m a l s h i e l d i n s e g m e n t s w h i l e r e p a i r *•••'•
w a s c a r r i e d o u t o n t h e r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s . T h e t h e r m a l s h i e l d s e g m e n t s w e r ~
l o a d e d i n a l e a d s h i p p i n g c a s k a n d t h e n t r a n f e r r e d f o r s t o r a g e a t _ a H a g u e
C e n t e r i s e e f i g u r e 3 ! .

A f t e r r e p a i r , t h e r e a c t o r p o w e r o u t p u t w a s u p g r a d e d 1 0 % a n d t h e ; 2 °S
•^*e r e a c t o r w a s o p e r a t e d s a t i s f a c t o r i l y s i n c e 1 «5 7 0 .

3.2 Control Rod Guide Tube Centering Pins Replacement.

T h e < J C C H W e P W R i s e q u i p p e d w i t h S 3 c o n t r o l r o d g u i a e t u b e s i o c s t e : :'
t h e u p p e r r e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s . T h e u p p e r p a r t o f t h e g u i d e t - b e s i s s u P D C - t e s
b v a t h i c k p l a t e , a n d t h e t u b e s a r e a l i g n e d w i t h t ^ e i r r e s p e c t i v e f - ? .
a s s e m b l i e s b y c e n t e r i n g p i n s w h i c h a l i g n t h e b o t t o m f l a n g e o f t "•• e •; u i d e
t u b e . T h e d e t e c t i o n o f d e f e c t s , a f f e c t i n g t h o s e c e n t e r i n g p i n s o r o P e r = : i r •-
r e a c t o r s , c a u s e d b y s t r e s s c o r r o s i o n o f t h e p i n m a t e r i a l , n a ; i n i t i a t e s : h e
c o n s t r u c t i o n o f s e v e r a l " h o t s t a n d e q u i p m e n t " f o ' s y s t e m a t i c a l l y r e p l a c i n g
t h e r i g h l y i r r a d i a t e d c e n t e r i n g p i n s a s p a r t o f t h e n e w g u i d e t u o e s .

D u r i n g p l a n t s h u t d o w n f o r f u e l r e l o a d i n g , t h e r e a c t o r u P c ? •" i r r e ' - . a l ?
a r e p l a c e d o n t n e i r s u p p o r t s t a n d a n d a l l c o n t r o l r o d g u i d e t j o e s a r e

•- e m o v e o a n d r e p l a c e d b y n e w g u i d e t u b e s e q u i p p e d w i t h c e n t e r i n g p i •-• =. ,;. -
m o d i f i e d d e s i g n .

I r ' " 3 d i a t e d g u i d e t u b e s are t r a n s p o r t e d t o t h e P I E R P E L A T T E f a c i 1 i t y 1 "
F R A N C E w h e r e c e n t e r i n g p i n r e p l a c e m e n t o p e r a t i o n t a k e s p i a c e o n a n o t s t a r e
Tr,e r e p l a c e m e n t i s c a r r i e d o u t i n a i r u n d e r l e a d s h i e 1 J e a p r o t e c t ; or: w ; t ."• a
r e v o l v i n g t a b l e p r o v i d i n g a i l t r, e n e c e s s a r y t o o l s f o r p e r f o r m i n g t r e
r e o i a c e m e n t .

' h e a t t a c h e d F i 3 •„• - e \ ° 4 s h o w s a g e n e r a l v i e w o f t h e " H o t s t a n d " e •" :
t h e e q u i p m e n t f o r r e m o v i n g t h e c e n t e r i n g p i n s b y t h e ED!"1 p r o c e s s .

T h i s p r o c e d u r e <r. i r, i *. i r ? s : r e . » c a c t •:•' ': !• e r e s 1 a c :•" e n t 0 f :• i r s •: <~ z- ̂ 3 r •
o u t a g e a n d i t c a n b e s a i d t h a t s u c h r e p l a c e m e n t i s c a ' r i e d o u t c u - i r •: t " -
n o r m a i r e f u e l l i n g o u t a g e o f t h e : - i 3 r t .

O n 2 7 F e b r u a r y 1 ^ 8 6 , F R A M A T O M E f i n i s h e d r e p l a c i n g t h e g j i c e t u t e n : : :
p i n s a t t h e f?. E . G I N H A M u c i e a r Power ° I a r, t , •: w n p d b y t h e ' 0 c "• e s t e - ' V Y . ' o 2 s
a n d E l e c t r i c C o r p o r a t i o n . T h e s p l i t p i r r e p l a c e m e n t w a s p e " * 0 ' ' m e c d u r i n g t - e
p l a n t ' s a n n u a l r e f u e l i n g o u t a g e , w h i c h b e g a n or. 3 r e b r . . : r < . Tr,e r e m o v a l ? *
t h e ^ e a c t o r u p p e r i n t e r n a l s l a s t e d o n l y 1 2 d a y s , d u r i n g w h i c h t h e j t i l ; : -
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n o r m a l l y w a s a b l e t o a c c o m p l i s h t h e r e a c t o r r e f u e l i n g . A t e a m '.f a b o u t v 0
F r a r c a t o m e e n g i n e e r s a n d t e c h n i c i a n s ( w i t h s u p p o r t o ' a a a i t i o r- • , A n. *- '• :r. ar
p e r s o n n e l - h a n d l e d t h e p i n r e p l a c e m e n t . A l l o f t h e n e c e s s a r y t o o l s w e r e
o - o v i o e c b v t h e F ^ a m a t o m e M a i n t e n a n c e D i v i s i o n , i n c l u d i n g t h e s p e c i a l l y
o f s i a r e a " H o t S t a n d " f o r t h e 1 4 » 1 4 g u i d e t u b e s w h i c h h a d b e e n e i r f ' e i j r . t e r :
f r- r m r >• £ r> ,; o T 0 U . S . A .

4 . D E S I G N F E A T U R E S T C F A C I L I T A T E D E C O M M I S S I O N I N G .

T h e e x a m p l e s g i v e n i n t h i s p a p e r c o n c e r n i n g t h e r e p a i r o f r a d i c a : t I •- <=
: o m r •:• :i e n t s i n d i c a t e t h a t l a r g e s c a l e m a i n t e n a n c e a n d r e p a i r - o p e r a t i o n s .: o u 1 c
-. e s u : c e s s * u 1 1 1 y c a r r i e d o u t o n t h e m o s t i r r a d i a t e d e q u i p m e n t i n P Ul R p l a n t s .
1 r e ; e e x a m p l e s i l l u s t r a t e t h e t y p e o f w o r k a n d g i v e a n i n d i c a t i o n o * f u t u r e
o i f f i : j 1 1 : e s t h a t w i l l b e m e t w h e n t h e s e p l a n t s h a v e t o b e d i s m a n t l e d .

"•'-"• e g e n e ^ a ^ l v s p e a k i n g , w e b e l i e v e t h a t c r i t i c s ! 2 n a : y s ; - : a<>c.
i m p r o v e m e r t s i n o p e r a t i n g a n d m a i n t e n a n c e c o n d i t i o n s c o n t r i b u t e t o p r e c 3 r i r i g
f o r a : " 2 s i m p l i f y i n g f u t u r e d i s m a n t l i n g o p e r a t i o n s .

4 . 1 . R e d u c i n g A c t i v i t y .

''". e o v e r a l l a c t i v i t y a t t h e t i m e •:• • d i s m a n t l i n g i;-. a I ' e s u i t :• * t-, r
a c t i v a t i o n o f i r r a a i a t e c s t r u c t u r e s d u r i n g •- e a c t o r o p e r a t i o n a no t h e a e :• o s 1 1
•••' c " t ; v a t e d p a r t i : u l e s o n t r f i n t e r i 3 i s u r f a c e s o f p l a n t c o m p o n e n t s a t t h e
e'~o •:• • t h e p l a n t l i f e .

'. r. •: •" 1 e r : o ' e d u c e •_• •-c ~i 3•_ c i v a t i o n a n d c o n t a m i n a t i o n , s t r i c t c o n t ' o i o*
• ' • a t - " i a l s s u b m i t t e d t c n e u t r o n f 1 J » i s p e r f o r m e d a n d r e s i d u a i e l e m e n t s s u f
a s •." o b a 1 1 b g o r o t n e r t r a c e l o r g l i f e r a d i o i s o t o p e s a r e s t - i c t i y . ; ̂  ::-•:.

C o b a l t ^ ° c o ^ t e r t i s r e s t r i c t e d a s f o l l o w s :

- R e a c t o r ^ e s s e : s h e l l b a s e m a t e r i a l : •' . 0 7 . »

- R e a c t o - - v e s s e l s t a i n l e s s s t e e i c i a d d i r g : < . 1 5 %

- R e a c t o r i n t e r n a l s m a t e r i a l : ' . 0 c 1

- S t e a m c r i e ' e t c - r I - . c o n e l r-0e t u f c e b u n d l e m a t : ' . 1 0 %

- S t e a m g e n e r a t o r I n c o m e ! t Q 0 t u b e b u n d l e m a t . : •; . 0 3 ' %

" •" a : e e , e tr e •"• t s s .. c " a = '•<! c 1 1 J T. U " i •; h p r o d u c e l o n g l i v e d r a d i o i s o t o p e *
» . t * : r r a 3 : 3 t i o n , a r e p r o r. i D i t e d i i t • • s t a i n l e s s f o r t h e m a n u f a i_ t J ;" ̂  :*
•• e a : t o ' i n t e r n a l s .

: •- * u e 1 2 s s * ^ : . i f s . •: •: :• a 1 1 5 £ " 1 d a y h a l f - i i ' e i : s t r o •; u.: e c :•.
= :: . J 6 t : : n o f I " : o n e . g r i a s . I n t h e F R A D A T O f i E d e v e l o p p e d A d v a " ; e c - • e .
- ; : - * T t l ; e s I A F A ; , I n c o n e l g r i ^ s a r e ' e p i a c e d t y Z i r c o l a v g r i d s w i t 1 " . I ' : " ~ r .
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c l i p s p r i n g s . A c t i v i t y c a l c u l a t i o n s s h o w p o t e n t i a l r e d u c t i o n s a b o u t 3 0 %.

I n a d d i t i o n , i n v e s t i g a t i o n s a r e u n d e r w a y t o f i n d a l t e r n a t i v e t o
S t e l l i t e ( 5 5 6 0 % C o b a l t ) i n v a l v e p a r t s d i r e c t l y i n c o n t a c t w i t h t h e
p r i m a r y c o o l a n t .

I n p a r t i c u l a r , s t u d i e s and t e s t s a r e b e i n g c a r r i e d O U L o n t h e u s e o f
n i c k e l b a s e a l l o y s s u c h a s C o l m o n o y ! 7 7 % M i , 1 1 , 5 % C r ) o r A I S I tit? •;
m a r t e n s i t i c s t a i n l e s s s t e e l a n d C o b a l t f r e e t h i n h a r d f a c e a c o a t i n g o f
c r i t i c a l c o m p o n e n t s , s u c h a s C o n t r o 1 R o d D r i v e M e c h a n i s m g r i p o e r s a n d CMC'--
v a l v e s .

S e m e p r a c t i c a l m e a s u r e s h a v e D ? e n t a k e n a t t h e d e s i g n s t a g e a n a i - i r i n a
o p e r a t i o n f o r m i n i m i z i n g t h e r e s i d u a l c o n t a m i n a t i o n o f s u r f a c e s :

- P r i m a r y c o o l a n t c o o r d i n a t i o n o f B / L i c h e m i s t r y .

- S p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o >- s u r f a c e c o n d i t i o n s o f s t e a m g e n e r a t o r
m a t e r i a l s .

- L a r g e p u r i f i c a t i o n f l o w c a p a b i l i t y d u r i n g p l a n t si~,ut•:!•:• •»'.-•• fc>-
c r u d r e m o v a l .

- P e r i o d i c a l d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n o f s t e a m g e n e r a t o r c "• ̂ : •.'"• •? i r. •> a a:-.
o r i s o l a t e d c o m p o n e n t s *o'~ f a c i l i t a t e i n s p e c t i o n a n d
m a i n t e n a n c e w o r k .

T w o m e t h o d s o f p e r i o d i c d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n h a v e b e e n d e v e i o p p e o :

a ! M e c h a n i c a l d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n t h r o u g h h i g h p r e s s u r e w a t e r s P r a y i :'• a w i t -
o r w i t h o u t a d d i t i v e s a s b o r o n o x i d e .

b ! D i l u t e c h e m i c a l d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n w i t n t h e r e g e n e r a t i o n - e a g e n t s
s p e c i a l l y a d a p t e d t o P U R c o n d i t i o n s .

A ; n o b i 1 e d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n j n i z m o u n t e c e n t r a i l e r s i s P r e s e : • z i y
o p e r a t i o n a l . D e c o n t a m i n a t i o n c f r e c i rr u i a t i o n l o o p s o f t h e B W R M U H L E 3 E R C -
F i a r t i n S W I T Z E R L A N D w a s c a r r i e d o u t b y t h e ^ R A M A T O M E e q u i p m e n t p r i o r p i p i n g

4 . 2 . L a r g e C o m p o n e n t s R e p l a c e T I e n t

~'r<e p o s s i b l e r e p l a c e m e n t o f l a r g e c o m p o n e n t s s u c h a s s t e a m g e n e r s r o - ; .
r e a c t c r p r i m a r y c o o i a r t p u m p s a n d a i l t h e m a i n c o m p o n e n t ; , i s t a k e n i n t o
a c c o u n t a t t h e d e s i g n s t a g e . A l t h o u g h t h e r e p l a c e m e n t o f t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l
w a s n e t a d d r e s s e d a'. t h e d e s i n g s t a g e , f e a s i b i l i t y s t u d i e s s n o w t h a t t~:e
r e a c t s - v e s s e . " e m o v a l f o r d i s p o s a l a n d P l a n t d i s m a n t l i n g i s t h e o r i c a l i y
p o s i i D i e .
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4 . 3 . I n s e r v i c e I n s p e c t i o n a n d M a n d a t o r y P e r i o d i c a l I n s p e c t i o n s .

I n s e r v i c e i n s p e c t i o n o f p r e s s u r e b o u n d a r y c o m p o n e n t s a s d e f i n e d b y
F r e n c h r e g u l a t i o n s a n d l i c e n c i n g a u t h o r i t i e s r e q u i r e s p e r i o d i c i n s p e c t i o n s
o f a c t i v a t e d c i r c u i t s i n c r i t i c a l a r e a s . S u p p o r t s o r g u i d e r a i l s are
g e n e r a l l y p r o v i d e d f o r t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n o f a u t o m a t e d t o o l i n g f o r i n s p e c t i o n
a n d i n s o m e c a s e f o r r e p a i r s . T h e s e s u p p o r t s w i l l a l s o f a c i l i t a t e f u t u r e
d i s m a n t l i n g o p e r a t i o n s .

4. 4 Plant Lay-out Design

S e v e r a l f e a t u r e s o f t h e p l a n t l a y o u t d e s i g n h a v e b e e n d e f i n e d t o
f a c i l i t a t e p l a n t o p e r a t i o n a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y p l a n t d i s m a n t l i n g , t h e s e
f e a t u r e s i n c l u d e :

- I s o l a t i o n b e t w e e n r a d i o a c t i v e a n n o n r a d i o a c t i v e a r e a s i n r u c l e a r
b u i l d i n g s w h e r e a c t i v e a n d n o n r a d i o a c t i v e z o n e s a r e e x i s t i n g .

- S h o r t e n i n g o f t h e p i p i n g l a y - o u t o f p r i m a r y a n d a u x i l i a r y s y s t e m s o f
t h e 1 3 0 0 M W e p l a n t . I n a d d i t i o n , s o m e e f f o r t s w e r e d e v o t e d t o
m i n i m i r e t h e n u m b e r o f v a l v e s .

- E r e c t i o n o f m o n o r a i l s a n d h o i s t s t o f a c i l i t a t e t h e r e p l a c e m e n t o f
c o m p o n e n t s s u c h a s t h e R H R p u m p m o t o r s , h e a v y v a l v e s , o r m a n h o l e
c o v e r s o f s t e a m g e n e r a t o r s .

- C o l l e c t i o n o f t h e f l o o r d r a i n s h a s b e e n c a r e f u l l y r e v i e w e d t o a v o i d
s t a g n a t i o n o r s p i l l a g e o f r a d i o a c t i v e w a t e r s .

- I m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f a n e u t r o n p r o t e c t i o n l i n e r o f t h e r e a c t o r v e s s e l
c o n c r e t e w e l l f o r l i m i t i n g a n d r e d u c i n g t h e a c t i v a t i o n o f c o n c r e t e
a n d i r o n s t r u c t u r e s .

T h i s m o d i f i c a t i o n h a s b e e n i n c l u d e d i n t h e n e w N 4 t y p e r e a c t o r d e s i g n
( 1 4 0 0 M W e ) .

4-5- Updating of Documentation

T h e d i s m a n t l i n g o f r a d i o a c t i v e a r e a s o f a n u c l e a r p o w e r p l a n t m u s t
c a u s e t h e m i n i m a l c o l l e c t i v e d o s e f o r t h e o p e r a t i n g p e r s o n n e l . P o s s i b l e f o r
c a r e f u l l y p l a n n i n g t h e w o r k i n h o s t i l e e n v i r o n m e n t , i t i s a b s o l u t e l y
n e c e s s a r y t o c o l l e c t a n d t o u o - d a t e a l l i n f o r m a t i o n r e l a t e d t o t h e p l a n r
d e s i g n ( d r a w i n g s , m a t e r i a l s p e c i f i c a t i o n s , v a r i o u s m o d i f i c a t i o n a n d
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . . . ) a n d a l s o i n f o r m a t i o n r e l a t e d t o t h e p l a n t o p e r a t i n g
p e r f o r m a n c e d u r i n g t h e p l a n t l i f e . F o r p e r f o r m i n g s u c h t a s k s , E D F h a s s e t u p
s o m e p r o c e d u r e s a n d s y s t e m s f o r t h e c o l l e c t i o n u p d a t i n g a n d r e c o r d i n g o f
t h i s i n f o r m a t i o n t h r o u g h o u t p l a n t l i f e a n d f o r m a k i n g s u c h i n f o r m a t i o n
a v a i l a b l e w h e n t h e p l a n t d i s m a n t l i n g o p e r a t i o n o c c u r s .
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CONCLUSIONS.

T h e e x p e r i e n c e g a i n e d by F R A M A T O M E in t h e f i e l d r e p a i r i n g i r r a d i a t e c
c o m p o n e n t s i n d i c a t e s t h a t t h e r e is n o m a j o r o b s t a c l e f o r p e r f o r m i n g
s i g n i f i c a n t r e p a i r o r m o d i f i c a t i o n o n i r r a d i a t e d c o m p o n e n t s .

T h e d e v e l o p m e n t of r e m o t e c o n t r o l l e d e q u i p m e n t a n d r o b o t s to o p e r a t e in
a h o s t i l e e n v i r o n m e n t c a n o p e n t h e d o o r f o r l a r g e m o d i f i c a t i o n o r
i m p r o v e m e n t s o n o p e r a t i n g r e a c t o r s a n d f o r t h e d i s m a n t l i n g of s h u t d o w n
r e a c t o r s .

T h e e x p e r i e n c e a c q u i r e d by F R A H A T O M E o v e r t h e p a s t 2 5 y e a r s in t h e
d e s i g n a n d c o n t r u c t i o n of p r e s s u r i z e d w a t e r r e a c t o r s c o m b i n e d w i t h t h e
e x p e r t i s e g a i n e d by t h e p e r s o n n e l i n v o l v e d in t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e f i r s t
g a s g r a p h i t e p l a n t s ( i n F r a n c e a n d S p a i n ) h a v e c o n t r i b u t e d t o d e v e l o p i n g
s k i l l s , e q u i p m e n t a n d c a p a b i l i t i e s f o r c o m p l e t e o r p a r t i a l d i s m a n t l i n g of
n u c l e a r p o w e r p l a n t t h a t h a v e b e e n p e r m a n e n t l y s h u t d o w n .
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DECONTAMINATION FACILITIES AT

RINGHALS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Stig Pettersson
Olof Johansson
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VATTENFALL

Ingemar Persson
Leif Gustavsson

Maintenance Dep
RINGHALSVERKET

ABSTRACT

With four nuclear units on one site VATTENFALL (Swedish
State Power Board) considered it very important to have an
effective workshop and decontamination facilities at Ringhals
Nuclear Power Plant. The decontamination facilities are in-
stalled in the central active workshop which was completed and
put into use mid 1983.

This paper will describe the decontamination plant in the
active workshop. It will also describe design and operating ex-
periences of installed decontamination equipment and systems.

INTRODUCTION

Ringhals NPP has four nuclear units
owned by VATTENFALL. Unit 1 is a BWR of
units 2-4 are all PWRs of WESTINGHOUSE
Unit No 1 and 2 started in 1974/75, Unit
in 1982. With four units in operation on __ __ .,
important to have an effective active workshop and decontamina-
tion facilities. Therefore, a service centre for the whole site
has been built and has been in use since 1983. This service
center has non-active and active workshops, a decontamination
plant and various office buildings.

in operation and is
Asea-Atom design and
design. Operation of
3 in 1980 and Unit 4
one site it is very

DECONTAMINATION PLANT

The active workshop covers an area of about 2200 m2 and the
decontamination plant about 1600 m2 at the basement level.
Units 3 and 4 have their own small local active workshops for
minor service work. During the maintenance period these units
also use the central active workshop.
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The decontamination plant includes the following main
decontamination systems and equipment:

Flushing cabin for large components

Glass bead blasting box

Chemical decontamination plant

Mobile decontamination equipment for chemical cleaning of
the PWRs main circulation pump impellers. This equipment
can also be used for system decontamination.

Freon decontamination
tools and equipment

box for electrical and mechanical

Other decontamination facilities are also available such as
ordinary washing machines for personnel protection clothing and
a separate room for manual cleaning of components and equipment
where solvents are used.

Fig. 1 Ringhals NPP

Transport

Components and equipment that need decontamination can be
brought to the workshop in two ways. From Units 1 and 2 a
tunnel connection can be used if the weight of the component
does not exceed 2000 kg. For heavier and larger components, the
transport is done with a transport container and a specially
designed vehicle. From Units 3 and 4, all components and equip-
ment have to be transported in this manner. In order to prevent
the contamination all components and equipment are wrapped in
plastic or placed in steel boxes before transport.
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Controls at arrival

The monitoring of the dose rates of the incoming material
is a must before any work is done. A smear test for control of
loose activity is also normally done over an area of 1 dm2 and
is then checked in a smear test instrument.

NORMAL WORKING PROCEDURE

Components that need service or repair normally pass the
decontamination plant before the start of actual maintenance
work. The selection of the decontamination method is dependant
on a number of factors, e.g. component size and shape, surface
contamination and dose rate, type of material, etc.

The first step in a decontamination program is to remove
all loose contamination with, for example, a high pressure
water spray. This step is important since the risk of spreading
the activity is greatest at this stage.

Dismantling of components has to be carried out in most
cases to gain access to all the parts that have been contamina-
ted. Before dismantling, all external surfaces must be cleaned
of loose contamination.

Fig.2 Decontamination plant
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The decontamination method can now be chosen based upon the
fact that the desired decontamination factor shall be achieved
without any damage to the material. The treatment can be done
in one or in a combination of several of the available facili-
ties described below.

Flushing Cabin For Large Components

Large and heavy components, scaffolding planks and pipes
plus radiation shield lead mattresses are decontaminated in
this flushing cabin. The cabin is provided with a high pressure
water system, a robot arm for the spray guns, motor-driven
turntable, an air drying system to remove surface moisture be-
fore the component is removed from the cabin. The robot arm can
be remotely controlled from the outside of the cabin. Manual
work inside the cabin with high pressure water guns is also
possible. The operator will wear a full-body suit during this
type of work. A changing room is connected directly to the
cabin.

The main dimensions of the cabin are: W*D*H=3.3*4.0*4.5 m.
A component with a maximum weight of 8000 kg can be placed on
the turntable with the overhead crane in the decontamination
hall. A flap in the roof of the cabin makes that possible. Nor-
mally the material is brought into the cabin with a small
truck.

This cabin is designed to enable it to be used as a wet-
blasting cabin in the future with minor modifications. All
tanks, valves, high pressure pumps, pipework, etc for the cabin
are installed in a room below the cabin in order to reduce the
dose rate in the decontamination hall.

Fig. 3 Flushing cabin
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Glass Bead Blasting Bpx

The most frequently used decontamination method for ordi-
nary working tools and smaller components is a wet glass bead
blasting box, with a separate high pressure water flushing box.
The treatment starts in the flushing box to remove grease or
oil traces on the surface as well as loose active contamina-
tion. After that only fixed surface activity is left and can be
removed by wet glass bead blasting.

The loading station is designed for components with weight
up to 500 kg and the internal dimensions of the two boxes are:
W*D*H=1.2*1.5*1.2 m.

The turntable for the loading station has a diameter of 0.9
m. It. is motor driven and the wet-blasting guns can be either
manual or remotely controlled.

The platform for the operator is adjustable which gives the
maximum possible ergonomic and convenient working environment.
The front of this boxes have extra shielding in order to reduce
the dose burden to the operator.

Fig. 4 Glass Bead Blasting Box

Chemical Decontamination Plant

Chemical decontamination is used mainly on stainless steel
components (materials) with the radioactivity embedded in an
oxide layer. The chemical decontamination involves disolving
the radioactive oxide films on the surfaces of the components.

The composition of the oxide film depends on water chemis-
try and temperature. For this reason components from a BWR and
a PWR are to some extent treated differently.
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Normally alkaline permanganate and organic acids are used
for the treatment. At present we use TURCO 4502 and TURCO 4521
chemicals. In most cases a two step procedure: AP-Citrox, is
sufficient.

Components to be treated are placed in a basket with 1.5 m
sides. There are also tanks for long pump shafts and pipes. In
one of the tanks ultrasonic equipment is installe" in order to
improve the decontamination factor. Figure 5 below shows the
basket with contaminated components removed from one of the
tanks and the local control room.

Fig.5 Chemical Decontamination Plant
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A few times a year the decon solutions have to be replaced.
The waste treatment of the used solutions includes:

Decomposition of the organic acids

Precipitation and flocculation

Separation of sludge from liquid by centrifuging

Solidification of the sludge with cement

The chemical decontamination equipment and the waste treat-
ment process is supervised and controlled from a local control
room.

The chemical decontamination plant has also been used for
decontamination of metallic scrap for unrestricted use of the
material afterwards. The value of the scrap material does not
cover the cost for decontamination, although there is a big
saving because material does not have to be transported to a
final repository. Up to now about 25 Mkg scrap material has
been released for unrestricted use. The maximum activity allo-
wed is, however, very low, 300 Bq/kg for this type of material.
It is likley that this value will be increased in the future.

Freon Decontamination Plant

For cleaning of electrical and mechanical tools and equip-
ments, a freon cleaning machine can be used. This equipment is
still under test operation. Freon is very good for degreasing
of component surfaces and can also be used for electrical
equipment. However, some radioactive particles may still remain
on the surface and we are at this point in time looking into
different ways to remove this loose surface contamination. One
solution could be to install a high pressure system in order to
flush away these particles. The soiled freon is cleaned in an
azeotropic evaporator.

Fig. 6 Flow dia-
gram of Freon
Decontaminat ion
Plant

Featwater tank
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A freon dry cleaning machine is also used for washing hea-
vily contaminated overalls, shoe covers and hoods as a back up
to the ordinary water washing machines. A test program is being
carried out right now and in the future freon dry cleaning
mashines may be used more in nuclear power plants in Sweden.

Other Decontamination Facilities

For cleaning of personnel protection equipment, a separate
room with water washing machine, dryer, cleaning tabl*1, etc is
used. Masks must not only be free from radioactive contamina-
tion, they must also be free from germs.

Solvents can also be used for components and material
decontamination and that is done in a separate room with a
special ventilation hood above the cleaning table.

For more active components, dismantling under water can be
desirable in order to reduce the personnel dose burden. The
decontamination plant has therefore two large water pools in
which the reactor coolant pumps from the BWR-plant can be dis-
mantled.

Electrochemical decontamination is now used in Swedish nu-
clear active workshops and some testing has also been done at
Ringhals. It is likely that this type of cleaning equipment al-
so will be installed.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Five men normally work full time in the decontamination
plant. During the maintenance period of the four units, three
to four additional men plus extra shift work can be required.

The operating experience up to now has been good and most
of the decontaminated material will be reused after service and
repair. Therefore it is sufficient if the radioactive conta-
mination is reduced to a level where the radiation dose to the
maintenance personel is acceptable.

Difficulties achieving acceptable activity levels have not
been experienced. For components with high dose rates normally
a decontamination factor of 10-20 is sufficient for the further
handling of the component.
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DECOMMISSIONING WORK AT THE
ATOMIC WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT UK

Eric Whitehead
AWRE Decommissioning Group

ABSTRACT

A programme of decommissioning work at AWRE is
identified and the policy and strategy being adopted
is discussed. A phased approach is described covering
the planning and operational stages of the work.
Development of decommissioning technology is recognized
as a key factor and important areas are described.
Design for decommissioning is discussed and principles
identified.

INTRODUCTION

After some 30 years of operation with radioactive materials, AWRE has
a number of facilities which require decommissioning. In due course,
further facilities will become surplus and in response to this an on-going
programme of decommissioning work is planned. This paper outlines the
range and scope of decommissioning problems at AWRE and the approach being
adopted to ensure that these are handled in a safe and effective manner.

2. CURRENT POLICY

The current policy being followed for decommissioning radioactive
facilities at AWRE is as follows:-

2.1 Where Practicable, Refurbish for Further Radioactive Use

Adoption of this policy avoids the creation of additional radioactive
facilities which ultimately will require decommissioning. This approach
has been adopted in the past at AWRE and is a significant element in its
current programme. However, in many situations the surplus facility is so
outmoded by current standards that to bring it to an acceptable state for
a new operational use would be impracticable.

2.2 Decommissioning and Disposal Action to Proceed As Soon As Practicable

Care and surveillance of surplus radioactive facilities places heavy
demands on skilled manpower resources,e.g.Health Physics, Process and
Engineering. Furthermore, unlike other decommissioning situations,
e.g.nuclear power reactors, where levels of radioactivity decay appreciably
after shutdown, those of AWRE are associated with species having a very
long half life e.p,.plutonium - 24,400 years where there is no such benefit
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in delay. Indeed, any prolonged period of care and surveillance will require
increasing efforts to counter deterioration of the facility and associated
radiological problems.

2.3 Facilities Awaiting Decommissioning to be Placed on a
Defined Care and Surveillance Status

It has been recognised that to ensure the safety of a surplus facility
during its care and surveillance phase requires a significant programme of
preparatory work. These requirements have been identified and are being
applied to all AWRE surplus facilities.

3. STRATEGY

The defined policy for decommissioning leads to the following
strategy:

3.1 Provide Access to a Suitable Disposal Route

Until recently, 2 disposal routes depending on the level of
contamination, were available for decommissioning wastes, i-e.shallow land
burial at Drigg, Cumbria, or deep sea disposal. For the latter case, the
disposal container was typically a 200 1 drum plus overpack etc, and this
posed a severe restriction on the size of items which could be handled and
effectively prevented major areas of decommissioning work being tackled.
In response to this, a new waste treatment facility is planned at AWRE
which will process large items of decommissioning wastes to a form
suitable for disposal. At present the suspension of the sea disposal
route and the examination of possible alternatives prevents a precise
definition of the required waste form and packaging. However, essential
elements of the process are known and work is proceeding on this basis.

3.2 Provide Interim Storage

Prior to the availability of the proposed waste treatment facility in
the early 1990's, certain decommissioning work must proceed and for many
tasks, in situ size reduction will be the preferred approach. However in
certain situations this will not be the best approach and the approach
identified is that of interim storage of contaminated items in specially
designed containers housed in a purpose built store. These containers are
designed to withstand credible accident situations, ie fire, drop,
collision.

3.3 Where Necessary Develop Decommissioning Technology

Decommissioning of radioactive plant etc is a relatively new field of
work. For certain tasks the available technology falls short of current
requirements and appropriate development work is proceeding (Section 6).
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3.4 Develop Expertise for Planning and Control

It is generally recognised that decommissioning is potentially the most
hazardous phase of a facility's life and because of this a high degree of
pre-planning and safety assessment is necessary. Likewise, the effective
translation of these plans into the operational phase of decommissioning
will require appropriate management and control systems. With this in mind
AWRE is working with selected organisations wishing to enter the nuclear
decommissioning field, helping them to extend their existing skills to
cover the overall requirements for this work.

4. DECOMMISSIONING TASKS

The current AWRE decommissioning programme includes facilities which
present a wide range of tasks. The radioactive contaminants involved
include plutonium, uranium and tritium together with their associated decay
products eg americium.

Indoor plant, typically housed in glovebox containment covers a wide
range of sizes from small laboratory ware to large machine tools etc with
contamination levels ranging from <lg to several 10's of g per glovebox.
Where practicable these items will be disconnected and the package
transferred to the proposed waste treatment facility for subsequent
dismantling, size reduction and cleaning using basically a mechanised
'hands off approach. However, certain items because of their size and
structure etc cannot be transferred and will have to be dealt with in situ.
In this category as well as gloveboxes are large cells for use by
pressurised suited workers engaged in maintenance and refurbishment
operations. Associated plant contaminated to a lesser degree will also need
to be dealt with in situ and include major ventilation systems and building
drains for radioactive effluent.

Other plant, mainly outdoor, is associated with radioactive liquid
effluent transfer and treatment and although the contamination levels are
very low, the size and location of the facilities will require a special
approach.

In broad terms some 20 facilities will require decommissioning
including approximately 350 gloveboxes and a 12 acre waste management
facility. The associated decom programme will extend beyond the year 2000.

5. DECOMMISSIONING APPROACH

A phased approach is being adopted:

5.1 Phase 1. Preparation for Care and Surveillance

Basically the problem is to ensure adequate containment of the
radioactive materials throughout their care and surveillance period and
prevent their spread to surrounding area or release to the environment.
Failure to achieve this will, at best, make the subsequent decommissioning
task very much more difficult but release to the environment would have a
more serious impact.
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The following work is needed before a facility is accepted ;as beinj'. in
;i satisfactory condition for cnre and surveillance.

(n) For Process Plant eg Gloveboxes

Remove process stocks
Remove small equipment and materials
Clean/decontaminate to the extent practicable
De-activate residual materials eg carbides
Use tie down coatings where appropriate
Reinforce containment where necessary eg gloves
Disconnect unwanted services

In certain situations, eg where the facility is needed for alterna!1v
use, the item of plant will need to be removed and as such will be loaded
into a specially designed container for transfer and storage in a purpose
bui1t fici1ity.

(b) For the Building

Remove unwanted materials
Clean/decontaminate to the extent practicable
Ensure appropriate number of alarm and monitoring devices
and relay of signals to permanently manned point

b.2 Phase 2. Care and Surveillance

Provided that the Phase 1 work is effective then Phase 2 should not
pose any major problem. However, a defined schedule of surveillance and
inspection must be devised. This must recognise the need both to identify
any gradual deterioration as well as any sudden changes and is probabiy
best met by a small resident staffing level with periodic inspection by
:eam of experts, ie Engineering, Health Physics, General Safety and i'rortsr

5.3 Phase 3. Dismantling

Because of the specialised nature of the work, the responsibility t'n:
this phase is vested in a specialist group (AWRE Decommissioning Section).
To date, outside contractors have been used to prepare the detailed plans
(method statements, hazard analysis etc) guided by a small AWRE project
team with members from the following area

Decommissioning Section
Engineering
Facility owner
Health Physics
Safety
Waste Management

In general, these plans address 2 main requirements, ie the final
radiological and engineering status of the facility.
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For this phase the aim is not to return the facility to a 'green field1

site but to remove the major radiological hazard such that the facility may
be reclassified as a 'limited access' area. The target levels for residual
surface and airborne contamination will be dictated by the subsequent use
of the facility but typically for Pu contamination the surface levels will
be less than 10 Bq. cm 2.

The final engineering status of the facility will depend not only on its
subsequent use but whether particular areas or items can be decontaminated
or if removal and disposal is a more sensible approach.

Following their completion, these plans will be submitted for
independent assessment by a Safety Approvals Board.

For the operational phase of this work, whether done by outside
contractors or by Direct Labour, overall direction and control will be by
previously defined project team. Where contractors are used, AWRE Safety
Division will additionally carry out surveys to ensure that the work is
being performed in a safe manner.

An important element in this work is to record relevant data such as
manpower, time, dose commitment, waste arisings etc so as to facilitate the
planning of future decommissioning tasks.

5.4 Phase 4. Facility Care and Maintenance

If there is no subsequent use for the decommissioned facility then it
will be held on a care and maintenance basis. Being at limited access area
status will ensure that the residual levels of contamination, their
whereabouts and nature will be fully recognised.

5.5 Phase 5. Facility Demolition

Because of the albeit very low levels of contamination, demolition of
the facility and disposal of the resultant wastes will pose particular
problems. Although recognised these problems have not yet been addressed
although initial views are that an approach similar to Phase 3 could be
appropriate.

6. DEVELOPMENT WORK

Certain areas requiring development work have been identified and as
decommissioning operations proceed further will emerge. Important areas
include:-

6.1 Mobile Air Filtration Units

There are various decommissioning situations where additional filtered
extract is beneficial. Units have been designed and are in use in various
locations, eg free standing or 'plumbed in' to existing extract ducting.
Their outline specification is as follows:-
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4000 cfm
2 stage HEPA filtration
2.1 mL x 1.9 mH x 0.85 mW

6.2 Temporary Containment System

As mentioned previously there are many situations where contaminated
plant and equipment needs to be dismantled and size reduced in situ using
pressurised suited workers. This requires a temporary containment system
including the following elements:

(a) Containment Structure

This is needed to prevent the spread of contamination to the
surrounding areas. It should be robust, modular in structure to enable
various sizes and shapes to be built and facilitate cleaning for re-use.
The latter being achieved by the use of strippable coatings. A suitable
system has been designed and the concept proved.

(b) Man Entry/Exit

Systems for man entry/exit of permanent installations are reasonably
well defined. Various possibilities are available for temporary systems but
more development work is needed to identify the optimum system.

(c) Materials Exit

Fully engineered transfer systems are being developed for removal of
materials from an active environment of a permanent facility. However,
because of their size and complexity these need to be modified for use in
any temporary containment system.

(d) Special Tools

Work within temporary containment systems will be difficult and
potentially hazardous. A range of special tools needs to be developed
including:

Semi-remote cutting tools
Dismantling tools
Lifting aids

The tools should be re-usable, being stored in a suitable container
prior to use on a subsequent task.

6.3 Special Storage Containers

For interim storage of contaminated plant, eg gloveboxes, special
containers have been designed. These are available in a range of sizes,
are constructed from a composite glass reinforced plastic sandwich material
and are fitted with a HEPA filter. They are designed to provide adequate
containment should the primary package containment fail and will withstand
the following accident situations:
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(a) 10 min fuel fire
(b) 2 ft flat drop with 2te pay load
(c) 2ft edge drop with 2te pay load

6.4 Tiedown Coating Systems

An important technique in decommissioning work is the use of tie down
coatings to fix contamination and prevent its resuspension. Even
acceptable levels of surface contamination can, if fully resuspended, pose
severe problems in the breathing zone. At present, a number of coatings
are available but their means of application are very limited. Further
development work is needed to identify a range of tie down coating systems,
ie materials and methods of application, which can be effective for the
various situations:-

eg (a) tie down of surface contamination in ventilation ducts and
pipework

(b) penetration and tie down of contamination held within plant
and equipment (cracks and crevices etc)

(c) tie down of general surfaces within buildings, laboratories
etc (for use in possible accident situation).

7. DESIGN FOR DECOMMISSIONING

Within the nuclear industry there is a growing backlog of surplus and
contaminated (eg Pu) facilities awaiting decommissioning. This task poses
significant technical difficulties and the cost is likely to be high.

Because of this, increasing attention is being paid to factors in the
initial, design of a facility which will minimise the problems (and costs)
associated with its eventual decommissioning.

The overall requirement which has been identified is that the designer
of any new facility dealing with radioactive materials should not only
demonstrate that his design can be built and function in a safe, efficient
and effective manner but can be decommissioned likewise to a condition
where it poses no significant residual hazard.

Of the large number of references available on decommissioning only a
small proportion deal with the question of design for decommissioning. Of
these, the great majority are concerned with nuclear power plant
decommissioning where the considerations are very different to those for
dealing with alpha radioactive facilities. For the former, the prime
problem is one of dealing with massive plant, some of which emits high
level radiation and where shielding is of prime importance. For the latter
the plant is much smaller but contains extremely radio-toxic materials
eg Pu, and as such effective containment during all operations is of
paramount importance.

Data from various references have been rationalised and the following
design principles proposed:
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Minimise the Overall Quantity of Equipment within Radioactive Containment*

All equipment within radioactive containment will require eventual
decommissioning, the problem being progressively greater, the higher the
contamination level. In view of this, the need to install such equipment
should be thoroughly examined and minimised wherever practicable by
adopting the following approach:

(a) Use simple processes or systems. In general the throughput
requirements for alpha radioactive plant are modest and as such there is
more scope for selecting the simple batch process rather than the more
complex continuous processes. Likewise, very demanding product
specifications should be questioned if this leads to a more complex process
or system.

(b) Use Remote drive units etc. Where practicable, by using proven
mechanical sef..ls, magnetic couplings etc, drive units and associated plant
should be sited in non-radioactive or less radioactive areas.

(c) Site electronic/electrical control equipment outside containment.
In the past there have been particular problems with the decommissioning/
decontamination of electrical and electronic equipment from radioactive
areas. Wherever possible the bulk of such equipment should be sited in
non-radioactive areas with only the minimum control and indicating
equipment retained in the radioactive area.

Limit the Quantity of Equipment within any Particular Containment

By addressing this requirement, two areas which give rise to difficult
decommissioning problems will be addressed. Large containment systems pose
particular difficulties because of the quantity of radioactive material they
house and its associated potential for release. Their size also dictates
that an in-situ decommissioning approach is used whereas smaller units
could be moved to a more appropriate area for such work. Additionally,
problems have arisen because too much equipment (eg equipment in glovebox,
gloveboxes within operating rooms) has been installed within a given
containment. This not only causes problems of accessibility for cleaning,
dismantling etc. but means that any release of radioactive materials from
containment (ie plant equipment or glovebox) which contaminates the
surrounding areas will be more difficult to deal with.

It is accepted that addressing this principle, will result in a larger
number of containments (ie gloveboxes, operating rooms/compartments) for a
particular process and as such will conflict with the requirement to
minimise the overall quantity of equipment within containment, therefore a
balanced compromise must be made.

*Containment refers to:- gloveboxes, pressurised suit areas, active process
and service areas.
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Design for Ease of Decontamination

This is a recognised requirement for the operational phase of a
facility in order to keep contamination levels as low as possible thus
minimising occupational hazards to the workforce and the potential for
release to the environment in an accident situation. Additionally the type
of operations required during decommissioning, ie extensive dismantling and
controlled breach of containments etc, makes the need for some prior
decontamination an essential requirement.

Design aspects which need to be addressed are:-

Gloveboxes, Pressurised Suit Areas and Associated Equipment

(a) Surfaces. These should be smooth, corrosion and scratch resistant
and amenable to decontamination techniques.

'b) Geometry. Cracks and crevices should be minimised and equipment
should be self emptying with no hidden voids for build up of radioactive
material.

(c) Visibility and Accessibility. Visibility must be such as to aid
cleaning and inspection. Unless remote cleaning methods are employed, all
parts of the containment must be accessible.

(d) Remote Cleaning. Because of the labour intensive nature and
associated radiation dose commitment associated with manual cleaning,
effective remote/automated cleaning systems should be installed where
practicable, eg liquid spray internal tank cleaning.

Operating Areas, Rooms etc.

Items (a) to (c) apply so that not only can operating areas be main-
tained at an acceptable level of cleanliness during the bull of the
decommissioning work but that the required final (lower) levels of residual
contamination can be achieved.

For the demolition phase of decommissioning, earlier designs of
radioactive facility will present difficulties. Penetration of
contamination, albeit very low level, into the building fabric may require
a modified demolition approach and disposal of the resulting wastes will
need special attention. For future designs impervious internal cladding
systems and improved sealants offer the possibility of limiting the spread
of contamination such that the bulk of the demolition work can be done in a
traditional manner with the waste materials following a simpler disposal
route.

Design for Disconnection and Size Reduction

In general rather than doing this work in situ, it will be preferable
for it to be done in a centralised facility or within a specially prepared
area of the building. This being so, the design should enable a suitable
'package', eg glovebox, to be disconnected and moved in a safe manner with
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the minimum possibility of a release of radioactive material. Suitably
positioned isolation valves and flanged connectors in accessible positions
will enable 'sleeve bagging' techniques to be used thus minimising the
potential hazard. The disconnected item will need to be sufficiently
strong to be moved without appreciable risk of breach of containment.

Where in situ dismantling and size reduction work is inevitable then
special provision must be made (space, support points, break joints etc.)
for erection of temporary containment systems. Additionally, as in situ
work will be done by pressurised suited workers with limited mechanical
aids, close attention must be paid to:-

(i) size and weight of items,

(ii) height above floor level, and

(iii) size reduction methods.

Whether this work is done in situ or elsewhere, the designer needs to
be aware of the size reduction and dismantling techniques likely to be
available together with their limitations. In many situations, hot cutting
methods may not be appropriate and cold cutting methods, ie saws, shears,
nibblers etc. will probably continue to have a more limit.ed capability.
This being so, designs involving large castings, heavy gauge/complex
sections and difficult to cut materials should be avoided.

8. CONCLUSIONS

A programme of decommissioning work at AWRE has been initiated and key
areas of policy and strategy defined. A fully preplanned approach is being
adopted and the necessary management and control procedures are being
developed for the operational phase of the work. Development of
decommissioning technology is proceeding but further work is needed.
Principles have been identified which should be addressed when designing
new plant so that subsequent decommissioning problems may be minimised.
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REMOTE CLEANOUT AND RENOVATION OF A HOT CELL

G. H. Bryan
Paci f ic Northwest Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Obsolete equipment from an en t i r e rad ioact ive c e l l was
demolished, decontaminated, and placed in bur ia l boxes for
d isposa l . Remote handling equipment and techniques were
used. Mod i f i ca t ion of ex i s t i ng equipment for demol i t ion
and experimentation wi th c u t t i n g techniques cont r ibu ted t o
the successful completion of the year- long e f f o r t .

INTRODUCTION

The l i q u i d - f e d ceramic melter (LFCM) process is the leading candidate
process for t r ea t i ng both current and future h igh- leve l l i q u i d wastes in
the United States. The LFCM process has been under development at the
Paci f ic Northwest Laboratory (PNL) since ly73 for defense and commercial
a p p l i c a t i o n s . A rad ioact ive LFCM (RLFCM) is i n s t a l l e d in a remote f a c i l i t y
at the Hanford Si te in Richland, Washington, for the t es t i ng of spec i f i c
equipment and operating s t r a t e g i e s .

As part of the tes t i ng of the RLFCM, more than 30 rad ioac t ive can-
i s t e r s of v i t r i f i e d waste w i l l be generated. These can is ters w i l l be
welded, t es ted , decontaminated, and temporar i ly stored in preparat ion for
shipment o f f s i t e . The conduct of these a c t i v i t i e s requires the i n s t a l l a -
t i o n of equipment and inst rumentat ion for leak t e s t i n g , can is te r measuring,
e l e c t r o p o l i s h i n g , gamma scanning, temperature measurement, and can is te r
s torage.

Because the can is ters are r ad ioac t i ve , these a c t i v i t i e s requi re the
use of a "hot" c e l l . The 324 Bu i l d ing ' s A -Ce l l , adjacent to B-Cell where
the RLFCM is located, was a log ica l cho ice. However, A-Cell had contained
obsolete rad ioact ive equipment that had been used in conjunct ion wi th p re -
vious p ro j ec t s . To prepare A-Cell for i t s new miss ion, a complete cleanout
of the c e l l was requ i red . This involved demol ishing, decontaminat ing,
removing, and disposing of a l l the ex is t i ng equipment in A -Ce l l .

This paper discusses the A-Cell cleanout process. The A-Cell and sur -
rounding areas are descr ibed, inc lud ing the equipment that A-Cell had con-
ta ined . The demol i t ion and decontamination processes are discussed,
inc lud ing a descr ip t ion of how modi f icat ions were made to two ex i s t i ng saws
so that they could be used remotely. Last, the waste boxes used for equip-
ment disposal are descr ibed.
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FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The Kadiochemical Engineering Faci l i ty is made up of four processing
ce l ls that are connected through a common shielded ai r lock (Figure 1).
These cel ls can withstand chemical or mechanical processes that have radia-
t ion levels of up to 1U6 R/h. The RLFCM is located in B-Cell, the largest
of the four ce l l s , with dimensions of 6.7 m in length, 7.6 m in width, and
9.1 m in height. A-Cell , which is second in s ize, measures 2.8 m in
length, 6.4 m in width, and 10.4 m in height. C- and D-Cells are stacked
one above the other. C-Cell is used primarily as an analytical ce l l while
D-Cell accommodates small process operations.

Access to A-Cell is through two 0.46-m thick steel dutch doors. The
f i r s t door connects the a i r lock to the cask handling area, the central
service area for handling of casks within the bui ld ing. The second door
connects A-Cell to the a i r lock.

A-Cell can be viewed through two 1.2-m thick lead glass, o i l - f i l l e d
windows, one on the f i r s t - f l o o r level and one on the second. Each window
has an exterior view size of 76.2 cm width x 53.3 cm height. Because v i s i -
b i l i t y through the f i r s t - f l o o r window had deteriorated to the point where
the window was no longer funct ional, a l l "hands-on" operations or crane
movements had to be done from the second-floor window.

Equipment in A-Cell is handled by the use of two primary systems. A
remotely operated overhead crane system is used to move heavy equipment and
items into and out of the ce l l through the door between the a i r lock and
A-Cell . The crane has a rating of 5 tons and operates on tracks that run
from A-Cell through the a i r lock and into D-Cell. In addit ion, heavy-duty
master-slave manipulators are located at each of the view windows to accom-
pl ish those ac t i v i t i es that require "hands-on" manipulation.

A-Cell had been primari ly used for tes t ing , storage, and remote weld-
ing of canisters of waste that had been generated in 8-Cel l . Before the
cleanout, A-Cell housed the following equipment:

• a calorimeter for measuring heat-generation rates of radioactive
materials

• environmental test pods for determining the s tab i l i t y of radioactive
materials under controlled storage conditions in water or a i r

• water storage basins (tanks) for storing highly radioactive materials

• remote welding equipment for seal-welding l ids onto and core-d r i l l i ng
holes into waste-f i l led containers

• core-dr i l l ing equipment for obtaining core samples from waste- f i l led
containers.
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EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR CELL CLEANOUT

All of the A-Cell equipment had to be demolished to pieces that would
f i t into one of two standard waste box sizes (3.2 m3 and 2.6 nr by volume).
The manipulators and crane were used to handle the equipment during the
demolit ion process. Ordinary hand tools that could be used by a manipu-
lator such as wrenches, hammers, and screw drivers were of l i t t l e use
because most of the equipment was welded together.

Use of a plasma torch was considered for demolition because of i t s
success during the removal of equipment from B-Cel1 in preparation for
ins ta l l a t i on of the RLFCM. However, the torch was not used because the
small part iculate matter that i t produces plugs ce l l f i l t e r s rather
quick ly, and the A-Cell f i l t e r was not easi ly accessible during most of the
cleanout operation. Also, the torch could not cut through mult ip le layers
of metal and insulat ion that were present in much of the equipment that
required demoli t ion.

Two saws were modified by PNL spec i f ica l ly for remote demolit ion: an
ai r -dr iven saw and an e l e c t r i c a l l y driven c i rcu la r saw.

Air-Driven Saw

Much of the equipment that required demolition was rather complex in
its construction, often requiring several hours to saw into sections small
enough for disposal in a waste box. A commercially available, reciprocat-
ing pneumatic hack saw was mounted on a table (Figure 2) to permit contin-
uous cutting of the environmental test pods while suspended from a crane.
A guide bar was added to prevent the pods from being cut at an angle.
Because it was necessary to work from the second-floor window, the sawed-
off sections of equiment had to be "caught" to prevent damage to the cell
windows and walls. To catch the pieces, a wire basket was placed inside
the pod support structure under the table. This basket was also used to
move the equipment pieces out of the cell. Blade replacement, about once
every eight hours, was the only maintenance required. The air line to the
saw was attached with a quick disconnect.

The difficulty of cutting through the environmental test pods (instru-
mented containers that had held waste canisters) was compounded by the test
pod components: insulation, heat/cooling lines, and thin metal walls. To
obtain optimum sawing conditions, we experimented with the number of teeth
per inch of blade and with the blade speed. Fine teeth, combined with a
fairly slow blade speed, were found to provide a reasonable cutting speed
with few binding problems when dealing with stainless steel. In contrast,
large teeth and a higher blade speed led to frequent binding and breaking
of the blade.

Electrically Driven Circular Saw

An electrically driven circular saw was modified to permit operation
by a manipulator (Figure 3). The "trigger" or switch was electrically
bypassed so that starting and stopping could be controlled from an electri-
cal outlet on the outside of the cell. The blade guard and shoe were also
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Figure 2. Table-mounted hack saw

Figure 3. Electrically driven circular saw.
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removed because they made remote use more difficult and because safety was
not a problem when the saw was used inside the cell.

Abrasive aluminum oxide blades were initially used for the saw; how-
ever, they were rather easily broken, especially when using a manipulator
to handle the saw. The dust that the abrasive blades produced also tended
to plug the cell filters. A diamond blade was found to do an equally
effective job, was not easily broken during rough handling, did not require
water cooling, and did not produce dust.

EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION AND DEMOLITION

Though much equipment was demolished in A-Cell, the preferred demoli-
tion method was to remotely decontaminate equipment in the air lock to a
level that would allow hands-on demolition in the air lock. Much of the
equipment in A-Cell was not amenable to decontamination because of the dif-
ficulty of removing the radioactive material. However, some of the equip-
ment has not been subjected to the waste produced during core drilling,
welding, and other activities that generated substantial quantities of
radioactive materials. This equipment was thus fairly easily decontami-
nated in the air lock by using commercially available decontamination
agents.

The equipment to be decontaminated was transferred to the air lock by
crane where it was flushed with water to remove any loose particulates.
The equipment was then sprayed with a commercial decontamination agent,
either remotely or from a distance, and allowed to "soak" for up to an hour
before being sprayed with water to remove the decontamination agent and
loosened radioactive material. If this procedure was not able to remove
the contamination to the extent necessary to permit hands-on demolition
activities, long-handled brushes and more decontamination agent were used
to scrub the equipment. After being rinsed with water, the equipment was
again checked for contamination. Any small areas that had not been decon-
taminated and were deemed to present an excessive radiation field for
hands-on demolition were covered with rubber matting to reduce the field.

In the air lock, demolition activities were carried out using a port-
able, electrically powered band saw and a hand-held, electrically driven
circular saw with an abrasive blade. The circular saw was used for the
vast majority of the cutting because it was fast, relatively light, and
because blade changing was quick and easy. All work was done using fresh
breathing air, which was supplied to full face masks from a portable air
compressor. Workers were dressed in two pairs of coveralls and plastic
rain suits while performing demolition activities in the air lock.

A great deal of care was required during the demolition operations to
avoid injury to personnel from large falling pieces of the severed equip-
ment. An additional hazard was presented by the sharp edges thai; were
created during the cutting operations; extreme care was necessary to pre-
vent cuts and possible subsequent contamination of workers.
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KlJU I PMt.N I" DISPOSAL

Shielded waste disposal boxes were used to transport the sectioned
equipment to the burial grounds in the 2UU Area of the Hanford Site. Iwo
types ot bov.es were approved for the shipment ot the waste, which was c l a s -
sified as nontransiiranic, high-activity, solid waste. A lightly shielded
waste box was fabricated to contain lightly contaminated equipment; a
heavily shielded waste box was fabricated for the highly contaminated
equipment.

The lightly shielded waste box, commonly referred to as the b-l/2-ton
box, was fabricated from steel plate with all-welded joints and an overpack
constructed from plywood (Figure 4 ) . The heavily shielded waste box, com-
monly referred to as the 22-ton waste box, was fabricated from steel plate
with lead plate attached to the outside walls (Figure b). All joints were
fully welded, and the overpack was constructed from steel plate. Dimen-
sional data, weight, and volumes of the boxes are shown in Table 1.

Figure 4. Lightly shielded waste box
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Figure 5. Heavily shielded waste box.

The major items of equipment that were removed from A-Cell and d i s -
posed were

o l l)OU-yal tank
o ten bb-gal dr jms o f f i l l e d waste
o ZO waste c a n i s t e r s
» one ca ior i inet ry pod
o one mi ni wet bas i n
0 one work-s ta t ion rack
o one pod-storaye racx
o t w o c a n i s t e r - s t o r a g e r a c < s
o s i x e n v i r o n m e n t a l t e s t p o d s .

A t o t a l o f ZO b o x e s w e r e t i l l e d w i t n hi n "; o f
b - l / ^ - t o n D o x e s .inri t i v e k l ^ - t o n I T O X P S . A l l d i s p o s a l
m a d e w i t n i n t n e a l l o w a n l e l i m i t s o f e x p o s u r e .

w c i s t e - - f i f t e e n
svn 1 ;)• i e r " t s w e r p s a f e l y
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TABLE 1 . DATA ON SHIELDED WASTE BOXES

Item

Outside dimensions

Inside dimensions

Volume

Empty weight
(wi th overpack)

Light Box Heavy Box

2.8 m x 1.5 m x 1.6 m 3.5 m x 1.5 m x 1.7 in
(L x W x H) (L x W x H)

2.3 m x 1.1 m x 1.2 m 2.9 m x 0.9 rn x 1.0 m
(L x W x H) (L x W x H)

3.2 m3

-4300 kg

Waste box materials 5.1-cm steel p late

Lid material

Overpack

Maximum weight o f
waste

2.5-cm steel

Plywood box

-1000 kg

2.6 m3

17,000 kg

5.1-cm steel p la te and up to
10-cm-thick lead p la te

2.5-cm steel p l a t e , 5.1 cm
lead p l a t e , and 2.5-cm steel

0.64-cm steel p la te box

~1000 kg

CONCLUSIONS

The e f f o r t to clean out A-Cell i n preparation for new equipment
i n s t a l l a t i o n spanned an en t i re year. One engineer and four technic ians
worked f u l l time on t h i s e f f o r t ; c ra f t s people and rad ia t ion monitors con-
t r i bu ted many hours as w e l l . The cleanout was completed in September o f
1985; new equipment for A-Cell has been fabr icated and i s undergoing non-
radioact ive funct ional t e s t i n g .
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A DISCUSSION ON DE MINIMIS

Frederic J. Mis
Health Physicist, Radioactive Waste Supervisor

Rochester Gas and Electric, Ginna Nuclear Power Plant

ABSTRACT

As costs for the disposal of low level radioactive
waste continue to increase, there is a need for
the establishment of a de minimis value for
radioactive materials. Agreement states, such
as New York, have low level concentrations
defined per each isotope in 12 NYCRR 38. A 1981
questionnaire from the Edison Electric Institute-'-
showed that a great disparity amongst nuclear
power plants exist when considering de minimis
values. There exists a large grey area and very
little regulatory support when trying to resolve
questions on when material is radioactive.

The latest attempt to create a unified theory in physics
states that the proton decays with an exceedingly long half
life (millions of years). Should this prove true, then every-
thing is radioactive in all respects. Certainly, when the time
comes, the table top on which this report was written would be
considered as safe and be discarded as "normal" trash. Just as
certainly the Ginna primary resins, reading 100 Rem/hr are
considered as radioactive waste and will be buried as class B
or C waste. In between these two extremes, is a line which has
yet to be drawn. The need for some sort of definition becomes
increasingly necessary as disposal costs for low level wastes
increase. This report will examine the two options currently
available to the waste producer for the disposal of very low
levels of radioactive waste along with the criteria developed
to make these options defendable to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

The concept of de minimis. an abridged version of the legal
phrase de minimis non curat lex, which is translated into "the
law is not concerned with trifles"2 can be approached by two
separate pathways at present. The IE Circulars 81-07 and 85-92
provide one mechanism for the disposal of segregated material
which is based on instrument response.3 Using the standard
pancake probe, the values quoted are less than 1000 dpm/100
cm2, beta, gamma removable and less than 5000 dpm/100 cm2 total
fixed and removable. Alpha was not considered. At Ginna,
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based on 10CFR61 ratios, we have & 10,000 to 1 beta/gamma to
alpha ratio. Based on these numbers, a dose rate one cm away
from the contaminated area would be approximately 0.02 mR/hr
(see Attachment 1) . This assumes no background. If a background
of 0.01 mR/hr to 0.03 mR/hr is seen, as seen in the office area
at Ginna, then the total instrument response is 0.03 to 0.05
mR/hr maximum. Since trash sorting is often performed in a
higher background area than 0.05 mR/hr, actual fixed contaminated
information can be lost, i.e., buried in the background or
needle fluctuation. This necessitates moving the sorted trash
to a remote corner of the plant for final checking.

The need for some flexibility in the units of radiation
detection is based on different release limits that have been
set up by individual nuclear power stations. In a recent
article in Radiation Protection Management,4 fixed contamination
limits varied from plant to plant, and ranged from 0.05 to 0.4
mR/hr. Other nuclear plants reported their fixed limits in
units of dpm/100 cm2. All the nuclear plants reported loose
contamination in units of dpm/100 cm2 smearable.

At Ginna, we pursued a vigorous sorting program in the 1986
refueling outage. In keeping with the recommendations set forth
in 81-07 and 85-92, fixed limits were set at < 5000 dpm/100 cm2

beta, gamma. Using a pancake probe, it was calculated that
this is equivalent to approximately 100 cpm above background.
This is based on the reduced surface area of a pancake probe
(20 cm2 vs. 100 cm2) and efficiency at 1 inch away (approximately
10%). The smearable limit is 500 dpm/100 cm2, one half of the
limit recommended by the Commission in IE Circular 81-07. To
reduce background to an insignificant level, the segregation
work area, a portable Brooks Associates segregation trailer,
was placed in an area of lowest possible background. This was
approximately 0.01 mR/hr. Final measurement of each package of
aggregated waste was performed with an Eberline plastic scintil-
lator system. To perform a daily source check on this instru-
ment, a calibrated NBS traceable bag of trash was developed. A
large sheet of absorbent paper (100 ft. x 3 0 in*) had 5.3 uCi
spread over it as equally as possible. The activity was
composed of 60% Co-60 and 40% Cs-137, which was representative
of the radionuclides commonly found in our plant. This was
equivalent to 5000 dpm/100 cm2 over the surface area. When
placed in the vacinity of the plastic scintillator detector,
the response was 20,000 cpm above background (note background
was approximately 1500 cpm) . A correlation of 4000 cpm per
microcurie was established. At the end of the campaign, two
hundred bags of trash, each with an average weight of thirty
pounds, were released as clean. The program resulted in a
small profit for 1986. When we segregate trash in 1987, a much
larger savings is anticipated due to higher disposal costs.
The average reading on the scintillator was 900 cpm above
background. This is equivalent to approximately 4 x 10~5

uCi/gram after 10CFR61 ratios are included. The total activity
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released is estimated to be 90 microcuries. It must be noted
that the program was demonstrated to the NRC and it was found
to be acceptable and within the limits of 85-92. The Commission
was asked if a request to dispose of this material was needed via
10CFR20.302, and was told that since the program complied with
85-92, no request was needed.

The other approach to de itiinimis is the determination of
the dose rate to an individual based on the activity released
to the environment This is the philosophy of 10CFR20.3 02. The
regulation can be summarized in that any radioisotopes which
are produced in a power reactor or other system, and/or are not
found in nature, need the permission of the USNRC for disposal.
In conversations with other utilities, materials such as
spent fuel pit charcoals (activity approximately 5 x 10~7

uCi/gram total mixed), contaminated earth (2 to 5 x 10"^
uCi/gm) and contaminated oil (5 x 10~6 uCi/gram) have been
allowed to be disposed of in municiple facilities or burned. A
formal request from the licensee must be made to the Commission
with an analysis of anticipated exposure to the populous and
pathways of this exposure. Typical references include NCRP
report No. 50, table 2, for determining the dose rate one meter
above ground from an infinite ground deposition, and Regulatory
Guide 1.109, dose to an individual from inhalation of radioactive
materials.

It takes approximately six months for a formal decision to
come from the Commission. In addition to that, if the licensee
is located in an agreement state, a similar approach must be
made to that particular department within the state. In New
York, this is the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation. This adds approximately an additional two
months, and may include a site inspection.

As can be seen, this is a long, complicated process and
one in which no instant answer is possible. Rochester Gas and
Electric has so far used this process twice. The first instance
was due to the need to economically dispose of 70 tons of
contaminated roofing material.^ The annual dose equivalent was
based on continuous occupancy and calculated out to be 1
mrem/yr after being covered by 2 feet of earth. The average
concentration was 14.4 picocuries per gram. The second instance
is currently under review, but a favorable response is expected.
We have sought permission to dispose of contaminated oil with
an average concentration of 5 x 10~5 uCi/gm and a maximum of 1
x 10~4 uCi/gm. In this case, dose calculations were based on
Regulatory Guide 1.109 equation 13. The annual release rate
would be approximately 114 uCi/year and would result in an
annual offsite maximum calculated exposure of 5 x 10~5 mrem/
year. This is far below regulatory concern. Nevertheless, we
feel 10CFR20.3 02 is the appropriate approach in this regard.

The two mechanisms described are the only methods currently
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employed that are considered acceptable for the disposal of
very low levels of radioactive material. Both techniques have
some major disadvantages. The use of IE Circulars 81-07 and
85-92, limits the material to low level solids, (i.e., trash,
wood, metal) and there exists some confusion between NRC
regions as to what is the maximum aggregated activity that can
be released after sorting.

The use of 10CFR20.302 is a long and drawn out process.
Questions still remain on the proper approach to the Commission
using this system. The Commission is also suffering through a
manpower crisis and resolution of a request can take more than
a year. It can be seen that there is a need for guidance from
the federal government to resolve these concerns.
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Attachment 1

5000 dm"1 x 1 min = 83 d/sec x 2,^ = 166 if

100 cm2 60 sec 100 cm2 d 100 cm2 sec

(This assumes 100% Co-60)

For a disk source with a radius (R) of 5.64 cm or 100 cm2 in
area:

ft - S In (1 + 5.64 cm) where S is in

(f> = 1.66 In (6.64)

cm2 sec

4

= 2.3

sec cm2

JlOOO ing x (2 .3 K ) x (1.17 Mev + 1.33 Mev) x
R sec cm2 o ~T
1.29 x 10~3 q x 0.0288 cm2 x 3600 sec]

jcm3 h r

((7.02 x 104 Mev/cm3)/R assuming STp]

or

0.015 mR/hr

Adding this to a background of approximately 0.02 mR/hr, the
total is approximately 0.04 mR/hr.
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ELECTRIC POWER BY HIGH LEVEL RADIATION WASTES FROM SPENT FUELS

Yoshio Tsuji
Kinki University

and
Takayuki Tsubaki
Kinki University

ABSTRACT

By our calculation, FP (Fission Products) and TRU will be
produced 40 MT a year in Japan, and the heat generation
from the cumulative FP and TRU for 10 years in 1990 will be
60 MW. Using them as heat sources, a power plant system has
been studied. In the study, a configuration of the FP and
TRU cermet fuels with some additives, for example Cr, is
proposed. Providing that the density of the fuel is 5 T/m3

for FP and 7 T/m3 for TRU, the total power density will be
2.0 MW/m3 for one year and 0.3 MW/m3 for ten years.
Surveying the thermal conductivity and the coefficient of
heat transfer, the temperature distribution in the fuel
element, the flow rate and the temperature of the coolant
are also studied. The calculation results show that the
maximum temperature in the fuel at the coolant loss
accidents, is still below the melting temperature.

I FP AMD TRU AS ENERGY SOURCES

FP and TRU from spent fuels are being stored in the form of water
solution of the nitrate. For vitrification this solution is suitable.

Our proposal is to make use of them as a power plant fuel. By
eliminating the extra materials, like soda components and nitric acid,
introduced in the spent fuel reprocessing, the radioactive materials are
concentrated and the radioactivity is increased to the level of the heat
source of a power plant.

These materials ( FP, TRU and some metals from spent fuels ) are
chemically stabilized in the form of the metal oxide powder. By sintering
these powders with additives like Cr, FP and TRU ceramics or cermets
are obtained. The additive metals are to increase the mechanical strength
and the thermal conductivity and also to control the concentration of the
radioactivity, that is the power density, of the FP and TRU fuels of a plant.

Comparing theseFP and TRU fuels with nuclear ceramic fuels like UOs
pellets and considering FP and TRU mass number, we presumed the density and
the thermal conductivity of FP and TRU used in this paper. The density
of FP and TRU are 5 T/m5, 7 T/m3 respectively and the thermal conductivity
are 10-40 x 10 KW / m°C for the both fuels.

The typical properties of a spent fuel assembly are shown in
Table 1. (1)(2) The calculated results of the heat generation rate and the
power density of FP and TRU are shown in Table 2 and 3.
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TABLE 1. TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF SPENT FUEL (LWR)*1

1

F P

T R U "

c o o 1 i n i

( y e a r )

1

1 0

1

1 0

p r o d u c t i o n <

( K i / i i i a n b l y )

6. 8

5 . 5

( C u r i a i / n l a n b l y )

6 . 5 X 1 0 '

7 . 4 X 1 0 '

9 . 5 X 1 0 *

5 . 9 X 1 0 '

( M W / i s i am b 1 y)

2 . 9 0 X 1 0 -

0 . 2 2 X 1 0 -

6 . 6 0 X 1 0 -

0 . 3 1 X 1 0 -

• 2

MO,/i » • e m b 1 y 3 5 3 . 28 K«

p o w e r d e n s i t y 35 M W / M T • H M

b u r n u p 25, 0 0 0 M W D / M T • H M

LJ and 0 a r e n o t i n c l u d e d .

TABLE 2. PRODUCTION OF FP AND TRU

fp

TRU

Total

product ion

(Ka/assembl

5.30

5.50

12.30

i) (Ka/MT

19.

15.

34.

.MO.)

25

57

82

density(g/cm')

(presumption)

5

7

production

(V

1

0

2

/assembly)

36 x 10"'

79 x 10"1

15 x 101

fuel

(Kg.MO./assembly)

353.28

production

(m'/MT.

3.85

2.22

6.07

MO.)

x 10 '

x 10 '

x 10-

TABLE 3. POWER DENSITY OF FP AND TRU

FP

TRU

Total

cooling
(year)

1

10

1

10

1

10

heat generation
rate
(MW/assembly)

2.90 x 10~3

0.22x 1O~J

0.66 x 10" 3

0.31 x 10"3

3.56x 10~i

0.53 x \Q'i

powev
dens Ity
(MW/u3)

2.13

0.16

0.84

0.39

l .66

0.24

power density*
(revised)
(MW/m3)

2.56

0.19

1.01

0.47

1.99

0.29

power density by
cumulative FP/TRU
for 10 years (MW)

1.01

0.76

0.92

• Revised by technical progress

In the calculation, the progress of the burnup and the reprocessing
technology are considered. The power density based on the data in
Table 1 is multiplied by 6/5 ( depends on the burnup ratio 30,000 MWD/T
to 25,000MWD/T ). Each element of FP and TRU decays exponentially but
the mixed material does not always decay exponentially as a whole. However,
to simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the total FP and TRU decays
exponentially. The fuel replaced in one year is presumed about 40 MT'MOa
for 1000 MW class PWR.(3) The nuclear power plant capacity of Japan is
presumed to be about 30.000MW in 1990. By that presumption, the quantity
of FP and TRU production in Japan can be calculated.
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FP and TRU
production per _
year in Japan

FP and TRU
production
per MT-MOi

Fuel
consumption
per MW

Nuclear power
plant capacity
in Japan

3.5 x 1CP MT „ 40 MT-MO,
M W . y e a r X 3 X 10*MW = 42 MT/year =40 MT/yearMT-MO, 1000 MW-

As the cumulative amount of FP and TRU for 10 years is about 40C MT,
a 60 MW power plant is designed.

II CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A POWER PLANT

1 Outline of the plant

A power plant, 60 MWt (thermal output) and 24 MWe (electric output)
is designed. The fuels of the plant are FP and TRU cermets. As the
generating heat ratio (power density) is the constant in any part of the
fuel, the plant must be always operated at full power. The coolant of this
plant are water, boiling water and steam. The plant system shown in Figure 1
is similar to a conventional power plant, but this plant has 3 reactor
groups instead of a boiler. (See Figure 1)

F P REACTOR C.31

S UPE3 HEAT STEAM (5OO°C)

SATURATED STEAM
(27O°C)

CIRCULATING

I SYSTEM

0

F P REACTOR (l)

STEAM

GENERATOR

WATER (27O°C)

F P REACTOR

[1)

GENERATOR

TURBINE

FEED WATER

I PREHEATER

WATER (23O°C)

FEED

WATER PUMP

CONDENSER

FEED WATER PUMP

Figure 1 Power p lant system
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2 Fuel and Reactor

The thermal conductivity of the cermet fuel is assumed 10—40 x 10*
KW/m°C. The shape of the cermet is a small plate (thickness 0.02m,
width 0.05m, length 0.03m) and 200 of them are inserted in a sheath
(thickness 0.001m, width 0.102m, length 3.002m) made of stainless steel.
This is a fuel element and 200 of fuel elements are assembled and loaded
in a reactor vessel as shown in' Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

a o

£ G &
FP fuel

thickness 0,02m

width 0.1«

length 3 •

Clad

thickness 0.001m
width 0.102m

length 3.002B

•Sintered small plate ( 0.02x0.05

.In, x0.03 )x200 - FP fuel element

0.02m

0.56m
(20 elements)"

1.02m
(10 elements)

Total 200 elements

Figure 3. FP reactor assembly

Figure 2. Oblique angle view of FP fuel element
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Inlet of forced

convection fluid

Outlet to the power plant

Outlet of forced

convection fluid

Inlet from tne power plant

Figure 4. FP reactor vessel

The power density of the fuel element is 2.0 MW/m3 for one year
cooling, i.e., at the time of the loading to the reactor. It is removed
from the reactor 10 years later, during the time the power density has been
decreased to 0.9 MW/m3.

The reactors are classified in the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd reactor
groups and they are cooled by water flow, boiling water flow and steam
flow respectively, then finally the super heat steam comes out from the
3rd reactor. Table 4 shows the inlet and outlet temperature of the each
coolant.

TABLE 4. COOLING SYSTEM TEMPERATURE

R e a c t o r

F P l i t i e t o r ( W a t e r )

S t e a m G e n e r i t o r

F P R e a c t o r ( S u p e r K e l t S t e o -.i)

t e m p e r a t u r e ( "C )

I n l e t

2 30

270
270

O u t l e t

270
270
500
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3 Operation

This power plant has a constant energy source and burning control
is unnecessary. On the other hand, as it is impossible to control the
output in an emergency like an electric transmission line fault, there
must be some way to release the full power directly to the atomosphere.
Every two months the new fuel assembly is added to the 1st group, shifted
to the 2nd group a few years later, shifted again to the 3rd group with
the decay of the power density and then removed from the plant 10 years
later as shown in Figure 5.

FP reactor

(3)

F? reactor

(2)

F? reactor

(D

N o . 1

N o . 1

N o . 2

No .2

I I I I
I I I I
I I I t

I I I I
I I I I
MM

L
i

l_

1

i

1

1
i

Transfer

Transfer

No.1 No.2

Figure 5. Reactor arrangement

Every reactor has two sets of pipes and valves as shown in Figure 4,
one is to connect to the plant system and the other is to cool the fuel
during the loading, the transportation and refueling.

Ill HEAT TRANSPORT

Assuming the property and the temperature distribution of the fuel and
the mass flow rate of the coolant are studied. The general equation of
the heat transfer from FP fuel element to the coolant is as follows.(4)
(See Figure 2)

Q =

t _m

" V SV2 kf S - *c = V

( t - tf ) / ( S/2kf-A + C/kc-A + 1/h-A )

t = Q ( s/2kf + C/k + 1/h ) / At s T c

= V s 7 2 k f + q -S ( C/k + 1/h )

/h
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where

JOO

C

t

h

A

The

= quantity of heat flowing into a surface of FP fuel element

= thickness of FP fuel element

= maximum temperature of FP fuel element (the center )

= surface temperature of FP fuel element

= thermal conductivity of FP fuel element

= calorific value at unit volume of .FP fuel element

= thickness of clad

= surface temperature of clad

= thermal conductivity of clad

= temperature of coolant

= heat transfer coefficient of coolant

= surface area of FP fuel element

calcuration results are shown in Figure 6, 7, 8 and 9.

q = 2 . 0 MW/mJ

a

Cooltnt

a _+
kf = a x 10 KW/m*C (a:parameter)

h = 3KW/m3 *C (constant, water/5)

Dlstuict of T t futl'i ctnttr (•)

k = 197xl0"Wm*Cc

f = density of coolant=800kg/m'

C = specific heat at constant

pressure=4.31kJ/kg'C ( 7 )

u = mean velocity of coolant

=0.158m/sec

V = volumetric flow rate of

coolant =0.0193m'/sec

W = mass flow rate of coolant

= 15.47kg/sec

Figure 6. Temperature distribution of FP fuel element. FP reactor (1)
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270

q = 2 . 0 MW/m1

L = a x 10 KW/m"C (arparameter)

h = 30 KW/m"C (constant,

boiling water) (8)

L = latent heat of vaporization

= 1674.7 kJ/kg

W = mass flow rate of boiling

water = 1.77kg/sec

Slatanci or T P futl'l etnttr (a)
0.01 0.011

Figure 7. TemDerature distribution of FP fuel element. FP reactor (2)

700.

6QC

5QC

Clad

q = 2.0 MW/m3a _̂
k,= a x 10 KW/m*C (arparameter)

co.i»t h = 0#3 KW/m»«c (constant, steam)
(9)

f = density of saturated vapor

pressure= 322kg/ms (at 385 "C)

C =2.09 kJ/kg°C

u = 0.157 m/sec

V = 0.0192 m'/sec

W = 6.18 kg/sec

Elsianc« of ? ? fy«l'» ctnter (B)
0.01 0.011

Figure 8. Temperature distribution of FP fuel element. FP reactc- (3)
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142.4
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1Z";. 7

.
117.4

0

\

? P fuel

_ »

/

\A
92.4

Clad

0.01

forced convection

91.4

^-~-__] 74.0

Center of

Channel -£_J

0.011
Distance of ? P fuels center (a)

v 2-°
K,= a x 10 KW/m°C (a:parameter^

h = 1.15 KW/ms°C (constant,

water)

= density of water

=990 kg/m3 (10)

u = velocity of forced convec-

tion = 0.1 m/sec

Cp= 4.19 kJ/kg°C

V = 12.2 m'/sec

W = 12.1 kg/sec

Make use of Volute pump

(t - 100 mm, 4.8 K W ) ( 1 1 )

Figure 9. Temperature distribution of FP fuel element. Forced convection

IV CONSIDERATION AND CONCLUSION

By the calculation results, the maximum temperature in the center of
the fuel is about 700°C, which is below the critical temperature of the
cermet fuel. As the fuel is sintered at 1400°C, the operation of the fuel
below 1000°C will be safe. It is being tested with mock materials.

The properties used in this paper are not the experimental data but the
presumption related to the similar materials and technology. More mock up
tests are necessary to verify the results and to complete the plant,
differe.it ideas from the start of this process, for example, a. dry method of
the spent fuel reprocessing, should be considered. The most important
problem is the cermet fuel of FP and TRU and the others will be modeled by
a conventional power plant engineering.
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A SURVEY OF COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR FACILITY DECOMMISSIONING PLANS

Leonard A. Pasquini
UNC Nuclear Industries
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Warren F. Witzig

The Pennsylvania State University

ABSTRACT

Decommissioning of commercial power reactor
facilities are an important part of the cycle of
nuclear-related activities. A number of nuclear
facilities in the United States have become or are about
to become likely candidates for decommissioning over the
next 5 to 15 years.

In order to acquire data on the status of
decommissioning plans for nuclear facilities over the
next 15 years, a survey was developed and sent to 93
commercial nuclear power facilities. Of the 93
questionnaires mailed out to these facilities, 66
respondents provided varying amounts of information
relating to their decommissioning plans. With the
exception of EBR-II (which was not surveyed), responses
were received from all power reactors licensed before
1970 that have not been already decommissioned. This
provides a high reliability for analyzing the
decommissioning trends for the next five years and some
excellent perspectives of decommissioning plans for the
next 10 to 15 years.

Survey items included in the study were questions
identifying the size, location and start-up date of the
facility and decommissioning plans relating to the
estimated date of decommissioning, the extent of
decommissioning planning to date, the planned
decommissioning mode (DECON, SAFSTOR or ENTOMB),
contracting plans, method of contracting and financing.

Operators were also asked if they had responded to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposed rule changes
for "Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities"
(Federal Register/Vol. 50, No. 28).
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This survey suggests that by the year 2000, four
commercial reactors wilL be added to the list of
decommissioned facilities. During the period 2001 to
2005, eight reactors with 5,133 MWe capacity are
considering decommissioning with eight additional
reactors representing 5,949 MWe of capacity planning for
decommissioning during the period 2006 to 2010. The
largest number of reactors from the survey plan to
decommission during the period 2011 to 2015, while 28
reactors had not determined the exact year when they
might decommission.

Thirty-two percent of the operators who responded
to the question on decommissioning mode preferred the
DECON mode. In-house management of decommissioning with
separate contracting for engineering and decommissioning
operations were the preferred management methods for
contracting indicated in the survey.

INTRODUCTION

A number of nuclear facilities in the United States have become, or
are about to become, likely candidates for decommissioning over the next
five years. In order to acquire data on the status of decommissioning
plans for nuclear facilities over the next 15 years, a survey was conducted
for UNC Nuclear Industries, Inc., by Warren F. Witzig, Ph.D., P.E.; James
K. Shillenn; and John R. Vincenti. This survey principally focused on
commercial nuclear power reactors but also included a sampling of selected
research, training, testing and production reactors.

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

The survey (see attachment) was developed from a survey outline
suggested by UNC and mailed with a cover letter explaining the purpose of
the survey to individuals who would either have this type of information
available to them or access to the information requested. The mailing list
was developed from a combination of the consultants' knowledge of
individuals in the nuclear industry and directory information contained in
such resources as Electrical World Directory of Electric Utilities,
published by McGraw-Hill, Licensed Operating Reactors Status Summary
Report, published by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Research,
Training, Test and Production Reactor Directory, published by the American
Nuclear Society.

The survey was sent to 93 nuclear power facilities and 29 research and
test reactors. In addition to the mailed questionnaire, the literature was
researched and a visit was made to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Public documents were reviewed on the status and plans for decommissioning.
Information obtained during this study has been incorporated into this
report as appropriate. Included in the data base of 103 power reactors
were eight reactors which have already been decommissioned, Shippingport
which is in the process of being decommissioned and EBR-II which is
operated by DOE. Surveys were not sent to these facilities.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

A. Commercial Power Plant Reactors

Of the 93 questionnaires mailed out to nuclear power facilities, 75
responses were received for an 81% response. Of those who responded, 66
reactors provided varying amounts of data relating to the questionnaire,
while three utilities representing nine reactors declined to provide data.

One utility provided general information on their facility which is in a
SAFSTOR. There were 18 reactors operated by 14 utilities which did not
respond in any way to the survey.

With the exception of EBR-II (which was not surveyed), responses were
received from all power reactors licensed before 1970 that have not been
already decommissioned. This provides a very high reliability for
analyzing the decommissioning trends for the next five years and some
excellent perspectives of decommissioning plans for the next 10 to 15 years.
The following discussion will deal only with the 66 power reactors
responding to the survey.

1. Decommissioning Timetable

Of the 66 power reactors responding to the survey, three reactors have
already been decommissioned to a SAFSTOR mode. One of these three reactors
is considering decommissioning to the DECON or dismantlement and
decontamination mode. Two of the operating reactors surveyed, with a total
of 265 MWe capacity, plan to decommission to the SAFSTOR (mothball) mode in
the next five years.

Over the next 10 years, there are no additional reactors planning to
proceed with decommissioning activities, while two additional reactors,
representing 125 MWe of capacity, do plan to decommission i.i the next 15
years. This suggests that by the year 2000, only four presently operating
commercial reactors will be added to the list of decommissioned facilities.

During the period 2001 to 2005, eight reactors with 5,133 MWe capacity
are considering decommissioning with eight additional reactors representing
5,949 MWe of capacity planning for decommissioning during the period 2006
to 2010.

The largest number of reactors from the survey plan to decommission
during the period 2011 to 2015. Fourteen reactors are tentatively planning
for decommissioning during this period. It should be noted that 28
reactors had not determined the exact year when they might decommission.
However, they indicated that it would not be within the next 15 years or
before the year 2000. One reactor responding to the survey does not plan
to decommission until about the year 2025 (see Figure 1).

2. Decommissioning Mode

As Figure 2 indicates, most power reactors responding, 31 or 47% of
the respondents to the survey, did not respond to this question. It
appears that most of the operators had not determined which mode of
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decommissioning they would use. Of the 35 reactors who had given some
consideration to this issue, there were 21 reactors, or 32% of the
respondents, planning tho DECON decommissioning mode. There were 12
reactors, or 18% of the respondents, who are planning SAFSTOR and two
reactors, or about 3%, presently planning the ENTOMB (entombment) option.

3. Decommissioning Management

In-house management of decommissioning is the overwhelming preference
of the utilities who responded to this question (see Figure 3). Thirty of
the 66, or 45%, of the respondents are planning in-house management of
decommissioning while only five of the 66, or less than 8%, are considering
awarding a separate contract for management of their decommissioning
activities. Many facilities, 31 of 66, or 47%, had not determined this
aspect of decommissioning or did not respond to the question.

4. Decommissioning Engineering

Most of the respondents to this question on decommissioning
engineering are planning to have a general contractor conduct this aspect
of decommissioning (see Figure 4). There were 25 of 66, or 38%, of the
facilities that are presently planning on having an outside contractor
perform this service. They were fairly evenly divided on whether or not
the general contractor would have overall management responsibility of the
engineering. Fifteen of 66, or 23%, favored the engineering contractor to
have overall management responsibility and ten of 66, or 15%, preferred
that the engineering contractor not have overall management responsibility.

Only one operator is planning in-house engineering and one operator is
considering multiple subcontractors for this phase of decommissioning.
There were 39 of 66, or 59%, of the respondents to the survey who had not
determined this aspect of decommissioning, did not respond to the question
or gave multiple responses indicating uncertainty about this aspect of
decommissioning.

5. Decommissioning Operations

As Figure 5 indicates, the operations of decommissioning are being
planned by 22 of 66, or 33%, of the operators to be done by general
contractors with or without overall management responsibilities. Seven
operators of 66 (11%) are considering multiple subcontractors and 37
operators of 66, or 54%, of the respondents had not determined this aspect
of decommissioning, did not respond to the question or gave multiple
responses indicating uncertainty about decommissioning operations.

6. Financing

Twenty-one of the 66, or 32%, of the respondents had estimated the
costs of decommissioning their facility. The costs ranged from $14,000,000
for SAFSTOR of a facility of under 100 MWe to $170,000,000 (in 1981
dollars) for a facility of over 1,000 MWe. Of these 21 facilities, 13
indicated that either a sinking fund or escrow is presently in place for
decommissi ning needs.
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B. Research, Training, Test and Production Reactors

Responses were received from 21 of the 28 research, test and
production reactors surveyed. Of those surveyed, three facilities are
presently considering decommissioning while the remaining 18 have either

completed decommissioning to the SAFSTOR mode and do not intend any further
decommissioning activities or have no plans to decommission.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Decommissioning of nuclear power facilities will be a very small part
of the nuclear industry's activity over the next five years and virtually
non-existent during the following 10 year period. T'lis is contrary to
several studies which have concluded that the nuclear industry will be
experiencing significant decommissioning activity before the year 2000. Of
all the power reactors in the United States, only four are planning some
kind of decommissioning operation before the turn of the century and these
plants represent only 390 MWe of capacity.

The 1954 Atomic Energy Act has specified a nominal license term of 40
years for nuclear reactors. A large number of reactors will be approaching
this 40 year term after the turn of the century. There are 16 plants
representing over 11,000 MWe which are presently planning decommissioning
for the period 2002 to 2010. Whether or not these plants are
decommissioned according to the present planning of the operators will be
dependent upon technical as well as regulatory factors. If the present
trend of no new plant construction continues, many utilities may consider
plant refurbishment and other technical options to extend the lifetime of
i.heir present plant an economic as well as a necessary option.

The survey results from research, training, test and production
reactors show no clear trends on the part of operators for decommissioning.
For the most part, these are small reactors associated with universities or
industries and long-term pi nning for decommissioning does not appear to be
a priority among these organizations.
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FICURE 5
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COMMERCIAL DISPOSAL OF HIGH INTEGRITY CONTAINERS (HICs)
CONTAINING EPICOR-II PREFILTERS FROM THREE MILE ISLAND:

REFLECTIONS AND PROJECTIONS3

John W. McConnell, Jr.
Richard C. Schmitt

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The processes of loading, transporting, and commercially disposing of
46 EPICOR-II p r e m i e r s , each contained 1n a High Integrity Container {HIC),
are described. Also described are participation of the regulatory agencies
and the Industrial organizations 1n combining their efforts to accomplish
this task. The significant aspect of the task was that the commercial dis-
posal Involved the f1rst-of-a-k1nd production use of a reinforced concrete
HIC at the U.S. Ecology, Inc., facility In the State of Washington. The same
type of container probably can be used 1n below- or above-ground disposal of
other types of high specific activity, low-level nuclear wastes.

INTRODUCTION

A f1rst-of-a-k1nd, high Integrity container (HIC) was developed and
tested by the U.S. Department of Energy, and approved by the State of Wash-
ington for use 1n disposing of 46 EPICOR-II prefilters of Unit 2 of Three
Mile Island. Fifty prefilters were transported to the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) for storage, research, and disposition. The dis-
posal demonstration' of one EPICOR-II prefilter contained In an HIC
(Figure 1) paved the way for GPU Nuclear Corporation (GPU Nuclear) to dispose
of 45 prefHters Individually contained In HICs at the waste disposal facil-
ity operated by U.S. Ecology, Inc., In the State of Washington. [Four pre-
filters still are being held In storage by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) and researched by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Even-
tually, those prefHters too will be disposed.]

Each EPICOR-II prefilter contained as much as 2200 C1 of radioactive
Isotopes. That amount of radioactivity 1n each prefilter exceeded criteria
outlined In 10 CFR 61 for disposal as Class C low-level radioactive waste,
unless the Ion exchange media In each prefilter was either (a) solidified or
(b) the prefilter 1n toto 1s enclosed In an HIC before disposal.? A rein-
forced concrete HIC seemed the more attractive strategy for disposal of
EPICOR-II prefHters, after economic and engineering evaluations projected
the HIC to be cost-competitive with solidification. That projection was af-
firmed after the disposal demonstration.3

a. Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Assistant Secretary for
Nuclear Energy, Office of LWR Safety and Technology, under DOE Contract
No. DE-AC07-76ID01570.
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Figure 1. High Integrity Container 1s lowered Into disposal facility.

This paper briefly describes the disposing of EPICOR-II prefilters
sealed 1n HICs, development and licensing of the concrete HIC, and suggests
the use of concrete HICs In Inspectable, above ground low-level radioactive
waste disposal facilities being considered by state compacts.

HARDWARE

In preparation for disposal of EPICOR-II prefilters as Class C low-level
radioactive waste, several pieces of hardware were used or developed, all of
which are described briefly below and with further detail available In ref-
erenced publications.
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EPICOR-II PrcfUters

Each EPICOR-II prefliter 1s a cylinder 1.2-m In diameter by 1.4-m high,
fabricated from 6.4-mm welded steel (Figure 2). Each Uner contains about
0.850 m3 of Ion exchange media, either organic resins or organic resins ana
zeolite absorbers. An Inlet header system was used to spread unprocessed
water over the top of the Ion exchange media, while an outlet header system
collected water processed through the 1on exchange media. Each Uner Is
coated Inside and out with Phenoline 368a paint to protect H against corro-
sion. Metallurgical examination of two prefilter liners has shown that the
estimated life of the liners before failure by corrosion Is greater than
50 years.4 An EPICOR-II prefilter weighs 635 kg empty and about 1542 kg when
loaded with resin. The 50 EPICOR-II prefilters processed approximately
2.04 million litres of contaminated water from the Auxiliary Fuel Handling
Buildings of Unit 2 and extracted approximately 100,000 curies of radioac-
tivity, mostly strontium and cesium. The radiation field outside some pre-
filters approached 1000 R/h on contact. Additional Information regarding
structure and function of EPICOR-II prefilters, metallurgical and resin re-
search conducted thereupon, and qualitative and quantitative distribution of
radionuclIdes 1n prefilters are presented In References 3-8.

0.106-m (4-in )
connection
in lid

tilling lug
(1 Ol 2)

0 .15 m (6 in . )

: O u t l e t c o l l e c t i o n h e a d e r . : : : : • . : I : : : : : : :

1 2 5 m O D

(49- in. )
-4 13 10 16 mm

(O 5 to 0 63 M )
INEL 4 0665

Figure 2. Schematic of an EPICOR-II prefilter.

a. Phenoline 368 1s a product of the Carboline Co.
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High Integrity Container

The HIC U a reinforced concrete cylindrical container designed for
disposal of an EPICOR-II prefilter at a commercial disposal facility for
low-level radioactive waste.9"11 The container Is designed to ensure safe,
reliable, below-ground disposal of radioactive waste for a minimum of
300 years (approximately 10 half-Hves of the predominant Isotopes) while
radioactive Isotopes contained In the resins decay to a nonhazardous level.

Figure 3 Illustrates the design configuration of the HiC. Leakage 1s
prevented by a corrosion-resistant steel sleeve which 1s coated Inside and
out with phenolic paint. Durability of the HIC Is enhanced by the pH-
adjusting amphoteric material placed on the Inside bottom of the HIC. After
loading, the lid Is sealed to the body of the HIC using a bead of adhesive
gel, Concressive AEX-1513, and then bonded using a flowable grout material,
Concressive AEX-1512.a

Contained 1n the matrix of the lid 1s a vent system, which allows the
escape of gas produced by radiolysis of residual water 1n the EPICOR-II pre-
filter. The concrete container attenuates radiation from the enclosed
EPICOR-II prefilter by a factor of about nine; that Is not enough shielding
to permit hands-on operation but enough to simplify handling procedures and
safety precautions. Additional detail about design and use of the HIC Is
Included 1n References 1, 3, and 7.

Transport Cask

A certified Type B transportation cask was used to move an EPICOR-II
prefilter contained 1n an HIC from INEL to the disposal facility In the State
of Washington (Reference 12). A new Issue of the CNS-14-190 cask was pur-
chased from Chem Nuclear Systems, Inc., by DOE specifically for transporting
the 46 prefilters to the commercial disposal facility. The cask Is a steel-
encased, and concrete-shielded vessel, measuring 2.39 m In diameter by 2.64 m
long and permanently mounted on a three-axle, fifth-wheel trailer with a
capacity of 36,300 kg. Reinforced concrete occupies the 17.8-cm annular
space between two steel shells and base plate of the cask. The I1d 1s a
12.1-cm thick, laminated steel cover held In place by 32 high-strength,
3.18-cm -diameter bolts and sealed with a silicone 0-ring. Empty weight of
the cask 1s about 24,500 kg; the maximum payload of the cask Is 10,400 kg.

FACILITIES

The Hot Shop of Test Area North Building 607 (TAN-607) at INEL was used
for the EPICOR-II Program, because that facility was capable of receiving,
handling, and storing EPICOR-II prefilters. The Hot Shop 1s a large,
shielded, high bay with rail and truck access through two 327,000-kg concrete
doors. It 1s equipped with two overhead cranes (100-ton and 10-ton) on a
rolling crane bridge, a large overhead manipulator (located on a second
rolling bridge), three auxiliary wall-mounted manipulators, and other equip-
ment for remote handling of radioactive material. Walls of the Hot Shop are

a. Concressive AEX-1512 and AEX-1513 are products of Adhesive Engineering
Company.
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Grouted epoxy seal
concresive 1512/1513

Amphoteric paste
AI(OH)3 (four
locations in bottom)

Lid lift inserts

Container lift eyes

Vent system

Sulfate-resistant
(Type V) concrete

Rebar cage

Shear studs

Phenolic-coated,
6.4-mm (1/4-in.)
steel

Polyethylene
abrasion liner

(49.5 in.) INEL4 0666

Figure 3. Design configuration of the HIC without an enclosed EPICOR-II
prefilter.

constructed of concrete 2.1-m thick with shielded viewing windows built Into
the two walls. Operating galleries, located behind each shielded window,
allow control of remotely operated equipment anywhere In the Hot Shop.

The HICs were disposed at the Low-Level Radioactive Haste Disposal
Facility In Benton County, Washington. That facility 1s located on the Han-
ford Nuclear Reservation of DOE, 25 miles northwest of Richland. The State
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of Washington, under the guidance of the NRC, regulates the disposal facil-
ity, which 1s operated by U.S. Ecology, Inc. The types of wastes authorized
for receipt and disposal, as well as methods of handling, transporting, and
disposing of wastes, are subject to regulatory approval. Disposal of low-
level radioactive wastes at the site Include solid or solidified materials,
contaminated equipment, cleaning wastes, tools, protective clothing, gloves,
and laboratory wastes. The contaminated materials are received from hospi-
tals, laboratories, universities, Industry, and nuclear power facilities.

The average disposal trench 1s about 46-m (15O-ft) wide by 14-m deep
by 244-m long. Filled trenches are marked with permanent monuments which
describe contents, boundaries, dates of use, and other pertinent Information
about each trench. Several locations 1n and around the site are monitored
environmentally.

REGULATORY APPROVAL PROCESS

One Important outcome of the EPICOR disposal demonstration was the
achievement of regulatory approval for use of the concrete HIC. Approvals
were required from regulatory authorities at a time when the regulatory posi-
tion on HICs was not well established, criteria for HICs were still being
developed, and the HIC concept was relatively untested. The regulation
10 CFR Part 61, "Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive
Waste,"2 established a waste classification system based on radionuclide con-
centrations In the wastes. Class C wastes, like the EPICOR prefilters, are
to be stabilized. The Technical Position on Waste Form by NRC gave guidance
for stability (e.g., solidification or use of high Integrity containers),
along with criteria for high Integrity containers. However, that technical
position was formative at the start of the DOE effort to dispose of EPICOR-II
prefilters.

The approval process for use of the HIC took approximately four years
and Involved the cooperation of federal and state agencies, a public utility,
and private Industry working together as discussed In Reference 7. The pro-
cess was a pathfinder; therefore, H Is believed that much of the regulatory
deliberation will be shortened for similar approval actions for other types
of HICs. Figure 4 presents a network for achievement of the goal to develop
and use the EPICOR/HIC. Shown are paths of (a) requirements Identification,
(b) development/testing, (c) licensing, (d) fabrication, (e) research, and
(f) transportation. Figure 4 Illustrates the complexity Involved In that
approval process and connotes the Importance of the disposal demonstration.

SUGGESTION

Since enactment of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980
(PL 96-573), groups of states have entered Into compacts for the purpose of
mutually resolving disposal of low-level radioactive wastes. Among partici-
pants In a compact, a disposal facility would be established 1n and operated
by a "host" state for the benefit of the compact members at the exclusion of
other states. Although compacts are formed, no low-level waste disposal fa-
cilities have been established to 1 3 1*
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Part of the difficulty In establishing low-level waste disposal facili-
ties Is the debate over whether a facility should be below ground (e.g.,
shallow-land burial or deep below surface) or above ground (e.g., on a con-
crete or asphalt pad). The position of NRC Is to dispose of low-level radi-
oactive waste below ground, even though durability of containers 1s short-
lived, behaviors of materials after disposal are little understood, and
environmental monitoring of disposed materials Is difficult, time consuming,
and expensive. NRC defines above ground structures as temporary storage fa-
cilities, with the period of performance being less than five years2 and
notes that storage vessels for such facilities are not necessarily vented.

Consideration should be given to using a facsimile of the concrete HIC
developed for disposal of EPICOR-II prefilters from THI. That container Is
durable, licensed, and tested, as well as equipped with a one-way vent system
for exhaustion of gases produced Inside. It would be relatively simple to
adopt the design of that concrete HIC and scale Its dimensions up or down
according to need. In this way, the container can be used for above-ground
strorage and below-ground disposal of low-level radioactive wastes, for 1t 1s
durable, capable of withstanding mechanical deformation, resistant to Inter-
nal and external corrosion, reinforced Internally to withstand high pres-
sures (should the vent system 1n the I1d fall), Inspectable externally, and
designed to provide some radiation shielding; and It 1s a cost-competitive
alternative to solidification of Class C or greater low-level radioactive
wastes.
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RELEASE OF ORGANIC CHELATING AGENTS FROM SOLIDIFIED DECONTAMINATION WASTES*

P. L. P i c i u l o , J . W. Adams, and L. W. M i l i a n
Department o f Nuclear Energy

Brookhaven Na t i ona l Labo ra to ry
Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT

In order to provide technical information needed by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to evaluate the adequacy
of near-surface disposal of decontamination wastes,
Brookhaven National Laboratory has measured the release of
organic complexiny ayents from simulated decontamination
resin wastes solidified in cement and vinyl ester-styrene.
The simulated wastes consisted of either mixed bed ion-
exchanne resins or anion exchange resins equilibrated with
EDTA, oxalic acid, citric acid, picolinic acid, formic
acid, simulated LOMI reagent or the LND-1O1A decontamina-
tion reagent. The standard procedure ANS 16.1 appeared to
be adequate for determining a leachability index for or-
ganic acids for compariny the leach resistance of decon-
tamination waste forms. Lcachability indexes appeared to
be specific for each organic acid. Further, the apparent
diffusivities were generally less than those observed for
Cs releases from cement waste forms. The binder material
and the composition of the simulated wastes affected the
release of the reagents.

INTRODUCTION

The increased occupational exposure resulting from the accumulation of
activated corrosion products in the primary cooling system of light water
reactors has led to the development of chemical methods to remove the con-
tamination. Wastes from a chemical decontamination process contain rela-
tively large quantities of chelates or complexing agents and are subse-
quently placed in a near-surface disposal site. Organic chelates, if
released to the environment, may enhance migration of radionuclides at low-
level radioactive waste disposal sites. Enhanced migration may result
because of the increased solubility of organo-radionuclide complexes and/or
the reduction in the sorption of these species by the yeomedia because of
the stability of many organo-complexes.

*Work carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commi ssion.
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Brookhaven National Laboratory has established a data base on the
release of organic reagents from solidified decontamination wastes in order
to provide technical information needed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to evaluate the adequacy of near-surface disposal of decontami-
nation wastes. The release of organic reagents from laboratory-scale waste
forms was measured by adopting the standard method ANS 16.1. Laboratory-
scale waste forms contained simulated decontamination resin wastes solidi-
fied in cement and vinyl ester-styrene. Details of this work are reported
elsewhere.(-)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The reagents used to prepare simulated dilute process decontamination
wastes included: ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), oxalic acid (OA),
citric acid (CA), picolinic acid (PA), formic acid (FA) and LND-1O1A (a pro-
prietary reagent supplied by London Nuclear Limited). Samples were also
prepared with a simulated LOM1* reagent (a mixture of picolinic acid and
formic acid), and with a mixture of organic acids identified as EOC (an
equimolar mixture of EDTA, OA, and CA).

Samples were prepared with anion exchange resins alone and with a mixed
bed resin composition containing one part cation exchange resin to two parts
anion exchange resin. In most cases, the anion exchange resins were equi-
librated with enough organic acid or reagent to exhaust 50% of the exchange
capacity. Two types of anion exchange resins were used: Amberlite IKN-78
(Rohm and Haas) which is a strong base anion exchange resin having a
polystyrene-divinylbenzene matrix with a quaternary ammonium functionality
(OH" form), and Ionac A-365 (Sybron), which is a weak-base polyacrylic based
anion exchange resin with exchange groups in the free base and "OH form.
The Ionac A-365 resin was used only in samples prepared with the simulated
LOMI reagent, since it is the resin of choice for that process.(2) The
cation exchange resin included in the mixed bed resin samples was Amberlite
IRN-77 (Rohm and Haas) and was used in the H+ form. Details of the solidi-
fication of the simulated wastes in Portland I cement and vinyl ester-
styrene (VE~V are given in Reference 3. All of the forms prepared for leach
testing were a nominal 2-in.-diameter by 4-in.-long right cylindrical
solid.

The leach procedure prescribed by ANS 16.l(4) was used with some
modifications. Initially, a 90-day leach test was used in which all leach
intervals were 7 days +1 day. Other samples were leach tested according to
the schedule given in ANS 16.1. However, after the first week of the test,
leachate changes were made either every 7 days to a total of 90 days or only
three additional leachate changes were made after 19, 47, and 89 days of
immersion.

Procedures for measuring the concentrations of organic acids in leach-
ate solutions have been described elsewhere.(1) The quantity of organic
acid in each leachate sample was used to determine the effective

*LOMI indicates the reagent used in the low-oxidiation state metal ion
process.
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diffusivity. In most cases, the fraction of reagent leached from the sam-
ples was less than 20% of the quantity initially present and thus the effec-
tive diffusivity, D (cn^/s), was calculated for each leach interval as pre-
scribed in ANS 16.1. A leachability index (L) is defined as:

L = log (B/D)

where 8 is a constant (1 cm*/s) and D is the effective diffusivity.

RESULTS

Release of Organic Reagents From Cement Forms

A summary of the leach test data for the cement solidified samples is
given in Table 1. Listed in the table are: the reayents measured, the type
of simulated resin wastes in ihe form (mixed bed or anion exchangers alone),
the duration of the leach test, Ag [the quantity (moles) of reagent ini-
tially present in the formj, the cumulative fraction release (CFR), the
minimum and maximum leach index, and an average leach index. In most cases,
three replicate forms were tested and, thus the averaged data for AQ and
CFR are reported.

EDTA release was measured from samples containing either EDTA alone or
a mixture of EDTA, oxalic acid, and citric acid (EOC). The mixture of
organic acids was intended to simulate a waste stream from a multi-component
decontamination reagent. Figure 1 shows CFR of EDTA vs the square root of
leach time for samples with EDTA on mixed bed resins (EDTA/MB) or on anion
exchange resins (EDTA/AN). Also plotted are the EDTA release data from
EOC/MB and EOC/AN samples. The CFR of EDTA from specimens of EDTA/MB was
almost two times greater than that from the other samples. The leach sched-
ule for the EDTA/MB samples differed from that used for the other samples.
The data show a linear relationship as plotted suggesting that the release
of EDTA follows a diffusion mechanism*^) Data measured according to the
ANS 16.1 method can be separated into two regions: the data from 0 to 5
days and data collected after day 5. Both data sets can be approximated by
straight lines.

Comparison of the average leach indices calculated from different
linear portions of the CFR vs square root of time plots suggest that the
release of EDTA from the cement samples is virtually independent of the type
of resins in the sample or the presence of other organic reagents. Average
leach indices based on data in the period starting at time zero, when the
leachate change interval was one day, are approximately 10,3, but when the
leachate change interval increased, the leach index increased to =10.8.
Examination of the EUTA release rate indicated that for all samples, the
rate decreased with increasing leach time and a longer leach interval caused
a larger decrease in release rate.

Release of oxalic acid from cement test specimens was observed in a
limited number of leachates. Specimens containing EOC showed the largest
releases of oxalic acid (see Table 1). One factor that may contribute to
the lack of detectable 0A is the relatively large concentration of Ca+2 ions
in the leachates (because of the high lime content of cement) that can react
with oxalic acid to form insoluble calcium oxalate.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF LEACH TEST RESULTS FOR CEMENT SOLIDIFIED SAMPLES

Reagenta

EDTA

EDTA(EOC)C

OA

OA(EOC)C

CA

CA(EOC)C

PA

PA(LOMI)e

FA

FA(LOMI)e

LND-101Af

A
B
C

Resinsb

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB
AN

MB

MB
AN

AN
AN
AN

Days
Leached

92
91

92
91

92
91

92
91

88
91

92
91

92
90

88
90

46

81
90

88
88
88

(moles)

0.011
0.016

0.004
0.005

0.011
0.016

0.004
0.005

0.011
0.016

0.004
0.005

0.021
0.032

0.031
0.046

0.022

0.032
0.047

y

CFR

0.035
0.020

0.014
0.015

NRMd
8E-4

0.002
0.005

NRM
0.002

0.015
0.032

0.111
0.080

0.138
0.150

0.152

0.236
0.180

0.016
0.012
0.030

Leach
Index Range

9.7-10.3
9.9-11.1

9.9-11.4
10.0-11.3

12.5-13.1

10-.2-12.3
10.8-11.0

10.5-12.0

9.1-11.1
8.9-10.4

8.8- 9.6
8.9- 9.6

8.2- 9.1
8.5- 8.9

8.2- 9.0

7.8- 8.7
7.8- 8.8

9.6-11.4
9.5-11.9
8.3-10.9

Average
Leach Index

10.1
10.3

10.5
10.5

12.6

11.b
10.9

10.9

10.1
9.8

9.2
9.2

8.8
8.6

8.5

8.3
8.4

10.3
10.5
9.8

aOrganic acid present in the form and measured in the leachates.
bIon-exchange resins in sample: MB = mixed bed, AN = anion exchange.
cSample contained EOC.
dNRM = no release measured.
eSample contained simulated LOMI reagent.
^A, B, and C identify different complexing species measured in the
leachates.

9Quantities of each component in the samples has been omitted because of
the proprietary nature of the reagent.
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Figure 1. CFR of EDTA from cement samples containing EDTA on mixed
bed resins (o), EDTA on anion exchangers ( D ) , EOC on mixed
bed resins (o), and EOC on anion exchanger (•). Averaye
data from replicate test samples are plotted.

Citric acid, like OA, was measured in a limited number of leachates.
Samples containing EOC on anion exchange resins showed the largest releases
of citric acid with leachability indices measuring =10. The increased
release rate of CA from EOC forms may be attributed to the presence of other
organic acids in the sample.

Picolinic acid was released from samples containing PA alone or simu-
lated LOMI reagent. Figure 2 shows leach data for PA released from samples
of PA/MB and PA/AN, as well as from samples containing PA in LOMI reagent,
PA(LOMI)/MB and PA(LOMI)/AN. The data indicate that PA was more readily
released from samples containing LOMI reagent on the weak base resins (Ionac
A-365).

The average 'each index may not provide an adequate indication of the
release of picolinic acid from the cement forms. Figure 3 is a plot of the
leach index for picolinic acid release vs leach time for samples of
PA(LOMI)/MB and PA/AN. During the first 20 days, there was a gradual
increase in the leach index for PA(LOMI)/MB, after 40 days, a constant value
of the average leach index was reached and maintained throughout the
remainder of the test. A dramatically different changing of leach index
with progressing leach time was seen for the release of picolinic acid from
PA forms. The leach index decreased during the first week of leaching and
then increased. Leach indices for samples of PA(LOMI)/AN varied with leach
time in a trend similar to that for PA/AN samples. The change in L was not
as great as that observed for PA/AN samples, which is evidenced by the leach
index ranges listed in Table 1.
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Figure 2. CFR of picolinic acid from cement samples containing PA on mixed
bed resins (o), PA on anion exchangers ( D ) , LOMI reayent on
mixed bed resins (•), and LOMI reagent on anion exchanger (•).
Average data from replicate test samples are plotted.
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Figure 3. Plot of leach index for the release of PA vs leach time.
Samples contained LOMI reagent on mixed bed resins (•) and
PA on anion exchangers (D). Leach indices from three repli-
cate test samples are plotted.
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Release of formic acid was observed from samples containing formic acid
on mixed bed resins and from specimens containing LOMI reagent on mixed bed
resins or anion exchange resins alone. The release data are shown graphi-
cally in Figure 4. Although the leach indices are nearly the same, there
was more FA released from samples of FA(LOMI)/MB than from samples of
FA(LOMI)/AN. The increase in CFR of FA may be attributed to differences in
leach rate during different periods of the leach test.

2.0 4.0 6.0

(DAYS)1'2
BO 10.0

Figure 4. CFR of formic acid from cement samples containing formic acid
on mixed bed resins, o, LOMI reagent on mixed bed resins (•),
and LOMI reagent on anion exchange resins (•). Average data
from replicate test samples are plotted.

Release of three complexing species was measured from cement forms con-
taining the decontamination reagent LND-101A on anion exchange resins. The
composition of LND-101A is proprietary, so the components were identified as
A, B, and C. Approximately, 2.40 g of LN0-101A reagent was present in the
test samples. The release of components A and B from each form was repro-
ducible, however, the CFR of component C from one form was twice that of the
other two. Data for the release of the components from the cement forms are
plotted in Figure 5. For each species, the data were approximated by two
lines; one for the data collected during the first week of leaching and
another line for the remainder of the data. The average leach indices
determined for the leach periods from 0 to 5 days and 5 to 88 days were:
10.0 and 10.9 for component A; 10.0 and 11.5 for component B, and 8.5 and
10.3 for component C.

Samples containing LND-101A reagent on mixed bed resins fractured after
immersion in water. Analysis of the leachates showed the presence of the
same components but no leach indices were calculated.
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Figure 5. CFR of components A, B, and C from cement samples containing
LND-101A reagent on anion exchange resins. Average data from
three replicate samples are plotted for components A ( p ) and
B ( A ) , and only one data set for C (o) is shown.

Release of Organic Reagents From VES Forms

A summary of the leach test data for the VES solidified samples is
given in Table 2.

EDTA release from forms containing anion exchange resins alone was mea-
sured during the first week of leaching but not at longer leach times. The
amount of EDTA measured is the 30-s rinse solution was two to three times
the acid measured during the remainder of the leach test. Even with the
initial release, less than 1% of the EDTA was released from the forms.

Samples of oxalic acid on mixed bed resins solidified in VES were leach
tested. The anion exchangers were equilibrated with excess oxalic acid to
exchange the full capacity of the resins. The release of UA from VES was
comparable to that observed from cement; L=10.3. No oxalic acid was mea-
sured in the 30-s rinse solution; and during the 46-day leach test, *1.5% of
the OA was released from the form.

Samples containing picolinic acid either alone or in simulated LOMI
reagent were leached, and the release data are shown graphically in
Figure 6. The release of the PA was dependent on the type of resins in the
forms. Samples having the strong base anion exchange resin (IRN-78) had
higher leach indices than those with the weak base anion exchange resin
(Ionac A-365). Further, the leach index for PA was lower for samples with
mixed bed resins than for samples with anion exchangers alone.
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF LEACH TEST RESULTS FOR VES SOLIDIFIED SAMPLES

Reayenta

EDTA

OA

PA

PA(LOMI)d

Resins0

MB
AN

MB

MB
AN

MB
AN

Days
Leached

88
88

46

88
88

88
88

(moles)

0.010
0.025

0.038

0.061
0.049

0.039
0.078

CFR

2E-40

0.014

0.047
0.002

0.203
0.079

Leach
Index Range

12.3-14.4

9.7-11.0

9.5-11.2
11.0-14.1

8.0-10.0
8.7- 9.4

Average
Leach Index

13.0

10.3

9.8
12.4

8.5
9.1

aOrganic acid present in the form and measured in the leachates.
bIon-exchange resins in sample: MB = mixed bed, AN = anion exchangers.
CNRM = no release measured.
^Sample contained LOMI reagent.

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

(DAYS)"2
8.0 10.0

Figure 6. CFR of picolinic acid from VES samples containing PA on
mixed bed resins (o), LOMI reagent on mixed bed resins (•),
and LOMI reagent on anion exchangers (•). Average data
from three replicate samples are plotted.
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The PA release was smaller from LOMI samples with anion exchanyers
alone compared to those with mixed bed resins; =8% vs =20%. Plots of CFR vs
tl/2 were linear throughout the duration of the test of the LOMI/MB
samples, whereas the leach rates of PA from the LOMI/AN samples decreased
after the first week of leach testing. The later data can be described by
two leach indices; L = 9.0 for data throuyh week one and L = 9.4 after week
one. There was a large change in L for samples containing PA alone. PA on
mixed bed resins had an L<10 whereas, PA on anion exchangers had an L>12.
Among the differences in these forms that may account for the variation in
leach rate are: Anion exchangers in the PA/MB samples were equilibrated
with PA to exchange 100% of resin capacity whereas, only 50% of the resin
capacity was exchanged in the PA/AN forms; the forms containing different
wastes were aged for significantly different periods before leaching.
However, similar differences in aging period for LOMI forms did not result
'in as large a change in the PA release. The difference in leach index for
PA release from PA/MB samples and LOMI/MB samples sugyests that the waste
composition (i.e., formic acid and different anion exchangers) affects the
acid release rate.

Samples containing LND-101A reagent on anion exchange resins were leach
tested but no complexing agents were observed in the leachates using the
analytical methods available. The forms contained approximately 3.7 g of
LND reagent.

CONCLUSIONS

The standard procedure ANS 16.1 appears to be adequate for determining
a leachability index for organic acids to compare the leach resistance of
decontamination waste forms. Leachate changes at weekly intervals after the
first week of leaching is recommended to better define tne release during
the 90-day test.

Leachability indexes and thus the effective diffusivities measured
using the ANS 16.1 procedure appeared to be specific for each organic acid.
The binder material and the composition of the simulated wastes affected the
release of the reagents. Changes in the amount and type of organic reagent
on the resin waste and changes in the kind of ion-exchange resin appeared to
affect the release of a particular acid. Therefore, in order to evaluate
the leach behavior of a specific solidification formulation, the release of
an organic complexing agent should be measured with samples covering the
range of waste compositions that are expected to be solidified.

Further, it is difficult to generalize the leach behavior of an organic
acid in different solidification media. For example, EDTA was more slowly
released from VES samples (L=13) than from cement samples (L=10) (the
EDTA/resin wastes solidified were identical), but oxalic acid was released
more quickly from VES samples (L=10) than from cement samples (L=12) (the
amount of oxalic acid on the resin wastes were significantly different).

In most instances, only a few percent of organic acid in a form was
released during the leach test. For picolinic acid and formic acid, the
fraction released from cement samples ranged between 10% and 20% of the acid
in the form. EDTA releases from cement forms were in the range of 1% to 3%
of the acid in the forms; 0A and CA behaved like EDTA. Releases from VES
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composites were similar to those from cement. Assuming a homogeneous dis-
tribution of resin/reagent in a form, 20% of the acid would be present in a
surface layer »2 mm thick; 10% in a 1-mm-thick layer, and 2% in a
0.2-mm-thick layer. Since the test specimen dimensions were about 4.7 cm in
diameter and 9.5 cm in length, a relatively thin skin of the form has been
leached to result in the quantities of acids measured. Leach tests to
longer times and an evaluation of the effects of waste form dimension on
leach behavior are needed to further establish the mechanism of release.

Releases of organic reagents from solidified waste forms appear to be
low. The apparent diffusivities were less than or equal to those observed
for Cs releases from cement solidified forms. However, since the quantities
of reagents that might be disposed of by near-surface disposal methods in
the future are large, even with solidification, site limits on total quan-
tities may be desirable. At this time, the data base on acid releases, and
their impact on potential sites, does not warrant a firm conclusion for or
against such a site limit. The persistence of the different complexiny
agents in the environment may be an important factor when considering the
impact of their release on a site. The interplay of site and waste charac-
teristics needs to be examined to determine what, if any, further require-
ments are necessary.
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1CONTROL OF CLARITY AND RADIOACTIVITY IN FUEL STORAGE BASIN WATER

Donald W. Rhodes
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

and

Emilio P. ^londok
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

ABSTRACT

The storage of spent reactor fuel underwater in fuel
storage basins provides cooling and shielding, but the
water must be clear so that the fuel can be identified,
unloaded, transferred to storage, and later removed for
processing. The concentration of radionuclides in the
water must be kept low to facilitate decontamination of the
casks and to minimize exposure of personnel to radiation.
Techniques used to leak-test the fuel, remove suspended
particulate matter, and remove dissolved solids and
radionuclides from the basin water are described. The
effects of using these techniques on the quality of the
basin water at the ICPP is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP), operated by Westinghouse
Idaho Nuclear Company, is part of the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) complex located in eastern Idaho. The ICPP processes
highly enriched fuel from test and research reactors in the United States
and foreign countries, and from the U.S. Navy's ship propulsion reactors.
Prior to processing, this fuel is stored underwater to dissipate the heat
of radioactive decay and to provide the shielding necessary for the
operators to unload, store, and eventually retrieve the fuel.

Two storage basins are used at the ICPP for storing spent nuclear
fuel. One basin that has been in operation since the early 1950's is
constructed of unlined concrete and uses raw water for cooling. This
storage basin consists of three separate pools interconnected by a
transfer channel. Storage in this basin is scheduled to be discontinued
in 1990. The new basin, which began operation in 1984, is a concrete
structure lined with stainless steel, and is filled with demineralized
water. This storage basin contains six storage pools, two cask unloading
pools, two fuel testing/isolation pools, and a fuel cutting pool, all
interconnected by a transfer channel. Each pool in the new basin can be
isolated from the other pools by inserting a wedge-type gate at the pool's
entrance from the transfer channel.

1. Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Secretary for Nuclear
Energy, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-841D12435.
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A schematic diagram of the two basins is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Significant turbidity and radioactive contamination has occurred in the
old basin in the past. Experience gained in overcoming these problems was
considered in the design of the new basin to minimize the occurrence of
similar problems.

CONTROL OF WATER CLARITY

Sources of Turbidity

Poor visibility caused by high levels of turbidity in the water at
the old basin made it difficult to handle fuel. Turbidity was caused by
high concentrations of microogranisms and suspended particulate matter.
In the pools with water depth of approximately 6 meters, when the
concentration of particulate matter was as high as 10 mg/L, the tops of
the fuel storage racks were not visible. A reduction in participate
concentration to 3 mg/L increased visibility sufficiently to permit
storage of newly received fuel in selected positions of the fuel storage
racks. At 1 mg/L, the stored fuel could be easily identified and safely
moved. Efficient fuel handling operations required that particulate
concentration be maintained at <1 mg/L.

The inorganic particulate matter originated from (a) airborne dust
that infiltrated the doors into the building, (b) the corrosion of carbon
steel components in the basin, and (c) the corrosion of steel grating that
covered two of the three pools and the transfer channel. The organic
contamination consisted of bacteria and algae that proliferated because of
inadequate microbiological control.

Turbidity in the new basin has been minimal. Airlocks and a
filtered-air ventilation system in the new building have nearly eliminated
dust infiltration. Surface skimmers remove any dust that collects on the
surface of the water before it settles. Furthermore, the use of high
quality, deionized water has reduced corrosion to a negligible value,
while the use of ultraviolet lights has kept biological contamination at
low levels.

Fi1tration

As operating conditions have changed, various filter types have been
selected to meet increasing demands to maintain water clarity.

Filters i.-i the Old Basin

The filter used originally in the old basin was a plate-type, vacuum
filter with a precoat of diatomaceous earth. The flow rate of about
1136 L/m, was not adequate to remove the particulate matter that created
the turbidity. In addition to the low flow rate, this filter had two
other disadvantages:

1. When the turbidity was greatest, the filter performance was low
because the the filter loaded rapidly. As a result, frequent
backwashes and precoat replacement were necessary.
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2. On occasion, the recirculating pump cavitated and released the vacuum
that held the precoat against the filter plates. This event caused
the precoat to be released and wash into the basin.

These problems were corrected when a multimedia filter was installed
to replace the plate filter. The selected multimedia filter had a greater
flow rate capability of 3785 L/m to more rapidly recycle the basin
volume. In addition, approximately 195,000 kg of radioactive sludge that
had accumulated on the floor of the basin were removed via underwater
vacuuming. The removal of sludge improved the initial operating
conditions for the new filters. Details for this operation are reported
in Reference 1.

Another implemented water clarity improvement measure involved
material substitutions: fiberglass grating in place of the steel grating,
and stainless steel replacements for the carbon steel components (storage
racks and buckets, fuel-cutting saw support structure, etc.).

Filters in the New Basin

In the new basin, stainless-steel-etched disc filters remove
particulate matter. The pore size of the filters is a nominal 5 microns,
with a flow rate capability of 4164 L/m. The filters operate at a
differential pressure of 5.17E5 Pa and provide the motive force for the
pool skimmers to remove particulate matter that settles on the surface of
the water. When the differential pressure exceeds the normal operating
limit, a backwash operation with air and water is necessary.

The disc filters have provided exceptional water clarity during the first
two years of operation. However, eight months after startup, these
filters partially plugged within a two- or three-day period. Prior to the
plugging incident, the differential pressure across the filters following
a backwash operation started at about 1.03E5 Pa, and increased as the
filters removed particulate matter and microorganisms from the water. But
after the unexpected plugging, the backwashing operation could not reduce
the differential pressure to the previous low level; instead each backwash
cycle started at 2.76E5 Pa. A typical filter cycle is shown in Figure 3.
Even after multiple consecutive backwashes, the differential pressure
remained in the 2.07E5 to 2.76E5 Pa range. Possible causes of the
plugging are: (a) the filters removed high concentrations of bacteria
that had existed for a short time and some of that bacteria became
permanently attached to or are breeding on the filter internal surfaces,
(b) an instrument malfunction caused the filters to operate at high
differential pressures, possibly as much as 1.034E6 Pa for a short time,
or (c) the filters became contaminated from material in a new line that
provides makeup water to the basin and that was not flushed thoroughly
before use. The filters are to be disassembled to determine the cause of
the plugging.

Control of Bacteria and Algae

The method for controlling microorganisms in the old basin originally
consisted of dissolving chlorine in the water. Later, calcium
hypochlorite was used, and finally iodine. The chlorine and calcium
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hypochlorite treatment resulted in a buildup of chloride in the basin
water. Gradually, a concentration of 730 mg/L of chloride (3000 mg/L
total dissolved solids, IDS) was reached. This high concentration of
chloride was corrosive to the stored fuel and racks. Therefore, a system
for removing chloride became necessary. The system that was installed is
shown in Figure 4, and consisted of a reverse-osmosis unit coupled to an
evaporator, which produced a moist solid for disposal. This system
reduced the chloride and TDS to 70 and 500 mg/L, respectively.

To avoid additional soluble chemical buildup, an ultraviolet light
sterilizer replaced the previous microorganic control methods. The only
means of microorganism control employed in the new basin since its startup
is a similar, but larger ultraviolet light sterilizer unit.

CONTROL OF RADIOACTIVITY

For many years, the total radionuclide concentration in the old basin
water was about lE-3^Ci/mL or less. This level is tolerable for
personnel working above the pool. However, on one occasion, two cans
containing bare fuel pins, fuel pin segments, and some fines ruptured
releasing, a small quantity of finely divided black material that fell to
the floor when the cans were lifted from the rack. All of the pins
remained in the cans and were subsequently recanned. An estimated 200 to
500 mL of the released material became mixed with sludge that was already
on the basin floor.

The release of material from the :ans resulted in a 20-fold increase
of total soluble radioactivity to 0.02yMCi/mL. A short time later, the
total radioactivity in the water increased to a maximum value of
0.26/iCi/mL when fuel that later was shown to have pinhole leaks in the
cladding was placed in the basin. A 227-L/m ion exchange unit placed in
service about that time reduced and controlled the total radioactivity at
about 0.2/^Ci/mL. At this contamination level, the loading of total
radioactivity in the water was 1140 Ci, the estimated leak rate was
20 Ci/day, and the following phenomena occurred:

1. The radiation field in the working area above the water
(approximately 60 cm above the surface) was in the range of
60-150 mrem/hr, depending on how near the measurement was taken to
the walls or support structures that protruded above the water line.
The walls or support structures near the water line had become
severely contaminated when the water level fluctuated. During these
fluctuations, dissolved solids were deposited on the walls and
support structures, producing a "bathtub ring."

2. Severe air contamination resulted when the deposits from phenomenon
number 1 dried and dispersed into the air. Surfaces in the building
became contaminated to levels as high as 2.5yu£i/100 cm^, and
the radiation background in the building approached 10 mrem/hr.
Personnel (skin) and fuel-transport vehicle contamination became a
serious, time-consuming problem. During this period of rampant
airborne contamination, personnel had to vear anticontamination
clothing and full-faced respirators to even enter the building.
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3. Decontamination of casks and handling tools removed from the water
was extremely difficult because these items seemed to contribute to
the air contamination, even though they had been washed.

To correct these problems, three main approaches were used. First,
an increased rate of removal of radionuclides from the water was achieved
by installing a larger ion exchange system capable of processing 568 L/m.
Secondly, the fuel that was releasing radionuclides into the water was
painstakingly identified. This fuel was then processed or canned.
Lastly, extensive decontamination efforts reduced contamination levels in
the building.

The most critical of the three approaches was to identify and remove
the leaking fuel. Comparisons of the 2 3 9Pu, 2 3 5 ^ a nd 238y
concentrations as a percentage of total plutonium and uranium concentrated
in the sludge on the basin floor helped to identify the leaking fuel.
This method of identification is fully reported in Reference 2. For
example, 239pu was 99 percent of the total plutonium in the sludge. Of
the three types of fuel in storage -- stainless steel, aluminum and
zirconium -- only the stainless steel fuel had an isotopic concentration
of 239pu as nigh as 99 percent. The majority of the released
radionuclides obviously came from a stainless-steel-type fuel.

A fuel element leak tester was then fabricated to leak-test
individual fuel elements or subassemblies. Reference 3 details the leak
tester's design and operation. Six subassemblies were shown to be
leaking; the highest leak rate was approximately 2.8 Ci/day. Figure 5
shows a graphical history the concertration of radionuclides in the basin
water since 1963. The graph shows the concentration of radionucl ides in
the water dropped rapidly a-cter all of the leaking fuel had been processed
and the new ion exchange systems had increased the radionucl ide removal
rate. Currently, the loading of total radioactivity in the water is about
0.3 Ci, and radiation to workers over the basins is negligible.

The concentration of total radioactivity in the water of the new
basin normally varies between 1E-7 and lE-6/a£i/mL. with an occasional
excursion to 2E-6/w£i/mL. Most of this contamination comes from
surface contamination of the fuel and the insides of the shipping cask
rather than from leaking fuel. Significant contamination of the water in
the new basin for any appreciable length of time is unlikely because
leaking fuel can be readily identified and isolated, and the radionuclide
removal rate via parallel ion exchange units is significantly greater.

REFERENCE REPORTS
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THE R fit I) ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN ISPRA, ACCORDING TO A
COOPERATION BETWEEN ENEA COMB AND JRC-ISPRA IN

THE FIELD OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT.

R. Nannicini
ENEA COMB MEPIS SVITE

H. Dworschak and F. Daniele
J.R.C.-ISPRA

ABSTRACT

The R and D activities, carried out in Ispra since
1984, in the field of radioactive waste management,
according to a cooperation agreement between ENEA-
COMB (Technological Development Laboratory) and
JRC, concerned final hot tests of the ENEA owned
ESTER mini-pilot plant for HLW vitrification, the
decommissioning of this plant and the
transportation of 3 of the active glass containing
crucibles from the Ispra to the Karlsruhe
(Transuranium Institute) establishment of JRC for
the characterization of radioactive glasses
produced by the ESTER plant.

While the ESTER experience is being successfully
finished, contemporarily; the basis has been
established to start the PETRA, which is more
complex and will be done more completely.

The PETRA experimental infrastructure will bo
particularly useful for studying, developing and
verifying, in real activity conditions, advanced
chemical extracting agents and mainly new matrices
for the immobilisation of HLWs, or their fractions,
and of mixtures of various aqueous waste streams.

INTRODUCTION

The cooperation between ENEA COMB MEPIS SVITE and JRC ISPRA
started in 1984 with final hot tests of the ENEA owned ESTER
minipilot plant for the HLW vitrification. The
decommissioning of the ESTER plant started by the second half
of 1984 with the rinsing of the circuit and was carried on
with the plant dismantling and the final decontamination of
the cell from November 1985 to June 1986.
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It was also provided for the transportation of 3 of the
active glass containing crucibles from the Ispra to the
Karlsruhe (Transuranium Institute) establishment of the JRC
for the characterization of the radioactive glasses produced
by the ESTER plant.

The design of a new hot eel] facility named PETRA plant for
the generation, treatment and conditioning of typical
radioactive wastes from reprocessing plants started in
February 1984 and was finished by mid-1985. The construction
is being carried out during 1986.

THE ESTER PLANT

The ESTER plant (1,2) installed in one of the hot. colls of
the ADECO laboratories of JRC Ispra was built and operated by
ENEA, Department of Fuel Cycle. It was operated with real
radioactive waste from February 1983 to August 1984
incorporating a total of 759 C.i of Fission Products into 7.53
kg equal to 2.8 litres of borosilicate glass (table ]).

The block diagram and layout of the ESTER plant are shown in
the figures 1 and 2 respectively.

A total of 5 hot vitrification campaigns were carried out,
during which samples of liquid and gaseous streams were taken
and anlysed. A radioactivity balance in the plant has been
established together with the DFs and the volatilization
percentages of 1 3 7Cs and 1 0 6Ru.

The average values (table 2) of Ru and 1 3 7Cs DFs obtained in
the first 4 campaigns are based on the crucible feeding to
crucible off gas filtration and condensation activity ratios.
The results are comparable with those obtained in previous
cold tests (3, 4, 5).

Two types of HLW solutions have been treated:

a) The first one was generated at JRC Ispra from Obrigheim
power station fuel (2). The most relevant chemical and
radiochemical data of these 2 litres of HLW are reported in
table 3.

b) The second type came from the Belgian Eurochemic facility
and was transported to Ispra by a "Cendrillon" HLW transport
container (LEMER, mod. LROS 15/8), from which the HLW was fed
into the plant (see figure 3). The chemical and radiochemical
composition (LEWC-203-1 a) is shown in table 3.
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Throe types of borosiIicate glass adjusted and studied at
ENEA CasBficia Italy were produced, the main constituents of
which arc shown in table 4 (2).

The active glasses were produced in crucibles (B) heated by
;vu electrical resistance kiln (R2) with 3 heating zones and »
total power of 3 KW.

The crucible was buiJt of 4mm thick AIS.T 310S with an inner-
diameter = 52 mm and a height = 600 mm corresponding to a
volume of 1270cc.

The in-pot vitrification tests were carried out by feeding
the crucible in a batch procedure (2) as illustrated in
f iguro I.

Three of the active glass containing crucibles have been
transported from Ispra to the Karlsruhe JRC establishment by
the TNf)/:i transport container.

DECOMMISSIONING OF THE ESTER PLANT

The decommissioning of the ESTER plant was carried out in !
main operating phases, as follows:

1. The first phase was circuit and component rinsing which
was carried out in order to reduce the total activity in the
plant. The condensate from vitrification was transferred from
the collecting tank (T3) to the HLW tank in successive
fractions in order to dilute the activity of the residual
solutions. These residual solutions were then progressively
diluted, sent to the evaporator (E) for concentration, and
sent to the crucible (B) for vitrification.

At the end of this operating phase, the final activity of the
liquid in the tank (T4) was reduced to about 1.85 GBq/].

Unfortunately a mal-operation caused active liquid to escape
from the cell when a special procedure was used to transfer
liquid more quickly from the HLW tank (T4) to the
evaporator (E) by pressurizing slightly the former.

The working area in front of the cell was con t. ami na led and
the necessary decontamination operations delayed the
successive plant. dismantling and the cell decontamination
steps.
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In the new PETRA plant, similar events w.i I 1 be excluded by
appropriate design provisions e.g. excluding any piping
penetrations on the front wall of the cells.

2. The second phase was plant dismantling by removing remote
components and to preliminary decontamination of plant externals
and cell walls.

The decontamination operations were carried out by the FRIGO
SOLVER procedure based on a closed cycle cleaning system
making use of FREON TF (see figure 5 ) .

3. The third phase was related to the complete dismantling nf
the plant, by means of a cutting device (see figure 6), that
was introduced into the cell and remotely operated from the
cell roof through an alpha-tight penetration (SAS) prepared
for this purpose.

1. The fourth phase was related tu the final decontnmj nat ion
of the cell by means of the FRIGO SOLVER apparatus and
finally, by directly operating inside the cell (manual
cleaning).

In this FRIGO SOLVER procedure (see figure 5) liquid FREON TF
has been pumped at high pressure (10 MPa) against the
components and walls in the cell by a suitable spray device.
The FREON' TF liquid fraction, containing the radioactive
particles was collected on the cell floor and completely
evaporated inside the cell. The FREON TF vapors were sucked
back from the cell to a recovery unit operating at - 2 4 T in
order to freeze the water out before recycling. The active
sludge was remotely sucked from the cell floor into suitable
shielded containers for the final conditioning.

of the fluorurated solvents produced by
characteristics are as follows:

(2.1015 ohm/cm at 25°C), that, makes
suitable for the cleaning of electric

(47,6"C) ;
non-explosive, practically non-toxic and

remaining exceptionally pure and stable during its use.

The only disadvantage encountered with this procedure was the
heavy dust formation that resulted in a high dispersion of
airborne contamination that was difficult to contain.
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However tho cleaning operation by FREON TF was really
effective, considering that decontamination factors higher
than 100 were reached in a very quick and simple way.

THE PETRA PLANT

PKTRA will operate at a pre-industrial, fu.lly-aol.ivf; S C H I H on
LWR high-burnup (33000 MWd/t) or other non-standard fuel
material with a fundamental aim to implement various
treatment and conditioning processes on the waste streams
generated during the Purex type operations (6).

PETRA can be defined as an experimental tool for verifying
and eventually validating at real activity levels various
waste management approaches.

fn particular, it wilt bo possible to face the safety aspects
related to the management of long-lived fractions of
radioaet i vo> waste like the transuranium art. inide or
t echni t i um (7) .

The facility has been designed to treat 6 kg U batches with a
maximum annual throughput of 10 such batches.

The profess units will be installed on a surface area of \'A
m2 in the existing hot cell (4305, 4306, 4307) located in the
ADECO Complex.

Four windows equipped with 8 heavy duty telemanLpulators are
available as working places.

Another shielded area is available for the installation of
the hot analytical support. Pneumatic systems are used to
transfer the samples from the process cells and, after
appropriate dilution or extraction, to the Radiochemistry
building for radiometric assay (see figure 7).

Already two other hot cells are operational and available for
performing mechanical operations on either irradiated fuel
material or conditioned waste specimens.

These cells could also be available for setting up
experimental systems for conditioned waste "near field"
interaction studies and leach tests.

For a more detailed characterization of the matrix-
structures, use will be made of the facilities available at.
the Transuranium Institute of the JRC at Karlsruhe.
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On a photo taken of a 1:5 model which was prepared for
1. a v o u t optimisation, the arrangement of the components in
the 3 cells of the plant is shown (see figure 8 ) .

Construction material is basically ATST 3 161, SS except 1 ho
evaporators or reactors, which are built from Incoloy 825.

The simplified flowsheet is shown in figure 9. The following
operations will be performed in a sequentially operating mode

- dissolution and feed clarification (by filtration);
- l\\ codeoontaminat ion cycle for U+Pu separation",
- exhaust solvent regeneration;
- I'/I'u concentration;
- l;/Pu caJcination;
- HAW concentration;
- MAW concentration;
- d'-'ti i t rut i on and eventually oxnlates prooipat. ion;
- purification of actinides-RE fraction (by extraction);
- drying and vitrification;
- off-gas treatment.

This operation mode implies, of course, a limitation also in
the overall throughput. A simple operational cycle from fuel
dissolution to vitrification will require about A weeks; half
of this time will go into the generation of the waste
streams. Alternatively, provisions have been taken to receive
in PETRA waste solutions transported by a "cendrillon" from
ot her fnoi 1i t i es .

In order to minimise the risk of fire, all units in which
organic solvent. is involved have been placed in the first
cell, from which any unit requiring heating
is excluded. The HAW raffinate stream and the U/Pu product
stream, before being transferred to the reception vessels and
then to the evaporators or reactors, are treated at the
outlet from the mixer settler batteries on columns filled
with special sorbing resin, for the separation of dissolved
and entrained solvent.

This system has been kindly made available by the "Instit.ut
fuer Heisse Chemie" of KFK Karlsruhe, where it has been
appl i I'd successfully in hot operation.

The single units of the in-cell equipment are interconnected
with metal to metal couplings, which can be handled remotely.
Accordingly, to an order of priority established on
operational requirements (e.g. filters and crucibles), on
forecasted maintenance frequencies (e.g. dosimetric pumps)
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;uiii I'vriit m i l !y <ui p r o c e s s s c h e m e v a r i a l i o n s , t h e m i i ( K h a v e
IH'CII p l a c e d in p o s i t i o n s a c c e s s i l i l e f o r t h e r e m o t e l y h a n d l e d
e x c h a n g e , in unii'f t o a s s u i ' c a h i g h d e g r e e o f f l e x i b i l i t y
w h i l e a t the1 s a m e t i m e m i n i m i z i n g e x p o s u r e t o o p e r a t o r s ,

It h a s b e e n a s s u r e d t h a i in s t a n d - b y c o n d i t i o n s , n o a r t i v e
l i q u i d w i l l b e in c o n t a c t w i t h t h e s e c o n n e c t i o n s .

K i l t e r * w i l l b e d r a i n e d b e f o r e b e i n g r e m o v e d . At. t h e p o i n t s
w h e r e s u c h " d i r t y " p i e c e s m u s t b e h a n d l e d , s p e c i a l d r a i n a b J e
' I n pt r a y s a r c i n s t a l l e d . A l l t r a n s f e r s y s t e m s , e i t h ' T
a i r - 1 i f t s or d o s i m e t r i c p u m p s a r e i n s t a l l e d a b o v e t h e s t a i ie
! i q u i d h e a d o f t h e v e s s e l s a n d c a n d r a i n b a c k t o t h e l a t t e r .
In s t a n d - b y c o n d i t i o n s t h e r e a r e t h e r e f o r e n o d e a d - 1 i q u i d
\ o I u m e s in t h e p i p e w o r k .

T h e g e n e n i 1 l e v e l o f i n s t r u m e n t a l i o n w i l l b e s i m i l a r ' t o that
a p p l i e d m o t h e r f a c i l i t i e s o f t h i s k i n d , e x c e p t t h a t
t i m e d o m a i n r e f 1 e c t a in e t r y w i l l b e u s e d t o m e a s u r e l i q u i d l e v e l s
( T D R ) is f o r e s e e n . T h i s is a tight, " s t a t i c " s y s t e m ( n o d i p -
t u b e s ) iv i t h p u r g e a i r rind c a p a b l e o f d e t e c t i n g t h e pivsi'iin'
•if t w o i m m i s c i b l e l i q u i d p h a s e s in a v e s s e l , a l l o w i n g t h u s t o
c o n t r o l e f f i c i e n t l y a n y u n e x p e c t e d p r e s e n c e o f s o l v e n t ' o r
exanip 1 e .

In o r d e r to a l l e v i a t e s t a r t - u p a n d s h u t - d o w n p r o c e d u r e s b e t w e e n
t h e s i n g l e p r o c e s s s e q u e n c e s a n d t o m i n i m i s e a t t h e s a m e
t i m e t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f e r r o r s , a c o m p u t e r i s e d p r o c e s s
c o n t r o l s y s t e m i s t o b e i n s t a l l e d i n c l u d i n g a l s o t h e
v e r i f i c a t i o n o f p o s i t i o n i n g o f a l l " m a n u a l " v a l v e s e q u i p p e d
w i t h a p p r o p r i a t e p o s i t i o n f e e l e r s . T h i s s y s t e m w i l l a l s o
p e r f o r m t h e a c q u i s i t i o n of p r o c e s s d a t a . S u c h a n
u n u s u a l l y h i g h d e g r e e o f d e s i g n s a f e t y f o r a n i n s t a l l a t i o n of
•' > fie a n d s c a l e is m o t i v a t e d b y t h e a n t i c i p a t e d h i g h
v a r i a b i l i t y in o p e r a t i o n .

T h e c o n t r o l s y s t e m w i l l a l l o w c o m p o n e n t r e p l a c e m e n t a n d f u t u r e
a p p l i c a t i o n of i n o r g a n i c i o n e x c h a n g e r m a t e r i a l f o r w a s t e
s t r e a m t r e a t m e n t a n d r a d i o a c t i v e p r o d u c t i m m o b i l i z a t i o n . I n
p r i n c i p l e , h o t t e s t i n g of o n - l i n e a n a l y t i c a l p r o c e s s c o n t r o l
i n s t r u m e n t a t io n i s a 1s o a p p 1 I c a b 1 e .

The P K T K A p l a n t is e x p e c t e d to b e c o m e o p e r a t i o n a l o n a f u l l y
a c t i v e s c a l e d u r i n g ] 9 8 7 .
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TARLE 1 - GLASS AND ACTIVITIES EMPLOYED TN THE CAMPAIGNS

Campaign 3 4a 4b 5a f>ti

Glass (g) 2015 1010

Activity 0,37 2,1
(TRq)

400 700

2,13 9,22 13,8 0,17 0,28

TABLE 2 - DECONTAMINATION FACTORS IN THE VITRIFICATION CAMPAIGNS

Campa i gn

1 ' ' Cs (x 10;l )

1

1 ,4

161

2

6

3 5

4

4

1 50

0,5

TABLE 3 - COMPOSITION OF HLW USED FOR VITRTFICATION

COMPONENT

HMOs M
Nitrates (total)M
Su 1 I'nt.p M
Iron g/dm3

Iran i um g/dm3

Alpha GBq/dm 3

Bota-gamma GBq/dm'
1 3 7 C s GBq/dm-1

" T s GBq/dm3

>«"Ce GBq/dm3

1OfiRu GBq/dm3

1 5 4Eu GBq/dm3

1 2 5Sb GRq/dm3

JRC

2,5
-
-
-
1
-

3 3 30
481

-
8,51
4 ,81

18,5
3,3 3

EUROCHEMTC

2,89
5,28
0,08
5,87
0,79
11 ,85

5291
1395
125,8
296
214,6
33,3
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TABLE 4 - COMPOSITION OF GLASSES

Component.

SiOj
B:> 0-)
Als 0 3

HmO
1, i 2 0
K2O
CaO
TiO2

ruo
Fez O3

W0«
SO 3
densi ty g/cc
me 1 t i ng po int. °C
soxhJet leach rate
g/cra2.day

Percentage in weight

Glass 1

50,9
11,2
2, 13

12,67
6,7
-
-

0,33
-

12,43
(F.P.) 3,64

-
2,66

760

0,004

Glass 2

36
9
2
5
2
3
1
6
3
-
33
-
3, 13

900

i n

Glass 3

43,4
1 7
12,75
10,67
5
-
8,9 3
-
-
0,79

(F.P.) 0,01
1,45
2 , f» 7

1050

0,0009
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the ESTER plant
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|FIG. 3 - QENDRILLON INSTALLATION
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Figure 4. Batch procedure for crucible feeding



r Figure 5."FRIG0 SOLVER"
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PETRA PLANT LAYOUT
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE DWPF CANISTER CLOSURE

J. M. O'Rourke
(from reports prepared by J. W. Kelker)

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
Savannah River Laboratory

Aiken, SC 29808

ABSTRACT

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at the
Savannah River Plant (SRP) near Aiken, SC is being
constructed to isolate high-level radioactive waste
in a wasteform for eventual permanent disposal. The
waste will be incorporated in molten borosilicate
glass solidified in Type 304L stainless steel
canisters, 2 ft in diameter by 9 ft, 10 in. long,
with a 6-in.-diameter flanged fill nozzle. A method
for sealing the canister fill hole was developed that
would be suitable for use in the remotely operated
facility. The canister seal was designed to with-
stand the radioactive environment, be compatible with
the final wasteform, easy to install, and reliable.
Two compatible methods for sealing the canister were
chosen. The first closure is a temporary shrink-fit
seal that prevents moisture from entering the glass-
filled canister during decontamination. The second
closure permanently seals the canister fill hole by
upset resistance welding. The methods chosen for
closing the DWPF canister have been developed through
an extensive testing program and have been proven
to be a simple, reliable, and superior method for
sealing the DWPF canisters.

INTRODUCTION

Upset resistance welding is the process used for making the final
closure of the DWPF waste storage canister. A prototype welder was designed
and built specifically for developing the welding techniques for the 9-ft,
lO-in.-long by 24-in.-diameter, 304L stainless steel canisters shown in
Figure 1. The split bottom electrode of the welder supports the canister by
its flange during welding, while the upper electrode applies the weld force.
The weld plug, a 304L stainless steel disk measuring 5.075 in. diameter by
0.5 in. thick, is welded into the 5-in. canister nozzle bore using 75,000 lb
of force and a current of 230,000 amps for 1.5 sec. During the welding
operation, the plug is forced into the nozzle cavity resulting in a final,
strong leaktight weld. The weld requires no filler metal and has a weld
thickness of approximately 0.4 in.
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The quality of the weld is assured by process control of the recorded
welding variables. Proper plug placement in the canister neck, sufficient
welding force, good electrical contact, and proper dimensional interference
and material hardness are verified by preweld upper electrode force, weld
interface resistance, and displacement measurements. Weld uniformity is
ensured through dynamic recording of the primary weld parameters of force,
current, time, and motion, within a broad range of acceptability. Weld
uniformity, when compared to process control welds, ensures the final
closure weld quality.

A method for temporarily sealing the nozzles of the DWPF canisters was
needed to keep moisture out of the canister after the glass filling opera-
tion during storage and decontamination by wet frit blasting. The 304L
stainless steel canister is filled with molten glass containing chloride-
bearing radionuclides, so the interior of the canister must be kept dry to
prevent corrosion. The temporary seal was also designed to protect the
final closure weld area during canister filling and handling, and also
serves to keep radioactive contamination away from the weld area. Addi-
tional requirements for the temporary seal were that it must be reliable,
easy to install remotely, and removable. A method for verifying that the
temporary seal is watertight before the wet frit blasting decontamination
operation was also required that was suitable for use in the remote environ-
ment. If a temporary seal could not prevent water from entering the
canister, the seal must be easily removed and replaced.

A heat shrink-fit method was chosen for the DWPF canister temporary
seal. The two-piece design consists of a 2-in.-long stainless steel sleeve
with an internal taper, and a solid stainless steel plug with a matching
taper. The sleeve is shrink-fitted in the 5-in.-diameter nozzle during
canister fabrication. During the glass filling operation, the canister
nozzle and sleeve are heated by the molten glass and expand. The solid 304L
stainless steel plug, at room temperature, is placed in the hot sleeve,
forming a leaktight interference seal between the nozzle, sleeve, and plug.

If the tapered plug cannot be inserted into the canister nozzle while
it is hot, the nozzle is reheated with an electric resistance heater to
achieve the desired differential temperature between the plug and nozzle.
The heater can also be used to remove a leaky seal and replace it with an
oversized, straight-sided repair plug.

The method chosen for determining that the temporary seal is watertight
is a helium pressure decay test. A study was made under DWPF conditions to
determine the smallest helium leak rate that would allow water leakage. The
results of this study were used to develop the DWPF leak detector.
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DISCUSSION

Development of the DWPF Canister Temporary Shr1nk-F1t Seal1

Process Development

The containerization process that was developed for the encapsulation
of the high-level radioactive waste glass is listed below:

1. Fabricate canister and install shrink-fitted sleeve.
2. Fill canister with radioactive molten glass.
3. Install shrink-fit plug one-half hour after glass filling.
4. After canister cools, verify that the canister temporary seal

leakage rate is <2 x 10"1* atm cc/sec helium.
5. If the canister fails the leakage test, remove the temporary seal

and install repair plug. After canister cools, verify that the canister
temporary seal leakage rate is <2 x 10"1* atm cc/sec helium.

6. Decontaminate canister by wet frit blasting.
7. Press-in temporary seal.
8. Install weld plug and upset-weld into canister nozzle bore.

9. Transfer to storage area.

Seal Selection

The selection of a temporary sealing process for the contaminated
radioactive waste canister was based on the requirements tnat the seal:

• Contain no elastomers.

• Be easily disposable (preferably inside the canister).
• Require no complicated installation machinery.
• Be reliable.

The processes that were considered were:

• "Magnaform" inserts.
• Welch plugs.
• Mechanical plugs.
• Shrink-fit plugs.

The shrink-fit process was selected for development because it utilized
the resultant heat from the molten glass filling operation, required no
additional equipment in the remotely operated environment, and is an easy,
reliable process.
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Shrink-F1t Seal Design

The shrink-fit seal is made in the end of the canister nozzle, at the
same location where the final-closure plug is subsequently upset-welded. To
protect the weld area and keep it free of radioactive contamination, a two-
piece seal was designed as shown in Figure 2. A sleeve is installed in the
nozzle during container fabrication to protect the weld area. The sleeve
outside diameter is approximately 0.014 in. larger than the canister nozzle
inside diameter to provide for the shrink-fit, and the sleeve's inside
surface has a 2" tapered bore. A plug that has a matching taper is inserted
into the end of the nozzle when the AT is >165*C. The nozzle ID, sleeve,
and plug are sized so that the plug is flush with the end of the canister
nozzle when the seal is made.

The design criteria for the shrink-fit seal were as follows:

1. Conventional machining practices would be used to make the nozzle,
sleeve, and plug. No grinding or other high precision methods would be
used.

2. The plug and sleeve length would be ~2 in. in order to give good
alignment (prevent cocking) during remote plug placement, and to allow
the sleeve to be pushed into the nozzle ~l-7/8 in. thus exposing a
noncontaminated surface.

3. A taper fit between sleeve and plug would be used for easy sleeve
placement and fast sealing response.

4. The dimensions of the nozzle, sleeve, and plug would be sized so that,
after the seal is made, the top surfaces of the nozzle, sleeve, and plug
are essentially flush.

Various designs, materials of construction, and shrink-fit temperatures
were investigated to find a combination that could best meet the design
criteria.

Materials of Construction

Sleeves made from Nitronic 60® (Armco Steel Corporation) stainless
steel and solid tapered plugs made of 304L stainless steel were chosen for
making the DWPF canister temporary seal. Nitronic 60® is used for its
anti-gall ing characteristics to minimize the press-out force required.
Several other materials were tested for use in the temporary seal sleeve
including aluminum, 304L stainless steel, and various chromium-plated
pieces. An interference of ~0.014 in. between the sleeve and the nozzle was
required to provide a reliable seal, but galling between the sleeve and
nozzle was prevalent with most materials and resulted in high press-in
forces. The Nitronic* 60 sleeves minimized galling, with press-in forces
ranging from 46 to 124 tons.
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Plug Design

Sleeves and plugs of various designs were tested to determine which
would provide a leaktight seal while minimizing the press-out force
required. The straight-walled solid plug and sleeve design was chosen
because it most completely met the design criteria for ease of fabrication,
reliability, and removability. Several alternative designs were evaluated
but rejected because they were less reliable, did not seal adequately, or
could not De easily removed if necessary. Some of the alternative designs

shown in Figure 3.

Shrink-Fit Temperature

Tests at SRL showed that glass fill height was the controlling factor
governing nozzle temperature. The shrink-fit seal was designed so that the
plug was flush with the top of the canister nozzle when the canister was
filled to the reference DWPF fill height. These conditions provided a
differential temperature (AT) between the plug and the sleeve of 165°C.
Experience at SRL has shown that the decontamination process would not be
adversely affected if the plug were 1/16 in. too high or low. This differ-
ence in plug elevation equates to 165°C ± 50°C AT between the plug and
sleeve. However, reliable leaktight seals could not be made at much less
than 165°C.

Temporary Seal Leakage Test

A method for verifying that ttie temporary seal would keep water out of
the canister during decontamination was also required. The radioactive
waste glass contains chlorides that would corrode the inside of the canister
if water were present.

A study performed by Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, TX 2

determined that a leakage rate of <2 x ICr1* atm cc/sec helium would not
allow water to leak. A pressure decay leak detector, consisting of a small
cavity clamped over the temporary seal and pressurized with helium, was
developed for use in the DWPF. The rate of pressure decay can be easily
converted to a standard helium leakage rate and compared to the minimum
acceptable of <2 x 10" 4. The pressure decay leak detector is simple,
reliable, and easy to use in the remotely operated facility.

In the event that a temporary seal is not leaktight, provisions have
been included in the DWPF to remove the temporary seal and replace it with
an oversize seal utilizing the heat shrink-fit process.

Seal Press-In

After the sealed canister is decontaminated by wet frit blasting, the
temporary seal is pressed down into the nozzle approximately 1-7/8 in. using
a hydraulic ram. The end of the ram is made of hardened stainless steel
(17-4 PH) and pushes only on the sleeve to minimize the push-out force
required. SRL tests indicate that the type of material used for the nozzle
and sleeve, as well as their hardness and surface finishes, affect the force
required. Forces ranging from 46 to 124 tons were required to push down the
reference design temporary seal.
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Development of the DWPF Final Closure Weld

Welder

A larqe DC resistance welder shown in Figure 4 was installed at the
Equipment Test Facility (ETF) of the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). The
welder is essentially a pneumatic press mounted on a frame. The upper
electrode, driven by the pneumatic cylinder, forces the weld plug into the
canister nozzle. The split lower electrodes, mounted un the bottom plate of
the press, support the canister by its flange during the welding operation.
A hole in the bottom plate, spanned by the lower electrodes, allows the
canister flange to be inserted into the welder. A pair of solid copper bus
bars leads to the welder electrodes from each of four power packs to provide
the welding current. The welder bus bars are approximately 30 ft long,
representative of the design required for operation in the DWPF remotely
operated weld cell. A dedicated electrical substation supplies the power
packs.

The welder at the ETF has a current capacity of about 260,000 amps
across a 5-in.-diameter weld, and a maximum weld force of 150,000 lb. The
DWPF welder has been designed with a higher current capacity for making
large cap welds to cover defective plug welds if they ever occur. The DWPF
welder will have a current capacity of 400,000 amps across an 8-in.-diameter
weld with the same weld force capacity as the ETF welder.

Weld Joint Design

The final closure of the DWPF canister is done by a solid-state*
welding process known as upset welding.** Solid-state welding is totally
free of fusion welding-type defects such as porosity, cracking, and inclu-
sions. The metal at the forging surface is upset or worked for a very short
time at temperatures approaching the melting point, which refines the grains
and allows grain growth across the weld interface. This metallurgical bond
(weld) is stronger than the annealed parent metal. Upset welding is a very
fast process where high welding force and current ere applied at close
proximity to the weld area so that the I2R heating is applied to the weld
joint, as shown in Figure 5. The excellent welds required for the DWPF
canister final closure dre consistently produced if the parts are reasonably
clean.

One of the three classifications of welding; i.e., solid-state, fusion,
and brazing-soldering. Solid-state welding pertains to a group of
welding processes that produces coalescence at temperatures essentially
below the melting point of the materials being joined without the
addition of a brazing filler metal.
One of several resistance welding processes wherein coalescence is
produced progressively along a joint by heat obtained from the resistance
to flow of electric current through the area of contact of those surfaces
Pressure is applied before heating is started and maintained throughout
the heating cycle.
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A plug weld was selected for the remote automatic welding of the
radioactive DWPF canister fill nozzle. The present design of the canister
nozzle and weld plug produces a shear-type weld with a weld throat thickness
of greater than 0.4 in., which is stronger and has a greater corrosion
allowance than the 0.38-in.-thick canister wall.

The final weld plug design is a cylindrical disk as shown in Figure 6.
The weld plug is 5.075 in. OD by 0.5 in. thick with a ceramic insulating
ring to accurately locate the plug in the 5.000-in.-ID canister nozzle bore.
The ceramic ring facilitates remote placement of the plug into the canister
nozzle, and assures that all of the current passes through the weld joint
and is not shunted around the weld interface. Figure 7 shows the weld joint
design after welding.

Weld Tests

Several tests were used to verify the remarkable quality of the upset
welds. The two most significant tests performed were helium leakage tests
and burst tests (Figure 8). Over 70 welds were tested with a helium leak
detector and all had leakage rates of <1 x 10~7 atm cc/sec helium. Burst
testing involved sealing the back of a test upset weld and pressurizing the
cavity until the test weld failed. Thirty-seven welds were burst-tested,
and all failed in the vicinity of the weld at >5,000 psig. The burst
strength of the canister wall is ~2,500 psig.

Reduced section tensile tests made of typical weld sections showed that
the weld is stronger than the annealed parent metal. Impact tests were made
of weld sections to help determine the range of welding parameters. A
failure through the weld with a silky crystalline fracture denoted a cold
weld. A fibrous failure indicating a shear-type failure through the parent
metal was the preferred failure mode. Metallurgical examination of various
welds along with hardness surveys were made to study the weld, material, and
results of welding parameter changes.

Other impact tests (drop tests) were performed at Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) on DWPF canisters filled with simulated waste glass
(Figure 9 ) . 3 The canister did not breach nor did the upset weld fail. The
canister top heads from the drop-tested canisters were returned to SRL, and
the parts were leakage-tested, liquid penetrant-tested, and finally burst-
tested. No breaching occurred; and although the top heads of the canisters
were severely deformed, there was no significant material damage.

Parametric Study

To establish the welding parameter boundaries for an acceptable weld,
92 test welds were made varying the important parameters of force, current,
and time. The plug diameter was reduced from 5 to 3 in. for these tests due
to the limited current capacity of the ETF welder. Weld force and current
were varied independently at constant weld time, and the welds were evalu-
ated by burst and impact testing and metallurgical examination. The results
of the upset weld parametric study for 1.5-sec welds are shown in Figure 10.
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Varying the weld time completes the three dimensional picture of the
parametric study. Increasing the welding time by 50% (1.5 to 2.25 sec)
yielded welds with acceptable leakage rates (less than 1 x 10" 7 atm cc/sec
helium), high burst strengths (24 to 29 ksi), but with a slightly irregular
weld circumference. Decreasing the welding time by 50% caused the welds to
have less penetration (more than 0.200-in. weld plug protrusion). The welds
were still leaktight, but the weld burst strengths were low (12 to 17 ksi).

Instrumentation

The quality of the DWPF canister final closure upset weld can be
ensured by the recorded welding variables. A high speed data acquisition
system on the ETF upset welder was installed to collect data during the
short period of time the weld is in progress (1.5 sec). The data collected
were used to characterize the welds as well as study and monitor the welder
system in general. The data collection system gathers 32 data parameters at
approximately 1,280 readings per second (40 per parameter per second) during
the weld. The welder parameters sampled by the data collection system are
listed below:

• Total current (two methods)

• Weld force

• Upper electrode piston pressure

• Weld motion (two methods)

• Al1 four powerpack outputs

• AC current of each phase to each powerpack (12 total)

• AC voltage and current supplied to the powerpacks

Before the weld is made, static measurements of force and cold motion
(the deformation of the plug into the nozzle bore) indicate the plug and
nozzle bore dimensions and material hardness are within specification.
Resistance measurements indicate the electrical contact and welding force
are within prescribed limits.

During the actual weld, dynamic recording of force, current, plug
motion, and time characterize the weld as being made under the same
conditions as process control welds, which are tested and destructively-
examined. The allowable range of these welding parameters is quite broad
and easily reproducible. Additional monitoring of various voltages,
currents, and resistances within the welder determines the long term
integrity of the entire welder system.
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CONCLUSION

The design of the DWPF canister closure has been developed through
extensive research and testing. The temporary seal utilizes process
conditions to provide a watertight seal before decontamination. Over 100
temporary seals have been tested, including 13 on full size canisters, and
have proven the process to be simple and reliable. The final closure upset
weld has also been extensively studied and tested. Over 350 welds have been
made on the large ETF welder, with 35 welds on full size canisters. The
study to determine the acceptable operating parameters included 129 welds.
The plug welds have been proven with canister drop tests, helium leakage
tests, and metallurgical testing and examinations. The upset welding
process is fast, consistent, and uniquely suited to making the high quality
DWPF canister final closure.
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FIGURE 3. Various Temporary Seal Shrink-Fit Designs
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FIGURE 4. Large Scale Resistance Welder at the ETF
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INSULATOR
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FIGURE 5. Welding Current Flow Diagram. The insulators in the
weld plug and on the lower electrodes keep the current
flowing through the weld interface.

304 L

Lava Insulator

FIGURE 6. Canister Final Closure Weld Plug Design Shows Ceramic
Guide for Remote Placement of Plug. The insulated
guide assures that no welding current is short-circuited
around the weiu area.
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FIGURE 7. Final Closure Weld. Note cavity that is pressurized
to ~5 psig during the welding operation. No ill effects
are caused by the pressure buildup during welding.
After welding, the pressure decays by leakage into the
canister void volume.
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FIGURE 8, Bur-it-Test Failure of Canister Noszie Final Closure Upset
Weld. Note failure in the weld plug parent, material.
The burst pressure was >5,000 psig.
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FIGURE 9. Drop Tests of DWPF Canister. Performed at PNL on
canisters filled with simulated waste glass.
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WELD PARAMETRIC STUDY

CURRENT DENSITY
AMP. x 1000 / inch of weld

25

20

15

10

BURST STRENGTH

ZONE 1 24-29 KSI
ZONE 2 18-23 KSI
ZONE 3 12-17 KSI

COLD

2 4 6 8 10

FORCE DENSITY
LBS. x 1000 / inch of weld

FIGURE 10. Results of Upset Weld Parametric Study. All welds
were 3-inch diameter, at • constant weld time of 1.5
seconds. Varying the weld time completes the three
dimensional view of the parametric study
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A HYBRID DETERMINISTIC PROCEDURE FOR AUTOMATED SENSITIVITY
AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

F. G. Pin, B. A. Worley, R. E. Maerker and E. M. Oblow

Engineering Physics and Mathematics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

A deterministic procedure for automating sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis for large-scale studies is presented.
The procedure makes use of the GRESS (GRadient Enhanced
Software System) methodology to calculate the required
sensitivities. GRESS is a precompiler that automatically
enhances computer codes with computer calculus in such a
way that partial derivatives can be calculated along with
the normal results of the code. From these derivatives
any sensitivity of interest can readily be obtained. The
sensitivities can then be used in an uncertainty analysis
procedure based on the quantification of covariances and
parameter correlations, in conjunction with conventional
statistical uncertainty methods. When this approach is
used, the procedure may also include the use of a general-
ized least-square adjustment methodology for reducing the
uncertainties in the final results by combining calculated
or measured integral experiment data with the data used in
the calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Proper management of waste isolation systems or disposal facilities
requires in-depth assessment studies of the system performance for the
siting, characterization, monitoring, closure, decontamination or decom-
missioning of the facility. Because of the large uncertainties generally
associated with the data characterizing geological media and waste behavior
and because of the predictive nature of the simulations supporting the
assessment, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are necessary components
of the overall performance assessment.

Analytical methods based on standard statistical techniques and direct
numerical methods based on perturbation techniques are available to perform
sensitivity analysis. When applied to large-scale sensitivity studies,
however, these methods have major drawbacks. The statistical methods are
generally unable to handle all parametprs constituting a model, and their
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specificity to a given model or code requires considerable analytical devel-
opment to analyze a reduced problem. As a consequence, direct numerical
methods have traditionally been used to generate sensitivity results in
studies involving large computer codes. In these methods, sensitivities
are estimated by observing the changes in the results of interest resulting
from perturbation of selected parameters, often requiring a very large num-
ber of model runs. Sensitivity analyses with these methods are, therefore,
expensive and limited solely by the size of the data base whose sensitivi-
ties are of interest. Another major drawback of the conventional approach
for large-scale studies is that the selection of the limited set of param-
eters to be considered for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis has to rely
exclusively on expert opinion or engineering judgement. This is undesirable
if the uncertainty results are to support licensing activities for which
quantitative proof are preferred to qualitative or inductive results.

The purpose of this paper is to present an approach to sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis that utilizes an automated procedure for calculating
sensitivities in a complete and systematic way, and can be coupled with
uncertainty techniques to perform large-scale deterministic studies.

GRESS SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS

The first step of the systematic approach consists in calculating
first-order sensitivities of all responses to all data in each computer
model used in the study. The straight-forward method would be to add this
capability to the codes by manually adding lines of coding that would deter-
mine all first derivatives based on the rules of differentiation. Vhis
method, while possible, is unfeasible considering the 2-3 man-year effort
necessary to understand and reprogram a major computer model with ••jn exten-
sive database. Instead, an automated procedure using a Gradient-F.nhanced
Software System (GRESS)1>z was developed. GRESS is a precompiler that uses
computer calculus to automatically enhance FORTRAN computer codes with a
derivative-taking capability. The automated GRESS-enhancement process con-
sists in adding to the original FORTRAN model code some lines of coding that
calculate first derivatives using analytical differentiation formulas. In
the enhanced code, the derivatives are propagated through the calculational
scheme using the chain-rule of differentiation such that the derivatives of
all responses with respect to any variable used in the code (including data
and input parameters) are available along with the normal results. From
these derivatives, all sensitivities of interest can readily be calculated.
To date, GRESS has been successfully applied to six major codes^-S used in
the High Level Waste Program as well as to codes used in a variety of other
fields such as Energy Analysis, Hydrology, Acid Rain, etc.

A particular situation may arise when the results from one computer
code are used as input to other computer codes. In this case, derivatives
and sensitivities need to be propagated from one code to the other to per-
from overall sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the complete modeling
system. To allow efficient analysis of the large scale overall system, a
procedure has been developed" to automate the coupling of sensitivity data
from various GRESS-enhanced versions of computer codes.
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COMPLETE AUTOMATED ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

In the complete sensitivity and uncertainty analysis procedure, the
activity which is performed following the GRESS procedure consists in suc-
cessive reductions in scope of the uncertainty problem based on the sen-
sitivity calculations. The first reduction in scope is performed by sorting
the parameters into two categories, separating those that have any effect
on the performance measures from those that never influence the results of
interest. Practically, this is performed by analyz'ng the sensitivity coef-
ficients of the selected performance measures with respect to al1 parameters
and listing those parameters associated with sensitivity coefficients that
are always identically zero. During this phase of the analysis, the sen-
sitivity coefficients are also used to verify the numerical model, assuring
that the affect of all parameters on the model results corresponds to what
was intended in the conceptual model design. This phase of the analysis,
therefore, adds to the validation exercise of the model and provides added
insight into the accuracy of the numerical scheme.

In addition to this physical insight into the problem solution, the
sensitivity coefficients provide a means of quantifying uncertainties in
the solution given data uncertainties. In fact, a second reduction scope
of the uncertainty problem should be performed at this point in a formal
overall sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. This reduction in scope is
based on the analysis of the products of the sensitivity coefficients times
the data uncertainties and results in the sorting or ranking of the param-
eters according to the magnitude of the uncertainty which they may generate
in the results of interest. In this ranking process, the parameters are
not assumed to be related by relations other than those explicitly described
in the model equations; i.e., the parameters appearing in the input file
are assumed to be independent and correlations between uncertainties on the
input data are not taken into account. These correlations or covariances
should, however, be accounted for in the final uncertainty analysis which
follows the successive reductions in scope described here. The outcome
of the reduction in scope of the uncertainty problem is a reduced set of
parameters which have been formally shown to have an influence on the
results of interest. As opposed to the qualitative expert opinion used
for this task in the conventional approaches, the GRESS procedure provides
a systematic and quantitative methodology for the initial selection of the
parameters to be further considered in the detailed treatment of the problem
uncertainties.

At this point in the study, an analysis of the products of sensitivity
coefficients times the uncertainties makes clear where the leading sources
of uncertainty are in an assessment problem, which parameters are the most
critical in planning or performing the data gathering activities and in
interpreting the results of a code for a performance assessment, and where
additional research would be most beneficial for the purposes of reducing
the overall uncertainty in the calculated results. It also provides a quan-
titative basis for further prioritizing or reducing the set of parameters to
be considered in the detailed uncertainty analysis.

Once the GRESS procedure is used to successfully reduce the scope of
the uncertainty problem, a final uncertainty analysis can be performed using
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statistical methods (e.g., Latin Hypercube Sampling techniques, Monte Carlo
methods, etc.) since these methods, whose costs are generally directly pro-
portional to the number of parameters considered, are practically feasible
only for a reduced set of parameters. The successive reductions in scope of
the uncertainty problem allowed by the GRESS procedure are, therefore, cru-
cial elements in reducing the cost of an overall sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis. Furthermore, if GRESS-enhanced versions of assessment codes are
used in the statistical studies which require reruns, all derivatives at the
sampled points on the response surface in the parameter space are provided in
addition to the conventional statistical results. Thus, the automated GRESS
procedure and conventional statistical methods appear to have necessary and
complementary roles in complete sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. During
the formal statistical uncertainty analysis, parameter correlations will be
determined and quantified as parameter covariances. In the automated proce-
dure, a matrix multiplication of GRESS sensitivities with parameter covari-
ances can be included. Thus, once covariances of the parameters become
available, one could readily obtain covariances of various responses which
should help to evaluate their state-of-the-art uncertainties and point out
areas where improved knowledge of the more important parameters can lead to
significantly better accuracies in the calculated quantities.

In most cases, and especially when the modeled system is characterized
by data with large uncertainties (e.g., geological media, waste behavior) it
is of paramount importance to be able to estimate with reasonable accuracy
the resulting uncertainty in the calculated values. Moreover, it is equally
important to be able to decrease these uncertainties by taking into account
in the analysis any additional knowledge or measurements of data which may
not be explicitly used in the calculational scheme but are related to some
physical properties of the system. To this effect, a folding procedure was
developed' which allows, as improved knowledge of the data become available,
to reduce the uncertainties in the calculated values by means of a general-
ized least-squares adjustment procedure. This methodology, described in
detail in Ref. 7, combines the improved knowledge of the data with the
measured or assumed values used in the calculation to reduce the uncertain-
ties in the responses and some of the more important parameters.

CONCLUSION

The GRESS automated sensitivity analysis procedure has been presented.
The procedure makes use of the GRESS precompiler which automatically adds
derivative-taking capabilities to FORTRAN computer codes. The automated
GRESS procedure has been found to be an accurate, rapid and cost-efficient
tool to perform complete and quantitative analysis of all parameters included
in the study in order to support the reduction in scope of the uncertainty
problem. Both the sensitivity coefficients and the products of the sensi-
tivity coefficients and the data uncertainties are used to define a reduced
set of parameters for use in the uncertainty analysis. The automated GRESS
procedure for sensitivity analysis and the conventional statistical methods
used to perform the final uncertainty analysis are found to complement each
other, and their use as conjugated methods is recommended for any complete
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis program. Future work will include
addition of a machine-independence capability to the GRESS precompiler and
optimization of statistical methods using GRESS-generated derivatives.
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AM1NE WASTE IMMOBILIZATION BY A SOL-GEL PKUCESS

Y.V. Nguyen, H. Hawthorne, S.J. Naqvi
Untario Hydro

and

D. Boase
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd

ABSTRACT

A literature review and simulation experiments were carried out to
determine the feasibility of using a sol-yel process to immobilize a hiyh
level liquid waste resulting from reprocessing of a ten-year cooled CANOU
fuel with the Amine process. Uranium based sol-gel beads of approx-
imately 1 mm diameter were produced from the simulated waste and most of
the fission products in the waste were found to be retained in the beads.
Cesium was the major fission product not retained but it was re-absorbed
onto an inorganic ion exchange medium. The beads were made into pellets
and the pellet leach rate in a saline ground water was found to be about
1.4 x 10"^ kg of waste form/m .d. A preliminary flow sheet for the
process was developed.

INTRODUCTION

Ontario Hydro presently stores irradiated CANDU fuel under water in
sophisticated engineering facilities at nuclear generating stations.
Ontario Hydro also supports and assists Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
(AECL) research programs aimed at developing a method to permanently
dispose of this irradiated fuel or the waste from it if it is decided
that the irradiated fuel should be reprocessed to recover the energy
resources for recycle.

Among the processes for recycling of this fuel, the conventional
process, Purex, is quite expensive, $32b to $625/kg of processed uranium.
Fuel reprocessing cannot become economical unless a lower cost process is
developed that takes into account the unique characteristics of the CANDU
fuel, eg, low burn-up and fissile content, no requirement to recover the
depleted uranium, etc. Among processes considered by AECL, the Amine
process offers the potential for cost reduction over the Purex process as
it requires fewer extraction stages since only plutonium is recovered and
the depleted uranium is left with the fission products as a waste in the
high level liquid waste stream. Before a decision can be made regarding
this process, it must be shown that the waste stream can be safely
immobilized, and that the cost of the immobilization process is not
excessive.
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This paper reviews the literature on processes that can be used to
immobilize the uranium plus tission product waste stream and explores in
more detail, with simulation experiments, a sol-yel process that has
potential of producing, the lowest waste volume.

THE AMINE PROCESS

The Amine process was developed by Morgan and Coady at AECL to
recover plutonium from a uranium-rich nitric acid solution/1/. The
process has been tested in the laboratory, in the small hot cell facility
at AECL, and in the Eurex pilot plant in Saluygia, ltaly/2/. The process
consists of two extraction cycles. In the first cycle, an amine in
mesitylene is used to extract the plutonium from the irradiated CANDU
fuel dissolved in nitric acid solution and leave the uranium and fission
products in the fuel in the nitric acid solution as a high level liquid
waste stream. The pi utonium-rich amine stream is scrubbed with nitric
acid to remove any remaining uranium and fission products and the plu-
tonium is stripped with a mixture of dilute sulfuric acid in nitric acid.
In the second cycle, the piutonium-rich acid stream goes through another
extraction cycle similar to the first one and a product of high purity
plutonium is obtained. Almost all of the uranium and fission products
are present in the high level liquid waste stream from the first extrac-
tion cycie.

The composition of the waste stream depends on the cooling time of
the irradiated fuel. Table 1 shows the expected composition from a ten-
year cooled CANDU fuel. The major component in the waste stream is
uranium and the following section presents a literature review of sol-yel
processes that may be used for immobilization of a waste stream that has
a hiyh uranium content.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Three processes were reviewed for this application: sol-gel, vitri-
fication and Synroc F/3,4/. A summary of the review of sol-gel processes
is presented here; the review of vitrification and Synroc F is presented
elsewhere/3,4/.

The sol-gel process was mainly developed for uranium fuel fabrica-
tion in advanced nuclear fuel cycles/b/. The starting material is uranyl
nitrate solution from which the urania sol is made. The sol is then
converted to gel beads which are calcined and sintered to UO2 spheres.
The spheres can be produced consistently from the initial uranyl nitrate
solution with diameters _<1 mm and 98% theoretical density.

Recently, Kernforschunysanlage (KFA) and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) applied this process to immobilization of fission
products from a Purex hiyh level liquid waste which did not contain any
significant amount of uranium for gel formation. KFA added aluminum
nitrate to the simulated waste and used one version of the sol-gel
proce-ji, the gel precipitation process, to immobilize the fission
products into aluminum oxide/6/. Oak Ridye, on the other hand, added
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TABLE 1 SIMPLIFIED HIGH LEVEL LIQUID WASTE COMPOSITION FROM THE
AMINE PROCESS FOR 10 Y-COOLED CANDU FUEL

Elements

HNO3

Actinides

U

Lanthanides*

Cea

Pr
Nd
La
Pm
Sm
Eu

Fission Products*

Sr
Cs
Rb
Ag
Ba
Y
Ru
Rh
Mo
Tc
Zr
Sb
Sn
Cd
Pd

Est. Cone.
(9/L)

107

198

0.106
51.1 x 10"J

0.178
55 x 1U"3

1 x 10"3

40.8 x 10";
4.2 x 10"J

33.6 x 10"3

0.107
15.2 x lO"'3

4.1 , 10-3
68.9 x 10"3

19.6 x 10"3

95.4 x 10"3

32.2 x 10"3

0.188
38.7 x 10"3

0.124
U.3 x 10";
2.3 x 10~3

2.7 x 1U"3

58.b x 10"3

Substitute

La for
Pm, Sm, Eu

Cs for
Kb, Ag

Mo for Tc

Sn for Cd

Simulated Cone.
(9/L)

107

19a

0.106
bl.l x 10"J

0.178
1.106

33.6 x 1U"3

0.136

68.9 x 10"3

19.6 x 10"3

95.4 x 10"3

32.2 x 10"3

0.225

0.124
0.3 x 10";
b.l x 10"3

58.6 x 10"3

* Elements considered by AECL in the Savannah River waste burial
experiments.

a Neptonium was substituted by cerium.
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synthetic rock materials to the waste and used another version of the
sol-yel process, the internal gelation process, for the Purex waste type
as well as for the Savannah River plant sludge/7/.

The product from the KFA process ,s sintered aluminum oxide spheres,
U.3b mm in diameter and 99% theoretical density. Most of the trans-
uranic fission products in the waste were found to be embedded in the
aluminum oxide spheres but cesium and rubidium and to a small extent, Sr,
Ba, Pd, Cd, Mo and Ay, were not. No details were given on how to treat
the fission products that were not embedded.

The product from the URNL process is sintered spheres made of a
synthetic rock matrix, up to 1 mm in diameter and 97% theoretical
density. Rare earths and uranium were found to be embedded in the
spheres but the soluble fission products were not. Cesium was the main
soluble fission product that was not embedded but ORNL suggested that it
could be reabsorbed onto a zeolite ion exchanger (Ionsiv IE-9b) at a
maximum loadiny of about b% by weight. The loaded zeolite can be heat
treated at 60U°C in air to fix the cesium within the cages of the zeolite
and the cesium can be immobilized further, if required, by application of
a pyrolytic carbon coating at 1OOU°C in a fluidized bed. The synthetic
rock spheres can also be coated with a layer of pyrolytic carbon, if
required, to provide resistance against leachiny. The coated spheres and
zeolites show no detectable leach rate for any of the fission products
tested.

This review indicated that the sol-gel process had potential for the
production of uranium sol-gel spheres from the uranium-rich Amine waste
stream and retaining the fission products within them.

The final waste volume from a sol-gel process will be quite small as
there is no host matrix needed for the waste. Immobilization of the same
waste in glass or Synroc F would result in a more bulky waste form since
the loadings of waste to glass or Synroc F are limited to a maximum of
20-30% and bO%, respectively/3/. The expected smaller waste volume is
the main reason for the development of the sol-gel process.

SOL-GEL EXPERIMENTS

In the first phase of assessing the technical feasibility of the
sol-gel process for the Amine waste, a number of experiments were carried
out to demonstrate that gel beads can be formed from a simulated waste
and to determine the extent of simulated fission product immobilization
i n the beads.

Figure l i s a schematic of the bench scale equipment that was used
for the study. It consists of a peristalic pump, an audio frequency
operated vibrator (Alpha-M, Model AV-b) with the associated amplifier
(Dynaco Mark IV) and siynal generator (Hewlett Packard 3311A), an ammonia
gas delivery system and a precipitation beaker [2 L) complete with a
hypodermic needle (0.2b to U.b mm opening) and a wire bottom basket for
collecting the yel beads. A sample of bUO mL of a simulated Amine waste
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was prepared using the composition shown in Table 1. Sufficient amounts of
ammonium nitrate and urea we.e added to the waste to bring the molar
ratio of ammonium nitrate, urea and uranium to 2.5:4:1. The mixture was
subsequently heated gently on a hot plate, at a temperature less than
1UO°C until the volume was reduced sufficiently to bring the concentra-
tion of uranium to 1.2-1.5 M.

After concentration, the solution was allowed to cool to room
temperature and then pumped to the hypodermic needle at a rate of about
l.b L/h via the tygon tubing. The tubing was vibrated by a vibrator at
1200 to 1300 Hz frequency and that produced uniform droplets which were
allowed to fall through a 13 cm ammonia gas layer into 1.7 L of 7 M
ammonium hydroxide in the precipitation beaker, where the droplets were
gelled. The ammonia gas flow rate was set at 2.7 L/min and the gel beads
were collected in the wire bottom basket for subsequent washing. The
ammonium hydroxide in the precipitation beaker was analyzed for uranium
and fission products (by atomic absorption spectroscopy and neutron
activation), nitrates (by ion chromatography), and urea (by colorimetry).
The amount of materials that diffused out of the beads was determined.

Washing of the gel beads was done by immersing the wire bottom
basket gently into a 100 mL solution of 7 M ammonium hydroxide at 60°C, and
moving the basket in an up-and-down motion to allow the solution to
percolate through the beads. The wash solution was analyzed for the same
components as the ammonium hydroxide solution in the precipitation
beaker. Washing was repeated several times until the amount of materials
that could be washed out of the beads diminished; this was indicated by
the levelling-off in the conductivity of the wash solution. The washed
beads were finally aged in another 7 M ammonium hydroxide solution (500
mL) at 60°C for 0.5 h, and then dried. The ammonium hydroxide solution
was also analyzed for any additional material that was washed out of the
beads.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As expected from the literature, uranium sol-gel beads of up to
approximately 1 mm could be produced from a uranium-rich Amine waste
solution. The beads can be stored, if needed, for several weeks in an
ammonium hydroxide solution without significant disintegration into a
powder. However, many difficulties were experienced during the formation
of these beads: premature precipitation and gelation occasionally occur-
red during the feed preparation and on standing, plugging of the needle
and feed line as well as shattering of large droplets on impact with the
surface of the ammonium hydroxide solution in the precipitation beaker.

Leaching of uranium, fission products, nitrates and urea from the
gel beads in various stages of gel formation, washing and aging is
summarized in Table 2. ^ery little uranium is leached out of the beads,
U.004%. The major fission product leached out of the beads is cesium;
approximately 70% was leached, the majority during the bead formation
stage and the remainder during the washing stage. Antimony was also
leached in significant proportion, 37%, but the concentration of antimony
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TABLE 2 LEACHING OF SOLUBLE COMPONENTS FROM SOL-GEL BEADS

Elements

NH4N03
Urea

Actinides

U

Lanthanides

Ce
Pr
Nd
La

Fission Products"

Sr
Cs
Ba
Y
Rh
Zr
Sb
Sn

Mass Used
in Bead

Formation
(g)

98.9
66.0

65.5

34.6 x IQ"\
16.9 x 10':*
59.0 x 10"J
35.2 x 10"J

11.2 x 10"3
44.9 x 10~:J
22.8 x H H
6.5 x 10"*

10.7 x 10"*
41.0 x 10";?
9.8 x 10"=
1.7 x 10"J

Gel
Formation

(%)

73.8U
26. lb

0.002

0.19

2.03
0.02

1.7
50.8

0

Percent iJash Out

Washing
(*)

24.2U
4.7b

0.001b

a

0
0.009

__a
17.8

Not deterr

32.7

Aging
(%)

0.8
0.1b

0.0004

0.03

0.04
0.001

1.1

nined

4.6

Total
(%)

98.8U
30.8b

U.004

0.22
__c

2.07
0.03

1.7
69.7
__a

__c

37.3
__a

a Below detection limit.

b These values are tentative. Method of urea determination needs
refinements.

c Could not be detected because of low sample activity and interference
from uranium in neutron activation analysis.

d Ru, Mo and Pd are not determined because they are not soluble in the
simulated waste.
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in the ammonium hydroxide solution at any stage was quite low (0.001 -
0.U4 mg/L). Strontium was not leached to the extent expected; only 2%
was found even through strontium hydroxide is highly soluble. Several
bead formation experiments were repeated but the quantity of strontium
leached was always within 0 to 4%, Small quantities of cerium, neodymium
and lanthanum were also leached out but the percentages were quite small
(12%).

Almost all of the ammonium nitrate in the beads was leached, 74%
duriny the gel formation stage and 24% during the washing staye. Urea
was also removed but the extent was not accurately known because of
analytical difficulties.

Leaching of ammonium nitrate and urea from the beads is desirable as
the presence of these materials would cause the beads to crack and break
apart when they are dried and sintered, but leaching of fission products
is not desirable. Among the fission products that were leached out,
cesium is of major concern as it could represent up to 9b% of the total
radioactivity in the wash. Removal of cesium from the waste streams was
evaluated usiny a number of organic and inorganic ion exchanye materials.
Two of the materials evaluated, Linde Ionsiv IE-95 and Norton Zeolon 900,
were found effective but only after almost all of the ammonia in the wash
was removed. Details of the evaluation will be published later. Between
these two inorganic ion exchange materials, Zeolon 900 is preferred as
the Ionsiv IE-95, although effective for cesium recapture, contains
approximately 0.1% of non-radioactive strontium and part of the strontium
was released duriny the ion exchange process. A Zeolon 900 ion exchange
column when operated at a low superficial velocity, 1 cm/min, could
accept a cesium loading of more than 0.5% by weight of the absorbent,
without any detectable cesium in the column effluent. Conceptually, the
cesium-loaded Zeolon can be stored until a decision is made regarding
either disposal or recovery of cesium as a by-product from the waste.
The effluent from the column may still contain traces of other fission
products and it should be considered for disposal as a low to inter-
mediate level waste, after volume reduction by evaporation.

Drying of the beads was found to be most efficient at 200°C in air.
Approximately 70% of the weight of the beads could be evaporated within
1U minutes. However a significant fraction of beads were broken and
lumped together even though most of the ammonium nitrate and urea were
washed out. Many attempts were made to prevent this problem such as by
drying in a moist atmosphere but none was successful. The dried beads
must be pelletized and sintered before they can be considered for
disposal. Many experiments were carried out subsequently to pelletize
these beads/8/ and a strong and dense pellet was found possible only when
the dried beads were partially sintered in a reducing atmosphere, 4% Hn
in argon, at 450°C and compacted with a pressure of about 138 MPa and
with a 1% by weight of a wax binder. The pellet after sintering in the
same reducing atmosphere at 1200°C for 3 h, exhibited a yield strength of
about 820 MPa and a density to about 8.9 g/cm . The leaching character-
istics in a simulated saline groundwater such as that found in the
Canadian shield were also determined and uranium was found to be the
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major material leaching out, approximately 10"5 kg/m .d, followed by Mo,
1.6 x 10"6 kg/nr.d, and Ba, 6 x, 10"' kg/m\d. The total waste form leach
rate was about 1.4 x 10"b kg/m .d. The suitability of this waste form as
a candidate for permanent disposal has not been determined and the need
for coating it with a pyrolytic carbon layer to provide additional leach
protection is not presently known.

Based on the results of this study, a preliminary flow sheet of the
sol-gel process to immobilize the Amine waste is presented in Figure 2.
The flow sheet incorporates three major process stages, from sol-gel bead
formation to removal of cesium by ion exchange and drying and sintering
oT the waste pellet.

CONCLUSION

The sol-yel process appears to be technically feasible for immobili-
zation of most of the fission products into a uranium matrix. Cesium was
not completely immobilized but it could be retained on an inorganic ion
exchange medium as a by-product. The process is expected to yield a
relatively leach resistant waste of low volume but it is complex with
numerous processing steps.
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RADIATION SHIELDING ANALYSIS AT WVNS

Kwasi A. O-Ahoofe and Donald J . Harward
West V a l l e y Nuc lea r S e r v i c e s Company

ABSTRACT

An effective program of Nuolear Waste Management
should meet regulatory requirements in order to
provije adequate radiation protection for the
radiation workers and the general public, with the
underlying principle of ALARA providing the cost-
benefit basis and the degree of program
effectiveness. An important element of the radiation
protection program is radiation shielding design and
analysis. Some of the methods used at WVDP for the
required radiation shielding design and analysis are
presented. Some results of the validation of the
methodologies (computer programs) used at WVNS are
presented showing the level of predictability and
comparison between the radiation exposure prediction
between some well known industry standard computer
codes available at WVNS are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The West Valley Demonstration Project is a major undertaking in the
field of high level and low level nuclear waste management. The need
for an above average radiation protection program cannot be
overstated. The West Valley Nuclear Services Corporation (WVNS,
subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric Corporation), has the proven
capability in meeting the requirements of an effective radiation
protection program for the overall waste management operation of the
site, and the general public at large. DOE approved policies and
procedures are in place to assure that the functions of the WVNS
radiation protection program are met, with the underlying philosophy of
maintaining radiation exposure to personnel and the general public
ALARA.
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Sections below discuss some of the radiation protection (radiation
shielding) methods utilized by WVNS in the implementation of an
effective radiation protection program, towards the realization of the
ALARA design philosophy. The levels of predictability of analysis
methodologies for shielding design of facilities required for radiation
protection are also discussed.

RADIATION SHIELDING AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The radiation protection program requires the need for radiation
source containment facilities providing adequate shielding. These
facilities have to be designed to meet regulatory requirements (design
criteria), thus the need for radiation shielding design and analysis.
Shielding analysis and design are dependent on:

(a) Source Term characterization: quantities and type of
radioactive nuclides.

(b) Geometric configurations of required containment facilities.

(c) Applicable analysis methodologies required for the specific
shield design.

(d) Regulatory design criteria required to maintain personnel
exposure ALARA. (DOE approved requirements).

SOURCE TERM CHARACTERIZATION

For most of the waste streams encountered at WVNS, the primary
nuclide contributing to the gamma radiation exposure is Ba-137, (decay
product of the pure beta emitter Cs-137) 0.662 Mev gammas, based on
radioactive waste inventory. Other radionuclides with significant gamma
radioactivity (e.g., Co-60: 1.17, 1.13 Mev; Eu-15U and Cs-134 in
significant quantities for specific streams), are also taken into
account.

Source terms used in shielding calculations are developed through:

(a) Waste Stream Sampling and Radiochemical analysis.

(b) Calculational estimation of source term based on exposure
measurements from areas of known or suspect sources.

Both methods are further validated using existing documented
material balance data.
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In establishing the source terms with either of the above method.cj,
uncertainty in radiochemistry analysis and/or exposure measure-to-source
term correlations are taken into account to arrive at rea l i s t ic yet
conservative source terms for shielding design. Nuclide inventory
estimation codes such as ORIGEN, are not used for source term
characterization, since the radioactive waste inventory at WVNS has been
generated from different nuclear fuel types, with a wide variation in
fuel burn-up.

At WVNS, the waste containment faci l i t ies are in various geometric
configurations. Therefore, where applicable, the effect of geometry is
taken into consideration In the method of source term characterization
(or estimation), when using the measured-exposure-to-inventory method.

Analysis Methodologies

Various industry standard nuclear radiation shielding methodologies
are used at West Valley for most analysis requirements. Exposure rate
estimation through hand calculations for very simple geometric and/or
small source configurations are also utilized (although marginally).
However, for fac i l i t ies involving more than mere simple source and
containment geometries, sophisticated shielding design and analysis
computer programs are utilized.

Computer Programs Used at WVNS

To effectively predict the required shielding for relatively
complex geometric source-shield configurations, QADMOD is the primary
analysis code used. For deep-penetration problems, analysis performed
with QAD are supplemented with transport theory codes (e .g. , Discrete
Ordinate transport code ANISN ) and, where necessary, Monte Carlo
analysis codes are used (e.g. , MORSÊ ). Other codes used include GGG
and Skyshine-II for the estimation of scattered radiation exposure
contribution. For the type of source materials in the radioactive waste
(High and Low level nuclear waste) encountered at WVNS, the primary
shielding concern has been gamma radiation. However, the computer
programs used at Wi/NS are also used for the estimation of neutron and
other primary particle exposure, where necessary.

Qadmod-G and Anisn

QADMOD-G is a point kernel integration code which accounts for
radiation scattering contribution to the uncollided flux through the use
of material buili-up factors (source and shield material). QAD's
geometry routines allow the user to model an entire system in exact
geometries, including multiple source regions [QADMOD-G Stack case].
ANISN, a discrete ordinate transport theory code, is used in one-
dimension plane, cylindrical, or spherical geometries.
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QAD i s used as the primary des ign oodi: and supplemented wi th ANI.'JN
where n e c e s s a r y . Although ISOSHLD'1 is a v a i l a b l e a t WVNS, i t i s not used
for s h i e l d i n g a n a l y s i s invo lv ing complex s o u r c e - s h i e1 d gf.nmf.tr \ er,
because of t h e l i m i t a t i o n in s o u r c e - s h i e l d r e g i o n s allowed ( t o t a l of 5 ) ;
however, LSOSHLD can be u.ooj for s imple geomet r ies with j u d i c i o u s
modeling t echn iques t h a t wi l l not be d i s c u s s e d in t h i s paper . Some
r e s u l t s ob ta ined us ing ISOSHI.D, ANISN, and QADMOD-G a r e p r e s e n t e d and
compared with measured da ta t o show the r e l a t i v e p r e d i c t a b i l i t y between
theso codes , e s p e c i a l l y for l a rge geometry s o u r c e s .

S h i e l d i n g Codes P r e d i c t a b i l i t y - 80-2 Tank

Of the va r ious r a d i o a c t i v e waste s t r eams a t the WVNS, Tank SD-2 i s
the most impor tan t . Tank 8D-.? c o n t a i n s approximate ly ?.2 x 10 J l i t r e s
(600,000 g a l l o n s ) of high l e v e l was te , and i t i s in o rde r t o use t h i s
" l a r g e r a d i o a c t i v e source" to show the p r e d i c t a b i l i t y of the r a d i a t i o n
s h i e l d i n g methodology u t i l i z e d a t WVNS. 8D-2 tank s h i e l d i n g e v a l u a t i o n
a l s n wi l l show the marked d i f f e r e n c e s in r e s u l t s ob ta ined by v a r i o u s
modeling t echn iques used by d i f f e r e n t s h i e l d i n g a n a l y s t s for l a r g e
source"!. The c o r r e c t modeling t echn iques used a t WVNS w i l l become
apparen t for the case of t he 8D-? t ank .

QAD/ANISN Model and Resu l t s (WVN:;-8D-2 Tank)

8D-2 tank i s approximate ly 70 fee t in d iameter and ?A f e e t t a l l
( e f f e c t i v e source h e i g h t ) .

The source for t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n i s assumed t o be water s o l u t i o n
with s p e c i f i c g r a v i t y 1.3. The c u r i e i nven to ry i s 2.7 mCi/cc Ba-137
(decay product of the pure gamma e m i t t e r Cs -137) , p l u s an a d d i t i o n a l
66,300 Ci of Cs -13^ . The s o u r c e inven to ry of t he o t h e r n u c l i d e s were
assumed to have i n s i g n i f i c a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t he exposure and were not
inc luded in t he source c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n . The tank i s l o c a t e d in a
bur ied c o n c r e t e vau l t with 2 f t . t h i c k c o n c r e t e roof . The top of the
v a u l t roof i s approximate ly 8 f ee t below the ground l e v e l . The tank
s i d e wail i s approximately ;i f ee t from the i n s i d e s u r f a c e of the
c o n c r e t e v a u l t .

The QAD model involved mode Ling TanK 8D-2 i n t o v a r i o u s source
r e g i o n s of v a r i a b l e or cons t an t r a d i a l mesh s i z e s . Mesh s i z e s were
chosen based on the gamma energy (0.662 Mev) mean f r ee p a t h s .
C a l c u l a t i o n s for t he S and 9 source r e g i o n s were done in a s i n g l e run,
using the QA.1M0D-G "Stack Case Run" o p t i o n . Table 1. shows the
c a l c u l a t e d dose r a t e s from t h e QAD c a l c u l a t i o n .

A model with 7(3 r a d i a l m*=>r,hos (very c o a r s e mesh for the s i z e of
sou rce ) for the s o u r c e - s h i e l d r e g i o n s was used witli t h e ANISN
comparat ive c a l c u l a t i o n . The source r eg ion was assumed t o be composed
of Hydrogen, Oxygen and Iron (wall of t a n k ) homogenized. Homogenization
of the source r eg ion in <\NISN was necessary because of the l a r g e source
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of the source region in ANISN was necessary because of the large source
material region and the relatively thin tank wall, and also to eliminate
boundary interface problems unique to discrete ordinate transport codes
which would have resulted in an under-prediction of the exposure outside
the tank wall. Table 2. shows the comparison of results obtained to
measured value.

CONCLUSION

Table 1. shows some of the detail in the selection of source region
mesh size for QADMOD-G modeling and the associated exposure
contribution. Table 2. shows the comparison between calculated and
measured data. Results presented in Table 2. show excellent agreement
with measured data. Furthermore, Table 2. also shows that with
judicious selection of source-region modeling for relatively inexpensive
codes (like QADMOD-G), accurate exposure estimates can be made and used
a3 input to the overall Radiation Protection Program and the Nuclear
Waste Management Program as a whole.
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TABLE 1. TANK 8D-2 CALCULATED EXPOSURE RATE (R/hr ) WITH QADMOD-G
8 AND 9 SOURCE REGION MESH [Mean Free Path in Source Media
Taken as -12 cm]

Source Region
Mesh No. a

8 Regions0

No. of M.F.P.
Exposure 9 Regions Exposure
(R/hr) No. of M.F.P. (R/hr)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total

39.7

20

10

8

6

4

2

1

-0

~0

-0

4.00-4c

•4.6-1

5.105 + 1

4.7016 + 2

1.0523 + 3

1,573.97

2.54

2.54

2.54

9.05

16.67

16.67

16.67

16.67

5.57

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

6.00 + 1

1.4809 + 3

1540.90

a. Mesh is taken from center of tank toward outside.

b. Mesh along the radius size in units of mean free paths.

c. Read 4.00-4 ?.s 4.00 x 10-4
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TABLE 2 . TANK 8D-2 CALCULATED EXPOSURE RATE ( R / h r ) AT SIDE OF 8D~2 TANK
8D-2 TANK [QAD, ANISN, ISOSHLD] VS. MEASURED VALUE

QADC

Dose Point

Side of
Tank

% Deviation6

from Measured
Data

o Meshes

157U

H.93

9 Meshes ANISNC

2.67

1360

-9.3

ISOSHLD0

760

- 1 9 . 3

Measured"
Value

1500

N/A

a. See Table 1. for values and mesh selection.
b. Homogenized source region - constant coarse mesh, result assumed
good enough; no further mesh size variation considered.
c. Value obtained by other analyst.
d. Measured values during 8D-2 vault survey.
e. Measured value of 1500 R/hr.
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NUCLEAR DLANT APPLICATIONS OF SELECTIVE ION EXCHANGE MEDIA

Dr. Herbert G. Sutter
Duratek Corporation

ABSTRACT

The organic ion exchange resins typically used in PI-IP re-
actor waste water cleanup are non ion-selective: i.e., they
remove all ionic species present. Most of their ion ex-
change capacity is taken up by such species as sodium (Ma+)
and chloride (C1-) which can be safely returned to the en-
vironment. Durasil" ion exchange media are designed to
selectively remove radioactive species such as cesium (Cs+),
cobalt (Co+2) and iodine (I-) typically found in radwaste
streams. The application of these media in three PV.'Rs is
described. The nature of the waste water in these plants
varied from ^jery high to very low conductivity, but the
results in all three applications were substantially im-
proved throughputs and superior removal of radioactive
species.

INTRODUCTION

The typical PWR produces some 9,500 m 3 (2.5x10^ gal) of waste water a
year which must be processed to remove radioactive contaminants prior to
release to the environment. The major constituents of the waste water are
non-radioactive species which reflect the varied origins of the water.
Typically, there is sodium from laundry soaps, seepage (saltwater plants)
and service water: boron from primary letdown cooling water; chloride from
seepage and service water; magnesium and caKium from floor drains, sumps
and service water ; and orgam'cs from soaps and oil spills. In most plants,
the non-radioactive constituents outnumber the radioactive by a factor >10l2,

Two methods have evolved for waste water treatment in PWRs. The first
is the use of evaporators which produce distilled water that can be released
or recycled. The second is the use of ion exchangers which remove the
contaminants as the waste stream passes over and through an organic ion ex-
change resin. The effluent from the ion exchangers may either be released
or recycled. Both methods are essentially non-selective, that is, they
remove radioactive and non-radioactive species, alike, resulting in rela-
tively large (typically 60-280 m3 (2,000-10,000 cu.ft.)/per year) volumes of
waste for disposal. The evaporators have the additional drawback that the
wastes must be solidified, usually in concrete, which adds to disposal
volume.
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The ideal solution to the waste water cleanup problem would be a method
that selectively removed only those species that cannot be released to the
environment. Selective ion exchange, and preferential removal of one or
more species, has been known and practiced for many years. In the nuclear
field, materials such as zeolite have been used since the late '40's in the
treatment of high-level waste (1-3). The use of these materials in low-level
waste processing has been limited by the very narrow range of selectivities
available and by poor mechanical and flow properties. Starting in the late
'70* s, the Vitreous State Laboratory of the Catholic University of America
began developing selective ion exchange materials specifically designed for
nuclear power plant cleanup. These materials, termed Durasil1" are glass-
based, inorganic oxide-based and carbon-based. The materials have been dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (4). The succeeding sections describe the results
of the application of these materials in actual plant operations.

SALEM

The Salem Nuclear Generating Station, owned by Public Service Electric
and Gas Company, consists of twin 1100 MW PWR Westinghouse units. The liquid
radwaste system collects liquids from floor drains, sample points, laundries,
labs, primary and auxiliary equipment drains, containment and other miscel-
laneous source points. The two primary sources of water are plant DI water
and service water. The latter is mechanically filtered brackish Delaware Ray
water which is high in sodium, chloride and other ion', associated with sea
water. Its conductivity is in excess of 10,000 uS 1. The high conductivity
of waste water at Salem (average value approximately 1,500 uS) significantly
lowers the efficiency of demineralization with organic exchangers. Salem has
a history of excellence of fuel integrity. The only isotopes in the waste
streams which are consistently found to exceed release specifications are
Co 58 and Co 60.

Prior to July 1984 the liquid radwaste treatment system utilized a
single pass, 3.1 m3 (110 cu.ft.) atmospheric (open to the atmosphere) ion
exchange vessel without mechanical or carbon filtration. In July of 1984
processing began, using a pressurized ion exchange system and organic resins.
On March 15, 1985, DurasiT" 70, a carbon-based cobalt selective ion exchange
media, was introduced into service at Salem.

The processing system currently in use at Salem consists of an external
filter and five 0.85 m 3 (30 cu.ft.) pressure vessels which can be used in any
operating sequence desired. At present, two beds containing either 0.4 or
0.8 m 3 (14 or 28 cu.ft.) of Durasil1" media are used, with the first bed beini]
the first material in service and the second being the material last in
service. On occasion, particularly when chromates must be removed from the
waste stream, an organic anion resin bed is inserted in the process system
alignment. This bed is placed either upstream of both Durasil™ 70 beds or
after the first Durasil™ bed. After one year, 1.7 m 3 (60 cu.ft.) of media
have been uti1ized.

1 uS = 1 urnho
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Table 1 compares the average water quality obtained using the selective
media with that obtained using organic resins during the three months im-
mediately preceding Durasil™ 70 media introduction.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF DURASIL™ 70 MEDIA AND ORGANIC RESIN

Average Conductivity
Average DF
Average Effluent

Durasil™ 70
(3/15/85-3/6/86)

1538 uS
43

7.8 Bq/ml
(2.1 E-4uC1/ml)

Organics
(12/1/85-3/5/85)

787 uS
7

10.4 Bq/ml
(2.8 E-4uCi/ml)

The figures in Table 1 show that the selective media treated water that
was 2 times higher in conductivity and produced an effluent that was 1.3 times
lower in activity than the organics. The average DF for the new media was a
factor 6 higher than the organics. In short, the selective media took water
of higher conductivity and specific activity and allowed less activity to be
released to the environment.

Present throughput figures for the Durasilw 70 media are compared with
the organic resin figures in Table 2.

TABLE 2. THROUGHPUT - DURASIL1" MEDIA vs. ORGANIC RESINS

MATERIAL

Durasil1" 70

Organic

Organic

SYSTEM

pressurized

pressurized

atmospheric

PERIOD

3/85-3/86

7/84-1/85

7/83-6/84

THROUGHPUT
m3/m3

(Gal/cuft)

5,270
(39,400)

360
(2,697)

192
(1,438)

uS m3/m3

(ymho Gal/cuft)

8,105,000
(60,633,000)

280,700
(2,100,000)

N/A

The introduction of the pressurized system resulted in an increase of
almost a factor 2 in throughput using organics. The selective media has
further improved throughputs by another factor 14.0 despite water of hi-: ir
average conductivity. When the conductivity is taken into account, the new
media is a factor 28.9 improvement over the organics.

Typical influent to the system has isotopic levels shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. TYPICAL INFLUENT ISOTOPIC LEVELS AT SALEM

ISOTOPE

Co-58
Co-60
Mn-54
1-131

Bq/nvl

37 - 3.7
37 - 3.7
1.8

1.8 - 0.18

LEVEL
(uCi/ml)

(E-3 - E-4)
(E-3 - E-4)

(5 E-5)
(5E-5 - 5E-6)

Levels of the isotopes other than Co-58 and Co-60 are generally low
enough to be releasable. The Durasi'T" 70 media was designed to remove the
cobalt isotopes from the waste stream. Its performance with these isotopes
is even more outstanding than is indicated by Tables 1 and 2. Table 4 paral-
lels Table 1, but gives the performance of the Durasil™ 70 media with respect
to cobalt removal. The data for the Table is taken from gamma spectroscopy
(MCA) results for influent and effluent samples taken during the month of
July. As the Table shows, both isotopes of cobalt were being released at
levels in the 0.037 Bq/ml (E-6 uCi/ml) range. The Co-58 levels were below
minimum detectable amount (MDA) (approximately 0.018 Bq/ml (5 E-7 uCi/ml)) in
almost half of the effluent samples taken.

TABLE 4. REMOVAL OF COBALT ISOTOPES BY DURASIL"* 70 MEDIA

Average Conductivity

Average DF
Average Effluent

3372 uS

Co-58

585
0.050 Bq/ml

(1.34 E-6 uCi/ml)

Co-60

41
0.36 Bq/ml

(9.77 E-6 uCi/ml)

The effective removal of the Co-
media have an important side benefit.
Since the media has presently been in
of the Co-58 initially captured by the
(60 cu.ft.) of media are used per year
a HIC for burial, about one burial shi
every 3 years. Under these conditions
will have decayed away prior to burial
buried will be substantially decreased
exposure.

58 and the long service life of the new
The half life of Co-58 is 71.3 days,
service over 355 days, less than 1/32
media remains. Assuming 1.7 m3

and 5.1 m3 (180 cu.ft.) of media fill
pment of Durasil™ 70 media will be made
, more than 9/10 of the Co-58 captured
. Thus, the total amount of activity
, yielding savings in burial fees and
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ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONE

The Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) Generating Station is two units, ap-
proximately 850 Mwe (each) operated by the Arkansas Power and Light Company
located on the shores of Lake Dardanelle in Russellville, Arkansas. In
normal operation, waste water is segregated into two streams: (1) reactor
coolant water and; (2) floor drain and other miscellaneous waste. Each
stream is processed separately, using permanent in-plant sluiceable ion ex-
change systems. The treated RCS water is recycled into the plant while the
floor drain and miscellaneous waste stream is discharged into Lake Dardanelle
after processing. The latter stream, which includes most of the high conduc-
tivity water generated in the plant, exhausts the major portion of the organic
mixed bed resins used in the radwaste system.

High Conductivity Wastes

The initial use
,3

of DurasiV" materials at ANO in the fall of 1984 was
for processing 204 m3 (54,000 gal) of very high conductivity water which had
been segregated and stored for specialized treatment. The chemical and iso-
topic composition of this water is given in Tables 5 and 6.

TABLE 5. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ANO HIGH CONDUCTIVITY WASTE

Conductivity
Suspended Solids
Sodium
Ni trites
PH
Chlorides
Fluorides
Lithium
Boron

12,000 uS
7.5 ppm

1150 ppm
660 ppm

11.68
5.5 ppm
0.1 ppm
1.3 ppm
237 ppm

TABLE 6. ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF ANO HIGH CONDUCTIVITY WATEP

Isotope

Be-7
Co-58
Co-60
Sb-122
Sb-125
Cs-134
Cs-137

44
44
93

0.85
5.9
270
925

Activity
(uCi/ml)

(1.2 E-3)
(1.2 E-3)
(2.5 E-3)
(2.3 E-5)
(1.6 E-4)
(7.3 E-3)
(2.5 E-2)
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A system consisting of two 0,85 m 3 (30 cu.ft.) pressurized ion exchange
vessels was assembled on site and lowered into place in the plant.

The first vessel was filled with 0.62 m 3 (22 cu.ft.) of Durasil™ 10,
and the second with 0.71 m 3 (25 cu.ft.) of DurasiV" 70. The former is a
glass-based product which is specific for Cs, Co, and Mn. The latter is a
carbon-based product specific for Co.

Processing was accomplished by transferring approximately 53 m 3 (14,000
gal) to a treated waste monitoring tank, neutralizing it with sulfuric acid,
and processing it through the system to a second treated waste monitoring
tank. The treated water was then verified to be within release limits, and
released to Lake Dardanelle. Radioactivity analysis was performed on the
influent and effluent streams of the system during processing. Initial DFs
were excellent (Table 7) and far exceeded those generally experienced at ANO
with organic resin beds. Average DFs at ANO for organic resin beds are
typically 10 for Co-58 and approximately 40 for Cs-137.

TABLE 7. SYSTEM INITIAL DFs

Radionucl ides fJF

Mn-54 100
Co-58 862
Co-60 918
Sb-122 57
Cs-134 1342
Cs-137 1375

The DFs began to decrease rapidly towards the end of the second process
batch, falling to 50 for Co-58 and 100 for Cs-137. One seventh m 3 (5 cu.ft.)
of additional Durasil'" 70 was added to the bed as a booster and processing
continued. At completion of processing, all tanks were rinsed using radio-
active water. The rinse water was processed through the system and actually
contained higher concentrations of radioactivity than the process water,
This water was chosen as rinse water as it needed processing for release, and
AP&L achieved maximum use of the media. The DFs for the system at the com-
pletion of processing are given in Table 8.
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TABLE 8. SYSTEM FINAL DFs

Radionuclides

Mn-54
Co-58
Co-60
Sb-122
Cs-134
Cs-137

DF

23
46
18
33

268
189

It should be noted that these are still higher than those typically
obtained at ANO for fresh organic resin.

At the conclusion of processing, the media was sluiced out of the
processing vessels into the ANO resin hold-up tanks for eventual dewatering
and burial in a high integrity container. Total exposure for the project was
lower than predicted. Actual processing resulted in less than 0.25 person
mSv (25 mrem) while the entire job required less than 2.00 person mSv (200
mrem). In all, 240 m3 (63,426 gal) of water were processed through 1.56 m3

(55 cu.ft.) of media. This is a sizeable volume reduction over the 5.7-8.5 m3

(200-300 cu.ft.) of organic resin that would have been required.

Routine Processing

On September 24, 1985, 0.40 m3 (14 cu.ft.) of DurasiV" 60 and 0.80 m3

(28 cu.ft.) of Durasil™ 10 media were loaded into the in-plant radwaste
demineralizers on the Unit 1 side of Arkansas Nuclear One. Durasil™ 60 is a
carbon-based anion exchanger with high specificity for I. The primary goal
in using the media was to combine high throughput with improved decontami-
nation factors. The material stayed in service processing routine waste
water until December 31, 1985. Total throughput was 3,000 m3 (785,000 gal)
or 2500 m3/m3 (18,700 gal/cu.ft.).

Tables 9 and 10 give the stream parameters for the waste water processed.
Table 11 gives the values of DF for the radionuclides of major concern at ANO,
Cs and I. As can be seen, high DFs were achieved for these two species.
Table 12 compares the performance of the media with that of the organic resins
previously in use. The improvement using the selective media is substantial.
If the average DFs of Table 12 are used along with the average influent levels
for Cs, I and Co of Table 10, we find that the releases from the radwaste
system for the period 9/25/85-12/31/85 (roughly a quarter), using the se-
lective media, amount to 2.2 GBq (0.06 Ci), compared to 63 GBq (1.7 Ci) if
organic resin had been used.
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TABLE 9. ANO WASTE STREAM PARAMETERS

pH 6 . 0 - 6 . 5
Specif ic Conductivity 29-70 uS

TABLE 10. ANO AVERAGE LEVELS 9/25/85 - 11/18/85

Species

Cs-137
Cs-134
I -131
Co-58
Co-60

Ave
Bq/ml

285
178

27.4
10.7
1.7

In f luent
(uCi/ml)

(7.7 E-3)
(4.8 E-3)
(7.4 E-4)
(2.9 E-4)
(4.7 E-5)

Ave
Bq/ml

0.36
0.25
0.19
0.63
0.23

Ef f luent
(uCi/ml )

(9.7 E-6)
(6.7 E-6)
(5.0 E-6)
(1.7 E-5)
(6.1 E-6)

TABLE 11. ANO PROCESSING: DF VALUES

Volume
Processed

3 ! TgiTT
Co-58 Co-60

DF
1-131 Cs-134 Cs-137

Sta
145
240
43 5
760

1,500

2,300

rt Up
( 38
( 63
(115
(200
(400

(612

,000)
,000)
,000)
,000)
,000)

,000)

94
33
13
10
29

201
26
13

2.2
2.2

.5

8
10

8
9

18
71
12
20

1.5
1.9
1.9

482
367
197
?.n
56?
169
136

57
32
49
27

167
526
815

1,131
2,771
3,516
1,037
1,906

691
1,434

608

117
346
643
814

1,489
2,773

907
1,726

600
1,252

562
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TABLF 12. COMPARISON Of AVERAGE DF VALUES

Species Organics* Durasi1

Cs 40 1,174
I 3 217
Co 10 45

* Estimate by ANO personnel .

NORTH ANNA

The North Anna clarifier station is the final processing station for
radwaste water before it leaves the site. Four streams are combined prior
to processing: steam generator blow down; laundry water; radwaste processing
effluent; and mats sump water The average total flow through the clarifier,
base on the first six months of 1985, is about 600 m3 (158,400 gal) per day
or 216,000 m3 (57,000,000 gal) per year. The water is processed through
1.13 m3 (40 cu.ft.) demineralizers prior to release. Process rates through
the beds are 0.68-0.95 m 3 (180-250 gal) per minute. Two demineralizers are
available for use. Generally, one is in service at any given time, but both
can be brought into service simultaneously, either in parallel to handle high
flows or in series to handle hard-to-clean water. Prior to late December
1985, mixed bed organic resins were being used for the processing.

The water, as it enters the clarifier demineralizers, is generally of
low specific conductivity (<10 uS), neutral in pH (approx. 7.0), low in boron
(<10 ppm) and other dissolved species (<1 ppm for Na, Cl and Si02). The iso-
topes of Cs (134, 137) and I (131, 132, 133, 135) are usually present in
concentrations of 0.37-0.037 Bq/ml (E-5 - E-6 uCi/ml). The removal of these
isotopes is t,,e major concern during clarifier processing. The mixed bed
organics generally break through on Cs first and are removed from service
when they begin to elute Cs.

An average throughput of 2900 m 3 (770,000 gal) per 1.13 m 3 (40 cu.ft.)
charge was achieved in early 1985. This throughput was high for organic
resins by normal PWR radwaste water standards. Nonetheless, the high flows
result in frequent changeouts (4.9 days on average), large volumes of media
(83.8 m 3 (2,960 cu .ft.) projected for 1985), and high costs. By the end of
1985, throughputs had dropped to 1100-1900 m 3 (300,000-500,000 gal) per
charge, necessitating changeouts every 2-3 days and resulting in even higher
volumes an d costs.

On December 26, 1985, 1.16 m3 (41 cu.ft.) of a p roprieta ry mix of ion
selective exchangers was loaded into the North Anna cla rifie r demineral ize r.
Processing using this single loading continued for 62 days without break-
through. Some 28,700 m 3 (7.58 x 10° gal) we re processed at an average flow
rate of 462 m3 (122,000 gal) per day. Throughputs were 24,700 m 3/m 3
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(1S5 ,000 gal /cu .f t.). These figures represent improvements of a factor 20
over the run times experienced with organic resins immediately prior to the
introduction of the new materials, resulting in substantial savings of time
and waste volume at North Anna.

SUMMARY

New selective ion exchange media have been successfully employed for
the processing of radioactive waste water streams at three nuclear power
plants. The results show that , compared to the non-selective organic resins
previously in use, the materials provide g reate r throughputs, substantial
volume reduction and lower releases. The improvements in processing with the
new materials are summarized as fol lows:

(1) Salem:
(a) Waste volumes rediced by a factor 14 overa l l .
(b) Releases cut by a factor 1.3.
(c) Cobalt released substantial ly rediced.
(d) Act iv i ty buried cut almost in half .

(2) ANO - Special Processing:
(a) Waste volumes redjced by a factor 6.
(b) Personnel exposure redjced.
(c) Plant man-hours rediced.
( d) Plant equipment use rediced.

(3) ANO - Routine Processing:
(a) Waste volumes reduced.
(b) Releases cut by a factor 28.

(4) No rth Anna:

(a) Waste volumes cut by a factor 10-12.
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DKSIGN AND INSTALLATION OF THE WEST VALLEY SUPERNATANT TREATMENT SYSTEM

D. E. Carl and M. J . Braunscheide]
West Val ley Nuclear S e r v i c e s Co . , I n c .

A13STRACT

High-Level Waste (HLW) from e a r l i e r p r o c e s s i n g of
spent nuc lear fuel i s c u r r e n t l y s t o r e d in underground
tanks at West Va l l ey , New York. The l i q u i d phase of
t h e HLW wil l be p r e t r e a t e d by a s p e c i a l l y designed
ion exchange process t o remove radio-ces ium from the
a l k a l i n e s a l t s o l u t i o n for eventua l deLivery co the
V i t r i f i c a t i o n F a c i l i t y where i t wil l be converted
in to a t e rmina l waste g l a s s form (along with o ther
HLW). The unique f e a t u r e of t h i s process i s that the
four l a r g e ion exchange columns and r e l a t e d waste
process t a n k s , f i l t e r s , and cooler a re contained
t o t a l l y within an e x i s t i n g underground t ank . This
report desc r ibes the design and i n s t a l l a t i o n of the
equipment used in t h i s endeavor.

BACKGROUND

West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc. (WVNS), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Westinghouse Electr ic Corp., i s implementing the West Valley
Demonstration Project (WVDP) for the US Department of Energy (DOE) to
remove HLW from underground storage tanks and soiidify i t in a form
suitable for transportation to a federal repository for final disposal.
The paper presented by Mr. Krauss"- ^ describes the overall, approach. The
principal HLW is stored in an on-si te underground storage tank, referred
to as Tank 8D-2. The HLW resulted from the commercial reprocessing of
reactor fuels using the PUREX separation process and consists of a
nonscluble precipitate (sludge) and an alkaline liquid (supernatant).

A Supernatant Treatment System (STS) will be used to separate certain
radionuclides, primarily cesium, from the ncnradicactIve sa l t solut ion.
Removing the re la t ively large amount of dissolved sa l t s from the
supernatant phase significantly reduces the amount, of West Valley glass
generated for repository disposal. Tank 8D-1 is presently being modified
and will be used to house the STS process equipment. This paper describes
the STS design and ins ta l la t ion approach with particular enphasis on the
c r i t e r i a key to success of the process.
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Figure 2, Supernatant Treatment Process Flow Diagram.

ION EXCHANGE PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT DESIGN

The STS i s designed t o be a s i n g l e use process . Thus, t h e r e was an
incen t ive to design the process so tha t cost and new cons t ruc t ion wil l be
minimized without compromising s a f e t y , performance, r e l i a b i l i t y or the
environment. This philosophy i s commensurate with the technology
demonstration aspects of WVDP.

Most of the rad ioac t ive process components are located within the
various e x i s t i n g underground s to rage tanks in the Tank Farm. Process
manifolds (valve and instrument) a re located in the Valve A i s l e .
In te rconnec t ing HLW piping wi l l be located in new shie lded t renches in the
Tank Farm and communicating with the e x i s t i n g Process Building where the
LWTS i s loca t ed .

The removal of supernatant from Tank 8D-2 wi l l be accomplished by
means of a v e r t i c a l tu rb ine pump supported from the tank roof. The
supernatant wi l l be decanted and pumped t o f i l t r a t i o n . The f i l t e r t o be
used wil l be a cross flow s in te red metal f i l t e r type spec i f ied for O J yra
p a r t i c l e r e t e n t i o n . The Supernatant Feed System wi l l consis t of an
intermedia te s to rage tank and feed pump. The s to rage tank wil l provide
6.M rrw ( i . e . , 8 hours) s torage of d i lu ted superna tan t . The tank has
provis ions for water addi t ion for supernatant d i l u t i o n . The feed pump
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Figure 1. Arrangement of West Valley Waste Tank Farm
with HLW Pretreatment Equipment in Place .
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SUPERNATANT TREATMENT SYSTEM

The n o n r a d i o a c t i v e c o n s t i t u e n t s of the PUREX s u p e r n a t a n t p r e s e n t l y ^ ] n
Tank ftD-2 i n c l u d e approx imate ly 300,000 kg of Na+ and 30,000 kg of S O ^
(among many o t h e r s p e c i e s of l e s s s i g n i f i c a n c e t o g l a s s making) . Based on
the final product concentration l imitat ions, the reference West Valley
glass can handle no more than approximately ^0,000 kg of Na+ and 600 kg of
SOjj " without quality deterioration. Because of th i s , the STS was
chartered to remove the excess nonradioactive sa l t s from supernatant prior
to v i t r i f i ca t ion of the remaining wastes.

In-depth evaluation of many supernatant separation process
efficiencies and their compatibility with the WVDP objectives were made
before the ion exchange process using a chabazite zeoli te was
adopted.'-"-' As part of the process evaluation, in-cel l verification tes t s
were performed at West Valley with actual supernatant from Tank 8D-2. ^
An ion exchange process u t i l iz ing the inorganic ion exchanger IE-96
(Ionsiv^IE-96 made by Union Carbide Corp.) was chosen for cesium recovery
due to i t s high exchange capacity and decontamination factor (DF) values,
and because IE-96 can be incorporated with glass formers into borosilicate
glass.-^J In lab scale t es t s , IE-96 has given DFs in excess of 10,000.

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the STS building and
structures and how they interconnect. The 2.0 x 10 l i t r e s of raw
supernatant will be decanted from the sludge layer in Tank 8D-2 and pumped
to the processing components located inside Tank 8D-1. The Process Flow
Diagram for the STS is displayed in Figure 2. Following f i l t r a t i on ,
dilution and cooling, the supernatant will pass downflow through three ion
exchange columns in ser ies . At any time, three successive columns will be
on l ine processing supernatant while the fourth column is off line
undergoing r inse , sluice out and fresh zeoli te replacement. When loaded,
a zeoli te bed will be discharged to the bottom of Tank 8D-1. The loaded
zeoli te will be maintained covered with water from one to three years
prior to delivery to v i t r i f i ca t ion .

Decontaminated supernatant will be transferred, after verification
sampling, to the Liquid Waste Treatment System (LWTS) for incorporation
into cement and disposal as LLW. The cesium DF from the STS will be 1,000
or greater which corresponds to a total radioactivity DF of 600 or more.

As presented in the papers presented by Messrs. Borisch and Simpson,
the major processing components in radioactive service will be located
within the structure of Tank 8D-1.-4J» L5J structural modifications had to
be made to both the 8D-1 tank and vault for ins ta l l ing and supporting the
components. New structures on the Tank Farm are being constructed to
house the shielded Valve Aisle, (which contains shield windows and
manipulators to permit ranote operation and/or replacement of valves and
instruments as necessary), auxiliary support systems such as the Control
Room, and service equipment such as the auxiliary generator.'-0-'
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will be an a i r diaphragm pump mounted in the feed tank. Ion exchange of
Cs-137 is enhanced by operation at lower temperature. ' -JJ The Supernatant
Cooling System consists of a supernatant cooler and ch i l l e r package which
will provide supernatant for ion exchange processing at 6°C or l e s s .

A deep bed sand f i l t e r i s used for p o s t f i l t r a t i o n to separate out any
spent z e o l i t e f ines . The decontaminated supernatant will be delivered
continuously to an ex is t ing underground tank. This tank provides
intermediate storage prior to batching to the LWTS, and provides for
supernatant a c t i v i t y sampling and monitoring.

When the f i r s t column i s loaded with cesium, i t will be i so la ted from
the system to replace the zeo l i t e bed while the other two columns and a
th i rd column (charged with fresh zeo l i t e and placed in the s e r i e s )
maintain the supernatant treatment in a continuous process. The approach
wil l insure that there are always at l eas t three columns in the se r i e s
while minimizing any pressure pulses through the system due t c opening or
closing of valves. After r ins ing , the spent bed wil l be f luidized with
water and discharged to Tank 8D-1 by opening the bottom discharge valve.
Fresh zeo l i t e will then be loaded into the empty column as a water s lur ry
via the zeo l i t e batching tank.

The STS Vent System will consist of two para l l e l a i r cleaning t r a i n s
to process exhaust a i r from the Valve Aisle and Pipeway. One t r a i n wil l
operate and the other wi l l be in standby. Each t r a i n wi l l pass exhausted
a i r through a mist e l iminator , hea te r , roughing f i l t e r and two i n - s e r i e s
High Efficiency Pa r t i cu la t e A.ir (HEPA) f i l t e r s prior t c re lease t c the
environment using one of two para l le l blowers. I t will be capable of
accommodating a l l vent requirements re la ted to the STS during tank
modif icat ions, construct ion, and equipment i n s t a l l a t i o n . During STS
opera t ions , the ex i s t ing Waste Tank Farm ven t i l a t ion system wil l continue
to process exhaust a i r from the HLW tanks ( v i z . , Tanks 8D-1 through *») .

Several features have been incorporated in to the STS to minimize
zeo l i t e requirements. The Ion Exchange (IX) columns will be operated in a
s e r i e s / s h i f t process tc insure that a l l the zeo l i t e in a column i s fully-
u t i l i z e d . The column feed will be d i lu ted and cooled to take advantage of
the commensurate increase in cesium capacity of IE-96. Simi lar ly , several
features were included to provide maximum cesium DF. The column flow r a t e
will be su f f i c i en t ly low ( less than 0.6 CV/hr) that the DF wil l be the
prac t ica l maximum. The IX columns will be operated in a s e r i e s / s h i f t
process to maintain two trim IX columns downstream of the column being
loaded. In - l ine breakthrough detect ion will prevent cross-contamination
that would cause off-design breakthrough.

The STS was designed to prevent contamination of otherwise
nonradicactive systems and to minimize exposure of personnel. This i s
being accomplished by incorporating i so la t ion components, appropriate
instrumentation and control , and remotely operated valves . Addit ional ly,
maximum use of exis t ing below grade tanks has been made to provide
adequate containment quite inexpensively. This has the added benefit that
any conceivable HLW leakage will drain by gravity to one of the two HLW
tanks . In order t c maintain the i n t e g r i t y of the process hct /cc ld
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i n t e r f a c e a water break tank and an a i r break tank were de s igned . Thene
t anks w i l l be l o c a t e d in t h e Valve A i s l e . By u t i l i z i n g t h e overhead j i b
cranes and m a t e r - s l a v e man ipu l a to r s t h e s e v e s s e l s and tho water break tank
pump can be remote ly removed and r e p l a c e d in the event of a f a i l u r e .

DESIGN OF INACCESSIBLE COMPONENTS

Design of t h e i n a c c e s s i b l e components i s i l l u s t r a t i v e of t he approach
taken at WVDP: a l though i t w i l l be p o s s i b l e t o remove and r e p l a c e a
f a i l e d component, no e x t r a cost was i n c u r r e d t o f a c i l i t a t e such
maintenance a c t i v i t y ( e . g . , by a "remote canyon" a p p r o a c h ) . I n s t e a d , t h e
components were des igned t o have low f a i l u r e p o t e n t i a l and t o have
a l t e r n a t e processing approaches.

Pipes have all welded construction and are examined to standards
exceeding code requirements. No flanged or screwed f i t t i n g s were allowed
anywhere in an inaccessible region. Material compatibi l i ty was thoroughly
reviewed for a l l credible s i t u a t i o n s . Generally the components are
passive, although some have moving p a r t s . Where moving parts are
unavoidable, they were designed to have minimum exerc i se .

One example of th i s is the IX Column Design (Figure 3) . The only
moving part of the column is the bottom discharge valve. In addi t ion to
extensive engineering and qual i ty assurance e f f o r t s , t h i s valve wil l
operate a t o t a l of f if teen (15) cycles from when it. i s i n s t a l l ed inside
Tank 8D-1 un t i l being decommissioned. If the valve were to f a i l , the
en t i r e column could be bypassed using jumpers in the Valve Aisle with
minimal penalty in time or zeo l i t e production. More than one column can
be jumpered out of serv ice in the Valve Aisle without compromising the STS
goa ls .

Another example cf t h i s i s the Supernatant Feed Tank (Figure *J) .
This has an air diaphragm pump. No prac t ica l a l t e r n a t i v e to t h i s pump was
iden t i f i ed . The plan i s to jumper out the Feed Tank if the pump f a i l s
despi te the eiigineering that was applied to i t s s e l ec t ion . The p r e f i l t e r
would then be close-ccupled to the c o d e r although adequate mixing should
s t i l l be achieved. This pump fa i lu re is not unlikely s ince the pump will
be immersed in a hot (60°C), corrosive (15 weight percent s a l t so lu t i on ,
pH = 10) rad ioac t ive (1.1 m Ci-Cs 137/mL) f lu id , and since i t will be
continuously opera t ing . Conversely, a s imi lar pump in the Sluice Lif t
Water Tank will be immersed in 60°C water and be used in te rmi t t en t ly for a
to t a l run time of approximately two (2) hours prior t o decommissioning:
t h i s pump is not l i ke ly to f a i l .

Table 1 summarizes the moving parts located in inaccess ible regions
and the work arounds planned for them.
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Figure 3- Ion Exchange Column Design.

DESIGN OP ACCESSIBLE COMPONENTS

Components i n s t a l l e d in access ib le regions have f a i l u r e frequencies
t h a t make i t c red ib le they could f a i l during the STS processing.
Therefore, a l l valves (except as l i s t e d in Table 1) and ins t ruments /
sensors (except for z e o l i t e bed temperature elements) are located in the
Valve Ais le on jumpers that wil l f a c i l i t a t e replacement . n Figure 5 shows a
typ ica l valve jumper with i t s block connector f i t t i n g . ' - J
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Figure Supernatant Feed Tank.

Failure of most instruments will not require immediate replacement
since in general all significant process parameters are measured by
redundant instruments using a different principle. For example, water
dilution control of supernatant feed can be measured by the ratio control
valves or by reference to the conductivity of the feed.

Failure of the Supernatant Feed Pump located in Tank 8D-<: is the only
failure requiring STS shut down. For this reason the pump is inserted
into Tank 8D-2 via a pump pit which incorporates remote connectors. This
this pump is considered the only accessible component located inside an
existing HLW tank.
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conservative design fo t e m p a 1 ' wi l l allow
adjustments to be made should the best engineering t e s t data be somewhat
off t a r g e t . This 'nay not have been the s i t ua t i on if passive devices
( e . g . , o r i f i ce p la tes for flow control ) had been used ins tead.

The f l e x i b i l i t y in p r o c e s s c o n t r o l of the
increase the probabi l i ty of meeting ST3 goals . For example,
conservative design for temperatures and d i lu t ion control1-'- '

CONCLUSION

SIS i s .in i o n of similar processes that have

to the practical Limit in subcode experiments. Because of this, there is
a high confidence that it will succeed in demonstrating the technology Vor
removing greater than 99.9 percent of the cesium Vr^-m the
The salt solution remaining will be conve
meet the Class C requirements for shallow
glass can be made with the spent zeolite.
allow processing of the HLW supernatant to commence in early 1987. The
schedule is ambitious but it is consistent with the spirit, of the WVDP in
that it utilizes a system applying existing technology rather than
developing new technology.

supernatant.
ted into a waste form which will
land burial. A high quality
The schedule for the STS will
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE REMOTE PROCESSING OF INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
SOLID WASTE AT THE FORMER EUROCHEMIC REPROCESSING PLANT

J. Broothaerts, J. Claes,
BELGOPROCESS - Belgium

ABSTRACT

Various solid waste materials with contact dose
rates of up to 200 mSv/h are being processed in a hoi:
cell facility, constructed for this purpose, since the
end of 1983.

3
Until May 31, 1986, about 64 m of these wastes

have been conditioned according to the OECD/NEA guide-
lines for sea dumping.

A description of the hot cell facility and of the
waste processing procedures applied is given in this
paper, along with the experience gained during 2,5
years of operation.

INTRODUCTION

During the reprocessing activities at the former Eurochemic plant at
Dessel , Belgium, which were carried out between 1968 and 1974, the solid
waste management was primarily based on :

- off-site shipment of low level solids (contact dose rates up to
2mSv/h), after appropriate sorting and packaging, to the centralized
processing facilities of the SCK/CEN at Mol in view of their treat-
ment, conditioning and sea disposal;

- packaging and provisional on-site storage of ILSW and HLSW, pending
the availability of appropriate facilities for their on-site
processing.

After the shut-down of the reprocessing plant in 1974, a large cleanup
and decontamination programme was started in order to prepare the take over
of the plant by the Belgian State, and to put the facilities in safe
stand-by conditions for later decisions on refurbishing or decommissioning.
Additional ILSW was generated during these operations and stored
temporarely for treatment and conditioning.

The Convention on take-over of the plant, concluded in .1978, charged
Eurochemic with the execution of an extensive programme for the treatment
and conditioning of all accumulated wastes, including ILSW.
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For the processing of the latter, a hot cell facility was constructed and
put in active operation in December 1983.

At the end of 1984, Eurochemic ceased its plant operation .activities
and the company BELGOPROCESS, daughter of the nuclear fuel management
company SYNATOM, became the new plant operator as from January 1, 1985. The
ongoing on-site waste management programmes are now being executed by this
company'.

A description of the hot cell facility and ILSW-processing procedures
are given in this paper along with the operational experience gained so
far.

2. WASTE INVENTORY

Intermediate level solid waste (ILSW), characterized by contact dose
rates ranging from 5 to 200 mSv/h, was generated both during the active
operation of the plant and the decontamination and cleanup programme
carried-out after its shut-down in 1974.

A part of this waste stream was directly conditioned, according to the
OECD/NEA guidelines for sea dumping, during the cleaning works executed in
the period 1974-1980. This was the case e.g. with MTR-fuel element hardware
components with contact dose rates up to 100 mSv/h, segregated and cut to
small pieces under water, and with borated Rashig rings removed from
process vessels. These materials were remotely loaded into concrete
shielded containers fit with an injection pipe for cement milk and a
venting filter. Contact handling was thus possible during grouting and
finalization of the conditioning.

Provisional storage without conditioning was applied, on the contrary,
for various ILSW-materials including process and vessel off-gas filters,
dismounted process piping, sampling residues, filter precoat materials and
ion-exchange resins from pond-water treatment, concrete debris and various
trash generated during interventions in process cells. These wastes were
put away in preshielded steel drums and concrete containers until
appropriate processing facilities would be available.

Some off-gas filters, viz. from the head-end cells and HLW-vessel
ventilation systems, were stored with the steel casings and shielding
concrete housings into which they were inserted before use.

As can be seen in TABLE 1 giving the ILSW-inventory at the start of
the conditioning programme, a total of 273 containers and waste packages
of different forms and dimensions, containing an overall volume of 80 m of
various waste materials, had accumulated on site. Some 10 m of sediments
are expected to arise in addition during the final cleanup of reception
tanks in the liquid waste processing facilities.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ILSW CONDITIONING FACILITY

in view of the large variety of waste materials and packages involved,
the hot coll facility was designed as a general purpose unit, capable of
being adapted to the specific requirements of the waste loads to be
handled.

It was erected in a prefabricated concrete building which also houses
confined rooms for contact handling operations, cutting size reduction
and decontamination. Low level waste components separated during the
ILSVJ-procesnin.'i, end Liie empty containers to be disposed of, can thus be
properly LreaLed in the latter.

The hot cell facility (FIG, 1) basically consists of a remotely
operated caisson, 7,8 m long x 3,6 m wide x 5,5 high, and an adjoining
transfer lock which is 2,6 m long x 3,6 m wide x 4 m high.

The lock is closed-off from the caisson and from the access hall by
gliding steel doors made air-tight with inflated rubber joints. Maximum
dimensions of the waste packagings that can be introduced into the caisson
via this lock are : width 1,3 m, height 1,2 m.
Transfer ports, closed-off by coverlids with rubber tightness joints, are
provided in the rear part of the caisson bottom, the underside of which is
accessible from the transfer room located behind the cells.

Both cells are shielded by 450 mm thick concrete walls. Steel slabs,
145 mm thick, are installed under the caisson bottom. The steel doors of
the transfer lock are 130 mm thick. Waste loads with contact do^e rates of
up to 200 mSv/h can be safely handled in the caisson without overpassing
the allowable dose comn*;trents to the operating personnel.

The floor and lower parts (up to 1 m) of the walls in the caisson are
lined with stainless steel. The upper parts of the walls and the ceiling
consist of carbon steel covered with epoxy paint. Epoxy painting also was
applied at the inner surfaces of the transfer lock.

Both cells are ventilated at a rate of 10 air renewals per hour, with
an underpressure of 15 daPa in the lock and 25 daPa in the caisson. The air
renewal rate is 6 per hour, and the underpressure 7 daPa, in the transfer
room behind the cells.

Handling equipment in the caisson consists of :

- 2 heavy duty master slave manipulators which can be installed at 4
different positions in the front wall (another manipulator of the
same type can be installed in the front wall of the transfer lock);

- a bridge crane with lifting capacity of 20 kN, serving the whole
cell area. Different grab tools can be attached to the hook for
specific handling operations (200 1-drums, HEPA filters, coverlids
of the transfer ports);
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- a motor driven jib arm mounted against the front wall of the cell so
that a semi circular area with a radius of about 3 m is covered. It
consists of a steel beam equipped with a travelling waggon to which
a telescopic hydraulic cylinder with a lifting capacity of 2 kN is
attached. A pneumatic grab tool with exchangeable grips is fixed to
the piston rod of the cylinder, thus forming a versatile and
powerful manipulation unit.

Waste processing and auxiliary equipment presently installed in the
caisson includes :

- a hydraulic press providing a force of 1.25 MN for the compaction of
waste materials loaded in 220 1-steel drums;

- a precompaction device or standard sized HEPA- and prefilters,
actuated by the sliding base plate of the compaction press and
providing a compaction force of 0.24 MN;

- a plasma-arc cutting torch;
- manipulator-held pneumatic impact wrenches and small-sized abrasive
cutting tools.

Additional equipment, viz; units for the collection, controlled feeding and
mixing of granular materials will be added in the future.

The lock is equipped with a motor driven transfer waggon,running on a
rail track extending under a 49 kN gantry crane into the access hall. The
upper part of the waggon, forming a carriage, can be translated on a rail
track into the caisson.

4. CONTAINER HANDLING

Appropriate procedures were developped for the unloading of the waste
materials from the different storage containers. Due attention was given in
particular to the handling and manoeuvring of the bulky concrete
containers, weighing up to 2400 kg, to enable their remote opening,
emptying and retrieval from the hot cell caisson without dispersal of
contamination into the operation area's.

The basic type of concrete container used was cylindrical. With an
outer diameter of 1300 mm, a shielding thickness of 2fiO mm, and a total
height of 1060 mm, its internal volume was about 0.41 m .

This container was primarily intended for provisional storage of spent
filter assemblies from the vessel ventilation system. A part of the 93
units produced was also loaded with other loosely packer1, waste materials.

The design of the hot cell facility provided for the unloading of
these containers via 2 bottom ports of the remotely operated caisson. This
is achieved by setting the concrete containers into steel overpacks which,
by means of a spindle system, are pressed against tightness rings installed
at the underside of the ports.
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The coverlid of the concrete containers, which is fit with a special
coupling piece beforehand, is than attached to a hoisting head installed on
the - stainless steel - cover closing-off the transfer port from the inside
of the caisson. The coupled lids are subsequently hoisted into the latter
and set aside to free the opening of the concrete container. A funnel is
set in this opening to prevent waste components and dust of falling into
the annular space between the container and the overpack, during waste
handling.

Most other containers are to be introduced into the caisson, via the
transfer lock, for unloading. Plastic sheets are applied at the outer
surfaces to protect these from getting contaminated during this operation.
When the container has been entered into the caisson, by means of the
carriage of the transfer waggon, and the access door closed, the container
lid is hooked-up by the bridge crane and taken aside to allow the waste
content to be removed with the jib arm tools.
As soon as the container is emptied, the lid is put back and the carriage
returned to the lock. Properly dressed operators enter than the latter to
remove the protection sheets and to decontaminate the wheels and upper
surfaces of the carriage.

A special procedure was required for the opening of concrete
containers made up of two mating shells bolted together, holding filter
casings from the dissolver cell ventilation system.
The remote separation of the container shells is achieved by means of a
biparted supporting tabel mounted on the transfer carriage. A motor driven
spindle makes the two halves of the table move in opposite directions
taking with them each of the shells, thus liberating the filter casing for
removal with the help of the caisson crane.

Variants of the waste unloading procedures described are applied
according to the circumstances e.g. 220 1-drums known of being free from
external contamination are removed from the shielded containers in front of
the transfer lock, with the gantry crane and transfer waggon operated from
distance.

5. WASTE PROCESSING

The ILSW-conditioning programme was started with the processing of various
heterogeneous wastes. The basic objectives set forward at that time were :

- the achievement of the highest volume reduction obtainable by the
segregation of low level components and the size reduction or
compaction of the remaining ILSW-fraction;

- the conditioning of the latter for sea disposal under control of the
OECD/NEA.

Cement mortar was chosen as matrix material for the conditioning.
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Because of the heterogeneous nature of the waste, a grouting technique was
applied.
Although some attenuation was provided in this way, additional shielding
was required around the conditioning product to comply with the dose limits
established for sea dumping (max. 2 mSv/h at the surface of the packaging).
It was decided therefore to reuse a part of the cylindrical concrete
containers, viz; those known to be severely contaminated, as primary
packaging for the conditioning of the ILSW. These containers were finally
enclosed into a steel overpack of 1.8 m .

The ILSW-processing applied basically included :

- removal of the waste content from the provisional storage
containers;

- dismounting of filter casings and - assemblies;
- separation of the low level components, with the help of an

ionization monitor installed under the caisson floor;
- segregation of the ILSW according to the physical characteristics;
- severing of the large-sized metallic parts to obtain a maximum
packing density in the disposal containers;

- loading of the compressible ILSW materials into 220 1-drums and
compaction of the latter with the press;

- repacking of the compacts formed into the empty concrete container
coupled to the caisson bottom, and filling-up of the voids with
scrap;

- grouting of the ILSW with cement mortar of adequate fluidity to
easily flow into the remaining voids;

- after setting of the grout overnight, uncoupling of the container
from the cell, introduction of it into the final overpack, and
pumping of cement mortar into the latter to fill-up the annular
space and to completely cover the concrete container;

- hardening of the cement mortar during 28 days, before application
and welding of the coverlid to the overpack.

Preparations are presently made, for the processing of granular
materials, such as ion exchange resins, filter precoat materials,
pulverized concrete waste and residues from liquid waste tanks. These
materials are to be incorporated in cement mortar by mechanical mixing.
The equipment needed for this operation is under design. Galvanized
steel drums of 400 1 will serve as final packaging for these wastes.
It follows that the bottom ports of the caisson are to be adapted for the
coupling of these drums. Set in shielding containers during the handling at
the hot cell facility, the drums will be stored afterwards, in a remotely
operated bunker.

6. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

The ILSW conditioning programme was smarted on December 1, 1983 and is
continued since that time without major technical or safety problems.
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It is executed by a six man operation staff under the direction of a
groupleader, all working in day time. Normally, the hot cell is operated by
a 3 man crew, while 3 other are charged with the various other tasks
involved in the ILSW-processing, including container handling, pretreatment
of the segregated LLSW, preparation of cement mortar for encapsulation of
the ILSW, decontamination of the provisional storage containers etc... .

3
Until May 31, 1986, about 64 m of various heterogeneous JLSW stored

in 238 containers and packagings have been processed. Some 50 % of the
initial volume, i.e. 32 m was separated as low level waste on the basis of
the radiation control, and discharged from the caisson. Further hands-on
processing of this fraction, viz; packing under slight pressure of the
combustible/compressible materials into 220 1-drums, size reduction of the
metallic components by abrasive or plasma arc cutting, resulted in a ̂volume
reduction factor of 1.8. A part of the scrap thus produced (3 m ) was
returned to the caisson for filling-up of the voids in the primary
ILSW-disposal packagings. The volume transferred to the SCK/CEN for
conditioning thus amounted to 14.9 m (7.3 m of combustible, 7.6 m of
non-compressible materials).

3
The remaining 32 m of ILSW was remotely treated and conditioned

according to the procedure described in section 5.

The major part, consisting of air filters and various compressible
trash, was compacted with the press. The non-compressible items, e.g.
plugged process pipes and other cut-out parts from process equipment,
generally were of sufficient small size to be directly loaded into the
primary disposal packagings along with the compacts produced.
In all, 52 of the original cylindrical concrete containers, with an overall
internal volume of 21.3 m were reloaded with ILSW. A volume reduction
factor of 1.5 was thus achieved in the mechanical processing.
The conditioning finally resulted in the production of 52 disposal
packagings of 1.8 m , with maximum contact dose rates of the order of
0.3 mSv/h. They are temporarily stored on site pending their transfer to
NIRAS/ONDRAF, the national waste management agency, for controlled storage
until a decision regarding their disposal is taken.

The ILSW processing generally proceeded without major technical
difficulties. Minor interruptions of the hot cell operations were required
at regular intervals for decontamination and repair works in the caisson.
In all, the operation log of the hot cell facility present as follows :

- total working time since the active startup (Dec. 1, 1983) : 524
working days;

- effective operation : 77 %;
- cleaning and decontamination works : 15 %;
- maintenance and repair works : 8 %.
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Practical experience gained with respect to the ILSW-processing is
summarized as follows :

- Size Reduction
Plasma arc cutting of metallic components was found to be a
burdensome and time consuming operation, on account of the fact that
the torch, held by a masterslave-manipulator arm, could not easily
follow the contours of the workpiece. A major drawback of this
technique is the generation of considerable amounts of aerosols
especially in the case of painted carbon steel. This resulted in a
rapid loading of the cell ventilation filters, which had to be
exchanged after less than 1 hour of plasma arc cutting in some
cases;

- Compaction
The 1.25 MN press installed in the caisson proved to be a reliable
unit yielding satisfactory volume reduction performances. It
basically consists of a 2-column structure supporting the hydraulic
downstroke cylinder driving the punch, a press form with an internal
diameter of 620 mm, and a gliding base plate moved by a 0.24 MN
hydraulic cylinder to bring the ejection opening under the press
form.
For consolidation of the compacts formed, the compressible materials
are packed in 220 1 drums before they are loaded into the press
form. Drums used for provisional storage of ILSW are disposed of in
this way.
Standard sized filters with front side dimensions of 600 mm x 600 mm
are to be precompacted in order to enable their entering into the
drums. The lateral compression of the filters is achieved by means
of a device actuated by the moving base plate of the press.
The volume reduction factor obtained after compaction in the 1.25 MN
press was 4.8 for HEPA filters with a nominal capacity of 1700
Nm /h. Is was only 2.8 for those of 3400 Nm /h, as a result of the
special reinforced construction of the latter.
The small sized vessel off gas filters, with a wood case, were
directly loaded into the 220 1 drums, along with other compressible
materials, plastic sheets, cotton rags etc... A volume reduction
factor of the order of 3 was obtained by compaction of these drums.

The waste unloading from the provisional storage containers did not pose
major problems of contamination dispersion into the work rooms. Some
airborne activity usually was released when the steel overpacks enclosing
the cylindrical concrete containers were uncoupled from the transfer ports.
However, as filter masks were obligatory worn by the personnel during this
operation, and the transfer room was properly ventilated, this caused
little concern.

Regular decontamination of the caisson internals was a preventive
measure to minimize contamination transfer to the operation rooms.
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On account of the nature of the waste materials and the processing applied,
considerable amounts of contaminated dust, with alpha-emitter contents of
up to 40 GBq/kg, were dispersed into the caisson. The floor and all other
horizontal surfaces in the latter were frequently cleaned with the help of
a vacuum unit adpated for in-cell installation, to remove most of the dust
deposits.
High pressure water jetting was applied in addition for thorough washing
and decontamination of the caisson internals and equipment surfaces.
Generally the operation was started remotely, with the jetting lance held
by the masterslave-manipulators.
The treatment was repeated manually afterwards by properly-dressed
personnel entering into the caisson.
Average levels of residual transferable surface contamination typically
were 15 Bq/cm for alpha-, 300 Bq/m for beta-remitters after the remote
operation, and 7 Bq/cm2 for alpha-, 160 Bq/cm for beta/gamma emitters
after the manual treatment.

Considerable experience was obtained furthermore with respect to the
decontamination of the remaining provisional storage containers.
Most of the concrete containers were found to be contaminated internally
and to some extend also externally, to levels of the order of 5-30 Bq/cm
for alpha- and 100-150 Bq/cm for beta/gamma emitters. As only a part was
reused as primary packaging for the ILSW-conditioning, the other
constituted a considerable additional low-level waste stream.
Because of the disposal costs, it was considered worthwhile to undertake
their decontamination. This is made by means of pneumatic hammering and
scabblinj; techniques, applied in a confined room of the low level waste
building. Up to now, some 25 of these containers have been converted to
non-active waste materials in this way. Although the operation is time-
consuming (on the average about 50 manhours spent per container) the
overall balance of this procedure is highly beneficial both with respect
to the costs and in view of the minimization of radwaste to be disposed of.

7. CONCLUSION

Considerable progress has been made with the conditioning of the
intermediate level solid wastes left over from the former operation and
cleanup of the Eurochemic reprocessing plant. Some 80 % of the stock has
been processed. The segregation of the low level components, and the
mechanical treatment given to the intermediate level fraction resulted in
an overall volume reduction factor of 1.8.

All operations involved proceeded without major difficulties. Although
some adaptations and repairs were necessary at the equipment, the practical
experience gained so far indicates that these wastes can be safely handled
and properly processed in the hot cell facility constructed for this
purpose.
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TABLE 1. ILSW INVENTORY

Characteristics
provisional storage

container

|- Cylindrical concrete,,
| container - 1,5 m

|- 220 1-steel drum in
| concrete-shielded
| 600 1-drum

|- idem

|- Rectang. concrete
| containers - 0,35 m

|- Trapezoidal concrete.
| containers - 0,62 m

|- Hexagonal concrete
| containers - 1,03 m

3
|- Lead casing - 0,2 m

|- Rectangular concrete,,
| containers -2,5 m

j- Timber boxes-1,75 m

|- 220 1 steel drum in
| concrete shielded
j 600 1-drum

|- Cylindrical concrete
| containers - 1 , 5 m

- Cylindrical concrete,, |
container - 0,9 m |

3
1- idem - 0,6 m j

- 220 1-steel drum in j
concrete shielded |
600 1-drum j

TOTALS |

|Number

| 90

| 64

I 41

4

5

10

2

3

2

21

3

15 |

5 I

8 I

273 |

j Waste content

| Vessel ventilation filters
| and various trash

| Various compressible
| materials

| Various non-compressible
| materials

| Dismounted process pipes

Off-gas filters HLW-vessels
in SS-casing

Off-gas filters dissolver
cell in SS-casing

Off-gas filters

Graphite shrouds special
fuel elements

Dismounted equipment from
Pu-tail end

Concrete debris

Filter precoat materials/ion
exchange resins

Idem

Idem

Idem |

Unprocessed
waste vol.

m

| 36,9

1 12,8

1 8,2 |

1 0,24

1 0,44 |

1 2,62 |

1 0,3 |

1 4,6 |

3,5 i

2,2 |

0,6 |

3 , - I

1 , - 1

1,6 |

80 |
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FIG. 1 Hof- Celt Facility for ILSW-processing
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RECENT PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION OF AN
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL LIQUID WASTE STORAGE FACILITY AT THE FORMER

EUROCHEMIC REPROCESSING PLANT

M. Demonie, L. Geens, J. Claes
BELGOPROCESS - Belgium

ABSTRACT

Between 1978 and 1983,_an important bituminization
programme of about 2,200 m of ILLW, generated during
reprocessing campaigns and the subsequent plant
decontamination, was carried out at EUROCHEMIC.

The shielded tank farm, in which these ILLW were
temporarely stored, has been rinsed and partially
decontaminated, pending the decisions on future
reprocessing or decommissioning.

The present paper describes the cleaning
operations, the applied techniques and procedures as
well as the obtained results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Reprocessing Consortium EUROCHEMIC has ceased its repro-
cessing activities at the plant in Dessel, Belgium in 1974. During the
eight years of operation, about 220 tonnes of natural, slightly as well as
highly enriched uranium fuels were reprocessed according to the PUREX
process. Because of chemical decladding as the main head end operation, and
as a result of evaporation of various low level liquid process waste
streams, some 2,060 m of intermediate level liquid wastes (ILLW) were
generated during that period of time and stored in a shielded tank farm,
awaiting further decisions or. treatment and conditioning of these wastes.

From 1S74 on, a large programme on decontamination of the main
reprocessing facilities and on the treatment and conditioning of laquid and
solid wastes issued from reprocessing was launched. Another 70 m of ILLW
resulted from these operations.

Finally, the content of the 8 storage vessels was processed during
1978 until 1983. A bituminization campaign in the EUROBITUM facility was
carried out and about 11,500 drums of 220 1 were obtained and put into
bunker storage.
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Since then, rinsing and primary decontamination has been performed in order
to bring the ILLW tank farm into stand-by conditionr, pending the decisions
on plant refurbishing for reprocessing either on decommissioning of the
facilities.

As from January 1, 1985, EUROCHEMIC ceased the operation of the plant.
A new company BELGOPROCESS, daughter of the Belgian nuclear fuel management
company SYNATOM (50 % State, 50 % electricity generators), was charged with
the plant operations by the Belgian State, owner of the former EUROCHEMIC
reprocessing plant.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLW STORAGE FACILITY

The ILLW solutions were divided into 4 categories, three of them orig-
inating from chemical decladding of respectively Zircaloy fuel (ZDW),
Magnesium - Stainless steel clad (SDW) and Aluminium clad fuel (ADW). The
fourth category corresponds with concentrates from evaporation of hot
wastes (low level process streams).

The main characteristics of these waste solutions are summarized in
TABLE 1. It can be seen from this table that the chemical nature is
heterogeneous and covers both strong acids and alkalines. Due to the
different chemical compositions, these wastes were routed to separate
storage vessels.

The ILLW storage facility at BELGOPROCESS is composed of two separate
buildings. The first one comprises 6 vessels of 260 m net volume each,
whereas the second one houses 4 vessels with each a net capacity of 500 m .
The buildings are located north of the reprocessing building. Transfers of
decladding wastes from the head end operations and of evaporator
concentrates were carried out using underground transfer lines.

3
The six 260 m vessels are identical but made of different material of

construction. They are vertical cylindrical shaped tanks, with a diameter
of 7.1 m and a height of 6.6 m. The bottom and wall thickness is 10 mm,
whereas the upper shell is 5 mm thick. The flat bottom has a 2 % slope.
They are equipped with :

- 3 diptubes for level and density measurements;
- 4 thermocouples at different levels inside the vessel;
- an in-tank steam jet for emptying purposes.

Five of these vessels are made of stainless steel, the remaining one is
made of carbon steel.
The tanks are installed in an above ground concrete shielded cell with wall
thickness of 0.7 m. The storage cell is provided with a stainless steel
driptray, level instrumentation and emptying equipment.
The tanks are accessible from the roof through a manhole of 500 mm
diameter.
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3
The four 500 m tanks are vertical cylindrical shaped stainless steel

vessels with a diameter of 8.2 m and a height of 9.6 m. Bottom and wall
thickness is 8 mm and the upper shell is 4 mm thick. As for the 260 m ves-
sels, the bottom is flat with a 2 % slope and the vessels are put in a
concrete shielded cell of 1.0 m wall thickness with a stainless steel
driptray.level instrumentation and emptying equipment.
The 500 m vessels are equipped with :

- 5 diptubes for level and density measurements;
- 3 thermocouples;
- 2 in-tank steam jets for emptying purposes;
- 4 air-sparging ramps;
- 1 ultra sonic level measuring device;
- 1 corrosion rod with corrosion samples.

3
Access from the roof of the building to the 500 m vessel is possible
through two holes of diameter 160 and 265 mm.

3
One of these tanks was filled up with 490 m of High Enriched Waste Con^
centrate, showing a radioactivity concentration of about 1.5E14 Bq beta/m
and 2.0E11 Bq alpha/m . This HEWC is the aqueous waste from the first
extraction cycle of reprocessing high enriched uranium fuel. A second tank
has been kept empty as a spare collection vessel.

3 3
TABLE 2 identifies how the six 260 m and the two 500 m vessels have

been used for storage of the different types of ILLW.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE VESSEL RINSING AND DECONTAMINATION PROGRAMME

3.1. Objectives and general approach

Since the conditioning of the ILLW oy bituminization was a 5 years
operation campaign, the vessels were individually emptied over a relative
long period of time between 1980 and 1983. The consecutive cleaning of the
vessels was therefore also spread out and carried out between November 1980
and March 1985.

The main objectives of the cleaning programme were :

- to remove the remaining heel solution, the salts and insolubles from
the walls and the vessel bottom;

- to do video inspection of the interior of each vessel and establish
visually the quality of the vessels and its auxiliary equipment;

- to remove the corrosion samples for further investigations;
- to reduce the contamination and radiation to such levels that
stand-by under minimal nuclear operational conditions can be
achieved;

- to apply cleaning techniques that would minimize occupational dose
committments and not preclude the future reuse of the vessels for
ILLW storage.
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To meet these objectives, it was decided not to use agressive chemica]
decontamination agents nor abrasive mechanical techniques. The rinsing was
therefore based upon the use of pure water under moderate and high pressure
jetting and, if necessary, HNC- or NaOH solutions to remove the bottom
deposits.

In addition, the following two reference schemes for treatment and
conditioning of the generated rinsing solutions, were chosen because of
their on-site availability :

- evaporation, chemical pretreatment and bituminization for liquid
wastes with specific radioactivity concentrations, less than
3.7E13 Bq beta/m and/or 1.0E11 Bq Pu(239 + 240)/m and with a
thermal behaviour in accordance with operational specifications for
the bituminization process; since the salt concentration is a major
volume reduction parameter, the limitation of the use of chemicals
instead of water was of great importance;

- vitrification in the PAMELA-facility, by dilution in High Enriched
Waste Concentrates, for specific radioactivity concentrations
exceeding the above given limits.

3.2. Applied cleaning procedures

3.2.1. Preparative works

The lay out of the vessels and the surrounding shielded cells allows
access to the vessels through appropriate concrete plugs at the
roof of the cell. These are connected to the manhole of the vessels (260 m
tanks) or to larger diameter pipes for vessel instrumentation (500 m
tanks).

The removal of these plugs and opening of the vessels under nuclear
intervention conditions was achieved in order to proceed to radiation
measurements at the working level (floor of the cell roof) and to a first
video inspection of the tank.

Samples of the solid deposits on the bottom were taken to investigate
their solubility and the specific alpha and beta radioactivity. This
information was essential as to decide on the procedure for their removal
and the further routing and chemical pretreatment of the wastes prior to
final conditioning.

A summary of typical results from radiochemical analyses on the solid
deposits of the four types of ILLW is geven in TABLE 3. From the solubility
tests it was found that :

- the solids in some of the HWC vessels and in the ADW vessel as well
could readily be dissolved in caustic;

- the deposits in the ZDW vessel (green crystals) could be disolved in
HEWC solution;
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- the solubility of the solids in almost all vessels increased with
increasing temperature.

3.2.2. First cleaning phase

The first cleaning actions concentrated on the removal of the solid
deposits on the bottom of the vessels, the dilution of the heel volumes of
original ILLW and on the reduction of the dose rates at the working level.
The following criteria were observed to evaluate the progress of these
operations :

- dose rates at the vessel openings on the working level;
- video inspection of the vessels to follow-up the removal of solids;
- dose rates at the transfer pipes of cleaning solutions;
- radioactivity inventories of the cleaning solutions;
- pick-up of salts and solids by the cleaning solutions.

Small batches of water (1-10 m ) were added to the heel solution
(1.5 m ) to raise the liquid level above the fixed steam jet discharge
equipment. Depending upon their salt concentration and chemical
composition, these solutions were directly transferred to the
biturr.inization facility either concentrated by evaporation, prior to
bituninization.

In the case of HWC in vessel 543, dissolution of a fraction of the
solids was achieved by adding 2N NaOH to the bottom solution, whereas the
solids in the ZDW vessel were dissolved in HEWC and rerouted to the HEWC
storage vessel. The use of NaOH was not considered as an over-all volume
increasing operation, since most rinsing solutions were acid and needed
neutralization prior to bituminization.

In practice, the dose rates at the vessel openings decreased quickly
after 3 to 5 dilutions of the heel volume to fairly constant levels, which
were caused by the remaining solid deposits on the vessel walls. The
pick-up of radioactivity and salts, however, showed to continue further on
and adding water batches was repeated until the additional pick-up became
small.

To improve the rinsing efficiency and further decrease the dose rates,
these water batches were now added by spraying warm water at 60 to 80°C
against the tank walls. A rinsing unit was constructed to this end,
comprising modified garden sprinkler with a rotative movement. This unit
was installed at the top part of the tanks and fed with a mixture of
condensed steam and water. The water flowing on the vessel wall and
internal piping soakeu oTf the salt layers to an acceptable degree. In
addition, heating of the bottom liquid by steam jet blowing resulted in an
improved dissolution of the bulky salt cakes.
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Finally, the last operation of the first cleaning step consisted of
spraying water at pressure up to 15 bar against the vessel wall and on the
bottom, using two 180° opposite directed spray nozzles, mounted on a
central water supply pipe.

The rinsing data from the first cleaning phase are summarized in TABLE
4. The operations were carried out between November 1980 and June 1984,
following the bituminization programme of the ILLW and the sequence of
emptying the different vessels.
It can be deduced from the table that the degree of fouling of the vessels
and subsequently the volume of rinsing waste and intervention manhours is
very much depending on the type of ILLW and the history of the storage of
these wastes. It is also to note that vessel 542 was the first one to be
deemed and resulted therefore in an important number of intervention
manhours. On the other hand, the cleanup of vessel 543, comprising HWC,
showed to be the most difficult task.
The efficiency of solid removal from surfaces by the techniques, applied
during this first phase varied considerably from one vessel to another, as
a function of the solubility and the adhesion of solids to walls and pipes.
This explains the large scatter in dose rate reduction factors. Finally, it
should be noted that the geometry of vessels 540-11 and 13, is quite
different from the 260 m vessels and that one of the 500 m tanks is
filled with HEWC, which might result in a relatively large background
radiation field.

3.2.3. Second cleaning phase

High pressure water jetting for the removal of strongly adherent
solids from walls, inserts and bottom of the vessels was the main technique
used for the second rinsing phase.

A segmented telescopic arm equipped with a high pressure spray head at
the lower end was delivered by a specialized industrial cleaning company
SMET-JET. The telescopic arm is made of stainless steel DWN 1.4571 as well
as the spray head containing 4 spray nozzles. The movement of the spray
head is fully automatized and hydraulically driven with water. The water
pressure is variable and limited to a maximum of 600 bar;,, it is generated
by a mobile high-pressure pump. The water flow rate is 6 m /h.

The telescopic arm has a variable length of maximum 6.5 m with
additional segments of 2 m each. It can be inclined and extended in length
by means of two winches, mounted on the working level above the cell.
The angle of aperture of the spray nozzles allows to clean the wall heignt
in 3 or 4 level positions.
At each level, the spray head has been directed to the wall and the inserts
in 12 positions at 30°.

The outer diameter of the spray equipment is 157 mm and permits an
easy entrance in the vessels through manholes or piping.
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This high pressure water jetting technique was applied in the
different 260 m and 500 m vessels. Because of the number and positioning
of the inserts tubes in the 500 m vessels, the latter were more difficult
to clean and more positions of the spray head had to be chosen.

The discharge of the rinsing water was realized with the steam jet at
a rate of 6 m /h. This continuous process resulted in an intensive mixing
of the heel volume and thus also in the removal of insoluble solids.
Dose rate measurements on the transfer pipe were used to follow the
cleaning efficiency. They were backed up by radioactivity inventories in
the liquid waste collection vessels and by video inspection of the interior
of the vessels. The relative decrease in dose rates on the transfer pipe
was the decisive factor for ceasing the cleaning.

The over-all results of these second phase operations, which were
carried out from August 1984 until August 1985, are given in TABLE 4. With
the exception of vessel 543, which was partially filled up with newly
generated HWC after the first cleaning in 1981-1982, and of the vessels
540-11 and 13, for which the dose rates at the working level are influenced
by the neighbouring vessel with HEWC, the dose rates at the vessel openings
have further been reduced to levels below 0.07 mSv/h, corresponding to
total dose rate reduction factors between 11 and 800.
Because of the dose rate reductions achieved during the first cleaning
phase, the occupational dose rate was limited to average values of the
order of 5 to 20/uSv/h.

In addition to the 370 resp. 8 TBq of beta- and alpha-emitters,
removed from the vessels during the first rinsing operations, another 354
resp. 57 TBq of beta- and alpha-emitters were transferred to the treatment
and conditioning facilities.

4. SECONDARY WASTE MANAGEMENT

As indicated in TABLE 4, a total volume of 1,867 m of liquid waste
was generated during the cleaning operations.
These were transferred to the on-site liquid waste processing facilities.

At the second cleaning step of vessels 543 (HWC) and 540-13 (ZDW),
large amounts of alpha-emitters were removed.
For the rinsing solutions from HWC in vessel 543, more than 90 % of the
alpha activity was fixed on insoluble solids, which were separated by
sedimentation in reception tanks of the liquid waste processing facilities,
whereas the supernatant was concentrated by evaporation. This alpha
activity is removed by acid leaching of the residues and transferred to
HEWC for vitrification.
The 160 m rinsing solutions from ZDW in vessel 540-13, containing 17.4 T
Bq alpha-emitters, was routed to the HEWC storage vessel 540-12 after
evaporation to about 7 m of concentrates.
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The other rinsing solutions were concentrated by evaporation and
conditioned by bituminization. Because of the thermal behaviour of these
concentrates, dry waste to matrix weight ratio's varying between 10/90 to
35/65 were chosen. These are unfavourable compared with the 40/60 value,
that was operated during the ILLW bituminization campaign, and reflect the
very complex chemical composition, especially for residues from HWC-storage
vessels.

The total number of 220 1-drums with bituminized products, originating
from the rinsing operations is about 370, which still represent an overall
volume reduction factor of 21. Contact dose rates of these drums are in the
order of 0.5 to 1 Sv/h and, consequently, they were put in a temporary
bunker storage, prior to geological disposal.

In addition, about 50 drums of 220 1 with unprocessed combustible
trash, and 12 drums with non-combustible materials were generated as
secondary waste.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The cleaning of the ILLW storage tank farm has been successfully
completed in 1985. In total 3,590 intervention manhours were needed and the
total absorbed dose to the operational staff, composed of 30 persons,
amounted to 80 mSv.

The visual inspection of the interior of the vessels has shown that
all 7 stainless steel vessels are in perfect state without traces of local
corrosion, whereas a uniform surface corrosion has been noticed on the
carbon steel vessel.
This evaluation needs further confirmation from the corrosion sample
analyses, that are still in progress.

Based on the applied control parameters during the cleaning, the
achieved level of decontamination has been judged sufficient for the
present stand-by conditions of the tank farm. In case of a decommissioning
programme, further specific decontamination actions may be decided in view
of the procedures for processing the materials and the disposal option.
However, when the reuse of the tank farm would be decided, a more detailed
quality control of the vessels will be executed.
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TABLE 1. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ILLW SOLUTION, GENERATED AT EUROCHEMIC FROM

START-UP UNTIL JUNE 30,1983

| Waste type

|Zircaloy Jacket
|Decladding Waste

|Magnesium
|Stainless
jSteel Jacket
Decladding Waste

1
Aluminium Jacket
Decladding Waste

Hot Waste
Concentrate

1

ZDW

SDW

ADW

HWC

Main chemical
composition

1

0.4M Zr4+; 4.2M F~

2 M H2S04;

0.8 M S04
 2"

2 M NaAlO ;
2 M NaOH

2M HNO ; 5 M NaNO

Total

| Generated
| Volumes

3
m

400

417

140

1,284

2,241 |

Total radioactivity
content(a)

Alpha(b)
Bq

1.36E13

3.51E13

1.29E12

1.84E14

2.34E14

Beta(c)
Bq

2.43E15

5.18E15

9.36E13 |

1.78E16 |
1

2.55E16 |

(a) Inventory on 06/30/1983

(b) Main alpha emitters : Pu 238, Pu 239, Am 241, Cm 244.

(c) Main beta-gamma emitters : Cs 137, Cs 134, Sr/Y 90, Ru 106, Sb 125,
Co 60.
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TABLE 2. STORAGE OF ILLW IN THE SHIELDED TANK FARM AT EUROCHEMIC

00

Identification of the storage vessel

1
Code number|Storage capacity|Construction Material

-

541

542

| 543

| 544

| 545

1
| 546

| 510-11

1
| 510-13
1

3
m

260

260

260

260

260

260

500

500

AISI 316L

AISI 304L

AISI 304L

DWN 4505

DWN 4505

Mild steel

AISI 316L

DWN 4505

Type

(a)
HWC

HWC

HWC

SDW

SDW

ADW

HWC

ZDW

ILLW solutions stored until latest

Volume

3
m

258

161

255

254

163

140

500

400

06/30/1983 |
(b) |

Radioactivity concentration]

Bq alpha/m

2.89E11

1.07E11

1.85E11

4-81E10

1.41E11

9.25E09

5.92E10

3.33E10

3
Bq beta/m |

i
1.10E13 |

3.79E13 |

2.74E13 |

1.43E13 |

0.94E13

6.66E11 1

3.66E12

6.07E12

(a) An additional 110 m of HWC has been routed directly to the bituminization plant.

(b) Inventory on 06/30/1983.



TABLE 3. RADIOCHEMICAL DATA ON THE DEPOSITS IN THE ILLW VESSELS

Vessel Code 542 543 545 546 540-13

Waste Type HWC HWC SDW ADW ZDW

- Organics KMnO eq/kg| 3.3

- U

- Pu

- PO.
3-

- total alpha

- total beta

- Cs 137

- Sb 125

- Cs 134

- Co 60

- Am 241

- Solubility in NaOH

g/kg| 1.7
I

Bq/kg| 1.5E09
I

g/kg| 8.7

Bq/kg| 1.6E09

Bq/kg| 1.9E10

Bq/kg| 7.6E09

Bq/kg|

Bq/kg|

Bq/kg|

Bq/kg|

. cold - 2N %

. 60°C - 5N %

- Solubility in HN03

. cold - 5N %

. 30°C - 2N %

- Solubility in H O

. cold %

. 60°C %
- Solubility in HEWC(l)

100

10.4

1.0E10

59

1.2E10

7.8E10

7.4E10

1.4E09

4.1E08

1.9E08

61

15.4

9.7E10

2.2E10

3.7E09

12

6.0E08

1.5E09

3.7E10

1.0E09

1.2E09

6.3E08

8.0E08

72

44

40

2.8E10

6.5E10

2.7E11

3.7E09

79

;i) HEWC simulate : 0.42 M HN03; 1.7 M 0.01 M Hg(N0 ) .
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TABLE 4. COMPILATION OF RINSING DATA FOR THE ILLW STORAGE VESSELS

o
©

Vessel |
number |

| 541

| 542

| 543
1
1
| 544
|

| 545

| 546

|540-11

|540-13

|TOTAL

Waste
type

HWC

HWC

HWC

SDW

SDW

ADW

HWC

ZDW

Cleaning |
phase |

I
II

I
II

I
II

I
II

I
II

[ I
II

I

II

| I

1 II

PHASE I
II

OVER-ALL

Generated
rinsing
volume

3
m

22
109

69
118

190
197

73
75

80
92

165
206

11
214

86
160

696
1,171
1,867

Radioac
pick

alpha |

TBq

2.4
0.7

0.4
2.0

1.3
32.1

0.4
0.3

0.8
0.7

0.7
| 1.6

I 1.0
1.8

| 0.7
| 17.4

| 7.7
| 56.6
| 64.3

tivity |
-up
beta

TBq

27.3
3.1

43.7
10.7

113.0
178.0

68.3
4.9

66.7
3.2

22.6
39.1

9.4
16.3

20.7
98.3

i 371.7
| 353.5
| 725.3

Total |
salt |

pick-up |

kg

988
467

989
530

2,977
3,542

647
102

886
297

1,688
2,404

610
453

| 432
359

| 9,217
| 8,154
| 17,371

Dose ra
vessel c
Before |

mSv/h

40
0.8

1
17
3

5.5
1.6

5
0.07

15
0.05

0.8
0.28

1

0.4
0.22

0.2
0.14

ite at |
pening
After

mSv/h

0.8
0.05

3
0.04

0.5
1.25

0.07
£0.025

0.05
<0.025

0.28
0.07

0.22
0.27

0.14
0.07

Absorbed |
dose

mSv

2.2
2.8

20
2.7

20
6.1

4.4
1.1

3.1
2.1

4.9
2.7

4.0.5

I 2.9

1 LI
3.7

| $56.2
j 24.1

480.3

Intervention|
manhours |

h |

30 |
272 |

393 |
224 j

428 |
277 |

134 |
250 |

165 |
161 |

270 |
173 |

17 |
383 |

91 |
322 j

1 1,528 |
| 2,062 j
| 3,530 |



DECONTAMINATION OF THE GENTILLY-1 FUEL FOOL

HAN LE
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
and

PAUL DENAULT
London Nuclear Limited

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

The decontamination program to support the decomiiiis-
sioning work for the 250 MWe Gentilly-1 Nuclear Station,
performed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
included both in situ decontamination and removal with
storage of equipment and systems. Of the major equipment
and rooms decontaminated, which included the feedwater
pump room, the sumps and floor drains, the ventilation
systems, the decontamination center and various offices
and workshops, the fuel pool and related systems provided
the greatest challenge. Fuel pool decontamination
included decontamination of both the storage pool and the
shuffling bay, the purification system, the tools and
equipment used in fuel manipulation and fuel storage, and
the various rooms and areas associated with this
equipment.

This paper describes in detail, the procedure, the
tools and equipment used, and the data obtained from the
various decontamination techniques used in the decontami-
nation of the fuel pool. The decontamination techniques
include hydrolazing, scarifying, chipping, chemical
cleaning and hand scrubbing.

INTRODUCTION

Gentilly-1 was a commercial-scale prototype 250 MWe CANDU boiling
light water station located on the south shore of the St. Lawrence River
near Be"cancour, in the Province of Quebec. It is owned by Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited (AECL) and was operated for AECL by Hydro-QuSbec, the
provincial electric utility. The station is adjacent to the Gentilly-2
station, a 600 MWe CANDU pressurized heavy water station, owned and
operated by Hydro-QuSbec.
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The Gentilly-1 station was designed, constructed and commissioned in
the period from 1965 and 1970. In November 1970, it achieved first
criticality and achieved full power in the spring of 1971. It operated
intermittently until 1978 when the station was shut down for repair work
on the conventional plant. At this time, major retrofitting work was
demanded by the Atomic Energy Control Board (the Canadian regulatory
authority) to meet more stringent licensing requirements. It was decided
to start a mothballing program which was completed in 1982, pending a
study to determine the long-term future for Gentilly-1.

In March 1983, AECL decided, on economic grounds, not to restart the
station. A decommissioning program was then drawn up and the static state
option (References 1 and 5) chosen. The static state program (Table 1)
for Gentilly-1 was implented over the two-year period from April 1984 to
March 1986.

This paper deals only with decontamination of the fuel pool.
Information pertaining to other parts of the program, such as the spent
fuel dry storage program, waste management, the decontamination of the new
fuel bundles, the feedwater pump room, etc., can be found in other
documents (References 2, 3, 4 and 5).

TABLE 1

STATIC STATE PROGRAM FOR GENTILLY-1

Isolation of Reactor, Service and Turbine Buildings.

Dry storage of spent fuel in concrete canisters.

Decontamination, removal, disposal and/or storage of all

contaminated equipment and systems in the Service Building
(including the fuel pool) and portions of the Turbine
Building.

DECONTAMINATION OF SPENT FUEL FOOL

Scope of Work

Located in the north end of the Service Building, the pool area
(Figure 1) is made up of two separate structures: the fuel storage pool
and the fuel shuffling pool. The storage pool is the larger of the two
and measures 10m x 7m x 10m deep. The shuffling pool is 3m x 10m x 5m
deep.
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The structures were made of reinforced concrete with three layers of
epoxy on the walls and floor and an additional layer on the floor of plas-
terlike material approximately 3 cm thick. Several penetrations intercon-
nected the two pools and others were on non-connecting walls to allow for
circulation of water to the purification and heat exchanger room as well
as access of the fuel transfer tubes to the Reactor Building.

The objective of the decontamination program was to reduce contamina-
tion levels to Zone-1 criteria (Table 2) on all pool surfaces. This
entailed removal and dismantling of several pool structures: the man-
bridge, fuel string hangers, the inspection table, etc., and the removal
of the epoxy lining of both pools. The "end state" required that a con-
crete slab be poured to cover the two pool areas after decontamination.
In order to reduce possible exposure to workers installing this slab,
extra decontamination work was performed on the top meter of the pool
walls where anchors had to be installed as part of the support structure
for the slabs. This allowed the drilling and other work to be done in a
manner consistent with the ALARA principle of the overall decommissioning
program.

All pool penetrations had to be sealed including those interconnect-
ting both pools and those to the Reactor Building. The embedded parts had
to be decontaminated to Zone-1 levels, or removed.

TABLE 2

ZONE-1 CRITERIA FOR GENTILLY-1 STATION

No detectable loose contamination

. No general radiation fields greater than 0.25 mRem/hr.

No radiation sources greater than 0.25 mRera/hr at 1 m.

. No fixed beta-gamma contamination level greater than

22,200 dpm/100 cm2.

. No fixed high-toxicity alpha contamination level greater than

2,200 dpm/100 cm2.

. No fixed low-toxicity alpha contamination level greater than

22,200 dpm/100 cm2.
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Description of Work

The decontamination of the pool structures began after the fuel
transfer program was completed. Prior to that, several structures which
were no longer necessary for the work had been removed from within and
above the pools. These included the man-bridge, the fuel string hangers,
and the fuel basket turntable loading platform.

Once the spent fuel was removed and stored dry elsewhere, all fuel
handling equipment was dismantled and/or removed to the decontamination
center for cleaning and final disposal. In general, all underwater metal
structures were hydrolazed before removal from the water to reduce the
levels of loose contamination. This exercise was successful in removing
up to 90% of the loose material.

A survey was then performed using underwater probes to locate hot
spots on the bottom of the pool. Many were found with levels up to
200 R/hr. All those greater than 300 mR/hr were removed using various
remote underwater techniques. The floors were then vacuumed using a
commercial sand filter which was backwashed to the spent resin tank.

The next step was to lower the water level and to hydrolaze the pool
walls from a floating platform in order to remove the outer epoxy liner.
The pool floor liner was also removed. The final step was grinding,
chipping, or scrubbing the surface areas which were still contaminated
after hydrolazing as determined by a radiological survey. The final step
was to paint the complete structure.

Decontamination Equipment

' Various tools and equipment were used in the decontamination of the
fuel pool area:

Hydrolazer: a Butterworth Model 110ET electrically driven water
blaster. It operates at pressures of up to 10,000 psi
with a discharge rate of 10 US gallons per minute.

Floating platform: Specially built for hydrolazing purposes when
working at the fuel pool.

Scarifiers: Wall Model 3WCP (with spring balancer) - pneumatic Floor
Model US - pneumatic.

Demolition hammer: Model Kango 638 - electric

Chipping hammer: 12 lbs, 15 lbs, 25 lbs, Model - pneumatic

Portable ventilators: Model AP-1000 (with HEPA filter)

Wet/dry vacuum cleaner: Hako minuteman X-1000 (with HEPA filter)

Filter and pump assembly: a commercial sand filter and pump Model
Jacuzzi TPK BI-5 (pump) and 24FM-6
(filter)
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FTGURE 1: FUEL POOL AREA

FIGURE 2: MAN-BRIDGE OVER THE FUEL STORAGE POOL
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Removal of Equipment

The man-bridge (Figure 2) was removed in one piece and sent to the
decontamination center where it was dismantled. The upper section was
generally uncontaminated. Any contamination found was removed using hand
scrubbing techniques. Levels were less than 16,500 dpra/100 cm2. The
upper section was released as clean material. The lower section, the
walkway, had areas with fixed contamination levels up to
100,000 dpm/100 cm2 which were hidden by stiffening beams added for the
fuel program, or in welds. This section was cut in two and sent to active
storage.

The light boxes under the walkway which were partially submerged in
the pool had contamination levels up to 3 x 10& dpm/100 cm2. They were
removed, scrubbed by hand to remove loose contamination, packaged and sent
to the active storage area.

The fuel string support hangers were sprayed underwater with a low
pressure water spray (about 50 psi), were wrapped in plastic and sent to
the decontamination center. There, they were hydrolazed or hand
scrubbed. Typical decontamination results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

DECONTAMINATION OF A FUEL STRING SUPPORT HANGER

METHOD USED

Hydrolazer
3,000 psi

Hand scrubbing
with foam cleaner
and J-cloth towels

Hydrolazer and
wiping with
J-cloth

TOTAL ACTIVITY
dpm/100 cm2

BEFORE

990,000

1,450,000

1,980,000

AFTER

495,000

725,000

66,000

LOOSE ACTIVITY
dpm/100 cm2

BEFORE

825,000

594,000

1,980,000

AFTER

6,600

59,400

49,500

Other pieces were hydrolazed underwater with an 8,000 psi jet of
water. The inspection table loose contamination levels dropped from
3,300,000 dpm/100 cm2 to 1,320,000 dpm/100 cm2 after one pass. Further
decontamination efforts were not expended because of manpower and schedule
restrictions. The piece was stored in the Turbine Building storage area.
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Removal of Hot Spots on Pool Floor

The cutting of the fuel string central support tubes in the shuffling
pool and the rutting of the flux detectors in the storage pool resulted in
tiny pieces of highly active metal being found on the pool bottom. Some
of these hot spots were as high as 200 R/hr. Tt was necessary to remove
this activity before lowering the water level to reduce the man-rem
expenditure.

With the help of an underwater probe, the hot spots were located.
Using underwater lighting and a variety of clamps, jaws, tweezers, etc.,
at the end of 10-m poles, and the use of permanent magnets attached to
strings, all of the pieces above 300 raR/hr weia retrieved. The highly
irradiated material was placed in a lead-shielded container, stored
underwater, and moved to the Reactor Building for final storage.

Vacuuming of Pool Floor

After removing the hot spots, a significant amount of debris
including resin beads was left on the pool bottom. In order to remove
this in an efficient manner, a commercial sand filter and pump assembly
(Jacuzzi IPK BI-5 pump and 24 FM-6 filter) was purchased and installed at
the pool edge. The backwash port was directed to the spent resin tank.
Tt was felt that a backwashable filter would provide a faster method of
cleaning the pool while requiring less man-rem exposure. The existing
pool purification system had a cartridge filter. From past experience, it
was known that this filter would become clogged after less than 5 minutes
of operation when vacuuming the floors and would attain field levels of
500 mR/hr or more.

At the end of the vacuuming process, the filter and pump were sent to
active storage.

Hydrolazing of Pool Walls and Floor

After installing the floating platform (Figure 3) in the storage
pool, and dropping the water level several feet, a test was conducted with
the hydrolazer (Figure 4) to determine the optimum conditions to be used,
and also to test the stability of the platform. The test results are
given in Table 4, indicating that a pressure of 6,000 psi through a
straight nozzle was sufficient to remove the epoxy lining. This test also
showed that the platform was extremely stable and the gun operator had
little trouble controlling the nozzle direction.
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FIGURE 3 : FLOATING PLATFORM TN THE FUEL STORAGE POOL

FIGURE 4 : HYDROLAZER TEST ON THE FUEL STORAGE POOL
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TABLE 4

HYDROLAZER TEST ON THE FUEL POOL

NOZZLE
SPRAY
PATTERN

Straight
forward
(0°fan)

15° fan

65° fan

ACTIVITY (dpm/100 cm2)

BEFORE

382,800

594,000

528,000

AFTER
3000 p s i

990

1320

8580

BEFORE

336,600

594,000

297,000

AFTER
6000 p s i

330

330

990

BEFORE

283,800

660,000

297,000

AFTER
10,000 psi

330

Negligible

330

Although only the outer epoxy layer was contaminated, the three lay-
ers were removed because this was easier to do, and the concrete surface
was left in a clean condition.

The water level was lowered in stages, approximately one meter at a
time. Removing one strip of epoxy one meter wide around the large pool
required about two hours. Two operators were on the platform at all
times, one hydrolazing, the other giving support. A total of three weeks
was required to hydrolaze the large pool and one week for the small. The
small pool was hydrolazed from scaffolding erected in the pool once it was
drained. Typical survey results from both before and after decontamina-
tion of the shuffling bay are given in Table 5.

TABLE 5

SURVEY OF THE SHUFFLING BAY

AREA

Nor th Wall

South Wall

E a s t Wall

West Wall

Floor

RADIATION

ON CONTACT

PRE

5

5

3

10

5

POST

.02

.02

.02

.04

.02

(mR/hr)

AMBIENT

PRE

1

1

1

2

1

POST

.02

.02

.02

.04

.02

AVERAGE
LOOSE CONTAMINATION

dpm/100 cm2

PRE

483,000 to 1.6 x 10 6

483,000 t o 1.6 x 10 6

241,000 t o 1.6 x 106

483,000 t o 1.6 x 10 6

1.6 x 106

POST

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

AVERAGE
FIXED CONTAMINATION

PRE
mR/hr

5

5

3

10

5

POST
dpm/100 cm2

12,000

12,000

18,000

22,000

6,000
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The pool water was purged, using a subraergible pump, directly to the
liquid radwaste system. From there it was handled in accordance with nor-
mal station procedures.

Paint chips and other debris were allowed to accumulate on the bottom
of the pool. Once the water was completely drained, the debris was put
into 200 litre drums or 1-m3 containers and stored in the Turbine Build-
ing. The floating platform was hydrolazed in the pool to remove loose
contamination before transferring it to the decontamination center. Up to
250,000 dpm/100 cm2 remained on the metal surfaces of the platform. Due
to manpower and schedule restrictions, the structure was cut in two and
stored in the Reactor Building.

Second Decontamination Phase

Once the epoxy lining was removed from the pool walls, there remained
small areas of concrete surfaces which required additional decontamina-
tion. These areas were usually associated with small surface cracks or
bubbles on the paint surface. The pool floor and various embedded parts
and penetrations also remained to be decontaminated.

The post-hydrolazing survey indicated several areas of contaminated
concrete in both the small and large pools. With the use of hand-held
electric (Figure 5) and pneumatic chipping hammers (Figure 6) as well as
pneumatic jackhammers, the areas of concern were decontaminated by remov-
ing the surface layers. By and large, the removal of 0.5 cm of concrete
was enough to achieve Zone-1 levels. In a few cases where cracks had
penetrated the surface, it was necessary to gouge up to 10 cm of con-
crete. Tn addition, gouging uncovered contaminated rebar with levels up
to 300,000 dpm/100 eras Rather than removing this material, concrete pat-
ches were applied to these areas so that the surface radiation levels met
Zone-1 criteria.

At first, the floor was to be decontaminated, leaving the liner
intact. Hand scrubbing with a detergent reduced the loose contamination
levels to the 30,000-100,000 dpm/100 cm2 level from an original level up
to 10& dpm/100 cm2. However, higher readings of fixed contamination
remained in cracks in the liner. Rather than chip out the cracks, the
entire liner was removed using chipping hammers to pry up the liner
(Figure 7). It was removed in large chunks and deposited in 1-m^ contain-
ers. After mopping the concrete floor, the entire surface met Zone-1 con-
ditions. Both pools were handled in the same way.

The pool penetrations and all stainless steel structures were decon-
taminated first by scrubbing with a detergent or phosphoric acid, then by
grinding stubborn fixed contamination to reach Zone-1 levels. Each was
weld capped flush with the pool wall. No attempt was made to decontami-
nate the entire embedded pipe.
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FIGURE 5 : CHIPPING OF CONCRETE SURFACE WITH A HAND-HELD
ELECTRIC HAMMER

FIGURE 6 : PNEUMATIC SCRABBLER
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Several embedded stainless steel parts were also found contaminated
after the hydrolazing operation. In most cases scrubbing with phosphoric
acid or grinding was sufficient to reach Zone-1 levels. However, on one
part approximately seven meters long along the south wall, after several
attempts at scrubbing and grinding, residual loose contamination remained
with levels up to 70,000 dpm/100 cm^. The problem was sweating of the
metal surfaces which caused a continuous release of contamination. To
save time, a metal box was welded over the structure and this resulted in
the exterior surface of the box meeting Zone-1 levels.

Due to the nature of rough concrete, it is extremely difficult to
remove the last traces of loose contamination. Levels up to
2,000 dpm/100 cm^ remained on the surface. Since the total of fixed and
loose contamination was below Zone-1 levels, the entire pool structure was
painted using a good quality concrete epoxy, to fix all contamination
(Figure 8).

Manpower and Schedule

A total of 3,606 man-hours, expended over a three-month period was
required to complete the pool decontamination (Table 6).

TABLE 6

MAN-HOURS TO DECONTAMINATE FUEL POOL

ACTIVITIES

Handling and decontamination
of structures and equipment

Construction of floating platform

Initial removal of hot spots

Preparation for decontamination

Hydrolazing of fuel pool

Hydrolazing of shuffling bay •

Final decontamination of fuel pool

Final decontamination of shuffling bay

TOTAL

MAN-HOURS

1,089

150

218

269

616

129

776

359

3,606
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FIGURE 7: REMOVAL OF THE FOOL FLOOR LINER

FIGURE 8: FUEL STORAGE FOOL AFTER PAINTING
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CONCLUSION

' "rrtamlnation was one of the major steps involved In the decommis-
sion'- j, < . the Gentilly-1 Nuclear Power Station, and is one of the options
that raus be considered by the owner/operator of any plant that reaches
the end M: Its useful life.

Th•< decontamination of the Gentilly-1 fuel pool area combined a wide
range or established techniques as well as ingenious new ones devised in
response to the unique problems that were encountered. Expertise was
therefore acquired in the areas of decontamination, dismantling and
removal of equipment and material. The decontamination as such, was car-
ried out in two phases with surveys performed after each phase to ascer-
tain that Zone-1 requirements were being met.

As this paper shows, the fuel pool area was successfully decontami-
nated and restored to Zone-1 conditions in record time and at relatively
minimal manpower costs.
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ON-SITE DRY CONCRETE CANISTER STORAGE
OF SPENT FUEL AT GENTILLY-1

I.M. Grant

and

W. Dicks

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

Gentilly-1 is a 250 MWe CANDU reactor which is being
decommissioned by Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. Putting the
fuel into safe and low maintenance longer-term storage was
one of the objectives of the decommissioning work. This
paper gives an overview of the Dry Concrete Canister Storage
(DCCS) system chosen for the Gentilly-1 fuel, and describes
the processes 2nd tooling employed during the spent fuel
handling operations.

INTRODUCTION

Gentilly-1 is a 250 MWe CANDU reactor which was built jointly by Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd. and Hydro Quebec, and which operated as a prototype.
Following the cessation of operations, the reactor was defuelled in 1981. At
that time the total inventory of new and irradiated fuel was placed in the spent
fuel pool.

The Gentilly-1 reactor is now being decommissioned to a "static state",
similar to State 1 decommissioning as defined by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA). As part of the decommissioning activities, the irradiated fuel
was removed from the spent fuel pool and placed into Dry Concrete Canister
Storage.

Based on experience at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, the
3entilly-l DCCS concept involved placing the fuel bundles into sealed stainless
steel baskets and subsequently transferring the baskets into steel-lined sealed
concrete canisters. The Gentilly-1 storage project was subject to the full
licensing requirements of the Waste Management Division of the Atomic Energy
Control Board, the Canadian nuclear regulatory authority.

This paper outlines the methodology and tooling for manipulating fuel in
the spent fuel pool, drying and sealing the baskets, and final emplacement of
the sealed baskets in the concrete canisters.
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GENTILLY-1 FUEL INVENTORY

Gentilly-1 fuel (Fig. 1) consists of bundles of 18 Zircaloy-4 clad natural
uranium oxide fuel elements which, for reactor use, are assembled into "strings"
comprising ten bundles threaded on a common Central Structural Tube (CST). Each
fuel bundle weighs 26.7 kg.

SECTION THROUGH CENTRE OF FUEL BUNDLE

CENTRALIZING PADS
SPACERS
BEARING PADS
U O j FUEL PELLETS
ZIRCALOY 4 SHEATH
DELINEATING DISC
END CAP
END PLATE

FIGURE 1 GENTILLY-1 FUEL BUNDLE

The reactor was operated for 183 equivalent full-power days. With minor
exceptions, all the fuel was resident in-core for the operating life of the
reactor, and had a resultant burn-up averaging 2300 MWd/tonne U. The fuel has
not been subjected to neutron flux since 1979. Consequently, the decay heat
produced by the fuel is now quite small, of the order of 1.4 W/bundle.

Since its removal from the reactor in 1981, the fuel had been stored in
the spent fuel pool, mostly in string assemblies, but some was stored
disassembled in trays. The total irradiated fuel inventory at the start of
decommissioning was 3213 bundles.

DRY CONCRETE CANISTER STORAGE (DCCS) SYSTEM

The Dry Concrete Canister Storage concept consists of placing dry,
irradiated fuel bundles into sealed metal containers termed "fuel baskets", and
subsequently transferring the fuel baskets into steel-lined, sealed concrete
canisters. The fuel is thus provided with adequate radiation shielding and
containment. Decay heat from the fuel is dissipated through the walls of the
canister.
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The DCCS system was originally developed by AECL's Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment, where it has been used since 1975 to store irradiated
fuel from the WR-1 research reactor (1). Factors addressed during development
at Whiteshell included:

structural design of the canisters
the effects of fuel decay heat
containment of radionuclides and shielding
effects of missile impact and natural hazards
fuel handling methods and component design.

COVER

BOTTOM WELD

FIGURE 2 GENERAL LAYOUT OF GENTILLY-1
STORAGE CANISTER

FUEL
SUPPORT

PIN

FIGURE 3 GENTILLY-1 FUEL BASKET

The concrete canister as redesigned specifically for Gentilly-1 is
illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of a reinforced concrete shell
approximately 6.2 m. high and 2.6 n>. diameter anchored to a concrete base slab,
and having a carbon-steel lined internal cavity 845 mm diameter. Once the
canister is completely loaded with fuel baskets, the top opening is filled with
a steel-lined concrete plug, the plug is seal welded, and IAEA "safeguards"
tamper-proof seals are applied.

The Gentilly-1 fuel basket, shown in Figure 3, was designed as a "Class
Special" component, which is a category established by Canadian jurisdictions
for components that do not fall into the clearly defined classes of equipment in
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the ASME Code, but for which registration has been made mandatory. In this
casft, with natural uranium fuel, no special measures were required in the basket
design to prevent criticality. Fabricated entirely from 304L stainless steel,
the basket consists of a flat circular base with a central lifting post, around
which 38 fuel bundles are arranged on vertical locating pinf. (Other fuel
loading arrangements are possible). A "top hat" cover fits on top. The cover
is sealed after fuel loading by fillet welds around the base and around the
lifting post, which are welded and inspected remotely.

The design life of the DCCS system is 50 to 100 years.

FUEL HANDLING METHODS

The fuel handling operations consisted broadly of disassembling the fuel
strings, loading the baskets and recording the contents, then seal welding the
baskets and transferring them to waiting concrete canisters. The processes are
illustrated in block diagram form in Figure 4.

FUEL BUNDLE HANDLING OPERATIONS
Ir

DISMANTLE FUEL
STRING

L

PLACE EMPTY
BASKET ONTO

LOADING PLATFORM

PLACE FUEL
BUNDLES

INTO BASKET

INSTALL BASKET
COVER

MOVE LOADED
BASKET

TO INSPECTION
PLATFORM

STORE BASKET
ON BOTTOM

OF POOL

—

—

INSPECTION AND
RECORDING

TO DRY
OPERATIONS

1

BASKET HANDLING OPERATIONS

SELECT BASKET
FROM POOL I

REMOVE LOOSE
CONTAMINATION

INSPECTION
AND

RECORD

BRING BASKET

STATION

PLACE BASKET
INTO FLASK

DRY BASKET
AND BUNDLES

TRANSFER
BASKET TO
CANISTER

SEAL BASKET
BY WELDING

UNLOAD BASKET
FROM FLASK

1
SEAL WELDING

CANISTER
WHEN FULL

FIGURE 4 FUEL HANDLING OPERATIONS
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Fuel Destringing and Basket. Loading

Manipulation of individual fuel bundles was done underwater in the spent
fuel pool, using manual tools and hoists. Because of the small quantity of
fuel, automation was not considered, although it would be more prt tical to do
so in the case of a facility for a large quantity of fuel.

Disassembly of the fuel strings was performed using existing station fuel
handling tooling. Once removed from the string, each bundle was picked up
underwater, rotated to the vertical position, then manually placed over a vacant
pin in a basket positioned on a special submerged turntable.

Once full, each basket was moved to an underwater inspection platform
where a photographic record was made of the fuel bundle and basket serial
numbers. The cover was then placed over the basket, and the basket was moved,
using a special pneumatic hoist supported by the bay overhead crane, to storage
on the bottom of the pool.

The cycle time for the above operations on one basket was about 2\ hours.

Basket Welding and Transfer to Canisters

A purpose-built shielded workstation (Figure 5) was erected over the fuel
pool to provide radiation shielding for operating personnel while the following
operations were carried out remotely:

- bringing a basket into the station and draining it
- drying the contents with forced-air circulation
- automatic seal welding of the basket cover
- inspection and repair (if necessary) of the seal welds

loading the sealed baskets into the transfer flask.

Each covered basket was picked from the pool bottom and lifted into the
shielded station, where it was allowed to drain. It was then placed on the
station carriage/turntable and positioned at the drying equipment where the
cover was lifted approximately 4 cm and inlet and outlet air connections
made. A 30 minute drying cycle with warm air (40°C) followed. After inspecting
the basket for moisture using the station CCTV system, the cover was replaced
and the basket positioned for welding.

A Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process was used to seal weld the basket
covers. The main factors which influenced this choice were:

good weld quality
ease of adapting equipment for remote operation
ready availability of equipment, and
high production rate.
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TRANSFER FLASK

WELDING TORCH

BASKET AT DRYING
STATION

WELDING TORCH

TV CAMERA

BASKET AT
WELDING STATION

LOADING SHAFT

FIGURE 5 SHIELDED STATION WHERE FUEL BASKET DRYSNG AND SEAL WELDING WERE CARRIED OUT

The welding system was designed for 'pushbutton' remote operation, without
manual intervention on the part of the operator. The system comprised two
welding torches and mechanical seam trackers located inside the shielded station
with filler wire, shielding gas and electrical power supplied via the torch
conduits through penetrations in the station walls. One torch and seam tracker
were dedicated to each weld on the basket, which was rotated on the turntable
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acceptable welds contained no potential leak paths. Testing fay simulation of
welding process faults provided further evidence that both the welding procedure
and inspection methods were sound.

Once the welds were confirmed to be satisfactory, the basket was hoisted
into the transfer flask above the shield station. The flask was next lowered on
to a transfer trolley and taken to the concrete canister area, where it was
hoisted up once more and positioned over the canister opening. The basket was
lowered into the canister cavity and the flask returned to the fuel pool shield
station. Once each canister was fully loaded with fuel baskets, the top plug
was inserted and seal welded, and IAEA safeguards seals applied.

The cycle time for the 'dry' shield station and flasking operations was
about two hours per basket.

CONCLUSION

The Gentilly-1 irradiated fuel storage project has demonstrated that spent
fuel can be safely and inexpensively stored dry on a reactor site (or elsewhere)
in specially designed concrete canisters affording a high degree of radiation
protection and physical security. AECL's DCCS system is licensable in Canada
and can be considered as a viable alternative to long-term pool storage.

It is worth noting that the engineering for the Gentilly-1 project meets
most of the criteria of the later issued (December 1984) ANSI document 57 9-1984
"Design Criteria for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation - Dry
Storage Type".
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COST ESTIMATION FOR GENTILLY-1 DECOMMISSIONING

Balarko Gupta
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

ABSTRACT

The preparation of a credible decommissioning cost esti-
mate is made more difficult due to a lack of an accepted
industry methodology standard. It is also a complex task
because there is a large variety of plant inventories, radio-
active levels, waste volumes and decommissioning options to
be considered. AECL, as a part of the Gentilly-1 decommis-
sioning study utilized a rational cost estimation methodo-
logy. We also developed a computer program called DECOM and
used it to estimate radioactive waste volume, decommissioning
cost and radiation exposure to workers. During the actual
decommissioning period, April 1984 to April 1986, this pro-
gram was used again to compare actual manhours and costs
against those estimated two years previous.

INTRODUCTION

Gentilly-1, (G-l) a 250 MWe, 833 MWth, CANDU (CANada Deuterium
Uranium), type reactor is located in Quebec, Canada. This plant comprises
a natural uranium fuelled, heavy water moderated, boiling light water
cooled reactor. It was designed for on power refuelling with the use of a
single fuelling machine for its 308 vertical 100 mm diameter fuel chan-
nels. G-l was put in service in 1971 and operated intermittently until
1978. In 1980 the station was placed in a state of preservation which
could have permitted a restart. In 1982 the joint committee of Hydro-
Quebec and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited recommended against the rehabi-
litation of the plant on economic grounds. Parts of 1982 and 1983 were
devoted to the engineering and economic study involving decommissioning of
Gentilly-1.

A wide range of decommissioning scenarios (stages) were considered.
These varied from safe storage of all radiological hazards inside the
plant with surveillance, to prompt dismantling of the total plant and
disposal of all equipment and structures for ultimate release of the site
for unrestricted use. After careful considerations, a decision was made
to decommission the plant to a "static state" which is a variant of IAEA's
Stage 1 (Ref. 1).
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Between April 1984 and April 1986, actual decommissioning of
Gentilly-1 was completed within schedule and budget. The scope of this
project included cutting and capping of all piping, cabling and penetra-
tions to the reactor building, as well as draining and drying all systems
inside the reactor building.

All equipment and structures from the service building except the
exterior walls and main structural slabs were dismantled, decontaminated
and disposed. Although traditionally not a part of decommissioning, this
project also included removal from the spent fuel bay and interim dry sto-
rage of 3213 spent fuel bundles inside concrete canisters.

Decommissioning cost estimate preparation has evolved into a complex
subject requiring the handling of large amounts of data and involving fac-
tors such as waste volumes generated, radiation exposure to workers, in
addition to total cost and cash flow considerations. AECL faced this
situation during the initial decommissioning studies on the Gentilly-1
nuclear station and came to the conclusion that a computerized cost model
was an essential tool to permit the analysis of numerous decommissioning
scenarios and for optimization purposes. The DECOM computer program was
developed to address this requirement. It utilizes approximately 150 mo-
dels or Unit Cost Factors to describe the various decommissioning activi-
ties and can compute radiation exposure to workers and waste volumes for a
large number of decommissioning scenarios.

The methodology and data presented in this paper are based on the
Gentilly-1 decommissioning study as well as the actual results obtained
during 1984 and 1986 field work.

COST ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

The components that make up the total cost for decommissioning a
nuclear plant can be grouped into three categories each of which needs to
be handled in a different fashion. These are:

a) activity dependent costs
b) period dependent costs
c) special activity costs.

The flow diagram in Figure 1 describes the methodology developed
below.

Activity dependent costs are those associated with tasks that are
discrete, measurable and of a repetitive nature and can thus be analysed
by developing typical Unit Cost Factors (UCF) which can be applied to the
category of equipment that they represent (e.g. cutting pipe, removing
pumps, dismantling structural steel). The type and category of equipment
to be dealt with dictates the type and number of cost factor models that
need to be developed for a given nuclear facility. UCFs are described
later in this paper.
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Period <.le pendent costs are those associated with flic dura t ions .->l
different pluses of the project such as engineering, project', and
construction management, Licensing, quality assurance and security.

The duration of the total program is established by the di.-iinant.lin>>,
experts taking into consideration the most efficient methods of rei;iov i n,",
all materials. Once the schedule is established, the critical path is
then identified by processing the schedule through a scheduling computer
program. The project schedule is then used as a base to determine the
period-dependent cost.

Special activity costs are spLit into two categories: special items
that are non-repetitive such as the calandria or reactor vessel removal

and miscellaneous items such as the operation and maintenance cost, cost
of energy and the like.

The activity dependent, period dependent and special item costs are
added together to develop the total decommissioning cost.

UNIT COST FACTORS

To be used by the DECOM computer program, AECL has developed a total
of approximately 150 Unit Cost Factors which represent up-to-date
experience with the various techniques applied to the decommissioning of
nuclear power stations. One section of the DECOM program is dedicated
specifically to the information on Unit Cost Factors.

Unit Cost Factors are models which take into consideration all the
typical activities associated with, for example, the exercise of
dismantling piping. They consider man power requirements, duration of
various tasks and special equipment involved. By factoring in labour
costs, equipment rental or maintenance costs and so forth, the model then
converts the whole range of activities into a cost, expressed in dollars
per unit ($/m run in the case of piping). The cost factor is thus defined
as the estimated amount of money required to remove one unit of a
component. Unit Cost Factors have been developed for dismantling,
packaging, transportation, and disposal for a variety of categories of
equipment.

Table 1 presents a sample of equipment groupings and the associated
dismantling Unit Cost Factors.
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DISMANTLING UNIT COST FACTORS BY WBS
(IN 1983 CANADIAN DOLLARS)

* Lump-Sum Cost

TABLE 1

SCA = Scaffolding; RAP = Radioactive Premium

WBS

250

251

261

301

302

303

304

306

311

312

313

321

322

323

324

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Air Lock Removal

Crane Removal

Contaminated Cone.

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump

Pump

Ht.

Ht.

Ht.

Tank

Tank

Tank

Tank

up to 150 kg.

150-2250 kg.

2250-4500 kg.

4500-22,500 kg.

22,500 kg.

Exch. 450 kg.

Exch. 450-1350 kg.

Exch. 1350-2700 kg.

450 kg.

450-2250 kg.

2250-4500 kg.

4500-22,500 kg.

25

25

2,

2,

1,

1,

ZERO
BASE

000

000

-

150

325

905

190.

190.

265.

450.

250.

340.

420.

510.

100.

.00*

.00*

.00

.00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

ZERO BASE
+ SCA

2,

2,

1,

1,

-

-

-

180.

355.

935.

220.

220.

295.

480.

280.

370.

450.

540.

130.

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

ZERO
+ RAP

1

2

2

1

1

-

-

BASE

720/m3

200

432

,204

,913

,913

352

598

,662,

.452.

560.

•680.

463.

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

00

00

00

00

00

ZERO
+ SCA

1

2

2

1

1

230

462

462

,234

,943

,943

382

628

,692

482

590

710.

,493.

BASE
+ RAP

-

-

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

00

00

00

The DSCOM program maintains all the necessary Unit Cost Factors in a
special file and uses it to calculate cost. The Unit Cost Factors can be
updated as required to reflect changes in technology, actual hands-on
experience and so on. They can also be adapted to local conditions by
factoring in local labour rates and productivity. Furthermore, new Unit
Cost Factors can be developed as required for different types of nuclear
plants. This is a powerful feature which allows the program to be kept up
to date with a minimum amount of changes.
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APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY AND DECOM CODE TO GENTILLY-1

This section describes the step by step approach which was pursued to
prepare the G-l decommissioning cost estimate and cash flow. This
approach can be applied to any nuclear power plant. Major steps are as
follows:

. Survey of equipment inventory.
Application of a computer code (DECOM).
Survey of radioactive inventory.

. Radiological exposure to workers (man-rem).
Development of unit cost factors.

. PERT/CPM network to determine critical path.
Manpower requiremert.

. Integration of cost and schedule.
Summary of costs.
Financial analysis and cash flow.

. Compare actual cost against estimate.

The physical inventory of all the plant components (equipment, struc-
tures, etc.) was obtained by doing a room by room survey. All the compo-
nents were grouped first into major equipment categories such as pumps,
tanks, heat exchangers. Each major equipment group was further divided
into subgroups which could represent component for any type of plant. For
example, pumps and pump motors were in five subgroups ranging in weights
from 150 kg to more than 22,500 kg. The selection of these grouping
depended largely on the type and size of crew required for component remo-
val. Table 1 gives a sample list of some standard equipment groupings.
For the G-l plant we had a total of about 150 subgroup items. Each item
was then given a cost code number consistent with the Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) of the project. The allocation of this WBS cost code num-
ber (i.e. WBS Code 302 represents pumps 150-2250 kg) is essential for cost
roll ups.

Depending on the circumstances (e.g. access to the plant) it may be
possible or even desirable to assemble the inventory of all plant compo-
nents by using 'existing equipment lists and obtain available documenta-
tion.

Although Table 1 can be used as a guide, one must, for each plant
develop a unique item list and cost code. For the G-l plant, all compo-
nent items were entered into a data-base computer code 'DECOM' developed
in-house by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

The main body of the DECOM program contains information on:

physical inventory of the plant,
radiological profile of the components,

. cost factors.
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UCFs and total costs are computed in four major categories:

dismantling
. packaging

transportation
burial (disposal)

Dismantling UCFs are further divided into four groups:

a) Components that are non-radioactive and accessible (zero base).

b) Non-radioactive and inaccessible (cost premium for scaffolding)

c) Radioactive and accessible (cost premium for man-rem)

d) Radioactive and inaccessible (cost premium for scaffolding and
man-rem).

Table 1 gives a sample of cost factors in 1983 Canadian dollars.

One area of concern is the expected radiological exposure to all the
workers during decommissioning. On this project both AECL and the Cana-
dian Regulatory Authority, the AECB were committed to ensure that radia-
tion exposure to workers would be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA principle) by the use of, where necessary, adequate shielding and
remote tooling. However, there is a cost associated with maintaining low
radiation exposure and it must be estimated.

In order to estimate radiological doses to the workers, a survey of
radioactive inventory was done for each component in each room of the
plant. For each component, two dose readings were taken: at contact (1 cm
away) and at one meter distance. The background radiation in the centre
of the room was also measured. These data were entered in the computer
code DECOM to calculate man-rem exposure to the workers based on the num-
ber of workers and the duration they handled the components.
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Table 2 shows a sample computer report.

B RM

T 581

TOTAL

T 601

T 601

T 601

T 601

TOTAL
TOTAL

GRAND

CST
COD

383

581*

383

322

324

324

601*
**

TOTAL

k

TABLE 2

G-l DECOMMISSIONING MANREM CALCULATIONS

DESCRIPT

MISC 5-10K

MISC 5-10K

TANK1-5K

TANK10-50K

TANK10-50K

= 1000 l b s

CONTACT
FIELD

.012

.050

180.000

.050

.200

RAD
IMAWAY

.014

.100

20.000

.070

1.500

= 454 kg

ROOM
BKGND

.012

.070

.070

.070

.070

31

57

DISM
LAB

45

45

21

55

55

176
,800

946

PACK
LAB

9

9

23

148

228

408
13,763

30,833

DISM
MRM
DOSE

.001

.004

.336

.004

.867

1.211
2.046

210.197

PACK
MRM
DOSE

.005

.092

.002

.068

.167

.369

35.992

TOTAL
MRM
DOSE

.001

.009

.428

.006

.935

1.378
2.415

246.189

During the decommissioning project field work phase, cost and
manhours were continuously actualized and input in the DECOM program
to allow for a comparison of actual costs against the estimated ones.
Table 3 shows such a comparison. Minor corrections/improvements to the
estimated UCFs were made.

Table 4 shows the capability of the DECOM to generate cash flow and
net present value estimates.

CONCLUSION

Decommissioning cost estimate prepared during 1983, 1984 for the
Gentilly-1 decommissioning project used a simple, logical methodology and
employed a computer program, DECOM, to handle large amounts of data on
component dismantling, packaging, disposal, radiation dose to the workers
and waste volume. The program also calculated different elements of
decommissioning cost, cash flow and present value.
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During the actual decommissioning phase in 1985, 1986 actual costs
for many components were developed and compared against the estimated
ones. Both the estimated and actual cost data were kept in the DECOM data
base to provide firstly a comparison between estimate and actual and
secondly to have a basis for estimating future work.

This estimating methodology and the DECOM Code have been used
successfully for PWR type of reactors in the U.S.A. It is a versatile
method and can be used for any type of reactor.

REFERENCES

1. IAEA Technical Report Series No. 230, 1983.

2. Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning cost estimate by Balarko
Gupta, 1985 AACE Transactions.

3. Taux de Salaire, Mai 1983, Office de la Construction du Qu€bec,
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THE RECYCLING ALTERNATIVE

Michael S. McGough
Quadrex Recycle Center

ABSTRACT

Nuclear facilities have become increasingly concerned with
minimization of low level waste disposal costs. Burial
space allocation, surcharges and increasing burial rates
have contributed to substantial cost increases. Recycling
of decontaminable materials provides one mechanism for
disposal cost minimization. The operational and economic
details of a large scale recycling operation are
described.

INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper is "The Recycling Alternative", and I am
referring to recycling as an alternative to the shallow land burial of
low-level radioactive wastes. Recently there has been much discussion of
supercompaction and incineration and the effects that these technologies may
have on volumes buried. I would like to tell you about a concept that j_s
currently having a major impact on volumes buried.

A national waste newsletter recently asked "Where's the waste?", in
referring to the drastic reductions in volumes received for burial in 1986.
A large part of the volume reduction is being achieved through recycling.

We define recycling as the decontamination of materials which have a
beneficial reuse. WE DO NOT PROCESS WASTE!!

Since 1982, Quadrex has operated a recycle center in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. During that time, we have processed over 750,000 cubic feet of
contaminated materials.

This presentation will describe how a large scale recycling operation
is implemented on a commercial basis. Hopefully, this information will be
helpful in the assessment of near-term disposal options and how recycling
will impact future burial site capacity requirements.

It is important to note that the types of materials we are dealing with
here are non-compactible metallic materials, which have a beneficial reuse.
The types of materials which can be compacted or incinerated are paper,
plastic, PVC, etc., and do not include metallics.

Also, we are performing surface decontamination, thus all surfaces must
be made accessible for decontamination, as well as for survey verification
that they have been cleaned.
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For example, a large heat exchanger or valve must be completely dis-
assembled and proven clean prior to release, even if no decontamination
efforts are necessary.

Initially, contaminated materials are brought into the facility and
segregated for processing. At this point, a decision must be made regarding
how the material will be treated (DECISION POINT 1). This decision point is
the key to the economics of the entire operation. Materials may be cleanable
with non-destructive techniques, such that they can be repaired and/or reused
in existing form, (e.g. welding machines, scaffolding, cutting tools, etc.).

Materials may be designated for destructive cleaning where the end
result is materials released as clean scrap (e.g. fuel racks, feedwater
heaters, torus materials, etc.), or the materials may be identified as waste
which should not have been sent in the first place (e.g. floor sweepings,
glass, paper, plastic, etc.).

If the material is designated for non-destructive cleaning, it is dis-
assembled and decontaminated with care to keep al1 the parts together and to
preserve any machined tolerances.

Following decon, these materials are surveyed and clean materials are
either released for reuse, as is, or released for repair and reuse.
Materials which do not survey out clean are either rejected for further
non-destructive cleaning or sent to the decision point shown on Figure 1, at
which time, it is decided whether the material can be cleaned or should be
designated as waste.

If materials are designated for destructive cleaning, then they are
disassembled and processed through one or more of six major process lines
and surveyed for release as scrap.

Survey also serves as process control for decon lines. Process wastes,
such as filters, clothing, paper, plastic, etc., are sent to waste. Survey
rejects are either reprocessed or designated as waste.

Now you can see why these decision points (1 and 2) are so critical to
the economics of the operation.

Materials, which turn out to be uncleanable, accrue costs through every
decon loop they are processed. By now, our waste is made up of components
from as-received materials, process wastes and decon rejects. These wastes
are volume reduced via compaction, where possible, and repackaged for
burial.

Now let's look at some numbers. If we use 1000 ft3 of received
materials as an example, about 5% — or 50 f t 3 — are typically not cleanable
and designated as waste. About 800 ft3 -- or 80% — will be destructively
processed. About 150 ft3 — or 15% — will be designated for non-
destructive cleaning. From the incoming 150 ft3 sent to non-destructive
cleaning, about 90% is released and 10% becomes waste. From the 800 ft3

processed destructively, 85% is released as scrap and 15% becomes waste.
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A total of 185 ft3 -- 18.5% of received volume -- is volume reduced and
repackaged to a net burial volume of 140 ft3. This 140 ft3 is buried as
waste, with 100 ft3 under utility allocation (resulting from the circled
waste volumes) and 40 ft3 as Quadrex-generated waste (resulting from 2:1
volume reduction of the 80 ft3 process wastes).

Now, let's look at the benefits of recycling:

ECOLOGICAL: Over 12 million pounds of resources have been recovered
to date, thus minimizing volumes required for burial.

Based on EPRI and NRC data, it is expected that approximately 540,000
cubic feet of recyclable materials (i.e. non-compactible) will be generated
annually. At the average volume reduction achievable in a large scale
operation, burial volume requirements would be reduced by approximately
465,000 cubic feet, with a reduction of utility burial allocation
requirements of 90%.

Dollar savings are utility specific, but considerations for calculating
these savings are the recycling costs vs. the gateprice, plus surcharges (if
applicable); container costs, allocations savings, and transportation costs.

NRC document NUREG/CR-4555 "Generic Cost Estimates for the Disposal of
Radioactive Wastes" estimated non-compactible trash disposal costs at $140 to
$260/ft3, not including surcharges.

In summary, for non-compactible, reusable metallic materials, recycling
has both economic and ecological benefits, provided that the economies of
scale can be maintained. From a national perspective, recycling makes sense.
But it is doubtful that the economies of scale necessary to achieve these
volume reductions can be supported on a regional basis.

REFERENCE

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG/CR-4555, Generic Cost Estimates
for the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes. Washington, D.C.: Office of
Resource Management, 1986, p. 91.
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TRU WASTE GENERATOR PROGRAMS CERTIFY THAT
WIPP WASTE CRITERIA ARE MET PRIOR TO SHIPMENT

Jack E. Johnson
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, WIPP Project

ABSTRACT

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant established a philo-
sophy which requires the waste shipper to verify that
his waste shipments meet the requirements of the Waste
Acceptance Criteria prior to being shipped. This
provides Quality Assurance that TRU wastes meet the
Criteria at the proper place, where discrepancies can
still be corrected, instead of merely having inspec-
tion at the receiver, where corrective facilities are
not available. Each DOE TRU waste facility planning
to ship waste to WIPP is required to develop and imple-
ment a specific program including Quality Assurance
provisions to verify that waste is in full compliance
with WIPP's Waste Acceptance Criteria. This program
is audited by a composite DOE and contractor audit
team prior to granting the facility permission to
"certify waste." Only certified waste may be shipped
to WIPP, and periodic reaudits assure continued
compliance.

INTRODUCTION

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located in the southeast
corner of New Mexico, is a DOE project with a mission of demonstrating
permanent storage of defense transuranic (TRU) waste. This project
decided early in its program to emphasize individual shipper facility
responsibility for their TRU waste to meet the WIPP Waste Acceptance
Criteria (WAC). Thus, each facility develops Its own program for veri-
fying waste compliance with the WAC, or "certifying" waste, which in
turn provides DOE with Quality Assurance on TRU waste shipped to WIPP.

WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

DOE established a multidisciplinary steering committee representing
DOE both at headquarters and field offices, defense TRU waste generators,
TRU waste storage sites, national laboratories, and the WIPP Project. The
final report of this committee had a very long title (which boiled down
to "Waste Acceptance Criteria") and was issued in May 1980. The current
version is Revision 2 containing additional and revised criteria found
necessary during the intervening years.
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With the aid of the TRU Programs Management Section of DOE
Albuquerque, several other supporting documents were subsequently gen-
erated to aid in interpretation of the criteria, to provide Quality
Assurance (QA) requirements specific to waste programs, and to specify a
format for data packages transmitted to WIPP with the shipments. The TRU
Programs Management Section of DOE also has instituted the Joint Integra-
tion Office (JIO) at Albuquerque to provide an interfacing function among
all of the individual organizations involved in TRU waste programs, in-
cluding WIPP. Thus, general and specific TRU waste processes, programs,
problems, investigations, criteria revisions, etc., have a central focus
which disseminates necessary information to those in need of it.

WASTE CERTIFICATION

When it became apparent to the project that controls would be re-
quired to ensure that wastes shipped to the WIPP site actually would meet
all of the WAC, a strategy was established which requires waste shipping
facilities to develop waste certification programs to be reviewed by a
Waste Acceptance Criteria Certification Committee (WACCC). This strategy
is in complete agreement with the WIPP philosophy that the repository is
not the inspection or Quality Control element for the entire TRU Waste
Management System within DOE. Facilities describe their individual cer-
tification programs with Certification Plans, which contain all of the
control elements used for waste certification at their facility. The
committee examines each Certification Plan submitted and comments on that
submittal. Similarly, QA Plans (which may be contained in the Certifica-
tion Plan) are considered necessary to demonstrate how each generator (or
storage) facility implements the QA requirements.

The DOE and WIPP Project decided not to produce a detailed guide in-
structing sites how, on a step-by-step basis, to write their individual
Certification Plans describing certification programs, but rather to allow
each site to develop a specific program tailored to its own operations.
Some general guidelines were provided, however, with examples of how to
meet certain criteria. Thus, each site tailors its own operations to meet
the requirements without a formal methodology imposed from outside.

The Certification Committee (or WACCC) consists of members from the
DOE-AL, WIPP Project Office (DOE-WPO), and contractors from the WIPP and
TRU Programs Management Joint Integration Office (JIO). These members
provide a background of waste management, waste operations, QA management,
and technical expertise in health physics and safety. Thus, reviews of
Certification and QA Plans are aimed at providing assurance to the WIPP
and other concerned organizations (e.g., State of New Mexico) that all of
the WAC are being met for the waste forms described.

The process of developing Certification and QA Plans took longer than
originally anticipated due to the first-of-a-kind nature of the process;
many iterations of submittals and responses were required from each
facility. One of the steps developed during this learning process was
encouraging representatives from each facility to meet with the WACCC to
review their implementation plans, procedures, Investigations, etc., that
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provide resolutions to the WACCC comments. Another activity the WACCC
conducted was to visit each generator and storage facility. These visits
have provided each committee member with a better concept of what each
facility faces in its particular waste certification efforts.

When satisfied that the Certification and QA Plans from a site are
acceptable, a recommendation for DOE-WPO approval is submitted by the
WACCC (Figure 1). A letter is also sent to the facility granting prelimi-
nary approval and instructing it to begin implementing all of the details
covered in its plans (procedure writing, process changes, etc.). The
plans are also sent to the State of New Mexico for review and comment.
The DOE has an agreement with the State that no TRU waste (described in a
facility's plans) will be accepted at WIPP until the State has had the
opportunity to review and comment upon those plans. The WACCC is respon-
sible for reviewing and recommending a DOE-WPO response to the State's
comments. Even after the DOE-WPO sends a formal approval letter to the
facility, waste is not certified until a full-scale audit is conducted at
the site to satisfy the WPO that the procedures and operations are actually
implemented according to the plan.
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CERTIFICATION AUDITS

The WACCC (under DOE leadership) conducts formal audits of each fa-
cility planning to ship certified TRU waste to the WIPP. Specific audit
plans and checklists are developed for each facility, based on the con-
tents of the Certification and QA Plans, because of the complexity and
technical nature of the processes and operations supporting those plans.
These audit plans and checklists contain detailed areas to be thoroughly
reviewed by qualified DOE and contractor personnel, who then judge whether
the processes and procedures as implemented do, in fact, qualify the
facility to certify its waste.

The initial certification audit is performed to ensure that the fa-
cility's production of TRU waste is carried out in compliance with (1) its
Certification and QA Plans, previously approved by WACCC and OOE-WPO, and
(2) all of the project requirements documents. Approval of the Certifica-
tion and QA Plans is a prerequisite for the initial audit. This initial
audit includes any material covered in general by the Certification and QA
Plans such as procurement, organization, etc., and specific waste form(s)
covered in the plans. Subsequent periodic audits are conducted for three
purposes: (1) to determine improvement in weaker areas found during the
initial audit, (2) to determine if the facility should retain its autho-
rization to certify TRU waste, and (3) to audit the processing of any
waste forms added as attachments to the plans since the last audit was
performed.

Audit teams, including the team leader (a certified lead auditor),
are selected by the Chairman of the WACCC. The team consists of at least
one DOE member of the WACCC, one WIPP contractor member, DOE or contractor
technical experts as required for specific needs, and an invited observer
from the cognizant DOE field or area office. Additional contractor tech-
nical advisors may be added as needed. A representative of the State of
New Mexico is also invited as an observer.

The cognizant DOE field or area office is notified in advance of the
audit by the audit team leader to ensure that appropriate personnel from
the facility to be audited are available. Personnel should include, as
appropriate, TRU waste management and QA personnel; managers, supervisors,
operators, and technicians of waste generating areas; and any personnel
in the management chain deemed necessary. Entrance and exit meetings are
held with facility management. Entrance meetings are conducted by the
team leader with facility management to describe the purpose and scope of
the audit. All audit team potential findings, observations, and recom-
mendations are presented and discussed at the exit meeting, held with the
same personnel at the conclusion of the audit team's efforts.

Auditors interview facility personnel (at the operational level),
review records, evaluate the adequacy of procedures for controls on waste
handling and associated activities, and observe in-process activities as
necessary to perform their evaluations. Auditors identify apparent dis-
crepancies, as they are found, to the facility personnel accompanying
them, in addition to reporting and discussing them at the exit meeting.
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The audit report is prepared by the audit team leader or designee and
includes inputs from the audit team members. It is reviewed by all audit
team members and approved by the WACCC chairman prior to distribution.
Copies of the audit reports are distributed to the DOE-WPO Project Manager,
the DOE-WPO QA manager, the TRU Program Manager, the WACCC, the cognizant
DOE area or field office, all audit team members, and the management of
the audited facility.

The audit report provides approval of the facility's certification
program, entitling it to certify its waste (within the limits of those
waste forms audited), or identifies areas where certification requirements
were not met, which must be resolved prior to certifying the waste.

Management of the audited facility is expected to respond formally
to the WACCC regarding all discrepancies noted in the audit report, indi-
cating the corrective action to be taken to preclude recurrence of each
discrepancy. Failure to respond results in a backlog of uncertified
waste, an unacceptable condition at most facilities. The response must
indicate the date that the action was or will be completed. Subsequent
facility audits determine that the corrective action has been satisfac-
torily implemented. These audits may be conducted by a small audit team
on a rapid-response basis as conditions warrant. However, the same formal
audit checklist procedure is followed.

NEW MEXICO STATE MONITORING

DOE entered into several agreements with the State of New Mexico. One
contains provisions for DOE financial support for an independent review
group of qualified technical personnel who answer to the State Government's
Executive Branch. This organization is known as the Environmental Evalu-
ation Group (EEG). There is an Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between DOE and the State which contains provisions for conflict resolu-
tion between the parties, as well as the extent of and mechanisms used for
the exchange of information between the Project and the State. The Sup-
plemental Stipulated Agreement Resolving Certain State Offsite Concerns
over WIPP was signed approximately one and one half years after the above
Stipulated Agreement.

Of particular interest to shippers is the portion of the Supplemental
Stipulated Agreement, which permits point-of-origin monitoring by the State
for specific items. Such monitoring is separate from the waste certifica-
tion audit process and conducted under procedures generated by DOE-WPO.
Personnel assigned by DOE-WPO accompany the State on such monitoring trips.
The Supplemental Stipulated Agreement specifically states:

(1) "... monitor packaged waste, and the condition of the trucks
to be used and containers in which the waste is to be transported to
New Mexico for emplacement at WIPP ..." and

(2) " . . . review pertinent shipping records and records and
documents kept by the DOE, relating to the type, source, curie content,
and nature of the waste to be shipped . . . to ensure compliance with DOT
or DOE standards for shipping nuclear waste."
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The activity covered by item (1) is for the State of New Mexico and
appropriate WIPP personnel to visit the facility (whose waste is certified)
after the initial audit to observe the certified waste packages and the
loading operations into the TRUPAC1 (or other shipping cask). The trucks
or railcars on which the TRUPACls are shipped are inspected for general
appearance and any safety item that might be observed. The team is charged
to also observe the TRUPACT closing and leak test operations. If the
TRUPACT is loaded while separated from the vehicle, the attachment of the
TRUPACT to the vehicle is also observed.

Conduct of the activity covered by item (2) generally involves a
visit by the State of New Mexico to the WIPP facility, where access to the
computer-stored records is provided for their scrutiny. These records
contain the data generated for each waste package which is required by
the WAC prior to the waste being shipped. All WIPP computer systems that
review those data package entries are also available for the State's
inspection. However, this activity may also impact the shipper because it
is not specific only to WIPP's data.

CONCLUSION AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The execution of the above described activity has resulted in sizable
DOE and WIPP Project commitments of manpower and resources in the forma-
tive stages, but DOE believes that the relative efficiency of certifying
TRU waste as early as possible in the waste handling cycle will produce
the greatest benefit over the operating lifetime of the WIPP. First,
verifying that the waste meets the WAC, as generated and packaged, vastly
reduces downstream handling and processing costs. Second, inspecting and
processing of previously stored TRU waste will reduce the total volume
that has to be shipped to WIPP, because much of the waste currently in
retrievable storage is low-level waste, not TRU. Third, violations of the
WAC are corrected at the shipper rather than the receiver, almost totally
eliminating the necessity for returning shipments and incurring extra
transportation and handling costs. Fourth, control measures taken prior
to shipment of waste provide assurance that only certifiable wastes that
comply with all state and federal requirements are processed by the WIPP.

Applications of the DOE strategy may be applied to other programs
besides defense TRU waste. Low-level waste disposal sites may begin to
implement similar restrictions on wastes that are acceptable to them and
shippers will have to meet those restrictions. The high-level waste
repositories, even under NRC regulation, are very likely to have parallel
waste acceptance requirements which pose similar shipper programs to show
compliance. State involvement is also bound to increase in some of the
other waste processing areas, particularly in transportation.
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DESIGN OF ALPHA BEARING INDUSTRIAL WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY ASSOCIATED
WITH A NUCLEAR FUEL FABRICATION PLANT : INCINERATION AND ASHES CONTAINMENT

Claude Otter
Atomic Energy Commission

IRDI-DERDCA-Waste R&D Department

Robert Lorenze l l i
COGEMA, Fuel Department

Pier re Dabernard
USSI, Engineering Department

ABSTRACT

As part of a COGEMA project for the construction of a mixed
oxide nuclear fuels production plant (UPujOg to be used for
the recycling of plutonium in light water reactors, COGEMA,
USSI and the AEC (CEA) present the main options decided
upon for the creation of a treatment and embedding unit
for the wastes which will be produced by the plant from
1993 onwards. A 15 kg.h-1 capacity incinerator capable of
processing 420 m^.year-l of alpha solid technological
wastes is described. This description is completed by
information concerning the research and development program
adopted by the CEA for incineration, recovery of Pu in the
ashes and the embedding of incineration ashes. An initial
estimate is made of the volume reduction factor achieved by
incineration (ratio of the volume of waste before incinera-
tion to the volume of embedded products).

INTRODUCTION

In 1984, COGEMA began work on a construction project for a plant produ-
cing mixed nuclear fuels (mixture of uranium and plutonium oxide) intended
for the recycling of plutonium in light water reactors.

COGEMA is the contracting authority and the prime contractor is USSI -
Ingenierie. The CEA is responsible for the research and development programme
necessary for the project. Construction and start-up of this plant are
planned for the period 1988/1993. Annual production capacity is fixed at
100 tons metal equivalent (uranium + plutonium).

In addition to the production of fuel, this plant will provide chemical
treatment and recycling of production rejects, and the treatment and embed-
ding of alpha technological wastes. All the waste treatment and embedding
facilities will be housed in the same building.
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Since approximately half the wastes produced by the plant is incinerata-
ble organic wastes intended for geological storage (activity in excess of
3.7X1CP Bq.t-1 (0.1 Ci.t-1), incineration has been chosen as the volume re-
duction process as it ensures both a good waste volume reduction factor and
the recovery of plutonium from the ashes. The main component parts of the
15 kg.lr1 alpha waste incinerator are described. Information is also given
concerning the R&D programme set up by the CEA for incineration, recovery of
Pu from ashes and embedding of incineration ashes.

1ST PART : INCINERATION

1. Definition of characteristics of the wastes to be incinerated

An average reference composition of wastes to be incinerated was produ-
ced from data concerning the management of waste produced in the mixed oxide
(U + Pu) fuel production plants at present in operation at the CEA. This
composition is given in table 1 below :

TABLE 1 : AVERAGE REFERENCE COMPOSITION OF WASTES TO BE INCINERATED

Composition Percentage in weight

Kleenex
Cotton wool
Latex
Neoprene
Polythene a-
Polyvinyl chloride

4.8
4.8

17.0
17.0
7.9

48.5

a. including polythene bags used for waste
packaging

There are two categories of wastes to be incinerated :

. low activity alpha incineration wastes (Pu + Am)

Annual throughput is estimated at 200 mS.year-1 (32 t.year"1) specific
alpha activity wi l l be less than 4.5xlO10 Bq.t-1 (1.2 C i . t - 1 ) .

. high activity alpha incineration wastes (Pu + Am)

throughput is estimated at 220 m3.vear-1 (35 t.year-1) specific
activity wi l l be between 4.5xlO1(J Bq.t"1 and 6.7x10^ Bq.t-1

Annual
alpha activity _
(1.2 Ci. t -1 and 190 C i . t - 1 ) .
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2. Incinerator building design study

The flow diagrams required for sizing the main items in the incineration
installation were drawn up from the data in table 1. These diagrams are based
on known data held by the CEA : experience already acquired on an inactive
incineration prototype, data concerning the thermal properties of the various
wastes (heat capacity, conductivity, etc), data on the thermodynamics and
kinetics of the pyrolysis, calcination and post-combustion reactions produced
etc.

Among the other sizing cr i ter ia used we would mention :

- the treatment capacity of the incinerator which is fixed at 15 kg.h-1
with continuous operation 5 days per week, 200 days per year.

- the volume reduction factor (ratio of the volume of wastes before
incineration to the volume of ashes) which is 60 minimum (representing a
minimum waste/ash mass reduction factor of the order of 30).

- the requirement for an installation capable of treating waste rich and
poor in Pu in consecutive batches.

- ash composition compatible with subsequent treatment processes for the
recovery of plutonium from rich ash and the encapsulation of ash in a matrix
(cement or polymer or cement/polymer combination).

3. Description of the main equipment items in the incineration fac i l i ty

3.1 Waste treatment prior to incineration

The purpose of thir> treatment is to supply the incineration equipment
with crushed wastes with specific characteristics and in particular from the
point of view of size. The amount of waste should be adequate to ensure a
continuous supply of the incineration equipment without any transfer
problems. Moreover, the metal compound content of the wast should be limited
so as to faci l i tate subsequent ash embedding or Pu recovery operations.

Prior to treatment the alpha wastes are packaged in sealed 0.5 kg
polythene bags : their activity is monitored and then they are placed in
100 l i t r e metal drums and stored per category of activity while awaiting
incineration treatment.

Figure 1 provides a schematic explanation of the main pre-treatment
stages of waste sized for a maximum throughput of 200 kg.h-1.

The drums are sent on a roller conveyer (1) in front of an X-ray appara-
tus (2) detecting large metal parts which would interfere with the crushing
operations. The rejected drums are run out to a manual sorting area. The
drums which are accepted to a feed hopper (4) by a skip (3). After berthing
and tipping up of the drum, the top slide-valve in the feed hopper opens,
allowing the waste containing polythene bags to be introduced under argon ;
this top slide-valve then closes and the bag of waste is then fed into the
crusher by opening of the bottom slide valve.
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The waste is shredded in this crusher (5) which comprises two cutting
mechanisms separated by a buffer hopper with top scraper. The final stage is
fitted with a 15 mm meshed screen for final sizing of the waste. Any metal
particles which remain following the manual sort are then separated by a
pneumatic screening machine (6) using a counterflow air system. The metal
waste recovery rate is in the order of 98 %. The sized and crushed waste is
then placed in a storage hopper (7) associated with a screw feeder and dosing
device which feeds the pyrolysis furnace at a flowrate of 15 kg.h~l.

3.2 Incineration treatment

Figure 2 shows a waste incineration process performed in two consecutive
stages featuring flexibility of control which makes it preferable to direct
incineration processes. In particular it produces an ash composition which is
compatible with subsequent treatment processes for the recovery of Pu and the
embedding of ashes in a matrix under conditions which are easy to reproduce.

The pyrolysis furnace (9) is sized for a flowrate of 15 kg.tr1. It
comprises two heat-generating self-cleaning Archimede screw conveyers.
Additional heating of its casing ensures good axial distribution of tempera-
ture. The nominal pyrolysis temperature is fixed at 500°C and cycle time is
5 minutes. Throughout the operation, argon is used for sweeping at a flowrate
of 1 m^.h"1. Under these operating conditions the waste/pitch mass reduction
factor is between 5.8 and 6.4.

The calcination furnace (10) is sized for a maximum flowrate of
2.5 kg.h"1 of pitch fed in. It comprises a sealed rotating tube in a heat-
generating casing. The nominal calcination temperature is fixed at
800°C 1 100°C a with a cycle time of 20 minutes ± 10 a. Calcination is
carried out an air flowrate of 35 m^.h-l. The pitch/ash mass reduction factor
is between 5.2 and 6.4 under nominal operating conditions.

3.3 Incineration gas treatments

These treatments are designed to ensure the combustion of gases produced
by pyrolysis and calcination followed by cooling and removal of fly ashes,
radioactive soots and chlorine, under conditions compatible with the
French waste dumping standards in force. These treatments are described
schematically in figure 3.

a. Pyrolysis at 500°C for 5 minutes and calcination at 700°C for 10 minutes
produce an overall incineration mass reduction of 30 or a waste/ash volume
reduction factor of the order of 60. However, in order to ensure optimum
efficiency of the Pu recovery operation, calcination may have to be pushed to
900°C with a cycle time of 30 minutes, in particular to reduce the concentra-
tion of reductive substances in the ash such as carbon and non-oxidized
metals and to reduce the chloride ion content.
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Post-combustion

The gases produced by pyrolysis (11.2 m^.h-l) and calcination
(35 m^.h-1) are sent to a post-combustion chamber (11) composed of refractory
chambers surrounded by a sealed steel casing. This chamber comprises :

. a system for preheating the primary combustion air (12),

. a mixing chamber supplied with combustible gases (46 m^.h-M and re-
heated primary air (150 m^.h-l),

. an igniting chamber fitted with heat-generating ducts for spontaneous
igniting of the mixture at 650°C,

. a combustion chamber supplied with secondary air (200 m3.h~M composed
of baffles which ensure the complete combustion of the gases at a tem-
perature of around 1100°C with a cycle time of the order of one second

. a fly ash recovery system at the bottom of the chamber.

Cooling of combustion gases

The gases leaving the post-combustion chamber are cooled to a temperatu-
re of 120°C compatible with the upstream use of filtering devices able to
withstand this temperature.

The cooler used (13) combines cooling by means of a water jacket cooled
heat exchanger (14) and

from the cooler is around 1900
in a heat exchanger (14) and by dilution with air. Gas flowrate at outlet

nP.lr1.

Prefiltering

The prefi ltering stage comprises a centrifugal purif ier (15) which
unlike the cleanable bag f i l te rs or candle f i l t e r s , does not generate se-
condary wastes. The principle of this device is as follows : the gases are
fed into i ts base from where they are directed to a cascade impactor which,
using the effect of centrifugal force (rotation speed of rotor 5000 rpm~M
project the particles against the walls of the device. These particles fa l l
into an ash-tray and are embedded together with the ashes.

"Absolute" f i l ter ing and gas treatment

Two "absolute" f i l t e r units (16) are arranged in parallel with the
outlet from the centrifugal separator. They provide "zero activity discharge"
to the outside environment.

Prior to discharge by an extractor through the building's exhaust stack,
the inactive gases undergo a standard chemical treatment process designed to
reduce their chlorine content (French standard : HC1 content less than
150 mg.m~3 of gas with respect to normal temperature and pressure conditions
at 7 % of )
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4. Design f a c i l i t i e s provided by the CEA for the incinerat ion research
and development programme as back-up to the nuclear fuels industr ia l project

The CEA is at present constructing a p i l o t incinerat ion ins ta l l a t i on
with a capacity of 4 kg .h - 1 i .e . approximately 1/4 of the capacity of the i n -
cinerator planned for the future plant. This i ns ta l l a t i on w i l l be an exact
repl ica of the industr ia l -scale project . The ins ta l l a t i on w i l l operate with
inact ive material during the period 1987/1989 and then with active materials
from 1990 onwards, fol lowing a schedule which is compatible with the imple-
mentation of the project . I t w i l l :

- demonstrate the r e l i a b i l i t y of the various equipment items chosen for
the nuclear fuels production plant pro ject ,

- enable a study to be made of optimum operating condit ions,

- define the options chosen for control and instrumentation and regula-
t ion of equipment,

- describe the start-up and normal shutdown procedures under nominal or
accidental condit ions,

- enable a study to be made of operating conditions with active
materials :

. d i s t r ibu t ion of alpha in the ins ta l l a t i on and confinement of
equipment

. sub-cr i t i ca l equipment operating conditions

. gas decontamination factor.

This information w i l l be v i t a l when defining the "nuclear izat ion" of the
equipment and the conditions under which maintenance operations w i l l be
carr ied out, and also for preparation of the safety manual.

2ND PART : RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES ON THE TREATMENT AND
EMBEDDING INCINERATION ASHES.

With the incinerator operating under normal conditions and with a raw
waste/ash reduction factor of 30, the incinerator w i l l produce 1.1 ton of ash
poor in Pu and of a specif ic ac t i v i t y less than 1.5x10^2 B q . f l (40 C i . t " 1 )
and 1.2 tons of ash r ich in Pu with a maximum specif ic a c t i v i t y of
2.1014 3 q . t - l (5700 C i . t - * ) .

1 . Study concerning a Pu recovery process from r ich ashes

An ash Pu recovery process is underway researched on the laboratory
scale in the CEA. I t is based on the oxidizing dissolut ion of PuO2- N i t r i c
acid containing s i lver n i t ra te is used to attack the ashes.
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The Ag2+ ions consumed by the oxidation reaction of the Pu(V) into
Pu(VI) ions are regenerated in situ by electrolysis on platinum electrodes.
The Pu recovery rate depends essentially on maintaining the temperature at
25°C but also on the content of reductive substances in the ash other than Pu
(unburned carbon, non-oxidized metal particles) and above all on the chloride
ion content of the ash (comsumption of Ag2+ ions by the chlorides by precipi-
tation of silver chloride. In order to achieve a recovery rate of 98 % the
chloride content must be reduced either by prewashing of the ash in water or
by a more thorough calcination treatment pyrolysis pitch in air (900°C
instead of 800°C and 30 minutes cycle time instead of 20). Under these condi-
tions the global chlorides and non-oxidized metal content is reduced to less
than 2 % which is sufficient to achieve the plutonium recovery rate required.

A discontinuous pilot project on an industrial scale of a capacity of
6 kg.day 1 is being studied. It will be sized to treat the 1.2 t.year-i of
riche ash which will be produced annually by the incinerator.

This treatment will produce approximately 11 m3.year"1 of solution (U +
Pu + Am) which should enable recovery of approximately 10 kg of Pu per year.
It will also produce 1.2 t.year-1 of wet residue which, after drying, will
give approximately 0.5 t.year"* of dry residue. This residue will be encapsu-
lated in the matrix finally chosen for the encapsulation of ash poor in Pu.

2. Ash embedding study

A major study programme for the encapsulation of alpha ash was started
by the CEA in 1984. The programme is in four stages :

Stage 1 : Laboratory study of the formulation on samples of embedded
ashes with cement, polymer (epoxy thermosetting resin) and mixed cement/
polymer matrix with checking of the main physico-chemical and mechanical pro-
perties of the capsules. These tests are completed by feasibility checks of
the formulation at semi-industrial scale (10 litres, 50 litres, 100 litres).

Stage 2 : Leaching tests on embedded products (0.1 litre) made from all
three matrices containing radioactive ash, irradiation withstand tests with
measurement of release of radiolysis gases and leaching tests carried out
following one year of internal alpha irradiation. These embedded products
samples contain alpha active ash and are 238pU02 doped, simulating the dose
received by a capsule after 104 years ; the corresponding integrated dose is
2.3x10? Gy (2.3x109 R d ) .

Stage 3 : Choice of the best matrix on the basis of the results achieved
during stages 1 and 2, using three selection criteria : reliability of the
quality of encapsulation and industrial and economic feasibility.

Stage 4 : Statistical precharacterization tests on the matrix finally
chosen (same tests as in stage 2 but using 10 samples of 0.4 litre volume).

Phase 1 of the programme has now been completed. The main results of the
formulation studies ar shown in table 2 below :
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TABLE 2 : RESULTS OF THE ASH EMBEDDING FORMULATION STUDIES

Matrix

CLC
cement a"

Epoxy D<

thermosetting
resin

Formulation
(% in weight)

(Cement + water)80%
Ashes 20%
water/cement rat io
0.63

(CIBA resin +
hardener) 60%
Ashes 40$
hardener/resin
ra t io 0.6

Density
kg.m-3

x 103

1.73

1.65

Hardness
(shore)

82

Compressive
strength

(MPa)

23

125

Setting
time

(h)

5 to 7

48

Mixed
cement /
resin b'

(CDF resin +
hardener) 30$
(CLC cement +
water) 30%
Ashes 40%
water/cement
ratio 0.36
hardener/resin
ratio 0.6

1.9

a- CLC = Pozzolanic cement

b- vacuum-produced embedded products

85 65 24

The results show that the formulations proposed comply with the "Basic
Safety Regulations" currently recommended by the Ministry of French Industry.
Polymer and mixed embedded products have the advantage of incorporating 40 %
of ash in weight with better mechanical properties than the cement embedded
products which only incorporate 20 % in weight of ash.

Initial mixing tests carried out a semi-industrial scale on 10 litre,
50 litre and 100 litre drums have shown that certain precautions must be
taken when embedding ash :

- in the case of the polymer ratrix embedded products, the core tempera-
ture of the capsule may reach 15O';C during polymerization. The CIBA resin has
been chosen in preference to the CdF resin as it is easier to work and
improves the properties of the resulting embedded products.
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- the core temperature of the mixed matrix embedded products remains
below 100°C.

- the ash in cement and mixed matrix embedded products should not
contain too much non-oxidized metal fines (AT, Mg, Zn etc) as there is a r isk
of a reaction between the cement and the metals during set t ing, causing the
embedded product to swell as a result of the release of hydrogen. This ef fect
is less marked in the case of the mixed matrix capsule which contains only
30 % in weight of cement and water.

These tests also showed that there is no increase in volume during em-
bedding operations. Volumes remain equal in the case of cementing with 20 %
of ash. Polymer and mixed embedded products enable an additional volume
reduction gain of the order of 2.

These results are part icular ly important. They show that the embedding
techniques chosen w i l l enable the volume reduction factor of the incinerator
to be maintained and even improved.

A fu l l -sca le p i l o t uni t capable of producing the three types of embedded
products, cement, resin and mixed, is being erected at the CEA. This p i l o t
uni t w i l l be operational at the star t of 1988. I t is shown in f igure 5 and
comprises essential ly :

. an ash or dry residue feed systems

. tanks for mixes (cement, ash, water, res in, hardener, etc)

. a blade mixer with cooled walls operating in a part ia l vacuum

. a 200 l i t r e drum f i l l i n g system.

3. Estimate of the global volume reduction factor ( ra t io of the annual
volume of raw waste/volume of embedded products)

Supplied with 220 n^.year"1 of waste r ich in Pu and 200 m3.year-l of
poor waste, the incinerator w i l l produce 3.7 m3.year"1 of r ich ash and
3.4 m3.year-1 of poor ash. After Pu recovery treatment, the 3.7 m3.year~1

of r ich ash w i l l produce approximately 1 m3.year-l of dry residue, i .e . an
annual tota l quantity (poor ash + residue) of 4.4 m3.year-*.

The annual production of embedded products by the cement embedding pro-
cess w i l l be of the order of 4.2 m3, with maximum ac t i v i t y of 1.3x10^2 §q. t~ l
(35 C i . t~ l ) or a volume reduction factor of the order of 100.

Annual production of polymer or mixed matrix embedded products w i l l be
2 m3 with a maximum specific ac t i v i t y of 3.7xlO12 Bq. t " 1 (100 C i . t " 1 ) . The
volume reduction factor w i l l be of the order of 200.

As the waste prior to incineration exceeds the l im i ts of the acceptabi-
l i t y standard for surface storage (ac t iv i ty greater than 3.7x10^ B q . f *
(0.1 C i . t - 1 ) the volume reduction factor is a very important choice c r i te r ion
i f a s igni f icant reduction is required in the cost of geological storage.
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CONCLUSION

COGEMA has chosen a two-stage pyrolysis and calcinat ion incinerat ion
process for volume reduction of waste in the future fuels production plant
which w i l l be b u i l t on the Marcoule s i te star t ing in 1988. The incinerator
which has a capacity of 15 kg.h-1 w i l l be used to t reat waste r ich and poor
in Pu in consecutive batches. An or ig inal gas pur i f i ca t ion system based on
the technique of centr i fugal separation and with the added advantage of pro-
ducing no extra waste, w i l l be used. This incinerator w i l l be ins ta l led in
one bui ld ing divided into two sections :

- treatment and encapsulation of waste
- chemical recycling including the treatment of production rejects and

of ash r ich in plutonium.

The dimensions of the bui lding are as follows : to ta l ground area
1650 m^, useful f loor area 4500 m?, useful volume 24,050 m^.

Pu recovery treatment w i l l be used on the r ich ash to recover up to
98 % of Pu.

The i n i t i a l formulation results obtained from incinerat ion ash show
that :

- the volume reduction factor of 100 ( ra t io of the volume of waste pr ior
to incinerat ion to the volume of embedded products) can be achieved using a
cement matr ix,

- t h i s volume reduction factor could be as high as 200 i f polymer or
mixed cement/polymer matrices were used.

Final choice of the ash embedding matrix w i l l be made on the basis of
precharacterization resul ts available in 1987. Three c r i t e r i a w i l l be used :
r e l i a b i l i t y of the qual i ty of embedding and industr ia l and economic feas ib i -
l i t y .

Progress of the research and development studies and the prototype cons-
truction schedule both t ie i r with the project studies and wi l l ensure that
the decisions made by COGEMA are based on well-tr ied technical solutions.

FIG. 5 PILOT P U N T FOB INCINERATION ASH EMUDDXNC
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A WASTE TREATMENT PROCESS FOR A
PYROCHEMICAL FUEL REPROCESSING FACILITY

.R. H. Rigg
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Idaho Falls, Idaho
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T. R. Johnson and L. Burris
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois

ABSTRACT

A pyrochemical process is being developed for recovering
the U-Pu-Zr metal fuels from Argonne's Integral Fast
Reactor. Uranium and plutonium are separated from most
fission products by electrolytic transport from a liquid
cadmium anode to a cathode immersed in a chloride salt
electrolyte. The principal process wastes are assembly
hardware, cladding, fission gases, salt and metal from
electrorefining furnaces, and ceramic materials used in
fuel melting and fuel-pin casting operations. In one of
the waste treatment processes being considered, the salt is
treated to remove actinides and then immobilized in
concrete. The high-level wastes, contaminated with trans-
uranic (TRU) elements, are dispersed in a metal matrix and
sealed in a corrosion-resistant metal container. Fission
gases are separated from the process cell atmosphere.

INTRODUCTION

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is a sodium-cooled fast reactor that is
being developed as one of the Department of Energy's innovative reactor
concepts. An Important feature of the IFR is a close-coupled facility for
reprocessing the U-Pu-Zr metal fuels [1,2]. In the version of the recovery
process shown in Fig. 1, spent driver and blanket assemblies are disas-
sembled and the fuel elements separated in a process cell that has an argon
atmosphere. The fuel elements are chopped with the plenum cladding being
segregated from the fuel-bearing sections. The chopped clad fuel is loaded
into steel baskets and immersed in the liquid cadmium anode of an electro-
refining furnace. Uranium and plutonium are transported electrolytically to
the cathodes, leaving electronegative elements (Zr and noble metal fission
products) in the anode as metals and the electropositive elements (alkali
metals, alkaline earths, and rare earths) dissolved in the electrolyte as
chlorides. Iodine 1s retained in the salt as iodides.
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The U-Pu cathode deposits are melted to consolidate the metal and to
separate adhering salt, which is returned for electrorefining. Consolidated
driver material is recast into fuel pins. The blanket material is sent to
halide slagging where plutonium is extracted from the uranium metal into a
chloride salt. The plutonium-rich product salt is added to the driver-fuel
electrorefining furnace, thereby re-enriching the driver fuel, and the
plutonium-depleted uranium metal is recast into blanket pins.
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Figure 1. Pyrochemical process for recovery of IFR fuels.

PROCESS WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

The principal solid wastes, listed in Table 1, are (a) metal and salt
from the electrorefining furnaces, (b) assembly hardware and plenum
cladding, and (c) various ceramic materials from fuel melting operations.
Most of the fission products are contained in the metal and salt wastes.

Metal wastes are removed from the electrorefining furnaces in baskets
after most of the uranium and plutonium have been removed as cathode
deposits and any residual uranium and plutonium in the anode have been
transferred to the salt by oxidation with CdCl2. The wastes consist of the
baskets, fuel cladding, cadmium, zirconium, and noble metal fission
products. About 0.25% of the fuel 1s estimated to remain with the cladding
in this waste stream.
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TABLE 1. SOLID WASTES PRODUCED DAILY BY
PYROCHEMICAL PROCESSING OF IFR DRIVER AND BLANKET FUELS

Average Reactor Electrical Output: 1000 MW
Total Reactor Thermal Output: 2880 MWy/y
Time in Reactor: 4 y; Cooling Time: 1 y

Processing days/year: 260

Electrorefining Waste -

Cd + Fission Products
Alloy Zr
Cladding (fuel section)
Anode Baskets

Activity
Decay Heat

Steel

Assembly Hardware
Cladding (plenum)

Metal

17
8

20
1

130
640

120
22

kg
kg
kg
kg

kCi
W

kg
kg

Electrorefining Waste -

Salt + Fission Products

Activity
Decay Heat

Ceramic Wastes

Crucibles
Fume Traps
Pin-casting Molds

Salt

15

160
500

4
2
15

kg

kCi

w

kg
kg
kg

After every electrorefining cycle, a portion of the electrolyte salt
and anode metal is isolated by a steel tube lowered into the electrorefining
furnace. The uranium and plutonium in the isolated salt are transferred to
the metal phase by adding a reductant, such as lithium. By limiting the
amount of reductant, most of the electropositive fission products remain in
the salt, leaving less than 1000 ppm uranium and plutonium. The salt is
then transferred from the furnace through a heated line.

The structural and shielding portions of the reactor assemblies and the
plenum section of the fuel elements are mechanically separated from the
fuel-bearing sections of the elements. The assembly hardware will be
decontaminated and treated as an intermediate-level, nonTRU waste, but the
plenum cladding is considered to be TRU-contaminated. Crucibles, fume
traps, and molds from halide slagging, cathode melting and pin casting will
be refractory oxide materials having a limited service life. The quantities
of the ceramic materials shown 1n Table 1 are based on their use for ten
melts before being scrapped as high-level, TRU waste.

All of the xenon, krypton, and tritium in the discharged fuel is
released when the cladding is chopped or when the fuel is dissolved in the
electrorefining furnaces. These gases are vented into the process cell.
The fuel may contain only a small fraction of the tritium since most of it
is expected to diffuse through the fuel cladding and be captured in the
reactor cold traps.
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PROPOSED WASTE TREATMENT METHODS

Several alternative processes for converting the solid wastes to
disposable forms have been considered; the favored treatment methods are
shown in Fig. 2. These methods produce as the principal process wastes a
nonTRU, intermediate-level waste that contains the electrorefining salt and
assembly hardware in a concrete matrix, and a TRU, high-level waste that
contains the anode and ceramic wastes in a metal matrix.
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Figure 2. Proposed methods for treating solid wastes
from pyrochemical reprocessing of IFR fuels.

Intermediate-level Wastes

The salts will be contacted with liquid cadmium containing a reductant,
such as lithium, which results in the transfer of the actinides from the
salt to the metal. Experiments and thermodynamic calculations indicate that
contact with a Cd-0.1 wt % Li alloy can reduce the alpha activity of the
salt to less than 100 nCi/g. In one experiment, the plutonium content of a
LiCl-NaCl-CaCl2-BaCl2 salt was reduced from about 3 wt % to less than 10 ppm
by a single contact with a Cd-Li alloy, with the metal phase becoming about
1.5 % Pu. The measured distribution coefficients (wt % in salt/wt % in
metal) were less than 0.001 for plutonium and from 0.01 to 0.02 for
americiujn. Experiments with a similar liquid metal-liquid salt system [3]
suggest that the neptunium distribution coefficient will be less than
0.0005, and the curium coefficient will be between 0.001 and 0.01. Signifi-
cant amounts of the rare earth fission products may also be transferred to
the reductant metal along with the actinides. All of the iodine and most of
the barium, strontium, cesium, and rubidium will remain in the salt.
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The treated salt will be dispersed in a specially formulated mixture of
Portland cement, sand, and fly ash to form a matrix having a low leach rate
in groundwater. The fluid mixture will be cast into steel containers along
with the assembly hardware, Cementitious materials are being considered in
the U.S. and elsewhere as a means of immobilizing a wide variety of radio-
active wastes, including TRU and high-level wastes. Concrete matrices have
been found to compare favorably with glasses for containing certain waste
types [4]. In this report, preparation of concrete forms was considered to
be easier and less costly than vitrification; lesser amounts of secondary
wastes, such as radioactive off-gases, are produced. Tests have shown that
concrete waste forms can meet the NRC release limit of 1 part in 105 per
year for actinides and some fission products [5], For a dewatered concrete
containing calcined oxide wastes, leach rates (determined in MCC-1 tests of
28 days at 90*C) for cesium, strontium, and plutonium were 2x10-6, 2x10-8,
and <lxlO-H g/cm2«d, respectively [6]. In some proposed applications,
water-soluble salts are to be incorporated in portland cement mixed with
ion-adsorbing materials, such as fly ash. Leaching tests show that properly
formulated concrete-salt waste forms can have fission-product leach rates
that approach those required for high-level, TRU wastes. Water perme-
abilities of less than 1x10-10 cm/s have been measured for cement-fly ash
formulations containing nitrate salts [7].

High-level Metal Wastes

The metallic wastes contained in the anode baskets removed from the
electrorefining furnaces will be combined with the plenum cladding and the
cadmium alloy used to treat the waste salt. The ceramic wastes will be
crushed and dispersed in this metal mixture. Alloying elements may be added
to the cadmium matrix to improve its resistance to groundwater attack. This
mixture will be encapsulated in steel containers and stored on site for 2 to
4 years. When the decay heat has decreased sufficiently, these containers
will be sealed in a secondary container of a highly corrosion-resistant
material, such as copper, for ultimate disposal in a geologic repository.

Copper is being considered for containing spent reactor fuel rods in
Sweden where it is estimated that a 10-cm thick copper wall would prevent
groundwater penetration for at least one million years [8]. The cadmium
matrix would provide a second line of defense against release of long-lived
activity into the environment. Similar to zinc, cadmium is used to protect
iron alloys from corrosion, with cadmium being preferred for exposures to
marine environments. Cadmium is especially resistant to attack in air-free,
alkaline water [9] similar to the groundwater in some repositories. Its
corrosion resistance can be improved markedly by alloying with such metals
as copper, tin, lead, and nickel.

Fission Gases

Fission gases and gaseous impurities are removed continuously from the
IFR process cell by the cell gas purification system to maintain an argon
atmosphere containing about 5% N2 and very small amounts of H2O, 02, and
CO2. The oxygen-removal step in this process converts tritium to HTO and
adsorbs it on molecular sieves that remove water from the cell atmosphere.
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It is feasible collect this tritiated water in tanks for long duration, on-
site storage, because the volume 1s relatively small, Krypton and xenon
will be separated from the purified cell gas by a cryogenic distillation
process similar to that being used at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant
[10]. Separation from cell argon will be easier than separation from the
off-gases produced by nitric acid dissolvers, because the cell gas will
contain relatively high concentrations of the fission gases [~360 Xe and
~30 ppm(v) Kr], and very low concentrations of troublesome impurities, such
as H2O, N0x, 02, and O3. The separated fission gases will be placed in
steel containers at about 30 atm and stored on site.

WASTE TREATMENT PROCESS CONCEPT

A general layout
of the proposed waste
treatment equipment is
shown in Fig. 3. Most
of the equipment will
be mounted on standard
in-cell equipment
pallets in the argon-
filled process cell.
The equipment will be
operated by robots that
run on tracks in the
floor. The balance of
the equipment will be
in an air-filled cell.
The work stations are
positioned to minimize
the lengths of heated
pipe and to enable this
piping to be remotely
replaceable. As a
result, the waste pro-
cessing system will not
require special
facility interfaces,
thereby minimizing
complexity and cost.
It will also enable the

Figure 3.
Waste processing
equipment layout.
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process to be modified and the equipment to be upgraded easily. The low
transfer pressures and low vapor pressures of the fluids involved facilitate
design of the equipment and fluid connections.
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Salt Treatment

After an electrore-
fining cycle, waste salt
will be moved by pressure
differential through lines
from the electrorefining
furnaces to a holding tank.
When sufficient salt has
been collected, it will be
transferred to the column
shown in Fig. 4. The column
will be about 0.3 m in
diameter and 1 m high. The
tanks, lines, and column
will operate at 500/C. The
column, which initially
contains enough liquid metal
to prevent salt from over-
flowing the jackleg, will be
filled with the salt to be
treated. A stream of fresh
Cd-Li alloy introduced into
the top of the column will
flow downward, thereby

Figure 4.
System for treating
waste salt.

CHARGING PORT

EXTRACTANT \
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REFINERS/

/ WASTE SALT
I TANK

WASTE METAL
TANK

METAL TO HLW
CONTAINER

extracting actinides from the salt. Displaced metal will overflow the
jackleg into the waste metal tank. After the actinides have been extracted
from the salt, the salt will be transferred out of ths column and cast into
small ingots that will be moved to the air cell for preparation of the
salt-concrete matrix. This transfer is necessary because no water can be
used in the argon process cell, which is operated with only trace levels of
H2O and O2 in its atmosphere to facilitate the handling of sodium, fissile
metals, and hydroscopic salts.

Intermediate-level Waste Packaging

In the air cell, the treated salt will be partly dissolved in water;
fly ash and sand will be added to form a slurry. The slurry will be pumped
through an in-line mixer to blend it with portland cement, and then into
steel containers that already contain scrapped reactor assembly hardware.
When filled with concrete, the containers will be cooled while the concrete
is setting. The degree of cooling required depends to a large extent on
the fraction of rare earth fission products extracted during salt treatment
but after the concrete has set natural convective cooling will be adequate.
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This steel container will then be sealed in a corrosion-resistant metal
container to prevent penetration of groundwater for at least 200 y, the
time required for the £-7 activities to fall below the levels permitted in
Class C low-level wastes.

High-level Waste Packaging

At the HLW packaging station In the argon cell, the ceramic wastes
will be crushed and loaded into a steel liner heated to about 400*C. Waste
salt extractant alloy will be transferred from the metal receiver tank into
the liner to encapsulate the ceramics. If required, other metals can be
added to the cadmium to improve the corrosion resistance of the matrix.
Next, the spent anode baskets will be placed in a second liner and
compacted, and then more of the cadmium extractant alloy will be added to
completely encase the baskets. When the cadmium has frozen, the two liners
will be sealed in a heavy-walled steel container for on-site storage.

This container will hold the TRU-contaminated wastes produced by the
fuel recovery process and will require temporary on-site storage. The
cooling required for these containers Cc,n be provided by air with natural
convection, because the high thermal conductivity and good stability of the
wastes greatly reduce the possibility of waste form degradation resulting
from high internal temperatures. The required storage time prior to
permanent burial will be determined by the linear heat output acceptable in
the repository, but on-site storage time is expected to be less than 5 y.

COMPARISON WITH PUREX WASTES

As shown by a recent conceptual design study [2], a pyrochemical fuel
reprocessing facility for a metal-fueled fast reactor has an economic
advantage over a Purex facility. This is primarily due to the smaller size
of the pyrochemical facilities, which is a direct result of the process
having fewer operations. The fewer steps needed to collect pyroprocess
wastes and convert them \o disposable forms contribute to this advantage.
Collection and conversion of Purex wastes involve several steps to purify
and concentrate various acid solutions in order to recycle the acid, steps
to dry and vitrify high-level wastes, and several complex gas cleanup
operations. Moreover, pyroprocess waste treatment does not involve recycle
of process solvents; the preparation of the high-level waste form is easier
than vitrification; and the cell gas purification system is simpler than
the Purex off-gas handling systems. In addition, several radioisotopes
(i.e., C-14, 1-129, Ru, and T) that are difficult to contain in the Purex
process are easily contained by the pyrochemical process.

Estimated volumes for the wastes produced by the Purex and pyro-
chemical processes are compared in Table 2. Process wastes are divided
into three general categories: (a) TRU-contaminated and high-level wastes
that contain more than 100 nCi/g of long-lived alpha emitters and will
require deep geological burial; (b) intermediate-level wastes that contain
less than 100 nCi/g of alpha activity but contain, initially, higher /J-7
activity than is permitted in Class C low-level waste; and (c) low-level
wastes that are, at worst, Class C waste.
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF PROCESS WASTE VOLUMES
[Volumes In L/MWy(t)]

Fuel Type:

High Level - TRU
Glass Matrix
Concrete-Cladding Matrix
Reduction Salt in Concrete
Metal Matrix
Off-Gas Filters
Misc. Wastes

Intermediate Level - nonTRU
Salt-Hardware in Concrete
Assembly Hardware
Iodine Containment

Low Level - nonTRU
Absorber Beds
Fission Gases
Tritium Containment
Carbon-14 Containment
Off-Gas Filters

Oxide

1.6
1.8

0.1
0.3

12.0
1.0

0.7
0.4
13.0
0.1
0.3

Purex
Metal

5.1
1.5
3.0

0.1
0.4

10.0
1.0

0.7
0.4
13.0
0.1
0.3

Pyrochemical
Metal

4.0
<0.1
0.1

12.0
0.0(a)
0.0(b)

0.0(c)
0.4
0.1
0.0(d)

<0.1

a. Assembly hardware in concrete-salt matrix.
b. Iodine in concrete-salt matrix.
c. Negligible quantity produced.
d. Carbon-14 in concrete-salt or metal matrix.

A pyrochemical plant treating metal fuel and a Purex plant treating
oxide fuels would produce about the same volumes of high- and intermediate-
level wastes, but the Purex plant would produce considerably more low-level
wastes because of the difficulty in capturing and packaging "nuisance"
isotopes. The tritium waste volume was estimated by assuming that the
discharged process water would be stored In tanks.

A Purex plant processing zirconium-alloy fuels would generate a much
larger volume of high-level wastes. More waste glass would be produced
primarily because of the Inclusion of ZrO2 from the alloy zirconium.
Increased amounts of corrosion products, which result from the use of HNO3-
HF to dissolve the metal fuel, and sodium from the thermal bond also add to
the glass volume. Because a fraction of the halide salts used to reduce
UO2 and PuO2 to metal becomes a waste that cannot be completely
decontaminated, it 1s assumed that these salts must be immobilized in
concrete and disposed of as TRU waste.
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CONCLUSIONS

Process and equipment concepts have been developed for converting the
wastes from a pyrochemical reprocessing facility to disposable waste forms.
High-level, TRU wastes are encased In a metal matrix; the intermediate-
level wastes, a chloride salt and assembly hardware, are immobilized in
concrete; and fission gases are contained under high pressure in steel
cylinders. The waste treatment operations will be considerably simpler
than the waste treatment operations in a comparable Purex plant. Overall
waste volumes produced by the pyrochemical plant should be significantly
less than those produced by a Purex plant, especially a Purex plant that
processes zirconium-alloy metal fuels.
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SHREDDER AND INCINERATOR TECHNOLOGY FOR VOLUME
REDUCTION OF COMMERCIAL TRANSURANIC WASTES

K. H. Oma
Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

Pacif ic Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is evaluating al terna-
t ives and developing technology for treatment of radio-
active wastes generated during commercial nuclear a c t i v i -
t i e s . Transuranic wastes that require volume reduction
include spent HEPA f i l t e r s , sample and analyt ical ce l l
waste, and general process t rash. A review of current
technologies for volume reduction of these wastes led to
the selection and test ing of several low-speed shredder
systems and three candidate incinerat ion processes. The
incinerators tested were the e lec t r i ca l l y heated cont ro l -
led -a i r , gas-heated cont ro l led-a i r , and rotary k i l n .
Equipment tests were conducted using simulated commercial
transuranic wastes to provide a data base for the compari-
son of the various technologies. The e lec t r i ca l l y dr iven,
low-speed shredder process was selected as the preferred
method for size reduction of the wastes pr ior to incinera-
t i o n . Al l three incinerators e f fec t ive ly reduced the
waste volume. Based on a technical and economic evalua-
t ion of the incinerat ion processes, the recommended system
for the commercial waste application is the gas-heated
contro l led-a i r incinerator with a single stage of shred-
ding for feed pretreatment.

INTRODUCTION

Strategies for t reat ing commercial transuranic (TRU) wastes have been
iden t i f i ed and evaluated by Ross et a l . (1,2) . Ross concludes that exten-
sive treatment of the TRU wastes is warranted in order to improve disposal
economics and to improve the waste form qua l i ty . The evaluation recom-
mended that wastes containing combustible materials be processed by shred-
ding and incineration and that the result ing ash and residue be fur ther
s tab i l i zed . This paper describes the select ion, t es t i ng , and evaluation of
process equipment for shredding and incinerat ing commercial TRU wastes.

Our review of size reduction technologies led to the selection of the
e lec t r i ca l l y driven low-speed shredder process as the preferred method for
TRU waste pretreatment (3) . A simi lar review of current incinerat ion tech-
nologies indicated that three inc inerators, the e lec t r i ca l l y heated
cont ro l led-a i r , gas-heated cont ro l led-a i r , and rotary k i l n , were preferred
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over other incineration processes for volume reduction of the. commercial
TRU wastes. An experimental test program was undertaken to demonstrate thr>
preferred technology on simulated commercial TRU wastes. The objectives of
the tests were to confirm that shredders and incinerators can effectively
process commercially generated TRU wastes and to select a reference shred-
ding and incineration system for further testing and development.

SIMULATED WASTE MAKEUP

Quantities and compositions of TRU wastes from a commercial reprocess-
ing plant have been estimated by Darr (4) for the Rarnwell Nuclear Fuels
Plant. Nearly all of the wastes requiring incineration can be classified
as either dry combustibles or dry composite materials containing a mixture
of combustibles and noncombustibles. Because these wastes may contain
activation products and fission products in addition to the transuranics,
approximately 25% will be remote handled (RH) and the balance will be con-
tact handled (CH).

The largest single type of wastes requiring incineration is projected
to be used HEPA filters. These filters are primarily composites of wood or
metal frames, organic binders and gaskets, and glass fiber media. Because
of the intimate combination of organics, metallics, and oxides in the fil-
ters, segregation for separate treatments would be extremely difficult.
The second largest type of waste requiring incineration is general process
trash (GPT) and sample and analytical cell (SAC) wastes. The GPT waste
incinerated would be mostly combustible with possibly a small fraction of
tramp metal. Th,> SAC waste on the other hand could contain 40 wtX or more
noncombustibles.

For the shredder and incinerator tests, nonradioactive simulated
wastes representing HEPA filters, GPT, and SAC were prepared. The composi-
tion of each of the simulated wastes is shown in Table 1. These simulated
wastes were size reduced individually during the shredder tests and then
were combined with nonradioactive tracer chemicals (Ce, Cs, Mo, and Sr) for
the incinerator tests.

LOW-SPEED SHREDDER TESTS

Electric-drive low-speed shredders manufactured by two different com-
panies were tested and compared in terms of waste throughput, cutter force,
cutter configuration and fragment size. The GPT, SAC, and HEPA filter sim-
ulated wastes were divided into two identical lots; one to be shredded by
Shredding Systems, Inc. of Wilsonville, Oregon, and the other to be shred-
ded by Shred Pax Corp. of Wood Dale, Illinois. Data were recorded1 during
the shredding tests as to throughput rate and number of reversals for each
waste material and each shredder tested. Upon completion of the shredder
tests, fragment size measurements were taken. The remainder of this
section contains descriptions of the shredders and the test results.

Shredder Descriptions

The shredders tested operate with two counter-rotating shafts with
cutter wheels and spacers as shown in Figure 1. One shaft rotates faster
than the other, which improves the shredding efficiency, prolongs the
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1'AlM.h 1. SlMUUUIl) (RU WASTL COMPOSITIONS

Waste Component

Combustibios:
Paper
Rags
Wood
Neoprene
Latex
Polyuretharie
Polyethylene
PVC

Total Combustibles

Noncombust i hies :
Carbon Steol
Sta in less Sto^l
Alunii not!)
Glass

Tota l Noncninliijsrihli->s

Wood-Framed
IIF.PA F i l t e r

__
_-

3 / . 1
1.2
- -

17.4
- -
- -

55.7

- -
4 . K

? 4 . ( )
14.D

1 4 . 3

Composition (wt%)

Me ta 1 -Franiod
Hf.PA F i l t e r

- -
- -
__
0.9
- -

12.8
- -
- -

13.7

- -
57.1
1M.4
10.S

86.3

GPT

33.2
15.2
15.6
11.6
8.1
- -
3.5
7.8

100.0

- -
__
- -
- -

0.0

SAC__

16.4
7.5
7.9
7.0
4.0
- -
6.6
3.0

52.4

32.1
11.8
- -
3.7

47,6

cutter wheel life by distributing th(| wear, and improves the tendency of
the cutters to self clean (5). The cutter wheels contain one or more teeth
that intermesh with the cutter wheels on the adjacent shaft. Waste is
drawn down through the wheels and is torn apart. A comb is used on the
noncutting side of the cutter shafts to prevent waste from falling through
the voids between the cutter wheels. The power units are designed to auto-
matically reverse the cutter shaft's normal rotation when an unshreddable
object is encountered, then reverse again and resume shredding.

The shredders that were tested and their cutter configurations are
listed in Table 2. The cutter configuration is listed as the number of
adjacent cutters plus number of adjacent spacers plus number of adjacent
cutters (i.e., 2+2+2). The term "single spiral" means that each cutter
tooth is offset from the adjacent tooth such that it takes the full length
of the cutter shaft to make one complete revolution of the cutter tooth
position. With this configuration, only one tooth at a time is in a posi-
tion to shear the waste. Theoretically, the entire shaft force is applied
to each cutting tooth as it contacts the waste. The "in-line" configura-
tion implies that all of the cutter teeth are lined up along the length of
the shaft. With the in-line configuration, the tooth force is divided
between several teeth as they simultaneously contact the waste. The cutter
tooth force (last column of Table 2) is dependent on the cutter wheel diam-
eter, rate of rotation, and input, horse power.
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Shredding Test Results

Table 3 presents waste throughput data and shredder reversal data for
the different waste materials. The shredder with the highest tooth force
and a 2+2+2 single spiral configuration (Model 1600) performed the best.
This unit had the highest throughput rate and the lowest number of rever-
sals for the different wastes'than any of the shredders tested. The lowest
feed rate and highest number of reversals occurred with the shredder having
a 1+1+1 in-line configuration (Model AZ-80). The poorer performance of
this unit is attributed to the configuration, not the manufacture. The
in-line configuration along with the three-tooth cutter wheels cause the
cutter force to be distributed out over more teeth.

The wastes generated by all test shredders were of a fragment size
suitable for feeding to the gas-heated CAI and the rotary kiln. Wastes fed
to the electrically heated CAI required two stages of shredding to achieve
an appropriate fragment size.

Three areas requiring further development and testing that were iden-
tified in the tests are: 1) the wood-framed HEPA filters tended to ride on
the cutter wheels and spacers until they were manually repositioned on the
cutter teeth, 2) the metal-framed HEPA filters required more power to shred
as indicated by the high frequency of reversals experienced, and 3) fil-
ters, which were loaded with particulates, released dust during the shred-
ding operation.

TABLE 3. SHREDDER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Waste
Material

GPT
GPT
GPT

SAC
SAC

Wood HEPAs
Wood HEPAs
Wood HEPAs

Metal HEPAs
Metal HEPAs

Shredder
Model

1600
AZ-80
AZ-80

1600
AZ-80

1600
AZ-80
AZ-80

1600
AZ-80

Configuration

2+2+2 single spiral
2+2+2 single spiral
1+1+1 in l ine

2+2+2 single spiral
2+2+2 single spiral

2+2+2 single spiral
2+2+2 single spiral
1+1+1 single spiral

2+2+2 single spiral
2+2+2 single spiral

Throughput
Rate, kg/min

60
80
19

70
40

NDa

ND
ND

50
34

Reversals
per 100 kg

0
1.4

14

1.6
6.7

0
0
0

4.1
9.3

a. ND - No Data are reported. Wood HEPA filters had to be manually
repositioned at regular intervals to facilitate shredding. Throughput was
dependent on the manual repositioning, and not the shredder capacity.
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INCINERATOR TESTS

Two controlled-air incinerators (CAIs) and a rotary kiln incinerator,
were tested using waste materials shredded during the shredder tests. The
shredded wastes were divided into three equal parts and blended as fol-
lows: 43 wt% metal-framed HEPA filters, 9 w U wood-framed HEPA filters,
25 wt% GPT, and 23 w U SAC. Nonradioactive tracers (Ce, Cs, Mo, and Sr)
were added to this feed blend to simulate the effect of radioactive ele-
ments during incineration.

Operating data were recorded during the tests to provide a data base
for quantitative comparison of the three incinerators. Off-gas analysis
was performed in triplicate for CO, CO?, 0 2, N0x, SO , C T , particulate
loading, moisture content, and stack flow using standard EPA test meth-
ods. The remainder of this section contains descriptions of the incinera-
tors, and the more pertinent test results.

Electrically Heated CAI

The electrically heated CAI tested is a pilot-scale unit manufactured
and operated by Shirco, Inc. of Dallas, Texas (6). Figure 2 shows a sche-
matic of the Shirco pi lot-scale incinerator system. The process equipment
consists of a conveyor feed system, a primary pyrolysis chamber, a second-
ary afterburner chamber, and a liquid scrub system.

DuH,iq operation, shredded wastes are metered to the primary chamber
via the feed conveyor belt at an average rate of approximately 6.5 kg/h.
The primary chamber conveyor belt is woven of 315 stainless steel wire and
is used to transport the wastes slowly through two adjacent combustion mod-
ules to an ash discharge hopper. An average waste residence time of 0.5 h

Stack

Waste Feed
Combustion Modules Discharge Module

• i • • i •

Pr.marv Chamber

Combustion Air

. Ash Hopper Dram

Figure 2. Electrically heated controlled-air test incinerator
schematic.
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was maintained in the primary chamber. Each combustion module has silicon
carbide heating elements positioned directly above the conveyor belt. Com-
bustion air is introduced at ports on the sides and ash discharge end of
the primary chamber. Pyrolysis products generated in the primary chamber
pass through an electric infrared secondary chamber where final combustion
takes place. The off gases then pass directly to a venturi scrubber, a
spray tower, and an induced draft blower.

Gas-Heated CAI

The gas-heated CAI tested is a production model 500-TE manufactured by
Ecolair Environmental Control Products, Inc. of Charlotte, North Caro-
lina. This unit is similar to one used for TRU and other wastes at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (7). The test unit is owned by Bowman Gray
School of Medicine in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and is used for dis-
posing of pathological wastes. A schematic of the Bowman Gray incinerator
is presented in Figure 3. The unit consists of a ram feeder, primary cham-
ber, secondary chamber, guillotine charging door, ash discharge ram, and a
slide-gate ash discharge door assembly. The incinerator is not equipped
with an off-gas treatment system for air pollution control, as it meets the
existing Federal Emission Code without off-gas treatment.

During operation, simulated wastes are loaded into cardboard boxes and
charged into the primary chamber at 15-min intervals to maintain an average
feed rate of 66 kg/h. Pyrolysis products generated in the primary chamber
pass through the secondary chamber and then exhaust to the stack. Both
primary and secondary combustion chambers have gas burners and are equipped
with blowers for introducing combustion air. Ash and residue are allowed
to accumulate in the primary chamber until completion of the feed period.

Gas Burner

WasteV \ r
Feed \ W '

Ram I ;|\ \
Feeder I 1 il\ \

Secondary A "

Slide Gale Assembly

Figure 3. Gas-heated control led-air test
incinerator schematic.
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After a burn-out and cool-down period, the ash and residue are removed by
opening the slide-gate assembly and cycling the ash discharge ram.

Rotary Kiln Incinerator

The rotary kiln incineration system tested is a research unit built
and operated by Colorado School of Mines Research Institute in Golden, Col-
orado (8). A schematic of the rotary kiln test incinerator is shown in
Figure 4. The process equipment consists of a ram feed unit, a rotating
kiln, and a dry off-gas treatment system. This particular kiln is not
equipped with a secondary chamber, however, a production unit would require
a secondary chamber.

During testing, the simulated wastes are loaded directly into the ram
feeder and are charged to the rotary kiln at 10-min intervals to maintain a
54 kg/h feed rate. The kiln is operated in a concurrent gas-firing mode
with a rotational speed of 1 rpm and a 0.8 degree slope. After a 1.5-h
residence time, incinerator residue and ash drops from the end of the kiln
into a drum. Off gases pass through a cyclone separator for deentrainment
of larger participate, are cooled by a water quench, pass through a bag-
house for fine particulate removal, and are exhausted through an induced
draft blower to a stack.

Incineration Test Results

Data pertaining to the operating performance of the three incinerators
is presented in Table 4. Volume reductions ranged from 6 for the rotary
kiln to 11 for the electrically heated CAI, which were quite good consid-
ering the high-noncombustible loading of the waste. A portion of the metal
in the electrically heated CAI feed was sorted out due to fragment size
restrictions of the pi lot-scale test unit. The high volume reduction ratio
of 11 for this incinerator would have been lower had all the metal remained
in the feed. The residual carbon content was lowest at 1.9 wt% for the
gas-heated CAI, which is attributed to the prolonged residence time charac-
teristic of this system. Higher ash carbon contents for the electrically

Figure 4. Rotary-kiln test incinerator schematic.
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TABLE 4. INCINERATOR PERFORMANCE DATA

Incinerator

Electrically
Heated CAI

Gas-Heated
CAI

Rotary Kiln

Feed End
Temperature C O

880

860

800

Volume
Reduction
Ratio

11b

7

6

Resfdual
Carbon tn
Ash (wtj)

n.o

1.9

6.7

Off-Gas Flow
(dscm/kq feed)8

11

32

93

Off-Gas
Partlcui >te
(q/kq ft /d)

2.2

14

69

a. Dry standard cubtc meter per kg feed.

b. Volume reduction ratio Is biased high. Some of the metal was sorted from the simulated
waste feed due to size restrictions of the pilot-scale electrically heated CAI Incinerator.

heated CAI and the rotary kiln (11.0% and 6.7% respectively) are primarily
due to the shorter residence time of these two units".

The electrically heated CAI operated with the lowest off-gas flow
(11 dscm/kg waste) because of the electric mode of operation. Higher off-
gas flows were observed for the gas-heated CAI and rotary kiln (32 and
93 dscm/kg waste, respectively) because of the additional gas flow created
by the gas burner. The high flow observed with the rotary kiln is also
attributed to a high level of excess combustion air used to compensate for
the fact that the kiln did not have a secondary combustion chamber. Par-
ticulate releases were lowest at 2.2 g/kg waste during the electrically
heated CAI test, were somewhat higher at 14 g/kg during the gas-heated CAI
test, and were highest at 69 g/kg during the rotary kiln test. Low
releases with the electrically heated CAI are attributed to the low level
of turbulence in the primary chamber. Additional gas flow and turbulence
created by the gas burner in the gas-heated CAI are believed to be respon-
sible for the higher particulate release. The highest release associated
with the rotary kiln is attributed to the rotating action of the kiln in
conjunction with the increased gas flow created by the gas burner system.

The distribution of trace elements in the incinerator ash and off-gas
particulate is presented in Table 5. The trace element material balances
were less than 100% for the incinerators, however, several observations can
be made from the data. The bulk of the nonvolatile Ce and Sr detected dur-
ing testing of the two CAIs was in the ash with less than 0.4% showing up
in the off-gas particulate. In contrast, the rotary kiln off-gas particu-
late contained 20% of these nonvolatile elements. This illustrates the
high particulate carry-over associated with the tumbling action of a rotary
kiln, which is not observed with the CAIs. The semivolatile components (Ho
and Cs) were enriched somewhat in the off-gas particulate. Their enrich-
ment was lowest for the electrically heated CAI at 0.4% or less. For the
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TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN
INCINERATOR ASH AND OFF-GAS PARTICULATE

Trace_ EJj2ment_ Distr ibution (wt% of Total Added)
_jTe"and'Sr _ Mo" " Cs "̂

Incinerator Ash Off Gas Ash Off Gas" Ash Off Gas

Electrically
Heated CAI

Gas-Heated
CAI

Rotary Kiln

39

70

55

0.

0.

20

0

4

38

49

58

0.

3.

25

4

1

29

28

36

0.

4.

28

3

1

gas-heated CAI, the enrichment was 3.1 to 4.1%, probably due to the longer
residence time associated with this unit. A similar volatilization effect
was observed during the rotary kiln test, however, physical entrainment was
the predominant mechanism for loss of trace element to the off gas.

COMPARISON OF SHREDDER AND INCINERATOR SYSTEMS

The electrically heated CAI, gas-heated CAI, and rotary kiln processes
were evaluated end compared based on technical merit and system cost. The
results of this evaluation are described below.

Economics

Capital and operating costs were estimated for each of the three
incineration processes along with the associated shredding and off-gas
treatment operations. Capital costs were also estimated for the portion of
a hot cell facility that would contain these unit operations. Annual costs
were estimated for labor and energy to heat the incinerator. The economic
comparison does not include the residue handling and treatment portion of
the process because it would be the same regardless of the incineration
system used.

To determine the equipment and facility size and the annual operating
costs, it is assumed that the incinerator has a capacity of 40 kg/h and is
on line 20% of the time. This corresponds to the processing rate required
to process GPT, SAC, and HEPA filter wastes generated from a 1500 MTU/yr
reprocessing plant.

Table 6 gives a summary of the estimated capital and operating
costs. Facility costs are based on $ll,600/m3 cell volume and includes
costs of a hot cell with manipulators and windows, an overhead crane,
operating gallery, rear face gallery, aqueous storage area, and cell venti-
lation. The equipment costs include a shredder feed pretreatment system,
incinerator, and off-gas system. A traditional wet off-gas system
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TABLE 6. CAPITAL AND ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS (1985 $1000)

Cost Breakdown

Capital Costs:
Facility
Feed System
Incinerator
Off-Gas System

Total Capital:

Annual Costs:
Direct Labor
Overhead
Fuel/Electricity

Total Annual:

Electrically
Heated CAI

5360
280
800
440

6880

217
239
7

463

Gas-Heated
CAI

5420
140
250
1150

6960

200
220
8

428

Rotary Kiln

6520
235
750
1260

8765

255
281

8

544

consisting of a quencher, venturi scrubber, condenser, gas reheater, HEPA
filters, and induced draft blower is used for costing purposes. Annual
operating costs include labor at $25/h for supervision and engineering and
labor at $21/h f.or maintenance, operations, and radiation monitoring.
Labor overhead is assumed to be 110%.

The present worth costs of the incineration processes for a postulated
commercial reprocessing plant were lowest for the electrically heated and
gas-heated CAIs with costs of $16.3 M and $16.9 M, respectively (1985 dol-
lars). Due to higher capital and operating costs, the rotary kiln process
had a present worth cost of $20.8 M. These cost numbers are for compara-
tive purposes only and assume a cost of money of 3% and no future
inflation.

Figure-Of-Merit Analysis

The technical merit of each of the three incineration processes were
judged by a five-member panel using the Figure-of-Merit (FOM) process
selection methodology. Performance criteria in the areas of incinerator
product, equipment, and operations were established and used as a bases for
the FOM comparison. These criteria included: elimination of combustibles,
net reduction, trace element retention, ash particle size, state of devel-
opment, feed pretreatment requirements, off-gas requirements, product
handling requirements, remote maintainability, equipment life, controlla-
bility/safety, ability to process different feeds, maintenance require-
ments, and personnel exposure.

The FOM panel members independently gave a weighting and a rating to
each of the evaluation criteria for the three incineration processes. The
results were then combined to give a group FOM rating of each process. The
gas-heated CAI received the highest technical ranking. On a scale of 1 to
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10, the incinerator had an FOM number of 7.0. This compares to an FOM of
6.1 for the e lec t r i ca l l y heated CAI and an FOM of 5.8 for the rotary
k i l n . The major advantages and disadvantages of the d i f ferent incinerat ion
processes that came out of the FOM evaluation are summ?rized in Table 7.

The FOM numbers obtained were viewed as a measure of the overall proc-
ess effectiveness for the commercially generated TRU waste appl icat ion.
Cost-effectiveness rat ios were calculated using the cost/FOM ra t io for each
incinerat ion process. The gas-heated CAI had the best cost-effectiveness
ra t io of 1.0 (normalized). The e lec t r i ca l l y heated cont ro l led-a i r inc iner-
ator had a rat ing of 1.2 and the rotary k i ln rated a 1.5. The calculat ions
were repeated for i n f l a t i on rates of 7% and 14% and the cost-effectiveness
rat ios remained the same. Based on th is cost-effectiveness evaluation, the
recommended process for continued development is the gas-heated CAI with a
single stage of shredding for feed pretreatment.

TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF INCINERATOR ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Electr ica l ly Heated CAI

Ma.lor Advantages

• Minimum off-gas t reat-
ment required due to
low-flow and low-ash
entralnment

• Low ash/residue holdup
In primary chamber

• Long equipment f t fe

• Able to process wfde
range of feed materials

Ma.lor Disadvantages

• Residue contains high
fraction of fixed
carbon

• Process requires high-
level of feed
pretreatment

• Residue contains
clinkers of carbon-rich
wood

• Higher level of remote
maintenance predicted

Gas-Heated CAI

• High burnout of fixed
carbon achieved

• Process well developed
for TRU and LL waste
applIcatlons

• Long equipment l i f e

• Remote operation and
maintenance judged less
d i f f i c u l t

• Minimal feed pretreat-
ment required

(None Identif ied)

Rotary K M n ,

• Able to process wide
range of feed materials

• Minimal feed pretreat-
ment required

• Low ash/residue holdup
In primary chamber

• Low retention of trace
elements In residue

• High off-gas treatment
requirements due to
high flow rate and high
ash entralnment

• Remote maintenance
judged dtfflcult

• Shorter refractory life
attributes to Increased
maintenance and person-
nel exposure
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CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that shredding and incineration technology is
effective for volume reduction of simulated commercial TRU wastes. Based
on a comparative evaluation, the process selected for continued testing and
development is the gas-heated CAI with a single stage of shredding for feed
pretreatment. The more significant observations and conclusions derived
from this study are listed below:

• Most of the simulated TRU wastes were easily processed by the
low-speed shredders.

• Wood-framed HEPA filters tended to ride on the cutter wheels
and spacers without being gripped and shredded. Methods for
feeding wood-framed HEPA filters and other wood-boxed items
to the shredder need to be developed.

• Metal-framed HEPA filters caused the shredders to periodi-
cally reach the torque limit and go into an automatic rever-
sal cycle. However the metal-framed filters were eventually
processed by the shredders.

• The gas-heated CAI with a single stage of shredding for feed
pretreatment had the best cost-effectiveness ratio of 1.0
(normalized). The electrically heated CAI had a rating of
1.2 and the rotary kiln rated a 1.5.

• The gas-heated CAI received the highest technical ranking.
On a scale of 1 to 10, the incinerator had an FOM number of
7.0. This compares to an FOM of 6.1 for the electrically
heated CAI and an FOM of 5.8 for the rotary kiln.

• The present worth costs of the incineration processes for a
postulated commercial reprocessing plant were lowest for the
electrically heated and gas-heated CAIs with costs of $16.3 M
and $16.9 M9 respectively (1985 dollars). Due to higher cap-
ital and operating costs, the rotary kiln process had a pres-
ent worth cost of $20.8 M.

It is important to note that all three incineration systems tested
were excellent pieces of equipment and each has its advantages for differ-
ent waste applications. The selection of the gas-heated CAI process only
applies to the specific application tested and should not be used to infer
that the process is superior for other applications.
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PROCESSING OF TRANSURANIC WASTE AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

B. A. Daugherty, L. M. Salizzoni, and S. J. Mentrup

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
Savannah River Laboratory

Aiken, South Carolina 29808

ABSTRACT

Transuranic wastes at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) have been
retrievably stored on concrete pads since early 1972. This waste
is stored primarily in 55-gallon drums and large carbon steel
boxes. Higher activity drums are placed in concrete culverts. In
support of a National Program to consolidate and permanently dis-
pose of this waste, a major project is planned at SRP to retrieve
and process this waste. This project, the TRU Waste Facility
(TWF), will provide equipment and processes to retrieve TRU waste
from 20-year retrievable storage and prepare it for permanent
disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) geological
repository in New Mexico. This project is an integral part of
the SRP Long Range TRU Waste Management Program to reduce the
amount of TRU waste stored at SRP. The TWF is designed to process
15,000 cubic feet of retrieved waste and 6,200 cubic feet of newly
generated waste each year of operation. This facility is designed
to minimize direct personnel contact with the waste using state-of-
the-art remotely operated equipment.

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy (DOE) has instituted a national
program to isolate defense fRU waste in a deep geological
repository, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plart (WIPP), in Carlsbad,
New Mexico. Currently, the highly toxic and long half-life TRU
waste at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) is stored on above-grade
storage pads in 55-gallon drums, carbon steel boxes, and concrete
culverts. To support this national program, facilities are
necessary for processing TRU waste in preparation for shipment to
the WIPP and for safely transporting this waste to the WIPP.

The proposed Transuranic Waste Facility (TWF) will process TRU
waste retrieved from storage as well as newly generated waste that
does not meet the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). After
processing, this waste will be able to be certified for WIPP
disposal. The TWF will initially process primarily Pu-239 contami-
nated waste because interstate transportation issues concerning
Pu-238 are not yet resolved. Substantial qua-.Mties of Pu-238
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contaminated waste, stored primarily in concrete culverts, will be
processed in the TWF with the addition of future processing facili-
ties. Therefore, the initial facility design will be based on the
future requirements for handling Pu-238 contaminated waste.

BACKGROUND

TRU waste has been generated at SRP since plant startup in
early 1953. From 1953 through 1964, TRU waste was disposed of
nonretrievably in shallow land burial trenches. Beginning in 1965,
TRU waste was stored both nonretrievably and retrievably. Packages
containing less than 0.1 Ci of TRU isotopes were disposed of nonre-
trievably in shallow land burial trenches. Waste packages contain-
ing greater than 0.1 Ci per package were placed in retrievable
concrete containers or encapsulated in concrete monoliths in
shallow land burial trenches.

Since 1974, all TRU waste suspected of containing greater than
10 nCi/g of TRU contaminants has been stored retrievably on above-
ground concrete pads under a soil mound. Solid waste contaminated
with 10 nCi/g to 0.5 Ci per container is stored in 55-gallon
galvanized steel drums with 90-mil polyethylene liners. Solid
waste contaminated with greater than 0.5 Ci per container is also
stored in 55-ga7lon galvanized steel drums with 90-mil liners.
These drums are also.enclosed in concrete culverts. The concrete
culverts are seven feet in diameter and seven feet high with six-
inch-thick walls and can contain up to fourteen 55-gallon drums.
Bulky TRU waste is placed in carbon steel, polyethylene or concrete
boxes, which can be as large as 12' wide x 18' long x 7' high.

i

The drums,' filled concrete culverts, and boxes are stored on a
one-foot-thick concrete pad. When the pads are full, three feet of
soil is mounded over the containers, a moisture barrier is placed
on top of the soil, and an additional foot of soil is placed on top
of the moisture barrier. Shallow rooted grasses are then planted
on the mound for erosion control.

GENERAL DESIGN BASIS

The primary mission of the TRU Waste Facility is to safely
retrieve and process stored waste for disposal at WIPP, while mini-
mizing occupational radiation exposure and environmental effects.

The design life of the TWF will be 30 years. The TWF design
will meet the General Oesign Criteria of DOE Order 6430.1 for new
DOE facilities and DOE Manual 5480.1A, Chapter XI, "Standards for
Radiation Protection". Plutonium processing facility standards for
fire resistance and protection, ventilation and radiation protec-
tion will apply to the design.
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Because process inventory will be controlled so that exposures
to offsite and near-in personnel resulting from a design basis
accident will not exceed plant exposure limits, the building load-
ing design criteria for seismic and tornado activity for plutonium
processing facilities have not been applied.

Radiation doses to personnel will be kept "as low as reason-
ably achievable" (ALARA). To accomplish this, working dose rates
have been limited to 0.5 mrem/hr for areas of constant occupancy
and 5 mrem/hr for areas occupied less than ten percent of the time.
Facility design will address shielding requirements for personnel
protection based on future operational needs for handling Pu-238
isotopes. Shielding equivalents for process cell windows and walls
will be provided based on the building layout scheme so that expo-
sure to operating personnel will not exceed 1.0 rem/yr to the whole
body, 15 rem/yr to forearms, or 30 rem/yr to the hands as prescribed
in DOE Order 5480.1.

All regulated area and radiation zone floors, walls, and ceil-
ings will be smooth and free of obstructions, and coated with a
material designed for ease of decontamination. All cranes and
monorails will be epoxy coated for ease of decontamination and
corrosion resistance. Regulated areas outside the process areas
and airlocks will have suspended, removable panel ceilings with
piping, ductwork, cable trays, and conduit located above the
ceiling.

Process and personnel airlocks will be provided between areas
of differing contamination potential. Two airlocks in series will
be provided between regulated access areas and process cells. The
main process cell and all process airlocks will be stainless steel
lined.

All floors are to be sloped toward collection sumps that can
be pumped into drums for waste removal. A waste collection system
shall be provided for the liquid waste from the laboratory area and
the personnel decontamination facilities.

The equipment installed in the radiation zones has been
specifically designed for remote operation and maintenance. Where
possible, equipment motors have been installed outside of contami-
nated cell areas to reduce exposure during maintenance. All
radiation zone lighting will also be accessed from outside the
process areas for ease of changing the lamps without breaking
containment seals.

Several areas of the TWF will be designed to withstand forces
generated by a hydrogen gas explosion within a waste drum. Hydro-
gen gas is a product of radiolysis that can occur in the sealed
waste drums. To identify specific areas of risk and to determine
measures to eliminate personnel exposure to these risks, a study
was conducted in which several drums containing a mixture of hydro-
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gen in air were detonated. These tests provided a technical basis
for the design of areas where there will be a potential for drum
explosions.

The building ventilation system design will meet the
requirements of DOE 5480.1A Chapter 1, 8.a.(l) (h); EKDA 76-21,
Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook. Facility design will provide safe-
guards to prevent uptakes and ventilation system reversals that
could cause contamination of clean areas.

Process building air and all glovebox air effluents are to be
exhausted through DOP-testable HEPA filters. In-cell HEPA filters
will also be provided in areas of high contamination potential as
an added protection. This type of ventilation ensures that the
population at SRP and in the surrounding communities will be pro-
tected in the unlikely event of a process upset. For the purpose
of maintaining facility nuclear safety limits for plutonium inven-
tory, all process area regulated ductwork will be accessible for HP
fissile material monitoring and cleaning.

The pressure differential throughout the entire facility will
be maintained negative with respect to the outside environment.
Building pressure differentials will provide air flow from clean
areas through regulated areas, to radiation zones and finally to
the air cleaning system and the exhaust stack.

An automatic fire detection and alarm system is to be provided
in all building areas, including the glovebox enclosures. Local
process equipment fire suppression systems will be provided where
necessary. A Halon system will be required in process areas.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

General

The TWF process will handle approximately 15,000 cubic feet of
retrieved waste and 6200 cubic feet of newly generated waste each
year of operation.

The primary wasteforms received at the TWF will be 55-gallon
drums and carbon steel boxes. Stored waste drums contain a mixture
of combustible and noncombustible waste. The carbon steel boxes
contain large, bulky waste wrapped in plastic and packed into ply-
wood boxes. Equipment capacities and enlarged areas to process
culverts will be included in the design of the TWF. However, until
Pu-238 processing facilities are added, the culverts will be han-
dled only on a demonstration basis. Waste processing through the
TWF is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. TWF Process Flow

Waste Retrieval Operations

To retrieve TRU waste, the four-foot soil cover over the
stored waste will be removed by earthmoving equipment to within
approximately six inches of the waste containers. The remaining
soil will be removed with a remotely operated, HEPA-filtered soil
vacuum truck. Due to the potential for drum explosions due to
radiolytically generated hydrogen, 55-gallon drums will be removed
from storage using a specially designed and shielded lifting
canister. This canister will fit over the drum to protect
personnel in the event of an explosion and control any contami-
nation released. Drums will be placed from the lifting device into
an explosion resistant cask for transportation to the TWF. Larger
containers will be lifted from the pads and placed directly on a
low-boy trailer for shipment to the TWF building. All equipment
used in the retrieval operation will be radiation and explosion
shielded.

Storage and Opening Area

Waste containers will be received into the TWF through an air-
lock into the Storage and Opening Area. Stored waste drums contain
a mixture of combustible and noncombustible wasteforms. The carbon
steel boxes contain large, bulky waste wrapped in plastic and
packed into plywood boxes. Steel boxes will be opened in the high
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bay area and the plywood boxes will be removed to be processed
through the facility. The shielded drum transportation cask and
and the culverts will be placed directly into an adjacent explosion
resistant room. In this area the culverts will be opened remotely
using a system of wedges to break the grout seal at the culvert
lid.

Using an overhead crane, drums will be removed individually
from the shipping containers and placed in a cell where the drums
can be vented, purged with an inert gas, and fitted with a carbon
composite filter vent before being introduced into the Verification
Area. These vents allow gases to diffuse, preventing the buildup
of radiolytically generated hydrogen in waste drums while they are
awaiting processing.

Verification Area

In the Verification Area both drums and boxes will be assayed
using neutron interrogation to determine the waste container curie
content for inventory control and record purposes. Each waste
container will then be x-rayed to identify any objects that must be
removed to allow the package to meet the WIPP Waste Acceptance
Criteria.

Waste Processing Cell

After x-ray, containers pass through an airlock into the Waste
Preparation Area. Design of the airlock will incorporate balloon
seals to prevent potential backflow of contamination into the Veri-
fication Area. In this cell contaminated equipment will be removed
from its plywood box. The equipment can then be placed on an
electric worktable and size reduced using a heavy-duty, electro-
mechanical manipulator (telerobot) in conjunction with master-slave
manipulators, as illustrated in Figure 2. The worktable has been
custom designed for use with the telerobot. It has the capability
to hold large, bulky objects, weighing up to 3600 pounds, in place
in any position while it is being operated upon by the robot. The
worktable has also been designed to facilitate remote maintenance
by the telerobot.

The telerobot is capable of holding several tools, including a
plasma arc torch, for size reduction of large equipment contained
within the plywood boxes. The telerobot will also be utilized to
remove any objects identified in the x-ray process as unacceptable
for WIPP disposal.

Drums and other equipment can then be placed in a low-speed,
high-torque shredder or directly in a drum overpack for removal
from the Waste Processing Cell. Waste from the highly contaminated
cell is removed using Drath and Schrader bagless transfer systems.
The Drath and Schrader system allows waste to be removed from a
radiation zone without the use of traditional bagout operations.
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Using this system the waste is placed directly in a 55-gallon drum
and removed from the contaminated area. A unique set of seals
prevents the top of the drum lid and the exterior surface of the
drum from exposure to the contaminated environment. Although this
technology is new to the United States, D&S systems have been used
extensively in Germany.

Telerotc;
Manipulate

Shrtddtd
Material Handling

Systtm

Drath ond SchraoV
Bcgjfss Transfer System

FIGURE 2. Waste Preparation Cell

The Waste Processing Cell will also contain a glovebox for
changing tool tips and for other operations that must be performed
manually. An in-cell vacuum cleaning system will be provided in
this cell to remove dust and contamination. Operations in this
cell will be completely remote and can be viewed from the telerobot
operating console corridor through lead shielded windows. A closed
circuit television system will provide localized viewing of indi-
vidual equipment operations. All cameras will be fitted with
cerium stabilized lenses to prevent radiation damage and will be
accessible to the telerobot for in-cell maintenance.

Shipping and Receiving Area

Drums of processed waste removed from the waste preparation
cell using the bagless transfer system are transported to the ship-
ping area where they are prepared for shipment to the Waste Certi-
fication Facility (WCF) for classification as low-level waste, as
WIPP intended waste, or as noncertifiable waste.
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Regulated Maintenance Facilities

Regulated maintenance facilities include a regulated mainte-
nance shop and a master-slave manipulator repair glovebox. The
regulated maintenance shop will be located on the second floor of
the TWF between the Storage and Opening Area and thp Waste Process-
ing Cell. Maintenance access to the overhead cranes and monorails
in these areas will be incorporated into the facility design
through the use of service decks accessed from this regulated main-
tenance shop. Lead shielded windows will be provided in the shop
to view repair operations in the Waste Processing Cell.

The master-slave manipulator repair glovebox will be located
adjacent to the Waste Preparation Cell for easy access from the
cell area using the telerobot. This glovebox provides 360 degree
access for repair of the contaminated "slave" end of the manipulator.

CONCLUSION

With the construction of the TWF in 1991, interim storage of
Pu-239 contaminated waste can be ended at SRP by the year 2000. If
the TWF is expanded to process Pu-238, the end of interim storage
of all TRU waste can be realized by 2010. The placement of TRU
waste in a deep geological repository will provide a single
disposal site for the long-lived TRU isotopes now stored at the
Savannah River Plant.
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PROCESS AND MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE SAVANNAH RIVER TRII WASTF FACILITY
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ABSTRACT

A Transuranic Waste Facility will be designed and built
to retrieve, Drocess, and prepare noncombustible Pu-238
and Pu-239 waste that is now being retrievably stored
for disposal (Ref. 1). Development work is planned or
is now in proqress to sunport this effort, including
cold run-in and testinq of a large, low-speed shredder
and material handling system, a baqless transfer system,
a roboticall.y controlled manipulator ("Telerobot"), and
an incineration process. Preliminary tests of the
shredder system, Telerobot, and baqless transfer system
have been completed and an inteqrated test facility is
beinq built that will allow extensive testinq of these
components. Cold run-in of a continuous incineration
process designed to burn Pu-238 contaminated waste is
now in proqress.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of normal operation and decommissioninq activity at the
Savannah River Plant (SRP), Transuranic (TRU) waste is generated and is
being retrievably stored on concrete storaqe Dads. To retrieve, process,
and Dreoare this waste for disposal, a TRU Waste Facility will be designed
and built (Ref. 1). Development work to support this effort is in
proqress.

TRU waste (mostly Pu-238 and Pu-239 contaminated material) is defined
as waste that contains >100 nCi of alpha-emittinq transuranium radionuclides
with half-lives qreater than 20 years. The noncombustib'le fraction of the
waste consists of decommissioned qloveboxes and process equipment; the com-
bustible fraction includes plastic, cellulose, rubber, and tramp metal and
glass from job control waste. About 140,000 ft' of this waste containing
600,000 Ci has been retrievably stored on concrete storaqe pads within a
low-level waste burial qround since 1974 in drums, steel boxes, and drums
inside concrete culverts.

The SRP TRU Waste Manaqement Plan is shown in Figure 1. The Pu-239
contaminated waste will be certified and shipped to the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP); the Pu-238 waste will either be certified and shipped to
WIPP or will be processed for recovery or incorporation into the high-level
waste and vitrification system. The x-ray and assay parts of the WIPP Cer-
tification Facility have been started up for preliminary checkout. SRP will
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beqin certifyinq and storinq waste for eventual (late '80s or early 90's)
shipment in mid-1986. The TRU Waste Facility to retrieve the waste and pre-
pare it for shipment to WIPP will process Pu-239 contaminated waste; later
modules can be added to allow processinq of the Pu-238 waste.

WIPP
CERTIFICATION

FACILITY

CERTIFIED
STORAGE/

WIPP

Fiqure 1. SRP TRU Waste Manaqement Plan

The flowsheet for the Pu-239 waste is shown in Figure 2. At the TRU
Dad, the four-foot layer of soil will be removed usinq conventional earth
moving equipment. The remaininq soil will be vacuumed up with a large
vacuum truck. Drums will be picked up remotely (as the potential for explo-
sive mixtures of radiolytically generated hydrogen gas exists within some
drums, Ref. ?) and placed in a transportation cask.
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Fiqure 2. Pu-239 Waste Flowsheet

After transport to the central facility, the drums are unloaded,
purged and vented, inspected, x-rayed, and assayed. If necessary, the drums
can be overoacked or shredder). Drums that do not meet the WIPP Certifica-
tion Criteria are sent back to the storage nads for later processing. An
eiqht-axis electro-mechanical manipulator (Telerobot) will be used for all
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remote operations and will be capable of assistinq equipment, maintenance.
The initial oroject will also demonstrate culvert openinq.

The status of the technology for each step in the flowsheet is shown
in Table 1. Preliminary tests of the large shredder and material handling
system, Telerobot, and baqless transfer system are comcilete. Prototype
remote drum handling and culvert opening machines will be received within
the year for testinq. An inteqrated test facility is now being built that
will allow extended performance and maintenance testinq of the shredder,
material handlinq systems, baqless transfer system, and Telerobot (see
Fiqure 3). This facility will start up 1Q-FY-87 and will be operated for
two vears.

TABLE 1. Pu-239 WASTE: CERTIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGY STATUS

Certification

X-Ray
Assay

Retrieval (Burial Ground)

Exhume soi1
Remote drum handling
Transport

Processinq

Drum purging

developed
Los Alamos technoloqv

known - demo olanned
SRL demo planned
known

Idaho National Engine*

Culvert opening
Shredding and material handlinq
Electric worktable
Baqless transfer
Telerobot

technology - SRL demonstration planned
SRL development
SRL demonstration
SRL demonstration
SRL demonstration
SRL development

Ttlcrobot
MonJpwtator

Draft ondScbrwtar
BoglmTramter System

Fiqure 3. Size Reduction and Material Handlinq Demonstration Facility
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DISCUSSION

Shredder and Material Handling Tests

The size reduction and material handling demonstration facility will
demonstrate remote size reduction and material handlinq for processing items
such as qloveboxes, oipino, valves, small Drocess vessels, etc. Feed mate-
rials are prepared using the Telerobot and an electric worktable. After
preDaration, items are placed onto the shredder loadinq door and raised into
the shredder. Shredded material drops onto a conveyor and is carried into a
drum hopper. A level-sensinq device shuts down the conveyor and shredder
when the drum hopper is full and the contents drop into the baqless transfer
system for removal.

The Telerobot uses specially adapted hand tools to prepare feed for
shreddinq. Items too larqe to fit into the shredder are cut with a olasma
torch. The electric worktable clamps, lifts, tilts, rotates, and moves uo
to 3800-pound items.

The shredder (Fiqure 4) is a low-speed, 160 horsepower, electrically
driven unit (Shred-Pax Model AZ-160). Its hopper is completely enclosed to
avoid kickback of material and to reduce noise levels.

Fiqure 4. Large Shredder and Material Handling System
and Electric Work Table

Four sets of larqe shredder and material handling system tests have
been completed. Feed materials included both scrap and fabricated stainless
and carbon steel boxes. These tests have shown that the system can consist-
ently shred a 3 X 4 X 5 foot by 1/4-inch steel box in less than two hours.
The material handling svstem works well. About 475 pounds of shredded metal
fit into each drum without shakinq or compaction. Volume reductions aver-
aged 10:1 using boxes similar to gloveboxes.
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During the four sets of tests, we learned that a variable reversing
timer was needed to control feed rate and particle size. The initial shred-
der blade confiquration, one-hv-one, would not shred l/4"-thick material and
resulted in frequent shredder jams; chanqing to a two-by-two blade configu-
ration eliminated these problems. With the two-by-two confiquration, two
blades are stacked next to one another rather than spaced singly, resulting
in cuts twice as wide. Twice as much oower is delivered to each cut. Table
2 summarizes the last set of tests, which used the two-by-two shredder blade
confiquration.

TABLE 2. SHREDDER TEST RESULTS - 2x2 BLADE CONFIGURATION

Test

13

14

15

lfi

Box

3

3
3

3

X
X
X

X

Size

4

4

4

4

X
X
X
X

5
6

5

5

1/4"

1/4"

1/8"

1/8"

Material

carbon steel

stainless

stainless

stainless

Time

1-3/4

1-1/2

1-1/6
1

Final
Volume

hr 3/4 drum

1-1/3 drum

3/4 drum

3/4 drum

4
4
4

4

Piece
Siz«

" X
11 X

" X

" X

1

6"

6"

8"
8"

Sound levels as hiqh as 116 db were measured during shredding. The
shredder hooper and loadinq door have been redesigned and will be lined with
1-1/2" of Armaolate® (fioodyear), a steel-backed rubber plate, to absorb the
energy of items bouncing into the walls. The new hopper design is complete
and is beinq installed in the integrated demonstration facility.

Bagless Transfer

The baqless transfer system (Fiqure 5) is a converted German Drath and
Schrader unit. The device is used to remotely remove contaminated waste,
which is especially important when removing sharp-edqed shredded materials.

The Drath and Schrader bagless transfer system was set up with a relay
control system and over 4000 cycles were completed with only minor mainte-
nance to the unit. A leak test using DOP smoke after the cycles verified
that the unit maintained a good seal with no leaks.

Figure 5. Drath and Schrader Bagless Transfer System
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Telerobot System

The Telerobot (Fiqure 6) is a combination of qantry mounted nuclear
hot cell manipulator and industrial robotic technoloqy. A six-axis manipu-
lator is connected to a three-axis bridge, with all nine axes controlled by
a "Cimroc 2" (GCA) robotic controller. Capacity is 300 lb at the manipula-
tor hand and 2000 lb at a hook beneath the shoulder pivot DOint. The sup-
port, structure has an 18' span, is 65' long, and is 20' hiqh.

Fiaure 6. Telerobot Conceptual Drawing

The central computer controls all executive control functions and a
trajectory processor controls all linear interpolated movements. Unlike
conventional nuclear hot cell manipulators that use a separate control for
each axis of movement, the Telerobot operates either in preprogrammed, semi-
automatic, or computer-assisted manual modes. Two three-axis potentiometer
joysticks are used for calculated rate control of the bridge axes and the
axes of the manipulator arm in the manual and semi-auto modes. The arm can
be removed from the gantry remotely using an arm removal attachment on the
electric work table. A teach pendant was provided, but this is not needed
because the joystick controllers are much more effective for teaching the
robot operations.

The Telerobot was set up at SRL and demonstrated. Performance speci-
fications have been met or exceeded. Adaptors are being developed that will
allow tools (includinq plasma arc torch, drill, scissors, saw, impact
wrench, etc.) to be remotely and automatically changeable. Erickson
adapters that have tapered contacts will allow all power and sensinq wiring
directly through the toolinq. A tool chanqe table is being built that holds
up to 12 tools in recessed pockets.
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Flowsheet - Pu-238 Waste

If the Pu-238 waste can ultimately be sent to WIPP, the flowsheet for
this waste will be identical to that of the Pu-239 waste except that a sand
filter will be added to the building exhaust system. However, because it is
not clear whether safety and requlatory barriers concerning shipment of
Pu-238 waste to WIPP can be overcome, incineration and decontamination
processes that can be added as modules to the central facility are being
developed (see Fiqure 7). Note, Pu-238 incinerator ash could be sent to
DWPF, Pu recovery, or WIPP.

GENERATED
WASTE

WIPP Certification Facility
WIPP

LOW LEVEL
WASTE

TRU Waste
Practising Facility

Decontamination

DWPF or
RECOVERY

Fiqure 7. Pu-238 Waste Flowsheet

Noncombustible items will be decontaminated prior to shredding in a
cell usinq multiple oxalic acid/permanqanate and nitric acid rinses. Com-
bustible items are shredded and fed to a controlled air, electrically
heated, two-staqe incinerator with a dry filtration off-qas system.

Incineration Process

Because the Pu-238 waste may not be shipped to WIPP, development work
on an incinerator to burn the Pu-238 contaminated waste is in progress. A
prototype Plutonium Waste Incinerator (PWI) process is beinq cold-tested at
SRL. The incineration process consists of a continuous-feed preparation
system, a two-stage, electrically fired incinerator, and a dry filtration
off-gas system. Design features to maximize the ability to remotely main-
tain the equiDment were incorporated into the process. Interlock, alarm,
and control functions are provided by a programmable controller.

TRU waste is oackaqed in zinc-galvanized 55-qallon drums with 90 mil
polyethylene liners. The PWI feed preparation system remotely shreds the
liner and its contents (and the drum if the liner cannot be removed) and
delivers the shredded material to the incinerator at a controlled rate.
This system was designed to:
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• avoid manual handlinq or sortina of the waste, as it may contain tramp
metal or glass.that could oresent a hazard to personnel,

• avoid air classification of the waste, because the Pu-238 in the waste is
too active to convey or separate this way,

• be totally enclosed and nurqed with nitroqen to eliminate the possibility
of fire in the system, and

• be remotely operable and capable of processing materials made of wood,
plastic (PVC, polvethvlene), rubber, lead-lined gloves, paper, and tramp
cilass and metal.

The incinerator is a two-staqe, controlled-air, electrically fired
incinerator. The primary chamber of the incinerator is designed to pyrolyze
the waste in substoichiometric air concentrations. Pyrolysis qases from the
primary chamber are mixed with excess air and burned to complete combustion
products in the secondary chamber. This mode of operation, along with the
electric heatinq design, minimizes carryover of radioactive particulates
into the secondary chamber and from there into the off-qas system. The
radioactive ash from the primary chamber will be slurried and pumped to the
hiqh-level waste tanks at SRP for ultimate disposal in DWPF, or will be
retained for recovery of the plutonium.

The primary chamber uses a slowly rotatinq woven-wire mesh belt to
slowly move material throuqh the incinerator. Both the primary and second-
ary chambers are constructed of internal insulation and steel shells.
Fiqure 8 is an isometric of the facility, and Figure 9 is a block diagram of
the incineration svstem.

Fiqure 8. PWI
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Figure 9. Shirco Incineration System

The off-gas system does not include a scrubber, and hence produces no
liquid effluent. Dry instrument-quality air is used for dilution and cool-
inq. This design minimizes the DOtential corrosion from burning polyvinyl-
chloride. After cooling by air dilution, the off-gas from the secondary
chamber passes through sintered metal filters (SMF), high-efficiency parti-
culate air (HEPA) filters, and a sand filter before release to the atmo-
sohere. The qas released meets all South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control standards.

The sintered metal filters include a silica powder precoat system.
The silica is used to prevent blinding of the filter tubes by tar-like resi-
dues from incineration of plastics. The silica will be blown off the
filters based on pressure drop through the SMF. This silica is also compat-
ible with DWPF, hence it will be slurried with the ash and pumped to the SRP
high-level waste tanks. As HEPA filters become plugged, they will be
changed out and the old filters shredded and processed in the PWI.

Incinerator operation at the proper process conditions produces an ash
compatible with plutonium recovery processes. For plutonium recovery from
incinerator ash to be feasible, a primary chamber operating temperature of
600-800° must be maintained, and localized combustion must be avoided.
Plutonium recovery generally involves dissolution of plutonium oxide in
nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid. Oxides produced at temperatures less
than 600° are considered relatively easy to dissolve, but it becomes
increasingly difficult with higher processing temperatures. Thus, incinera-
tor operation is a key variable.

Pure p.yrolysis produces a high carbon ash that is not suitable for
plutonium recovery. Combustion is a highly exothermic reaction, and close
temperature control is difficult. Incinerator operation in an air-starved
steam environment (pyro-hydrolysis) promotes endothermic hydrolysis reac-
tions that strip carbon from the ash and make temperature control much
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easier. No combustion reactions occur, so localized hot spots are not a
problem. However, p.yro-hydro lysis is a slower process than pyrolysis
followed by combustion, so processing rates are adversely affected. This
tradeoff between Plutonium recovery potential and incineration capacity must
be examined on an individual basis.

A two-year test orogram began in March, 1986. Technical data on the
performance of individual process components is being obtained. The most
critical aspect of process maintenance is the life of the rotating
woven-wire belt. Corrosion of the belt is a key concern, as the belt is
exposed to high temperatures and an alternating oxidizing/reducing
atmosphere as it rotates through the incinerator. Based on a 400-hour
small- scale belt test, a Haynes 188 belt is projected to last for at least
3000 operating hours. After about 250 hours of operation, we have found
that the basic equipment functions well, but the process control system is
still being refined to demonstrate good vacuum control. The vacuum control
interacts with the combustion and air dilution control loops, which makes
tuning and control difficult, but, with improvements to the loops,
achievable. Belt test sections made of various iron and/or nickel alloys
(Inconel 625, All-Corr, Cabot 214 and Rolled Alloy 253) have shown severe
corrosion and have been replaced with Haynes 188, which appears to be
holding up we!1.
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HANDLING OF TRU-WASTE IN GERMANY

Volker W. Schneider and Friedrich W. Ledebrink
ALKEM GmbH, D-6450 Hanau

ABSTRACT

Handling of TRU-waste is part of a country's integral
system of waste management. The system of the Federal
Republic of Germany is briefly reviewed: the legal
principles and responsibilities, the current repository
projects, waste acceptance criteria and the quality
assurance of the waste packages. There are only a few
sources of TRU-waste and the amounts are relatively
small. One source of waste is analysed and the
circumstances are discussed leading to the flowsheet to
treat this waste. The processes are described. A short
overview is provided about research work on alternative
future treatment processes.

INTRODUCTION

An integral system of waste management (1) is being developed in the
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) with some important progress during the
past 2-3 years. This concept, however, does not foresee shallow land
burial in the intermediate future. Rather all kinds of radioactive waste
will be disposed of in deep geological repositories. Therefore, there is
no incentive to separate TRU and low level waste categories by a 100 nCi/g
limitation.

It can be concluded from this introduction that it may be more useful
for a good understanding of what is going on, if one reviews the complete
system rather than looking into details of a process which sometimes
can hardly be evaluated.

This overview will, therefore, address:

- the legal principles and responsibilities
- repository projects
- waste acceptance criteria
- quality assurance of waste packages.
- sources of TRU-waste
- treatment of TRU-waste
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LEGAL PRINCIPLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Legal basis for waste management in the FRG is the Federal Atomic Energy
Law (Atomgesetz) of 1959 in its amendment of 1980.

This law defines the fields of responsibility as follows:

. The Federal Government is responsible for providing facilities for the
final storage of radioactive waste. The Physikalisch-Technische Bundes-
anstalt (PTB) is designated as the federal agency responsible for con-
structing and operating the repositories.

. The state within whose boundaries a waste repository is being planned or
set up is responsible for licensing this facility, as it is for all
nuclear installations.

. Operators of nuclear power stations and fuel cycle facilities are
obliged to treat their wastes and to provide interim storage until a
federal repository is commissioned.

REPOSITORY PROJECTS

In 1983 a guideline (2) has been issued listing the requirements
repositories for disposal of radioactive wastes must meet. On this basis
there are two current repository projects in the FRG.

. GORLEBEN, a salt dome for all kinds of radioactive waste.

. KONRAD, a former iron ore mine planned for non-heat producing waste and

Both repositories are located in Lower Saxony. Some milestones of
both projects are:

GORLEBEN
Internal tests on the salt dome decided 1983
Start up to sink first of two shafts 1984
Scheduled active operation approx. 20C0

KONRAD
License applied 1982
Safety Report submitted 1985
Scheduled active operation 1990/91

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The guidelines already mentioned as reference 2 require
demonstration of the safety of the environment by a site-specific safety
analysis in the course of the license procedure.

Within the scope of this safety analysis, acceptance criteria for
KONRAD have been developed which the waste packages to be disposed of have
to meet.
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These criteria have been drafted. However, they will still need the
approval of the license authorities.

These preliminary criteria specify the requirements on the

. waste product

. waste canisters/containers

. waste package

. documentations

Waste Product

Six waste product groups have been defined and all radioactive primary
waste has to be processed in accordance with one of those.

All waste products have to meet basic requirements, as e.g.

- all waste products shall be solid or solidified

- all waste products must not contain

. liquids or gases in any container

. free liquids or release free liquid under usual circumstances of
storing or handling

. explosives

- any immobilisation material used must be completely set.

The waste product groups differ from a safety point of view and in
relation to the permissible activity limits.

As Table 1 shows, the waste group Bitumen has to meet the basic
requirements only, whereas the other five have to fulfill additional ones.
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TABLE 1. WASTE PRODUCT GROUPES AND THEIR
REQUIREMENTS OVER THE BASIC ONES

• Bitumen or plastic
products

• Solids

• Metal

• Pellets

• Cemented products

• Residues

no

no combustibles with melting point s 3 0 0 ° C

metals only

compacted with pressure 5 30 MPa

- activity distributed as good as reasonable
- compressive strength s 10 N/mm* or
- volume of cement > 4 0 % of total vol.

solid, not flammable body, no fines

A number of tables - attached to the criteria - give the activity
load limitation per waste package dependent on the waste group and class.
There are numbers provided independently on the oasis of the safety
analyses for normal operation and incidents. Also limitations for the heat
generated are provided expressed in terms of activity. Limitations from
long time investigations may follow. One has to check a waste package
against all these limitations. This is troublesome to do, but offers the
advantage, that it is obvious to everyone from which area a limitation
results.

Waste Containers, Waste Package

All wastes have to be delivered to KONRAD in one of 12 canisters or
containers described in an attachment to the criteria. There are six round
canisters cast from iron or concrete and six rectangular ones with a
brutto volume from 3.9 to 10.9 m^.

200 1 drums are not foreseen also there is a lot stored in the inter-
mediate storages of our country. They have to be packed in rectangular
containers before delivery (max. size container allows 26 drums).

Quality Assurance Of Waste Packages

In order to make sure that the waste packages meet the acceptance
criteria, a quality assurance program will be set up in addition to the
activities the operators will do to assure the quality of their waste
packages.
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The fourteen properties shown in Table 2 have been evaluated as being
relevant for wastes to be disposed of. The quality assurance will be
performed according to one of the following principles:

. non-destructive or, only if required, destructive (in order to avoid
secondary waste) analyses randomly
This procedure will mainly be adapted to those waste packages which are
already conditioned and stored in intermediate storages.

. qualification of conditioning processes
This procedure will mainly be used for packages to be conditioned in the
future. Those packages which are produced by a process qualified later
on would also pass this procedure as long as there is adequate
documentation.

A group belonging to the Nuclear Research Center Jiilich (KFA) will
develop and introduce this quality assurance system as contractor of PTB.

TABLE 2. RELEVANT PROPERTIES FOR PRODUCT CONTROL

1 Total activity
2 Activity of relevant radionuclides
3 Dose rate
4 Surface contamination
5 Chemical composition of primary waste
6 Quality of immobilization material
7 Quality of waste container
8 Quantitative proportion of waste/

immobilization material/water/additives
9 Mixing

10 Mass
1 \ State of setting
12 Water content and/or residual moisture
13 Thermal behaviour
14 Stackability

SOURCES OF TRU-WASTE IN THE FRG

TRU-waste arises in the FRG by fuel cycle activities only.

ALKEM as the German MOX-fuel fabricator receives currently most of
its Plutonium from COGEMA or BNFL, but about 100 kg/year are received from
the pilot reprocessing plant WAK on the site of the Karlsruhe Research
Center (KfK). Therefore, contact handled TRU-waste arises mainly at ALKEM
and at the tail end of WAK. Small amounts of TRU-waste also arise from
research work performed with TRU-elements on the site of the Karlsruhe
Research Center (KfK). The total amount of conditioned TRU-waste is in the
range of 50 nw per year.
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KfK.

TREATMENT OF TRU-WASTE

All TRU-waste is conditioned by the waste facilities at ALKEM or at

Both waste treatment facilities are supposed to condition the waste
as it arises and the waste, which is sitting unconditioned on stock from
the past. It appears from the time schedule for the two repository
projects that this is done according to the acceptance criteria of KONRAD.

As an example the processes used by ALKEM are described here.

Description Of The Waste To Be Treated

Generally, there are 2 main waste streams (Figure 1), the room waste,
which is only suspected of being contaminated and the glove box waste,
which is practically always contaminated. The glove box waste can be
divided into liquid waste (e.g. from wet chemical processes or analytical
work) and solid waste. We have been analyzing the composition of the solid
box waste for years and finding stable numbers as shown in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Wastes arising during MOX-fuel fabrication according to source
and nature.
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TABLE 3. NATURE OF SOLID WASTE FROM GLOVE BOXES

Material

PVC

Neopren

other Plastics

Cellulose

Filter

inorganic Waste

as ss, glass

Weight %

30
8

12
3
7

40

We also investigated the Pu-distribution (Figure 2) assaying the
waste as bagged out. We found as a rough guideline that 80 % of the
Plutonium is contained in 20 % of the waste or 80 % of the waste holds not
more than 20 % of the plutonium.

70 wfo WMM
15% PH

11 w/o

UUgPufcog

I w/o watt*
9% ft.

IJghfcag

6w/owaM 5 wte
50**1

S-IOOgfwAiog

Figure 2. Distribution of Pu in primary solid a-waste

These numbers are certainly specific for our plant and may not be
transferrable to other fac i l i t ies , but we wi l l show how we used these
results for our considerations.
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Flowsheet

We expected before the KONRAD cr i te r ia had Been drafted that the
number of conditioned waste packages from the glove box waste may be
dictated by the Pu-1imitation/package, i f we did not recover a s igni f icant
quantity of the plutonium. This expectation was based on an assumption of
about 20 g Pu/200 1 drum for an isotopic composition typ ica l ly gained from
LWR today.

We, therefore, had to f ind an appropriate method to so l id i fy our
waste, but also to recover the Plutonium.

We selected washing processes to recover plutonium from the sol id
waste and cementation to so l id i fy a l l our wastes meeting the requirements
of the waste product group "Cemented products" as given in table 1.

Under these circumstances we derived a flowsheet as shown in f i g . 3.

LIQUID WASTE SOLID WASTE

60% 40%

Precipitation
Ion exchange

etc.

50%

>ft 10% 10% hard

washing

cementation

30%

Figure 3. Scheme for a-waste treatment and conditioning at ALKEM

Most of the liquid waste is treated for Pu-recovery. The solid box
waste consists of 60 % soft and 40 % hard waste. Pu-recovery is performed
on about 20 % of the solid box waste.

Washing Processes For Pu-Recovery

Several processes with different equipment and agents are used accor-
ding to the type of contamination {PuO2 or Pu-nitrate) and the nature of
the waste (soft or hard) in order to improve the efficiency. Table 4 shows
the relationship between the chemical form of the plutonium, the nature of
the waste and the adequate process.
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TABLE 4. WASHING OF SOLID a-WASTE

Conta
minont

Pu-
Dioxid*

Pu-
Niti at#

Washing
Media

Frwon yS

/ 'Aquoous
/ Solution*

Nitric Acid

Wast*
Materials

Soft

Hard

Soft

Washing
Apparatus

Watching
MachiiM

Ultrasonic
Bath

Washing
Mochiffw

Water with detergents, diluted nitric acid and freon are used as
agents and a kind of small drum washing machine or a tank with the possi-
bility to get assisted by ultrasound as equipment.

The recovery rates achieved are in the range of 60-95 % depending on

- the original Pu-content (as higher as better)
- the age of the waste (as fresher as better)
- the nature of the waste or the surface conditions.

These washing procedures have the common advantage that the wasning
solutions can be recycled after adequate treatment, thus secondary waste
is avoided.

Cementation Process

In order to avoid settling out of the waste product before setting of
the cement, the soft waste stream is shredded to particles of about 5 mm
size. It is blended with cement and the liquid waste by a continuous screw
blender (Figure 4). The flow of all three materials can be regulated
separately. This process control is part of the quality assurance of the
waste product.

The blend of cement, liquid and solid (soft) waste is poured directly
into a 200 1 drum containing pieces of hard waste. Fig. 4 also shows the
drum connection to the box by a Draht and Schrader bagless posting system.
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Figure 4. Cementation of TRU-waste with a continuous screw blender.

Properties

The drum is filled to about 95 % with waste product. Currently we
limit ourselves to 20 g Pu/drum, but the draft of the KONRAD criteria
states that this number could be raised to 30 g for an isotopic
composition typically found in LWR's. In order to avoid pressurization
during intermediate storage until KONRAD goes into operation, the drums
are vented by a double filter system as shown in Figure 5.

a-ligtlt
'Outorlid

• Imwrtid

Organic
VtaP

Figure 5. Vented 200 1-drum with cemented TRU-waste.
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At the time when we developed the process, we expected that 200 1
drums would be acceptable by the repository as waste package. But is was
decided to accept 200 1 drums in containers only.

According to this concept, Figure 6 shows 10 drums packed in a KONRAD
standard container.

SS gal drum Wait* packag* In container typ» V

1.700 m

Figure 6. Concept of TRU-waste package.

The o'ependance of the properties of our product on the type of cement
(now blast furnace cement) and the proportions of the different components
have been carefully investigated. It is now the basis for the quality
assurance and the procedure to qualify the process with KFA acting as
quality control office for PTB (see QUALITY ASSURANCE OF WASTE PACKAGES).
For details about the properties see (3).

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Great effort was made by KfK to develop acid digestion as a process
for Pu-recovery from waste. The process was demonstrated tsy the facility
ALONA successfully, when almost 1000 kg of TRU waste have been treated in
Mol/Belgium. Dr. Wieczorek has given a paper in the course of this meeting
about these activities (4).

Some research work is also underway at KfK, which aims at higher
activity loadings in the waste with respect to high Pu-throughputs in a
future breeder economy. This work is devoted to the embedding of ot-bearing
waste in a sintered alumosilicate based ceramic matrix. The investigations
cover process development as well as the characterization of the resulting
ceramic pellets (5).
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COMMERCIAL TRANSURANIC WASTE - BUILDING ON
THE DEFENSE TRANSURANIC WASTE PROGRAM

M.H. Raudenbush
The S. M. Stoller Corporation, Boulder, Colorado

K.B. McKinley
Rockwell International, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A waste management system has been established for the
treatment, transportation, and disposal of transuranic
(TRU) wastes generated in DOE defense programs. This sys-
tem will be fully operational in 1988 with the receipt of
wastes at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). With
passage of the Low-Level Waste Policy Amendments Act of
1985 (LLWPAA), the federal government was given responsi-
bility for disposal of greater-than-Class C waste, includ-
ing commercial TRU waste. There has, to date, been trans-
fer of technology between the commercial and defense TRU
progams in the areas of waste treatment and volume reduc-
tion, reduced waste generation, and immobilization tech-
nology. However, it is impossible for the commercial pro-
gram to build substantively on the defense program until
there is regulatory consistency between the programs, es-
pecially in the area of repository acceptance criteria.

THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Commercial and defense TRU wastes are managed and regulated under two
separate programs in the U.S. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regu-
lates the management and disposal of TRU waste originating from non-defense
(commercial) programs, and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) manages and
regulates TRU waste originating from DOE defense programs. Both NRC and DOE
are subject to standards promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).

Title 10, Part 61, of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 61) con-
tains NRC licensing requirements for land disposal of radioactive waste.
Colloquially, waste regulated by 10 CFR 61 is referred to as "low-level
radioactive waste (LLW)", although NRC does not employ this term in regulating
land disposal. NRC places LLW into three classes (A, B, and C), depending on
concentration levels of specific named isotopes. Waste containing alpha
emitting transuranic nuclides with half-life greater than five years in con-
centrations greater than 100 nCi/gm is considered by NRC to be greater than
Class C and therefore not suitable for near-surface disposal.
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10 CFR 60 contains NRC regulations for the disposal of high-level radio-
active wastes (HLW) in geologic repositories. HLW is defined as irradiated
reactor fuel, or solvent extraction liquids from reactor fuel reprocessing,
but 10 CFR 60 also provides for emplacement of "radioactive material other
than HLW". Presumably, commercial TRU waste would fall under this definition
and would therefore be appropriate for regulation under 10 CFR 60, since it is
excluded from 10 CFR 61. While 10 CFR 61 specifically excludes commercial
TRU waste from land disposal, neither 10 CFR 60 nor 10 CFR 61 specifically
requires that commercial TRU waste be placed in an HLW repository.

The Low-Level Policy Waste Amendments Act of 1985 (LLWPAA) made the
federal government (DOE) responsible for the disposal of above-Class C com-
mercial waste. The LLWPAA requires such waste to be disposed of in a facility
licensed by the NRC, Since neither DOE LLW disposal sites nor the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. (WIPP) are licensed by NRC, commercial TRU waste cannot
be disposed of in these facilities, and, of course, it can no longer go into
existing commercial disposal sites. Therefore, commercial TRU waste is ef-
fectively "boxed out" of any existing disposal facility and must await the
development of suitable facilities for its long-term disposal.

While the presumption has been that commercial TRU waste will go to a
commercial HLW repository, there are other options:

o Greater confinement disposal (GCD) techniques, either at an exist-
ing LLW disposal site or at a new site.

o Another disposal site authorized by Congress.

The GCD alternative is technically sound, but may be economically dif-
ficult due to the relatively small quantity of commercial TRU waste (and other
above-Class C waste) requiring disposal. It is also a difficult option to
implement in the regulatory arena, since NRC has not addressed the possibility
of GCD in their current regulations. Despite the assumption that commercial
TRU waste would go to an HLW repository, there has been no substantive plan-
ning for this contingency.

THE DEFENSE TRU WASTE PROGRAM

Prior to 1970, all DOE low-level radioactive waste was disposed of via
shallow-land burial regardless of TRU content. In 1970, the Atomic Energy
Commission established a new waste category, "TRU waste". TRU waste was
defined as solid waste contaminated with TRU elements in concentrations
greater than 10 nCi/grn. This waste was to be segregated and stored in such a
manner that it could be retrieved, intact, for a period of 20 years.

In September, 1982, DOE Order 5820.1 set the TRU concentration limit at
100 nCi/gm. Currently, DOE Order 5820.2 defines TRU waste as radioactive
waste that, without regard to source or form, at the end of institutional
control periods is contaminated with alpha emitting transuranium (atomic num-
ber greater than 92} radionuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years in
concentrations greater than 100 nCi/gm. High-level waste and spent nuclear
fuel are specifically excluded from this definition. While this DOE defini-
tion varies slightly from that used by NRC, the definitions are substantively
the same.
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Contact handled (CH) defense TRU waste is defined as TRU waste with
surface dose rates below 200 mRem/hr. Remote handled (RH) defense TRU waste
has surface dose rates over 200 mRem/hr. Approximately 98% (by volume) of
stored defense TRU waste is CH.

Currently, six sites are storing defense TRU waste: Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL)s Hanford, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
Savannah River Plant, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and Nevada Test
Site (NTS). Current inventories show approximately 80,000 cubic meters of
stored defense waste, with annual generation rates of approximately 6,000
cubic meters.

In January, 1981, the DOE issued a Record of Decision on the WIPP pro-
ject, announcing its decision to proceed with the WIPP in southeast New Mexico
as a research and development facility to demonstrate safe disposal of radio-
active waste from the U.S. defense activities and R&D programs. Authorized by
Congress solely as a defense R&D facility, the WIPP will receive stored and
newly-generated defense TRU waste starting in 1988. The WIPP facility is
designed for underground emplacement of about 180,000 cubic meters of CH TRU
waste and approximately 7,000 cubic meters of RH TRU waste. At full WIPP
capacity, annual receipts will be approximately 8,500 cubic meters. Once WIPP
begins operations in 1988, a thorough evaluation of WIPP will be conducted
during the demonstration period lasting up to five years. After this period,
a decision will be made as to whether to make WIPP a permanent repository. If
WIPP is authorized as a permanent repository, it will operate for a 25 year
period.

DOE has embarked upon an extensive program supporting WIPP and the trans-
ition from interim storage to permanent disposal of defense TRU waste. In
addition to WIPP, DOE is pursuing the following specific technology and pro-
grammatic development areas:

o Reduced generation of waste volume and radioactivity by administra-
tive and technical controls where such controls are cost-effective
and practical.

o Development of certification and quality assurance techniques to
assure that waste being shipped to the WIPP meets the WIPP accept-
ance criteria.

o Development of non-destructive assay and examination techniques to
verify that retrieved waste meets the waste acceptance criteria
without opening containers.

o Development of processing and volume reduction technologies for
waste which cannot be directly certified for shipment to the WIPP.
Processing and volume reduction technology has focused on shred-
ding, incineration, and cementing techniques.

o Safe transportation of defense TRU waste to the WIPP, utilizing the
TRUPACT system,

o Safe emplacement and long-term disposal of defense TRU waste.
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o Development of systems analysis techniques and computer modeling to
efficiently predict system needs, to optimize system economics, to
optimize transportation strategies, and to track TRUPACT shipments
from point of origin to the WIPP.

o Development and implementation of strategies to comply with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and assure consistency of
risk assessment methodology throughout the defense TRU system.

o Development of institutional programs to provide smooth working
relationships with affected states and tribes.

COMMERCIAL TRU WASTE

Compared to the defense TRU waste program, commercial TRU waste manage-
ment is in its infancy. Commercial TRU wastes remain in untreated forms
stored, as generated, at many different sites throughout the country, without
fully developed plans or facilities for their treatment or disposal. To some
extent, this is justified based on the relatively small volumes of commercial
TRU waste; it is estimated that there are about 1,000 cubic meters in storage.
Despite the fact that this is a small volume compared to the stored inventory
of defense TRU waste, the accumulation of these wastes is a serious concern to
the generators. In addition, and probably more important, is the prospect for
future major generation of commercial TRU waste. The consolidation of commer-
cial spent fuel from power reactors, which is planned for either the plant
site, the Monitored Retreivable Storage (MRS) facility, or at the repository,
will generate about 1,500 cubic meters per year of TRU and high activity
waste. The West Valley Demonstration Project will be generating waste during
decontamination, operation, and decommissioning activities, which are esti-
mated to amount to about 3,000 cubic meters. These future TRU wastes are a
mixture of predominantly remote handled waste and contact handled waste. In
addition to these planned programs is the possibility of renewed operation of
commercial spent fuel reprocessing and mixed oxide fuel fabrication facili-
ties, which would result in order of magnitude increases in commercial TRU
waste generation.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
BETWEEN DEFENSE AND COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS

There has, to date, been some sharing of technology between the commer-
cial and defense TRU waste programs. Both programs are cooperating in the
development of better systems for HEPA filter design, use, and treatment,
which promises to reduce the volume of contaminated filters. The programs
have also cooperated in the development of cement irvmobilization technology.
Based on experiences in the defense program, economic assessments, and poten-
tial disposal criteria, strategies for treatment of commercial TRU waste
containing combustible materials have focused on shredding and incineration
in order to reduce waste volume and produce a non-combustible waste form.

It is expected that as the defense program continues to move forward,
additional transfers of technology will occur and will be most useful to the
commercial program. However, it is impossible to build substantially on the
defense program unless and until there is a reasonable consistency of design
goals between the programs. For example, the waste acceptance criteria of the
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WIPP are quite different from the NRC requirements for HLW emplacement in
repositories. The technical criteria developed by NRC for HLW packages are
based in large part on the high fission product content of HLW. NRC has not
yet addressed, in a substantive way, the technical criteria which might apply
to commercial TRU waste emplaced in a repository. At such time as these
criteria are developed, it would be hoped that they would be compatible with
WIPP criteria. It has. never been satisfactorily demonstrated that require-
ments for high integrity packages are justified or cost effective for commer-
cial TRU waste, and indeed, the WIPP program suggests they are not. It"
commercial TRU waste is placed in GCD facilities, similar questions must b=
addressed.
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COMPACT VERSUS REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITY OF STATES
IN LOW-LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT

G. Wayne Kerf and Kathleen N. Schneider
Office of State Programs

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ABSTRACT

The relation between the regulatory and compact respon-
sibilities for States are complex. This paper will
discuss these relations and the difference between the
compact responsibility each State has for the management
of low-level waste and the regulatory role a State might
choose in implementing their responsibility. The
differences between development, management and regulatory
roles will be emphasized. The most recent information on
the States' progress in implementing the Low-Level Radio-
active Waste Policy Act will be presented. A summary of
the regulatory programs in place by those States who have
the regulatory authority will also be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The commercial low-level radioactive waste burial sector of the
nuclear industry in the U.S. has changed drastically from its beginnings
in the early 1960's to the present. These changes have occurred in both
the technical aspects and the institutional framework.

At one time there were six commercial low-level radioactive waste
burial sites located in the United States. These sites were developed
under a market oriented system that was successful in matching the
distribution of sites with the distribution of generators but less
successful in the area of technical performance. By 1979, the six sites
had been reduced to three sites located in Washington, Nevada and South
Carolina.

A number of incidents occurred in 1979 involving problems with
low-level radioactive waste shipments including a truck fire, faulty
vehicles and improper paperwork. These events resulted in significant
actions being taken by Governors Riley (South Carolina), Ray
(Washington) and List (Nevada) such as temporary shutdowns of burial
sites in Nevada and Washington and imposition of a stringent volume
reduction plan by South Carolina. These actions had both short and
long-term implications for all sectors of the nuclear industry in the
United States.
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The most significant action with long-term implications was the
passage of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980. It
received broad support from the NRC, Governors Riley and Ray, the
National Governors' Association, and the State Planning Council. This
Act clearly set forth the Federal policy that each State is responsible
for providing disposal capacity for most waste generated within their
States. States were encouraged to enter into regional compacts and
compacts approved by Congress could exclude out-of-region waste after
January 1, 1986. Unfortunately, the law lacked incentives for the
States to develop new sites, and did not take into account the political
realities surrounding the issue.

Lack of progress in developing additional waste disposal
capabilities to meet this responsibility resulted in the passage of the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (LLRWPAA).
The Act set forth a framework for developing new disposal capacity with
incentives and penalties.

One of the areas of uncertainty in the 1980 law was whether the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act granted regulatory responsibility
for health and safety. The 1985 amendments clarified the States'
responsibility for the management of low-level waste disposal but
clearly did not grant any new regulatory role for the States [Sec.
4(b)(3)]. However, under previously existing statutory authority, the
State(s) may exercise the regulatory responsibility for a low-level
waste disposal facility. Although clarified, the relation between
regulatory and compact responsibilities are complex. The relations and
differences between compact responsibility each State has for the
management of low-level waste and the regulatory role a State might
choose will be examined.

REGULATORY ROLE OF STATES IN LOW-LEVEL WASTE

In 1959, Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act was amended to
provide a State role in regulating nuclear materials and a statutory
basis under which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission could discontinue
and the States could assume, through agreements, certain NRC regulatory
authority. The 1959 amendments made it possible for the States to
regulate byproduct material, source material and small quantities of
special nuclear materials, including the disposal of such material.

The mechanism for the discontinuance of the Commission's regulatory
authority is by an agreement between the Governor of a State and the
Commission. A State must establish authority to conduct a radiation
control program in the form of legislation and implemented through State
regulations. An interested State must promulgate regulations which will
provide the standards and rules for licensing, inspection and
enforcement decisions. A State radiation control program must be
established within the overall State organization to effectively compete
with other health and safety programs for budget and staff. The
radiation control program must be staffed with sufficient number of
trained personnel. The State must also establish an acceptable
licensing and compliance program. Before entering into an Agreement,
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the Commission is required to make a finding that the Staff's radiation
control program is compatible with that 01 the Commission and is
adequate to protect the public health and safety. Under an Agreement
the State has the authority to regulate the materials covered by the
agreement and now may opt whether or not to regulate waste disposal.
The NRC retains no regulatory authority over the specific activities
authorized by an individual Agreement State license.

On-site, in-depth reviews of each State program are made by NRC at
intervals of 12 to 18 months and cover organization, administration,
personnel, regulations and legislation, licensing, compliance and
enforcement. In addition, NRC provides radiation safety training and
technical assistance to the States. At the present time there are
twenty-eight Agreement States. The three operating low-level
radioactive waste commercial sites are regulated by Agreement States -
Nevada, South Carolina and Washington.

As part of the Agreement State program, the NRC identifies which of
its new regulations or revisions are considered natters of compatibility.
On December 27, 1982, NRC promulgated its regulation on low-level waste,
10 CFR Part 61 "Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive
Waste." Part 61 provides licensing procedures, performance objectives,
and technical requirements for the issuance of licenses for the land
disposal of low-level radioactive waste. The perfornance objectives are
long-term protection of the public health and safety and the environment,
protection of an inadvertent intruder, protection of individuals during
site operations and long-term performance of the disposal site after
closure. The regulation also includes technical requirements for near
surface disposal covering siting, design, operations and closure for the
disposal facility; waste form requirements; waste classification;
institutional controls such as a requirement for State or Federal
ownership of the land; financial arrangements and a waste manifest and
transfer system. The technical aspects of this regulation are a matter
of compatibility with the Agreement States. Thus the Agreement States
and NRC are implementing a consistent nationwide regulatory program for
low-level waste disposal.

It should be noted that Section 9 of the LLRWPAA, requires the
regulatory agencies (either NRC or as appropriate the Agreement State)
to establish procedures and develop the technical capability for
processing license applications by January 15, 1987. These procedures
must to the extent practicable provide for the completion of all
processing and reviews, except for the licensing hearing, within 15
months after receipt of application. NRC believes that those Agreement
States who anticipate becoming host States would promptly establish the
procedures and technical capability. In establishing this capability,
State personnel may receive valuable training end experience from
assignments to NRC through the Intergovernmental Personnel Act. During
the reviews of Agreement State programs NRC will examine those States
who are host States or anticipating becoming a host State for the
adequacy of their procedures, staffing, regulations and technical
capability. Prudence dictates that a regional host State or noncompact
State, if an Agreement State, have the capability in place by 1990 when
applications are first due.
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ROLE OF COMPACTS OR STATE IN LOW-LEVEL WASTE

As stated previously, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of
1980 set forth the Federal policy that each State is responsible for
providing disposal capacity for most waste generated within their State
and reiterated this policy in the LLRWPAA of 1985. States were
encouraged to enter into regional compacts which, if approved by
Congress, would enable the compact to prohibit out-of-region waste.

The 1980 Act left many questions unanswered and created a period of
uncertainty for the States attempting to meet this responsibility. One
area of uncertainty was the emphasis of the compacts on management
responsibilities. As the States began to form compacts in the early
1980's the compacts contained language that appeared to grant broad
regulatory responsibility for all aspects of low-level waste generation
such as treatment technology and volume reduction, and some required
inspections of each generator by the party State.

The LLRWPAA of 1985 removed several uncertainties facing States and
compacts. The Act placed specific limitations on compact authority so
that it was clear in certain areas no new authority had been conferred
upon any compact commission or State. The State(s) or compact
commissions do not have the authority to regulate the packaging or
transportation of low-level radioactive waste in a manner inconsistent
with the regulations of the NRC or DOT; to regulate health, safety or
environmental hazards from byproduct, source or special nuclear
material; to inspect the facilities of a licensee of the NRC; to inspect
security areas or operations at the site of the generation of any
low-level radioactive waste by the Federal government or to require
indemnification beyond the provisions of the Price-Anderson Act.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act is a complex
piece of legislation designed to assure that currently operating
disposal facilities will remain available until the end of 1992 subject
to specific volume limitation and other requirements. The Amendments
Act granted consent to seven interstate low-level waste disposal
compacts covering thirty-seven States (thirty-nine including those
petitioning for membership), and established a system of incentives and
penalties to promote steady progress toward new facility development.

It is worthwhile to describe in greater detail the additional
requirements set forth in this law. Section 3 of the Act specifies the
respective State and Federal government responsibilities for low-level
waste disposal. The States are responsible for providing disposal
capabilities for low-level waste classified as Class A, Class B and
Class C in accordance with the regulatory requirements of Part 61 and
for low-level waste generated by the Federal government that is not
generated or owned by the Department of Energy or is the result of the
decommissioning of U.S. Navy submarines or the result of any research
and development testing or production of any atomic weapons. The
Federal government is given the responsibility for all waste not the
responsibility of the States.
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Section 5 of the Act requires each State with an operating disposal
facility (host State) to make available disposal capacity to low-level
radioactive waste generators from unsitcd States or regions up to a
maximum volume cap that is specified for the seven year transition
period (1986-1993), and fo,1 each calendar year. The disposal capacity
that would be available at the three commercial operating disposal sites
to utility generators in unsited regions is specified. The allocation
to the utility generator is based on whether the power reactor is a PWR
or BWR, whether it is in a sited or unsited region and its start-up
date. Non-utility generators are allowed access without a specified
allocation limit, but their wastes are included in the volume caps set
for al1 three sites.

Section 5 also sets forth milestones to assure that existing
disposal sites and storage practices would not be relied upon
indefinitely for lack of progress in States and compact regions without
sites. If the milestones are not met, surcharges are imposed and access
may ultimately be denied to generators in unsited regions. By July 1,
1986» a non-compact State must have ratified a compact, enacted
legislation, or have the Governor certify that it is the State's intent
to develop a low-level radioactive waste disposal site. By January 1,
1988, an unsited region must select a State to host a disposal facility
or have selected a developer of a site and the site to be developed.
The selected host State (or compact region) or non-member State is to
have a siting plan that provides details on the siting schedule and the
preparation of a license application.

A complete license application for a disposal facility must be
filed by January 1, 1990 with either NRC or the Agreement State for an
unsited compact host State or a non-compact unsited State. If this is
not accomplished, a Governor of an unsited State in an unsited region
must provide written certification that the State will provide storage
or disposal capacity for waste generated when access to currently
operating facilities terminates on December 31, 1992 and provide a
contingency plan on how this commitment will be met. If by January 1,
1992 a complete license application is not filed, the generators of that
State will be required to pay three times the surcharge.

By January 1, 1993, the State or compact must either provic'e
disposal capacity or the State must take title to and possession of the
waste generated in that State.

UNCERTAINTIES NOT ADDRESSED BY THE AMENDMENTS ACT

There are two significant areas of concern that were raised during
the development of the LLRWPAA but not addressed in the Act. The Act
does not resolve the uncertainty arising from dual jurisdiction between
NRC (and Agreement States) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
concerning the regulation of low-level waste mixed with substances
considered hazardous under EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) rules. Also the Act did not clarify regulatory responsibility
for the disposal of naturally-occurring or accelerator-produced
materials. Some of these materials, particularly radium-226, contain
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radiological hazards similar to other materials subject to the Atomic
Energy Act, but are being disposed of in licensed low-level waste burial
facilities under State law.

COMPACT VS REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

The unsited compacts are under pressure to develop low-level waste
disposal capabilities. Those developing low-level waste disposal
capabilities must decide on the disposal technology at an early date.
Site screening and selection is also a critical activity that is
necessary for the compacts or unsited States in the first preparation of
a license application. The compact commission will need to interact
closely with the regulatory agency, which may be an Agreement State
regulatory program. The agency within a State with regulatory
responsibilities should be fully independent from those whose
responsibilities are for development and management of a low-level waste
disposal facility.

Since the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act sets up
an allocation system with surcharges, there will be an economic
mechanism driving volume reduction, storage and other treatment
technology to reduce the amount of waste disposed in the disposal
facilities. Although volume reduction and storage may be mandated by
the compact, the actual licensing with regard to health and safety will
be with the State regulatory agency or the NRC as appropriate.

COMPACT ACTIONS TO DATE

As stated previously, seven compacts were approved by LLRWPAA. The
sited compacts are Southeast, Rocky Mountain and Northwest. The unsited
compacts are Central, Midwest, Central-Midwest and Northeast. The
Governors of the host States have written to other Governors regarding

the penalty surcharge for those States that have rot met the July 1,1986
milestone of the LLRWPAA. Vermont, District of Columbia and Puerto Rico
are the only jurisdictions deemed by the three host States to be
currently not in compliance.

The following discussion is a brief overview of the compact actions
to date. The Southeast Compact Commission has authorized importation of
waste into the region for non-party States and banned the exportation of
waste generated within the region. Since the closing date required by
the compact for the Barnwell site is December 31, 1992, site selection
is continuing. Host State designation was scheduled at the July 14, 1986
Compact Commission meeting, however, the Commission recessed without
voting on designation. The Northwest Compact has put into place a
surcharge for all waste generated outside this region and intends to
implement the LLRWPAA milestone requirements vigorously. The Rocky
Mountain Compact has addressed importation of waste and banned the
exportation of waste generated within the region. The Rocky Mountain
Compact has implemented surcharges for out-of-region waste and turned
down a request for importation of a large volume, low specific activity
waste from New Jersey.
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The progress in the unsited compacts is varied. In the Central-
Midwest Compact, Illinois will be the host State and plans to develop
alternative means for disposal of waste other than shallow land burial
or underground injection well. In the Midwest Compact, the host State
is first determined by volunteers and if no State volunteers, the
Compact Commission may designate a host State. Site selection
procedures are under development. The Central Compact also determines
the host State first by volunteers or if this fails by publicly seeking
applicants for development arid operation of regional facilities who will
determine the host State. A siting study has begun. The Northeast
Compact is required to develop a regional management plan which has not
yet been performed.

The Appalachian Compact, which has not yet been ratified by
Congress, will have Pennsylvania as the initial host State. The compact
prohibits shallow land burial as defined by their compact. The Western
Compact which also has not been ratified by Congress, has Arizona as the
host State. California has legislation in place to develop a site.
California has already chosen a site developer. California has in the
past negotiated with Arizona, South Dakota and the Rocky Mountain
Compact and no final action has been taken in this regard.

Seven States have not affiliated with compacts, however some of
these States have made significant progress. Texas has legislation to
develop a disposal site for Texas generated waste by the Texas Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Disposal Authority. The Authority is looking at
alternatives and site selection. New York has introduced legislation to
establish the process for siting a low-level waste disposal facility.
Disposal by shallow land burial is prohibited. Massachusetts has
introduced a complex piece of legislation for the management of
low-level waste which includes a site selection process.

NRC ACTIONS TO DATE

NRC intends, within its statutory responsibility, to minimize
uncertainty and promote predictability in the licensing and regulation
of new LLW facilities. On January 30, 1986, we published a Federal
Register notice to inform the public of correspondence NRC had sent to
the State regulatory programs and compact organizations on NRC's ongoing
regulatory assistance program to provide technical guidance in the
development and regulation of new low-level radioactive waste disposal
facilities. It is important to note that NRC does not intend to provide
technical assistance for developing regional management plans nor
designation of States to host new low-level waste disposal facilities.
Nor will NRC undertake detailed engineering design work or research on
reference concept designs for commercial disposal facilities. These
developmental activities are considered inconsistent with NRC's
regulatory role.

Under the LLRWPAA NRC is required, in consultation with the States
and other interested persons, to identify methods for the disposal of
low-level radioactive waste other than shallow land burial, and to
establish and publish technical guidance regarding licensing of such
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facilities. To achieve this, NRC published a Federal Register notice on
March 6, 1986 requesting comments on a draft branch technical position
statement on licensing of alternative methods of disposal for low-level
radioactive waste. Most of the commentors were supportive of the
concept of licensing alternative methods of disposal under the present
10 CFR Part 61.

NRC has also published in the Federal Register a draft branch
technical position on standard format and content of license
applications for near surface disposal of radioactive waste. The use of
a standard format will aid the regulatory agencies in ensuring that the
information is complete and will contribute to shortening the time
needed for review.

SUMMARY OF STATE REGULATORY PROGRAMS

As stated earlier, there are presently 28 Agreement States of which
26 have the authority to regulate a low-level waste disposal facility
(Iowa and Utah do not have this authority). The three commercial sites
are located in Agreement States and regulated by those Agreement States
- Washington-Hanford, Nevada-Beatty and South Carolina-Barnwel1. In
Washington, there are two State agencies regulating the disposal
facility, the State radiation control program and the State Department
of Ecology which has been delegated authority by the U.S. EPA. Such
dual jurisdiction does not appear to be a significant concern in Nevada
and South Carolina.

Those Agreement States which will also be host States have begun to
upgrade their regulatory programs. Texas has passed additional
legislation for the regulatory program which include additional staff
and monies. Texas has also issued regulations for low-level waste
disposal. California passed legislation to establish a licensee
designee and selected a company in late 1985. California also has
regulations in place. Several Agreement States have reexamined their
authorizing legislation for the Agreement and have revised the
legislation to address and expand the low-level waste disposal
authority. Six Agreement States presently have regulations for a
low-level waste disposal facility (California, Florida, New Hampshire,
Oregon, North Carolina and Texas). At the present time fourteen
Agreement States have implemented the waste classification and manifest
system and we expect the remaining Agreement States to implement these
regulations by the end of 1986. In the meantime, the three burial site
States have implemented these provisions through the licenses for the
burial sites.

Illinois was identified as a host State and is presently a
non-Agreement State. However, Illinois is actively pursuing Agreement
status and is expected to complete the necessary actions by the end of
1986. Pennsylvania, who was identified as a host State, has also
indicated strong interest in regulating a disposal facility. NRC has
recently received a letter from the Governor of Maine regarding interest
in pursuing an agreement which would include low-level waste disposal.
Massachusetts is also interested in an Agreement State program. As a
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State is identified as a host State, there appears to be a strong desire
on the part of State officials for the State to be the regulator for the
disposal facility.

CONCLUSION

It is important to reemphasize that potential host States must
establish a comprehensive program if they expect to retain regulatory
authority over low-level waste disposal in their States. A State must
establish authority to conduct a radiation control program in the form
of legislation and implemented through State regulation. The radiation
control program must be staffed with sufficient number of trained
personnel to maintain the program. The State will need to establish
procedures and develop the technical capability for processing low-level
waste disposal applications within 15 months after receipt of
application. These activities will take time and potential host States
must plan accordingly to meet the appropriate milestones.

I hope this has given you some appreciation for the complexities of
the U.S. program for low-level waste disposal. It will take a high
degree of cooperation by the State and Federal agencies to be
successful.
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EFFECTS OF THE LOW-LEVEL WASTE POLICY AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1985
ON NUCLEAR UTILITIES' STRATEGIES

M. F. Whitman and M. H. Raudenbush
The S. M. Stoller Corporation, Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT

Enactment of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amend-
ments Act of 1985 (LLWPAA) has set into effect a new region-
al management and disposal system for commercial low-level
radioactive waste (LLW), with significant implications for
the nuclear utility industry. The Act has authorized in-
terstate compacts to exclude from disposal waste generated
out-of-region, beginning in 1993. The interim seven-year
period will be one of major adjustment and activity for
nuclear utilities' LLW management programs. Major factors
affecting those programs will be disposal surcharges, vol-
ume limitations, federal policy actions on above-Class C
and below-regulatory concern waste, and disposal facility
siting activities.

BACKGROUND

Following notice by the States of Washington, Nevada, and South Carolina
in 1979 that they would no longer serve as hosts to national commercial low-
level radioactive waste (LLW) disposal sites, Congress passed the LLW Policy
Act of 1980 (LLWPA). Since enactment of that law, 42 states have formed nine
interstate compacts to provide for the regional management and disposal of
commercial LLW. For those compacts to become fully effective, Congress had to
grant its formal consent. The Act providing this consent, the LLW Policy
Amendments Act of 1985 (LLWPAA), was signed into law in January 1986, thus
formalizing a new regional management system with significant implications
for, and impacts on, the nuclear utility industry.

LOW-LEVEL WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1980

The LLWPA expressed Congress1 belief that regional management of LLW,
such as through interstate compacts, provided the most equitable system for
commercial LLW disposal. It identified 1986 as the date by which regional LLW
compacts could exclude from disposal that waste which was generated outside of
the compact region. Those states currently hosting operating commercial LLW
disposal sites quickly formed regional compacts: the Northwest Compact,
which includes the State of Washington and the Hanford disposal facility; the
Rocky Mountain Compact, including Nevada and the Beatty site; and the South-
east Compact, including South Carolina and the Barnwell site. Other regional
compacts were also formed, although it soon became apparent that neither those
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compact regions nor the remaining individual states would have developed new
disposal sites by 1986.

LOW-LEVEL WASTE POLICY AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1985

The first compact to become eligible for congressional action, the
Northwest compact, was initially introduced in Congress in 1981. By 1985,
seven compacts had been introduced and were awaiting congressional action.
However, several issues complicated Congress1 consent, with the most diffi-
cult being reconciliation of the sited compact regions' insistence on reten-
tion of the 1986 exclusionary date for out-of-region waste with the need to
provide for the disposal of LLW generated in non-sited regions and states.
What finally emerged was the LLWPAA, which established a system of escalating
surcharges and LLW volume limits on out-of-region LLW, to end in 1992, by
which time the currently operating sites would no longer be required to accept
out-of-region waste. In addition to the need to comply with these surcharge
requirements, nuclear utilities would be particularly affected by LLWPAA re-
quirements in the areas of volume limitation and above-Class C waste. The Act
also granted congressional consent to the seven compacts, which are indicated
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. INTERSTATE COMPACTS WITH LLWPAA CONSENT1

Southeast

Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Mississippi
N. Carolina
S. Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia

1. Low-Level

Northwest

Alaska
Hawaii
Idaho
Montana
Oregon
Utah
Washington

Radioactive

Midwest Central

Indiana Arkansas
Iowa Kansas
Michigan Louisiana
Minnesota Nebraska
Missouri Oklahoma
Ohio
Wisconsin Northeast

Waste Policy

Connecticut
New Jersey

Amendments Act of

Rocky Mountain

Colorado
Nevada
New Mexico
Wyoming

Central Midwest

Illinois
Kentucky

1985.

VOLUME LIMITATION

The LLWPAA establishes a specific commercial nuclear power reactor al-
location of allowable disposal capacity, based on a four-year "transition
period" from January 1, 1986 through December 31, 1989, and a three-year
"licensing period" from January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1992 (Table 2).
For reactors which use less than their allocation, the Act allows the sale of
surplus allocable capacity.
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TABLE 2. NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR ALLOCATIONS'
cubic ft./month

2.

Reactor Type

PWR
BWR

Op. Cit.

1986-1989
In-Sited
Region

1,027
2,300

All Other
Locations

871
1,951

1990-1992
In-Sited
Region

934
2,091

All Other
Locations

685
1,533

By comparison, a "typical" PWR generates approximately 1.2QO cubic feet
of LLW per month and a "typical" BWR generates 2,800 cubic feet . Thus, the
LLWPAA waste allocations represent a LLW generation reduction of 15 to 43
percent for PWRs and 20 to 45 percent for BWRs.

It is important to note that the reactor volume allocations provided by
the LLWPAA are not based on a unit of electrical output. Rather, although it
is not explicitly stated, the intention is to apply the allocation to each
reactor, regardless of size or other differences which may exist between such
reactors other than the obvious design differences between PWRs and BWRs. In
fact, it was determined that factors other than electrical generating size
have a greater impact on LLW generation, including extended burnup and LLW
management techniques. It was decided that differences in reactor waste
generation could be managed by taking advantage of the LLWPAA1s allowance of
the sale of surplus allocable capacity between utility generators.

For a "typical" PWR or BWR to meet the LLWPAA waste allocations, utili-
ties will have to institute a variety of waste reduction techniques, includ-
ing:

1. Better management, to ensure that non-LLW is not included in, and
counted as, LLW.

2. Volume reduction, such as incineration, compaction, and storage for
decay.

3. Petitioning NRC for removal of certain wastes from the low-level
waste stream through a "below regulatory concern" determination.

In addition to meeting the volume allocation, utilities will have the
added incentive to reduce LLW volume because of the disposal surcharge levied
on such waste. This surcharge will be added to the traditional disposal
facility surcharges and newly-authorized compact surcharges.

3. Identification of Radioactive Waste Sources and Reduction Techniques,
Vol. 2, Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI/NP-3370, January, 1984.
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SURCHARGES

The LLWPAA establishes a set of escalating surcharges to be levied on all
out-of-region-generated LLW disposed in any of the three currently-operating
commercial LLW disposal facilities. The host states of Washington, Nevada,
and South Carolina are authorized under the Act to levy a $10 per cubic foot
surcharge in 1986 and 1987, a surcharge of $20 per cubic foot in 1988 and
1989, and a $40 per cubic foot surcharge in 1990, 1991, and 1992. According
to estimates generated by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) , this trans-
lates into a total surcharge paid by utilities located in regions and unaf-
filiated states without a LLW disposal facility of $176.5 million. Table 3
shows DOE's estimated utility surcharges.

This surcharge is to be paid to the host state in which the LLW has been
disposed. However, the LLWPAA requires 25 percent of the surcharge to be
rebated to the unsited region or unaffiliated state, if certain milestones
have been met. Figure 1 shows these congressionally-mandated milestones.

The 25% surcharge rebate must be used by the unsited region or unaffili-
ated state to carry out various activities aimed at establishing new disposal
facilities in those regions and states. DOE has proposed LLW surcharge escrow
account procedures which include a list of allowable and prohibited uses of
the rebate (see Table 4).

Based on DOE's estimates, 76% of the surcharge rebate, or $50 million
will be paid by utilities (see Table 5). However, there is no formal mechan-
ism provided either in the LLWPAA or DOE's proposed rules, for utility parti-
cipation in the expenditure of these funds. In fact, the utilities have a
particular interest in ensuring that their rebated surcharges are used both
efficiently and effectively, so that their future operations will not be
impacted by the unavailability of disposal facilities.

While utilities may consider the LLWPAA surcharge just another cost of
doing business, the purpose of the surcharge, particularly the 25% rebate,
should be of greater consideration than the amount itself. The utility
industry must look not so much on the short-term implications of additional
surcharge expenditures as on the longer-term need to assure the continued
availability of LLW disposal facilities. This translates into the need for
more active industry involvement and support in the development of new dispos-
al facilities.

ABOVE-CLASS C WASTE

Utilities must not only be concerned with LLW volume limitations, sur-
charges, and the effective use of those surcharges. They must now deal with a
newly proposed, though not yet defined, system for managing above-Class C
waste. Above-Class C waste is defined by the NRC in 10 CFR 61 as that waste
not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal. Waste is considered
above-Class C if it contains concentrations of radionuclides exceeding the
value listed in Table 1 of 10 CFR 61 or exceeding the value in Column 3 of
Table 2 of the regulations.

4. "Regional Projections: Surcharges and Rebates", Low-Level Waste Manage-
ment Program, U.S. Department of Energy, February 15, 1986.
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Table 3. UTILITY SURCHARGES3

Reactor

Palo Verde 1-3
Ark One 1-2
Diablo Canyon 1-2
Rancho Seco 1
San Onofre 1-3
Conn Yankee
Millstone 1-3
Braidwood 1-2
Byron 1
Clinton 1
Dresden 2-3
LaSalle 1-2
Quad Cities 1-2
Zion 1-2
Arnold
Wolf Creek
River Bend 1
Waterford 3
Maine Yankee
Calvert Cliffs 1-2
Pilgrim 1
Yankee Rowe
Big Rock Point
Cook 1-2
Fermi 2
Palisades
Monti eel To
Prairie Island 1-2
Cal laway
Cooper
Ft. Calhoun
Seabrook 1
Hope Creek 1
Oyster Creek
Salem 1-2
Ginna
Indian Point 2-3
J. Fitzpatrick
Nine Mile Pt. 1-2
Davis Besse 1
Perry 1
3eaver Valley 1-2
Limerick 1-2
Peach Bottom 2-3
Susquehanna 1-2
Three Mile Isl 1
Comanche Peak 1-2
S. Texas Proj. 1-2
Vermont Yankee
Kev/aunee
LaCrosse
Point Beach 1-2

TOTAL

5. Op. Cit.

a. Allocation

State

AZ
AR
CA
CA
CA
CT
CT
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IA
KS
LA
LA
ME
MD
MA
MA
MI
MI
MI
MI
MN
MN
MO
NE
NE
NH
NJ
NJ
NJ
NY
NY
NY
NY
OH
OH
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
TX
TX
VT
WI
WI
MI

Monthly Allocation
(cubic ft.) a

1986-89

2613
1742
1742
871
2613
871
3693
1743
871
1951
3902
3902
3902
1742
1951
871
1951
871
871
1742
1951
271

1951
1742
1951
871
1951
1742
871
1951
871
871
1951
1951
1742
871
1742
1951
3902
871
1951
1742
3902
3902
3902
1951
1742
1742
1951
871

1951
1742

and surcharge shown

1990-92

2055
1370
1370
685
2055
685
2903
1370
685
1533
3066
3066
3066
1370
1533
685
1533
685
685
1370
1533
685
1533
1370
1533
685
1533
1370
685
1533
685
685
1533
1533
1370
685
1370
1533
3066
685
1533
1370
3066
3066
3066
1533
1370
1370
1533
685
1533
1370

is total for

1987-89

1228
1045
1045
523

1568
523
2181
557
523
1074
2341
2341
2341
1045
1171
523

1132
523
523
1045
1171
523
1171
1045
1132
523
1171
1045
523

1171
523
444
1073
1171
1045
523
1045
1171
2244
523

1073
319
1171
2341
2341
1171
401
261
1171
523

1171
1045

55968

multiple

Surcharge
(x 1000 S) a

1990-92

2959
1973
1973
986
2959
1973
4180
1973
986
2208
4415
4415
4415
1973
2208
986

2208
986
986
1973
2208
986
2203
1973
2208
986
2208
1973
986
2208
986
986

2208
2208
1973
986
1973
2208
4415
936

2208
1973
2882

• 4415
4415
2208
1973
1891
2208
986

2203
1973

111958

units.

Total

4187
3018
3018
1509
4527
1509
5361
2539
1509
3282
6756
6756
6756
3018
3379
1509
3340
1509
1509
3018
3379
1509
3379
3018
3379
1509
3379
3018
1509
3379
1509
1430
3281
3379
3013
1509
3018
3379
6659
1509
3231
2792
4053
6756
6756
3379
2374
2152
3379
1509
3379
3018

167926
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Figure 1. Milestones for Generic LLW

Disposal Facility Development
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TABLE 4. REBATED SURCHARGE USES7

I Establish LLW Disposal Facilities

A
L
L
0
w
A
B
L
E

Develop

- LLW management plan
- Site selection
processs

- Operating procedures
- Environmental

assessments/reports
- License application
& licensing

Select

- Host state/developer
for disposal
facility

- Disposal site
- Disposal technology

Develop

Other

- Characterize
disposal site

- Design facility
- Construct facility
- Public involvement
programs for
facility develop-
ment decisions

- Support to regional
commission or
state agency
responsible for
facility develop-
ment

NOT
ALLOWABLE

- Waste treatment facilities
- Interim storage facilities

II Mitigate Impact of LLW Disposal Facilities on Host State

A
L
L
0
W
A
B
L
E

A
L
L
0
W
A
B
L
E

Compensation

For lost local property tax revenues
Contingency funds or insurance to cover
accident cleanup
To states for hosting disposal facility
State or local compensation
and incentive policies or plans

Other

Improvements to local
roads, police and
fire depts, public
utilities
Local independent
monitoring of facility
Local public involvement
programs

III Regulate LLW Disposal Facilities

Activities

- Develop/implement regulatory procedures
- Review license applications
- Support state regulatory agency activities
- Acquire Agreement State status

7. "Implementation of Low-Level Waste Surcharge Escrow Account Procedures",
Low-Level Waste Management Program, U.S. Department of Energy, February 15,
1986.
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TABLE 4. REBATED SURCHARGE USES (continued)
IV Ensure Decommissioning, Closure, & Care During

Institutional Control Period of LLW Dispoal Facility

A
L
L
0
w
A
5
t
L.

E

State/Region

Appalachian

Arizona

California

Central

Central Midwest

Maine

Massachusetts

Midwest

New Hampshire

New York

Northeast

Texas

Vermont

TOTAL

Activities

- Ensure compliance with 10 CFR 61 closure and
post-closure requirements

- Establish/maintain long-term care fund

$ 6

1

2

9

8

1

9

3

5

1

$50

TABLE 5.

Reactor

,203,301.70

,052,269.07

,370,517.59

,961,731.58

,000,395.02

399,016.29

,292,301.78

,205,525.36

357,652.50

,798,320.78

,369,351.22

,131,340.00

893,285.49

,035,008.38

SURCHARGE REBATES8

Institutional

$ 2,700,

U,
1,100,

399,

3,383,

9,

3,254,

2,446,

67,

2,877,

2,013,

473,

23,

$17,823,

8 "Regional Projections: Surcharges and

094.53

413.12

620.13

860.44

365.93

451.49

255.01

553.85

720.82

978.71

568.61

911.98

628.73

535.21

Total

$ 8,903,396.23

1,063,682.19

3,471,137.72

10,361,592.02

11,383,760.95

408,467.78

4,546,556.79

11,652,079.21

425,3/3.32

6,676,299.48

7,382,919.83

1,605,251.98

916,914.22

$68,797,431.72

Rebates".

% Reactor

69.7

98.9

68.3

96.1

70.3

97.7

28.4

79.0

84.1

56.9

72.7

70.5

97.4

73%
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In response to states' concerns regarding the actual nature of above-
Class C waste and the safety of disposing of such waste in a LLVI disposal
facility, the LLWPAA made the federal government responsible for its dispos-
al. The Act requires such waste to be disposed of in a facility licensed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), but prohibits its disposal prior to
90 days after submittal to Congress of a report on all waste identified as a
federal responsibility. The Department of Energy is given one year to develop
and submit the report. Therefore, the Act effectively prohibits the disposal
of above-Class C waste until April 1987 at the earliest, although it is likely
that it will bs much longer before this waste will be allowed to be disposed.

rAlthough DOE has been made responsible for disposal of above-Class
waste, it cannot dispose of it at its own LLW disposal facilities. These
sites are not licensed by NRC, which the LLWPAA made a condition for disposal
of the waste. This waste is also not eligible for disposal at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant, because that facility is not licensed by NRC and is
specifically reserved for defense waste. Because the existing commercial LLW
disposal facilities practice near-surface disposal, they are also ineligible
to accept this waste, at least based on current disposal practices.

While there is currently no disposal facility allowed to accept above-
Class C waste, this has essentially been the case since 1983, when 10 CFR 51
went into effect. The only difference made by the LLWPAA was to make its
disposal the responsibility of DOE and to require such disposal in an NRC-
licensed facility. However, disposal of this waste must eventually take
place. Options for disposal include:

1. Development of above-Class C disposal areas at existing and new LLW
disposal facilities.

2. Development of separate above-Class C disposal facilities.

3. Development of an above-Class C disposal area in a spent fuel/high
level wasta repository.

4. Amendment of applicable laws and agreements with the State of New
Mexico to allow the acceptance of such commercial waste at WIPP,
coupled with either the NRC licensing of WIPP or revision of the
LLWPAA to eliminate this requirement.

Option 1 would have the benefit of providing additional income to LLW
disposal facilities which, as a result of the regionalization of LLW disposal,
will have smaller volumes of waste upon which to place the operating expenses
of the facility. The disadvantage would be possible greater public opposition
to development of such a dual facility. Option 2 would avoid this possibili-
ty, but. at the expense of greater disposal costs for both conventional LLW as
well as above-Class C waste. Option 3 should avoid any incurrence of addi-
tional public opposition, but ties above-Class C waste disposal to the opera-
tion of a HLW repository, and could cost considerably more because of the
expense associated with siting, developing, and operating such a facility.
Presumably, the 70,000 MTU limit placed on the HLW repository by the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act would not include above-Class C waste; otherwise, this op-
tion would have no possibility of implementation. Option 4 would require a
fundamental re-ordering of federal law and federal-state agreement.
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The immediate goal of utilities should be to seek to reduce the genera-
tion, if any, of above-Class C waste and to plan for the storage of such waste
until a suitable disposal facility has been established. Longer-term goals
for utilities should include involvement in the decision-making activities of
DOE as well as the compact regions and unaffiliated states. Utilities should
take an active role in determining the appropriate disposal management option
and working to effect its implanentation.

BELOW-REGULATORY CONCERN WASTE

What may be a mixed blessing for utilities is the LLWPAA's requirement
that NRC establish no later than July 1986, standards, procedures, and the
technical capability "for considering and acting upon petitions to exempt
specific radioactive waste streams from regulation by the Commission due to
the presence of radionuclides in such waste streams in sufficiently low con-
centrations or quantities as to be below regulatory concern." This presents
nuclear utilities with the opportunity, as well as burden, of seeking exemp-
tions for portions of their waste streams, and thus reducing the volume of
waste requiring disposal in a LLW facility.

The goal of utilities must be to assess their low-level waste streams to
determine if certain waste could be considered eligible for such exclusion.
Just as importantly, utilities must also determine that any such wastes iden-
tified are generated in sufficient quantities to justify the technical, le-
gal, and administrative investment to obtain such an exclusion. Another
consideration must be the subsequent disposal of such below-regulatory con-
cern waste. Following NRC's rulemaking on deminimus levels of Carbon-14 and
Tritium, some medical institutions discovered to their dismay that landfills
or non-radioactive hazardous waste disposal facilities would not accept such
waste for disposal. Those facilities would not dispose of the waste because
it contained radioactive material, albeit below a level of regulatory concern
to NRC.

CONCLUSION

The greatest caution that should be given to the nuclear utility industry
is not to become so involved in the details of surcharges, volume allocations,
and waste types as to lose sight of the most important facet of the LLWPAA,
which is the need to develop new regional LLW disposal facilities. In the
course of passage of both the LLW Policy Act of 1980 and the LLW Policy
Amendments Act of 1985, the states agreed to undertake the institutional
burden of establishing new LLW disposal sites. However, this did not absolve
the nuclear utility industry of its responsibility to ensure the continued
efficient operation of its facilities, which requires the availability of
appropriate LLW disposal sites.

Since passage of the Low-Level Waste Policy Act of 1980, states and
compact regions have struggled with the mainly political problems associated
with siting new LLW disposal facilities. Given this history, coupled with the
LLWPAA's authorization to begin excluding waste from non-sited regions and
states in 1993, it is incumbent upon the nuclear utility industry to seek to
play a more active role in disposal facility development.
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INTERNATIONAL SURVEY OF
SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
POLICIES AND ACTIVITIES

Neil J. Numark
Roger J. Mattson

John Gaunt
International Energy Associates Limited

Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes programs and regulatory requirements
affecting the management of spent fuel and disposal of high-
level radioactive waste in seven nations with large nuclear
power programs. It begins by providing overall nuclear fuel
cycle facts for each country, including nuclear generating
capacities, rates of spent fuel discharge, and policies on
spent fuel reprocessing. Spent fuel storage techniques and
reprocessing activities are compared and waste disposal
investigations are described. Based on each country's
.experience with alternative spent fuel management methods, a
discussion is given of the comparative cost, environmental
impact, and public acceptance of different options and the
factors influencing each of these. A summary of the status
of regulatory developments affecting repository siting and
disposal is provided, along with a timeline which illu-
strates the principal milestones in spent fuel management
and waste disposal in each country. Finally, policies
linking nuclear power licensing and development to nuclear
waste management milestones and R&D progress are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The nations of the world which generate electricity by means of
nuclear power are grappling with the challenges of nuclear waste manage-
ment in different ways. Some reprocess used fuel elements to recycle
uranium and plutonium, producing high-level liquid wastes which are stored
or vitrified for disposal, while others are planning direct disposal of
spent fuel. Some are developing disposal repositories now, whereas others
are deferring this effort to allow the cooling down of waste materials and
the continued development of a capability for safe disposal. Also, a
variety of techniques are utilized throughout the world for storing
discharged fuel elements. In order to understand how spent fuel is
managed and what plans have been drawn for the disposal of high-level
waste, this papei <?eks to compare programs and regulations in seven
countries: the Uu^ted States, France, Japan, the Federal Republic of
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Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada and Sweden. The seven were selected
for comparison because, first, they are among the largest producers of
nuclear energy in the world today and have aggressive programs for spent
fuel management and waste disposal, and second, because they present a
spectrum of technical and political constraints which influence the choice
of spent fuel management strategies.

It is particularly important in a comparison of diverse international
systems to clarify some semantics. In this paper, the term "spent fuel
management" is used to refer to the storage, transportation, and reproces-
sing of spent fuel. The term "high-level waste disposal" refers to the
encapsulation and disposal of nuclear fuel waste regardless of whether the
disposed material is in the form of spent fuel or high-level wastes from
reprocessing. That is, whatever materials go into a waste repository in a
given country are referred to as high-level waste.

OVERVIEW

With nearly 100 reactors in commercial operation, the United States
currently has the largest nuclear power program in absolute terms,
generating electricity at a rate of over 80 GWe and producing approxi-
mately 1,900 metric tons of spent fuel (almost entirely light water
reactor fuel) per year. These figures are presented in Table I and
compared with similar data for the other six countries listed in order of
current nuclear generating capacity. As a group, the natural uranium-
fueled reactors (the gas-cooled reactors in France and the UK and heavy
water reactors in Canada) generate substantially more spent fuel than
light water reactors, due to their lower burnup, as shown by comparing the
data in the last column of Table I with generating capacities in the third
column. Among either the natural or the enriched uranium fueled group,
spent fuel discharge rates are generally a function of electrical
generating capacity.

Interest in reprocessing of spent fuel varies substantially among
these countries. France and the United Kingdom currently operate commer-
cial scale facilities for reprocessing their own spent fuel and provide
reprocessing services to other countries. Both are currently constructing
additional reprocessing capacity. The FRG and Japan now operate only
pilot scale reprocessing plants and ship most of their spent fuel to
France and the UK for reprocessing. However, both have selected sites and
soon plan to begin construction of commercial scale reprocessing facili-
ties. Table II shows the reprocessing capacities available and under
construction in these countries.

The US, Canada and Sweden are all currently planning for direct
disposal of spent fuel, although future reprocessing has not been
completely dismissed from consideration. Canada is developing techno-
logies for imir. bilization of both spent fuel and high-level reprocessing
wastes to maintain options to dispose of either waste form. Sweden has
moved the closest to committing to direct disposal of spent fuel, with a
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Parliamentary decision in 1980 to phase out nuclear power by 2010. About
10 percent of Sweden's total expected spent fuel discharge was contracted
in the 1970s for foreign reprocessing prior to this Parliamentary
decision. It is not certain to what extent these services will actually
be used.

The following sections give a brief description of spent fuel
management activities in each of the seven countries, in the order that
they are listed in Table I. Table III provides a comparison of the spent
fuel management strategies in each country. Figure 1 shows some of the
major program milestones in spent fuel management and high-level waste
disposal in each country. Following these sections, a discussion is given
of the comparative cost, environmental impact, and public acceptance of
different options and the factors influencing eac*1 of these. Finally,
high-level waste disposal criteria are addressed, and stipulations linking
power reactor licensing and development to nuclear waste R&D progress are
discussed.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

United States

Activities related to the management of spent fuel and the disposal of
high-level waste in the US are governed by the provisions of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982. The NWPA directs the Department of Energy to
select sites and construct and operate two high-level waste repositories.
The Act authorizes the construction of a first repository, with a target
of beginning its operation by 1998. DOE announced the selection of three
candidate first repository sites for detailed characterization in May
1986. The second repository program has now been cut back to generic
reaserch only, with a suspension of all site-specific work.

The NWPA does not establish a specific policy on reprocessing, so that
it is not known with any certainty what mix of spent fuel and reprocessing
high-level waste will be destined for repository disposal. The current
Administration has voiced its support for reprocessing, but with no commer-
cial interest in this activity at present, it is becoming more likely that
spent fuel will be disposed of, and this is an assumption of the DOE
Mission Plan. Repositories will be designed to accommodate both spent
fuel and reprocessing waste forms, since the small amount of waste from
earlier commercial reprocessing activities and high-level waste from
defense activities will be included in the same repositories as the spent
fuel, as would any commercial reprocessing wastes which may be produced in
the future.

Following the resolution of legal matters, DOE will propose to
Congress the authorization of a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility, a center for consolidation and packaging of spent reactor fuel
as well as temporary backup storage up to 15,000 metric tons in the event
that start-up of the first repository is delayed. Interim storage of
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spent fuel until it is accepted by DOE for disposal is the responsibility
of the utilities. The strategy for utility storage of spent fuel in the
United States is likely to include reracking of fuel in the reactor
storage pools, reactor transshipments, rod consolidation, extended fuel
burnup, and independent storage in dry casks.

France

In contrast with the US program, the French are firmly committed to
the reprocessing of spent fuel and the recycling of extracted plutoniura in
light water reactors until breeder reactors come into full-scale opera-
tion. Storage of spent fuel at reactor sites is very limited because fuel
is routinely transported to either the Marcoule (metal GCR fuel) or the La
Hague (metal and oxide fuel) reprocessing plants after an initial cooling
period of about one year. France has also provided LWR fuel reprocessing
services at La Hague to Germany, Japan, and other countries.

The French view storage in fuel pools as a low risk technology which
is better established and less costly than dry storage. Therefore, spent
fuel pools will be used at the expanded reprocessing facilities. Reracking
in reactor fuel bays and dry storage are not foreseen in France, nor is
long-term interim spent fuel storage. The exception is at the Superphenix
fast breeder reactor site, where a large storage facility is being built
in anticipation of the construction of a specialized breeder reactor fuel
reprocessing plant at Marcoule.

The French have operated a borosilicate glass plant at Marcoule since
1978 for immobilizing the high-level waste from reprocessing operations.
Canisters containing the glass blocks are put in concrete vault storage
with initial cooling by forced convection and eventually by natural convec-
tion. Vitrification facilities for the La Hague reprocessing plants are
also under construction, scheduled for operation in the late 1980s. Vitri-
fied high activity wastes may be stored for several dozen years prior to
permanent disposal in deep geologic structures. Selection of a site for
an underground site validation laboratory is anticipated in 1989. After
two years of construction and two or three years of study, a determination
will be made in about 1995 on the site's suitability ae a permanent reposi-
tory for both transuranic and high-level waste. The site will be deve-
loped to be ready for transuranic waste disposal and pilot high-level
waste disposal before 2000, and full-scale high-level waste disposal
beginning after 2010.

Japan is also firmly committed to reprocessing its reactor fuel, but
depends heavily on reprocessing services provided in France and the UK.
As shown in Table II, Japan currently has a small reprocessing capability
at Tokai Mura and plans to construct a large reprocessing plant at
Rokkashomura, which is expected to begin operating in 1995. The Japanese
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plan to use recovered plutonium to fuel fast breeder reactors beginning in
about 2010, and will use plutonium in light water and advanced thermal
reactors beginning in the late 1990s.

Spent fuel is currently stored in the reactor spent fuel bays for an
initial cooling period typically of two to three years. Since all of
Japan's fifteen reactor sites are on the coast, offsite transfers of spent
fuel are made by ship, whether the fuel is going to European reprocessors
or to Tokai Mura. Substantial R&D efforts are underway on interim storage
technologies, focusing primarily on dry storage cask technology.

The interim storage approach is attracting increased interest, due to
the possibility of delays in operating the large reprocessing facility,
the expiration of contracts with European reprocessors in 1990, the later
need for plutonium fuel due to slow development of breeder reactors, and
the possible economic advantages of interim storage. The planned commer-
cial reprocessing plant will include a storage pool providing 3,000 tons
of interim capacity, and is scheduled to start receiving fuel around 1991.

The Japanese plan to immobilize high level wastes from reprocessing in
borosilicate glass and store the glass canisters for 30 to 50 years prior
to deep geologic disposal. A pilot vitrification plant is planned to
begin operation in 1990, and a high-level waste storage facility is
expected by 1992 for receipt of returned waste from European reprocessors.
(Under the contracts for reprocessing of spent fuel from foreign coun-
tries, the governments of the UK and France require that, if appropriate,
the high-level waste shall be accepted back by that country from which the
spent fuel originated.)

Federal Republic of Germany

German utilities are required by law to demonstrate provisions for
spent fuel management in order to obtain a license to operate a reactor
(see further discussion below under "Stipulations"). A comprehensive
system has therefore been developed including reactor spent fuel pools,
centralized dry storage facilities, contracts for foreign reprocessing
services, and construction of a German reprocessing plant at Wackersdorf.
As in Japan, a small reprocessing plant is currently operating in the FRG
and a commercial scale plant will soon be constructed. In the meantime,
German utilities send most of their spent fuel to France and the UK for
reprocessing. There has been serious opposition to the construction of
the Wackersdorf plant, even before the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant in the Soviet Union in April 1986.

Most power plants in the FRG have the capacity for about ten years of
spent fuel storage, although little of this capacity has been utilized
because of the reprocessing contracts. Offsite transport normally occurs
after a cooling period of about one year. In order to build an inventory
of spent fuel elements for the future reprocessing plant, it will become
necessary to begin using the at-reactor storage capacities and to develop
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away-from-reactor interim storage facilities. It has been decided to
construct three centralized facilities for interim storage of spent fuel
in dry storage casks, each with a capacity of 1,500 metric tons. The
facilities are located at Gorleben (the site of Germany's planned
high-level waste repository), Ahaus, and at the Wackersdorf reprocessing
complex, and will begin receiving spent fuel between 1986 and 1990. Utili-
ties will now begin to make maximum use of at-reactor storage, extending
at-reactor cooling to about 5 years. Subsequently, spent fuel will be
shipped to these facilities and stored in dual-purpose transportation and
storage casks.

A vitrification plant is planned at the Wackersdorf site, along with a
storage facility for vitrified high-level waste canisters, which will also
accept the returned vitrified waste from the reprocessing of FRG spent
fuel overseas. A site investigation is underway at the Gorleben salt dome
to demonstrate its suitability for a high-level waste repository. (Germany
is the only country to date that has succeeded in gaining local siting
acceptance of a high-level waste repository.) It is intended that opera-
tion of the facility will begin before the year 2000.

United Kingdom

The United Kingdom developed a reprocessing capability early, out of
necessity. Magnox fuel from Britain's gas-cooled reactors could not be
wet-stored for prolonged periods because its magnesium cladding is suscept-
ible to corrosion, and dry storage was not yet developed. Therefore,
storage of spent fuel at the 26 Magnox reactors in the UK is minimal, with
offsite transport to the Sellafield reprocessing plant generally occurring
within 6 to 12 months of reactor discharge. One exception is the Wylfa
plants in Wales, where some spent Magnox fuel has been stored in a dry
vault. Similarly, oxide fuel from 9 advanced gas reactors (and, in the
future, from 5 additional AGRs under construction) is stored at the
reactor site for only a short period of 1 or 2 years. The policy in the
UK is to store this stainless-steel clad spent fuel in water pools up to a
maximum of 10 years. It is presently shipped offsite for wet storage at
Sellafield, prior to reprocessing at the future thermal oxide reprocessing
plant (THORP). This plant (also located at Sellafield) is scheduled for
operation in 1990. However, a recent series of radioactivity releases at
the existing Sellafield plant and a Parliamentary Select Committee report
calling for a reexamination of the economics of reprocessing have intro-
duced uncertainty over the startup of the plant.

As in France, both the metal fuel and THORP reprocessing plants at
Sellafield are contracted for reprocessing of foreign spent fuel. LWR
fuel from Japan, Germany, and other countries is being stored at the
Sellafield site in anticipation of 1990 operation of THORP.

A vitrification plant is under construction at Sellafield for
immobilization of high-level waste from both reprocessing plants. It is
based on the French design and is scheduled for initial operation in
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1989. The vitrified waste will be stored for approximately 50 years in a
natural convection-cooled vault prior to geologic disposal. The intended
time period for storage of vitrified waste products allows substantial
time to site a high-level waste repository and develop a disposal
capability. The UK has thus discontinued a research drilling program and
has reoriented its disposal R&P towards confirming the applicability to
the UK of investigations and findings of research in other countries.
Construction of a pilot high-level waste repository, which was originally
scheduled for the late 1990s, is no longer considered necessary in the UK.

Canada

Canadian utilities have developed extensive at-reactor fuel pool
capacity, including auxiliary storage pools at several plants, connected
to the primary pools by enclosed corridors or underwater ducts. Natural
uranium fuel used in Canada's heavy water reactors is not subject to
criticality and can therefore be stored at high density, contributing to
this large storage capacity. Furthermore, lower burnup reduces heat
removal requirements, and the CANDU reactor's short assembly length allows
horizontal storage in stacked trays. However, lower burnup means that a
much larger volume of spent fuel is generated than in enriched uranium-
fueled reactors, although the lower burnup material is cooler and less
radioactive.

Additional storage capacity will be needed at Canadian reactors by the
mid 1990s. With no decision by the government on the reprocessing of
spent fuel, utilities are considering the options of additional at-reactor
and centralized storage facilities of both wet and dry design. Concrete
canisters and convection vaults are expected to have major cost advantages
over expanded water pool storage, as well as higher reliability because of
passive cooling. The feasibility of a concrete integrated cask suitable
for storage, transportation, and disposal is also being assessed.

Canada is now in its sixth year of a ten year R&D program to assess
the concept of deep underground disposal. Technologies are being deve-
loped for the immobilization of both spent fuel and reprocessing waste, so
that options are maintained for the disposal of either waste form. An
Underground Research Laboratory is also being constructed as a part of
this assessment to allow in-situ testing in granite. It is expected to be
completed for testing in 1986, and is also being deepened from 240 to 455
meters under a joint US-Canada project. At the end of the decade, a
public hearing will be held followed by a government decision on the
acceptability of the concept. If accepted, efforts to select a disposal
site could then proceed.

Sweden

Following the national referendum on nuclear power in 1980 and the
subsequent parliamentary decision to phase out nuclear power by 2010,
Sweden has developed a somewhat unique system for managing the spent fuel
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Alternative spent fuel management strategies have also been compared
in terms of environmental impact and public acceptance. Studies comparing
the overall environmental impact of fuel recycle and once-through use of
fuel have not indicated any clear preference; fuel recycle causes greater
health effects due to discharges from the reprocessing plant, additional
fuel handling, and the additional waste streams, while once-through use of
fuel means additional radiation exposure associated with uranium mining
and milling. However, experience indicates that public concern over the
risks of recycle is greater than the concern over the risks of once-
through use of fuel, which is probably due in large part to local opposi-
tion to the siting of reprocessing plants, as well as concern over the
uses of plutonium and non-proliferation policies. The FRG and the UK now
face serious public opposition to their plans to build or expand repro-
cessing capacity.

Spent fuel storage methods are considered to be roughly equivalent in
environmental impact, with slight differences in the land area require-
ments among the options (drywells require the greatest land area). Deci-
sions over whether to centralize the storage of spent fuel and where to
store spent fuel are likely to have greater effects. The transportation
of spent fuel from a reactor to a centralized facility or to alternate
storage sites will increase the risk of environmental impact and will
likely meet with public opposition. Centralization would be likely to
have additional consequences in terms of environmental impact and public
acceptance if a centralized facility was not colocated with an existing
nuclear site and a new site had to be dedicated for the purpose of nuclear
fuel storage.

WASTE DISPOSAL REGULATIONS

Not surprisingly, the degree to which high-level waste disposal
criteria have been developed in each of the seven countries depends on
schedules for repository operation and the need for such criteria (see
Figure 1). In the U.S., where the first repository license application is
scheduled to go to NRC in late 1991, the criteria are extensively
developed. DOE has issued its final guidelines for selecting repository
sites, and EPA and NRC have promulgated final environmental radiation pro-
tection standards and repository performance criteria, respectively,
establishing the complete technical basis for the development of reposi-
tories. Similarly, the Federal Republic of Germany has established a
licensing basis for high-level waste repositories. Its criteria for final
disposal do not include generally applicable quantitative performance
criteria, as in the US. Instead, they require the demonstration of safety
in a site-specific safety analysis. The repository must, however, comply
with Germany's generally applicable radiation protection rules, and site-
specific criteria including quantitative requirements will be developed in
an iterative process, leading to final requirements for Gorleben in about
1995.
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France has adopted site selection criteria which apply to both surface
and deep geological disposal facilities. Safety criteria for the high-
level waste repository are scheduled to be developed by 1987. Requirements
for the vitrification process also limit the radioactivity concentration
in the glass waste products. Canada has also proposed siting criteria in
the form of a regulatory guide, as well as qualitative requirements on the
repository which state that following repository closure, there must be a
small probability that radiation doses to the public attributable to the
repository will exceed a small fraction of natural background radiation
doses. A regulatory policy statement has recently been proposed in Canada
which would establish goals for health effects and environmental protec-
tion and require the minimization of burden on future generations.

Elsewhere, high-level waste disposal regulations are in a more concep-
tual stage. It can be expected that these regulations will be consistent
with national radiation protection standards, and that a varying degree of
specific disposal requirements and siting guidelines will be developed
depending on how prescriptive regulatory policies are in each country.

STIPULATIONS

Finally, in some countries the licensing and development of nuclear
power have been linked to spent fuel mangement plans and R&D progress.
Two of the countries covered in this study require reactor license
applicants to demonstrate a safe spent fuel management strategy in order
to obtain reactor construction or operating licenses. In the FRG, this
demonstration must initially be made in support of an application for a
construction license, and before the first partial operating license is
granted, a demonstration must be made that the safe location of spent fuel
is assured for the first six years after plant commissioning. This can be
accomplished by submitting contracts to reprocess the spent fuel. Reactor
licensing in the FRG is also linked to progress in siting both external
storage and reprocessing facilities.

In Sweden, to obtain permission to load fuel into a reactor for the
first time, a licensee must demonstrate that there is a method for hand-
ling and final disposal and spent fuel and derivative waste which is
acceptable with regard to safety and radiation protection, and must
present an R&D program for the work that is necessary to support this
demonstration.

In contrast, when the USNRC completed its Waste Confidence Proceeding
in 1984, it determined that there was a reasonable assurance of the feasi-
bility of safe spent fuel management and high-level waste disposal. NRC
then issued a rule requiring that, at least 5 years before the expiration
of a plant's operating license, the reactor licensee must submit its plans
for onsite management of spent fuel until the time when title to and
possession of the fuel are transferred to DOE for ultimate disposal. This
does not constrain licensing actions in any way. However, controversy in
the US over the acceptability of nuclear waste disposal may impact upon
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the development of nuclear power in another manner. In 1983, the US
Supreme Court unanimously upheld a California State law banning the
construction of new nuclear power plants until a technology for the safe
disposal of high-level waste is demonstrated, and ruled that states may
enact such bans so long as they are based on economic grounds. (Radio-
logical concerns are left to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal
government under the Atomic Energy Act.) At least four other states
(Maine, Connecticut, Oregon and Wisconsin) have also banned reactor
construction until a waste disposal strategy is demonstrated.

Japan requires license applicants only to indicate the method of
disposition of spent fuel, which in effect means identifying that the
spent fuel will be reprocessed. Canada and the UK have both been advised
by special commissions not to commit to new nuclear plants until substan-
tial progress is made in high-level waste disposal, but neither government
has adopted such a policy. France also does not link reactor licensing to
waste disposal planning or R&D progress.

CONCLUSION

Recognition of how others deal with certain challenges is helpful for
optimizing one's own approach to meeting similar challenges. This paper
has attempted to illustrate that although there is a high degree of
flexibility in the manner in which spent fuel management and high-level
waste disposal can be approached, there are certain technical and politi-
cal constraints which have strongly influenced national decisions over
whether to reprocess, how to store spent fuel, and when to proceed with
high-level waste disposal. Fuel design, scale of national nuclear power
programs, and public attitudes towards nuclear power and nuclear wa6te are
key among these considerations. We can all benefit by paying attention to
what other countries are doing in these areas and by emphasizing the
timely exchange of information.
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TABLE 2. SfENT FUEL REPROCESSIKG FACILITIES

Country

France

Japan

nc

UK

Facility

Marcoule: DPI
La (ague: DF2

DP2-8OO
DP3

Tokai Hurt
Rokkaahoamra

Xerlarune
Wackeradorf

Sel laf ie ld
THORP

Primary
Fuel Type

Hccal
Metal
Oxide
Oxide
Oxide

Oxide
Oxide

Oxide
Oxide

Netal
Oxide

Tear of
Operation

1958
1967-1986
1976-1991
1991
1989

1977
1995

1971
1994

1952
1990

Capacity
(MTHH/vear)

500
250*
250-350*
800
800

150
800

20
350

1250
600

DP2 hai been ueed to reproceaa oxide (LWR) , aetal (graphite
reactor), and breeder fuela but ia gradually being dedicated to
LtfR fuel only. Its capacity for LVR fuel only trill be 400
HTRM/year.

TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF SPENT FUEL STOIACE METHOD!
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diicharge. Vet atorage only*

Offaite tranafer to reproceaaing facility (aoatly foreign) within 2 to
3 yean of diacbarge. Interim atorage under itudy with eaphaaia on dry
atoraga.

Offaite tranafer to reproceaaing facility (aoatly foreign) within o n
year of diacharge. Will extend to 5 yeara a«d utilize 3 away-froar-
rcactor dry atorage facilitica in preparation for uae of Cenan repro-
ceaaing plant in 1990a.

Offaite transfer of GCR aetal fuel to reproceaiiag facility within on*
year of discharge. Hoatly wet atorage; one plant haa dry vault. ACE
oxide fuel wet-atored at reactor for 1 to 2 yeara, then ehipped to
THORP aita for reproceaaing beginning in 1990.

Onaite wet atorage. Expanded at-raactor or ceatraliied atorage under
conaideration of both wet and dry dcaign.

Centralized wet atorage facility will accept all apant fuel for 40 year
atoraga. At-reactor atorage for aix aontha or aora.
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Figure 1:
National Schedules for Spent Fuel and High-level Waste Management
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GUIDELINES FOR WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ITALY
ISSUED BY THE ITALIAN REGULATORY BODY

V. De Crescenzo and G.F. Eletti

Italian Directorate for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection

ABSTRACT

The Italian Directorate for Nuclear Safety and
Radiation Protection (ENEA-DISP) started in 1984
a programme for the issueing of official guides
concerning the Management of Radioactive Wastes.
In this context the Technical Guide n.26
(T.G./26) has been issued, in April 1985, and two
Technical Positions (T.P./lj T.P./2) are being
prepared.
The paper deals with an overview of the
objectives and the general content of T.G./26 and
T.P./l providing, to some exent, the nature and
the reasons of some adopted technical provisions.
According to the draft of T.G./26, radioactive
wastes are classified on the base of the
identities and the concentrations of
radionuclides, no distinction being made from the
point of view of the chemical and physical state.
Three radwaste categories have been established.
For those wastes, of the Second Category, which
undergo a conditioning process, T.G./26 sets
forth a list of requirement for the waste fora,
the waste container and the waste package.
The compliance of the conditioned wastes with
these requirements is mainly finalized to a near
surface disposal acceptability.
In this perspective a Qualification and Control
Programme must be established and documented by
the waste processor to assure compliance with the
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stated requirements.!.P./l is aimed at

identifying the objectives, the format and the

content of the Qualification and Control

Programme (Q.C.P. as quoted by T.G./26.

FOREWORD and CONCLUSIONS

The overall goal of an adequate waste management policy is to manage

radioactive waste materials in a manner which prevents any unacceptable

detriment to man and environment and minimizes any impact on future

generations.

The Italian Directorate for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection

(ENEA-DISP) has the remarkable statutory duty of assisting and assuring the

accomplishment of this goal in the domain of peaceful use of atomic energy.

This is done through standards and recommendations setting, studies and

technical reviews.

Up to now, the problem of Radioactive Waste has been treated by ENEA-

DISP on the grounds of the case-by-case philosophy.

If we consider the low-rate profile of the Italian nuclear plan

development, compared with others OECD countries, it can be easily

understood why the National Control Authority felt, in the past, sufficient

to approach the problem of wastes management on a case-by-case basis.

But this reductive policy became lately not any more acceptable as

consequence of three important factors:

- The first of these factors is the concrete start of the National Energy

Plan (PEN) which is inevitably bound to give . rise to an increased

production of radioactive wastes following the construction of new

nuclear power stations (6000 MWe to be installed)

- Secondarely there is an increasing need for specific requirements to be

taken into account in the design of those facilities which produce and

treat the wastes. With this regard, there is in fact an increasing

request for clarity of indications and rulemaking.

- Last but not least, another very important factor is the change, during

the last decade, of public attitude towards waste management. The public,

or at least a small section of it, has begun to pinpoint waste

management, and specifically waste disposal, as the unsolved problem of
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nuclear power.

In response to the new recognized situation, a large programme of

rulemaking, concerning the different aspects of the National Waste

Management Policy, was decided as shortly discussed in the paper.

The prime objective of this programme is not to formulate a detailed

legislation, which is outside the statutory duty of the Italian Directorate

for Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection, but to estabilish the general

principles against which the acceptability of any waste management proposal

is to be assessed.

The second complementary objective is to give some landmarks to waste

producers and processors and, at the same time, bring these people, to the

extent possible, on the side of rationalization, uniformity and

consistency.

The first starting step was the Technical Guide n.26 (T.G./26), which

was made officially available (April 1985), as a draft, to interested

members of the public and operators for comments.

At this time ENEA/DISP staff is preparing two Technical Position on

both the Qualification and Control Programme for radioactive waste

conditioning systems (T.P./l), and the definition of the main disposal site

characteristics (T.P./2) for second category wastes. The latter T.P. is not

considered in this brief presentation.

Finally, with reference to the ENEA-DISP rulemaking endeavour in the

specific field of radioactive wastes management, the following overwhelming

remark, should be considered:

the setting out of official guides with the basic guidelines such as

criteria, codes of practice, safety and radioprotection objectives,

concerning an appropriate management of radioactive waste, is an extremely

important target.

As a matter of fact these guidelines act as reference points in the

management planning, taking an active part in the optimization decision

making processes.

However the effectiveness of every criterion, code or objective and,
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above all, the correlated final definition of the national radwaste policy,

mainly relies and depends on the sensitivity, the awareness and the

commitment of all those, including the political class, who are somehow

involved, with a responsible role, in the planning and actuation of this

policy.

1 - Technical Guide n.26 "Radioactive Waste Management"

The Guide has been officially issued, as a draft, in April 1985-

According to the established procedure, the final version has been

published after the comments from the Italian National Utility (ENEL)or

from other National and International organizations.

The Technical Guide n.26 (T.G./26) identifies and specifies the

fundamental criteria and requirements for an appropriate waste

management policy.

Throughout the document, the wastes are classified into three

categories related to different management routes. There is specific

guidance for the first and second categories and some general guidance

for the third category which concerns those wastes requiring a

confinment time of a thousand years of more.

T.G./26 applies to wastes generated by those activities regulated by

the current laws for the peaceful use of atomic energy.

It does not apply to gaseous and liquid wastes which are disposed of

into the environment as effluents.

Spent fuel is not considered a radioactive waste.

1.1- General Criteria

Each single phase of a radioactive waste management should be

optimized within the framework of the whole scheme of the assessing

policy. Such consideration was the overall, leading criterion in the

T.G./26 drafting process.

In the above general context, the specific criteria laid down by
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T.G. '20, which are worth mentioning, concern the following topics:

- Radiological and environmental protection?

- Minimization of waste production and volume reduction.

As far as the first topic is concerned, T.G./26 recommends the

following protection objectives:

(i) individual and collective doses to the workers and to the public

from radioactive waste management must, be kept as low as

reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken

into account (ALARA principle).

(ii) In case of land disposal, present and future exposure to members

of the reference group, must not exceed the exposure level

identified as "design objective" for other nuclear facilities.

Such level, which corresponds to 0.1 mSv/y, is a small fraction

of the level of exposure from natural background radiation.

(iii) In addition to the radiological aspects, all those other factors,

which have or might have adverse effects on the environment and

land use, must be given due consideration.

Therefore, with reference to land disposal activities, site

selection, disposal facility design, operational and post

operational phase etc. must be consistent with this objective.

There is considerable interaction between waste treatment,

conditioning processes, storage, transport and disposal. In principle

all these steps need to be taken into account in the evaluation of

alternative waste management systems.

The practical alternatives can first be identified using engineering

judgement, common sense and possibly some rough cost effectiveness

analysis. This will provide an initial screening of options.

But the decision making process can only go further on the basis of

radioprotection considerations with their corresponding reference

objectives.

In such a process, these considerations will be applied at various

levels acting as constraints on those options which are unacceptable
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with regard to dose limits, and as inputs for the optimization of the

different routes.

As far the topic on minimization of waste production and volume

reduction is concerned, T.G./26 recommends that the design of

radwaste systems provide for minimization of waste generation.

Therefore due consideration must be given to minimize the wastes

generated at all nuclear facilities and primarily at nuclear power

plants.

Similary, volume reduction techniques commensurate with good volume

reduction practices should be adopted. Consequentely all operational

and administrative procedures which affect or might affect the

quantity of waste produced in terms of mass, volume and activity,

should be optimized.

The document does not provide details on how these performance

objectives can be technically fulfilled.

The intent is only to promote maximum awareness of the importance of

these aspects on the part of waste procedures and processors.

1.2 - Classification

Considering the specific point of view of differing management

strategy, and more specifically, of differing disposal routes,

T.G./26 classifies Radioactive Wastes on the grounds of the identity

and concentration of radionuclides. As a result no distinction has

been made based either on the chemical and physical state or on the

waste origin.

Three radioactive waste categories have been identified:

1.2.1 First Category

First category wastes are radioactive wastes that, within a few

months or, as a maximum, within a few years, decay to a radioactivity

concentration lower than the values derived witr. reference to the

current Italian law (DM 14 July 1970).
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First category wastes are mainly generated by biomedical and research
activities. In fact the radiomiclides involved in these activities,
apart from few exceptions, such as 3H and 14C, are short lived
radionuclides with half lives less than 1 year.

In Ttaly there are about 2000 establishments, such as hospitals,
universities. research centers, commercial firms which use
radioactive materials and of these, about \/3 also discharge
radioactive wastes which fall within the first category. If we
consider the reality of these figures, we realize how relevantly is
felt the need for setting up some, though general, guidances for
refill at ins; and, above all, standardizing the management of these
wa s t e s .

1.2.2. Second category

Second Category wastes are wastes that decay to radioactivity levels
of about 10 nCi/g within a few decades or, as a maximum, within a
few centuries.

Second category wastes are characterized by specific radionuclide
activities which, following a specific treatment and conditioning
process, shall not exxeed the values listed in table 1. These wastes
are mainly generated by nuclear facilities.

T.C./26 largely deals with the second category waste, due to the
higher production and then the greater significance from the
radiological and environmental point of view.

For the management of second category wastes, a list of technical
requirements is estabilished.

These requirements are intended to apply to sea dumping or to
shallow ground disposal of second category wastes, even though the
majority of these may also apply to other methods of land disposal
such as disposal in existing mines or in other man-made or natural
cavities.
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TABLE 1

Concentration for second category conditioned wastes.

I RADIONUCLIDES CONCENTRATION

J
I
| «^ emitters t > 5 years 370 • Bq/g (10 nCi/g)

emitters t 1 / 2>100 years 370 • Bq/g (10 nCi/g)

emitters t ^ 100 years in

activated metals. 3,7 KBq/g (100 nCi/g)

emitters 5<t T̂ 100 years 37 KBq/g (1 jjCi/g)

| 137 Cs e 90 Sr 3,7 MBq/g (100 jiCi/g)

| 60 Co 37 MBq/g (1 mCi/g)

| 3 H _ 1.85 MBq/g (50 uCi/g)

| 241 Pu 13 KBq/g (350 nCi/g)

j 242 Cm 74 KBq/g (2 uC

Radionuclides t <T 5 years 37 MBq/g (1 mCi/g)

• Values must be intended as average values referred to the whole of

the wastes contained in the disposal repository, taking into account

that the limit value for each final product cannot exceed 3,7 KBq/g

(100 nCi/g).
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1.2.2.1 Technical requirements for the conditioned wastes.

A - Waste form

Wastes must be in a solid form. This means that wastes must be

conditioned within a suitable container (apart from few

considered exceptions).

A test programme must be performed to assure compliance of

waste form with a set of specified waste form characteristics.

In some cases recommended standard tests are quoted.

The minimum waste form requirements are as follows:

a) Compressive strength.

The compressive strength shall be at least 500 N/cm . For

materials with elasto-plastic characteristics the load

condition shall corresponde to 5% compressive strain (tests

may be performed in accordance with UNI standars for

destructive tests on concrete).

b) Thermal cycling.

Following 30 thermal cycles of 24 hours, from - 40°C to 40°C

with 90% relative humidity, the compressive strength shall

be kept over the above mentioned limit, without visible

craks.

c) Radiation Resistance.

The compressive strength shall be kept over the above

mentioned limit even following an exposure to 10 Gy

from radiation.

d) Fire resistance.

Conditioned wastes shall be uncombustible or, at least, self

estinguishing, in accordance with ASTM D 635-81.

e) Leaching rate.

Conditioned wastes shall present a high resistance to

leaching} leaching rate tests shall be performed in

accordance with long term methods.
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f) Free liquids.
Conditioned wastes shall be exempt from free liquids in
accordance with ANSl/ANS 55-1.

g) Biodegradation resistance.
Conditioned wastes shall present suitable biodegradation
resistance, keeping the compressive strength over the above
mentioned limit.

h) Immersion resistance.
Immersion in fresh water for 90 days shall cause neither
bulkings nor decreases of the compressive strenght under the
above mentioned limit.

B - Waste Package.

a) Sea dumping requirements. Conditioned waste must meet the
requirements set up by NEA-OECD for sea disposal of
radioactive wastesj

b) Transportation requirements. Conditioned waste itself, or
with additional shielding components, must comply with the
current Italian and International Regulations for off-site
transportation?

c) Radionuclide concentration. Radionuclide concentrations in
condition wastes must not exceed the values listed in table
1. Such values refer to the whole monolithic volume in which
the radioactivity is distribuited. Therefore, the volume and
mass considered for radionuclides concentration
determination, must not consider those medias or materials
not used for solidification or embedment purposes such as
shielding or handling.

1.2.3 Third Category

Third category wastes are those wastes classified neither as First
Category nor as Second Category.

Third category wastes are wastes that decay to radioactivity levels
comparable with the natural radioactivity background within thousands
or millions of years.
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More specifically T.G./26 identifies:

- High level liquid wastes from fuel reprocessing and the solids to

which these liquids may be convertedj

liquid alpha waste, cladding hulls

- Alpha bearing wastes an fuel hardware

from the fuel cycle and

research activities solid contaminated trash

and various materialsj

For each of these waste streams the T.G./26 lays down some general,

but in some cases very specific, guidances. These guidances are

mainly based on the current state of the art of the research and

development activities.

2 - TECHNICAL POSITION n.l

T.G./26 with reference to conditioning systems of second category

wastes, calls for the submittal of:

"...a documented programme for system qualification and control. Such a

programme shall include characterization tests on laboratory specimens

or conditioned waste prototypes in suitable scale. The programme shall

also concern the methods for the evaluation of the radioactivity

concentration in the materials and other design and operation aspects

for the conditioning system".

The Technical Position n.l (T.P./l) is aimed at identifying the

objectives, the format and the general content of the Qualification and

Control Programme (Q.C.P.) as quoted by T.G./26 where the Q.C.P., for

ENEA-DISP, is the reference point for the review of second category

waste conditioning systems.

The overall objective of a Q.C.P., as stated by T.P./l, is the

following:

- give demonstration of the capability of a conditioning system to

produce conditioned waste in compliance with the criteria and

requirements of T.G./26, avoiding tests to be made on conditioned

waste packages.

This goal is accomplished through the documented presentation of:
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a) Radioactive waste characterization test programme
b) Design, operating and controlling criteria of the conditioning

system.

2.1 Radioactive waste characterization test programme

T.P./l estabilishes the structure and the specific items of the
laboratory test programme.

Such programme must be carried out and concluded before the operational
life of the conditioning system to which the Q.C.P. is referred.
Moreover T.P./l identifies the correlation procedures between the lab
characteristics and the expected full scale chearacteristics.

2.2 Design, operating and controlling criteria of the conditioning system

This section of the Q.C.P. is based on the identification of the
"RELEVANT PARAMETERS" (R.P.) and the array of administrative, technical
and organizational procedures appointed for the control of such
parameters.

In such sense T.P./l states that:
- the number and the nature of the R.P. are correlated with the

specific conditioning process and the waste to be processed;
- the control of the R.P. enables to verify that T.G./26 requirements

are met and mantained;
- the control of the R.P. is based on design and operating criteria,

process instrumentation and certification documents.
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ABSTRACT

One of the primary objectives of the Nuclear Energy
Agency of the OECD is to promote co-operation between
its member countries on the safety and regulatory
aspects of nuclear development. In the spirit of this
objective, and on the basis of a proposal submitted by
the US Department of Energy, the NEA has organized a
co-operative programme to facilitate the exchange of
scientific and technical information from specific
major decommissioning projects.

This covers two classes of information: the first is
general in character and will available to all partici-
pants: The second will be restricted and some of it
will be covered by special arrangements between one or
more participants in areas of specific mutual interest.
The exchange of information of both types will be
complemented by technical visits of experts to partici-
pating projects as well as secondment or exchange of
personnel, exchange of equipment, joint tests, etc.

The programme is open to countries with major decom-
missioning projects as well as to interested countries
without current projects. These latter will participate
in an observer capacity. The co-operative programme
has been started with nine participating countries
with seven of the countries having a total of eleven
decommissioning projects registered in the agreement.

A liaison committee, with representatives of all
participants, has been set up to implement the agree-
ment. Under the liaison committee functions a technical
advisory group at meetings of which the progress of
work at the various participating projects will be
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reported and reviewed. The liaison committee has
designated a programme co-ordinator whose duties are
to assist the committee in the implementation of the
programme arrangements and procedures.

The current paper describes the background of the
programme, its proposed scope and executive procedures.
It also briefly describes the projects that are
included in the programme at present and the current
programme of work.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the primary objectives of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of
the OECD is to promote co-operation between its member countries on the
safety and regulatory aspects of nuclear development. In the spirit of
this objective, the NEA has expanded during the last few years its
programme in the field of radiation protection and radioactive waste
management to include activities in the area of decommissioning of
nuclear installations. The most recent and important initiative of this
kind is a co-operative programme for the exchange of scientific and
technical information between a number of major decommissioning projects
in member countries.

The current paper describes the background of the programme, its
proposed scope and executive procedures. It also briefly describes the
various projects that are included in the programme at present and its
current state of development.

2 BACKGROUND

Decommissioning of nuclear facilities has been the subject of many
meetings and other forms of international co-operation in the last
decade. As long ago as 1973, a meeting of consultants was convened by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to discuss future needs in
the field of decommissioning. This led to the setting up in 1975 of a
Technical Committee made up of experts from member countries. The work
of the Technical Committee resulted in a number of documents on decommis-
sioning, notably

Factors Relevant to the Decommissioning of Land-based Nuclear
Reactor Plants /I/.

Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities. Decontamination, Disassembly
and Waste Management /2/>

An international symposium on decontamination of nuclear facilities
was organized by the IAET> in 1978 in Vienna /3/. In 1980, the OECD/NEA
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also organized a specialist meeting on decommissioning requirements in
the design of nuclear facilities I A/ and produced, in 1981, two state-of-
the-art reports, respectively on decontamination methods and on cutting
techniques as related to decommissioning /5/ /6/. This was followed by
another international symposium in Seattle in 1982. The 1982 symposium
was sponsored by the US Department of Energy and organized with the
co-operation of the OECD/NEA 111. The Commission of the European Communi-
ties organized an international conference in May 19B4 to present the
results of a five-year research programme on decommissioning in the
countries of the Community /8/. In October 1984, the OECD/NEA organized
a workshop to compare the storage with surveillance of nuclear reactors
versus their immediate decommissioning. The US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission sponsored in July 1985 an international nuclear reactor de-
commissioning planning conference /10/. The above listing of interna-
tional activities gives a historic perspective to the current OECD/NEA
co-operative programme on decommissioning.

Another significant item of background is an enquiry, sponsored by
the NEA Radioactive Waste Management Committee, on the status of de-
commissioning projects in OECD/NEA member countries. The status of such
projects as well as the needs of technology exchange were established on
the basis of information supplied by member countries in reply to two
questionnaires circulated by the NEA. This information was later analysed
and presented in a compendium by the US Department of Energy and UNC
Nuclear Industries /ll/. It gave a clear and updated picture of the
international situation in this field, and constituted a useful basis
for the development of concepts and requirements which led to the
creation of the co-operative programme described in the present paper.

3 NEA CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMME

3.1 Scope

The NEA Co-operative Programme on Decommissioning has been initiated
on the basis of a proposal submitted by the US Department of Energy and
involves participation in the exchange of scientific and technical
information from specific major decommissioning projects. The wide
agreement received by this proposal in member countries derived from the
recognition that the experience and data base necessary for the decommis-
sioning of large commercial nuclear facilities in the future could best
be acquired by sharing the technology and the know-how arising from the
execution of a number of decommissioning projects now being carried out
in various countries.

The Co-operative Programme, which officially entered into force
towards the end of 1985, covers two classes of information. The first
class is general in character and will be available to all participants.
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The information of this class exchanged among the participants can
include

project descriptions and plans

results of research and development

results of project execution/lessons learnt

The other class will include proprietary and other restricted
information, and its access will be limited by special arrangements
between participants covered by bilateral and multilateral agreements in
areas of specific mutual interest.

The exchange of information of both types will be complemented by
technical visits of experts to participating projects and other forms of
co-operation which may include exchange of equipment, execution of joint
tests, etc.

3.2 Administration

A Liaison Committee, with representatives of all participants, has
been set up to implement the Programme Agreement. Under the Liaison
Committee functions a Technical Advisory Group at whose meetings the
progress of work at the various participating projects will be reviewed
and technical problems of common interest will be examined. The Liaison
Committee has also designated a Programme Co-ordinator whose duties are
to assist the Committee in the implementation of the programme arrange-
ments and procedures.
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3.3 Participating organizations

The Co-operative Programme has been started with nine participating
countries with seven of the countries having a total of eleven decommis-
sioning projects registered in the agreement. The countries and the
respective participating organizations are listed below:

Canada

Federal Republic
of Germany

France

Italy

Japan

Spain

Sweden

United Kingdom

United States
of America

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Kernkraftwerk Lingen jointly with Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica jointly
with Comitato Nazionale per la Ricerca e per
lo Sviluppo dell'Energia Nucleare e delle
Energie Alternative

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Junta de Energia Nuclear

Svensk KarnbrSnslehantering AB

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority

Department of Energy

Sweden has undertaken the duties of the Programme Co-ordinator,
while Spain is participating in an observer capacity without a current
decommissioning project. The Co-operative Programme will continue to be
open to new participants from member countries of the OECD, naturally
with the assent of the Liaison Committee.

3.4 Participating projects

The participating projects are listed in Table 1 and an overview of
their time schedules is given in Table 2.
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3.5 Programme activities

Hitherto, the Liaison Committee of the Co-operative Programme has
met three times, the first meeting in September 1985 to launch the
programme, followed by meetings in February and April this year.

The Technical Advisory Group has held two meetings, an inaugural one
in Paris in November 1985 and the first "working" meeting at Montreal in
March this year.

In addition to the above activities, the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute held a workshop as part of the programme of work of the Co-
operative Programme. At the workshop, the technological developments
achieved to date by the Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR) Decommis-
sioning Project were described and discussed.

The exchange of information on decommissioning technologies, which
is the primary objective of the Co-operative Programme, takes place
mainly at the meetings of the Technical Advisory Group (TAG). The
Montreal meeting of the TAG was organized as a three-day conference in
order to facilitate this information exchange. The first day was devoted
to

Progress reports from all participating projects

Presentations by each participant on a few specific generic topics,
which had been announced in advance.

A site visit to Gentilly I was organized on the second day, while
programme formalities were discussed on the final day.

Given the positive experiences from the Montreal meeting, the future
meetings of the TAG will be organized on similar lines, i.e. a day for
discussion of topical generic issues, a site visit and discussion of
programme organization and administration. The choice of the topical
subjects will be made on the basis of directives from thi? Liaison

Committee. Some examples of these subjects, whose discussion is scheduled
for the next meetings, are:

melting

recycling levels

techniques to measure very low surface contamination levels

waste transports.

Two meetings of the TAG are planned for each of the years 1987 and
1988.
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As mentioned earlier, the OECD/NEA Co-operative Programme on Decommis-
sioning was organized to share the technologies and know-how arising
from a number of major decommissioning projects, this in order to most
effectively build up the data-base required for the decommissioning of
large commercial nuclear facilities in the future. The Co-operative
Programme is as yet in its initial stages. However, the active spirit of
co-operation shown by the participants and the results so far indicate
strongly that the objectives of the programme can and will be realized.
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Table .1. List of participating projects

Facility Type Opera- Decommissioning
tion option*

1. Gentilly-1,
Canada

2. Rapsodie,
France

3. G2,
France

4. ATI,
France

5. Kernkraftwerk
Niederaich-
bach (KKN),
Federal
Republic of
Germany

6. Kernkraftwork
Lingen,
Federal
Republic of
Germany

7. Garigliano,
Italy

8. Japan Power
Demonstration
Reactor (JPDR),
Japan

9. Windscale
Advanced Gas
Cooled Reactor,
United Kingdom

10. Shippingport,
United States
of America

11. West Valley
Demonstration
Project,
United States
of America

Heavy water moderated/
boiling light water
cooled prototype reactor

Experimental sodium
cooled fast reactor

Electricity and nuclear
materials production

Pilot reprocessing plant
for FBR oxide fuel

Gas-cooled heavy water
moderated

BWR (with super-heater)

BWR (dual-cycle)

BWR, research

AGR

PWR

Reprocessing plant for
LWR fuel

1970-79 Variant of
stage 1

1967-82 Stage 2.

1958-80 Stage 2
(followed by
stage 3)

1969-79 Stage 3

1972-74 Stage 3

1968-77 Stage 1

1964-78 Stage 1 for main
main containment

1963-76 Stage 3

1962-81 Stage 3

1957-82 Stage 3

1966-72

* The decommissioning options are defined according to the IAEA
classification (see IAEA Technical Report Series No 230).
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REGULATORY ASPECTS OF BOROSILICATE GLASS
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE FORMS

THE PROCESS, THE PRODUCT, AND THE DISPOSAL

Edward J. Henneily
Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC 29808

ABSTRACT

Immobilization of high-level radioactive waste (HLW)
in borosilicate glass is acknowledged world-wide as
an acceptable method for preparing HLW for geologic
disposal. A waste acceptance process is under way in
the United States that will provide specifications
and procedures for waste producers well in advance of
the availability of a federal repository. Extensive
experimental data and rigorous quality assurance and
control for plant operation are expected to provide
convincing evidence that borosilicate glass waste
forms produced in the vitrification plants meet the
specifications and can be disposed of safely in a
geologic repository.

INTRODUCTION

The disposal of high-level waste (HLW) is a subject of increasing
discussion and occupation of time and effort both here and abroad. Ever
since the first major vitrification of HLW began at Marcoule, France in 1978,
questions surrounding final disposal have been raised. For example, Circular
779 published by the USGS, also in 1978, raised concerns about the integrity
of geologic disposal. Prior to that, the major concerns had been focused on
shipping HLW to a "safe" repository. However, USSS focused attention on
uncertainties they believed would result from the adverse effects of the high
temperature generated by HLW forms on long-term performance in a geologic
repository. Meanwhile in Europe and Japan, the storage of heat-producing HLW
for several decades of radionuclide decay prior to disposal was selected as
an alternative means to reduce or eliminate the repository temperature
effects. Also, in the same time frame in the United States, spent fuel was
designated as HLW when commercial fuel reprocessing was banned. And finally,
the U.S. government policy to dispose of defense HLW now in storage at
Savannah River, Hanford, and Idaho, along with the "commercial" HLW stored at
West Valley, brought about a determined large-scale effort by DOE to process,
immobilize, and then to dispose of most of the HLW in a federal repository as
borosilicate glass.
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In October 1984, the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM), created by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), initiated a
waste acceptance process to meet the needs of the borosilicate glass
producers because vitrification plant startups are scheduled for West Valley
in FY 1989 and Savannah River in FY 1990, about a decade before a federal
repository could begin accepting HLW. The President's decision in April of
1985 that defense HLW should go to a "commercial" repository was the trigger
that set the current accelerated waste acceptance process in motion.

In August 1986, two sets of waste acceptance preliminary specifications
(WAPS) were issued by OCRWM to apply to the borosilicate glass products to be
made at the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah River
Plant, South Carolina, and at the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) at
West Valley, New York, respectively. These documents contain preliminary
specifications that the two producers of canisters of borosilicate glass must
meet prior to acceptance of canistered waste forms at a federal repository.
The requirements are based upon federal regulations, such as 10 CFR 60 and
40 CFR 191, and on the need for assurance that a quality product will con-
tinue to be made during the operating life of the plants, which are expected
to extend over a quarter century in the case of the DWPF. The preliminary
specifications w^ll be updated as part of the waste acceptance process and
will become final after site selection and before repository licensing. The
key to making the acceptance process work is the recognition that a quality
product can be assured by careful quality assurance and control of the
processes of waste handling, feed preparation, vitrification, and canister
filling, storage, and shipping. Similar approaches to assure acceptable,
high-quality products have been developed for other vitrification plants
according to an international survey of operators and future operators of
vitrification plants.1

REGULATORY ASPECTS OF THE PROCESS

Vitrifying HLW in borosilicate glass involves many typical chemical
processes. HLW feed is prepared from waste solutions resulting from
reprocessing spent fuel by concentrating the highly radioactive material by
removing the nonradioactive residues of chemicals and liquids used in fuel
reprocessing. The concentrated feed is then adjusted chemically and in some
cases calcined before adding to the melter. Glass frit or equivalent glass-
forming chemicals are also added simultaneously. The borosilicate glass is
melted at temperatures near 1100'C either by induction or joule heating. The
melted glass is poured into stainless steel canisters for storage and even-
tual shipment to a geologic repository for permanent disposal. This brief
simplified description of waste vitrification and associated processes belies
the complexity and technical challenges of an actual HLW vitrification plant.
The high radiation and contamination requires massive shielding, remote
operation, remote maintenance, and complex and expensive equipment and facil-
ities to prevent the inadvertent escape of radioactivity from the plant. To
assure that these remotely operated processes lead to an acceptable glass
product requires a complex instrumented system of monitors, automatic
controllers, recorders of information, and long-term storage of data. Thus
the processes are controlled to make the acceptable product, and the product
quality is maintained by the process controls which maintain processes within
previously prescribed limits. Product analyses may also contribute to
assurances of product quality.
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Borosi1icate glass containing HLW has properties that make it acceptable
for HLW disposal in a geologic repository.2 These properties exist when the
chemical compositions of the glass are restricted to a well-defined range of
chemical constituents and quantities. Figure 1 shows this region for typical
waste-containing glasses.3 It has been demonstrated that releases of radio-
activity from glasses falling within this range are very similar; thus, it is
necessary only for a vitrification plant to assure that its product meets
repository specifications by guaranteeing compositions within the prescribed
acceptable range, One method by which this can be accomplished is by using
actual plant operating data obtained during extended nonradioactive run-in
operations. These data can be used to prescribe measurable, verifiable
operating conditions that will guarantee the glass product to have the
expected and hence acceptable properties for disposal. In order to achieve
these objectives by using in-plant measurement, an extensive distributed
control system can be designed and installed.4 A system using manual
controls can also be designed. The control system can be made of several
field operating stations and central control rooms chat contain facilities
for monitoring processes, and collecting, recording and retaining data on the
performance of the process and each product canister.

AI,Fe,WP

Waste Gloss
Frits

a No
WT. % ELEMENT

HASTE GLASS SYSTEMS
o-Brrt«h; UK 209
b- Corwdtan, 204+ Waste
c- French} F-SON
d-French; M7
e-German; Pamela
f-German; 96/12
g - Indian; FA2 + Waste
h-Italian; LRR-ECM
i - Japanese; Tokai Works
j-Swedish; ABS 41
k-USA;SRP131/TDS
l-USA,SRP131/HiAL

m-USA;SRPf31/HiFe
n-USAiSRPIW/TDS
o - USA; PNL 76-68

FRITS
p-French; M7

S i q-German; 96/12
r - Japanese; Tokai Works
s-USA;SRP131
t-USA;SRP165

Figure 1 . Compositional ternary diagram for waste glass
and f r i t systems
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REGULATORY ASPECTS OF THE PRODUCT

The canistered waste forms containing vitrified high-level waste must
meet many regulatory requirements. The first step in the waste acceptance
process for disposal initiated by OCRWM are the Waste Acceptance Preliminary
Specifications.^ They are based primarily on specific requirements in NRC
regulations and EPA standards. The primary focus of the specifications are
as follows:

• Canisters must meet on-site storage requirements

• Canisters must meet transportation-related requirements

• Data on canister composition and content must be adequate so that
repository licensers can properly evaluate canister performance in the
disposal environment.

In addition, an overriding consideration for all technical data is
quality assurance. NRC Commissioner Asselstine indicated in a speech at the
Waste Management '85 Conference6 regarding geologic repositories that the
"licensing process will be very similar to the present licensing process for
nuclear power plants." "Quality assurance will inevitably be a component in
the Commission's licensing decision and could well be at issue in the formal
licensing hearings." The problem is that much of the data to be used for
assuring safe disposal will be developed well before formal licensing begins
and over a decade before the repository is ready to receive waste. This puts
a significant burden on assuring quality of current activities and requires
extensive and careful work to avoid unanticipated challenges during the
extended licensing process. Thus the regulatory aspects of the canistered
product focus on two main items: the technical data base and quality
assurance of the data.

The technical data base for the borosilicate glass product involves
historical as well as current data. The base includes measurements of the
chemical and physical properties of the glass, glass leaching tests, the
determination of mechanisms of glass dissolution and solubility in aqueous
media based upon in-laboratory, in-situ, and simulated in-situ testing.7'8

In addition, a quality-assured determination is required of the canister
properties, of its integrity as welded, and its lack of surface contamination
upon arrival at a repository. It is the intention that the technical data
base along with the methods of measurement of the specified requirements and
the verification of plant processes and the product quality combine to form
extensive and verifiable resources of information that will satisfy the
repository needs in the preparation of a repository license application for
NRC. These quality-assured data will be available prior to the vitrification
plant startups and well in advance of the repository license application.
Thus, it is planned to combine verifications obtained from plant operations
on product quality with technical verifications from an extensive data base
to provide ongoing assurance that canistered waste forms produced over a
quarter century or more will be acceptable at a federal repository beginning
a couple of decades from now. It has been proposed that canistered borosili-
cate glass be accepted no sooner than 20049 even in the event that a reposi-
tory facility is available for receipt of commercial spent fuel in 1998 as
called for in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA).
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REGULATORY ASPECTS OF DISPOSAL

From the producer's viewpoint, HLW disposal is the province of the
repository operators. Spent fuel, the major commercial HLW, is by definition
an acceptable waste form, and the expectation is that by adhering to the
OCRWM waste acceptance process and providing quality-assured input to the
technical data, that borosilicate glass containing HLW will also be
acceptable.

The primary concerns of the repository are whether the waste packages
and the engineered barrier systems designed to contain the canistered waste
forms will meet the release limitations imposed by NRC regulations10 and
whether the repository will meet the 10,000 year release limitations in the
EPA standards. 1 The role of the waste form in the limitation of release of
radioactive nuclides has not been thoroughly defined, but experiments on
glass-aqueous solution interactions predict very low release under expected
repository conditions for canistered waste forms. This expectation provides
considerable confidence to the producers and was a major consideration when
the decision to build the DWPF was made in 1982.12 The positive response of
NRC staff indicated, however, that more information in realistic disposal
conditions should be obtained. The major focus of experimental programs
since then has resolved many of the perceived deficiencies in the data
base.13»11*

In the final analysis, some mention of the hazard of disposal is needed
to put the consequences of isolating HLW from future generations in proper
perspective with the accepted consequences of other radioactive environments.
Figure 2 shows that the risks for HLW are reduced, by disposal, substantially
lower than those for any other radioactive waste. This extraordinary
restriction has been challenged as unreasonable, but has been justified by
regulators in that they believe it "correctly" reflects public opinion and
concerns.

We can hope that the risk reduction of the repository is convincing and
leads to public support. We can also hope that the extensive conservatism
does not become an upper limit in the decades ahead for needless additional
restriction on HLW disposal.

One reason for these concerns is the thrust of and the responses to the
Environmental Assessments for the five recommended sites for a federal geo-
logic repository. In the recommendations, DOE estimates15 that the highest
release rate for any of the proposed sites, in 10,000 years, is three orders
of magnitude lower than the EPA limits,11 without apparently taking any
credit for excellent retention properties of the waste form. If these expec-
tations for the repository are challenged by litigation, the consequences
could be that the conservatism shown in Figure 2 will become the upper limit
on expected repository performance, an unfortunate and unnecessary conse-
quence. The more optimistic consequence could be that the expected perform-
ance of the repository candidates would increase public support, a very
beneficial consequence.

The technical community recognizes the importance of technical verifica-
tion of conformance to existing regulations and standards, but it must
continually balance technical facts with the reminder that public perception
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of hazard, risk, and repository performance are equally important and must be
addressed by a continuing re-education program. This program will be needed
as the personnel involved in the regulatory and waste acceptance processes
are replaced because of normal attrition and turnover during the decades
ahead.

EXPERIENCE ANO EXPECTATIONS
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Figure 2. Individual delayed mortality (cancer)1
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SUMMARY

The preference for borosilicate glass for disposing of high-level
radioactive waste is worldwide. The glass has been shown to be durable and
can be made by well-established processes. The use of production, labora-
tory, and repository data to support the proof of quality of the glass for
disposal is planned. The emerging data base should meet all the regulatory
requirements for disposal in advance of the availability of a geologic
repository.
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MANAGEMENT OF LOW- AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN FINLAND

Jorma Heinonen and Ulla Vuorinen
Technical Research Centre of Finland, Reactor Laboratory

ABSTRACT

In Finland there are four nuclear power reactors at
two sites. The total nuclear capacity is 2300 MW(e)
and the share of electricity consumed i. Finland
in 1985 was seme 38 %. According to Finnish legisla-
tion the waste producer is responsible for the entire
waste management including disposal and for all the
costs involved. At a later stage the Government shall
assume the responsibility after the disposal reposi-
tory has been approved as full filling the safety re-
quirements and after sufficient financial assurance
for covering the possible later costs. Low- and inter-
mediate level radioactive wastes will be disposed of
in especially excavated rock cavititles at a depth
from 50 to 120 m. The repositories will be located at
the sites of the two power plants. The construction
will start in 1988 and the disposal operation into
both repositories is scheduled to begin in 1992.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Finland in 1985 about 38 % of the electricity consumed was gene-
rated by nuclear power plants. This share is among the highest in the
world. This situation is very favourable for the national economy. The
total energy consumption in Finland per unit GNP is among the highest in
the world. This is due to the cold climate and energy intensive forest
industry. Further there is a lack of domestic fossil fuel; there are nei-
ther coal nor oil resources in the country.

There are at present four nuclear power reactors in Finland with a
total capacity of 2350 MW(e) in operation. The reactors are located at two
sites; in Loviisa the Imatra Pcwer Company (IVD) operates two 465 MW(e)
PWR units and in Olkiluoto two 710 MW(e) BWR-units are operated by the
Industrial Etower Company Ltd. (TVO).

The operational experience has been very successful and plans have
been made for further construction of nuclear power capacity. Before the
Chernobyl accident the waste management used to be the key issue in the
public debate.
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As the nuclear power reactors have operated successfully, the waste
amounts produced this far are below the predicted estimates made in the
early days. Table 1 gives the generated waste amounts and activities of
both power stations; Lol + Loll in Loviisa and TVDI + TVOII in Olkiluoto.
Measurement of the activity of maintenance wastes has not been routine in
Olkiluoto. Only this sunnier such a measuring device is going to be in-
stalled. Thus activity data on trash waste is lacking.

The total activity of annually produced bituminized waste is esti-
mated by measuring the Y-activity of a representative number of waste
drums.

In Loviisa the trash wastes are measured routinely. The activity of
spent resins is estimated by sampling.

Tables 2 and 3 give estimates on reactor wastes to be disposed of.
The estimates are based on waste generation this far.

TABLE 1. WASTE AMOUNTS AND CORRESPONDING ACTIVITIES GENERATED
BY THE FINNISH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Lol + Loll
generated up to

Type of waste

Evaporator
bottoms

Spent ion-ex-
change resin
(in tank

storage)
Compressed
(ccmbustible+
incombustible)

Inccmpressed
(ccmbustible+
i ncombust-ibl e)

Amount
m3

474

74

375

101

r

12.6.86

Activity
Bq

0,3-1012

7,4-1012*)

13,4-106

9,2-106

TVOI + TVOII,
generated up 1

Amount
m3

61

436

304

79

Activity
Bq

13-1012

6-1012

**)

***\

to 31.12.85

Type of waste

Bituminized
- bead form

resins
- powdered

resins
Compressed
(combustiblef
incombustible)

Inccrnpressed
(combustible+
incombustible)

*) The value is an upperlimit estimate. A new more accurate sampling and
follow up system is taken into use later this year.

**) Not available measuring data. During this summer a measuring device
is installed at Olkiluoto.

***) Not available measuring data.
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TABLE 2. ESTIMATE ON WASTE AMOUNTS AND ACTIVITIES IN 2017
AT THE CLOSING OF THE REPOSITORY AT IPVIISA (12)

Type of waste

Intermediate level
waste

Lew-level waste

Maintenance waste

Decaimissioning
waste

m3

1400

3100

2600

11610

Amount

cylindrical
concrete
packings
of 1 m3

200 1 drixns

concrete con-
tainers of
3.2 m3

Activity
(realistic) (conservative)

Bq Bq

5,8-101-2

1,5-1011

1,4-1010

1,6-1016

5,3-1013

1,4-1012

6,7-1010

-

TABLE 3. ESTIMATES ON WASTE AMOUNTS AND ACTIVITIES IN 2055 AT THE
CLOSING OF THE REPOSITORY AT OLKILUOTO (13)

Type of waste

Bituminized waste

Active metal waste

Maintenance waste

Decanni ssioning
waste

m3

2600

1200

4300

18000

Amount

200 1 drums

containers

200 1 drums
steel con-
tainers of
1,3 m3

containers
(concrete,
wood)

Activity
(realistic) (conservative)

Bq Bq

2,5-1013

1,5-1016

1,4-lOH

8,7-1015

2,1-1014

-

2.4-1011

-
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3. TREATMENT AND STORAGE CDF WASTES

3.1 Wet Wastes

Wet wastes at Olkiluoto plant consist solely of spent ion-exchange
resins. These are solidified by bituminization and packed into 200 1
drums. The solidification is a two-stage batch process; first drying the
waste slurry and then mixing the dry waste with bitumen in a ratio of 1:1.
The hot mixture is poured into rv 200 1 drum. The filled drums are moved
after cooling to the waste storage, which has enough capacity for all the
bituminized waste frcm both units up to the middle of the 90,'s. (lj

At the Loviisa plant, there is a tank storage facility which can
accommodate all the spent ion-exchange resins to be produced during the
operational life-time of the two units. With respect to evaporator concen-
trates the available tank capacity can serve the needs until 1993 or 1997
- depending on whether four or five of the existing tanks will be used for
evaporator concentreates. There is a new potential treatment technique
just experimented on a pilot scale, which may substantially extend the
tank storage capacity as referred to later. According to present plans the
wet wastes at Loviisa will be solidified by cementation. The cementation
plant which would serve both units would start its operation in 1991/1992.
Adjoining the solidification plant new storage capacity will be built as
well (2).

3.2 Solid Waste

Low-level dry solid waste consisting of miscellaneous trash produced
by maintenance activities are compacted into 200 1 drums at both power
plants. Seme of the dry wastes at Olkiluoto will be packad into 1.3 m*
steel containers. These waste drums and containers at Olkiluoto will be
stored either in the waste storages of the two units or in a storage faci-
lity especially built for low-level waste at the plant site. There is a
corresponding storage arrangement at Loviisa plant as well. Large slightly
radioactive metal components at Olkiluoto will be stored as such. The core
components, which contain high specific radioactivity are stored at Olki-
luoto in the storage pools for spent fuel. An interim storage for spent
fuel is under construction and will be ready in 1987. This facility can
acccmodate core components as well. The storage capacity for the spent
core components at Loviisa is large enough to serve for the whole opera-
tional period of the plant including the spent duniny fuel elements.

It is foreseen that seme further treatment will be performed and scne
management measures will be taken with respect to the metal waste when
decommissioning of power plants will be realized. At present the work
related to decommissioning and to management of decommissioning wastes is
primarily work for planning, assessment and inventory. Preliminary decom-
missioning plans for all power reactors in Finland were compiled in 1982.
New further developed plans will not be ready until the end of next year,
1987. The present reactors are scheduled to be in operation up to 2010-
2020 (3).
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4. WASTE DISPOSAL

4.1 Regulatory Issues

According to the Finnish legislation the waste producer - i.e. the
power companies - shall bear the total responsibility for all waste mana-
gement including disposal. At a later stage ti.e Government shall assume
the responsibility after the repository has been approved as fullfilling
the safety requirements and after sufficient financial assurance for cov-
erage of the possible later costs have been given to the authorities. This
shift of responsibility will take place at the latest after shutdown and
sealing of the repository in an acceptable way. As regard to the financial
responsibility the main principle is that the waste management costs must
be taken into account as a part of the electricity production costs. Cbn-
sequently a system for funding future waste management has therefore been
created. Ibis funding is of course of paramount importance in the case of
spent fuel and high-level waste. In 1983 the Government made a decision on
the goalsetting of research and development as well as planning to be done
for the safe management of radioactive wastes. This decision includes the
following items relevant to low- and intermediate-level wastes from power
reactors:

The initial basis in managing low- and intermediate-level nuclear
power plant wastes is that provisions must be made for their treat-
ment, storage and disposal within the country. All the management
operations must be done in a way, which meets the safety and envi-
ronmental requi rements.

A schedule was given for the operations of disposal system for low-
and intermediate-level power plant wastes. The utilities are obliged
to present by the end of 1986 the technical design plans of the repo-
sitory system and the preliminary safety analysis reports (PSAR). The
construction is envisaged to start in 1988, and the disposal into
both repositories would begin if necessary in 1992.

The new operational licenses for the power reactors issued in 1983
and 1984 includes the following requirement:

- The repositories for low- and intermediate level power plant wastes
can be constructed as underground rock cavities at the plant site
under the condition; the canpetent authority viz. The Finnish Centre
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety considers that the site character-
istics and ths efficiency of engineering barriers meet all the re-
quirements set as well as all the other obligations the current le-
gislation imposes.

The competent safety authority will specify the above requirements in
developing detailed regulations, rules, measures and guidelines. There is
just under preparation a proposal for safety requirements and criteria
[4], which is aimed to be used as a basis for the assessment of waste
disposal system.
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A new Nuclear Energy Act is just under process in the Parliament.
Management of radioactive wastes was one of the recognized subjects nroti-
vating the new legislation. Already in 1983 before the Tshernobyl accident
it was proposed to include in the Nuclear Energy Act a clause which should
take into account the financial needs which may arise if as a result of
nuclear accidents the amounts of waste rise abnormally and make additional
decontamination measures necessary [5].

4.2 Repository at Olkiluoto

The dominating rock types at the site are tonalite and micaqneiss.
The repository will be constructed into the tonalite massife at a depth
between 50 and 100 m. According to the preliminary design the repository
will in the first phase consist of a waste vault with two separate silos
for disposal purposes. The silos are aimed for 200 1 drums, one for bitu-
minized waste and the other for maintenance waste. In the second phase
when the plant is deccmnissioned, the repository can be enlarged by two
silos and one cavern (for activated metal waste). The waste will be em-
placed in the repository, both in the silos and the cavern, in layers. The
void spaces between the waste packages will be filled with concrete. This
will be done after completing each layer of waste packages. The repository
is intended to be sealed only after decanrassioning of the power plant. A
detailed plan for appropriate sealing of all the shafts, tunnels as well
as boreholes will be worked out. The potential of different materials for
backfilling and sealing has already been considered, e.g. crushed rock,
bentonite, concrete [l,2J.

4.3 Repository at Loviisa

The host rock at the site is relatively honogeneous rapakivi granite.
The preliminary design of the repository locating at a depth of 120 m
implies a cavern and three tunnels for different waste types. The reposi-
tory design provides reservations for additional caverns and tunnels for
decommissioning waste as well. The waste packages will be transported for
disposal by lorry periodically from interim storage along the transport
tunnel which links the repository with the plant area [2,3 J.

5. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In Finland, in contrast to many other countries, specialized nuclear
research centers have not been established, but nuclear R&D is performed
in different existing institutes.

5.1 Organization

The Ministry of Trade and Industry bears the principal responsibility
for the implementation of the Finnish energy policy program. Inside the
Ministry within its Energy Department is an Atonic Energy Office which
deals with matters connected with the licensing of nuclear activities,
budget appropriations for nuclear research as well as international coope-
ration in the nuclear field. The Finnish Gentre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety assists the Ministry in setting research objectives and evaluating
research findings.
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R&D work in the field of radioactive waste management is mainly car-
ried out by the nuclear energy producing power companies (IVO, TVO) on
behalf of the Nuclear Waste Commission of the Finnish Power Companies
(YJT), whf0*1 w a s established in 1978 to coordinate the power companies'
R&D activities in the field of nuclear waste. The Technical Research Cen-
tre of Finland, the Department of Radiochemistry at the University of
Helsinki and also some other institutes and consultants (also from abroad)
are involved. Some of the research work is performed within international
joint projects.

The most important establishment in Finland carrying out R&D work in
the nuclear field is the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), whose
over 30 laboratories cover almost all areas of technology of importance to
Finland. VTT is a government sponsored polytechnical research establish-
ment working under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Trade and Industry.
At VTT, radioactive waste management studies have been performed for near-
ly 15 years. The most important laboratories involved are the Reactor
Laboratory, the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, the Metals Laboratory and
the Geotechnical Laboratory.

Financing of the R&D work of radioactive waste management is partly
furnished through appropriations for energy research by the Ministry of
Trade and Industry to governmental institutes and partly through research
funds from YJT by contractual reseach work. The national reseach insti-
tutes also have a certain internal budget for financing research work at
their disposal.

There is an established tradition of inter-Nordic collaboration.
These inter-Nordic projects are partly financed by the Nordic Council of
Ministers and partly by the participating countries. The first major
inter-Nordic collaboration on nuclear waste mangement dates back to 1977,
which project (1977-1981) was titled "Nordic Study on Reactor Waste" [6j.
The second project (1981-1985) was titled "Long-Term Properties of Bitumi-
nized Waste Products" [7], and the latest project (1985-1989) [8] is con-
centrating on disposal, geology and wastes arising from decommissioning
and reactor accidents. Transportation of radioactive material is also
included.

Finland is also participating in the international Stripa project in
Sweden. The Finnish participation is financed by the power companies TVO
and IVD and by the Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Finnish-German collaboration between KFK and VTT started in 1982. It
is ooncentrating on leach studies of vitrified waste forms from fuel re-
processing. This kind of studies are performed in Finland because repro-
cessing of fuel is till one possible option.

5.2 Current Issues

In Finland the present R&D work is mainly concentrating on issues
related bo disposal of both spent fuel and low- and intermediate level
radioactive wastes.
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At the Reactor Laboratory some main research projects concentrate
on:

Laboratory scale modelling of the Finnish reactor waste disposal
system including follow up studies of seme essential radionuclides
(Cs-137, Co-60, Sr-90, Sr-85) in two or more consecutive materials of
the multibarrier disposal system. Special attention is paid to the
interfaces between different materials.

Diffusion and sorption phenomena are studied in different barrier
materials. Measurement techniques will also be studied with the pur-
pose to find a quicker method for diffusion measurement.

Measurement of corrosion gas generation from bituminized waste and
permeability of corrosion gas in potential buffer materials, which at
present comprise different concretes.

Leach studies with small scale bituminized spent resin samples from
Olkiiuoto [9] and cemented spent resin samples from Loviisa. Leaching
is performed in cement equilibrated water.

Decommissioning studies, mainly inventory, are related to the power
companies' revised plan of decommissioning to be given for submittal
by the end of 1987.

Complementary site investigations at both power plant sites are car-
ried out by the power companies. IVD is starting a half scale leach test
on cemented spent resin waste later this year. ITO is also running two
pilot experiments on new waste treatment methods in Loviisa:

A new method [lo] for diminishing the volume of evaporator concentra-
tes by separating Cs-134 and Cs-137 leaving just shortlived nuclides
in the concentrate which can after some years of tank storing be
discharged to the sea within normal release limits.

"Hie preceding laboratory tests of the method were performed at the
laboratories of the Department of Radiochemistry at the University of
Helsinki.

Separation of Cs-isotopes is performed by using granular ion-exchange
material, potassium obbalt ferrocyanide, which consists 85 % of
K[CoPe(CN) ] and 15 % of Co[CoFe(CN)6]. Potassium especially is ex-
changing with cesium. By this method according to preliminary pilot
tests reduction of the waste concentrate volume is in the order of
2000-7000, which will save nearly 20 million FIM of the waste manage-
ment costs of Loviisa when compared to present solidification plans.

Another pilot plant test [11] performed at Loviisa is microbiological
destruction of trash waste produced at the plants. This waste con-
tains about 70 % of paper and board, under 7 % of plastics, about 4 %
of wood, about 18 % of fabrics and under 1 % of other waste.
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According to preliminary studies the microbiological treatment is
considered a potential waste management method with which a reduction
of 5-10 % in the volume of combustible trash could be achieved and
the potential problem of gas generation as a result of microbial
activity in the repository could almost entirely be avoided. The
objective of this pilot-testing is to obtain a method with which all
biologically decomposable reactor wastes could be treated.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Embarking on nuclear energy in Finland has been successful from a
technical and economic point of view. Waste management qoerations carried
out up to now have been without problems as well. One of the key issues in
waste management is that the practices applied natch with the conditions
in the country. The following discussion attempts to consider a few speci-
fic Finnish features with a view to the principle mentioned above.

The use of rock cavities for disposal of low- and intermediate level
waste is an evident choice. Tne other alternatives, viz. shallow ground
disposal and dumping into the sea seem to be less applicable. The first
method is limited due to the fact that the soil layers above the bedrock
are relatively thin and the climate is rainy and severe with large season-
al temperature variations. Sea disposal was never seriously considered as
an alternative. The Finnish bedrock is recognized to be well suited to
host a disposal repository.

One very significant feature in Finland is the small size of the
entire system: economy, 4.8 million inhabitants. This leads unavoidably to
a certain dependency on foreign services. On the other hand the value of
international collaboration has been recognized frcm the very beginning.
In particular with respect to R&D work Finland has reached far and associ-
ated itself with the international cooperation. In order to really gain
frcm international cooperation one has to be in a position to contribute.
That stage has well been reached in Finland. Finland has a successful
tradition in avoiding heavy organisations in the nuclear field. Specializ-
ed nuclear research centres have not been established. There are no at-
tempts to establish a national organisation for management or disposal of
radioactive wastes either. The basic idea is to mobilize the existing
resources in initiating R&D activities in different institutions: as the
practical need arises. Tnis kind of system can well be coordinated and
managed in a small country.
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U.S NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ACTIVITIES
RELATED TO THE WEST VALLEY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

James E. Hammelman and Richard M. Stark
Science Applications International Corporation

ABSTRACT

The West Valley Demonstration Project is a DOE opera-
tion and does not require formal NRC licensing. However,
Congress specified in the West Valley Demonstration Act
that the NRC should participate in the safety review of the
West Valley Project. The NRC role is one of an independent
safety advisor or consultant to DOE. This paper describes
the unique NRC role in the West Valley safety review. The
authors are SAIC personnel who are assisting the NRC in
reviewing the West Valley project.

BACKGROUND

The West Valley Demonstration Project Act authorizes the Department of
Energy to carry out a high-level nuclear waste management demonstration at
the Western New York Nuclear Service Center. The Act also requires DOE to
enter into an agreement with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission whereby
the NRC would review the demonstration project activities and consult with
DOE on the issue of protective public health and safety during project
activities. Because this review and consultation is conducted informally,
none of the formal NRC licensing actions are required for the WVDP. The
primary activities of the NRC are: (1) review and comment on the waste
solidification plan, (2) consultation on waste form and canister selection,
(3) review of safety analysis reports and other information as required to
identify any danger to the public health and safety, and (4) monitoring
project activities to assure protection of public health and safety. In
addition, a memorandum of understanding has been established detailing both
the role of NRC relative to the West Valley project and the methods by which
the NRC and DOE will carry out those activities specifically mentioned in
the West Valley Demonstration Act.

This paper reviews the evaluation activities which the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and its support contractor, Science Applications
International Corporation, are undertaking in support of the West Valley
Demonstration Project. The first part of the paper discusses the scope and
approach of this evaluation effort and the second part reviews the status of
the primary activities.
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SCOPE OF THE NRC EFFORT

The DOE is performing a broad range of activities at the West Valley
site. These activities include the development of processes and equipment
for high level waste processing as well as actually designing and
constructing facilities for this processing. In addition, there are fuel
shipment operations, facility decontamination operations, burial ground
management activities, and interim waste storage activities to be
considered. Despite this broad range of activities, the NRC effort
conducted pursuant to the West Valley Demonstration Project Act is limited
to consulting with DOE on the public health and safety implications of those
activities directly related to retrieval, processing and solidification of
HLW waste, management of any non-high level wastes derived from the high
level waste processing and solidification, and subsequent facility
decontamination and decommissioning.

More specifically, the NRC is evaluating:

(1) The supernate treatment system which concentrates the cesium from
supernate and sludge wash solutions onto a zeolite ion exchange
resin. The cesium-loaded resins will be incorporated into a high
level waste glass form and the treated solutions will be
incorporated into a cement matrix.

(2) The cement solidification system which will produce a low level
waste cement form from solutions and slurries.

(3) The high level waste vitrification system where the various high
level waste components will be combined together with glass
formers to produce a high level waste glass.

(4) The liquid waste management systems for handling liquid wastes
produced by the high level waste processing and solidification
operations.

(5) The waste storage operations for those wastes generated during the
processing and solidification of high level waste.

(6) The decontamination and decommissioning of equipment and
facilities used for the processing and solidification of high
level waste at the site.

DOE is currently developing these technology areas. Design and con-
struction of the individual systems is proceeding on a staggered schedule.
Some systems will be available for testing and even hot operation before the
design or construction of other systems are complete.

APPROACH

NRC is carefully reviewing the systems being developed, designed and
constructed by DOE. Specifically, the NRC is determining that potential
mechanisms for the release of radioactive material to the environment are
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identified; that actions which can be taken to eliminate or reduce the
potential of off-site consequences are identified; and that recommendations
for implementations are made. While these NRC activities at West Valley are
similar to the NRC licensing procedures, the NRC is functioning in a safety
advisory and consulting capacity rather than as a licensing authority. In
this non-licensing consulting role, the NRC is working primarily with
documentation developed as a normal course of events associated with DOE's
site operation.

A REVIEW OF NRC'S EVALUATING ACTIVITIES

The NRC has been carrying out its evaluation responsibilities with DOE
in all four areas required by the Act. These areas are as follows:

(1) Pro.iect Plan. The Project Plan was prepared by DOE and WVNS in late
1984. It discussed the general processing strategy which DOE is following,
i.e., to minimize the amount of nonradioactive waste constituents being
incorporated in the solidified high level waste. The Plan described how
this would be accomplished by ion exchange treatment of the high level
waste supernate and the high level waste sludge wash solution. The highly
radioactive streams from these processing operations would be homogenized
and fed to the Joule-heated ceramic melter in a vitrification facility.

The Plan also described the project's approach to identifying and
accommodating processing hazards. The basic approach is to (1) analyze
proposed systems to estimate the consequences of failure; (2) identify the
appropriate safety category with its attendant minimum requirements for
codes, standards and quality assurance level as based on the estimated
consequences; (3) establish actual design criteria for an individual project
and subject this to significant internal and external review; and (4) pre-
pare a safety analysis report (SAR) which examines all aspects of the
operation.

NRC reviewed and commented on the plan described above. The signifi-
cant NRC comments were: (1) there was no objection to the general approach
being taken by DOE to solidify the high level waste at the site, (2) there
was a desire for detailed information in future Safety Analysis Reports
specifically addressing public health and safety issues, (3) there is ade-
quate time in the schedule for modification of the systems in the event
design changes are necessary, and (4) additional information on glass
performance in a repository environment will be required.

(2) Waste Form and Container Selection. In early 1983, DOE provided
NRC with a document which compared West Valley and Savannah River high level
wastes and solicited advice from NRC on waste forms which might be appro-
priate for the West Valley high level waste. The NRC evaluated the informa-
tion and agreed with DOE's general conclusion that West Valley wastes were
sufficiently similar to Savannah River wastes so that many of Savannah
River's waste form conclusions are applicable at West Valley. The NRC
recommended that any selection of borosilicate glass as a waste form should
be conditional until the performance of the West Valley glass can be veri-
fied as being similar to the Savannah River glasses in qualification tests.
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Since borosilicate glass was selected as the waste form, the NRC has
been following DOE efforts to develop and demonstrate qualification of a
specific glass formulation which can be produced in the slurry fed ceramic
melter.

(3) Safety Analysis Reports. Normally the NRC conducts its evaluation
of a project based on information provided in a Safety Analysis Report which
assesses the entire project. This normal method of evaluation is not prac-
tical for the West Valley Project because NRC is a consultant rather than a
licensing authority and because DOE is preparing its SARs in a modular
manner based on Savannah River technology. DOE is issuing individual SAR
modules for each system shortly before the startup of that system.

NRC's approach to reviewing these SAR modules involves two steps. The
first step is to carefully monitor the status of the overall project and the
individual systems. This monitoring is achieved by frequent site visits,
requesting and reviewing project reports, and talking with project personnel
about areas of concern. The second step is the review of SAR modules as
they are issued for the individual systems. The ability of the NRC to
perform this second step in a timely manner is directly related to its
performance on the first step.

The first SAR module that NRC has been reviewing is the Project
Overview and General Information module. This module did not discuss the
details of any specific waste processing operations, but did provide general
information relating to the Project's approach to protecting public health
and safety. The information in this module which was of interest to NRC
was: (1) the Project's identification of credible design basis natural
phenomena, (2) the Project's conduct of operations as related to protection
of public health and safety, (3) the Project's Radiation Protection program
for predicting, measuring and controlling offsite doses, and (4) quality
assurance.

The NRC has reviewed this material and concluded that:

(1)

(2)

(3)

design basis winds and
is premature to judge
missiles;

seismic events have been identified but it
the reasonableness of design basis tornado

the management system of WVNS Policies and Procedures provides a
reasonable framework for identifying and mitigating public health
and safety hazards,as well as providing for an independent check
of the results of hazard identification and mitigation.

The Radiation Protection Program is appropriate for predicting and
measuring the impact of operations on public health and safety.
The ALARA program for managing public exposure is not clearly
stated and will be checked for each of the new or modified
facilities.
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(4) The Quality Assurance Program is basically sound but NRC will
continue to monitor the program, particularly as it relates to
design features which are important to public health and safety.

Additional SAR modules which the NRC and SAIC are reviewing include the
Supernate Treatment System module, the Cement Solidification System module,
the Vitrification Facility module, and the Liquid Waste Treatment System
module.

For each of these specific SAR modules, the NRC will review the con-
finement system's ability to remain functional and limit releases of
radioactivity to the environment during credible events. This means
reviewing the performance of structural components, pipes, vessels, ventila-
tion and off-gas systems. SAIC is currently performing detailed structural
and chemical systems confinement analyses to ensure that gross leakage of
radioactive wastes will not occur during normal and postulated accident
conditions. The NRC expects to concentrate on the liquid transfer systems
for supernate treatment and vitrification operations, melter off-gas systems
for the vitrification facility, and process performance of the liquid
treatment system.

In addition, the NRC will examine the projected normal off-site re-
leases. ALARA principles will be used in evaluating alternatives to further
reduce discharges and reduce the impact of discharges.

Finally, the NRC will review the systems to understand how potential
accidents might proceed, to determine if appropriate accident prevention
measures have been taken, and to determine if appropriate consequence miti-
gation measures have been identified.

(4) Decontamination and Decommissioning. The NRC will consult with
DOE on the D&D options for the project and, after DOE has analyzed the
options, the NRC will prescribe D&D requirements for the project. The NRC
will then consult with DOE on the Project Decommissioning Plan.
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LOW- AND MEDIUM-LEVEL WASTE MANAC7EMENT IN BELGIUM
ASSESSMENT OF VOLUME REDUCTION ECONOMICS

Henri Zaccai' and jean-Marie Deconinck
National Agency For Radioactive Waste And Fissile Materials

ABSTRACT

Up to 1982, conditioned low-level waste
produced in Belgium was dumped in the Atlantic
Ocean in accordance with the London Dumping
Convention and under the control of the
international NEA mechanism. As a consequence
of the interruption of sea disposal in 1983 and
of the uncertainties affecting possible future
sea disposals, Belgium's waste management
scheme has been adapted in order to assure the
waste generators of the continuity of the waste
disposal services. This management scheme is
defined as the reference case. An economical
analysis of this reference case, has been
performed using cost elements such as treatment
and conditioning, transportation, storage and
disposal.

In order to assess the main factors which
influence the economic value of volume
reduction measures, the economics of variant
cases are presented. This allows
acknowledgement of future measures such as
supercompaction which could be implemented to
ensure an economical management from a
technical as well as from a radiological point
of view.

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive waste management involves a number of procedural
elements in between the waste formation and its disposal. These
operations are part of a management scheme by which the waste is
transformed into a final form that meets the disposal requirements.
This management scheme includes treatment, conditioning, packaging,
storage and disposal.
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Treatment and conditioning processes are presently available in
Belgium and a routine system for collection and centralized processing
of waste is established. Up to 1982, conditioned low-level and medium
waste produced in Belgium was dumped into the Atlantic Ocean in
accordance with the London Dumping Convention and under the coordination
of the NEA through its multilateral consultation and surveillance
mechanism.

As a consequence of the difficulties encountered with the
organization of sea dumping operations, the National Agency for
Radioactive Waste Management (ONDRAF/NIRAS) decided in 1983 to adapt the
existing waste management scheme to cope with near surface land disposal.

The purpose of this paper is on the one hand to evaluate the
economic implications of the actions taken by ONDRAF/NIRAS to face the
newly created situation and on the other hand to assess the economic
impact of further volume reduction measures.
These economic evaluations have to be considered as preliminary taking
into consideration remaining uncertainties resulting from element cost
assessments such as for instance disposal costs.

WASTE PRODUCTION IN BELGIUM (1), (2)

Waste Sources

Nuclear activities generating radioactive waste in Belgium are
nuclear power plants, industrial fuel cycle facilities, nuclear research
and production and use of radioisotopes for medical and industrial
applications.
Since 1985 the nuclear energy program totals 5450 MWe, concentrated in
two sites, Doel and Tihange. Besides, a UO2-fuel fabrication plant
(FBFC) and a mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant (Belgonucleaire) are
located in the site of Mol-Dessel near the Nuclear research center
(CEN/SCK).

For the time being, spent fuel discharged from the nuclear power
plants is reprocessed abroad. Therefore, almost all the radioactive
waste produced in Belgium is low or medium level.

Waste Classification

Radioactive waste covers a wide variety of radiological and
physico-chemical characteristics. Non-conditioned waste classification
has been defined based upon the treatment and conditioning processes
applied.
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The radiological classification is based on the actual or potential
presence of alpha or beta-gamma emitters. Low-level waste (LLW) is
currently defined by a beta-gamma activity that does not result in
radiation levels requiring shielding and remote operation and by an
alpha activity desired from the limit value for final disposal and the
volume reduction factors obtained during processing.

Medium level waste (MLW) is defined by a beta-gamma activity that
requires shielding protection during handling, transportation and
storage, and by the same requirements on alpha activity as for LLW.

The physico-chemical classification identifies within each category
various waste types as a function of the specific treatment and
conditioning processes. In particular among solid low level waste, the
segregation into categories such as combustible, compressible and
uncompressible is an important feature of the volume reduction
optimization.

Waste Quantification

Low-level waste is generated during all the nuclear activities and
comprises a wide variety of solids and liquids. Solid waste is
classified at the origin as combustible, compressible and
uncompressible. Present volume figures are given in Table 1. Assuming
that no additional nuclear power plants will be commissioned in Belgium,
these volumes will remain steady over the next decades providing a
normal operation of the nuclear facilities and not taking into account
the waste originating from the decommissioning program.

Large volumes of low level liquid waste are decontaminated -if
necessary- at the waste generator site and are locally discharged. Due
to the high concentration factors, the residues from these operations
(sludges, evaporator bottoms, filter cartridges, IX-resins...) are often
MLW.

Nuclear power plants are the most important waste generators. The
water purification systems and waste water treatment processes give rise
to different types of concentrates such as ion-exchange resines,
evaporator concentrates, filter cartridges. About 90% of the
radioactivity is concentrated on the open ion-exchange resins.

Table 1 summarizes the present annual waste production in Belgium
for each categorie described.

WASTE MANAGEMENT SCHEME

Up to 1982, conditioned low and medium level waste was dumped in
the Atlantic Ocean using adequate shielding packaging. Since the
interruption of sea disposal in 1983, it was decided to consider near
surface land disposal as part of the Belgian waste management program.
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For this purpose it was also decided to review the current treatment and
conditioning processes in order to achieve further volume reduction and
selectivity and to build sufficient storage capacity for conditioned
waste allowing to cover a period of at least 10 years.

Safety assessments on land disposal in neighbouring countries
indicate that especially the alpha activity concentration limits are
strongly affected by the disposal strategy.

Limits of the order of 10 mCi/ton for near surface disposal are
reported, compared to 1 Ci/ton for sea disposal. it is therefore
important to note that the alternative to sea disposal implies both near
surface and deep geological land disposal.

Treatment And Conditioning

Description Of Treatment Processes

As said in § 2.2., waste classification is a function of treatment
and conditioning. All low and medium level waste produced in Belgium is
treated into a solid form suitable for further storage and disposal.
The current treatment and conditioning processes are performed both at
the centralized facility located in Mol (CEN/SCK) and at the power
station sites for mainly the treatment of MLW (ion-exchange resines,
filter cartridges and evaporator concentrates).

The centralized facility performs incineration (VR : 15) for
combustible waste, floculation-coprecipitation for liquid effluents,
compaction (VR : 2) for compressible waste and embedding in concrete
(VR: 1) for non-compressible waste.

Nuclear power plants condition their MLW by means of cementation
and embedding in polymers.

Packaging In View Of Further Management

Because of the limitation of dose rates in contact with the waste
package for sea disposal operations, important volumes of concrete
shielding were used when packaging the conditioned waste resulting
mainly from the MLW generated at the power plants. Indeed, for the 6%
initial volume in the overall waste, MLW represents 73% of the
conditioned waste volume to be disposed off in sea.

Since 1983, when considering management on land, immediate measures
were implemented in view of volume reduction to minimize shielding
material.
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Table 1 summarizes for the main waste types the two cases of land
storage and disposal resulting from imposing or not imposing a
limitation to dose rate of 1 R/h (*).

Interim Storage Awaiting Disposal

Interim storage of conditioned waste production in safe conditions
has been considered until a land disposal facility is operational.
Taking into account the characteristics of Belgium, such as dense
population and unfavourable hydrogeological conditions, it has been
assumed that commissioning of a disposal site for LLW and MLW could not
be expected before ten years from now on. consequently, it was decided
to take the necessary actions aiming at providing storage facilities
with a capacity of ten years normal production.

The short-term conditioned waste program comprises erection and
commissioning of a storage plant in the Mol-Dessel site designed to
minimize the radiological impact and to ensure the storage of packages
with a limitation up to 1 R/h of the contact dose rate. An existing
storage building will shelter packages mainly provided by the nuclear
power plants with a contact dose rate exceeding 1 R/h.

ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE MANAGEMENT SCHEME

Description Of The Methodology

The aim of any waste management organisation is to ensure that all
waste operations are achieved observing the safety rules at minimum
costs.

In order to evaluate the volume reduction economics in the context
of land storage and disposal, the unit cost for further management is
assessed. This simplified approach allows a comparison between
processing techniques giving rise to different waste volumes to be
disposed of. (4)

Determination of cost per unit volume has been carried out using
the discounted cost flow analysis in order to take into account the
implications of phasing of expenditures in respect of the different cost
elements. The calculations has been carried out assuming that all costs
are inflated at the same rate.

[*) The debit dose rate of 1 R/h is the maximum value listed in the
IAEA Transport Regulations and passed by the Belgian competent
Authorities.
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Cost Elements

In view of assessing the cost per unit volume of conditioned waste
management in Belgium, preliminary cost figures are considered for
packages transportation, capital and operating costs of the storage and
disposal facilities. The LLW and MLW disposal concept is presently
under study in Belgium. Thus no actual data are available yet.
However, some estimates based on available data from foreign countries
have been made to determine the costs of a land disposal application
which could be possible in Belgium. (3), (5). All costs are given in
1986 constant Belgian Francs (BF).

Transportation Costs

Transportation of conditioned waste packaging with a contact dose
rate less than 1 R/h are currently achieved between nuclear power plants
and the centralized facility at the Mol-Dessel site. LLW waste
transportation costs are about 4,000 BF/m3. Considering small distances
in Belgium and location of production sites and storage site, these
costs are assumed to be constant for each transportation.

Transportation of packages with a contact dose rate exceeding 1 R/h
has to be performed using individual returnable shielding. This
procedure raises the transportation cost per unit volume to about 16.000
BF/m^ considering a 10 years depreciation of the investment on
returnable shielding. Shielding casks have been chosen and designed in
accordance with nuclear transport regulations.

Storage Costs

The storage facility to be built as explained in § 3.2. and
designed for conditioned waste not exceeding a contact dose rate of 1
R/h will have an overall capacity of about 15,000m3 which allows to
close the gap till 1995 at which date a disposal site should be ready
for commissioning. The costs of this facility are given in Table 2.

It is assumed that all along the operational phase operating costs
are independant of annual delivery rate of waste packages, the total
available capacity of the storage facility beeing used.

Storage of waste package with a contact dose rate exceeding 1 R/h
resulting from the volume reduction option (with an histogram varying
from 1 R/h to 30 R/h) can be achieved in an existing facility designed
with 60 cm concrete walls and an available capacity of 1,000 m^. Costs
figures associated with a storage building with a similar design are
reported in Table 2.
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Disposal Costs

Costs involved in developing and operating a disposal facility
given below are to be considered as general estimates for the purpose of
the present evaluation of volume reduction policy. Detailed and exact
costs will depend on specific disposal site concept and conditions when
identified and on the methods of development, operations and financing.
An extensive study program is presently running to develop a land
disposal facility.

Cost figures considered for the present evaluation are listed in
Table 3 for a total capacity of about 100,000 m?, with an annual average
delivery of 2,000 nw and are based upon cost information available in
the literature (3) (4).

Case Description

In order to assess the economic impact on the waste management
scheme different cases were considered.

The reference case is derived from the present option adopted by
ONDRAF/NIRAS corresponding to the yearly production of 1.000 m3 of LLW
and 150 m^ MLW (see columns 2 and 3 of Table 1) yielding in the present
conditions of available processing techniques the maximum volume
reduction achieved through the removal of non-returnable shielding.

Case 1, compared to the reference case, assumes that each waste
package has to comply with a contact dose rate less than 1 R/h in order
to allow all waste produced to be LLW and stored in the centralized
storage facility described in § 3.2. (column 4 of Table 1).

Case 2 deals with the evaluation of further volume reduction
resulting from the improvement that may be brought to the present
processing techniques at the centralized facility. To provide higher
volume reduction of non combustible low level solid waste, a higher
force compact system is examined. As it can be seen in Table 1,
present compaction performance yields a volume reduction of 2.
(compaction force +/- 1,500 kN). The high-force compactor system
(HFCS) presently available (compaction force +/- 15,000 kN) allows to
increase the average global volume reduction factor from 2 to 4.

Moreover, HK-o allows to process low level solid waste classified
as non-compressible within the existing processing techniques. The
resulting annual arisings of conditioned waste using HFCS are given in
Table 1. The implementation of HFCS dors not give rise to an increase
in contact dose rate since waste processed represents a small fraction
of the beta-gamma radioactivity inventory.
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Case 3, compared to the reference case, aims at comparing economic
consequences of the interruption of sea disposal. Therefore it
considers the waste package volume compatible with sea disposal which
gives a yearly production of 3,020 m-̂  (see column 7 of Table 1).

Cost Assessments

When comparing the economics of the technical scenarios described
in § 4.3., the methodology described gives an easy and straightforward
approach to obtain a cost per unit volume of waste for each waste
nanagement operation such as transportation, storage and disposal.
Based on the cost elements estimates presented in § 4.1., the unit costs
given in Table 4 were determined.

Although the disposal concept is not yet defined in Belgium, it has
been assumed that the penalty associated with the handling of MLW when
compared to LLW due to the increase in activity leads to a doubling of
the unit cost of MLW disposal. This assumption is based on the current
costing practice applied at the Centre de la Manche in France. (5)

Results And Discussion

The results of levelized global management cost calculations are
listed in Table 5 based on cost assessments and waste volume generated
each year. Annual treatment and conditioning costs have been considered
except for processing on the nuclear site facilities since these
operations are not managed in the ONDRAF/NIRAS framework activities.. In
case 2, the fixed charges resulting from the HFCS additional investment
is added to the global costs taking into account a 100 MBF initial
capital cost and a 15 years depreciation period. It has been assumed
that HFCS's operating charges are of the same order of magnitude as the
existing compaction facility, although a substantial gain could be
expected resulting from the entirely automated operating system.

From the results of Table 5 one can draw the following comments :
it is obvious that keeping shielding material to limit the dose rate to
50 nR/h (case 3) while considering land disposal is economically
disadvantageous. Comparing case 1 to the reference case yields a non
significant difference on the global costs.

The HFCS option illustrated by case 2 should save an average of 13
MBF/year when compared to the reference case and an average of 21
MBF/year when compared to the case 1. This shows that one has to
consider both measures, i.e. volume reduction to allow dose rate
exceeding 1 R/h and HFCS in order to have a benefit of a more
substantial saving. This saving is quite independant of the MLW/LLW
disposal cost ratio since the volume reduction considered affects the
LLW nanagement scherne without inducing a change on MLW generation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The present volume reduction option adopted by ONDRAF/NIRAS as a
consequence of sea disposal interruption is economically justified.
However, the saving factor is limited due to the fact that the costs for
transportation, storage and burial of waste exceeding a contact dose
rate of 1 R/h are more important. Introducing a high force compactor in
the processing scheme yields a more substantial gain without inducing
any radiological consequences in the conditioned waste to be disposed of.
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TABLE 2, STORAGE FACILITIES - ^ P I ' A L AND OPERATING lOS"^
( E x p e n d ' t u r e s expressed -n NBFi

LLW Storage F a c : : : t y MLW Storage f a c i l i t y
Capac i t y : 15.000 i»3 Capac i ty : 2 ; 1000 m3

Design, construction ana
connissioning

Equipment replacement

Operational period
(per year)

Post operational
nonitoring (per year)

Dismantlino

260

20

10

2

20

150

20
o ; ___

TABLE 3. DISPOSAL FACILITY - CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS
(Expenditures expressed in MBF)

Initial investment 1̂ 500
(site selection,
iicensing, buildings and
civil engineering)

Equipment replacement 200

Operational period 40
(pe" year)

Post operational 5
m e i tor ing (per year'

I'osure 50



SE.E ». Jfi!" COSTS ASSESSMENT
(expressed >n B-'HI3>

so
o

LLU condit oned MLU corsdit oneo
waste waste

*en years storage o* 33500 92590
conditioned LLI* or
Twenty years storage
o-f conditionec MLW -

ncluding transportation
to the storage f a c i 1 ; t y
Conditioned waste 4000 16000
transports:: on
- .na l disposal 45J100 90̂ 000

TABLE 5, ArflUAL GLOBAL rWWGEMENT COSTS
<costs expressed in MBF)

Treatment and
conditI on< nq
rfFCS ' e v e l i : e d -fixed
charges
Conditioned waste
management

LIU
MLU

rV.i'

Reference
Case

-

120

-
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293

235.:

Case I

dr<l R/n

120

123
-

Case 2

-

120

13

59.4
29.c

Case 3

dr<50 mR/n

!20

-

249
-

3c"



POTENTIAL PROCESS OPTIONS TO MINIMIZE IMMOBILIZED
HLW VOLUME AT THE IDAHO CHEMICAL PROCESSING PLANT

J. R. Berreth and D. A. Knecht
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Alternatives are being evaluated to minimize final
volumes for potential repository disposal of defense
nuclear high-level wastes. Potential improvements in
the fuel reprocessing flowsheet to minimize waste
generation are being evaluated. In addition, research
is being conducted on treatment of the waste to remove
inert components and on a high-waste-loading ceramic-
based waste form. Comparative overall system costs for
the alternative options have been evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Defense nuclear fuels are routinely reprocessed for the United States
Department of Energy at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) to
recover the unused uranium. The resulting acidic liquid wastes are tempo-
rarily stored in stainless steel tanks contained within concrete vaults
prior to solidification using a fluidized- bed calcining process. •'••̂  The
granular solid waste is stored in near-surface engineered facilities.-^
While calcination has been a safe method of solidifying and storing the
radioactive waste, regulatory and other considerations may require that
the waste be immobilized for Federal repository disposal. A plan to
achieve disposal of defense wastes is presented in the Defense Waste
Management Plan issued in June of 1983.^

Three alternative strategies are being evaluated for final disposal
of ICPP waste, these are: 1) dispose of all HLW at a Federal repository,
2) dispose of all HLW near-surface by means of in-place stabilization, or
immobilization, or 3) repository dispose of newly generated waste and
dispose of stored waste near-surface on site, see Table 1. Based on
long-term planning schedules, see Table 2, a reference waste management
process is scheduled to be recommended for development purposes during the
early 1990's such that implementation can begin by the year 2008.

a Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Assistant Secretary
for Defense Programs, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-84-ID12435.
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TABLE 1. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES UNDER EVALUATION FOR THE FINAL
DISPOSITION OF ICPP HLW

Candidate Process
Alternative
Strategy Waste

1.

2.

Dispose of
waste in a
geological
repository

Dispose of
waste near
surface

all

Dispose new
waste in a
repository
and
Dispose old
waste near-
surface

Newly generated
waste and stored
calcined waste

Immobi1ization
Process

Ceramic based
waste form

Disposal

Federal reposi-
tory

Newly generated Calcine new waste Stabilize bins
waste and stored
calcined waste

Newly generated
waste

Stored calcined
waste

and store in
stainless steel
bins in concrete
vaults same as
old waste, or
immobi1ize al1
waste

Ceramic based
waste form

Stabilize in
bins and vaults

and vaults in-
place, or near-
surface dispose
immobi1ized
waste

Federal reposv
tory

Stabilize in-
place

TABLE 2. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING SCHEDULE TO IMPLEMENT A LONG-TERM
WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Time Task

Present
to 1992

1992 to
1998

1999 to
2008

Evaluate alternative long-term waste management strategies
and processes

Perform process verification testing based on a reference
process and strategy

Design and construct full-scale facilities to implement a
long-term waste management strategy
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Fuel reprocessing rates are projected to increase by a factor of four
over the next twenty years, see Figure 1, which will result in generation
of large waste volumes annually. Although glass has been selected to
immobilize and dispose of other defense waste, it may not be practical for
the ICPP, because about 1700 canisters of glass per year would be pro-
duced. The disposal costs would be very high, and the logistics of ship-
ping the canisters to a repository would be unfavorable. Thus, alterna-
tive processing methods and waste forms are being evaluated to minimize
immobilized waste volumes for final disposal.

At the ICPP, the complete fuel element is dissolved because of the
nature and varied types of fuels reprocessed, such as aluminum, stainless
steel and Zircaloy based fuel. Therefore the content of non-radioactive
(inert) compounds in the waste (see Table 3) is approximately 99 weight
percent. Included in the inert components of the waste are additives,
such as calcium to convert the fluoride present in the waste to a non-
hazardous calcium fluoride as the waste is calcined.
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Figure 1. Historical and projected waste generation rates
for the ICPP.
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Although repository disposal costs are less for the inerts removal
processes, the overall operating costs are about 50% higher, in addition,
the inerts removal processes generate a large volume of low-level waste
which is not the case if geometrically favorable fuel dissolution is used,
or for just the use of a high-waste-loading ceramic waste form. Although
estimated facility costs vary, they are less than 10% of overall costs in
all cases. Except for the use of a glass waste form where repository
costs become very high, the overall system costs of the alternative pro-
cesses are, for all practical purposes the same given a reasonably low
percentage for error in the long-range cost estimates. Therefore, one
must consider other important aspects, such as complexity of the process
options, ability to perfect the technology, and practicability of the
process, impacts of disposing all of the waste versus impacts of gene-
rating a presently non-existent low-level waste in the future, ability to
meet the requirements of regulatory criteria without requests for special
considerations, and the impacts on worker dose and overall risk of the
alternative processes.

CONCLUSIONS

The alternatives discussed above uniformly require that process
improvements to reduce generation of high-level waste be implemented on a
continuing bases as they are proven practical. The potential use of
geometrically favorable fuel dissolution vessels is being seriously
evaluated because it is desirable from an operational safety viewpoint
and, as discussed, can potentially reduce generation of waste by about
30%.

Development of a ceramic waste form to minimize final waste volumes
is important for all of the options under stu^y, because it is the single
most effective way to minimize waste volume. Therefore, a significant
development program is underway in this area.

Inerts removal appears to be a less desirable process option because
of process complexity and the generation of a low-level-waste side stream.
But should unforeseen events occur which would require the use of inerts
removal, research is continuing to better determine the technical feasibi-
lity of both the neutralization and TRUEX processes. Although beyond the
control of our work, but because the potential repository costs are very
high, a major evaluation should be made to determine if disposal costs
could be reduced.
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ALTERNATIVES TO MINIMIZE FINAL WASTE VOLUMES

Fuel Dissolution Process

Several options have been identified with potential to minimize the
generation of waste or to reduce the final waste volume^, see Figure 2.
Candidate processes to minimize generation of waste include reduction in
the amount of chemicals required to dissolve the fuel and use of smaller,
more geometrically favorable, fuel dissolution vessels to minimize the
need for adding neutron poisons, such as cadmium and boron. Potential
reduction in volumes are shown in Table 4.

Fluorine! is a new fuel dissolution process recently placed into
operation. In this process to dissolve Zircaloy-based fuels, a high free
hydrofluoric acid (HF) to zirconium ratio is used. But recent tests indi-
cate that the ratio can possibly be reduced by about 10%. If the use of
geometrically favorable fuel dissolution vessels is shown to be practical,
the process could result in generating about 30% less waste solids. The
potential savings are achieved mostly by eliminating boron which in turn
requires less HF, because HF normally complexed by boron is now available
as free HF for fuel dissolution. However, because the fuel must be cut to
sizes suitable for use in the special dissolvers, a new fuel cutting faci-
lity would be required. Also, additional shielded facility space could be
needed to house the potentially increased number of dissolver vessels.

TABLE 4. POTENTIAL REDUCTION IN WASTE VOLUMES OF OPTIONS TO
MINIMIZE FINAL WASTE VOLUMES

Process Option

Improved Process
Flowsheet

Ceramic-Based
Waste Form

Inerts Removal

Potential Reduction in
Waste Volumea,%

10-30

60

70

a Volume reductions are compared to present

Cumulative Waste Volume
Reduction8, %

10-30

65-70

85

process or glass waste form.
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Waste Form

As mentioned above, use of a glass waste form would result in produc-
tion of a large number of canisters for repository disposal just from
immobilizing the waste from annual reprocessing operations. However, a
large volume of stored calcined waste will have been generated by the year
2008, when waste immobilization operations are scheduled to start, if
this stored waste is also immobilized, it will require an additional
immobilization rate similar to that for immobilizing the waste from annual
reprocessing operations. Also, recent projections of repository waste
disposal costs per canister of waste are very high. Therefore, use of a
glass waste form does not appear to be practical for repository disposal
of ICPP wastes. Because of the projected large waste volumes and poten-
tial large cost of disposal much^of our present research is focused on use
of a ceramic-based waste form.0'0'^ Laboratory-scale studies indicate
that for ICPP wastes, a waste loading in the product of 70-75 wt% at
densities of 3.0-3.4 g/cc may be feasible, because the ZrO£ and CaF£
in the waste readily form stable crystalline phases.^ The ZrC^ is an
excellent host for most of the fission products and actinides. Since the
waste contains alkalies and borates, a durable aluminum borosilicate amor-
phous phase is also formed merely by the addition of silica. Use of a
ceramic waste form can potentially reduce the volume of HLW for final
disposal by about 60%, or to about 650 canisters per year.

Waste Treatment

Removal of inerts from the waste may be possible. Potential pro-
cesses being evaluated include neutralization of the waste to remove about
seventy percent of the inert components, such as fluoride, aluminum, and
boron, or TRUEX , an actinide removal process which can be used in com-
bination with the neutralization process. By either process, in order to
produce an inert waste fraction which meets low-level waste disposal
requirements and which does not require remote handling, radioactivities,
such as cesium and strontium must be removed prior to near-surface dis-
posal as a grouted waste.

Although neutralization has been used on other defense wastes, the
process is not fully proven with ICPP wastes. In addition, to bs practi-
cal for ICPP waste management, the process would have to work on-line with
the waste immobilization process. The presence of fluoride also requires
addition of calcium to convert the fluoride to a non-hazardous CaF2-
Although neutralization generates large volumes of low-level waste (see
Figure 3) it leaves the zirconium with the high-level waste fraction where
it is needed to form the ceramic waste form. Neutralization also appears
to place the cadmium with the high-level waste fraction, which is
desi rable.
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The use of TRUEX, does not appear advantageous over neutralization
for inerts removal from annually processed waste, because it requires the
additional steps of the neutralization process to achieve the desired
inerts waste component partitioning and ion exchange to achieve a low-
level waste form that does not require remote handling and which can also
meet the low-level waste disposal requirements. TRUEX is unproven for use
with ICPP high-level waste, although it is expected to have actinide
extraction capabilities similar to an actinide extractant previously
studied in depth at the ICPP.9'10 TRUEX may potentially be able to
separate actinides from the stored calcined high-level waste should such a
requirement be necessary and if it were retrieved and redissolved. How-
ever, in order to prevent CaF2 from precipitating in the redissolved
calcine, removal of the radioactive Cs and Sr would have to be accom-
plished from a highly acidic liquid waste which has not been demonstrated
to date.

HLLW

I
FRUEX Acti
^lus Waste

1
TRUEX
Actinide
Removal

Act.

F.P.

to
HLW

I F.P.
V

Treat actinide
depleted waste.
Add NaOH, Ca(N03)2

Remove Zr,Cd,Cs,Sr

I
JLLW grout
NaN03, CaF2, Al, B

nide Removal
Treatment

Calcined
stored waste

Neutralization
Plus Waste Treatment

HLLW

I
Act.

F.P.

TRUEX actinide
removal. Remove
Cs, Sr, Cd

i I
Treat actinide
depleted waste.
Add NaOH

HLW
Act.

F.P.

Neutralize.
Add NaOH, Ca(NO3)2

Remove Cs

i i
LLW grout
NaN03, CaF2, Al,
B, Zr

LLW grout
*aN03, CaF2> A1_ B

Figure 3. Comparison of inerts removal processes.

Because of the many complex and often unproven steps and the genera-
tion of large low-level waste volumes when none presently exist, the use
of an inerts removal process does not appear to be as advantageous as
direct processing efforts to minimize generation of high-level waste and
the use of a high-waste-loading ceramic waste form.
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COMPARATIVE COST OF ALTERNATIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

Preliminary overall system costs have been made of the above waste
management options to minimize volumes for Federal repository disposal of
ICPP high-level wastes. The cost study is based on presently known and
projected plant operating costs, estimates of annual 'aerating costs for
the different waste treatment and waste immobilization processes based on
operation of similar processes at other DOE sites, or on cost estimates
using experience from related processes. Estimates for the costs of new
facilities were obtained in a similar fashion. Repository disposal and
immobilized waste transportation costs of $240,000 per canister are based
on recent unpublished estimates and are considered to be conservative.
Table 5 summarizes the system costs for complete disposition of all ICPP
wastes projected to be generated through the year 2033 for the various
process operations discussed above. The comparison is made against a base
case option of continued operations and immobilizing all of the waste in
the form of glass.

TABLE 5. COMPARATIVE SYSTEM COSTS FOR POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PROCESSES, ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES

Technology

Base case
glass waste
form

Ceramic waste
form

Improved pro-
cess flowsheet
plus ceramic
waste form

Inerts
Removal

No. of Waste
Canisters to
Year 2033

69,000

28,000

22,000

9,000-
16,000
Plus LLWb

Potential
Repository
Disposal
Costa

16.5

6.7

5.3

2.2-
3.8

$ Billions
Plant

Operating and
Immobi1izing

Cost

8.8

8.9

9.3

11.9-
12.3

Facility
Costs

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.9-
1.2

Total
Costs

25.7

16

15.1

15.7-
16.6

a Assumes $240,000 per canister for transportation and repository
disposal. Assumes all waste is repository disposed.

b Results in about 200,000 to 400,000 m3 of LLW.
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TABLE 3. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF ICPP HIGH-LEVEL WASTES

Component
F"

Acidic Liquid Waste,
M
4.2

2.4
0.55
0.31
0.14
0.37
0.25

<0.1

Calcined
wt%

CaF2
a

CaO
N03"
ZrO2
A12O3

CdO
B203
Na2O

b

Fission
Products,
Actinides and
Miscellaneous

Waste,

51-55
3
0.5-7
21
5
6
3
1.3
<5

Zr
Al
Cd
B
Na
Fission Products,
Actinides and
Miscellaneous

Calcium is added 10% in excess to convert the fluoride to a non-
corrosive, non-hazardous material.
Probably mostly as

COMPARISON OF WASTE VOLUMES FOR
CANDIDATE WASTE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

OPTION

Base case glass
(1700 canisters)

Ceramic wasle form
(680 canisters)

Improved Process
plus ceramic
(450 canisters)

Inerls removal
plus ceramic
(200 canisters)

VOLUME OF IMMOBILIZED WASTE FROM ANNUAL PRODUCTION
VOLUME OF HLW, VOLUME OF LLW,

M3 M3

NONE

NONE

NONE

nnannnnnnDn
naDnannnnnn
••aanaioDnn
oDqd

••••Gnnnnnn
nnDnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnn
nnDnnnnnnnn
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Figure 2. Potential options and comparative volumes to
minimize amount of HLW.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PROJECTED HIGH-LEVEL WASTE IMMOBILIZATION
OPERATIONS AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

W. R. McDonell
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, SC 29808

ABSTRACT

A model has been defined and input established for the
projection of operating costs for processing high-
level radioactive wastes to solid form in the Defense
Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). The projected costs
(expressed in categories designated essential mate-
rials, utilities, manpower, and overhead) determine
economic incentives for process optimization in both
near-term DWPF operations and long-term waste genera-
tion at the Savannah River Plant (SRP). The process
model, though not predictive of specific modes of DWPF
operation, permits evaluation of incremental costs in
circumstances involving large backlogs of accumulated
waste.

INTRODUCTION

The operations of the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) and
related facilities are sufficiently well defined to permit cost projections
for processing SRP high-level radioactive waste into solid form for long-
term storage and disposal. Such cost projections determine economic incen-
tives for process improvement in two areas: (1) optimization of near-term
DWPF operations (on currently existing wastes) and (2) minimization of
wastes generated in future SRP operations. The purpose of this paper is to
analyze projections of DWPF costs, using a model which permits a straight-
forward evaluation of the effect of incremental waste production. A
distinctive feature of the model is its applicability to various processing
strategies for working off the accumulated waste backlog without placing
excessive weight on the cost of processing low volumes of residual waste.

SRP WASTE PROCESSING PLAN

High-level radioactive waste at SRP is stored as alkaline sludge,
saltcake, and supernate in large carbon-steel tanks. Basic activities in
the SRP waste processing plan'- 3 include:

• Extended Sludge Processing - storage tank operations to dissolve aluminum
hydroxides in caustic and to wash soluble salts from insoluble sludge
components of the wastes.
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• Salt Precipitation Processing - in-tank separation of Cs-13/ and Sr-90
from soluble salt components of the wastes (saltcake ana supernate).
Cs-137 is precipitated as a tetraphenylborate (TPB) salt, and Sr-yO and
actinide nuclides are adsorbed on sodium titanate, followed by filtration
of the radioactive solids from decontaminated salt solution.

• DWPF Glass Processing - incorporation of washed sludge and salt
precipitate (processed to remove organic constituents) into waste glass,
with interim storage of product canisters.

o Saltstone Processing - fixation of decontaminated salt solution in
concrete, with onsite disposal.

Waste Processing Rates

Initial DWPF operations will be devoted to the processing of current
inventories of wastes. Product outputs of the DWPF operation are based on
parameters of the process flow sheets, summarized in Table 1. In full-scale
operations, the DWPF canister output is controlled by the capacity of the
melter, designed to proauce glass at a rate of 103 kg (228 lb) per hour.

TABLE 1. DWPF WASTE PROCESSING RATESa

Sludqp Wasters

Hydrox ide sol ids, Ib
Ox i dps in glass, 1b
Canister equivalents

Salt Pastes

Reconstituted soln, 1 0 b gal
Salt solids, 10 b lb
Precipitate solids, lb
Oxides in glass, lb

Wi th frit a d j . b , lb
Canister equivalents

Glass

Glass solids, 1 b
Waste oxides, lb

With frit a d j . b , Ib
Glass frit, lb
Canist"rs

Saltstone

.'lecon. salt soln, 10 6 qa 1
Salt solids, 10hl Ib
Saltstone, ]0h lb

Quantity
Per Hour

as.?o
GO. 90

--

--
80.00
23.^1
?.9b

--

??H.O?
84.11
6 3..S4

143.91

--
-_

Processed
Per Year {Jb% attainment)

b60,00()
400,000

391

A.b
1/.7

b;;D,000
1'J2,'J0U

19,400
19

1,499,100
bb3,000
419, 7 00

946,100
410

6.0
14S.D
17..S

a . F o r ( . O l i v e r s i o n t o S I u n i t s , 1 H i = O . 4 b j h K t j , i n , 1 l . j a l • 3 . 7 8 b 3
I i t e r s .

[ i . ? 0 . > ' ( > I b / h r s a l t p r e c i p i t a t e s o l i d s s u b s t i t u t e d t i r f r i t
o m p ' . i n e n t s o f w a s t e g l a s s .
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lor a representative glass composition consisting of 28 wt % waste oxides,
this corresponds to an output of 410 canisters a year at 75% attainment
(274 days per year operation). Sludge solids which remain after aluminum
dissolution are incorporated as oxides into the waste glass at a rate of
181,000 kg 1400,000 lb) per year, utilizing 9 5 % of the specified DWPK melter
capacity, equivalent to 391 canisters per year.

Salt, in the form of reconstituted waste solutions, is fed to the
precipitation process at a rate averaging 17 million liters (4.5 million
gallons) per year. The derived precipitate is decomposed to an hydrolysis
product yielding 69,400 kg (1b3,000 1b) per year of additional waste oxides,
most of which ( B 2 0 , N a 2 0 , and K 2 0 ) will be substituted for frit components
of the g l a s s . 4 Residual solids (principally T i O 2 ) utilize about 5% of the
DWPF melter capacity, equivalent to 19 canisters per year. Decontaminated
salt solution, at a concentration of 1.35 kg (2.97 lb) solid per gallon, is
converted to saltstone at a rate of 22.7 million liters (6 million gallons)
per year. Saltstone is produced at a rate of about 65.8 million kg
(145 million 1b) per year. Schedules for saltstone processing are coupled
to those for DKJPF glass processing by limits on precipitate aqing, precipi-
tate storage capacity, and the availability of suitable tankage for handling
decontaminated salt solution.

Waste Aging Requirements

The age of wastes processed in the DWPF is limited by shielding
provided for glass and saltstone processing activities. On reaching inven-
tory levels corresponding to the availability of suitably-aged wastes, the
DWPF output must (in principle) be reduced to match generation rates of
waste in SRP operations. Sludge wastes are aged a minimum of five y e a r s .
Salt aging time is determined by Ru-106 content (half-life 1 y e a r ) , which
varies considerably with the type and age of the waste. Review of saltstone
process shielding indicated that an average salt aging time of 12 years
could be assumed for this study (15 years had oeen assumed p r e v i o u s l y ) .

Quantities of Waste to be Processed

Total quantities of waste to be processed in the DWPF and related
facilities are established by current waste inventories and projected rates
of future waste generation. Current waste inventories are determined by
monitoring volumes of sludge and salt equivalents (saltcake, fresh super-
nate, and concentrated supernate) in the waste tanks. For the study, the
solids content of the wastes was determined from inputs to the DWPF flow-
sheet, which documents material balance calculations for waste processing.
As derived using these inputs, sludge solids (hydroxides) in 1985 waste
inventory total 3.14 million kg (6.93 million l b ) , of which 2.80 million kg
(6.17 million lbs) are to be routed to the DWPF after aluminum dissolving.
Precipitate solids to be routed to the DWPF total 2.93 million kg (6.45
million 1 b ) , as calculated from salt solids in the current waste inventory.
Salt to be fed to saltstone totals 98.4 million kg (217 million l b ) ,
contained in 276 million liters (73 million gallons) of decontaminated salt
solution. The amount of sludge and salt precipitate in the current waste
inventory converts to 7.5 million kg (16.6 million lb) of glass, equivalent
to 4540 glass waste canisters, including 4308 can'ster equivalents of sludge
solids and 2.32 tdinster e : , w a l e n t s of precipitate solids.
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Volumes of waste expected to be generated in future SRP operations are
based on predictions of quantities of reactor materials processed through
SRP facilities. For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that SRP
reactors will operate at approximately current rates of waste generation to
year 2000. This is an arbitrary assumption of the processing model, since
actual SRP operation will depend on demands for nuclear materials. Fresh
waste volumes are projected to average 11.6 million liters (3.1 million
gallons) per year. The solids content of the forecasted waste is derived
from chemical processing flowsheets and process experience, which indicate
that sludge will be produced at an average rate of 110,000 kg (243,000 1b)
per year or 89,000 kg (196,000 1b) per year after aluminum dissolving. This
is equivalent to 0.0095 kg sludge per liter (.079 Ib sludge per gallon) of
fresh waste generated. Salt will be produced at an average rate of
4,940,000 kg (10,900,000 lb) per year or 5,040,000 kg (11,100,000 1b) per
year including solids extracted from sludge during aluminum dissolving.
This is equivalent to 0.43 kg/L (3.6 lb/gal) of fresh waste generated.
These rates of waste generation produce 140 canister equivalents of sludge
and 12 canister equivalents of precipitate solids per year, and result in
decontaminated salt solution being fed to saltstone processing at a rate of
14 million liters (3.7 million gallons) per year.

COSTS OF DWPF WASTE PROCESSING

Base Operating Costs of Processing Currently Existing Wastes

Base operating costs of DWPF waste processing activities are projected
in resource categories designated essential materials, utilities, manpower,
and miscellaneous and overhead. Costs in each category are specified in
terms related to unit product output in each activity. Key concepts
employed are:

• Quantity per unit (QPU) - quantity of resource consumed per unit product
output

o Resource cost (RC) - cost of resource consumed

o Cost per unit (CPU) - cost of resource consumed per unit product output.

The cost per unit is obtained by multiplying the quantity per unit and the
resource cost, e.g., CPU = QPU x RC. Thus, for glass frit consumed in DWPF
glass processing per unit canister, the CPU is given by:

Cost glass frit _ Tons glass frit Cost glass frit
No. of canisters No. of canisters x Tons glass frit

Input quantities of essential materials and utilities for the several
waste processing activities are derived from process parameters specified,
with corresponding costs determined from purchase records or vendor quota-
tions. Manpower projections are developed covering salaried, weekly, and
hourly roll personnel required for production, works engineering, and
technical operations, with rates in accord with established pay practice.
Overhead costs are based on the manpower projections. Tabulation of the
cost data is illustrated in Table 2 for essential materials consumed in the
DWPF glass processing activity. Annual costs, as well as CPU values for all
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TABLE 2. REPRESENTATIVE ESSENTIAL MATERIALS COSTS FOR DWPF GLASS PROCESSING -
CAPACITY OPERATION (1985 DOLLARS)

Essential
Materials

Glass f r i t
NaOH
KMnO,,
HNO, (25%)
Oxa l i c ac id
Formic ac id
Cani s t e r s
Ni t rogen
Inst rument a i r

Total materials

a. For conversion

Unitsa

Tons
Tons
Lb
Tons
Tons
Tons
Number
1000 f t 3

Cylind.

to SI units

Quantity
per Year

476..9
537.5

2,025.0
32.67
18.9

123.4
410.0

20,660.0
48.0

, 1 ton = 907

Price, $

2,500.00
89.38

1.16
56.10

840.00
760.00

5,000.00
11.50
52.50

.2 kg, 1

Annual
Cost, $

1,192,250
48,042
2,349
1,833

15,876
93,784

2,050,000
237,590

2,520
3,644,244

lb - 0.4536 kg,

Quantity
per Can.

1.16
1.31
4.94
0.08
0.05
0.30
1.00

50.39
0.12

and 1000

Cost per
Can., S

2,907.93
117.17

5.73
4.47

38.72
228.74

5,000.00
579.49

6.15
8,888.40

f t 3 = 28,

resources consumed, are summed to give total costs per unit output for each
activity. A representative compilation of the base DWPF waste processing
costs is shown in Table 3. Projected annual costs; total $91,700,000,
equivalent overall to $224,000 per canister for the 410 canister output
assumed. The specific values cited are approximate only, and are subject to
change as input estimates of resource requirements and costs are refined.

This preliminary review shows DWPF-glass processing to be the highest
cost of the four basic waste processing activities, followed by saltstone
processing, precipitation processing, and sludge processing, respectively.
The principal cost category for each activity is indicated in order of
decreasing magnitude, as follows:

Activi ty

DWPF-Glass Processing

Saltstone Processing

Precipitation Processing

Sludge Processing

Category

Manpower
and Overhead

Materials

Materials

Ut i l i t ies

Percent of Total
Activi ty Cost

88

66

53

62

This breakdown defines areas for development of cost-saving initiatives in
the basic DWPF waste processing activities. A typical 10% reduction of base
operating costs for DWPF waste processing activities is equivalent to about
$127 million in 1985 dollars for wastes generated to year 2000, with present
value of $44 million in 1985 dollars assuming 10% discount rate.5
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF BASE WASTE PROCESSING COSTS-CAPACITY OPERATION (1985 DOLLARS)a.b

Cost
Category

Materials
lit i 1 Hies
Manpower
Overhead
Total

Sludge~T391
canisters/yr

Cost
Precipi tatlorTTSxTo13
gal salt soln/yr)

Annual Per Can. Annual Per 10* G~aT

Jl ,
DWPF Glass (410
canisters/yr)
Annual Per Can.

Saltstone (6xlOb

gal salt soln/yr)
Annual Per 103 Gal

810
1,386
2,943

T0T977

0.96
0.14
0.23
0.49
T73?

3
4

19
37
63"

,644
,017
,007
,105
",773

8.89
9.80

46.36
90.50

155.55

7

1
2

T?

,928
135

,382
,635
TOM

1.32
0.02
0.23
0.44
O T

Total Annual Cost $91,728,000

a. For standby operation annual costs are assumed to be zero for all activity categories
except DWPF Glass Processing-Utilities $40? x lo 3, Manpower $563 x 10 3, and Overhead
$1,241 x 10 3, Total $2206 - 10 3.

b. For conversion to SI units, 1 gal = 3.7853 1.

Incremental Costs of Processing Wastes
Generated in Future Operations

DWPF feed will include wastes generated by future operations in
addition to the current waste inventory. Costs of processing future wastes
are affected by (a) the projected quantities of future wastes generated and
(b) the unit costs of waste processing, under assumed conditions of DWPF
operation when the wastes are processed.

The quantity of future waste that is generated will depend on the
duration of SRP operation. As previously indicated, shutdown of operations
in the year 2000 was assumed for purposes of normalizing the cost study.
Representative schedules for DWPF processing of sludge and salt precipitate,
from currently existing and year 2000 waste inventories, are shown in
Figures 1A and B. The current inventory will utilize full DWPF capacity for
sludge and precipitate processing to about year 2000, requiring all wastes
generated after 1985 to be processed after year 2000. In the assumed model,
the year 2000 waste inventory can also be processed in full capacity
operations until completion of sludge processing about year 2005, with no
downturn of DWPF operations required to meet 5-year aging requirements.
Salt with a radionuclide (Ru-106) content equivalent to 12 years aging is
also sufficient in the year 2000 inventory to allow full capacity DWPF
processing of precipitate to year 2005, but a quantity of unaged salt is
left to be processed after sludge processing is complete.

Procedures and schedules for processing the precipitate from the
residual unaged salt are not well-defined. In practice, continued DWPF
processing at either full capacity (with additional shielding provided for
saltstone operations) or at reduced output (matching availability of aged
salt)4 may be possible. In either case, accounting for costs of processing
the residual wastes complicates the cost analysis, and can introduce high
cost factors into the processing model. Computer programs utilizing scaling
factors for costs of DWPF operation at the reduced output appropriate to the
second alternative have been developed, and will be upgraded as experience
at reduced outputs becomes available.
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To simplify evaluation of incremental costs in the current study, a
third alternative providing staged processing of the residual salt is
assumed. Following completion of sludge processing, the DWPF could be main-
tained in standby pending accumulation of aged salt sufficient for workoff
in a final campaign, as shown in Figure 1A. Related schedules for process-
ing salt solution through precipitation and saltstone operations are shown
in Figure IB. In each case, sufficient sludge is assumed to be retained in
storage over the standby period to match residual salt held for final work-
off. Choice of this model allows incremental costs to be assigned without
specific consideration of methods for processing the residual wastes. In
practice, some additional capacity for salt precipitate storage would be
needed to reconcile restart schedules for precipitation processing and DWPF
glass processing. 3

A. DWPF canisters processed

500 h

400

I 300

I
o 200
6

100

10% incremental waste (1985-2000)

•

Current
wastes

Salt ppt - v

Future
wastes

JM 1 ~>
1 1
1 1
1 1

1 ' Residual
| ' ^ f wastes

1 1
1 1

, !

199G 2000 2010 2020

Year

B. Salt solution processed

CO

o

8.0

6.0

c 4.0

o

8 2.0
re\n

0

-

Future
wastes

Current
wastes

10% incremental
J waste (1985-2000)

Residual
*S wastes

I

1990 2000 2010 2020
Year

FIGURE 1. DWPF processing schedule assumed 1n model for calculating
incremental costs of SRP high-level waste generation
(year 2000 waste inventory)
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The impact of incremental increases (or decreases) in future waste
inventories, produced by modification of either waste generation or waste
processing, depends on the DWPF-glass and salt processing schedules. Repre-
sentative effects are included in the Figures 1A and B. Since the sludge
and precipitate wastes are processed at full DWPF capacity, incremental
quantities impact the DWPF canister output primarily in the duration of full
capacity operations before DWPF shutdown (standby). A representative 10%
addition to year 2000 waste inventory, for example, extends full-capacity
DWPF operation by somewhat less than one year, at about year 2005 (Figure
1A). The incremental wastes likewise increase the salt processing times by
about one year (Figure IB).

Costs of processing such incremental wastes in future inventories are,
for this model, closely related to the base operating costs of DWPF opera-
tion. The principal impact of an incremental change in the year 2000 waste
inventory is, for both the DWPF and salt processing activities, a shift from
full capacity to shutdown levels of operation; no determination of operating
costs of DWPF and related facilities at less than full capacity is required.
The incremental costs for future waste generation are thus represented by
base costs of DWPF processing minus small standby costs, as shown in
Table 4. Alternatively expressed per unit of waste generated, the incre-
mental costs are equivalent to SI 14/kg ($52/1b) of sludge solids in process
streams subject to Al-dissolving and $264/kg ($120/1b) of sludge solids
in streams not Al-dissolved; incremental salt processing costs are about
$3.19/kg ($1.45/1b) of salt solids, including incorporation of the radio-
active precipitate product into glass. For the assumed model, these costs
apply generally to wastes produced within the time period 1985 to 2000
without reference to total quantities or time of waste generation projected.
A typical 10% reduction in quantities of waste generated to year 2000 would
decrease the cost of waste processing by about $58 million in 1985 dollars.

Since any impact of incremental waste generation by future SRP
operations will be delayed by near-term processing of current inventories,
present values of process modifications will gfnerally be much less than the
nominal values of the incremental processing costs. For incremental wastes
processed in year 2005 in accord with the schedules assumed in the model, a
discount factor of about 0.15 corresponding to a discount rate of 10%5 is
used to convert to present value. Present value of a 10% reduction in
future waste generation would be about $8.7 million. Near-term reductions
in DWPF operating costs are seen to be relatively more valuable than appar-
ently equivalent reductions in the quantity of waste generated by future
operations.

TABLE 4. INCREMENTAL COSTS OF PROCESSING FUTURE WASTESa

I n c r e m e n t a l Unit T o s t s , $
SI u d g e P r e c i p i t a t i o n D'wPi G l a s s S a l t s t o n e

l ? , 6 5 0 / c a n . l.S.V/yal silt s o l n . 1',(), \(,{j/<- a n . ? . 0 1 / q a l s a l t s o l n .

for L o n v e r s i o n to SI u n i t s , 1 ;jdl ; 3 . / 8 S 3 1.
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ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING

DECOMMISSIONING COST AND EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

David A. Miller and Chester S. Ehrman
Burns and Roe Enterprises, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The methodology for organizing and conducting decom-
missioning cost and exposure estimates is described
in relation to a methodology flow diagram. The
working tools include a work breakdown structure,
description, logic diagram, cost element summary, and
computerized estimating.

INTRODUCTION

To date there has not been a decommissioning of a large nuclear power
plant; and therefore, there is no body of cost data that may be used to
provide direct confirmation of decommissioning cost estimates. Trie
Shippingport Station Decommissioining Project (SSDP), on which burns and
Roe had the lead responsibility during the planning and cost estimating
phases, has a goal to provide useful information for future decom-
missioning projects. However, there will be significant differences bet-
ween the SSDP and the decommissioning of a large commercial nuclear
reactor plant due to the significant physical differences. There may also
be significant organizational differences. Therefore, while the SSDP
should provide very useful decommissioning data for most decommissioning
unit operations that will constitute the decommissioning of a large
nuclear plant, the SSDP costs for systems or buildings are not likely to
be representative of those for a large nuclear plant decommissioning.

Thus, to produce an accurate cost estimate, it will continue to be
necessary to structure the estimate to the specific plant to be decom-
missioned and to the organizational approach and structure to be used for
that plant. Since there are so many factors to consider in estimating an
entire decommissioning project, it is important to have a framework which
defines the entire project and serves as a cost estimating code of
accounts. This is accomplished by a Work Breakdown Structure (WBb) chart
and description. To further assure that all costs and contingencies are
accummulated at appropriate levels without omissions or duplications that
could occur in a large estimate, a WBS cost element summary has also
proved to be a very useful management and estimating tool.

Computerized estimating is another tool being used at Burns and koe
for estimates of all kinds of projects. However, for a comprehensive site
specific decommissioning cost estimate, most of the time and cost of per-
forming the estimate is in defining the site specific activities, quan-
tities and unit rates. Thus, computer estimating for a decommissioning
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project is not used primarily for saving time but rather to assure com-
putational accuracy and allow rapid corrections and future updating of the
estimate for changed plant conditions, new cost data or revised schedule
or organizational structure. These various tools will be described in
greater detail below.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology for conducting an overall decommissioning estimate is
depicted graphically on Figure 1. At the beginning, it is very important
to reach an agreement with the owner as to the decommissioning mode or
modes to be estimated. The modes that may be considered are DtCON, the
complete removal of radioactive materials within a relatively short time
period after cessation of operations; SAFSTOR, the placing and maintaining
of the facility in a safe storage condition for an extended period
followed by removal of remaining radioactive materials; and ENTUMd, the
removal of longer lived radioactive materials and the high integrity enca-
sement of remaining radioactive materials such that all residual con-
tamination would decay to unrestricted use levels within approximately 1UU
years.

It is also important to define the role the owner would expect to
undertake and the contracting approach that the owner would expect to use.
The owner's role could range from conducting the entire effort with its own
staff to hiring another firm to manage the decommissioning and adopting an
oversite role for itself. The contracting approach could use force
account or construction management arrangements where the construction
manager subcontracts all work to contractors specializing in the various
categories of work. The SSDP will be mainly accomplished using the latter
approach but with some of the work performed by force account. The
majority of further decommissioning projects are likely to be conducted
using a combination of construction management and force account
approaches.

A plant and site tour by key personnel involved in the decom-
missioning plan and estimate is very desirable. At this time the owner's
criteria and much of the site specific data and required drawings can be
obtained. Construction records on quantities, if well documented, can be
a valuable source of data. As-built plant arrangement and structural
drawings, piping and electrical drawings, construction and as-built pho-
tographs, and radiation and contamination survey data dre examples of
information required to produce an accurate estimate. Consideration
should also be given to shipping the plant model to the location of the
group that is to do the decommissioning plan and estimate.

EVALUATIONS

Several evaluations must be completed before the decommissioning
plan can be defined. A cost benefit study may be made needed to determine
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if an overall reactor coolant system decontamination should be included in
the plans and costs. The natural decay of radioactivity from cessation ot
operations to start of decommissioning must be factored into this eva-
luation. For plants with high radiation levels around the reactor coolant
system, the general decontamination may be clearly necessary for the DECON
mode but may not be an obvious requirement for the SAFSTOr. or ENTOMB
modes. The method for removing the reactor internals, reactor vessel and
other large reactor coolant system components can have a significant
impact on decommissioning planning and cost. For plants situated on or
very close to navigable waterways, barge shipment of the reactor vessel
with internals and other high activity materials sealed within may be a
feasible and cost effective alternative to the cut up and cask shipment
approach. Barge shipment is the approach planned for the SSUP, and an
evaluation conducted by Burns and Roe concluded that it could be a
feasible approach for an 1100 MWe plant. The disposal site, of course,
must also be on or near a navigable waterway, and presently only the
Hanford site would be suitable.

The approach for PWR steam generator removal would depend on tne
expected degree of secondary side contamination at plant shutdown, which
depends on the owner's philosophy on operating with leakage and the
history of tubing and fuel integrity. Options for removing the reactor
coolant piping, pumps, pressurizer and any large valves should also be
evaluated to select the most cost effective approach.

DECOMMISSIONING PLAN

A decommissioning plan in the form of a Work breakdown Structure (Wbb)
and description is then prepared to define the entire project from
planning through NRC license termination. The WBS chart for the Plum
Brook Reactor Facility decommissioning engineering study performed by
Burns and Roe is shown in Figure 2. A WBS description is also prepared to
describe each WBS element from Level 0 to Level 4.

A logic diagram is also prepared to graphically display the sequence
of events as shown in Figure 3. The logic diagram shows major restraints
between the various WBS elements and which WBS elements could be worked
simultaneously. It provides a reference for the schedule which is pre-
pared after manhour estimates are completed.

To further organize, define, control and manage the cost estimate, a
WBS cost element summary is prepared to define the cost elements to be
included in each WBS element, thus assuring that overhead, taxes,
insurance, travel and relocation costs as well as fees and profit, con-
tingency and escalation Are included in the appropriate WBS elements.

An organization chart for the management of the decommissioning pro-
ject is prepared as part of the WBS cost element summary since tne cost of
several of the WBS elements is dependent on this staffing.
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TASKS AND WORKING CONDITIONS

The detailed tasks and quantities for the decontamination and
dismantling activities are then defined based on the drawinys, inventory
data and criteria. Activation and contamination levels of the systems and
major components and area radiation levels are estimated at final plant
shutdown based on operational philosophy and data and/or on historical
data for similar plants. A computer program may be used to evaluate acti-
vity buildups from present conditions to plant shutdown and decay from
shutdown to start of applicable decommissioning operations. In defining
the tasks, quantities and radiological conditions, it is important to be
as comprehensive as available information permits since the resulting
manhour, exposure and radwaste estimates, schedule, and cost estimate are
dependent on the completeness and accuracy of these definitions.

COST AND EXPOSURE ESTIMATES AND SCHEDULE

The cost estimates are produced on a personal computer programmed to
produce various spread sheet formats as described below and to perform
all of the horizontal and vertical arithmetic. For the work to be per-
formed under WBS element 1.0 "Decommissioning Planning," the engineering
manhours required to prepare each of the activity specifications and other
planning documents are estimated, and from that, the planning phase dura-
tion is established. The level of effort staffs during the planning phase
are then manloaded over the planning duration. The resulting manhours by
discipline together with applicable rates and factors form the input for
the planning phase cost estimate. The work scope, disciplines, manhours,
rates and costs are clearly displayed on a computer printout in the format
shown on Figure 4.

In parallel with the effort to define decommissioning tasks and
quantities, the corresponding unit manhour and cost factors and other
rates and factors are developed on a site specific basis and documented on
computer generated spread sheets. Where the use of unit rates is not
appropriate, experienced construction estimators develop estimates by crew
loading and pricing of specific tasks.

The work to be performed under WBS element 2.1.2 "Decommissioning
Activities" is estimated on a task and quantity basis using a computer
generated spread sheet in the format shown in Figure 5. Costs for
materials and equipment including temporary systems and special equipment
and tooling are included. The printout clearly displays both the input
and outpi:c information. For instances where reliable unit rates for work
in radiation areas on contaminated components are not available, the esti-
mate is based on normal unit rates, and a productivity factor for
decreased efficiency for nuclear related work is determined using the com-
puter spread sheet for productivity factor assessment 2S shown on Figure
6.

The manhours estimated for the various tasks of each activity are
used to estimate personnel radiation exposure. Where appropriate, expo-
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sures are estimated separately for work in the general area radiation
field and for work close to radioactive components. For staff and support
personnel not directly involved in work in radiation areas, exposures are
based on an estimate of the fraction of the total manhours spent in an
average general area radiation field.

The oianhours for the task type activities are also used with the esti-
mated average manning for the activities to estimate activity durations.
An integrated schedule is then produced based on these durations and the
restraints imposed by supporting systems and between the activities. The
level of effort staffs during the operating phase (WBS 2.0) are then
manloaded over the operations duration, and the operation staffs cost
estimate is produced using the computer spread sheets as described for the
planning phase (Figure 4).

Radwaste packaging, shipping and disposal costs are produced using
a computer generated format as shown in Figure 7. Site specific rates
for container and trailer delivery, demurrage, transportation, state fees,
overweight, and disposal rates, surcharges, fees and taxes are used.
Collateral costs such as utilities, special nuclear insurance, licenses
and permits are also estimated on the computer based on the duration of
the decommissioning activities.

The computer is also used to generate cost summaries in a spread
sheet format and to produce a cash flow for the project in the format
shown on Figure 8. A procedure to update the computer discs for all
reports enables the owner to rapidly update the estimate in response to new
information.

CONCLUSION

The organizational and cost estimating methods and tools described
above allow complex decommissioning estimates to be conducted in an expe-
ditious manner. Without such an organized approach, significant one time
or smaller repetitive cost elements could be overlooked, which could lead
to a large under estimate of decommissioning costs.
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FIGURE I
DECOIIIIieSIIONIMQ 8TUDY METHODOLOGY FLOW DOAQRAM

NOTES:

1) OWNER (2), DECOMMISSIONING PLANNING CONTRACTOR (DPC) AND DECOMMISSIONING OPERATIONS
CONTRACTOR (OOC) AS APPROPRIATE.

2) OWNER GENERALLY INCLUDES PROJECT DIRECTION AND SITE SUPPORT FOR PLANNING AND
OPERATIONS PHASES AS WELL AS SiTE SECURITY, HEALTH PHYSICS, SYSTEMS OPERATIONS.
MAINTENANCE AND DEACTIVATION, AND SITE PREPARATION FUNCTIONS.

3) DIRECT LABOR RATES, OH, PT&I, TRAVEL, ODC (REPRODUCTION, COMMUNICATIONS. POSTAGE. ,
SUPPLIES, COMPUTER USAGE. ETC.) AND CONTINGENCIES.

4) UTILITIES, NUCLEAR LIABILITY INSURANCE . LICENSES AND PERMITS, OWNER OR DOC
PURCHASING AND CONTINGENCIES.

5) SOIL REMOVAL, ASBESTOS REMOVAL (IF APPLICABLE), LOOSE EQUIPMENT REMOVAL. HIGHLY
ACTIVATED STORED MATERIAL REMOVAL, DECONTAMINATION OF SURFACES. CONTAMINATED
CONCRETE REMOVAL, BURIED AND EMBEDDED ITEMS REMOVAL. REACTOR INTERNALS AND
VESSEL REMOVAL, LIQUID AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS REMOVAL. LIQUID WASTE PROCESSING,
FINAL SURVEY, CLEAN SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURE REMOVAL AS APPLICABLE.



FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
DECOMMISSIONING LOGIC
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FIGURE 7
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THE BACK-END OPTIONS : INDUSTRY AND ECONOMY

A FRENCH VIEW

Mr Bernard LENAIL
Reprocessing Division, COGEMA

Mr Jean Claude GUAIS
Marketing and Sales Division, COGEMA

ABSTRACT

Management of the back-end of the fuel cycle has ne\/er been a
controversial matter in France, where reprocessing is analyzed as the
right answer to the problem. The results achieved so far have fully
confirmed our views.
Mastering a technological innovation from fundamentals to full-scale
industrial deployment needs much time and money. We have spent this time
and money both in CEA and in COGEMA on reprocessing activities to be in a
position to confirm that, like enrichment or fuel fabrication,
reprocessing and the associated back-end operations are now a
commercially demonstrated industry in France. Moreover, closing the fuel
cycle is now completed through industrial recycling of fissile materials,
both Uranium and Plutonium.

The paper introduces the present status of the back-end activities in
France, including spent fuel transportation, pool storage, reprocessing,
wastes treatment and fissile materials recycling. We show that the
corresponding industry is fully mastered in terms of smooth production,
cost control, product quality, safety and protection of the personnel and
the environment. In particular, recycling uranium and plutonium needs
specific industrial developments whose progress are described.

The last part is devoted to an economical assessment of the back-end
options. We use the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency model, as presented in the
recent NEA publication on the economics of the nuclear fuel cycle. We
feed this model with our proper data, including our demonstrated
reprocessing costs, while discussing the uncertainties associated with
the once-through cycle operations.
The comparative economics of the back-end options have confirmed our
assessment that for countries poor in natural energy resources, with a
mature industry and a large scale nuclear program, like France and
others, the reprocessing/recycling route is the rational solution for a
safe, secure and economically sound management of the nuclear fuel cycle.

September, 1986
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1 - SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT - THE CURRENT STATUS IN FRANCE

1.1 The present operations at La Hague

From a technical standpoint, the following results have been
obtained at La Hague, as of June 1, 1986 :

- Spent fuel transportation

Over 1,650 transportation casks carrying more than 4,750 tonnes of
spent fuel from 59 Western European and Japanese light water
reactors have been received at La Hague since 1975. Annual
deliveries are currently on the order of 800 tonnes. More than
1,500 tonnes have also been shipped to the BNFL plant in
Sellafield. Whether by truck, by rail or by sea, these shipments
have occurred without any incident.
COGEMA uses dry casks developed by the Transnucleaire Group for
transporting non-incapsulated spent fuel. The TN 12 cask, for
example, holds 12 PWR fuel elements with a thermal release of
85 kW, corresponding to a burn up of 35,000 MWd/t after 240
cooling days. The cask can alternately hold 32 BWR fuel elements.

- Spent fuel receiving and storage

La Hague's present 6,300 tonnes pool storage capacity will
increase to 10,000 tonnes three years from now with the start-up
of one new pool. Pool water activity is very low, although the
spent fuel is non-incapsulated. An important safety feature of the
pools is the use of innovative in-pool units for water cooling and
puri fication.

Needless to say, the spent fuel storage pools, like the
reprocessing plant itself and the finished product storage
facilities, are under the control of the IAEA, EURATOM and French
governmental authorities.

- Reprocessing operations at the UP2 plant

As of today, more than 1,500 tonnes of LWR fuels have been
reprocessed at the plant, which operates smoothly at its nominal
capacity of 40 tonnes per month.

Reprocessing plant performance in terms of throughput and
availability can only be obtained by achieving high safety
standards. In the absence of any significant incident, safety
performance can be evaluated by analyzing personnel exposure
statistics. The annual average individual dose rate of La Hague
personnel was 213 mrems in 1985, compared to the maximum allowable
dose rate of 5000 mrems.

The specific dose rate, which is the ratio of the collective dose
rate to the amount of electricity produced by the reprocessed
fuel, was at the very low level of 0.07 man rem/MWe year in 1985.
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This figure is noteworthy in that it illustrates that, contrary to
a common misconception, reprocessing is not the area of the
nuclear industry with the highest personnel exposure. In fact, the
corresponding figures for uranium mining are about 0.25 man
rem/MWe year and are, at least, of the same order of magnitude for
light water reactor operations.

- Waste processing

In the field of waste processing and packaging, the most difficult
challenge is to solidify separated fission products that contain
over 99 % of the spent fuel activity, ine continuous operation of
the AVM vitrification facility at Marcoule since 1978 has fully
demonstrated the French process, which has vitrified about 1,000 M
of high level liquid waste into some 1,300 canisters. The first
vitrification facility at La Hague will go on stream next year.

- Recycling

More than 1,200 tonnes of recovered reprocessed uranium have been
already recycled to enrichment plants and 6.5 tons of plutonium
have been returned to the fuel fabrication plants at Cadarache
(France), Dessel (Belgium), Hanau (West Germany) and Tokai-Mura
(Japan).

1.2 New plants under construction at La Hague

The industrial and commercial experience acquired in the field of
reprocessing in France reinforced the decision made in 1977 to build
2 plants at La Hague. The new UP3 plant with a capacity of 800
tonnes/year is scheduled for commissioning in early 1989. Capacity
of UP2-800 plant, which is an extension of the existing UP2
facility, will be upgraded to 800 tonnes/year in the early 1990's,
with the commissioning of new head-end and high activity separations
facilities.

The construction of these two plants, which represents Europe's
largest construction project today, is proceeding within budget and
on schedule. SGN, the engineering subsidiary of COGEMA for the
back-end of the fuel cycle, is responsible for design, construction
and start-up. Engineering services for design and construction
represent 24 million man-hours and an engineering task force of
2,500 persons. Since 1979, SGN has revised its organizational
structure to attain the management control and technical strength
necessary for these projects. In terms of human and material
resources and the need for efficient management systems the
construction at La Hague is an immense challenge.

The design philosophy of the new plants is based on the experience
acquired from plants already in operation. The main process and
technology choices, as well as tht associated R & 0 program, are the
result of intensive analyses by all the parties involved from the
very beginning of the project (CEA as process licensor, COGEMA as
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owner and operator and SGN as architect engineer).

1.3 Future developments

Given the time required to increase production to nominal capacity,
it can reasonably be established that, around the mid 1990's, Frarce
will have a commercial light water fuel reprocessing capacity of
i,6UU tonnes per year. In anticipation of the completion of this
program it is necessary to prepare other stages in parallel, namely
the reprocessing of high burn up fuels (HBU) and that of plutonium
fuels (MOX) as well as the reprocessing of fast breeder fuels.

As regards HBU fuels it will be simply a matter of slightly
adjusting the process with a few alterations at the plants to
accommodate fuel with different characteristics : higher plutonium
content, more severe source terms (more neutrons, higher decay heat
at a similar cooling time). Reprocessing of significant quantities
of HBU fuels will not start before 1990.

Concerning MOX fuels, the same will apply with more substancial
modifications resulting mainly from the much larger flow of
plutonium : reprocessing of MOX fuels is expected to remain at a
relatively low level for many years.

As far as breeder fuel is concerned, two major successive steps are
considered :

i) the commissioning in 1986 of the CEA TOR pilot plant installed
at Marcoule ; with a capacity of 5 tonnes of heavy metal per
yesr, this plant is designed to :

. reprocess Phenix reactor core fuels and a significant portion
from the Super-Phenix core.

. enable the performance of hot experiments on a number of new
facilities and processes intended for use in the next full
scale facility.

li) the future plant (Mar 600) which Cogema plans to build at
Marcoule : this is an intermediate sized plant, with a capacity
of 50-60 tonnes of heavy metal per year, designed to reprocess
fuels from Super-Phenix and from other demonstration FBR'S to be
built within the framework of European cooperation.

1.4 Waste long term disposal

From the standpoint of long-term disposal, radioactive waste can be
classified into 2 main categories :

- waste containing only short-lsved radionuclides (less than 30
years) with negligible amounts of long-lived radionuclides and
therefore suitable for near surface disposal ;
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- waste containing long-lived radionucl ides which must be placed in
deep repositories in stable geologic formations.

The first category, of which the total cumulative volume by the year
2,000 is estimated at 800,000 m3, is currently disposed of in the
near surface facility at the Centre de la Manche. For this type of
waste, the permissible alpha activity limits are 0.01 Ci/t on the
average for the entire site and 0.1 Ci/t for an individual waste
container. A second near surface disposal Centre is scheduled for
commissioning in 1990.

The St ond category, of which the cumulative volume by the year 2000
is estimated at 3,000 m3 of high level vitrified waste and 75.000 m3

of transuranic waste, are currently in interim storage awaiting
final disposal, with the following main design and construction
milestones :

- 1988 : selection of a site for the construction of an underground
geologic laboratory for the performance of cold tests intended to
qualify the site for the construction of a TRU waste repository ;

- around 1995 : start-up of construction of the TRU waste
repository ;

-• around 2010 : commissioning of a geologic repository for glass
disposal.

It should be noted that the recycle of uranium and plutonium reduces
significantly the amount of long lived alpha emitters and the
volume of HLW to be finally disposed of.

2 - CLOSING THE FUEL CYCLE

2.1 Plutonium Recycling

The technical aspects associated with Pu recycling have been
presented and discussed many times. We shall merely point out that
the first MOX assembly fabricated by Belgonucleaire was loaded in
the BR3 reactor in Belgium in 1963, and that the first commercial
reactors that received MOX fuel fabricated by Belgonucleaire or the
CEA were the Garigliano BWR (Italy in 1968 and the Sena PWR (France)
in 1974. Since then, a large base of experience has been built up
for the handling of Pu and the fabrication of MOX fuels in France
and Belgium as shown on Table 1.

Presently our production of MOX fuel rods is carried out in two
facilities : one is owned and operated by Belgonucleaire in Dessel
(Belgium) ; the second one is at Cadarache (France) operated by
CEA/COGEMA, where a LWR mixed-oxide production line is presently
added to those devoted to fast-breeder fuel. COMMOX is the marketing
joint-venture in charge of commercializing the total production of
these two facilities (Table 2).
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From these fuel rods, Fragema is able to use its long experience in
PWR fuel fabrication to assemble the fuel elements.

TABLE 1

EXPERIENCE IN MANUFACTURING MOX FUEL IN FRANCE AND BELGIUM

Reactors

LWR

OTHERS

PWR

BWR

HWR

FBR

: BR3, CAP, CNA,
DOEL 1, EOLE,
VENUS

: DODEWAARD,
GARIGLIANO,
OSKARSHAMN

: NPD

: KNK2, MASURCA,
PFR, RAPSODIE,
SNR, PHENIX,
SUPER PHENIX

U

2

5

74

KG
+ Pu

,400

,500

45

,400

Fuel

4

1

322

rods

,520

,770

57

,000

Assemblies

224

61

3

1,750

As to MOX utilization in reactors, the scenario adopted in France by
EDF calls for a first reload of MOX fuel, bearing 8 tonnes in 16 fuel
assemblies to be inserted in a 900 MWe reactor, in late 1987. Fragema,
the vendor of fuel fabrication services and COMMOX have set up
arrangements to initiate this program. The refueling rate will increase
to reach 90 metric tons (MTHM) in 1995, thus corresponding to ten to
twelve 900 MWe reactors using recycled Pu. The expansion of fabrication
capacities to meet the demand of the electrical utilities will be
adapted optimally, and a large plant project is actively under study
today. This large-sized plant of between 100 and 150 t/year is called
MELOX, and will be operated by COGEMA to reach industrial capacity by
1993.

TABLE 2

COMMOX PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES
Tonnes HEAVY METAL

Year
Total

BN Dessel
and
CEA Cadarache

1985

4

1986

8

1987

17

1988

30

1989

45

1990

50
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2.2 Uranium Recycling

I am not going to describe the technical aspects of uranium
recycling which are linked to the presence of U232, U234 and U236
isotopes.

As a producer, we do not believe that the recycling of uranium
raises real technical problems.

For the utilities, utilization of recycled uranium is a matter
subject to optimization in terms of time schedule, stockpiling
policy and reactor fuel management.

In order to help the utilities in their uranium recycle programs,
COGEMA and COMHUREX, the conversion subsidiary of PECHINEY, have
recently created a joint venture called UREP which aims at
offering the complete range of services to utilities in the market
segment between reprocessing and re-enrichment of recycled uranium.

2.3 Impact on natural uranium demand

The main consequence of recycling Pu and U is the impact on uranium
demand. This impact amounts to a maximum reduction of 12 percent of
uranium needs in 1995 for the western world, 8 percent being due to
uranium recycling only.

3 - THE BACK-END ECONOMICS

We are all interested by the various international studies published
recently, and particularly by the clear and complete study published
some months ago by the Working Group on the economics of the nuclear
fuel cycle, of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

It was probably the first time that experts from 17 countries and 4
international organizations came to a general agreement regarding
botii the methodology used to assess fuel cycle costs and a complete
set of assumptions related to the technical, industrial and
commercial figures for every part of the fuel cycle. Even if some
data might need corrections we consider the OECD model as a very
useful tool that we can all refer to.

In this model, the quality of the methodology has to be underlined.
We want to focus your attention on the following two important
points :

- the complete life of a reactor is described and not only an
isolated reload ;

- the costs and the payment schedule of the front and the back-end
are precisely defined for each reload.
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Table 3 shows in a "reference case" the detailed breakdown of the
fuel cycle costs in the alternative reprocessing route versus
once-through, as it is presented in the OECD report.

The two results of 7.78 mills/kWh and 8.56 mil 1s/kWh
advantage of 10 % in favor of the once-through option.

show an

TABLE 3
BREAKDOWN OF PWR FUEL CYCLE COSTS

OECD/NEA 1985

Uranium

Conversion
Enrichment fuel fabrication
Fuel fabrication

Subtotal for front-end

Transportation of spent fuel
Storage of spent fuel
Reprocessing/vitrification
SF conditioning/disposal
Waste disposal

Subtotal for back-end

Uranium credit
Plutonium credit

Subtotal of credits

Total costs

Reprocessing
cycle

Mills/kWh

3.48

0.17
2.28
0.88

6.81

0.14
0.17
2.18

0.08

2.57

- 0.54
- 0.28

- 0.82

8.56

Once-Through

Mills/kWh

3.48

0.17
2.28
0.88

6.81

0.14
0.65

0.18

0.97

7.78

The OECD experts of the Working Group have emphasized the lack of
precision of the results, taking into account the number of
assumptions involved and, in order to specify the range of the most
probable results, they made calculations with positive and negative
reasonable variations on the main costs.

On figure 1, this OECD range is presented together with a figure
obtained with the reprocessing cost based upon the COGEMA knowledge
of the industrial process. This figure shows that our data are well
situated in the confidence interval the experts set up.
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We are highly confident in our economic appraisal which is grounded
on mature technology and more than 4,500 LWR bundles reprocessed.
Moreover, the trend observed these last years concerning the
reduction of reprocessing costs associated with improved operational
results will be maintained ; as a matter of fact, we estimate our
future reprocessing costs to lie in the range of 600 $ per kgHM.

As to the once-through cycle the real costs of this option are
subject to industrial uncertainties as noted by the OECD experts. We
can say clearly that a large industrial experience is not yet
available, both for the 30 or 40 years preliminary cooling periods
and for the conditioning and final disposal.

FIGURE 1

CYCLE COSTS
m$/kWh

10.4

8.6

COGEMA figure ---» 7.6

7.1

OECD range

FUEL CYCLE WITH REPROCESSING
LIKELY RANGE OF OECD FUEL CYCLE COSTS

In this field, a number of technological alternative modes are still
open ; pond storage with or without consolidation, dry storage in
vaults, casks or wells, with possible use of a variety of materials
for the racks, containers and liners, and also a choice among heat
removal systems. This clearly shows that once-through spent fuel
disposal is still in its development phase with the associated
uncertainties about future industrial costs.
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We have all witnessed the dramatic increases in the estimated costs
of the maturing technologies in the fuel cycle : remember the recent
history of the centrifuge industry in the USA and, to be fair, our
own evolution in France regarding reprocessing costs, until the
recent years.

Let us now make more accurate the comparison by taking into account
these industrial trends :
Figure 2 shows that by introducing our experience-based cost of
reprocessing on one side and a reasonable increase of final storage
on the other side, the advantage is moved towards the reprocessing
option whose cost appears to be 8 % below the once-through cycle
cost.
Moreover, EDF recently made public the conclusions of its proper
evaluation when deciding to recycle. Those were in accordance with
the COGEMA analyses.

Facing these two results, one obtained through OECD's experts
evaluation and the other based upon our pragmatic experience, we can
only say that economy alone cannot justify a decision. Reprocessing
not only reduces uncertainty in the industrial process, it reduces
the risks of placing large amounts of fissile material in geological
storage. With reprocessing, uranium and plutonium are reinserted in
reactors and burned in the fission process. In this way they are
for ever eliminated from the waste stream.

FIGURE 2

CYCLE
COSTS
m$/KWh

7.8

8.6

+ f

8.2

7.6

v + +

OECD Reference case

| f ONCE-THROUGH CYCLE

COGEMA trend cost
increased storage cost

OECD rancjj'?

-++1 REPROCESSING RECYCLING CYCLE
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CONCLUSION

We would like to conclude with the following remarks :

We have carried out a lot of R & 0, then made the requested industrial
investments in order to supply the nuclear power development of our
country with a safe and efficient back-end of the fuel cycle. Well
advanced on the reprocessing route, we can confirm the basic advantages
of this solution :

- Reprocessing is a mastered industry resulting in a proven economy and
competitive costs ;

- Reprocessing reduces significantly the volume of high level wastes ;

- Reprocessing contributes to national resources conservation ;

- Reprocessing is a specific preparation for an economical and safe final
disposal ;

- Reprocessing allows plutonium to be burned under safeguarded conditions ;

During a number of years of development operation of our facilities, we
have accumulated a large base of experience. We have certainly been too
discrete and made too few comments on our efforts and results. It is,
nevertheless, clear that our engineers have acquired a thorough knowledge
in this field, not only in the area of the selected options but also
about the design rational for this selection and the discarded options.

The U.S. governement as well as private organizations in many of the
world's develo^o-u countries are engaged in reprocessing activities. The
French experience is a modern, privately oriented extention of
reprocessing activities that have been in progress for forty years.

COGEMA is thus in position and willing to share its expertise in offering
collaboration to those on the way of developing their proper back-end
solution.
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WEST VALLEY DECOMMISSIONING COST BENEFIT
ANALYSIS FOR REUSE OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Hugh F. Daugherty and Judy A. Sage
West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.

ABSTRACT

A cost benefit analysis is presented for the
decommissioning of the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at
West Valley, New York. Plant characterization,
evaluation of plant areas for reuse, decontamination
methods, and the bases for cost estimation and
decommissioning planning are discussed. Cost benefits
are quantified and conclusions are drawn.

BACKGROUND

West Valley, N.Y. is the site of a former commercial nuclear fuel
reprocessing facility operated by Nuclear Fuel Services Company from
1966 to 1972. In 1972 the plant was shutdown for expansion and the
plant was never restarted. In 1976 NFS elected to withdraw from the
reprocessing business.

In 1980, the U.S. Congress passed The West Valley Demonstration
Act(PL 96-368) authorizing the Department of Energy to carry out a
nuclear waste management project at West Valley.

D&D OBJECTIVES

The Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D) program at the West
Valley Demonstration Project has two major objectives:

° Apply existing technology to demonstrate the decontamination
and decommissioning of a highly contaminated nuclear facility.

0 Release decontaminated space within a former reprocessing
facility to conduct project activities associated with
vitrification of high level liquid wastes stored at the West
Valley site.
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RADIOLOGICAL & PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION

The first step in the planning and execution of the West Valley D&D
program is the careful characterization of the radiological and physical
conditions of the cells and operating areas. Visual inspection using
both manned entries and remote video visual methods, as well as with
detailed radiation and contamination surveys, were conducted. Results
of radiological characterization of the principal shielded spaces within
the former reprocessing facility are summarized in Table 1.

FACILITY REUSE

After plant characterization, much of the former reprocessing
facility was determined to be suitable for reuse to support Project
objectives. Utilization of the existing facility is categorized as
follows:

0 Former reprocessing cells and operating areas suitable for
Radiochemical and Analytical Laboratory facilities.

0 Cells suitable for installation of the Liquid Waste Treatment
System (LWTS).

0 Cells suitable for storage of vitrified high level waste.

° Cells suitable for handling and storage of project transuranic
(TRU) wastes.

0 Facilities suitable for installation of size reduction
equipment and for packaging of decommissioning wastes for
disposal.

DECONTAMINATION METHODS

The key to a successful D&D Program is the selection of methods
suitable for a specific application.

The first series of cells worked were those shielded areas
identified for reuse as the location for a Liquid Waste Treatment
System. The two major cells in this series were Extraction Cell 3 (XC-
3) and the Product Purification Cell (PPC), with a combined volume of
850 cubic metres. The decontamination effort included the removal of
existing piping, equipment and structures and the reduction of radiation
and contamination levels to facilitate the installation of new
equipment.

XC-3 was decommissioned and decontaminated exclusively by manned
entries. This was a labor intensive effort requiring nine D&D operators
and two Radeon Technicians for each entry.
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TABLE 1. CELL CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAM

Smearable Contamination

Cei;

••£>

Chemical Process Cell (CPC)

CPC Crane Room

Equipment Decon. Room (EDR)

General Purpose Cell (GPC)

GPC Crane Room

Process Mechanical Cell

PMC Crane Room

Scrap Removal Room (SRR)

Extraction Cell 1 (XC-1)

Extraction Cell 2 (XC-2)

Extraction Cell 3 (XC-3)

Product Purification Cell (PPC)

Liquid Waste Cell (LWC)

Acid Recovery Cell (ARC)

Off-Gas Cell (OGC)

Uranium Product Cell (UPC)

Fuel Receiving & Storage (FRS)

Dimeasions

7

7

10

3

3

16

8

12

5

6

5

5

14

9

4

14

15

(m)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

28

9

13

14

4

4

5

4

5

6

6

6

5

9

10

8

46

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(W,L,H)

13

5

8

6

6

8

5

4

17

17

17

17

6

10

9

4

6

Radiat ion Levels6*

12.0

0.015

0.030

80 .

0.050

40.

0.300

0.001

4 . 0

0.003

0.001

0.001

0.050

0.500

1 .0

0.001

0.001

R/h

56.0

0.020

0.200

- >650

0.075

- 2050.

3-00

0.020

57.0

0.044

0.012

0.175

3.00

1.00

3 .0

C.003

0.300

Beta Alpha
(DPM/100 cm2) (DPM/100 cm2)

>106

>105

>104

>106

>105

>106

>105

103

Not

>106

>106

>106

>105

Not

Not

>105

>105

>106

>103

102

>106

>105

>106

>105

10

Determined

>106

>106

>106

>107

Determined

De termined

>105

>10

Whole body



The work crew composition was as follows:

0 Two technicians working in-ceil
0 Two life line tenders
0 One air hoses and power cable tender1
0 One staging person
° One communications and record keeper'
0 Two suit-up and equipment expediters
0 Two Radiation and Safety technicians

Crew efficiencies were hampered due to the following:

0 The need for multiple layers of anti-contamination clothing
0 The need for respiratory protection
3 In-celi temperatures greater than 38 °C (100°F)

Radiation levels in the PPC were five times higher than in XC-3,
ecessitating the development of remote methodology for equipment

To determine whether liquid was present in process piping, two
ultrasonic devices were purchased at a cost of $1700 each. The time for
making ultrasonic determinations was one thirtieth of that required by
the mechanical device used in XC-3.

To remove piping in the PPC, a commercially available hydraulic arm
was modified to increase its reach and to add wrist rotation at a
moderate cost. The cost of the remote manipulator was recaptured in
labor savings realized with a reduction in crew size, from 11 to 7
operators. The work crew composition was as follows:

0 Two technicians working in-cell (part-time)
0 One suit-up, suit down and equipment expediter
0 One manipulator operator
0 One communications and record keeper
0 Two Radiation and Safety Tec*' acians

Over b^% of the piping in the PPC was cut using this hydraulic arm,
resulting in a 10? decrease in the number of manned entries required.
Based on task duration, a significant improvement in schedule was
realized with a 3^% increase in the rate of piping removal.

Expanded experience gained in the first five years of the Project
has resulted in many significant technological advances. Equipment and
methodology nas been rapidly adapted from other industries and improved
when appropriate. Examples include the hydraulic remote manipulator
arm, concrete wall seabblers, hydraulic pipe shears, portable hand saws,
remote air clamps, pipe telltailing and sampling, air-cooled vests for
personnel comfort, and portable ultrasonic liquid detection equipment
for pipes/vessels. Even though the pre-D&D radiation levels in the PPC
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wore about five times greater than in X O 3 . the increased efficiency
resulting from the use of the more advanced technologies, allowed a
reduction in the cumulative personnel radiation exposure.

Due to the resourcefulness of the West Valley team and the decision
to develop on-site expertise, personnel exposures were reduced without a
significant increase in overall decommissioning costs. In fact, these
development;? have resulted in a simplification of the decommissioning
process through reduction in personnel entries as well as improved
access and equipment removal provisions.

DEVELOPMENT OF COST ESTIMATING BASIS

A standard cost estimating methodology for the decommissioning of
the West Valley facilities has been developed using historical
productivity rates and multiplication factors generated from experience
of the West Valley team.

The key to development of the estimate was standard manhour units
derived from the application of site productivity factors and standard
D&D crew sizes. These productivity factors reflect work performance in
nuclear versus industrial demolition environments, and encompass various
nucleai—specific issues such as:

0 Working in contaminated environments
0 Areas with limited accessibility
° Special procedures for dismantling large, radioactive

components
° Developing customized tools, and
0 Meeting the health physics requirements associated with

decommissioning

Approximate productivity factors are presented in Table 2.

An estimate was performed on a cell-by-cell basis using as-built
drawings and radiological condition reports with a judgment made as to
the feasibility of remote decontamination versus manned entries. An
allowance was prorated against major work areas for the refurbishment or
purchase of major equipment which could not be specifically
characterized due to high radiation levels precluding hands-on
inspection prior to decontamination. In addition, since major equipment
was purchased in the early 196O's and had not been operational for a
period of 10 years, maintenance costs and down-time during periods of
decontamination operations were factored into the estimates and
schedules.

The application of these units to specific cells had the net effect
of standardizing West Vall&y data accumulation while providing a common
base to facilitate comparisons.
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TABLE 2. APPROXIMATE PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS2

Task Type
Productivity Factor
Based on 2 Man Crew

Man-power Factor
Reflecting Necessary
Support Crew Size

Total Man-Hour
Scale-up Factor

10

Non-nuclear
industrial task

Nuclear task
requiring respiratory
protection & confined
space cell entries

Nuclear task
performed remotely
using specialized
equipment viewed
through shield windows

3.5 11/2

4/2

19-1/4

d

a Actual factors vary with different specific tasks.

b Includes time to don and remove respiratory protection and Anti-Cs and enter reprocessing plant cells.

c Includes time for maintenance of mechanical equipment but excludes time for design, manufacture
and checkout of specialized hardware.

d Reflects the use of very expensive specialized equipment including a robot.



DECOMMISSIONING PLANNING

Due to inherent uncertainties in decommissioning, schedules were
>1-v;j loped with maximum flexibility to achieve the most efficient use of
:''.jou"ces. This was accomplished by the establishment of multiple
,'.i."ii:ei p-xt'is. This allows for contingency work to proceed in the
•-v̂ nt ":f unplanned work stoppages. Such planning lends itself to the
•\iptii development of recovery/work-around plans by minimizing down-time,
giving management the opportunity to select the most efficient path
base.) 011 cost effectiveness. Thus cost effective schedule recovery is
realized in the shortest possible time.

RESULTS OF APPLYING ESTIMATING AND PLANNING TECHNIQUES

To date, 5M% of the 33,000 square metres (350,000 square feet)
processing building has been decontaminated and returned to service
within the established reuse criteria used at West Valley, i.e., <10
mRem/h whole body dose rite and transferable contamination on accessable
surface less than 500 dpm/100 cm beta-gamma and less than 50 dpm/100
cm11 alpha. The program is within 2% of the schedule and 3% of the cost
as measured by the West Valley performance measurement system, validated
by the Department of Energy to its Cost/Schedule Control System Criteria
as shown in Figure 1.

COST BENEFITS

The radiological and physical conditions of the areas identified
for reuse are shown in Table 3 with operation characteristics and D&D
cost per cubic metre. A significant factor in the low costs per area
was a West Valley commitment to minimizing major procurements such as
oranes and manipulators by modifying or repairing existing equipment.
While the Project experienced greater down-time due to more frequent
than expected equipment malfunctions, the establishment of schedules
with multiple parallel paths allowed work to continue and be completed
on schedule.

The three major cells and four operating areas identified for
installation of an LWTS system are the largest plant areas released
through August 1936. A detailed estimate was conducted to facilitate
comparisons between costs of decontamination for reuse versus new
construction. A historical summary of the areas including costs, scope
of work, floor area, cell volume, activity removal and exposure are
shown in Table '4. The cost to design and construct a foismically
qualified, shielded facility of equal proportion is shown in Table 5.
The net savings by reusing existing facilities is $2.6 million and 2
months duration. The savings are $614/cubic metre ($17.40/cubic foot)
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 ir> a representative sampling of other completed areas and
their comparative costs. Chemical Process Cell (CPC) Decontamination is
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TABLE 3. CONTAMINATED CELL DECONTAMINATION COST SUMMARY

Cell

Cell for contact
Size Reduction
Facility (MSM Repair
Shop)

Radiochemical and
Analytical Labs
(Alpha Laboratory
4 Uranium Laboratory)

Radiological
Condition

0.001 - 0.020 R/h

0.005 - 0.300 R/h
Airborne >MPC
Fissile material

present

Physical
Condition

Loose hardware

15 gloveboxes
Partition wall

D&D Operations
Characterics

Manned entries with
Anti-C's

Respiratory protection
required during floor
scarifying only

Manned entries with
Anti-C's & respirators

Cost
($/m3)

354

Cells & operating
areas identified
for Liquid
Waste Treatment
Systam (XCR, XC-3,
PPC, UPC, ULO, UWA,
LWA)a

Cell for vitrified
high level waste
storage (Chemical
Process Cell)

0,001 - 0.175 R/h
Airborne > MPC

12.0 - 56.0 R/hr
Airborne > MPC

5.8 km pipe
63 metric tonnes
vessels

Limited accessi-
bility XC-3 & PPC
No mechanical

capability
No viewing windows

1M4 piping jumpers
100 metric tonnes
vessels & di3solvers

45 metric tonnes
pedestal bases

2 cranes

Semi-remote D&D 1,038
Forced air
Respiratory protection
Multiple layer Anti-C's
High cell temperatures
required air cooled
vest in summer months

All remote 1,

a Extraction Chemical Room, Extraction Cell 3, Product Purification Cell, Uranium Product Cell, Uranium
Load Out, Upper Warm Al3le, and Lower Warm Aisle _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _



TABLE 4. LWTS AREAS - HISTORICAL SUMMARY

VO

en
00

XCR

XC-3

PPC

UPC

ULO

UWA

LWA

Total3

Cost
($K)

2683.2

1200.5

65. 4

129.8

155.9

165.3

$4400.1

Pipe
(ft.)

4397

7332

7000

200

-

18929

Vessels
(no.)

29

21

18

-

-

-

68

Vessel
Weight
(lbs.)

19000

54320

60100

-

-

-

133420

Floor Area
(sq. f t . )

2800

320

320

1242

638

1456

1280

8056

Cell
Volume
(ft.3)

42000

18240

18240

16146

12122

26208

16640

149596

Activity
Removed
(Curies)

0.224

180

237.5

0.0026

0.12

0.902

0.318

419.

Exposure
(Man-Rem)

3.5

3.4

2.84

0.015

0.73

0.72

0.45

11.7



TABLE 5. NEW LWTS FACILITY CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE

Characteristic Measure

SO

Basis for estimate Concrete and steel construction
seismically qualified

150,000 ft3 facility volume
8100 ft2 floor area
3 ft. thick shield walls

Cost Estimate8 $7 Million

Schedule (Design & Construction) 36 Months

Developed by WVNS cost estimating group using standard estimating
techniques such as Means Construction Co3t Data.
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currently in progress with an interim cost of $143i*/cubic metre
($H0.61/cubic foot). The anticipated savings upon completion of the CPC
work is expected to be greater than $500,000.

In releasing 18,500 square metres (200,000 square feet) of formerly
contaminated area for nuclear reuse, a cumulative savings of $4,000,000
has been achieved. This supports the conclusion that decommissioning of
facilities for nuclear reuse can be economically beneficial when
compared to construction costs of new facilities.

CONCLUSIONS

The present level of decommissioning experience coupled with the
detailed studies of future requirements, support the following important
conclusions:

0 Decommissioning of WVDP facilities for nuclear reuse has
proven to be economically beneficial when compared to costs of
constructing new facilities.

0 Standard manhour factors for decontamination/decommissioning
have been developed. Application of factors to specific cells
has standardized West Valley data accumulation while providing
a common base to facilitate comparisons.

0 Decommissioning planning has been successful with the
development of multiple parallel paths as contingency work
areas due to inherent uncertainties.

0 Decommissioning of nuclear facilities is feasible with
reasonable levels of personnel exposure and acceptable costs.

The authors wish to acknowledge Rich Vance, Don Sawyer, and the West
Valley Nuclear Services Company decommissioning team for their
contributions.
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"DECOMMISSIONING - AN INSURANCE PERSPECTIVE"

Paul E. Fuller

Senior Nuclear Engineer

American Nuclear Insurers

ABSTRACT

The nuclear insurance pools* through American Nuclear Insurers (ANI)
and the Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters (MAELU), have
been providing third-party nuclear liability insurance to the
nuclear industry since 1957. Third-party liability and property
damage coverage resulting from the nuclear hazard are provided by
separate insurance policies issued by the nuclear insurance pools.
This paper addresses a liability insurer's view of decommissioning
by discussing the following:

0 Insurer's perspective of potential nuclear liability.

° Insurance claim experience and trends.

° Objectives and accomplishments of ANI/MAELU's involvement
with facility decommissioning.

0 Important nuclear liability considerations for facility
decommissioning.

INTRODUCTION

ANI is a voluntary unincorporated association of stock
insurance companies which provides property and liability insurance
protection to the nuclear energy industry. ANI is one of three
pools. The other two insurance pools are the Mutual Atomic Energy
Liability Underwriters (MAELU) and the Mutual Atomic Energy
Reinsurance Association (MAERP). A pool is a group of insurance
companies that together provide resources to insure risks which are
beyond the financial capability of a single company. To achieve
maximum insurance capacity, ANI and the mutual pools combine their
resources through reinsurance agreements with each other. The
nuclear insurance pools act on behalf of their member insurance
companies by developing and issuing insurance policies, making
engineering reviews of risks, investigating and settling claims, and
collecting premiums. The pools provide physical property damage
insurance and third party nuclear liability insurance for nuclear
installations world-wide. Today I will mainly focus on nuclear
liability insurance issues as they relate to decommissioning in the
United States. Within the United States there are a total of 545
nuclear liability policies covering all types of activities (power
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reactors, research reactors, fuel fabrication facilities, transportation
activities, suppliers of services/parts/equipment). Eventually a large
number of these Pool insureds will perform decommissioning activities.

Insurance offered by the liability pools is purchased by nuclear
facility operators and suppliers to cover claims by third parties for
bodily injury or property damage caused by the nuclear hazard. Included
in the insurance coverage are defense costs for claims settlement. In
evaluating the risks involved with each insured, the underwriting staffs
rely heavily on technical data gathered by engineers through on-site
inspections and technical review of documents. ANI's engineers assist
the underwriters in the ratemaking process through risk assessment
analyses. The engineers help to identify, monitor, and limit potential
nuclear losses throughout the design, construction, operation, and
decommissioning of insured facilities in order to protect the interests
of the Pools.

The AN! engineering inspection includes a review ot the overall
ability of the insured's management to identify and correct problems that
develop and to prevent others from occurring, ANI engineering
inspections supplement and reaffirm Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and other regulatory inspection activities. The ANT staff, however,
conducts separate and strictly independent inspections in order to obtain
underwriting information and to protect the Pools against insurance
losses. Following each inspection, significant observations are
discussed with facility management.

ANI/MAELU INVOLVEMENT WITH DECOMMISSIONING

In recent years, there has been an intensification of
decommissioning nuclear facilities insured by ANI/MAELU. Concurrently,
ANI/MAELU has increased its engineering efforts to assure that
decommissioning of insured locations is conducted in a safe, quality, and
well documented manner to minimize the potential for claims and maximize
the probability of successful defense of claims if they should be filed.
The ANI/MAELU involvement includes:

establishment of a comprehensive library of decommissioning and
decontamination reference literature;

- development of engineering inspection guidance for decommissioning
activities in the areas of decommissioning planning, management
control, personnel training, quality control, operational and
surveillance activities, environmental monitoring and effluent
control, instrumentation, ALARA, radiation protection, criticality
safety, emergency preparedness, fire detection and prevention, waste
packaging/shipping, and audits/reviews;

participation in ASTM and ASME decommissioning standards development
(decommissioning planning, training, radiation protection,
unrestricted release, quality assurance);

- review and comment on decommissioning plans and implementation
procedures specific to insured locations being decommissioned;
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inspection of decommissioning activity implementation at insured
locations and evaluation of performance effectiveness;

development of modified nuclear liability insurance rating consider-
ations for decommissioning activities;

- evaluation of unrestricted release surveys for decommissioned
facilities;

review of new nuclear liability insurance policy activities to
evaluate whether nuclear facility design characteristics will
facilitate future decommissioning;

maintenance of cognizance of industry and regulatory developments
pertinent to decommissioning;

preparation of an overall risk assessment of decommissioning
activities.

CLAIMS

In October of 1978 ANI summarized the claims made against their
liability policies with regard to number and type of allegations. In
that summary of claim abstracts 39 claims were documented. Thirty months
later, an updated summary showed 78 claims; and as of December, 1984, the
number had increased to 112. Put another way, the number of claims filed
in the Pool's first 22 years had doubled by the 25th year. The cost of
the 39 claims in the first 22 years of operation, including claim expense
was about $600,000. As of June 30, 1986 the total payments made by the
Pools for all claims and claim expenses were over $50,000,000. Of this
amount, $47.6 million has been paid in connection with the TMI incident
and the litigation continues. These figures represent paid amounts only.
The total incurred losses (i.e. paid and reserved) will be substantially
higher.

The future of nuclear industry claims does not look favorable if
recent developments are any indicator. An active class action suit has
been filed against a utility for damages amounting to one billion dollars
for alleged third party bodily injury and property damage caused by plant
effluents. Major factors that are becoming more significant in terms of
influencing the nuclear claims picture include: notoriety of the
industry, age of the industry, and increasing number of workers. Though
the Pools cannot significantly influence these factors directly, there
are techniques that can be applied which may minimize the overall
effects, improve loss control, and improve future defense of claims
resulting from nuclear activities. Education of workers and the public
that decommissioning has and can continue to be performed safety may help
in this regard.

Claims Preventive Techniques

Two aspects of claims that are of special interest to ANI/MAELU
during the life of a nuclear facility, including decommissioning, are
loss control and defensibility. Insured programs should address both of
these aspects.
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Loss Controls

To the insurer, loss control means assuring r.hat programs at Pool
insured locations are the best possible from the viewpoint of reducing
the 2ikelihood of injury or damage. This includes programs other than
radiation protection, but health physics takes precedence. Though many
spacific loss control concepts which address the different types of
allegations summarized in Reference 1 could be discussed, this paper will
only address two general techniques which can improve loss control during
decommissioning.

The concept of "good health physics practice" may be the key to
reducing the probability of new claims. It can be observed from past
claims allegations that of the 212 allegations that have been related to
specific causes, 142 relate directly to health physics (67%) and many of
the remaining relate indirectly. One of ANl/MAELU's major interests,
therefore is to upgrade the health physics programs of the insureds from
the standpoint of proper protection of the worker and reducing potential
for new claims. Many allegations concern practices which should be
required by good judgement.

The potential benefit of taking an "extra measure of care" - making
a special effort to show workers that management is concerned with their
safety - cannot be over-emphasized. Communication of the "extra measure
of care" attitude to workers is important, however, such care goes beyond
attitudes. It includes demonstration of how far programs go beyond
minimal requirements established by regulations and national standard
setting bodies. Often a program that helps generate a claim may also
make it difficult to defend the claim as well. Reviewing the levels of
exposure associated with past claims emphasizes the need to establish and
implement an effective ALARA program, and communicate this ALARA program
to radiation workers as an "extra measure of care".

Defensibility

Defensibility refers to the ability to defend the insured against
claims alleging nuclear injury. This implies the ability to reconstruct
incidents which may occur during decommissioning, and to produce evidence
(records) to substantiate a position to pay or defend the claim. One
very important aspect of an effective radiation protection program is the
defensibility of the program. Unfortunately, the best program
imaginable, administered by the most conscientious staff possible, is
still open to claims leading to litigation. This best possible effort,
if properly documented, could be of benefit in defense of a claim. The
generation and retention of records are vitally important to the
evaluation of a claim and to a successful defense. AN1/MAELU has issued
records retention bulletins which describe the types of records and
information that past claims experience has proven to be useful in
supporting an adequate defense, and asks each insured to assure retention
for the life of the nuclear liability policy plus its discovery period.
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DECOMMISSIONING RISK ASSESSMENT PROGRAM/RATING CONSIDERATIONS

AN1 has established and applied a risk assessment program to
decommissioning activities at a variety of insured nuclear facilities.
This risk assessment begins at the planning stages and continues
throughout the decommissioning effort. This program is primarily based
on an engineering evaluation of the adequacy of performance in the major
areas of nuclear safety, quality assurance, and documentation. Specific
program areas have been defined as important elements of performance
review inspections. Since it is beyond the scope of this paper to
provide specific focus into each of the program areas, only a snapshot of
the overall risk evaluation process will be provided.

Important program areas which have been included in this assessment
program are:

* - management control
* - training
* - quality control
* - ALARA
* - radiation protection (personnel and public)
* - environmental monitoring and effluent control
- criticality and industrial safety
- emergency preparedness

* - fire protection
- audits and reviews

* - waste packaging/shipping
- operational and surveillance activities

Inspection guidance related to these program areas has been prepared
by the ANI Nuclear Engineering Department and is applied to
decommissioning planning, implementation documentation, and to actual
decommissioning work activities onsite for the purpose of reducing risk
and potential for claims. The program areas preceded by an asterisk
receive the most emphasis during the Pools' review to assure that
planning and effective management minimizes worker exposures and
environmental impact, training enhances safety, quality control demon-
strates reliability and accuracy of recorded information, program reviews
document credibility in verifying decommissioning implementation is
according to planning, and documentation supports claims defense.

The major factors of the nuclear liability rating structure during
decommissioning include facility activities, site location, radioactive
material inventory, and engineering assessment. The engineering
assessment includes many broad areas of evaluation and may quantitatively
address radiation exposures, overexposure events, releases of radioactive
material, regulatory performance, recoiamendation implementation,
significant events, solid radioactive waste, containment integrity, and
number of workers. The activities performed, material inventory, and
engineering assessment would be the factors most affected during decom-
missioning activities in determining premium.

A "modified discontinued operations" liability rating structure has
been established to address the changes in inventory and activities being
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conducted following termination of nuclear operations. There should be a
gradual reduction in premium over the lifetime of the decommissioning
activities from the higher levels assessed for an operating facility to a
minimal level at the time the site is released for unrestricted use,
assuming no impact to premium based on the engineering assessment.
Policy coverage could be cancelled or could continue after the release of
the site for unrestricted use at the option of the insured. The results
of the engineering assessment can affect the level of premium assessed
and the rate of change of premium during decommissioning.

DECOMMISSIONING EXPOSURE ESTIMATES

Table 1 and 2 report the results of an ANI review of NUREG documents
that was performed to summarize estimated radiation exposures to workers
and the public resulting from decommissioning activities for a variety of
nuclear facilities and for various decommissioning options. These
estimates for routine exposures were made assuming that the
decommissioning activities were conducted without incident, with
qualified trained personnel familiar with facility operating history, and
in a manner to assure adequate management and administrative control to
maintain exposures ALARA. Dose estimates are dependent on many
variables.

An insurance perspective of exposure risk, when comparing an
operating facility to a facility being decommissioned, can be subdivided
into two categories (on-site occupational and off-site public).

Onsite

Table 1 provides a summary of estimated occupational exposures for
decommissioning. In general, the average estimated individual worker
exposure (rem/quarter) during decommissioning is higher than the average
exposure for workers at operating facilities. This is partially due to a
smaller decommissioning worker population than the worker population of
an operating fs< Uity, and a higher percentage of that population
receiving larger measurable doses. Though NUREG average exposure
estimates were based on a small worker population, a larger worker
population than that assumed in the NUREG documentation has been utilized
during some past decommissioning activities. If the NUREG exposure
estimates are accurate, the overall risk from the nuclear hazard should
be less during decommissioning than during the operation of the facility;
since there usually is a larger population being exposed and a resulting
larger collective man-rem dose for the operating facility. The goal is
to maintain all exposures ALARA to reduce the insurance risk.

Offsite

The off-site exposure risk, results from effluent release during
decommissioning activities and from transportation of radioactive waste
materials. Data for off-site release potential from NUREG-2850 were
reviewed. Calculated average dose commitments based on actual effluents
from operating nuclear facilities were compared to routine release
estimates and resulting doses to the maximum exposed individual for
decommissioning activities. As was expected, routine releases due to
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Table 1 Summary of Estimated Occupational Radiation Doses for Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities for
Different Decommissioning Alternatives (man-rem)

Facility Type

VC

BWR

PWR

Research Reactor

Test Reactor

Fuel Fabrication (mixed oxide)

Fuel Fabrication (UF6 conversion)

Low Level Waste Burial Ground

Occupational

Public

Decon

(c)
1845, (1.7)

(c)
1223, (2.2)

(c)
18.4, (1.7)

(c)
322, (1.2)

(c)
76, (0.24)

(c)
79, ( <0.01)

Safestor (a)

870,

420-760,

14,

112,

165,

80,

(c)
(0.7)

(c)
(1.9)

(c)
(1.6)

(c)
(1.7)

(c)
(0.27)

(c)

Entomb

1573-1684,

16.6,

425,

10,

(c)
(1.5)

(c)
(1.7)

(c)
(1.6)

(c)
(0.19

(c)

2-260(b) (0.05-4.2)

0.2-70(b)

(a) 10 year Safestor assumed

(b) Range given for site stabilization to waste exhumation

(c) Expected average dose for decommissioning workers (rem/quarter)



Table 2 Radiation Dose Expected from Transport of Radioactive Materials from Decommissioning
Alternatives for Nuclear Facilities (man-rem)

Facility Type

BWR

PWR

occupational
public

Total

occupational
public

Total

Research Reactor occupational
public

Total

•si

o

Test Reactor

MOX Fuel Plant

occupational
public

Total

occupational
public

Total

UF6 Fuel Fabrication
occupational
public

Total

Low Level Waste Burial
occupational
public

Total

Decon

120
11

131

103
22
125

0.
0.
0.

22
2.
24.

6.
1.
7.

17
1.

18.

99
31
130

28
027
3

2
2

4
5
9

7
7

'(a)

Safestor Entomb

28
3
31

14
3
17

0.086
0.0084
0.094

14
0.35
14.4

1.7
0.4
2.1

17
1.7
18.7

56-75
5.4-7.2
61.4-82.2

ZZZ

16.6
0.0014
16.6

19
1.3

20.3

0.63
0.15
0.78

—__

(a) Estimates for waste exhumation



decommissioning activities were much lower than for operating nuclear
facilities. Assuming that there are no incidents during decommissioning*
there should not be an increase in risk from off-site releases due to
routine decommissioning activities.

The estimated population exposure due to routine transport of
radioactive materials during decommissioning activities is projected to
be low when compared to all other shipments of radioactive materials.
Table 2 presents a summary of information from NUREG-2325. Though the
estimated occupational and public exposure identified in Table 2 for
routine transportation activities associated with decommissioning is low
compared to the overall worker dose commitments due to decommissioning
work, the exposure estimates are not insignificant. Therefore, it is
concluded that there is a slight measurable increase in risk due to
transportation activities during decommissioning.

It is important to note that the overall insurance risk due to the
radioactive waste material generated during decommissioning activities
does not disappear at the conclusion of facility decommissioning. Waste
materials will be committed to long term burial and there exists an
increment of risk which continues to be insured at the burial location.

In summary, decommissioning worker and public exposure estimates
indicate that there may not be an overall significant increase in risk
during or after completion of the decommissioning effort. However, this
assessment is based on exposure estimates from the referenced NUREG
documents. Final risk assessment will be based on real data.

INSURANCE RISK ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES OF DECOMMISSIONING OPTIONS

The three decommissioning options that were considered for
comparison were Decon (immediate complete dismantlement), Safestor
(deferred complete dismantlement), and Entomb (minimal dismantlement). A
list of advantages and disadvantages can be developed for each type of
facility for each decommissioning option. What may be an advantage for
one facility for one decommissioning option may not be an advantage for
another type of facility under that same decommissioning option. For the
purposes of this paper, advantages and disadvantages of decommissioning
option comparisons will only be discussed on a generic basis, that is,
those which would apply in general to the majority of facilities and not
necessarily to all types of facilities.

Decon

The most significant advantages include: (1) risk is over a shorter
time frame; (2) the enhanced ability to use personnel knowledgeable with
facility operating history that may result in facilitation of safety of
the decommissioning effort; and (3)increased probability that individuals
with a previous radiation exposure history would be used. The main
disadvantage is the expected higher decommissioning worker and public
exposures relative to other decommissioning options. There would also be
a larger number of shipments over a shorter period of time of nuclear
waste requiring long term burial.
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Safestor

The main advantage is the expected reduced worker and public
exposures relative to other decommissioning options. The disadvantages
include: (1) a higher potential for loss of qualified personnel,
knowledgeable of the facility operating history, to dismantle the
facility; (2) the overall longer term risk of impact to the public which
potentially could result in additional claims; (3) the requirement for
continuing surveillance over the storage periodjand (A) the probable use
of a higher percentage of contracted personnel due to the loss of
employees over the long storage period.

Entomb

There are no advantages of the entomb decommissioning option from an
insurance point of view relative to other decommissioning options.
Little is gained from a worker or public exposure point of view. The
main disadvantage would be the long term commitment of contaminated
facility property which would extend the potential risk for claims. The
integrity of sealed containment over the long term is questionable. This
option may require long term insurance policy coverage.

In summary, the Decon decommissioning option may present a lower
overall risk from an insurance point of view over the Safestor
decommissioning option. It is likely that either the Decon or Safestor
decommissioning option would be chosen due to cost and/or radiation
exposure considerations. Assuming the same risk for claims following
completion of decommissioning (facility property released for
unrestricted use) applies to both of these options, and that policy
coverage would continue indefinitely in either case, the Decon option may
be more desirable since it spreads the risk over a much shorter time
fr'ame. There should be a higher probability of improved safety and lower
potential for release incidents for the reasons stated above. This same
conclusion would also apply to the case where policy coverage was
terminated at the completion of decommissioning and release of property
for unrestricted use. The magnitude of risk may vary depending on the
option selected and the quality of implementation of that option. An
adequately planned decommissioning should not present any greater risk
over the risk of the operating facility.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

1. The insurance pools have developed and are applying an underwriting
rating scheme and engineering risk assessment program for
decommissioning activities,

2. There should be an acceptable level of risk during decommissioning,
if the decommissioning activities are properly planned and managed
to assure the safety and quality of the effort. Overall risk should
be lower during decommissioning than the risk of an operating
facility.
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3. The Pools will continue to monitor decommissioning activities
closely, since an improperly managed effort could result in an
unacceptable risk.

4. Risk during decommissioning is reflected in insurance rating
considerations.

5. The insurance risk may vary depending on the decommissioning option
selected and the quality of implementation of that option.

6. Choice of decommissioning workers can affect the insurance risk.
Use of contractor personnel, inexperienced workers, an expanding
population of exposed workers, and poor quality training programs
may increase the potential for future claims and therefore increase
the insurance risk.

7. Even though estimates of worker exposures, environmental releases,
and public exposures during transportation of radioactive waste are
higher for the Decon decommissioning option than for the Safestor
decommissioning option, the overall insurance risk is considered to
be less over the long term with the Decon option.

8. Emphasis on personnel training, effective radiation protection
program implementation, taking the extra measure of care to
establish and retain worker confidence in the level of protection
provided, ALARA, and documentation to support claims evaluation and
if need be defense, should not only enhance the safety and quality
of the decommissioning effort but also reduce the insurance risk.

9. Insurance risk from radioactive waste generated as a result of
decommissioning continues to exist at burial facilities after the
completion of other facility decommissioning efforts.
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION OF BWIP HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTE PACKAGES USING CURRENT AND PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE DESIGN CRITERIA

A. G. Eggers
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Waste Technology Services Division

ABSTRACT

The United States government has established a program for
the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of
1982 requires the first nuclear waste repository to begin
receiving waste in 1998. One potentially acceptable site
currently being evaluated is the Hanford Site in the Pasco
Basin where the host rock is basalt. Under the direction
of the United States Department of Energy (DOE), Rockwell
International's Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) has
initiated the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP). The
BWIP must design waste packages for emplacement in the
repository.

The present approach to design of the metallic containment
portion (container) of the package is to apply design
rules provided for Class 1 Nuclear Power Plant Components
in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The
container differs considerably from a power plant
component. First, isolation in the repository prevents
personnel access. In addition, the container is subjected
to minimal cyclic loading, and its temperature decreases
with time as the waste heat generation decays. It has
been estimated that a savings of one billion dollars can
be made if the thickness of the containers could be
reduced by one third. This paper provides numerical
examples of application of the existing ASME Code rules
and a proposed Alternative Criteria to one BWIP container.

INTRODUCTION

Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is responsible for
the design, construction and operation of underground geologic
repositories for the safe, environmentally acceptable disposal of spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste from civilian nuclear
reactors. The first repository site is to be selected in 1990 and, after
licensing by the NRC, is scheduled to begin operation by 1998. Presently
three different geologies are under consideration for the initial
repository. Preliminary waste package designs are being developed to meet
the specific requirements of each geologic medium.
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This paper describes the philosophy proposed for structural design of
the metallic containment portion of the repository waste package. The
containment structure or container is typically a carbon steel vessel
designed to withstand the external hydrostatic or lithostatic pressure
developed in the repository. The paper also compares results obtained for
one BWIP container using the proposed criteria with those obtained using
the ASME Code.

WASTE PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

A waste package representative of the designs being developed for the
Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) is shown in Figure 1. All of the
BWIP reference waste package designs are essentially the same except for
dimensional differences which are necessary because of the differences in
waste forms or the geologic media in which they are meant to be placed.
The package consists of the following components:

• \ \ \ \ \

Packing

Canister

\ X

Container

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ y- \
\ N \ \ \ y \ \

\ \ \

Overpack

Waste Form

Host Rock

FIGURE 1. GENERIC WASTE PACKAGE

Waste Form - Any of several high-level waste materials
such as glass, fuel assemblies, consolidated fuel rods,
etc.

Canister - The first material envelope (barrier)
surrounding a waste form. The canister may be installed
at the production site or at the repository. .

Overpack - A material envelope surrounding the
canisterized waste form in which the specific canister is
not in compliance with the acceptance specifications of
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the repository but is in compliance when housed within the
envelope provided by the overpack. The overpack is not
intended for routine application and has not been taken
into consideration in this paper.

Container - The metallic envelope that provides the
primary containment function to meet the BWIP waste
containment requirements. The container is the subject of
this paper.

Packing - The material that surrounds the container and
contributes to the performance of the total waste package
by minimizing groundwater interaction with the container
and waste form materials. The packing material is a
mixture of sodium bentonite and crushed basalt.

The waste form is assembled into the container in a hot cell. The
closure weld is made under atmospheric conditions so that there is no
initial internal pressurization of the container. After closure of the
container, a number of planned handling operations will follow in the
repository. These operations involve lifting, storing, and transporting
the container in the repository to the final disposal location.
Emplacement will be completed with placement of the container in a
borehole in the host rock which will then be backfilled with packing.

After emplacement, the package temperature will increase (slowly) at
a rate depending on the package spacing, the repository heat transfer
characteristics, and the decay heat generation of the waste form. The
temperature will reach a peak in 10 to 50 years and then decrease during
the remainder of the containment period. The external pressure on the
container will increase after emplacement from atmospheric pressure to the
hydrostatic pressure at the depth of the repository if the repository
fills completely with water. The container must be designed to withstand
a number of (presently undefined) operations and conditions in addition tc
these planned conditions. These will include retrieval loads at any time
up to 50 years after emplacement and several design accidents including
fire and free drop before emplacement.

CURRENT DESIGN CRITERIA

The present design rules for Class 1 Nuclear Power Plant Components
are found in Subsection NB of Section III, Division 1 of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code), Reference 1. A reactor vessel is an
example of a Class 1 vessel. A reactor vessel is a large, expensive and
complex one of a kind component that is subjected to severe steady and
cyclic conditions throughout its service life. The reactor vessel may be
subjected to its most severe design loads at any time in its life.
Therefore the vessel must be designed to withstand the worst service
conditions at the end of its life when corrosion and any other
deterioration has occurred. It should be noted that full scale
destructive prototype testing of a reactor vessel is impossible (or at
least impractical). Nearly all design and evaluation effort is therefore
accomplished through conservative analysis.
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Failure Modes Addressed

The ASME Code rules were developed to prevent specific failure modes
in power plant components. An extensive discussion of the failure modes
and the ASME criteria is provided in Reference 2. The ASME Code failure
modes are ductile rupture, fatigue failure, incremental collapse, elastic
instability, plastic instability, brittle fracture, creep rupture and
creep buckling. The waste container is not subjected to significant
cyclic loading, and the container metal temperature is well below the
creep range. Also elastic instability or buckling occurs ordinarily only
in large, thin, high strength cylinders under external pressure.
Therefore the fatigue, incremental collapse, elastic instability, creep
rupture and creep buckling failure modes are not applicable to the
container. The ASME Code addresses the remaining failure modes as
described below:

Ductile Rupture - This is a failure mode where application
of loading causes significant plastic flow prior to
fracture which occurs at nominal stresses above the yield
strength. This failure mode is prevented by limiting the
primary or load controlled stresses to prevent plastic
deformation under Design and Level A (formerly normal)
conditions. This is accomplished by limiting the general
primary membrane stress to 2/3 of the minimum yield
strength and the local membrane and membrane plus bending
stresses to 100% of the minimum yield strength.

In addition, in order to prevent unsafe designs in
materials with low ductility and in materials with high
yield to tensile ratios the general primary membrane
stress is limited to 1/3 of the ultimate strength. This
provides a large nominal factor of safety (3.0) against
ductile rupture. The above limits are provided by
defining the Design Stress Intensity as 2/3 of the minimum
yield strength or 1/3 of the ultimate strength, whichever
is lower.

Plastic Instability - Plastic instability can occur due to
material or geometric instability. Plastic instability is
said to occur in a structure or component undergoing
plastic or inelastic deformations when the slope of the
load-deformation curve becomes zero or negative. For
Design and Level A conditions, the ASME Code rules
generally provide a nominal factor of safety of 1.5
against failure due to tensile instability (necking). The
rules also provide a factor of safety of 3 against plastic
buckling of a cylinder under external pressure which can
occur when stresses exceed the proportional limit of the
material. This plastic buckling mode is the dominant
failure mode of the waste containment cylinder.

Brittle Fracture - Brittle fracture is a sudden, fast
propagating fracture producing little plastic deformation
which can occur at a nominal stress below yield strength.
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Brittle fracture can occur when cracks initiate in and/or
propagate from regions of high tensile stress at localized
material or welding defects. Requirements are placed by
the ASME Code on material toughness, nil ductility
transition temperature, design details, welding, and
quality assurance to prevent brittle fracture. Appendix G
provides a procedure for evaluating static stresses under
Level A and Level B Conditions for ferritic materials.
The container shell could fail in this mode. New
considerations in the container include impact loadings
and corrosion pits as a source of defects.

Design Temperature

The ASME Code specifies that the Design Temperature shall not be less
than the maximum metal temperature for Level A conditions. The primary
stresses due to the Design Mechanical Loads and the Design Pressure are
determined and evaluated based on the material allowables at the Design
Temperature. There is no provision for multiple design points in the ASME
Code.

Corrosion Allowance

The ASME Code states that material subject to thinning by corrosion,
erosion or abrasion shall have provision made for these effects by a
suitable addition to the thickness of the base metal over that determined
by the design formulas. First, the thickness needed to withstand the
Design Loadings at the Design Temperature is 'determined. Then the
expected thinning due to corrosion is estimated, and a suitable corrosion
allowance is determined. The required wall thickness is then the sum of
the thickness required to withstand the Design Loadings at the Design
Temperature plus this corrosion allowance. This procedure is not
unrealistic for the example component (a reactor vessel) since a power
plant may operate at any power level near the end of its design life
subjecting the component to Design Loadings at Design Temperature after
the corrosion has occurred.

ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA/DESIGN VERIFICATION

The current approach to waste containment (or container) structural
design is to directly apply the design rules provided for Class 1 Nuclear
Components in the ASME Code. It has been determined that approximately
100,000 waste packages will be needed in the United States for disposal of
high-level radioactive waste (including spent fuel, defense high-level
waste, West Valley high-level waste, and transuranic waste). It has been
estimated that a savings of one billion dollars can be made if the wall
thickness of the containers could be reduced by one third. Therefore a
modified design criteria and a new approach to setting Design Conditions
are proposed for metallic containment vessels for deep geologic disposal
of high-level waste. These variations from the ASME Code procedures will
provide adequate safety under repository conditions without placing
unreasonable requirements on th6 container or requiring unnecessary
container wall thickness.
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Container Failure Modes

For review, the ASME Code failure modes of importance to the
container are ductile rupture, plastic instability, and brittle fracture.
Also of extreme importance is the fact that the container temperature
decreases irreversibly in the latter portion of the containment period
when the wall thickness decrease due to corrosion becomes significant.
The container material strength increases as its temperature decreases
which compensates to some extent for the thickness reduction. It is
recommended that the design criteria for the various failure modes be
modified in the Alternative Criteria as described in the paragraphs below:

Ductile Rupture - This failure mode is largely controlled
in an ASME nuclear vessel by limiting the primary stresses
to prevent plastic deformation under Design, Level A and
Level B Conditions. During pressure testing, the vessel
is pressurized 20 to 25% above the Design Pressure.
Strains and deflections are monitored and the vessel is
examined for leakage. The vessel is accepted if the
measurements are within limits for Test Conditions and no
leakage occurs. After pressure testing experimental
evidence exists that there is at least a factor of safety
of 1.2 to 1.25 on yielding at the Design Pressure for the
vessel tested. Since destructive testing is not
performed, the factor of safety on rupture is unknown.
Under these circumstances use of a large nominal
theoretical factor of safety of 3.0 on rupture as required
by the ASME Code is not unreasonable.

No change in yield criteria is recommended for the waste
container. Under Design, Level A and Level B Conditions
the primary membrane stress should still be limited to 2/3
of the yield strength, and the local primary membrane and
membrane plus bending stresses should be limited to 100%
of the yield strength. It is recommended that extensive
destructive testing of prototype containers be performed
to demonstrate the actual margin against rupture. If such
testing is performed, the factor of safety against rupture
should be relaxed to 2.0. Then the Design Stress
Intensity can be redefined as 2/3 of the material yield
strength or 1/2 of the ultimate strength, whichever is
lower.

Plastic Instability - Pressure testing of an ASME nuclear
vessel demonstrates that the unit does not leak, but this
is basically a nondestructive test. Therefore the actual
factor of safety against plastic buckling (as that against
ductile rupture, above) is unknown. Again, under these
circumstances use of a nominal theoretical factor of
safety of 3.0 against catastrophic failure due to buckling
as required by the ASME Code is not unreasonable.

Extensive destructive prototype testing of the waste
containers is recommended (see also ductile rupture,
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above) to demonstrate the actual buckling pressure. If
testing is performed to confirm the analysis, the factor
of safety against buckling should also be relaxed to 2.0.

Brittle Fracture - The ASME Code provides materials,
design details, welding, and inspection requirements and
fracture mechanics based guidance to prevent brittle
fracture of nuclear components. The Appendix G fracture
mechanics guidance is only valid for static stresses under
Level A and Level B Conditions. These procedures do not
address accident conditions such as severe impact loads.

It is recommended that rules and procedures that have been
developed to prevent brittle fracture of high-level
radioactive waste transportation containers be reviewed
and applicable rules be adopted for waste container design
since a drop accident (the most severe transportation
accident) is likely to be specified for the container.
Reference 3 is a good example of such rules and
procedures. This reference recommends a procedure to
prevent propagation of a through thickness crack in the
containment wall under dynamic loading at the lowest
service temperature. The procedure permits determination
of the highest acceptable nil ductility transition
temperature of the container material for a given
thickness, stress level and minimum service temperature.

This paper does not illustrate the application of brittle fracture
criteria. The subject is discussed here briefly for the sake of
completeness.

Design Conditions

It is recommended that the container designer be provided with the
option of choosing multiple Design Conditions. When the container
mechanical loads, pressure and/or temperature can be confidently predicted
for different times, a number of sets of Design Conditions should be
defined for these times. Each set should represent some portion or
partition of the total container life. Each of the multiple sets of
Design Conditions would then include conservative values of concurrent
container mechanical loads, pressure and temperature during that time
partition.

When the corrosion rate is known so that the container wall thickness
can be predicted at different times, it should be permissible to use the
actual total wall thickness that exists at a given time to satisfy the
design formulas. This recommendation can be implemented by selecting a
Design Corrosion for each of the multiple Design Conditions. The wall
thickness to be used in the design formulas is then the Design Thickness
which is equal to the "as fabricated" thickness less the Design Corrosion
for that time partition.
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Special Considerations

Use of either the existing code rules or the recommended Alternative
Criteria would prevent plastic deformation of the basic container under
Design, Level A, or level B conditions. Therefore deflections will be
small and the geometry well controlled. Since stresses and strains remain
in the elastic range, elastic analysis methods will be valid.

Many of the containers will be filled with defense high-level waste
or West Valley high-level waste. These waste forms are solidified in the
form of glass logs that are probably stronger than the containers (when
subjected to external pressure). It is recommended that the container
design criteria provide the designer with the option to use the waste form
to support or control the geometry of the container. In order to use this
option, the container designer should determine both the actual
load-deflection behavior of the waste form and the strength of the waste
form ano evaluate the design using this information. The assembly
clearances within the container and plastic strain concentrations in
localized areas must also be considered and shown to be acceptable. This
process will undoubtedly require testing, inelastic analysis and the use
of strain limits on the container. There is now a precedent for use of
such a procedure in Code Case N-47 which provides strain limits for
elevated temperature components.

APPLICATION OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED CRITERIA TO
BWIP WASTE CONTAINER

This section compares a BWIP waste container evaluation performed
using the ASME Code with a similar evaluation performed using the proposed
Alternative Criteria. All numerical parameters are given in the English
system since the ASME Code is published in the English system. Inches can
be converted to centimeters by multiplying by 2.54, degrees Farenheit can
be converted to degrees Centigrade by subtracting 32 and multiplying by
5/9, and psi can be converted to MPa by multiplying by 6.895 x 10 .

Bases of Comparison

The current BWIP container developed for disposal of consolidated
spent fuel has an inside diameter of 14.6 in., an inside length of 153
in., and an initial "as fabricated" thickness of 2.5 in. After
emplacement the container wall temperature increases to 554°F at about
50 years and then decreases to 338"F after 1000 years. The calculated
wall corrosion (uniform) is .020 in. in one year, 0.043 in. in 50 years
and 0.232 in. in 1000 years.

As noted above, the proposed Alternative Criteria permit the choice
of multiple Design Conditions. Each Design Condition consists of a
conservatively selected (simultaneously occurring) applied pressure, wall
temperature and wall thickness. The ASME Code requires that one Design
Condition be evaluated. The parameters to be used in this evaluation
are: the maximum expected pressure and temperature under normal
conditions and the "as fabricated" thickness less the corrosion allowance.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF DESIGN TEMPERATURES AND THICKNESSES
FOR ANALYSIS OF BWIP CSF CONTAINER

Design external pressure (psi)

"As fabricated" thickness (in)

Design corrosion (in.)
Time partition A (0-1 yr)

B (1-50 yr)
C (50-200 yr)
D (200-500 yr)
E (500-1000 yr)

Time Partition A
Design temperature (°F)
Design Thickness (inches)

Time Partition B
Design Temperature (°F)
Design Thickness (inches)

Time Partition C
Design Temperature °F
Design Thickness (inches)

Time Partition D
Design Temperature °F
Design Thickness (inches)

Time Partition E
Design Temperature °F
Design Thickness (inches)

Proposed
Alternative
Criteria

1,363

2.5

0.04
0.086
0,142
0.260
0.464

600
2.460

600
2.414

525
2.358

400
2.240

350
2.036

Subsection NB
(Existing Class 1
Vessel Rules)

Same

Same

0.464
(0-1000 yr)

600
2.036

(0-1000 yr)

Table 1 compares the selected Design Conditions. The applied
external pressure is assumed to be 1363 psi due to hydrostatic pressure in
all cases since the repository may be flooded shortly after emplacement of
the packages. Note that 5 sets of Design Conditions have been selected
for the evaluation using the proposed Alternative Criteria compared to the
single Design Condition using the ASME Code rules. The Design Corrosion
listed is double (an arbitrary choice) that actually calculated at the end
of the various time partitions for both evaluations. The Design
Temperature is rounded upward from the highest temperature calculated
during a given time partition. Note that use of the proposed Alternative
Criteria allows evaluation of a 2.036 in. thick container at 350°F
instead of 600°F. Table 2 shows the Design Stress Intensity, Sm, for
each of these cases. At 350°F the
greater than the value at 600°F.

Sm value is 17,450 psi which
mis 18%
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF ALLOWABLE STRESSES FOR ANALYSIS OF
BWIP CSF CONTAINER

Design stress intensity, Sm (psi)
for SA-352, grade LCA at: 350°F

(psi)
350°F

400°F

525°F

600°F

Proposed
Alternative
Criteria

17,450

17,200

15,850

14,800

Subsection NB
(Existing Class 1
Vessel Rules)

Same

Same

Same

Same

Table 2 has been prepared for the current container material, SA-352,
,Grade LCA. Note that the Sm values at a given temperature are identical
for both the Alternative Criteria and the current ASME Code rules for this
material. The reason for this is that 2/3 of the yield strength is lower
than either 1/3 or 1/2 of the ultimate strength. Therefore no advantage
in Sm has been gained in this case by permitting a decrease in the
factor of safety against rupture since the yield criterion governs. An
advantage will occur with a material that has a higher yield strength.

Another low carbon steel pipe material is SA-672, Grade D80 which has
300°F yield and ultimate strengths of 52,200 psi and 80,000 psi
respectively. The current ASME Code value of Sm for this material is
26,700 psi which is 1/3 of the ultimate strength (2/3 of the yield
strength is 34,800 psi, significantly higher). The Alternative Criteria
would permit the use of the lesser of 2/3 of the yield strength or 1/2 of
the ultimate strength. Thus the alternative rules would increase S m to
34,800 psi (30% above the current ASME Code value at the same temperature)
for this material.

Comparison of Results

Table 3 compares the results of evaluations of the BWIP CSF container
geometry using the Alternative Criteria and the ASME Code rules. The
factors of safety listed are not factors based on actual failure. They
are determined by dividing the allowable stress or pressure determined by
the design criteria by the applied stress or pressure.

Note that the minimum cylinder factor of safety is 2.826 (external
pressure rather than stress) using the Alternative Criteria while the ASME
Code rules result in a factor of only 1.549. This large increase using
the Alternative Criteria is due to both the relaxed criteria for plastic
instability and the temperatures used in the evaluations. The factors for
the heads also compare favorably with the ASME Code factors.
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF DESIGN ANALYSIS OF
BWIP CSF CONTAINER

Cylinder

Allowable external pressure (psi)

F.S. on pressure «
Allowable pressure/1,363

Primary membrane stress, Pm (psi)

F.S. on stress * Sm/Pm

Integral Head

Membrane + bending stress,
Pm + Pn, (PSD

F.S. - 1.5

Closure Head

+ Pb)

Membrane + bending stress,
Pm + P ( )

F.S. - 1.5

Proposed
Alternative
Criteria

3,901

5,

14,

21,

2

,569

3

939

1

683

1

.826

.133

.752

.207

Subsection NB
(Existing Class 1
Vessel Rules)

2,111

5,

14,

21,

1

569

2

939

1

683

1

.549

.657

.486

.204

Results tabulated using the Alternative Criteria are for the limiting time
partition (partition E, 500-1000 hrs.).

S m and 1.5 Sm are obtained from Table 2.

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF CONTAINER WALL THICKNESS NEEDED TO
SATISFY STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

CSF Container

Minimum acceptable
cylinder thickness
(in)

Minimum acceptable
closure head thickness
(in)

Proposed
Alternative
Criteria

0.742 9 1000 yrs.
1.206 "as fabricated

1.853 @ 1000 yrs.
2.317 "as fabricated"

Subsection NB
(Existing Class 1

Vessel Rules)

1.390 design
1.854 "as fabricated"

2.012 design
2.476 "as fabricated"
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Table A compares minimum acceptable cylinder and closure head
thicknesses using the two criteria. Note that the minimum acceptable
cylinder thickness required by the current ASME Code is 87% greater than
that required by the Alternative Criteria. The minimum head thickness
required by the ASME Code is 9% greater. The Design Corrosion values are
added to the minimum acceptable thicknesses to obtain the Mas fabricated"
thicknesses shown.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper recommends a number of departures from the existing ASME

Code rules for design of waste containers for geologic disposal of
high-level waste. These recommendations, if implemented, will result in a
significant reduction in container thickness needed for structural
purposes while maintaining adequate actual safety margin.

(1) The Code now requires very large nominal safety
factors against both ductile rupture pressure and
buckling pressure for nuclear components. These
requirements are not unreasonable for large,
expensive components that cannot be tested
destructively. This paper recommends that extensive
destructive prototype testing of waste containers be
performed as an alternative method of ensuring
adequate safety margin.

(2) Rules developed for ferritic steel shipping
containers to prevent brittle fracture during
accidents should be adopted for the repository
containers that must withstand credible accidents in
the repository.

(3) The Design Pressure and Design Temperature
definitions should be modified to permit selection of
a number of different values for different times
after emplacement of the waste package.

(4) Corrosion considerations should be modified so that
material added for corrosion allowance can be used to
satisfy the design formulas for those times before
the corrosion would take place.

(5) Use of the proposed Alternative Criteria (rather than
the current ASME Code) for container design can
result in as much as a 35% thickness reduction if
structural considerations dominate.
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LONG-TERM SURFACE STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN THE NETHERLANDS:
THE GOVERNMENTS WAY OF FINDING A LOCATION

Hans Cornelissen
Department of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment,

Radiation Protection Division, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Radioactive Waste Management in the Netherlands is based
on the principles of Isolation, Control and Surveillance
of the waste. In that philosophy one single location had
to be found for the long term (50-100 years) storage of
all radioactive wastes arising in the Netherlands.
This paper gives the story of finding that location.
Some specific factors and aspects of the story are
enumerated for discussion.

INTRODUCTION

In radioactive waste management, site selection is mostly related to the
procedure of obtaining a site for a final repository.

In the Netherlands the subject of site selection for final disposal in a
geological salt formation has been the subject of many debates for almost
10 years, while field work could not be performed due to rather violent
local opposition. In practice this does not create an acute problem since
the volume of radioactive waste is too small at the moment to justify an
economic exploitation of a saltmine. However, at the end of 1984 another
site selection procedure was initiated. This procedure intended to obtain
a site for the long-term interim storage above ground level of all kinds
and categories of radioactive waste. In order to understand why this
option was choosen, it is useful to go back in the history of the radio-
active waste management policy in our country.

From 1965 till 1982 packaged low-level waste has been dumped into the
Atlantic Ocean. The last years in a cooperative acticn with Switzerland
and Belgium under the auspices of the Multilateral Consultation and
Surveillance Mechanism of the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD. In the
late seventies and early eighties there was - not only in the Netherlands
- a growing opposition against this method of radioactive waste disposal.
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Moreover in the Netherlands the environmental waste management philosophy
had been developed, indicating that wastes in general should be isolated,
controlled and surveyed. Due to these two factors the decision was made
in 1981 to opt in principle for another disposal route for low-level
radioactive waste, rather than dumping it into the ocean. It took however
till 1983 to realize this decision at principle. Then the municipality of
Zijpe - to which the village of Petten belongs - agreed to an interim
solution of the short-term storage of the low-level waste by COVRA, the
Central Organization for Radioactive Waste, on a small area on the site
of the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation at Petten. The government
promised the municipality of Zijpe that this short-term storage would not
last longer than five, at the utmost ten years. Moreover the government
promised to diminish the artillery practices of the army in the
neighbourhood of Petten. A special co-ordination board was set up to
accompany the Zijpe project with regard to the promises mentioned.

High level radioactive waste in the Netherlands consists mainly of
the spent fuel elements of the nuclear power plants at Borsele (500 MWe)
and Dodewaard (50 MWe).
In the late seventies contracts were drawn up with reprocessing plants in
France and in the United Kingdom. According to the contracts the repro-
cessing plants have the possibility to return the waste arising from
reprocessing or_ unprocessed fuel elements, in case reprocessing will not
be done.

In 1984 the government issued a radioactive waste policy paper in which
is stated that the long-term land based storage for all kinds of radio-
active waste is the preferred option at present. This option is environ-
mentally acceptable and feasible. Therefore a site had to be found which
is suitable for both the processing and storage of low- and intermediate
level waste and the storage of high-level waste (reprocessing waste)
and/or irradiated fuel elements. The government appointed itself the task
to select a suitable site. In a debate with the Dutch Parliament, the
majority supported the governmental view.
After that decision the government had to deal with two questions: "how?"
and "where?" This paper will cover the question "where?".
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SITE SELECTION IN THE NETHERLANDS

FUTURE: ijflffll

DUTCH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:
B = BORSELE
D * DODEWAARD

NETHERLANDS ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P = PETTEN
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THE STORY

At the end of 1984 the Minister of Housing, Physical Planning and
Environment presented the question "where?" to a small site selection

committee. It was planned that the committee eventually should advise
about three possible locations by October 1985. After that the Minister
of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment should make a final choice,
after having consulted the local authorities involved.
Members of the Committee were chosen because of their extensive
administrative and political experience. In the beginning of her
activities the committee selected in a desk study 20 sites, using the
following criteria:

- the site must be an industrial site
- sufficient space must be available, since all radioactive wastes to be

generated over the next 50-100 years must be stored at one single
location in the Netherlands (+_ 75 acres)

- there must be a possibility to discharge cooling water and process
water.

By April 1985 the number of optional sites remaining was reduced in a
further desk study to 12. In the second and the third quarter of 1985 the
committee explored the willingness of the provincial and municipal
authorities to cooperate. Willingness was - besides the three above
mentioned criteria - the most important aspect of the matter. Technical
and environmental aspects were left to be considered in the question
"how?", in relation with the environmental impact statement. With regard
to the willingness of the provincial and municipal authorities it must be
mentioned that the committee only could explore the willingness. The
committee could not buy it or enforce it.
The committee was not mandated to make any agreements or promises.The
work in this field was restricted to making an inventory of possible
claims or requirements.

During this stage of the committee's activities an unexpected disturbance
arose. Till then the committee was working in a rather quiet climate. Of
course, the local and national news media paid attention to the
activities and the committee never tried to escape from them.
There were also some small scale local demonstrations but it must be said
that these demonstrations from opponents were generally modest.
A really serious disturbance came from an unexpected side: the
governments side! The fact of the matter was that the authority of one of
the selected optional sites, the Moerdijk Industrial Area Authority was
in serious financial trouble. During summer 1985 the serious impression
arose that this authority was negociating with the Department of Economic
Affairs in order to sell about 75 acres of their unremunerative
properties for the purpose of radioactive waste storage. Neither the site
selection committee nor the Minister of Housing, Physical Planning and
Environment were informed about these negociations. As a consequence, two
members of the committee decided to stop their activities, so there were
only three members left. The public result was negative, because many
people thought that the deal was already made and that the committee's
work was only window-dressing.
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Nevertheless, on the 8th of October 1985 the committee completed a report
recommending two sites with sufficient space available and with authori-
ties willing to cooperate. The sites were located in the municipalities
of Borsele and Klundert. The Klundert-site was the already mentioned
site of the Moerdijk Industrial Area Authority. Both sites are part of
rather big industrial areas with all kinds of transport facilities (road,
rail, harbour).
Besides these two sites there was a third possible site: at the end of
the consulting activities the committee received an offer concerning a
part of the area owned by the Provincial Energy Works of Zeeland (PZKM),
also owner of the 500 MWe nuclear power plant. The committee mentioned
this possibility in her report but was not able to investigate its
feasability because of the fact that the offer came rather late.

Important fact was however that this site also is located in the
municipality of Borsele.

In the opinion of the committee, the first Borsele-site was slightly more
favourable because of a greater political willingness of the local
authorities. The Klundert-authorities, aware of this opinion, tried to
remove that impression by renewing the original municipal corporation
statement in a more positive tone. In fact, both municipalities Borsele
and Klundert were rather eager to get the storage facility in their area.
In November 1985 the Minister of Housing, Physical Planning and
Environment consulted the provincal and municipal authorities involved in
the two Borsele-sites and the Klundert-site. He also consulted the site
selection committee. Moreover, the Minister had at his disposal COVRA's
Site-independant Environmental Impact Statement and the results of advise
and public hearing on that statement.

Based on all this information the conclusion was drawn that in fact there
were no major differences between the three possible sites. For every
site there was enough political willingness to cooperate and no special
problems were foreseen with regard to physical planning or environmental
aspects. Related to the last aspects it is important to note that the
final decision about the suitability of a chosen site only will be taken
after the set up of a site-specific environmental impact statement and
after dealing with the application for a license based on the Dutch
Nuclear Power Act, including an comprehensive safety report.
Consequently the Dutch government decided in Spring of this year to give
up the original plan to make her own decision in the choice of a
location. The choice was left to COVRA, the Central Organization for
Radioactive Waste, on the following conditions:

COVRA's possibilities to make a choice were restricted to the three
sites mentioned before and

- COVRA had to make a choice before the first of July 1986.
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COVRA accepted the conditions and on the eighteenth of June the choice
was made: the area of the Provincial Energy Works of Zeeland (PZEM) in
the municipality of Borsele. This is COVRA's choice, it has yet to be
environmentally approved by the government in the review of the license-
application and the site-specific environmental impact statement, to be
expected in the second half of next year.

SHORT ANALYSIS FOR DISCUSSION

When we look back to this case from the end of 1984 till now we see in
the beginning of the story that there are no great expectations about
getting volunteers to accomodate COVRA. The government feels and takes
the responsibility and sets up a framework in which a committee plays an
advisory role and the government will take the final decision. In doing
so and also as a result of the open procedure of the site selection
committee, the climate is changing to a situation in which at last indeed
two "volunteers" are eager to welcome COVRA. These conditions allow the
government to retreat and the government leaves the final choice to
COVRA.

Even while looking back it is difficult to explain this development;
surely nobody could have predicted it.

Apart from the set up of the just mentioned framework there was no clear
strategy. Facts that indeed may be distinguished are:

- the whole operation was not set up like a night attack on one single
spot; on the contrary: it started all over the country and everybody
was aware of it;

- provincial and local authorities were involved in the process through
the consultations of the committee;

- the consultation process was an open process: after each consultation
the (mostly local) news media got the opportunity to interview the
committee and the authorities;

- there was no bargaining;
- the government never suggested that there could be any perception of

an extra economic benefit, apart from the total site investment cost
(in the Borsele case about 10 million US dollars)
there were no "behind-closed-doors-operations" (apart from the not
planned disturbance I mentioned);
members of the site selection committee were experts in the
administrative and political field, they were not experts in the field
of radiation protection or nuclear energy;
as already mentioned there was a growing opposition against ocean
dumping; then it is reasonable to expect that some people will be
aware of the fact that an other option, a land-based option, has tobe
realized, at least for the wastes that already had been produced in
our country.
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From our experience in this case we are now able to put these facts in a
string. I do hope that parts of this string may be of some use to those
involved in comparable cases. At least, we may have some discussions
about these facts.
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LONG-TERM SURFACE STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN THE NETHERLANDS: THE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR)

K.G. Bueno de Mesquita
Nucon Engineering and Contracting B.V.

ABSTRACT

The EIR was prepared to give information on the facil-
ity and its possible impact on the environment, inde-
pendent of its location. After site selection the site-
specific aspects will be evaluated in a special EIR.
In the central storage and treatment facility all types
of radioactive waste arising in the Netherlands will be
treated and stored in surface storage structures.
Two scenarios were developed to reflect the uncertainty
in the amount of waste that will be generated during
the next 50 - 100 years.

Individual effective dose equivalents at the site
boundary in the order of 10~6 mSv/y (- 10~* mrem/y)
were found as a result of incineration of all low- and
intermediate level waste. For handling and storage of
spent fuel elements site boundary doses in the order of
10~5 mSv/y are expected.
The radiological consequences of accidents were
evaluated. The most severe accident appeared to be an
aircraft crashing on a vault loading machine carrying a
full load of 8 spent fuel elements (3.6 mSv at the site
boundary).

INTRODUCTION

The long-term policy of the Dutch government with respect to
radioactive waste management was presented to Parliament in the
'Radioactive Waste' bill (ref.l).
Highlights of this bill are:

A central facility for collection, treatment and storage is necessary
to ensure optimal care of environmental and radiation protection
aspects.

- The central surface storage facility shall be designed to store all
waste arising in the next 50 - 100 years.
Waste management shall be the responsibility of the Central
Organization for Radioactive Waste (COVRA).
During the interim-storage period means for geologic disposal shall be
investigated, both nationally and internationally.
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The EIR (ref.2) will be used by the government to assist in the
negotiations with local authorities on site selection for the facility. At
a later stage this EIR will be made more specific to reflect site-specific
aspects. That report will be used as part of the information package
necessary to obtain a construction license. In this paper almost all the
subjects that had to be dealt with in the EIR, according to government
guidelines, are briefly described.

TYPES OF WASTE

In the Netherlands there are approximately .300 institutes (research
institutes, hospitals, industries, nuclear power plants) offering low- and
intermediate- level radioactive waste to COVRA. Table 1. shows the types
and volumes offered yearly.

TABLE 1. YEARLY VOLUME OF LOW- AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE BY
CATEGORY GENERATED IN THE NETHERLANDS

Type Volume (m3/y)

Solid waste 575
Carcasses 5
Organic liquids 25
Inorganic liquids 80
Solidified waste from nuclear power plants 450a

a. This volume has already been packaged in concrete containers at the
nuclear power plants, and can be stored directly.

Typical radionuclides in the low- and intermediate level waste are H-3,
C-14, Co-60, Cs-137 with a total activity of the order of 10 TBq/y
(1 TBq - 27 Ci). Spent fuel elements from the two nuclear power plants in
operation - one at Borssele (KCB) and one at Dodewaard <KCD) - are being
sent to reprocessing facilities in France and in England. The vitrified
fission products together with secondary reprocessing waste (high-,
intermediate - and low- level) may be sent back to the Netherlands in the
mid-90's. The contracts with the reprocessing companies also allow for
returning the untreated spent fuel elements if the necessary reprocessing
capacity would not be available.

Another important waste stream to be expected in the next 50 - 100
years is from the decommissioning of nuclear power plants, research
reactors and other nuclear facilities. The volume of the different
conditioned waste streams during the next 100 years is shown in figure 1.
The left bar represents scenario 1: zero-growth waste production from
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research institutes, hospitals and industry and a 30-years' operation time
of the nuclear power plants Borssele and Dodewaard. In scenario 2 the waste
production of scenario 1 is taken into account plus a 30-years1 operation
time of an additional 2000 MWe nuclear power.

150.000

100.000 •

50.000 •

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

REPROCESSING WASTE

DECOMMISSIONING
WASTE

OPERATIONAL WASTE

RESEARCH INSTITUTES,
INDUSTRY, HOSPITALS

DECOMMISSIONING
WASTE

OPERATIONAL WASTE

SCENARIO 1 SCENARIO 2

Figure 1. Expected volumes of (conditioned) waste streams to be stored
during the next 100 years for scenarios 1 and 2.

Table 2 summarizes the quantities of waste to be stored during the next 100
years for scenario 1 and 2.

If in the future it would be decided to extend the nuclear generating
capacity with 4000 MWe, the extra amount of radioactive waste generated can
be easily calculated by adding the difference of scenario 2 and scenario 1
to the numbers of scenario 2.

THE PROPOSED ACTIVITY AND THE PERFORMANCE ALTERNATIVES

For the description of the proposed activity and the performance
alternatives the waste input is divided into three categories:
1. Low- and intermediate -level waste.
2. High-level waste that requires cooling.
3. High-level waste that does not require cooling.
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For each waste category five main activities can be distinguished:
transport
treatment
packaging

- internal transport
storage

These activities can be performed in different ways (variants), e.g.
transport variants are road, rail and ship transport. On the basis of a
scheme indicating all variants two performance alternatives designated B
and C were developed for the proposed activity (A), by choosing logical
combinations of variants for the five main activities. Alternative B was
aimed at maximum volume reduction, whereas alternative C was aimed at
minimum handling in order to minimize potential emissions (best technical
means to protect the environment).

TABLE 2. RADIOACTIVE WASTE TO BE STORED IN THE NEXT 100 YEARS.

research institutes, nuclear power plants
industry, hospitals

seen. 1 seen. 2 seen. 1 seen. 2

low- and intermediate 30,000 m3 30,000 m3 10,000 m3 30,000 ra3

level operational waste

decommissioning waste 10,000 m3 10,000 m3 10,000 m3 10,000 m3

reprocessing waste 2,480 m3 12,870 m3

number of fuel elements 2,150 m3 6,000 m3

if not reprocessed

The proposed activity (alternative A) can be shortly characterized as
follows: high pressure compaction of solid low- and intermediate level
waste, incineration of organic liquids and carcasses, solidification of
compacted drums and residues with cement; storage of spent fuel elements in
containers of multi-barrier design (scenario 1) or in vaults (scenario 2),
whereby eight spent fuel elements are contained in a single-walled steel
cylinder that is stored in a concrete vault after the lid has been welded
onto the cylinder.

Alternative B includes incineration of all types of low- and
intermediate- level waste; storage of spent fuel elements in water pools.
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Alternative C includes packaging of all low- and intermediate- level
waste in cement; storage of spent fuel in transport/storage containers.
Based on preliminary design studies (ref. 3 and 4) and experience with the
interim storage facility at Petten, estimates were made of the required
terrain area for the three alternatives. The estimated values are listed in
table 3.

TABLE 3. ESTIMATED SITE AREA (IN km2) FOR THE THREE ALTERNATIVES IN BOTH
SCENARIO 1 AND 2,

Proposed activity (A) Alternative B Alternative C
Scenario 1 0,20 0,16 0,28
Scenario 2 0,25 0,20 0,35

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Since the EIR is a site-independent report no description of the local
environment could be given. A short description of natural and artificial
radiation sources in the Netherlands was given instead. Cosmic radiation
and radioactivity in the primordial nuclides are the most important natural
sources of radioactivity. Radiation doses from the soil depend very much on
its composition, e.g. clay grounds have exposure rates of 2 - 3 times sand
grounds. Although fall-out from nuclear weapons testing is the largest
source of artificial radioactivity in our environment, the resulting
individual dose due to fall-out is small compared to doses received from
medical diagnosis and therapy. Table 4 shows the most important
contributions to the mean individual dose in the Netherlands.

TABLE 4. MEAN INDIVIDUAL RADIATION DOSE IN THE NETHERLANDS (IN mSv/y)

Natural dose
cosmic rays 0.30

- primordial nuclides
external radiation 0.35
internal radiation 0.40
radon and daughters 0.93

Artificial dose
medical 0.50
electricity production < 0.01
consumer goods < 0.01

- nuclear weapons testing 0.01

TOTAL 2.50
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

For the determination of environmental impacts of the treatment and
storage facility a hypothetical site was defined with meteorological
characteristics of Schiphol Airport. Emphasis was laid on airborne
releases. Releases via liquid pathways are expected to have much lower
consequences. Moreover, dispersion of liquid releases and the consequential
environmental impact is much more site-dependent than airborne releases.
This is also the case for dispersion in the soil. These analyses will be
given in the site-specific EIR.

Normal Operation

Low- and Intermediate- Level Waste

Releases of radioactive material from the low- and intermediate- level
waste treatment and storage facility are dominated by the emission of flue
gases from the incineration facility. If all solid waste and organic
liquids + carcasses are incinerated (alternative B) a maximum site boundary
dose of 4.10~6 mSv/y is expected. Basic (conservative) assumptions for this
calculation are given in table 5. If only organic liquids are incinerated
(alternative C) the dose at the site boundary will be one order of
magnitude lower. Incineration of carcasses (proposed activity, A) does not
contribute significantly compared to releases from organic liquids
incineration.

TABLE 5. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF SITE-BOUNDARY DOSES DUE
TO INCINERATION OF LOW- AND INTERMEDIATE- LEVEL WASTE.

Release fraction
radionuclides (except H-3 and C-14) 1 %
through flue gas filter

Release fraction H-3 and C-14 100 X

Release height (stack) 50 m

Meteorology Yearly average of
Schiphol Airport

Site-boundary distance from 200 m
release point

High-Level Waste

No release of radioactive material is expected from vitrified fission
product containers or solidified secondary reprocessing waste.
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In the case spent fuel elements have to be stored, transfer from transport
to storage containers and leakage during storage may cause emission of
noble gases (Kr-85), free halogens (1-129) and aerosols (when dry storage
is applied) from crud particles deposited on the fuel elements (mainly Co-
60). Maximum site-boundary doses of the order of 10~5 mSv/a were calculated
for transfer (in a hot cell) of spent fuel elements from transport into
storage containers or storage cylinders (vault storage). Doses from
continuous emissions during storage in vault or water pool3 range from 10"6

to 10~5 mSv/a. No emissions are expected from storage containers due to
their multi-barrier design. Basic (conservative) assumptions for the
calculations are given in table 6.

TABLE 6. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF SITE-BOUNDARY DOSES DUE
TO HANDLING AND STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS.

fraction leaking fuel elements

fraction leaking storage cylinders

decay time fuel elements

fraction radionuclides:
- released from fuel elements

noble gases (Kr-85)
halogens (1-129)
aerosols (crud)

- released through ventilation filter
noble gases (Kr-85)
halogens (1-129)
aerosols (crud)

release height

meteorology

site-boundary distance from
release point

Transfer
in Hot Cell

0.1 %

-

5 - 6 y

30 Z
10 Z
10 Z

100 Z
1 Z
1 Z

30 m

Schiphol
airport

200 m

Vault
Storage

0.1 Z

1 Z

5 - 6 y

30 Z
10 Z
10 Z

100 Z
100 Za

100 Za

30 m

Schiphol
airport

200 m

Water Pool
Storage

0.1 Z

-

5 - 6 y

30 Z
10 Z
-

100 Z
1 Zb
1 Z

30 m

Schiphol
airport

200 m

a. vaults are cooled by natural air circulation (no ventilation filter)
b. 99Z of halogens retained in pool water.
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Accidents With Internal Origin

Low-and Intermediate- Level Waste

A number of accidents was identified that could lead to small releases
of radioactivity. The highest off-site dose was found for a fire in the
temporary storage for unconditioned waste (0.25 mSv).

High-Level Waste

The accidental drop of a storage cylinder loaded with fuel elements
from the loading machine could damage the cylinder and elements contained
in it. The consequences of this accident were analyzed and a maximum site-
boundary dose of 0.6 mSv was found. Doses due to damage of fuel elements
during transfer from tranport containers into storage containers or into a
water pool are one to two orders of magnitude lower. Loss of cooling
capability due to pump failure (fuel pools) or blocking of air inlet
channels (vault storage) was also considered. The time available for taking
corrective actions depends largely on the design. Since no detailed design
was available it was concluded that this aspect should receive full
attention during the design of the storage system.

Acidents With External Origin

The following external accidents were considered:
floods

- earthquakes
- tornadoes

gas explosions
crashing airplanes

The low- and intermediate level waste storage and treatment building
will not be designed against these extreme events. The high-level waste
part of the facility will be protected against these influences by design,
except for the fuel loading machine in the case of vault storage. This
machine will be housed under a relatively thin roof and can move over the
thick vault floor, that offers sufficient protection of the fuel elements
in the vault. If the machine is struck by a crashing airplane while
carrying a full load (8 elements), damage of the machine and the fuel
elements may be expected. Release of all noble gases and 10 % of the
halogens and the crud content is assumed. The calculated dose to an
individual at the site-boundary, assuming ground level release, Pasquill F
meteorological conditions and a wind speed of 1 m/s is 3.6 mSv. If an
airplane would crash on the (unprotected) low- and intermediate level waste
part of the facility the maximum site-boundary dose would be 0.25 mSv.

Airplane crash was the most severe accident analyzed for the treatment
and storage facility. Since evacuation of members of the population is not
considered when doses lower than approximately 100 mSv are expected, it was
concluded that evacuation need not be considered in the emergency planning.
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Non-Radiological Impact

In a systematic review of all possible releases it was shown that non-
radiological emissions from the facilities would be negligible.
Thermal load of surface water and the noise and vibration level would also
be insignificant.

The visual impact on the landscape can only be evaluated in a site-
specific study. The character of the buildings is such that the facility
would fit well in an industrial environment.

COMPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Before a comparison is made of the radiological impact of the three
alternatives it should be pointed out that the radiation exposure at the
site-boundary will be dominated by direct radiation from radioactivity
handled and stored in the facility. It is expected that the dose rate and
the site boundary due to direct radiation can be kept below 0.15 mSv/y by
proper shielding and distance. Doses due to normal operational releases
will be three to four orders of magnitude lower and are therefore
irrelevant for comparison of the alternatives (see table 7).

As was shown in table 3 the site area necessary for alternative C is
approximately 50% more than for the proposed activity, while it is some 25%
less for alternative B.

TABLE 7. RADIATION DOSES AT THE SITE-BOUNDARY (IN mSv/y) DUE TO NORMAL
OPERATIONAL RELEASES FOR THE THREE ALTERNATIVES.

low- and intermediate-
level waste

high-level waste

scen.l
seen.2

scen.l
seen.2

Proposed
activity (A)

4.10-7
4.10-7

1.10-5
3.10-5

Alternative B

3.10-6
4.10-6

1.10-6
2.10-6

Alternative C

4.10-7
4.10-7

1.10-5
1.10-5

GAPS AND UNCERTAINTIES IN KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION

Six main groups of uncertainties or lack of information can be
identified:

The location of the site
Local variations of surface water and soil properties, neighbouring
industries and dwellings, make it impossible to deal with these aspects
in a satisfactory way.
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The scenarios
Two scenarios were considered to reflect uncertainties in the amount of
waste arising in the next 50-100 years.

- Reprocessing of spent fuel elements
As long as the spent fuel elements are not reprocessed the possibility
of storage of spent fuel elements has to be taken into account.

- The final repository
No decision has been made yet with respect to the final storage of
long-lived high-level waste. Both national and international options
are kept open.

- Design specifications for systems and buildings
In the stage of preparation for a construction license the design will
be brought to a sufficiently detailed level.
Uncertainties in the prediction methods
Uncertainties in prediction methods for dispersion of radioactive
substances may cause under - or overestimation of impacts. Therefore
all calculations were made using conservative assumptions.

PUBLIC PERCEPTION AND INFORMATION

An analysis was made of the reactions received during the public
participation procedure for the preparation of guidelines for the EIR. The
most important concern appeared to be the policy with respect to
radioactive waste from the existing and possible new nuclear power plants.
Also the safety of storage, and transports was frequently questioned.

A positive effect on public attitude towards the facility is expected
by offering the possibility to anyone interested to visit the facility.
Information to the public will be given through: the information center at
the facility, periodical news letters, articles in (local) newspapers and
information meetings.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions from the location-independent EIR are:
The environmental impacts of the facility are so small that the
environmental aspects are insignificant for the choice of the site.

- Even if the most severe accident would occur, no evacuation of people
outside the site boundary would be required.
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE
RESULTING FROM HYDROGEN INJECTION CHEMISTRY

Mark R. Bierman and James E. Cline
Science Applications International Corporation

and

Gary C. Re
New York Power Authority

ABSTRACT

It has been observed in boiling water reactors (BWR) that
intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of primary
steam system pipes and components can occur under certain
environmental parameters. One parameter, the oxidizing
environment that exists, can be reduced by lowering oxygen
concentrations via hydrogen injection. This decreases the
potential of IGSCC and the production of corrosion
products that activate and result in higher levels of
radwaste. During normal BWR operations 1&N formed from
1 60 combines in water-soluble nitrates and nitrites.
However, the reduction of oxidizing potential created by
hydrogen injection increases the amount 16N combined
into ammonia (NH3). The increase is transported through
the steam system, resulting in increased radiation levels
in and around the plant site.

Field measurements taken during a hydrogen water chemistry
(HWC) mini-test at James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power
Station permitted the assessment of environmental exposure
rate resulting from the increased hydrogen concentration
in the feedwater. Adequate data existed vor the
development of a methodology for estimating exposure rates
at and around the plant site based on the hydrogen
concentration and main steam-line monitor readings.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) has
received considerable attention in the nuclear power industry since
precipitating the first boiling water reactor (BWR) recirculation pipe
replacement project over four years ago. The negative aspects of
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prolonged reactor shutdown for replacement, repair, and inspection of
primary steam lines due to IGSCC has led to the development and
implementation of several mitigation techniques. One technique, hydrogen
water chemistry (HWC), has proven to be a practical and effective
countermeasure against

During the operation of a BWR, nitrogen-16 (16N) is continuously
formed by an (n.p) reaction with oxygen-16 (^0) in the reactor
coolant. This '"N decays with a half-life of 7.1 seconds and omits a
6.1 MeV photon. Under normal water chemistry, most of the ^6N rapidly
combines with oxygen to form soluble, non-volatile nitrates and nitrites.
However, due to the lower oxidizing environment created by HWC, a higher
percentage of 1&N is converted to volatile ammonia which is carried
through the main steam system. This results in increased radiation levels
in the steam-line piping, turbine building, and plant site.

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) and the New
York Power Authority (NYPA) made environmental radiation measurements at
James A. Fitzpatrick (JAF) Nuclear Power Station, during an HWC mini-test,
to determine radiation levels associated with the increased hydrogen
concentrations introduced into the feedwater. Principle sources of
exposure external to the plant, in addition to natural background, were
high energy radiations emitted by 16N and 15C in the primary steam
system and 60co in the radwaste areas. The main objective of the
measurement program was to develop a methodology to estimate the exposure
rate (yR/hr) at any point surrounding JAF, based on hydrogen
concentration and main steam-line monitor readings.

LOCATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Sixty measurement locations were selected external to and at varying
distances from the turbine building. Locations were placed along axes
that passed through the high pressure turbine. Sites were located along
these axes commensurate with accessability and distance considerations. A
drawing of the JAF site which shows these measurement locations is shown
in Figure 1.

The major contributor to environmental exposure (rate) is the
high-energy gamma radiation emitted by ^ N in partially shielded
components of the JAF primary steam system, such as the moisture
separators, high pressure turbine, reheaters, and cross-over piping.
Environmental exposure rates from l&N are dependent on plant operating
parameters, primarily reactor power and hydrogen concentration in the
feedwater. During the HWC mini-test, measurements were made at 100X
reactor power. Background levels were obtained during periods of reactor
shutdown. Because of the varying energy responses devices to measure
exposure (rate), this study used several instruments, these were:
pressurized ion chambers (PIC), thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD),
micro-R meters, and a hyperpure Ge spectrometer. Calibration of Ge
detector was made by SAIC using point sources obtained from NBS. The
other devices were calibrated by suppliers with measuring systems
traceable to NBS. Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions (plant
parameters) under which the measurements were taken.
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Figure 1. HHC •ini-test Measurement locations at
Janes A. Fltzpatrlck Nuclear Power Station

TABLE 1. HEASUREMENTS AND PLANT PARAMETERS

Instruntnt

PIC

TLO

Micro-R

G*

NuMbar of Locations
(maasurad)

60
60
60
35
6

60
35

60
3

a
13
11

Povwr Laval {%)

0
100
100
100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100
100

Hydrogtn Concentration
(PP«)

In Raactor Faadwatar

0.0
0.0
0.32
0.70

(0.0 - 1.36)

0.32
0.70

0.32
(0.0 - 1.36)

0.0
0.32
0.70
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DATA INTERPRETATION AND METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Intercomparisons of measurement readings taken by PIC's, TLD's, and
micro-R meters were made to determine the relative accuracies of the
instruments. Figure 2 presents, graphically, TLD (net)/PIC and
micro-R/PIC ratios as a function of dose rate. It becomes apparent that
the micro-R meter results were not suitable for this study. Subsequent
analysis did not use the micro-R meter data.

Using statistical techniques of linear regression, a correlation be-
tween the (net) responses of TLD and PIC measurements was made. Results
of this computation are shown in Figure 3. The agreement between the two
devices was excellent (+/- 10%), verifying the confidence of the measure-
ments with the two devices. The PIC readings were selected for the scal-
ing of Ge data. This selection was made because the background radiation
is included in those data, in the same fashion as in the Ge detector meas-
urements, and the majority of measurements taken during the measurement
program used PIC readings.

Reduction of Ge data used techniques based on those initially devel-
oped by Beck, et. aj.. for environmental measurements using high-resolution
gamma-ray spectroscopy (1). This reduction of Ge data provided quantita-
tive information, by nuclide, of direct radiation fields (yR/hr).
Oeriving experimental buildup terms for principle sources (16N, ^
60Co) allowed the Ge data to be directly compared to TLD and PIC
results, providing a method of partitioning dose at each measurement
location. The equation below represents these relationships:

TOR = (k-| * 1 6N) + (k2 *
 15C) + (k3 *

 60Co) + BKG. (1)

where
TDR = total dose rate

ki.kpjkq = buildup terms from scattering
16N, '$cf 60c = partitioned dose rate contributions (tiR/hr)

BKG = natural background (yR/hr).

Values of buildup terms k-|, k2, ^3 and BKG (background being
defined as radiation contributions from terrestrial and cosmic sources)
were empirically determined using gamma-ray spectroscopy results and set-
ting the value of TDR (yR/hr) from measured PIC value at each corre-
sponding location. Results of these calculations are shown in Table 2.
The derived value of 8 yR/hr for BKG was consistent with PIC readings
taken at environmental locations during a reactor shutdown. In addition,
this equation allows predictions of partitioned dose (rate) at other hy-
drogen concentrations where Ge spectral data were not available. This was
accomplished by using PIC readings taken at selected locations during
ramp-up (0.00-1.36 ppm) and developing ^ N scaling factors for each
hydrogen concentration.
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TABLE 2. EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED VALUES FOR K-|, K2, K3, and BKG

BKG 8 yR/hr (ambient dose rate)
ki 5 (16N buildup factor)
k2 5 (15C buildup factor)
k3 8 (60Co buildup factor)

Measurement results taken when the hydrogen concentration was 0.32
ppm were used as a baseline for scaling to other concentration levels.
Once dose rates were estimated for 16N, 1 5C, and 6^Co sources at
this concentration for all sixty locations, scaling to other hydrogen
concentration levels may be done. Only the scaling of 16N dose rates
needed to be considered, since 15C and 6^Co exposure are independent
of hydrogen concentration (verified by gamma spectroscopy measurements).

Estimates of &^Co exposure rates were made using all available
gamma information and knowledge of plant sources around JAF (radwaste
building, condensate storage areas, etc.). All locations where gamma
spectral data were available for ^"Co and ^ C emissions at more than
one hydrogen concentration an average was used. At any hydrogen
concentration, the ratio of dose rate from 15C and 16N should be
nearly constant for any location (since the gamma-ray energies are nearly
same from the two nucTides and the sources of radiation are also nearly
the same). By estimating exposure rates for &0co and deriving a
15(yl6c dose-ratio from the gamma spectral data, we had all the
relationships needed to partition dose at each measurement location. A
^C/l&N ratio of 0-2 was derived for the baseline hydrogen
concentration of 0.32 ppm. Using empirically determined values for k-),
k2, and k3, substituting 0.2 x

 lf>N (dose rate) for 1 5C (dose rate)
and solving for 1 6N (dose rate), Equation 1 takes the form:

1 6N = (TDR - BKG - 8 X 60Co)/6 (2)
where

16N, 60Co = partitioned exposure rates (yR/hr)
TDR = total dose rate (yR/hr)
BKG = natural background (yR/hr).

The 1 5C value was obtained by multiplying by the 1 5C/ 1 6N ratio
of 0.2 by the "">N value resulting in a complete set of values for the
baseline hydrogen concentration of 0.32 ppm. Since dose rates of 1 5C and
&0co are independent of hydrogen concentration at any location, these
estimates were used for other concentrations.

Adequate data were available to calculate ^ N scaling factors for
other hydrogen concentrations in the feedwater. This was accomplished
using PIC responses (at fixed locations) taken during ramp-up and
relationships previously discussed. Figure 4 graphically presents these
responses as a function of hydrogen concentration (ppm).
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To estimate environmental dose rates around JAF as function of hydro-
gen concentration and main steam-line monitor readings it was necessary to
determine the dependence of dose rate on distance from the source. The
data fit an equation of the form:

(Dose Rate) = (Dose Rate) e
D=d D=0

-yd
(3)

where
(Dose Rate)

D=0
dose rate (yR/hr) at the source,

(Dose Rate) = dose rate (yR/hr) at measurement location
D=d
d = distance (meters) between source and measurement

measurement location,
y = gamma-ray attenuation coefficient.

The equation represents the 1/d2 behavior from a point source and the
attenuation in the medium through which radiation passes.
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Numerous sources exist in the primary steam system at JAF that con-
tributes to environmental dose rates. In applying the above equation, the
high pressure turbine was selected as the source reference point. Con-
sequently, the distance (d) was the horizontal distance from the center of
the high pressure turbine to the measurement location.

Gamma rays interact with material in their path resulting in an ex-
ponential attenuation characterized by an attenuation coefficient. This
linear attenuation coefficient represents the probability of interaction
per unit length of travel through an absorbing (and scattering) medium.
The values of u were experimentally determined using the data at dif-
ferent distances along a straight path.

The initial dose (at 0=0) was evaluated for each selected hydrogen
concentration and direction through experimental fits of the data to the
above equation. Using the resulting parameters, a relationship with main
steam-line monitor readings was developed allowing the Equation 3 to take
the form:

-nd (4)
(Dose Rate) = SMAR x DF x e

0=d
2

d

where
SHAR = main steam-line monitor reading (tiR/hr),

DF = derived directional factor for a particular linear path
outside the plant,

d = distance (meters) from high pressure turbine,
p = gamma-ray attenuation coefficient,

(Dose Rate) = predicted dose rate (pR/hr) at distance d from high
pressure turbine.

The application of the equation provides a methodology to estimate
environmental exposure rate contributions (total and partitioned) around
the JAF site, based on in-plant main steam-line monitor readings. Table 3
provides the empirically determined values for the equation for each path
evaluated. To serve as an illustration of methodology use, Table 4
provides comparisons; of measured and predicted exposure rates (jjR/hr)
for measurement locations West of the turbine building. Graphically
presented in Figures 5 and 6 are measured/predicted values of total net
and partitioned 16N exposure rates (pR/hr) West of turbine building
for hydrogen concentration of 0.70 ppm. Where radiation levels are high,
predicted values agree within 30% of measured values outside the turbine
building shadow. Subject to higher uncertainties in measuring lower
radiation fields and background the deviation between measured and
predicted values suffers statistically and increases at lower
concentrations (<0.32 ppm).
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Figure 5. Predicted and •ensured net exposure rates as a function
of distance from West turbine wall for dissolved hydrogen
concentration of 0.70 ppa.
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Figure 6. Predicted and Measured i6N exposure rates as a function
of distance from West turbine wall for dissolved hydrogen
concentration of 0.70 ppa.
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Isopleth maps (example provided In Figure 7) are based on relation-
ships developed in the above equation with the plant main steam-line moni-
tor. These maps present graphically estimated radiation fields around JAF
as a function of hydrogen concentration. It becomes apparent that the
reactor building serves as an excellent shield of the primary steam system
components, reducing radiation levels considerably in the southern direc-
tion. The highest radiation levels, as expected, were directly West and
East of the turbine building where there 1s the least amounts of shielding
(outside the turbine building shadow). Estimates to the North (out on the
lake) were made using the evaluated paths to the Northeast and Northwest.
The line of travel is essentially the same, therefore, there is no reason
to believe there would be a large change in behavior.

An assessment was made at each hydrogen concentration to determine
the resultant radiation level to compare the observed/calculated radiation
level to controlling regulatory requirements of the NRC and EPA. For all
cases the regulatory exposure requirements were not exceeded.
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THE FORMERLY UTILIZED SITES REMEDIAL ACTION PROGRAM

Joseph F. Nemec and Jeannette M. Hoffman
Bechtel National, Inc.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

The Formerly Ut i l ized Sites Remedial Action Program
(FUSRAP) is a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) program to
evaluate and remedy radiological conditions at pr ivately
and ins t i t u t i ona l l y owned sites across the nation where
low-act iv i ty radioactive contamination exceeds levels
permitted by current DOE guidelines. FUSRAP was
in i t i a ted in 1974 and now includes 29 sites in 12
states. From the start of f i e l d work in 1979 through the
1985 work season, 170,000 m3 of contaminated material
have been removed during remedial action on 129
properties. By current estimates, the program w i l l be
completed in 2001 at a cost of approximately
$700 m i l l i on . Of prime importance in the immediate
future w i l l be the development of permanent disposal
sites to replace the interim storage sites currently used
by the program.

An overview of the program's o r i g in , administration,
scope, and governing guidelines precedes an explanation
of the remedial action process. Major program
accomplishments are described, and the paper concludes
with an assessment of issues affect ing the future of
FUSRAP.

INTRODUCTION

The Formerly Ut i l ized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) is one
of four Department of Energy (DOE) programs to evaluate and remedy
radiological conditions at a number of pr ivately owned, i ns t i t u t i ona l l y
owned, and DOE-owned s i tes, with the key objective of protecting public
health and safety.

FUSRAP sites are primari ly privately and ins t i t u t i ona l l y owned
properties where low-act iv i ty radioactive contamination, at levels
exceeding current guidelines, remains from ac t i v i t i es conducted as part
of the f i r s t U.S. atomic energy programs. Remedial action at certain
sites where contamination was not a result of atomic energy projects has,
however, been authorized by special leg is la t ion.
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This paper presents an overview of the program's o r i g i n ,
adm in i s t r a t i on , scope, and governing gu ide l ines before e labora t ing on the
remedial ac t ion process i t s e l f . A b r i e f summary of representat ive
accomplishments f o l l o w s , and the paper concludes w i th an assessment of
issues a f f e c t i n g the fu tu re of the program.

BACKGROUND

The Establishment o f FUSRAP

In 1942, under the j u r i s d i c t i o n of the U.S. Army, the Manhattan
Engineer Distr ict (MED) was established with responsibility for
developing nuclear materials for national defense and security. From
1942 to 1946 more than 100 industrial concerns, universities, and other
scientific organizations were involved in research, production, and
development operations. From December 1946, when the MED was
deactivated, until the 1960s, these activit ies were conducted under the
auspices of i ts successor, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).

The materials processed consisted primarily of pitchblende and
carnotite ores, and other materials from which uranium and thorium metals
and compounds could be produced. Their by-products also contained low
levels of radioactivity. Owing to the urgency and magnitude of the early
nuclear materials programs and the limited knowledge regarding the
radioactive characteristics of uranium ore and residual material from i ts
processing, many of these sites became contaminated with radioactivity
during this work.

As contracts terminated, many sites involved in MED/AEC operations
were decontaminated in accordance with the health and safety cr i ter ia and
guidelines then in use. However, definitive standards applicable to
unrestricted release of radioactively contaminated properties were not
established. Consequently, to define the radiological condition of
former MED/AEC sites in l ight of the changing standards, the AEC
init iated a survey program in 1974 to identify and radiologically
characterize all former MED/AEC sites involved in nuclear materials
operations. This program continued under the Energy Research and
Development Administration, successor to the AEC, and in 1977 was
transferred to the newly established Department of Energy (DOE).

Radium contamination was of particular concern because i t decays to
a radioactive gas, radon, that diffuses into the air and can be inhaled.
Furthermore, radon decays to other radioactive elements that can also be
inhaled or ingested. Although the health effects that might result in
individuals exposed to such contamination over a lifetime would be so
small as to be indistinguishable from health effects resulting from
natural causes, DOE determined that the removal of residual radioactive
contamination from former MED/AEC sites and contaminated vicinity
properties was warranted. The Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action
Program was instituted for this purpose.
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Legislative Authority Governing FUSRAP

The MED/AEC activit ies described above were conducted pursuant to
the First War Powers Act of 1941 and the Atomic Energy Acts of 1946 and
1954, as amended. To date, most FUSRAP projects have been conducted
under the authority of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

The 1984 Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act authorized
the inclusion of four non-MED/AEC sites in FUSRAP; the 1985 Act directed
DOE to regain ownership of a former AEC site for the purpose of
developing i t as a permanent disposal site.

Administrative Organization and Responsibilities

FUSRAP fal ls under the purview of the Assistant Secretary for
Nuclear Energy. The Director of the Office of Remedial Action and Waste
Technology is responsible for policy and budget issues affecting the
program; the Division of Facility and Site Decommissioning Projects
manages FUSRAP and three similar programs. Technical, administrative,
and financial management of FUSRAP f ie ld activit ies is the responsibility
of the Technical Services Division (TSD) of the DOE Oak Ridge Operations
Office (OR). Supporting OR/TSD, Argonne National Laboratory (AND
manages the activit ies required by the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) to ensure that al l feasible remedial action alternatives for a
site have been evaluated and that the approach selected is most
acceptable from the technical, environmental, and cost standpoints.

Bechtel National, Inc. (BNI), the FUSRAP Project Management
Contractor since 1981, represents OR/TSD in planning and implementing
FUSRAP activi t ies. BNI analyzes site conditions and evaluates,
recommends, and implements the appropriate remedial actions; i t also
conducts environmental monitoring before, during, and after remedial
action. BNI administers subcontracts, coordinates the sequence of
operations, controls the relationships among subcontractors, and ensures
execution and documentation of project work in accordance with DOE
guidance.

Project Scope

The review of former MED/AEC sites and survey of their radiological
conditions is a continuing effort that leads to the periodic addition of
new sites to FUSRAP. To date, 29 sites in 12 states have been approved
for remedial action, and one other site is being monitored. Remedial
action at one site is jo int ly funded by FUSRAP and the DOE Surplus
Facil i t ies Management Program, which plans and manages the final
disposition of retired, DOE-owned fac i l i t ies . The scope of FUSRAP also
encompasses the development of permanent disposal sites for the
radioactive materials removed from individual properties.

Remedial action at currently designated sites and closure of five
disposal sites are currently scheduled for completion by the year 2001 at
a total cost of approximately $700 mill ion.
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Remedial Action Radiological Guidelines

The radiological protection guidelines governing the cleanup of
FUSRAP si tes are defined by DOE (Table 1). They are, however, consistent
w i th , and in some cases correspond to , guidelines and regulations
established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), National Council on Radiation Protection
(NCRP), and the states in which the work is performed.

THE REMEDIAL ACTION PROCESS

FUSRAP Objectives

The objectives of FUSRAP are t o : (1) ident i fy s i tes that require
remedial action and for which DOE has authori ty to conduct such work, (2)
determine the radiological condit ion of these s i t es , (3) decontaminate or
s tab i l i ze the s i tes , and (4) ce r t i f y the sites fo r future use.

Approach to Remedial Action

The general sequence of events common to each FUSRAP project i s
discussed in the fol lowing paragraphs.

Site Surveys

To determine whether or not a former MED/AEC s i te requires remedial
act ion, a records search is made. When documentation is inadequate or
indicates that a s i te might be contaminated, the property i s
radio!ogical ly surveyed to assess i t s status. A report documenting t h i s
survey i s used by DOE to determine whether or not remedial action i s
necessary.

I f the decision i s made that no remedial action i s required, DOE
c e r t i f i e s the s i te as suitable for other uses. But i f the survey reveals
the presence of contamination at concentrations exceeding guideline
values, the property is designated and a detai led characterization survey
is ini t iated.

The characterization provides detailed assessments of geological,
radiological, and in some cases chemical conditions at the si te.
Geological investigations profi le the strata underlying a site and yield
information on their physical properties; groundwater conditions are also
studied to determine the potential for pollution of the water by the
contaminants at the site. From these studies engineering decisions can
be made regarding the most appropriate manner by which to remove the
contaminated material or to contain i t for short- or long-term storage.
Radiological surveys reveal which radionuclides are present in air , so i l ,
water, and buildings, and the extent to which their concentrations exceed
DOE guidelines From this information calculations can be made of the
volume of material to be handled, and decisions made as to whether
structures must be demolished or whether surface decontamination
techniques can effectively be used. Chemical characterizations are
performed at sites where commingling of radioactive and hazardous chemical
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF RESIDUAL CONTAMINATION GUIDELINES FOR FUSRAP ANO SFMP SITFS

DOSE: Radiat ion dose received by a member of the publ ic shal l not exceed 100 mrem/yr.

RADIONUCLIDE CONCENTRATIONS IN SOIL TO BE RELEASED FOR UNRESTRICTED USE

RadlonuclIde Maximum Permlssable Concentration Above Background L o v e l a ' b ' c

Radlum-226, -228 5 pCl /g , averaged over the f i r s t 15 cm of so i l below

Thorlum-230, -232 the sur face; 15 pCI/g when averaged over any 15-cm-
th lck so i l layer below the surface layer

Other radlonucI Ides Calculated on a s I t e - spec I f I c basis using DOE manual

developed for t h i s purpose

RADIOACTIVITY LEVELS INSIDE OR ON THE SURFACE OF STRUCTURES TO BE RELEASED FOR UNRESTRICTED USE

Airborne Radon Decay Products: In any occupied or habi table bu i l d i ng , the ob jec t i ve of remedial
act ion sha l l be, and reasonable e f f o r t sha l l be made to achieve, an annual average (or equiva-
lent) radon decay product concentrat ion ( Inc lud ing background) not to exceed 0.02 Wl. ^
(40 CFR 192), In any case, the radon decay product concentrat ion ( Inc lud ing background! shal l
not exceed 0.03 WL. Remedial act ions are not required In order to comply wi th t h i s gu ide l ine
when there Is reasonable assurance that residual rad ioac t i ve mater ia ls are not the cause.

External Gamma Radiat ion: The average level of gamma rad ia t i on Indoors sha l l not exceed the

background level by more than 20 pR/h,

Indoor/Outdoor surface Contamination (dpm/lOO cm^>:

Radlonucl ldeT ~ Averages »h Maximum"'1 RemovebJeM

Transuranlcs, Ra-226, Ra-228, Th-230, Th-228 100 300 20

Pa-231, Ac-227, 1-125, 1-129
Th-Natural , Th-232, Sr-90, Ra-223, Ra-224 1,000 3,000 220

U-232, 1-126, I—131, 1-133
U-Natural, U-235, U-238, and associated decay 5,000 A 15,000 of 1,000a

products
Beta-ganma emi t te rs (rac I onuc I Ides with '-•scay 5,000 p-y 15,000 p-jf 1,000^-y

modes other than alpha emission or sponiineous
fission) except Sr-9C and others noted above

0 In the event of occurrence of mixture of radlonuclIdes, the fraction contributed by each
radlonuclIde to Its limit shall be determined, and the sum of these fractions shall not
exceed I.

k These guidelines represent unrestricted-use residual concentrations above background
averaged across any 15-cm-thlck layer to any depth and over any contiguous 100-m2 surface
area.

c Localized concentrations In excess of these limits are allowable provided that the average
over a I00-m^ area Is not exceeded.

" A working level (WL) Is any combination of short-lived radon decay products in I liter of
air '•hat will result In the ultimate emission of 1.3 x I05 MeV of potential alpha enerijv.

e As used In this table, dpm (disintegrations per minute) means the rate of emission by radio-
active material as determined by correcting the counts per minute observed by an appropriate
detector for background, efficiency, and geometric factors associated with the Instrumenta-
tion.

' Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-em IttIng radlonuclIdes exists, the
limits established for alpha- and beta-gamma-emlttlng radlonuclIdes should apply Independently.

9 Measurements of average contamination should not be averaged over more than I m^. For ob-
jects of less surface area, the average shall be derived for each such object.

n The average and maximum radiation levels associated with surface contamination resulting from
beta-gamma emitters should not exceed 0.2 mrad/h and 1.0 mrad/h, respectively, at I cm.

' The maximum contamination level applies to an area of not more than 100 cm* .
•I The amount of removable radioactive material per 100 cm2 of surface area should be deter-

mined by wiping that area with dry filter or soft absorbent paper, applying moderate pressure,
and measuring the amount of radioactive material on the wipe with an appropriate instrument o*
known efficiency. When removable contamination on objects of surface area less than 100 cm'
Is determined, the activity per unit area should be based on the actual area .ind the entire
surface should be wiped. The numbers In thl? column are maximum amounts.
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substances is suspected. Results are used to determine the validity of
these suspicions, and -- in substantiated cases -- the types of safety
precautions, and handling and disposal techniques thai; wi l l be necessary.

Evaluation of Options

Engineering evaluations of feasible approaches to remedial action --
or a selected number of them - - are prepared by BNI using the results of
the site characterization to (1) determine whether additional information
is required; (2) assess whether structures are to be decontaminated or
demolished; (3) compare the practicalit ies, costs, and benefits of moving
the contaminated material to an off-site disposal fac i l i ty vs interim or
long-term storage on-site; (4) and evaluate suitable means of stabilizing
residual radioactivity, where appropriate. The radiological and other
environmental effects of the remedial action alternatives discussed in
the engineering evaluation studies are in turn evaluated in environmental
analyses prepared by ANL.

The engineering evaluation and environmental analysis for a given
site are reviewed by DOE to identify the preferred option and reasonable
alternatives. DOE advises the appropriate federal, state, and local
agencies, as well as the public of i ts conclusions; these parties may
then review and comment on the studies and DOE conclusions. The
environmental analysis and comments on i t become the basis for
determining whether or not a major federal action is involved that might
necessitate the preparation of an environmental impact assessment or
statement conforming to NEPA requirements.

After all comments have been considered, the risks, benefits, and
costs of each remedial action alternative are reviewed to determine which
alternative is to be implemented. Emphasis is given to determining the
most practical and expedient means to eliminate or l imit exposure to the
public.

NEPA Documentation

I f the proposed remedial action alternatives are determined to be a
major federal action having significant effect on the environment, an
environmental assessment (EA) or an environmental impact statement (EIS)
is required by NEPA. The EA or EIS identifies a preferred remedial
action approach; of f ic ial endorsement thereof is announced by DOE in a
Record of Decision (ROD), which also states the manner in which the
contaminated material wi l l be permanently disposed of. To date, two
sites have been the subjects of EIS studies.

Remedial Action

Once the ROD is issued, BNI contracts for the work to be executed.
Remedial action is implemented in accordance with an engineering plan
prepared by BNI that contains detailed engineering drawings, technical
specifications, schedules, and costs. During and upon completion of the
remedial action, radiological measurements and samples are taken and
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documented to verify that radionuclide concentrations in excavated areas
conform to those specified by DOE guidelines. The post-remedial action
data are documented by BNI in a post-remedial action report; an
independent verification contractor (IVC) confirms these data and issues
a verification statement documenting that the contamination has been
removed from the property.

Following completion of work at a given si te, a final summary is
prepared describing the entire remedial action effort and the final
radiological condition of the site.

Environmental Monitoring

During remedial action, and in many cases before and after i t is
undertaken, environmental samples of various kinds (air, water, sediment,
radiation levels) are taken to monitor radiological conditions at the
site. Pre-remedial action monitoring establishes the baseline
environmental conditions, which facil i tates the identification of
undesirable trends during or after remedial action. Unusually high
readings taken during remedial action may iidicate the need to improve
environmental protection controls (e.g., spraying water on demolition
operations to minimize the spread of airborne contamination);
subsequently, sustained readings below remedial action or pre-remedial
action levels would tend to confirm that the remedial action had been
satisfactorily executed.

Monitoring continues after remedial action so that undesirable
changes in the concentrations of radionuclides or other contaminants car)
be identified and investigations of possible causes undertaken in a
timely manner. Monitoring is conducted for as long as the site is used
as a repository for contaminated material. Data are summarized in an
annual report published by BNI and distributed to local citizens, state
and federal authorities, and the media.

Maintenance and Surveillance

Maintenance of the environmental sampling stations is one of several
maintenance and surveillance functions performed by BNI at the remedial
action sites. These functions form a significant part of the remedial
action effort: site security must be maintained to prevent vandalism or
inadvertent intrusions; at sites where DOE owns fac i l i t ies or equipment,
these must be kept in working order; where contaminated materials are
temporarily stored prior to final disposal, the condition of these
inte'":m storage piles must be checked and the necessary repairs made to
ensure adequate containment of contaminants. Currently BNI is
responsible for 162 hectares of land, roughly 79,000 m2 of buildings,
and 360 environmental sampling stations.

Public Liaison

Many sites at which remedial action is conducted are a source of
major concern for local citizens and administrative authorities. Members
of Congress and state off icials also monitor DOE activit ies closely.
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Active dissemination of information is therefore important in developing
public and o f f i c i a l understanding of FUSRAP. BNI conducts a community
relat ions program in each community where remedial action is performed.

F i r s t , meetings are held with local o f f i c i a l s to explain the scope
of the work; individual cal ls are then made on affected property owners
to explain the sequence of work and to obtain access agreements fo r
characterization surveys. Following the surveys, new access agreements
are wr i t ten and discussed with the property owners that describe the
planned remedial act ion, the restoration process, and DOE responsib i l i ty
for loss or damage to the property. Public meetings are also held to
describe work a c t i v i t i e s , ident i fy and resolve controversies, and answer
questions from the community.

Fact sheets are wr i t ten for public d i s t r i bu t i on ; news releases are
issued to announce public meetings, work plans, contract awards, and
other relevant information. Videotapes are also made of s ign i f icant
events in a par t icu lar remedial action project or to document annual
progress of FUSRAP a c t i v i t i e s . They are used to br ie f government
o f f i c i a l s and DOE personnel. Tours of remedial action si tes are also
arranged fo r members of the media and for state and federal o f f i c i a l s .

Post-Remedial Action Cer t i f i ca t ion

Once a s i te has been ver i f ied as conforming with DOE guidelines fo r
residual rad ioact iv i ty , DOE issues a c e r t i f i c a t i o n statement specifying
whether the property can be released for unrestr icted use or whether i t s
use should remain rest r ic ted. This statement is provided to the property
owner and appropriate state o f f i c i a l s ; i t also appears in a Federal
Register notice announcing the completion of remedial action on the
property in question. The State is requested to annotate the relevant
land records with regard to the remedial action and ce r t i f i ca t i on of the
property.

A Cer t i f i ca t ion Docket containing a complete summary of the remedial
action is made available in public document rooms before being
permanently archived by DOE.

REMEDIAL ACTION ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Remedial action conducted under FUSRAP began in 1979. To date, work
has been completed at 6 of the 29 current ly authorized s i tes and is
pa r t i a l l y complete at 7 others. The fol lowing b r ie f review of work at
several of the si tes in New Jersey, New York, and Missouri i l l u s t r a tes
the type of ac t i v i t i es involved and the measures taken to protect public
health and safety.

New Jersey

Remedial action has been conducted in residential neighborhoods in
Maywood and Middlesex, New Jersey. In Maywood and adjoining Rochelle
Park, thorium and radium contamination originated from the former Maywood
Chemical Works where, from 1916 to 1956, thorium and rare earths were
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extracted from monazite sands. The residue from these operations was not
considered hazardous at the time and was pumped to sett l ing basins west
of the plant. Subsequently, quantities of i t were removed and used as
f i l l d i r t on nearby residential properties. Rain and stormwater runoff
also spread the material from the settl ing basin area onto adjacent
residential properties.

Removal of the contamination from these properties typical ly
involved straightfoward excavation of 15 cm to 0.6 m of soil from areas
in the yards demarcated during a detailed radiological survey of each
property. Thereafter, the properties were restored to their original
condition by backfi l l ing the excavated areas, seeding or sodding, and
replacing shrubbery and/or trees.

On one property, removal of the contaminated material involved the
more complicated process of excavating under the residence. The entire
property had been raised using f i l l from the Maywood Chemical Works
before being sold for residential development. The remedial action plan
for the property called for excavation along the outside of the
foundation walls, removal of the concrete f loor, and excavation under the
f loor and along the inside of the foundation wal l . I t was assumed, based
on in i t i a l radiological survey data, that the lower part of the
foundation wall and the footings were in clean so i l . However, after
0.6 m of soil was removed, gross gamma readings were s t i l l approximately
500 microroentgens per hour. An additional 0.6 m of excavation revealed
that clean f i l l had been placed over a 1-m-thick layer of highly
contaminated soil (200 to 2000 picocuries per gram). This proved to be
the case throughout much of the front yard where excavation eventually
reached 2.4 m below original grade in most areas.

After removing the basement f loor and excavating roughly 0.6 m of
contaminated so i l , another major problem was encountered. The foundation
wall was constructed of two different sizes of concrete masonry units,
which had allowed the contamination to get inside the cells of the
units. Consequently, the house had to be jacked off i ts original
foundation and supported while the entire foundation was removed and
rebuil t .

Approximately 3,800 m̂  of contaminated material have been removed
from 25 properties in Maywood, Rochelle Park, and neighboring Lodi;
23,000 m̂  were removed from a vacant property where a nursing home is
to be bu i l t . Radiological surveys of residential properties in Maywood
are continuing, and remedial action wi l l be conducted on several
commercial and residential properties in 1987. Ultimately, several
buried waste deposits on the Stepan Company property (formerly Maywood
Chemical Works) w i l l also be removed.

Remedial action of a s imi lar nature has been conducted at several
resident ial and undeveloped properties in Middlesex. Here, radium-226
contamination was removed from approximately 30 properties in the
immediate v i c i n i t y of a f a c i l i t y used for storing and processing uranium
ores between 1943 and 1955 and for assaying and storing thorium and
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beryllium ores until 1967. Runoff and wind action had led to the
contamination of the top few inches of soil on these properties, in the
channel of a drainage ditch leaving the plant s i te, and in the stream
into which the ditch drained. Approximately 27,000 m3 of material were
removed in this effort.

The scope of the project at Middlesex also includes excavation of
radioactively contaminated material from the Middlesex Municipal
Landfi l l , In 1984, 11,400 m3 were removed; excavation was completed in
1986 with the removal of another 15,520 m3.

At Maywood and Middlesex the radioactive material is stored at
nearby interim storage sites pending a decision regarding i ts long-term
disposition. At Maywood, interim storage piles have been constructed on
a part of the Stepan property transferred to DOE; at Middlesex, they are
being buil t on the grounds of the former ore sampling fac i l i t y , now owned
by DOE. As a precaution against transportation of radionuclides by
moisture trapped in the pile during construction or by subsequent
in f i l t ra t ion of rainwater, the exposed storage piles are underlain by
leachate collection systems constructed of sand and synthetic membranes
that drain to sumps at the edges of the piles. The piles are covered
with a waterproof l iner material that is anchored into a backfilled
trench surrounding them. These piles, and similar ones at other FUSRAP
sites, have been designed to provide safe, stable storage of the
radioactive soil for up to 25 years. Environmental monitoring wi l l
continue at these sites until the storage piles are removed for permanent
disposal.

At Wayne, the W. R. Grace Company processed thorium ores at a
fac i l i ty on Black Oak Ridge Road until 1971. Contamination has spread
from the plant site through a drainage system into Sheffield Brook, which
leads to the Pompton River less than a mile from the plant.
Contamination was also present on a recreational f ie ld next to the river
and a school bus yard adjacent to the plant. To date, a drainage ditch
on the plant property has been improved to prevent further migration of
contaminated material buried on the si te, and two outbuildings have been
demolished to make way for an interim storage pi le. Contaminated soil
has been removed from the recreational f ie ld and from the bus yard, where
a contaminated warehouse was demolished and replaced.

In addition to these act ivi t ies, the characterization of Sheffield
Brook has been completed and decontamination of the channel wi l l begin in
1986. An estimated 30,580 m3 wi l l be excavated from the brook in
1986-87 and placed in the interim storage pile at the former Grace
property.

New York

Ii Colonie, New York, contamination of numerous residential and
commercial properties resulted from the emission of insoluble uranium
dust from a National Lead Industries plant where, until early 7984,
uranium was machined, milled, and cast. Buried contamination is also
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present on the plant site. Continuing surveys are determining which
vicinity properties require remedial action. Most of the contamination
on these properties is 7.6 to 15 cm deep, and typically is concentrated
under the drip line of roofs; i t can be removed largely by cutting away
the sod surrounding the buildings or scabbling asphalt surfaces. Turf is
replaced, and the clean asphalt surfaces sealed. Contaminated material
is placed in specially designed metal boxes or leakproof truckbeds and
hauled to the plant site (now owned by DOE), where an interim storage
pile is being constructed inside the disused building. To date, over
600 m3 of material have been removed from 35 properties, with a total
of over 3,000 m3 expected by completion of this effort in 1987. At the
plant i tse l f , the cleanup has included the burning of over 450 kg of
uranium chips, encapsulation of roughly 270 kg of depleted uranium,
processing of uranium-contaminated emulsified oi l and water, and
neutralization of cyanide solutions and ni tr ic acid.

At the Niagara Falls Storage Site near Lewiston, remedial action has
been funded jo int ly by FUSRAP and the Surplus Facil i t ies Management
Program (SFMP), which is responsible for planning and managing the
ultimate disposition of disused, DOE-owned fac i l i t ies . The site was used
by the AEC and its successors for storage of various residues from
uranium processing operations in the Buffalo area and elsewhere. Some
residues were stored in concrete buildings, including a 51-m-high
concrete tower. Other materials, known as R-10 residues, were stored in
the open. Residues from the R-10 area eroded into the adjacent Central
Drainage Ditch and then of f -s i te, accounting for most of the
contamination on adjoining properties.

Over the past 4 years, a 4-hectare waste containment fac i l i ty has
been developed at the site to hold the approximately 115,000 m3 of
contaminated soil and rubble from cleanup operations on- and of f -s i te. A
natural clay stratum forms the bottom of the containment fac i l i t y ; the
stored wastes are surrounded by a clay dike and covered by a clay cap
that wi l l be topped with soil and a grass cover to minimize erosion and
frost heave damage. The cover wi l l be completed in 1986.

In preparing the site for the fac i l i t y , some existing buildings were
demolished or modified and sealed for burial inside the containment
area. In addition, the residues inside the concrete tower were
transferred to one of the buildings inside the containment area in the
form of a slurry pumped through a steel pipeline. Once in the waste
containment area, the residues were dewatered and covered with a layer of
soil to minimize radon emanation. The tower was demolished and the
rubble also deposited in the containment area.

Over two dozen off-site properties have been decontaminated,
including a 3.2-km-long stretch of the Central Drainage Ditch. DOE has
completed i ts analysis of alternatives for the long-term disposition of
the residues and wastes stored at the NFSS, in accordance with the NEPA
process, and is planning to issue i ts Record of Decision in fa l l 1986.
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Missouri

The main focus of FUSRAP activit ies in Missouri has been in
Hazelwood, a suburb of St. Louis. Uranium- and radium-bearing processing
waste from fac i l i t ies in St. Louis was stored at a property on Latty
Avenue in Hazelwood during the late 1960s and early 1970s. The waste was
sold and removed before the property was sold to the current owner.
Radiological surveys conducted in 1981 and 1984 revealed contamination
(principally thorium-230) on-site, along Latty Avenue, and on properties
in the vicinity of the former storage site. During 1984 and 1985, the
asphalt was removed along approximately 900 m of Latty Avenue, and
several drainage culverts were replaced. In addition, the storm drain
from the end of Latty Avenue to Coldwater Creek west of i t was
decontaminated as was the property line around the former storage site.
Roughly 10,300 m̂  of contaminated so i l , organics, and construction
rubble were added to a storage pile originally created by the current
owner when cleaning and modifying the property for his use. The pi le,
containing a total of 20,262 nv* of material, was covered with a low
permeability membrane, and the lower 1.5 m of the slopes were covered
with riprap to protect them against possible flood damage. Future
remedial action at Hazelwood wil l involve the decontamination of vicinity
properties and, ultimately, removal of the interim storage pi le. A
determination wil l also be made of the extent to which remedial action
wi l l be necessary on the part of the property developed by the current
owner.

At the St. Louis Airport Site (SLAPS), activit ies have been
primarily limited to maintenance and surveillance. From 1947 to 1953 the
SLAPS was used by the AEC for storing residues and contaminated scrap
produced by local uranium processing operations under MED/AEC contracts.
Most of the residues were sold and removed from the site in the
mid-1960s, and in 1973 the property was acquired by the City of St.
Louis. At that time, all on-site structures were razed and buried
on-site, and clean f i l l was spread over the entire property to reduce
surface radiation to acceptable levels.

The 1985 Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act authorized
DOE to regain ownership of the site from the city and to develop i t as a
long-term disposal site. The waste already on-site, contaminated soil
from ditches adjacent to i t , and the material currently stored in the
interim storage pile on Latty Avenue in Hazelwood are scheduled to be
disposed of in the containment fac i l i ty to be constructed at SLAPS.
Besides environmental monitoring, FUSRAP activi t ies at the site have been
limited to repairing erosion along Coldwater Creek at the western end of
the property by erecting a Gabion wall consisting of rock-fi l led wire
baskets. Geological, chemical, and radiological characterization of the
site are in progress to support the development of conceptual designs for
the disposal fac i l i ty .

THE OUTLOOK FOR FUSRAP

Originally a $300 million program, FUSRAP has grown to a
$700 million program; the estimated completion date has been extended
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from 1995 to 2001. Reviews of over 100 sites are in progress and of
these 15 to 25 may be included in the scope of the program. Estimates of
the volume of waste to be handled have grown from 395,300 m3 to
877,680 m3. From the start of f ie ld work in 1979 through the 1985 work
season, 170,000 m3 have been excavated and placed in interim storage;
129 properties have been decontaminated.

The development of permanent disposal sites is cr i t ical to the
successful completion of the projected scope of FUSRAP work. At the
present level of project funding, remedial action wil l be forced to a
standstill in 1991 i f disposal sites have not been developed by that
time. Since a minimum of 5 years is involved from the start of the site
selection process through the construction of the disposal fac i l i t y , i t
is imperative that action be init iated immediately for sites in New
Jersey and New York. Disposal fac i l i t ies for these states wi l l be
required by late 1989 and early 1990, respectively. Two more sites in
other states wil l be needed by the late 1990s. However, the affected
states have, as yet, not given serious attention to this problem. I t
appears instead that they wish to avoid the issue while federally
mandated negotiations are being conducted regarding the establishment of
interstate compacts governing the disposal of low-level wastes.
Meanwhile, local constituencies are faced with the often unwanted
presence of interim storage sites for an indeterminate period of time.
Furthermore, without permanent disposal fac i l i t ies the probability of
delays in decontaminating designated sites grows since on-site storage
wil l be impractical or undesirable in many cases, and local interim
storage sites have limited capacities or may be impossible to develop.
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EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELATIONS FOR
THE DOE FORMERLY UTILIZED SITES REMEDIAL ACTION PROGRAM

John F. Schlatter
Bechtel National, Inc.

ABSTRACT

A community relations program is an integral part of the
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Formerly Ut i l ized Sites
Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP). FUSRAP is a DOF
i n i t i a t i v e to clean up sites where low-level radioactive
contamination remains from the early years of the Nation's
atomic energy programs. Objectives of the FUSRAP
community relations programs and techniques used to meet
those objectives are described. The community relations
program is a j o i n t e f fo r t by DOE and i t s management
contractor, Bechtel National, Inc.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

The Formerly U t i l i z e d S i tes Remedial Ac t ion Program (FUSRAP) i s a
DOE i n i t i a t i v e to clean up or otherwise con t ro l s i t e s where low- leve l
rad ioac t i ve contaminat ion, at l eve l s above cur ren t gu ide l i nes , remains
from the ea r l y years of the na t ion ' s atomic energy programs.

These s i t e s were used p r i n c i p a l l y i n support o f Manhattan Engineer
D i s t r i c t (MED) and Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) work. Most s i t e s in
FUSRAP are p r i v a t e l y or i n s t i t u t i o n a l l y owned, and many of them were
prev ious ly decontaminated to meet standards i n e f f e c t at the t ime nuclear
work ceased. Present ly , 29 s i t es i n 12 s ta tes are included i n FUSRAP.
Remedial ac t ion has been completed at s ix of the author ized s i t e s and i s
in progress at seven o thers .

COMMUNITY RELATIONS OBJECTIVES

The DOE recognized t h a t , due to pub l ic concern over r a d i a t i o n , a
community r e l a t i o n s program must be an i n t eg ra l pa r t of FUSRAP
a c t i v i t i e s . Implementing t h i s program i s a j o i n t e f f o r t of the DOE and
the FUSRAP management con t rac to r , Bechtel Na t i ona l , Inc. Object ives o f
the community r e l a t i ons program are :

1. To gather in format ion about concerns o f the community,
of f ic ia ls , citizen groups, the media, and other affected
parties.
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2. To inform affected parties and the general public of ongoing
activit ies.

3. To give citizens, public of f ic ia ls, property owners, and
interest groups the opportunity to provide input to the
decision-making process.

4. To focus and resolve confl ict.

SITE-SPECIFIC COMMUNITY RELATIONS PLANS

To meet these objectives, a Community Relations Plan is prepared fo r
each active FUSRAP s i te . Each plan includes: a history of the s i te and
community involvement; key issues; specific objectives of the community
relations program; communications techniques to be used in meeting those
objectives; a work plan and schedule that complement the technical work
plan and schedule; and appendices l i s t i n g affected and interested groups
and individuals, the i r a f f i l i a t i o n s , addresses, and telephone numbers.

The Community Relations Plans are developed by Bechtel National's
Public Af fa i rs Coordinator and approved by DOE. Each s i te has i t s own
set of problems and issues. Developing a community relations plan
requires v is i t i ng the community, getting to know key indiv iduals,
determining local concerns, and identi fy ing affected individuals and
organizations.

In developing and implementing a Community Relations Plan, the main
elements are: (1) being open and candid, (2) making local o f f i c i a l s
partners in the project, (3) contacting affected property owners early
and often, (4) taking the i n i t i a t i v e , (5) avoiding surprises for
o f f i c i a l s and property owners, and (6) "speaking with one voice."

Being open and candid is a key element of DOE's philosophy. At many
FUSRAP s i tes , the remedial action project is the most controversial issue
in the community. Residents want to know what is happening. I f accurate
and timely information is not provided, the information void w i l l be
f i l l e d with rumor and misinformation.

Making local o f f i c i a l s partners in the project greatly f ac i l i t a t es
the work. Of f ic ia ls know the community and the people; they can help
introduce the DOE and contractor personnel to the community.
Addit ional ly, they can be helpful in communicating information to the
public. One of the most effect ive ways of describing a work plan to the
community is to make the br ief ing to a meeting of a local government
body, such as the Town Council. Local o f f i c i a l s can be very helpful in
planning transportation routes and helping ident i fy local ordinances that
must be followed.

Contacting property owners early and often is necessary to avoid
delays that can result i f they don't have information they need to make
decisions. Many FUSRAP sites involve contaminated residential
properties. I t is important to explain to the property owner the nature
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of the contamination, plans for remediation, how their property will be
affected by the cleanup work, and how the property will be restored.

In many communities, various citizen groups will become involved in
the project. These may be local chapters of national groups, such as the
Sierra Club or Friends of the Earth, or local groups organized
specifically to deal with a local problem. They are going to become
involved whether they are contacted or not; therefore, it is important to
take the initiative in contacting them with the goal of obtaining their
support in finding a solution for the local problem. In most cases,
these citizen groups have been helpful. In a few cases they have used
the FUSRAP activity as an opportunity to obtain media exposure for their
opposition to nuclear power or to comment on other political issues.
While it is necessary to work with these groups, it is important to
remember that they do not necessarily represent the community and that
the first responsibility of DOE and its contractor is to the elected
officials and the property owners.

Avoiding surprises for officials and property owners is one of the
most difficult parts of the community relations program. Major
announcements must be coordinated so that key individuals are informed
before the information appears in the news media. This coordination can
sometimes be accomplished with a few telephone calls. In other cases it
may involve a series of briefings for members of Congress, state and
local officials, property owners, and the news media.

"Speaking with one voice" does not mean that only one person speaks
for the project; rather, it means that the release of information is
coordinated so t'»at consistent answers are given. This is accomplished
by establishing one point of contact for questions from officials,
property owners, and the media. This person coordinates with various
staff members to ensure that the answer given is accurate and consistent
with DOE policy. Although one person is the primary point of contact,
many different staff members are involved in providing information to the
public. Construction superintendents and project managers are often
called upon to answer questions or provide briefings. Given this
situation, it is necessary to ensure that staff members have a clear
understanding of the types of questions they can answer and the types of
questions that should be referred to project headquarters. As an
example, a construction superintendent can discuss specific activities
under his supervision. However, if he is asked questions about policy
matters or long-range plans not under his purview, the questions should
be referred to project headquarters. It is also important for key
project staff members to receive training in public speaking and media
interviews.

COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Communication techniques used in the community relations program
include briefings for officials and the media, public meetings, fact
sheets, site tours, news releases, progress reports, and meetings with
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affected property owners. The FUSRAP site at Maywood, New Jersey
provides an example of how these techniques are used.

At the Maywood site, thorium-bearing materials were processed at a
chemical plant as far back as the pre-World War I period. Over the
years, wastes from this processing were used for f i l l d i r t and mulch,
resulting in thorium contamination above guideline limits on numerous
residential and commercial properties in three contiguous municipalities:
Maywood, Rochelle Park, and Lodi. The contamination was identified by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and in 1983 Congress assigned
responsibility for remedial action at the site to DOE as part of R/SRAP.

The f i r s t step was a private meeting with local off ic ials to discuss
the problem and learn of community concerns. Then, with local of f ic ia ls
making introductions, personnel from Bechtel National met with individual
property owners to explain the planned remedial action. After these
meetings were held, a public briefing was held for the Borough Council to
explain the work, and a news release was issued concurrently.

Fact sheets were made available to local off icials and the public.
News releases were issued as various contracts were awarded to local
subcontractors, a groundbreaking ceremony was arranged at the request of
the local Congressman, and media tours were held as work progressed.

At most FUSRAP sites, work extends over a period of several years,
as various properties are cleaned in a phased approach. Additionally, at
most FUSRAP sites the contaminated material is placed in interim storage
at a location in the community pending identification of a permanent
disposal site. These interim storage sites are highly visible and
usually controversial. This extended presence in the community requires
an ongoing program of regular communications after the in i t ia l contacts
are established.

Local off ic ials are kept informed of new developments through
regular correspondence or meetings. As work plans are developed for the
conring year, copies are sent to local o f f ic ia ls . Environmental
monitoring is conducted around the interim storage sites, and an annual
environmental monitoring report is issued. Copies of this report, along
with an explanatory cover let ter, are sent to of f ic ia ls , nearby property
owners, and the news media. In some cases, copies of pertinent reports
and background information are placed in local l ibraries or town halls.

Part of the community relations program involves ensuring compliance
with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Some of the actions
proposed under FUSRAP, such as identifying a permanent disposal s i te,
require a fu l l Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). As part of the NEPA
process, scoping meetings and public hearings are held, and copies of
documents are made available to the public.
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LESSONS LEARNED

Bechtel National has been DOE's management contractor fo r FUSRAP fo r
f i ve years. During that period, several lessons have been learned
regarding community re lat ions.

One of the most important is that the community relat ions plan must
be ta i lo red to the local community; ac t i v i t i e s that work well in one
community may f a i l in another. For example, at one FUSRAP s i te in New
Jersey, the Mayor and Council want to be routinely kept informed of a l l
a c t i v i t i e s , which requires a great deal of personal at tent ion from the
DOE and Bechtel project managers for that s i t e . At another s i t e ,
however, the Mayor and Council have designated the local Board of Health
as the primary point of contact with the local government.

Another lesson learned is that advisory committees can be useful in
helping understand community concerns and communicating with the publ ic .
As an example, at the Niagara Falls Storage S i te , where remedial act ion
is nearing completion, the area's Representative in Congress appointed a
Cit izen Oversight Committee, including several members with technical
expert ise. Through regular meetings with th is committee and the local
Town Council, i t has been possible to have work plans reviewed by persons
who are technical ly competent and fami l ia r with the local community.
They have made several helpful suggestions and have been instrumental in
communicating with the publ ic.

Another lesson learned is that th i rd-par ty technical experts can be
help fu l . As an example, at a s i te in Missouri a school complex wi th
approximately 2,000 students is located wi th in about one kilometer of a
large contaminated area. Environmental monitoring by DOE and Bechtel
showed that there was no abnormal rad ioact iv i ty at the school s i t e .
However, various c i t izens questioned the accuracy of these reports. The
school d i s t r i c t obtained an independent survey from a local un ivers i t y ,
and the i r f indings supported the DOE monitoring resu l ts . At some FUSRAP
s i tes , local governments have obtained the services of health physics
consultants. These persons have provided the local government wi th
independent review of information and proposals provided by DOE and
Bechtel National and, in most cases, have been supportive of DOE's
e f f o r t s . The lesson learned from th is experience is that i t is important
to work with the local government to ensure that a technical ly competent
consultant is chosen and to provide accurate and t imely information to
the consultant.

Perhaps the most important lesson learned is to avoid surprises fo r
the o f f i c i a l s and property owners. Most o f f i c i a l s at FUSRAP si tes have
been cooperative in t ry ing to reach a mutually acceptable so lu t ion, but
th i s relat ionship can be severely damaged i f they read of some major new
development in the newspaper instead of hearing i t from the DOE or
Bechtel National.
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CONCLUSION

The public will always be apprehensive about radiation. In order to
carry out a remedial action program 1n the face of this apprehension, 1t
is necessary to provide officials and the public with accurate and timely
information. In most cases, when people have been kept Informed and
given the opportunity to take part in decision-making, they will support
the remedial action program. On the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program i t has been possible to carry out remedial action at a
number of sites, including work in residential neighborhoods, by
developing site-specific community relations plans and by being open and
candid with the public.
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TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION AND PUBLIC DECISION MAKING:
SELECTED CASE STUDIES

C.C. Stanton - Dames & Moore, New York
R.D. Vessels - NYS Public Service Commission

ABSTRACT

The pace of technological development and lead times
for waste treatment and disposal facilities require
decisions to be made among alternatives at varying stages
of development and facing significant uncertainties on the
timing and specific performance of a given facility. Such
decision-making must also reflect the reality that
technical issues are not the sole criterion for choosing
among alternatives. This paper describes recent ex-
perience in technology evaluation, public perception and
environmental regulation.

names # Moore developed techniques to enable a choice
to be made by the Southeast Compact Commission for
managing low-level waste in the region. This required
development and justification of evaluation criteria which
were accepted and weighted by Commission representatives
in a Delphi process. This is a method for developing group
concensus through several rounds of discussion, assignment
of relative worth by participants and comparison of
individual scores to those of other members of the group.
With repetition of the weighting it is possible to
evaluate whether consensus is being reached as indicated
by a decreasing standard deviation from the group mean
weighting for each criterion. A technical assessment of
the conformance of alternative technologies to the
criteria, combined with the Delphi weighting, results in a
ranking to provide a quantitative basis for management
recommendations.

Development of regulations to implement such plans is
a necessary action in Compact regions and individual
states. It is important to identify all of the affected
parties and to get them involved in the very early stages
when the regulations and other decisions are just being
developed. Successful experience with mediation of an
environmental rulemaking is described as a possible
alternative to traditional regulatory procedures that have
historically been lengthy and often disappointing to all
participants. Early involvement is likely to turn a
potential opponent into a partner who will be willing to
support a regulatory proposal. Building such partners is
likely to result in wider public acceptance of the
regulated facilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Radioactive waste management programs - whether statewide, regional or
national in scope - require a complex blend of technical and sociopolitical
decisions and actions to be successfully implemented. The difficulty of the
process is starkly illustrated by the experience with establishing new
disposal capacity for low level radioactive waste. National policy was
established by the Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980 (P.L.
96-573). (The perceived more difficult issues of high level waste and
spent fuel were not legislated for a subsequent two years with the passage
of the Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1982). The legislation provided as
a "forcing function" provision that sites located in regions with Congres-
sional ly approved Compacts could exclude out of region waste as of January
1, 1986. Intense negotiation by Congressional staff members, sited state
representatives and waste generator representatives over almost a full year
resulted in Amendments to the Act which finally enabled Compacts to be
approved effective January 15, 1986. The amendments (P.L. 99-240) estab-
lished a series of milestones for achieving operation of new regional
facilities by January 1, 1993. Incentives for meeting the milestones, and
penalties for missing them, were also part of the amendments. The amend-
ments are a recognition of the problems inherent in structuring and
implementing a policy that involves siting and operating a waste disposal
facility. The problems are not unique to facilities for radioactive
materials as experience with municipal landfills and incinerators testi-
fies.

Recognizing that achievement of the milestones of the Waste Policy Act
Amendments will require intense coordination of the efforts of people
responsible for technical, economic, policy, public participation and
socioeconomic analyses - ard a fair amount of luck - it is useful to review
individual cases to identify procedural approaches with a proven track
record.

SOUTHEAST COMPACT

The prevailing wisdom at the time the Low Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Act was passed was that the pressure to site, develop and operate
new disposal facilities was particularly great for those areas in which
operating sites were not located. State actions to participate in Compacts
including the Hanford, Barnwell and Reatty facilities were accomplished in
a relatively short time.^' The eight state Southeast Compact^; provided
that Barnwell would cesse operation on December 31, 1992 and that South
Carolina would not be a candidate for a subsequent disposal facility until
every other state in the region had "fulfilled its obligation, as deter-
mined by the Commission, to have a regional facility operated within its
borders".(3) The Commission adopted three alternative procedures^) for
identifying the host state for the next facility:

1) Any member state could volunteer to host the facility in ac-
cordance with terms and conditions of its choosing. A 2/3 vote of
the Commission would be necessary to accept such a proposal;
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?) All states were required to submit a detailed proposal of the con-
ditions under which it would host a facility. The goal of this
approach was to reach agreement among the member states to meet
such conditions and thereby identify the next host state in a
"participation" process.

3) If the first two approaches are unsuccessful in identifying a host
state for the next facility, the Commission is required to
designate a host state based on the application of objective
criteria. This procedure is presently being pursued and host
state identification is expected in the near future.(5>

To fulfill its responsibilities under the Compact, the Commission has
pursued each of these procedures concurrently. Technical committees were
empanelled to submit to the Commissioners a Regional Plan which defined tfe
numbers and types of facilities required in the region. The Plan was
adopted by the Commission in October 1985. A key input to these recom-
mendations was the Management Plan developed for the Commission by Dames &
Moore and submitted in August 1985. The recommendations related to
required numbers and types of facilities were based on comparison of
alternative treatment and disposal system combinations with respect to
criteria proposed by Dames & Moore and adopted and weighted by technically
qualified state officials designated by the Commission to participate in a
two day Delphi Workshop conducted by Dames & Moore. The process enabled
participants to discuss individual criteria and the reasons for assigning a
specific indicator of importance of each criterion with respect to all
other criteria considered. Each participant's weights were normalized to a
total of 100 to enable comparison among the group as measured by the group
mean and standard deviation for each criterion. Repetition of the process
enabled each participant to consider his weightings relative to those of
the group, to attempt to influence the group with respect to a particular
criterion, or to adjust his own weighting. Such repetition measures whether
consensus is increasing with additional discussion (reflected in smaller
standard deviations from the mean).

Published information on treatment and disposal technologies for
managing low-level radioactive waste was reviewed and documented to provide
a basis for choosing among alternatives. Five alternative disposal
technologies were described (shallow land burial with and without concrete
containerization, mined cavities, aboveground vaults, belowground vaults
and augered holes) as were two alternative treatment technologies (in-
cineration and compaction) and total system impacts. A comparative
technical assessment of the alternatives by analogy to historic data was
combined with the weighted criteria to develop relative figures of merit
which were used by Dames & Moore as the basis for the Management Plan
recommendations. The figures of merit are given in Tables 1 and 2 for
disposal and treatment technologies, respectively. This comparison involves
application of engineering judgment to technologies in varying stages of
development or operation and therefore there is not a unique solution. A
sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the impact of different
(more optimistic) technical evaluations of new technologies and criteria
weights on the figures of merit for disposal. The results of this analy-
sis, shown in Table 3, indicated that the Management Plan recommendations
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RELATIVE FIGURE OF MERIT FOR
ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES

©
U)

Criterion

Proven Technology
Public Exposure
Site Monitorability
Long-term isolation
of al l regional waste
Occupational Exposure
Institutional Control
Remediation
Cost
Land Requirements

Technologies Evaluated

Shallow Land Burial

Reference Concrete
10CFR61 Containerized

Mined
Cavitv

Aboveground
Vault

Belowground
Vault

Augered
Hole

19.6
16.6
14.0
13.2

11.4
3.7
3.7
4.8
2.0

9.8
16.6
14.0
13.2

5.7
5.5
7.4
2.4
2.0

9.8
16.6
7.0

13.2

2.8
11.0
3.7
1.2
1.0

4.9
8.3
4.7
2.6

3.8
2.8
7.4
1.6
2.0

6.5
16.6
14.0

6.6

5.7
5.5
7.4
1.6
2.0

19.6
16.6
14.0

2.6

11.4
5.5
3.7
1.6
2.0

TOTAL 88.9 76.6 66.3 38.1 65.9 77.0



TABLE 2. RELATIVE FIGURES OF MERIT FOR
ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES

Criterion

Public Exposure
Proven Technology
Product Stability
Occupational Exposure
Portion of waste treatable
Regional Scale
Cost
Regional volume reduction
Land requirements

TOTAL

Compaction

18.9
18.5
7.9
12.5
11.0
9.0
6.0
2.5
3.2

89.5

Incineration

9.5
9.8
15.9
6.3
11.0
9.0
6.0
5.0
3.2

75.7

TABLE 3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS SUMMARY
OF FIGURES OF MERIT FOR DISPOSAL TECHNOLOGIES

Disposal Technology

Shallow Land Burial
Augered Holes
Concrete Containerize
Mined Cavity
Belowground Vault
Aboveground Vault

Reference
Rating

88.9
77.0
76.6
66.3
65.9
38.1

Optimistic*
Technical
Rating

N.C.
77.7
93.8
69.6
75.8
58.2

Criteria**
Weighting
Range

High

95.1
82.0
80.1
72.3
71.3
41.1

Low

83.7
70.0
70.5
58.6
59.9
35.5

* The Figure of Merit is calculated from the average weighting of the
criterion as determined by the Delphi process and a technical
assessment by Dames # Moore reflecting a most optimistic view of
that criterion for each of the disposal technologies. The reference
rating, column 1, remains Dames & Moore's best judgement.

**The figure of merit ratings in this column represent the maximum
and minimum values as developed using the individual criterion
weighting of each participant (as opposed to the group average
Delphi determined weightings).
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for a single enhanced shallow land burial facility remained valid even
under these conditions.

The selection of criteria to be evaluated as well as the relative
importance of the several criteria provides an evaluation framework that
will be responsive to the needs and concerns of the specific state or
compact in question. Such differences might result in recommendation of
alternative technologies (e.g., engineered land-based disposal or mined
cavity disposal) in a given region. The methodology developed for evalua-
tion reflects this local value system as well as documenting the con-
clusions.

Total system impacts were evaluated with respect to the five criteria
listed in Table 4. This enabled facility interactions and transportation
effects to be compared both for disposal only and for treatment and
disposal. The range of impacts based on location with respect to sources
of waste generation were also included. It was determined that addition of
treatment facilities to a disposal-only system did not significantly
reduce any of the criterion impacts. Therefore, treatment was not recom-
mended as a basic feature of the Management Plan. It was recognized,
howevei, that specific host state concerns over volume reduction or waste
stability might result in treatment being included in the eventual facility
design.

TABLE 4. Weighted Total System Impact Criteria

Criterion

Truck Miles
Public Exposure
Occupational
Exposure
Cost
Total Truck Trips

Group Mean

33.1
29.7
21.6

9.9
5.7

Standard
Deviation

8.8
9.1
6.4

5.9
6.9

Range

19-55
5.5-46
5.5-32.5

0.1-15.6
0.9-27.5

For the host state identified by the Commission there are a series of
siting and licensing actions that will be necessary. The experience gained
and record developed by the Commission will be invaluable guidance for
these actions. This includes early and continuous consultation among
technical representatives of all parties, meetings open to the public,
individual state repositories for Commission documents, and publicly
documented and agreed upon procedures for comparative evaluations of tech-
nologies and sites.

"BASS ISLAND TREND" REGULATION"

Provisions for regulating oil and gas production from a new field in
western New York, the "Bass Island Trend", have recently been incorporated
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into the State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) rules. This
rulemaking proceeding, which included limits on the amount of oil and gas
that could be taken from the field, well spacing, drilling practices, and
reporting requirements, illustrates the successful application of mediation
techniques rather than the more traditional adversarial approach.

Initially, there was strong contention between the DEC staff members
responsible for preparing the proposed regulation and industry repre-
sentatives over a proposed draft of the regulation that was being prepared
for hearing. Having listened at a meeting to strong arguments presented by
each side, Mr. Vessels suggested the possibility of trying the mediation
approach. The proposal was well received by both sides. Because the Public
Service Commission was not regarded as a party to the proceedings, Mr.
Vessels was able to accept the request that he serve as mediator for the
issue. He then proceeded to meet with both sides individually to identify
areas of dispute, concerns such as a tight time schedule for completing the
rulemaking, and, more importantly, to establish a climate in which all
parties could communicate. This was a significant advance from the
condition in which agency staff believed they had responded to previous
industry comments and industry people believed DEC wasn't paying enough
attention to their concerns.

Initial contacts with the industry led to a recommendation that the
industry present information on what they had learned from their experience
working in this field to DEC. Early meetings with both DEC and the industry
revealed that the regulatory provisions to some extent tracked existing
practice. This led to a narrowing of the issues since only three of the
regulation's six sections dealt with substantive issues unique to this
proceeding. Other sections codified existing practice in accordance with
other regulations or included as provisions in drilling permits. While not
integral to the "Bass Island" rulemaking, the State's policy on gas flaring
was also raised as a concern that might fruitfully be addressed in this
forum.

The results of these meetings and discussions were incorporated into
an interim report which was distributed to all stakeholders with a recom-
mendation that all parties should meet to discuss the remaining issues. The
meeting notice included a list of all invitees and requested reci-
pients to suggest additional parties who should be included. The mediator
also identified independent technical expertise available to him in the
State Geological Survey.

The meeting of the stakeholders was carefully structured to avoid
face-to-face confrontation and emphasize areas of agreement. To reinforce
the concept of mutual cooperative consideration of issues, the meeting room
was arranged so that all participants faced a flip chart in the front of
the room. This flip chart had been previously prepared to list an agenda
as well as individual issues to be addressed. Resisting suggestions by
some participants that the seating be arranged in a more "across the
bargaining table" setup, the mediator emphasized again that the group would
be addressing issues rather than people. Agreement on this point was the
initial collective group action.
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As agreements on provisions were reached these were placed on a flip
chart. Each page was removed and kept in full view in the front of the
room rather than turning the page. After the group had moved on to other
specific issues, all areas of agreement were kept in front of the group
which tended to encourage their efforts to use creative problem solving to
reach agreement on all of the issues. The enthusiasm of the group
increased as the meeting progressed.

There was a time during the four hour effort when the participants
reverted to their more traditional confrontational approach. However,
having suggested that they return to seeking solutions, the mediator had
the self-confidence needed to comply with an individual's request that he
"just give us a minute to 'let it all hang out' and then we will get back
to what we have been doing". This short diversion was apparently a needed
release valve and recognized as such by the people involved. The meeting
concluded with a completely negotiated rule.

The gas flaring issue was subsequently briefly discussed and deferred
to a future date.

DEC stated its intention to issue the regulations for public comment
in the form originally proposed but assured the other participants that the
negotiated changes would be incorporated into the final rule issued
following a public hearing. This decision reflected the agency's concern
with the time schedule they were trying to meet. Meeting participants were
encouraged to submit proposed changes as formal comments on the proposed
regulations. This decision was accepted by the other participants but DEC
later decided to issue the negotiated version of the proposed regulation
for comment. The mediator endorsed this action which served to reinforce
the joint nature of the effort.

Perhaps the true measure of the success of the process can be found in
the fact that the public hearing elicited only seven oral presentations and
seven independently submitted written comments. Many of these statements
were supportive of both the regulation and the mediation process itself. In
his comments, the Executive Director of the Independent Oil and Gas
Association of New York recommended that the process be used in other
rulemaking proceedings. When asked why there had been no follow-up on the
recommendation, a representative of DEC indicated that the process had
improved the relationship between DEC and the regulated, industry to the
point where there wasn't as much confrontation occurring. Therefore,
mediation wasn't needed.

CONCLUSIONS

The two case studies reviewed here are evidence that decisions can be
made, agreement can be reached and progress can be achieved in technical
policy areas such as radioactive waste management but that traditional
roles and procedures may not be adequate for the job. The earlier in the
process such a procedure is available, the more points along the way it
will be tried and probably found applicable and useful. Achieving initial
agreement among the parties sets the precedent on which can be built
additional cooperative efforts.
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The details of such agreement will depend upon the issues being
resolved. In the case of the Southeast Compact, agreement on the Host
State Identification Procedures was the initial milestone. Later efforts
built on that agreement and the action schedule incorporated therein. For
the "Bass Island" mediation, the first achievement was probably the
decision to at least try the process. The fact-finding, reporting, and
meeting procedures implemented by the mediator followed to a successful
resolution of the rulemaking where there were no losers.

REFERENCES

(1) Compacts became effective and eligible for Congressional consent when
ratified by a specified number of eligible states. The first three
Compacts to be submitted for approval were the Northwest (10/81) in
which the Richland facility is located, the Central States (5/82) in
which no facility operates, and the Southeast (7/83) in which the
Rarnwell site is located.

(2) Southeast Compact member states are Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.

(3) Article 5(A) of the Southeast Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Management Compact.

(4) "Procedures for Identifying Host States", August, 1984.

(5) Article 4 (E)(6) requires the Commission to identify a host state
within three years after the Compact becomes effective.
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ABSTRACT

In April, 1986, the Department of Energy-Richland
Operations Office (DOE-RL) released a Draft Hanford
Defense Waste-Environmental Impact Statement (HDW-EIS)
describing alternatives for the disposal of radioactive
defense wastes accumulating at Hanford since 1944.

To generate public involvement in the Draft HDW-EIS,.
DOE-RL implemented a comprehensive public information
program involving a series of open houses, informational
workshops and public hearings which informed Northwest
residents about defense waste disposal alternatives and
provided opportunity for public input on the Draft HDW-EIS.
The meeting series also exceeded National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) requirements. The program provided
for a cross section of regional representatives called the
Northwest Citizens Forum on Defense Waste (Forum) to review
the Draft HDW-EIS and submit recommendations, and 1t
assembled a trained speakers bureau of Hanford experts to
provide technical yet understandable Information about
defense waste plans and programs. Both the speakers bureau
and the Forum continue to provide a communication link
between the public and DOE-RL.
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The Draft HDW-EIS information program informed citizens of the need
to permanently dispose of Hanford's Defense Waste and improve U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) credibility.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Risk communications is "tougher than it used to be" and may get
tougher in the future because environmental information is "subtle, hard
to quantify, exotic in its origins and usually involuntary", so said
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator, Lee Thomas, at a January,
1986 conference on risk communications. Models and risk concepts must
be explained to the general public and to federal, staff and local
agencies so they can have meaningful input on complex and often
controversial questions concerning disposal of radioactive waste. Risk
assessment also can involve making trade-offs on the interests of
different communities. When these communities need to reach a consensus
before decisions are made, it is vital to ensure that the public can
provide informed and meaningful input.

Recognizing these processes, the DOE-RL embarked upon a public
information program to describe the disposal of Hanford defense wastes.
The goal is to ensure that the spirit and intent of the NEPA for public
participation were met and to communicate information to the public and
key decision makers on the HDW-EIS. Elements of our public information
program were designed and scheduled around issuance of a draft EIS and
the associated public review process.

2.0 BACKGROUND

In 1943 the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers selected and set aside a
generally remote area covering about 570 square miles in southeastern
Washington as a site (Figure 1) for production of special nuclear
materials, principally plutonium, for national defense and research
needs.
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Figure 1 Location of the Hanford Site
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This area was named the Hanford Site, and eight plutonium production
reactors and one plutonium-production/sieam generation (dual-purpose) reactor
were eventually constructed there. Subsequently, all but the dual-purpose
reactor have been retired. Companion fuel fabrication plants, chemical
processing plants and waste management facilities were also brought on line.

Irradiated uranium fuel, from the reactors, was used for the production
of special nuclear materials for national defense and research. Processing
of this fuel also resulted in the production of a variety of radioactive
wastes, including high-level, transuranic, and low-level wastes. The wastes
produced from reprocessing approximately 100,000 tons of low-exposure
irradiated fuel have been either stored or disposed of on the site since
production began in 1944.

The environmental impact associated with the ongoing Hanford waste
management and storage operations was extensively assessed in an EIS
entitled, "Waste Management Operations, Hanford Reservation" published in
1975 (ERDA-1538). At that time it was decided to make final disposal of
high-level wastes the subject of a separate EIS to be completed at a later
date.

On April 1, 1983, the DOE published a Notice of Intent in the Federal
Register to prepare an EIS regarding disposal of Hanford's high-level,
transuranic and tank wastes. The Notice of Intent also described the need to
assess further action required for long-term environmental protection of
transuranic (TRU) wastes that were disposed of prior to 1970.

In accordance with the requirements of the NEPA of 1969, and regulations
of the Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) at 40 CFR 1500, the Draft HDW-
EIS was released for public review and comment on April 11, 1986. The 120-
day comment period ended August 9, 1986, and we are now reviewing public
comments for incorporation into the final HDW-EIS.

3.0 PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT

A reader poll published in early January 1986 by the Seattle Times
ranked nuclear waste as the Northwest's leading issue 1n 1985. Today, the
nuclear waste Issue continues to dominate the news, fueled 1n large part by
the public debate surrounding the DOE's site selection process for a geologic
repository for the permanent disposal of commercial and defense nuclear
wastes. The nuclear waste issue also involves the EIS that details options
for permanent disposal of large amounts of defense wastes presently stored at
the Hanford Site.

The DOE welcomed and encouraged the regional discussions on the disposal
of Hanford's defense waste. A primary goal of the HOW-EIS process was to
encourage public Involvement and understanding of the HOW Disposal Program
and related disposal options. The focus of this effort was a public
Information program spearheaded by DOE-RL which was supported by Rockwell
Hanford Operations (Rockwell) and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL).
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This high-profile multi-media program has made significant progress in
several key areas, including: public information initiative; separating
defense waste disposal from other nuclear waste issues; improving the DOE's
regional image and credibility; improving the flow of information to the
public; enhancing media relationships; and developing a regional consensus
that defense waste is "an existing problem that must be solved."

Initially, the public's level of knowledge and understanding of defense
waste operations was insufficient to expect informed comments on the complex
disposal options proposed in the Draft HDW-EIS. With implementation of the
information program, public awareness and involvement have improved. The
DOE's local credibility has also begun to improve. In the aggregate, the HDW
External Affairs Program has been pivotal in enhancing public awareness and
in improving DOE's credibility.

4.0 Draft HDW-EIS AND ALTERNATIVES

The DOE is making a comprehensive effort to identify and select methods
for permanent disposal of existing and future nuclear defense wastes stored
at Hanford. The proposed action on which the Draft HDW-EIS provides
environmental information is the evaluation and recommendation of the final
plan(s) for disposal of nuclear defense wastes.

The decision on the means of permanent waste disposal is of primary
importance because of the wastes stored at the Hanford Site. The challenge
is to maintain high standards of public health and safety in the most cost-
effective manner, while considering other public interest. A regional
consensus will be needed to help secure the appropriate funding needed to
carry out disposal operations.

For analysis, the wastes within the scope of the Draft HDW-EIS were
divided into six classes:

1. Existing tank wastes
2. Future tank wastes
3. Strontium and cesium capsules
4. Retrievably stored TRU wastes
5. TRU-contaminated soil sites
6. Pre-1970 buried suspect TRU-contaminated solid wastes.

Extensive evaluations and studies have been made on alternative disposal
methods for Hanford defense wastes. Three disposal options are evaluated in
the Draft HDW-EIS.

1. The Geologic Disposal Alternative - This involves retrieval, processing,
segregation, packaging, transportation, and placement of most of
Hanford's defense waste (98% of the radioactivity) in a deep geologic
repository. The remainder, containing small quantities of residual
radionuclides, would be disposed near-surface at Hanford.

2. The In-Place Stabilization and Disposal Alternative - All Hanford
defense wastes would be permanently fixed in place and a system of
protective barrier and markers would be provided over the sites.

3. The Reference Alternative (combination alternative) - Combines features
of the two preceding alternatives. Certain wastes would be retrieved,
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processed, and disposed of 1n a deep geologic repository. Other wastes
more hazardous to retrieve would be Isolated and disposed of 1n-place
using the protective barrier and marker system.

Additionally, a No-Oisposal Alternative would involve continued storage
of Hanford defense wastes. The waste storage sites would be maintained and
monitored, but no disposal action would be taken. This alternative is
evaluated for comparative purposes, as required under federal regulations.

Of the disposal methods considered, it was anticipated that the 1n-place
stabilization and disposal option would be viewed as controversial and
possibly less safe than geologic disposal.

5.0 PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM

The DOE, along with Rockwell and PNL, has planned, developed and
Implemented a comprehensive public Information program to ensure a free and
open exchange of information with the technical community, the media, elected
officials, concerned citizens, opinion makers, and the general public
concerning the HDW Disposal Program. The major elements of the HDW Public
Information Program include: 1. Public Meetings, 2. Northwest Citizens
Forum on Defense Waste, 3. Speakers Bureau, and 4. Media Interaction.

5.1 Public Meetings

The HDW public meetings were designed as a three-phased approach to
provide full participation by the technical and nontechnical public.

The HDW public meetings included, Open Houses, Informational Workshops,
and Public Hearings. Principal objectives of the public meetings were
to fulfill and go beyond NEPA requirements, and to better inform the
public about the HDW program. The three-phased approach to public
meetings included:

OPEN HOUSES: DOE held seven open houses before the Draft HDW-EIS
was releas°d for public review. The open houses were designed to
help prepare the public to participate in the HDW-EIS process, to
clarify how the HDW program differs from the commercial repository
program, and to provide the public with an opportunity to ask
questions and receive answers about the HDW Program, and the public
process.The Open Houses featured an informative exhibit comprised
of seven topical stations. Each station was staffed by DOE and
contractor experts. A videotape provided a general overview and
encouraged public participation. The technical staff met more than
5,000 people directly and reached over a million people through
related media coverage. The public's response, overall, was very
receptive and enthusiastic. Many individuals of the public took
the opportunity to talk directly with the Hanford staff and to
obtain a new level of understanding of the Hanford program. A
number of groups and individuals attended carrying banners, singing
songs, holding press conferences, and distributing their own
literature from tables provided by DOE as part if its policy of
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open communication. Although reserving their right to criticize
the HDW program, these groups generally were supportive of the DOE
process and the Open Houses. All major regional TV and newspaper
reporters covered the events.
INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOPS: The DOE held seven Informational
Workshops (Workshops). The purpose of the Workshops was to provide
Interested parties with opportunities to receive answers to
specific questions about the Draft HDW-EIS. The meetings were
considered valuable in establishing a strong foundation for
informed and meaningful comments on the alternatives evaluated 1n
the Draft HDW-EIS.

Each Workshop opened with a brief introductory presentation by
a DOE official, including a video presentation summarizing
alternatives evaluated in the Draft HDW-EIS. Small working
sessions (Environmental Impacts, Transportation and Socioeconomics,
the Hanford Environment, and the Alternatives and Costs) provided
opportunity for dialogue on specific issues.

Although public participation was modest — some 333 people
attended ~ the overall reaction was positive. Generally, those 1n
attendance were well prepared to participate 1n the sessions. The
generally Informed sessions were viewed as Informative and
responsive in addressing concerns about the waste management
program and the Draft HDW-EIS.

Media response, particularly in communities where workshops were
held, was positive. Coverage was generally comprehensive and supportive
by encouraging public attendance and participation. Overall, regional
media coverage of the program improved awareness, and with improved
balance and tone in media coverage, DOE-RL's image and credibility has
been enhanced.

PUBLIC HEARINGS: The DOE also conducted four HDW Public Hearings
in the Pacific Northwest. The hearings, along with receipt of
written comments during the 120-day public comment period,
fulfilled NEPA requirements for obtaining public comments about the
Draft HDW-EIS. Both oral and written comments are being considered
in the preparation of the final HDW-EIS, which is scheduled for
release in mid-1987.

The format for the hearings consisted of a panel chaired by a
neutral moderator and one official each from within DOE and PNL.
DOE officials were also available to the media at each hearing.

5.2 Northwest Citizens Forum on Defense Waste

To ensure that the public concerns and viewpoints regarding the
impact of the Draft HDW-EIS on the public health, safety and welfare
were identified and formally represented In the EIS process on a
continuing basis, the DOE-RL established a FORUM to act as a
communication channel between the public and the DOE.
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The Forum is composed of Northwest citizens who represent a broad
range of constituencies and regional interests. The Forum examined the
HDW disposal options and EIS process and submitted a report to DOE-RL on
its evaluation of the EIS.

To a great extent Forum members operated quite independent of each
other in reaching their opinions. Regular meetings were conducted by
the Forum Chairman and all meetings were open to the public, with the
media encouraged to attend. Groups, both pro and con, have been invited
to address the Forum to present a range of viewpoints. This open format
provided independent channels of information to Forum members and made
public input available to DOE-RL on issues pertaining to the Draft HDW-
EIS.

5.3 Speakers Bureau

A waste management Speakers Bureau has been organized during the
past year. One purpose of the Speakers Bureau is to provide
information to the public in understandable terms. Another purpose is
to Improve public contacts with Hanford experts who can explain complex,
technical subjects 1n clear terms. This enhances the credibility of DOE
and its contractors and emphasizes that we are serious 1n our efforts to
communicate more openly and effectively.

Groups given priority for presentations by the speakers program are
active opinion leader organizations within the various communities.
These Include Influential civic and service groups such as the Chambers
of Commerce, Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs, schools, women's organizations,
and local government entities (such as fire departments and other
emergency response units).

Our speakers have been selected and given extensive communications
training based upon several factors: ability and desire to communicate,
technical background, experience, and familiarity with the topic. An
effort was made to analyze the audience to be addressed, and then to
select a suitable speaker for that group. These audience profiles were
an important aspect of the program.

During 1986, over 300 presentations were made to more than 10,000
people throughout the Northwest.

5.4 Media Interaction

The DOE-RL 1s meeting Its objective of implementing and Improving
media relations program to improve coordination and cooperation with the
media. This activity has Included periodic tours and briefings with
emphasis on the management and disposal of Hanford defense wastes. The
briefings and tours provide media representatives with background
information for feature articles and current news items. As an example,
DOE and contractor spokespersons were available for interviews prior to
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each open house and workshop event, as well as for follow up coverage
opportunities.

DOF's current relationship with the regional media continues to
improve. The positive impact is exemplified by the public notification
effort which was critical in stimulating public turnout at the open
houses and workshops. Furthermore, there has been a marked improvement
in the accuracy and content of many of the articles appearing in the
regional press.

It is important to note that the DOE and contractor staffs that
interfaced with various public groups and media representatives at the
meetings did receive extensive training 1n media interviewing and other
general communication techniques. This facilitated more relaxed and
open dialogue with the public and media. There were, no mishaps.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The HDW Public Information Program was a major success for DOE. Since
its Implementation, the media attitude about Hanford and its defense waste
operations has, 1n many ways. Improved. A regional consensus recognizing the
need for permanent disposal of Hanford's defense waste 1s beginning to form,
and the public 1s gaining a sense of greater openness by DOE about activities
at the Hanford Site. This positive trend can be attributed to the dedication
and professionalism of the personnel at Hanford, and their willingness to
serve as ambassadors 1n communicating DOE's plans, programs and
accomplishments at Hanford.

With the conclusion of the public hearings, the HDW external affairs
activities entered the post-meetings phase of the public information program.
During this phase education and information were being provided to the public
through outreach activities such as the speakers bureau, briefings, public
meetings, tours, exhibits and publications.
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TRANSLATING DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY DESIGN CRITERIA INTO
AN ENGINEERED FACILITY DESIGN

J. 6. Kemp
Bechtel National, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) design
criteria imposed some new and unusual
requirements on the detailed design of the
facility. This paper describes some of these
criteria and discusses the design solutions for
dimensional requirements, ventilation systems,
processing technology, and the distributed
control system.

INTRODUCTION

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) takes radioactive
defense waste sludge and the radioactive nuclides cesium and strontium
and incorporates them in borosilicate glass in stainless steel canisters,
for subsequent disposal in a deep geologic repository. The DWPF was
designed by Bechtel National, Inc. under a subcontract from E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours and Co , the prime contractor to the Department of Energy, for
the design, construction, and commissioning of the plant. The design
criteria were specified by the Du Pont Company, based on their extensive
experience as designer and operator of the existing Savar.nah River Plant
facilities since the early 1950s.

The design criteria imposed some new and unusual requirements on the
detailed design of the facility. The paper describes some of these
criteri encompassing several engineering disciplines, and discusses the
design solutions developed for the DWPF.

This paper was prepared in connection with work done under a Subcontract
to Contract No. DE-ACO9-76SROOOO1 with the U.S. Department of Energy. By
acceptance of this paper, the publisher and/or recipient acknowledges the
U.S. Government's right to retain a non-exclusive, royalty-free license
in and to any copyright covering this paper, along with the right to
reproduce and to authorize others to reproduce all or part of the
copyrighted paper.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DWPF VITRIFICATION BUILDING

The Vitrification Building is approximately 360 ft long, 117 ft
wide, and 94 ft high. It contains over 65,000 cu yd of concrete. The
building houses a number of radioactive chemical and mechanical
processing cells, which run down the center and occupy the lower half of
the building. Some cells have removable cell covers, and some are open
on their top. This central area of the building is serviced by a
remotely-operated overhead bridge crane designed to remove cell covers,
piping, equipment, and equipment supports for operations, maintenance,
and replacement, for the life of the plant. Primary viewing in these
areas is by closed-circuit television. This central processing area 1s
shielded by thick concrete walls and a roof. Feed lines, process lines,
utilities, and power and instrumentation connections are brought into the
process area by 3-inch diameter stainless steel pipes and conduits
embedded in and penetrating through the shielding concrete. These
penetrations terminate inside the process area at male Hanford connectors
in arrays on the cell walls. From the walls, the lines span to male
Hanford connectors on top of the In-cell equipment, in 3-inch diameter
jumper pipes that have female Hanford connectors at each end.

Local operating aisles in the Vitrification Building are located
outside the shielding walls on four levels. There are four local field
operating stations in these aisles. Primary operations are conducted
from a remote operations building, using a distributed control system,
CCTV, and wireless remote control. The distributed control system has
extensive redundancy and an advanced data logging, control, and record
systems capability.

Process off-gases are mixed with melter pressure control air and routed
through a large sand filter before they are released from a stack-
Ventilation systems are controlled by elaborate pressure and flow control
schemes, routed through HEPA filters, and released from another stack.

CLOSE DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES FOR REMOTE EQUIPMENT, PIPING, AND SUPPORTS

Since the remote cells contain stacked equipment and piping (a
structural support frame supporting a piece of equipment supporting a
jumper connected to a wall nozzle), the accumulation of tolerances and
their control is critical in the design of a remotely-operated facility.
Therefore, the basic criteria required dimensional tolerances for all
wall nozzles and remotely installed supports, equipment, and jumpers, of
+ 1/16 in. and 0.0025 in. per in. on the permissible tilt across nozzle
flanges.
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To enhance the accuracy of fabricated Items and the facility
construction, the following requirements were Incorporated Into the
design:

o The specifications listed below were established for fabricated
equipment and structural supports:

A controlled atmosphere enclosure for the dimensional
checking

Work fully acclimatized to the atmosphere before checking
starts

A substantial and controlled base on which the work must
be set

Use of properly calibrated theodolites and other precision
Instruments

Checking methods approved in advance

Vendors were encouraged to review all requirements and recommend
ways to enhance and simplify the checking process. After the work is
shipped to the plant, the final dimensional acceptance test will be made
by Du Pont.

o Bechtel reviewed the construction contractor's design of a
number of rigid support frames. These frames were to be
secured to prior concrete pours to hold critical pipes and
other embeds securely in their correct positions Inside the
wall forms during concrete placement.

o Rigid "nozzle boxes" were designed to enclose the pipes where
they emerged from embedment In the shielding walls. These
boxes support the Hanford connector male ends of the embedded
pipes — to which the pipe jumpers connect. The nozzle boxes
provide convenient dimensional references and a strong base for
final realignment of the pipe welding nozzles before they are
extended into the Hanford connector ends.

o Bechtel designed the 360 ft long Vitrification Building with
only two building expansion joints. This minimized the number
of jumpers crossing expansion joints and is also expected to
enhance the structural and confinement characteristics of the
building over its operating life.

Since equipment and pipe fabrication and installation work Is still
underway, it is too early to report final results. To date, the work has
been In compliance with the design requirements. Equipment vendors
responded positively to the specification requirements, although they
have experienced difficulties In achieving the required tolerances,
especially for the larger constructions in Hastelloy material. The pipe
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support frames embedded in the concrete walls have performed very well
and the nozzle boxes are working as Intended.

We are confident that the steps taken will achieve the stringent
dimensional tolerances specified and provide a facility that will perform
as intended.

DESIGN OF OFF-GAS AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS USING DYNAMIC MODELLING

Vitrification Building design requirements include three basic air
zones, with each zone divided into multiple subsystems. There is
extensive actual and potential interconnection between the subsystems, so
the overall ventilation system is complex and highly redundant.

Under all conditions, air flows must be from areas of low
contamination to areas of greater contamination. Other design criteria
specify humidity, pressure, temperature, and minimum air velocities under
normal conditions. Upset conditions specify that certain canyon doors be
open and certain cell covers removed. Emergency power is specified to
take over during power failures. Automatic switch-over from normal to
back-up melter off-gas system is required under specified conditions.
The systems are also designed for off-gas flow excursions equal to seven
times the normal off-gas flow, from the melter due to rupture of the
"cold cap".

A preliminary design was developed for all vessel off-gas anc!

building ventilation systems. These were then modelled in Bechtel's
dynamic simulation computer program and tested for compliance with all
criteria. In the programming, the time and shape of dynamic conditions
are modelled in full detail. This includes door opening and closing
times and apertures; time for emergency power to come on line; time and
conditions during switch-over from normal to backup systems; and the
duration and characteristics of all upset conditions.

System design using the dynamic simulation technique is an iterative
process. Multiple runs are made to develop and improve the design by
changing event sequences or changing equipment or their characteristics
until all criteria are satisfied and the designer can see that he has
achieved an efficient design. The results of computer runs are obtained
as tabular data and in graphical form.

For the melter off-gas analysis, the model enabled the designers to
refine the design of the dilution air flow controllers and the melter
pressure controller to overcome system over pressurizations. As a
result, four controllers were reduced to two, and design criteria were
satisfied for all postulated conditions. The analysis also showed that
the overall system was highly sensitive to the performance
characteristics of the off-gas quencher. The model was therefore used to
investigate and specify the characteristics of a revised quencher. The
model was used to establish the logic sequences for switching from the
primary to the back-up off-gas system. The model also showed that only
the quencher and exhauster needed to be on the uninterruptible power
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supply system to prevent over-pressurization of the system during power
failure. This was a valuable simplification of the system.

The building air supply and exhaust system contains twenty-six fans,
each with an individual control loop. The modelling of the 3 zones and
multiple subsystems in the building included 170 air flow streams and
50 control volumes, each with its own state variables, such as pressure
and temperature, etc. The model analyzed all normal conditions,
including the opening of doors and removal of cell covers, etc. It also
analyzed loss of fans, system behavior during power failures, and
subsequent restarts of the system.

The model was used by the designers to refine all aspects of the
preliminary design, simplify it, and ensure compliance with criteria
under all prescribed normal and upset conditions. The model identified
all fans that needed to be on the emergency power system. It also
identified specific supply systems which required pressure controllers to
over-ride the flow controllers during upset conditions (to avoid flow
reversal), the restart sequence of operations for normal power
resumption, and the desired speed of all sequential operations.

Another powerful benefit of the simulation program is its ability to
determine the scan rate for each loop, for the distributed control system
(DCS) algorithm analysis. (Selection of an excessively fast scan rate
unnecessarily increases the cost of the DCS hardware configuration.)

The power of this simulation program gives the designer complete
control over the analysis and final design of the most complex systems.
The program also gives the client a high degree of confidence in the
systems and controls finally selected.

DESIGN OF THE MELTER SUPPORT FRAME AND PIPING

The melter support frame is a stainless steel framework which
supports the glass melter plus auxi1iary -equipment and piping. It
includes a seal pot, four large dome heater transformers, numerous pipes
and bus bars, control and instrumentation hardware, and provides a
lifting mechanism for the whole assembly.

The melter itself is a water jacketed, refractory lined,
cylindrical, stainless steel vessel with a 9 ft-2 in. outside diameter
and 7 ft-0 in. height. The piping and bus bars run from the melter stub
nozzles and connections to the top frame members. They end in remote
jumper connections to be serviced solely by the overhead bridge crane.
There are forty-one lines and four large bus bars.

The frame assembly is supported on four concrete pilasters in the
melter cell. In operation, the melter pour spout is remotely connected
to a canister and fills it with molten glass over a period of 14 hours.
The canister is one of four, in a canister turntable, riding on a
retractable cart. There is another turntable with five canisters located
underneath the center of the melter for emergency dumping of the melt.
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The cell Is equipped with five viewing windows, eight CCTV cameras, and
multiple lights.

With its equipment and piping, the melter support frame is one of
the most critical, complex, and congested elements of the plant. Its
design was developed on a 1/8 scale, three-dimensional plastic model,
which greatly aided and accelerated the design efforts. The model was
also used for viewing and handling studies to determine the location of
windows and CCTV cameras and to assist the assembly contractor assemble
all components and piping 1n the frame.

The melter is forecast to have a useful life of 2-3 years It must
then be remotely removed and replaced with a complete new unit, using the
overhead bridge crane and cable-suspended impact wrench.

The melter frame assembly was designed to fit within a shielding
burial container on a railroad car, for removal at the end of its useful
life. The frame was designed as a shipping cradle and a balanced lifting
mechanism for the 100-ton assembly. Other Important design criteria
included stiffness and high dimensional stability under all thermal and
other load conditions. It was required to meet dimensional tolerances of
+ 1/16 In. on critical dimensions. The frame was designed with minimum
ledges to reduce entrapment of radioactive contaminants and process
fluids, and openings and crevices were seal welded.

The frame was designed using stainless steel box sections. It is
16 ft long x 10 ft wide x 11 ft high and weighs 22,000 pounds. It is
provided with four lifting trunnions and pockets for lead shot for
balancing the completely assembled construction, before final
inspection. The ballast pockets will be sealed before shipment.

The frame assembly design was complicated by strict space
limitations for routing the forty-one lines and four bus bars from the
vessel to the top frame members. There are preferred locations for each
connector on the top frame, to simplify routing of the jumpers to the
preassigned wall penetration nozzles. To streamline plant operations and
achieve the best on-line production factors, all jumpers were kept as
simple and direct as possible, with minimum crossing of jumpers.

The final design satisfied all criteria and specifications.

DESIGN OF THE 400,000 AMP REMOTE, UPSET, RESISTANCE WELDER

The welder is required to remotely weld a 5 in. diameter x 1/2 in.
thick plug (or a 7 in. diameter x 1/2 thick repair cap) into the neck of
the product glass canisters. These are 2 ft in diameter x 10 ft long.
The weld and test cell, which contains the welder, is a remote operations
area, but it can be entered for contact maintenance under limited and
controlled conditions.

Du Pont developed a prototype design of an upset resistance welder
over an extended period and specified the basic design of the DWPF welder
as a further development of that prototype. Based on extensive tests of
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the p r o t o t y p e o n f u l l s c a l e c a n i s t e r s , w e l d c u r r e n t s w e r e s p e c i f i e d a s :
240,000 amps at 15 volts (with a capacity of 300,000 amps) for the 5 in.
plug; and 340,000 amps at 19 volts (and a capacity of 400,000 amps) for
the 7 1n. repair cap.

The Integrity of the welds had to be consistently high with full
penetration throughout. Demonstration of the integrity of each weld had
to be provided immediately upon weld completion.

For the DWPF welder, Bechtel was responsible for adapting the
prototype design and detailed designing and integration of all systems
and components.

In concept, the welder receives a canister In the vertical position
with a temporary closure 1n Its nozzle neck. A ram presses the temporary
closure down into the canister, and a feeder supplies and places a final
closure plug in position over the top opening. The lower weld electrodes
support the canister to provide the reaction for the press fit operation,
and the upper electrode and ram moves down onto the plug. Conditions are
checked; then the upper electrode ram pushes the plug down into the neck
with a force of 85,000 pounds as an electric current of 240,000 amps is
passed through the electrodes during a 1.5 second period.

The integrity of the weld is determined by analysis of the
electrical and mechanical parameters over the press-weld period. The
parameters include the electrical resistance, voltage and amperage, and
the ram force from initial contact through completion of the weld. A
high speed data acquisition system collects the data and compares it with
acceptance criteria based on the qualifications tests that were done on
earlier full-scale test welds. In those earlier tests, the ram force and
current were varied over a wide range. The resulting welds were
sectioned, examined, and tested so the effect of parameter variations on
..seld quality could be properly understood and documented. With this
data, the integrity of any weld can be inferred, with confidence, from
the specific parametric data collected as the weld is made.

A critical requirement for a sound weld is the need to deliver the
full required amperage to the joint. Voltage drops in the system are
very high, but the power loss is low, because the time is only
2.5 seconds/day. Electrical joints and contacts are critical, and split
feeds have to be carefully designed and balanced. The power feed must be
adequate for the total of all loads and losses. In the final design, the
electrical power is supplied through parallel pairs of bus bars from four
power packs outside the weld cell, 40 ft from the welder. Over this
40 ft distance, the voltage drops from 10V to 5V. Joints in the busses
are silver plated and clamped with 16-5/8 in. diameter bolts tightened to
a specific tension.

During the welding operation, the vertical motion of the upper
electrode is 4 in. To provide the required flexibility, a 30 in. long
U-shaped flexible section, comprised of 235 laminations each 5 or 10 mil
thick x 12 in. wide, is inserted into the 1 1/4 x 12 In. copper bus bars.
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When the welder Is Installed and calibrated, taps on the rectifier
transformer primary windings will be used to make the final adjustments.

DESIGN OF REMOTELY OPERATED AGITATORS IN RADIOACTIVE SERVICE

The processing of the radioactive sludge In the Vitrification
Building, before It is vitrified, requires effective agitation in a
number of process tanks. Agitators must be mounted on and penetrate
through the tank tops so they can be Installed and removed, remotely, by
the overhead bridge crane. For the same reason, other equipment, piping,
power, and controls must be mounted on the tank tops. Several tanks also
contain heating and cooling coils which are remotely removable through
the tank top. As a result, many tanks are highly congested inside, with
pumps, agitators, coils, feed supply and return lines, and temperature
and control probes, etc.

The fluids to be agitated are radioactive Bingham-type slurries
containing abrasive glass frit particles. The design criteria require
the agitators to work effectively. The agitators must provide maximum
design life with minimum maintenance. To enhance the heat transfer
process and prevent the formation of solid water-glass, the glass frit
particles must be kept in suspension.

The Bingham slurries and the design and operating conditions were
unique and had not been previously encountered in agitator service and
design. Because of the fluid and the congestion Inside the tanks, it was
decided that small and full scale testing, using simulated fluids, would
be necessary to develop an acceptable agitator design.

Small scale tests were done with two tank sizes and clear and opaque
simulation fluids. Since the clear fluid was considered unsafe because
of its fire hazard, full scale tests were done with only the opaque
fluid. The clear fluid was formulated with polyisobutylene, benzene, and
finely dispersed silicon oxide. It also contained colored plastic
particles so internal flow patterns could be observed. The opaque fluid
was formulated with Kaolin clay, metal hydroxides, zeolites, nitrates,
and borosilicate glass frit. Both simulation fluids were developed to
closely match the mechanical and rheological properties of the actual
radioactive waste feed.

In the small-scale tests using the clear fluid, the minimum critical
speeds (required to just keep all of the fluids in motion and free of
stagnation points and vortices) were found and maintained for all tests.
These were the key test parameters. In-tank equipment shapes and
configurations would have been adjusted, if necessary, to obtain the
desired flows. Because of the high fluid viscosity, this was not
required. With satisfactory internal flow patterns and the agitator
turning at critical speed, the fluid surface characteristics-vortex
formations and surface eddies, were noted for each scale test for
comparison with the opaque fluid tests. Because of the similarities of
the fluid properties, the clear fluid critical speeds were used for the
small-scale, opaque fluid tests to see if they produced the required
surface characteristics. The results were satisfactory, and no
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adjustments 1n critical speed were needed. The critical speed and
surface characteristics were noted for application to the full-scale
fluid tests.

The small-scale, opaque fluid tests provided two points on the curve
for extrapolation up to full-scale operations. Accepted scale-up factors
were used to predict the critical speed for the full scale tank tests.
These were used, and they required no adjustments to achieve the required
fluid surface characteristics. The close correlation between all tests
and extrapolations provided a high degree of confidence In the
correctness of the results.

In all tests, a dual impeller configuration was used successfully.
The upper Impeller was a Kaplan type axial blade design; the lower
impeller was a four blade radial design

DESIGN OF REMOTELY-OPERATED LOW-FLOW, HIGH-LIFT MERCURY
PUMPS IN RADIOACTIVE SERVICE

During processing of the radioactive sludge in the Vitrification
Building, elemental mercury accumulates in the remote process tanks and
must be removed periodically. Design criteria included:

o Mercury separated from the radioactive tank contents by the
pumps

o Pumps mounted on and penetrating through the top of the tanks,
and cantilevering 17 ft down to the bottom of the tanks

o A pumping rate less than 5 gpm

o Mercury lifted 40 ft

o Pumps with no lubrication or bearings inside the tanks

o Minimal additions of air or water into the tanks

o An uncomplicated and highly reliable design

A review of commercially available pumps disclosed that no existing
pump could satisfy all criteria, so Bechtel set out to develop one. From
two possible pump concepts considered, the one based on the water lift
principle was selected. The result was the water displacement mercury
pump, now patented, which was designed by Bechtel and tested by Du Pont.
This pump satisfies all design criteria in a simple and highly reliable
manner.

During development, the conceptual design was confirmed and refined
by two stages of pump testing. In the first stage, a small scale test
stand was used that contained all elements of the proposed concepts. The
stage one tests led to the selection of a 1/2 In. size for the pump
discharge line. It was confirmed that the pressurized displacement water
could force the mercury in the pump bowl, down to the level of the outlet
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line, up the discharge line, and support 1t without collapse, to a height
of 40 ft. (Thereafter, continued pumping simply transfers water.)
In the second stage testing, a full scale prototype pump was tested in an
open tank. This testing led to the confirmation of all concepts and the
refinement of the design of key elements including:

o The valve

o Valve actuator performance

o Required valve seating forces

o The ability of mercury to float out solids and other tank
contents

o Optimum methods of pump control

o The ability to install the pump assembly Into a solids-filled
pump sump

The full-scale prototype testing showed that all design criteria had
been satisfied with an extremely simple design that will be highly
resistant to radioactivity and highly reliable. For a 2 1/2 gallon batch
of mercury, only 6 gallons of transfer water are required, and the
transfer is completed In 4 1/2 minutes.

DESIGN OF CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION FOR CONTROL OF REMOTE OPERATIONS

In the past, periscopes were used to supplement viewing through
shielding windows in remote radioactive facilities. Although such
arrangements met earlier criteria, they had inherent limitations.
Therefore, it was decided that closed circuit television (and shielding
windows) should be used for the Vitrification Building. The CCTV design
criteria included:

o The ability to operate in a high radiation environment

o Proven component experience in similar environments

o High reliability and ease of maintenance

o Remote installation and removal capability, using only the
overhead crane

o CCTV pictures to have 600 line resolution

o Cameras on the overhead crane (only) to be radio-controlled and
return all signals by radio link with a dual fail safe system

o Human engineered

o Camera locations designed to provide operators with all
required operating and feedback data
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CCTV was widely applied throughout the Vitrification Building to
satisfy all specified criteria. Shielding windows are used in a number
of local cells, but even there, they are supplemented with CCTV cameras
which can greatly enhance the ability of the operators to see what is
happening and better control all operations. In the main process cell
and many other remote locations, viewing is entirely by CCTV cameras.
Camera locations, positioning and movements, and their number were
developed in viewing and operating studies using the 3/4 in. scale model
of the facility.

The main process cell overhead bridge crane remotely services and
maintains all operations inside the 360 ft long Vitrification Building.
Its eyes and ears are provided by eight CCTV cameras and two microphones
mounted on the crane. In a clean environment in an adjoining building,
these devices provide the operator with all sights and sounds needed to
carry out the work and confirm that the operations are carried out
properly and that no process leaks are created in removing and replacing
process systems and equipment. For crane operation, crane-mounted camera
operation, and feedback data from controllers and video and audible
signals, signals to and from the crane are transmitted over a dual,
redundant, fail-safe VHF FM radio link.

Features of the final design, which satisfied all design criteria,
include:

o Human engineered features for the operator, such as automatic
video tracking, contour synthesizer, joy stick controls, and
VCR backups.

o Flexible video switching from eight to forty-four different
camera views at the operator's console

o Image contrast enhancement for low contrast videos, such as the
views in the melter of the molten glass cold cap

o Cameras with pan-tilt versatility, radiation-hardened zoom
lenses, and enclosures designed to withstand wet decontamination

Extensive testing was carried out to confirm the designs and prove
their radiation resistance. Operating personnel reviewed all designs and
contributed many suggestions for improving the systems and their
operability. As finally designed, the CCTV systems far surpass the
original criteria and provide the operators with viewing capabilities
which are far more complete and discerning than the viewing systems
previously employed.

DESIGN OF THE DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
CONTROL OF ALL PLANT OPERATIONS

The distributed control system is a plant-wide system. It was
required to be designed to provide safe and efficient operation of all
building facilities, including a safe shut down and achievement of
specified standby conditions. Operations were to be directed from a
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remote central control room with an operator's console and a supervisor's
back up console. Local backup controls with a continuous control
capability were also required within the plant. The system was to be
fully redundant to ensure continuity of control for equipment, analog
processes, and sequential operations, while providing the capability for
an operator to take control of individual loops and equipment. The
system was required to provide as much diagnostic information as possible
and assist the operator in locating and repairing defective equipment.
The system was required to perform extensive data acquisition and storage
and print large volume standard reports, statistics, and customized
reports, as requested.

The system designed provides continuous and discrete control by the
DCS. Four of the plant total of eleven field operating stations (FOS)
are in the Vitrification Building. They control the hardware in their
local areas. There are also local control rooms where the display
hardware, for operator interface with the process, is located. Certain
FOSs also have local consoles for control and maintenance activities.
Each FOS is composed of one or more process control modules (PCM), with
multiplexers and input/output hardware for interfacing with the process.
The PCMs communicate with each other and with the display units over a
data highway system. A VAX 11/750 host computer is connected to the data
highway and used to configure the individual units, collect data, and
build graphic displays. A second computer, a VAX 11/785, is interfaced
with the highway to provide management information, batch records, data
analysis, historical trending, and long-term data storage and retrieval.

Reliability is a primary feature of the design. The local
processors at each FOS have redundant units and automatically switch over
when a processor fault is detected, to assure uninterrupted control of
the process. The data highway interconnecting all elements of the system
is fully redundant and switches over automatically when communications
are threatened. A backup control console is provided within the
Vitrification Building to assure continued safe operation and safe
shutdown capability in case a catastrophic event occurs that would
disable the system. Also, since each FOS operates independently from all
other components, except for exchange of information, continued control
within safe limits is assured, even though entire sections of the
facility may become inoperable. The system performs diagnostic checks of
its components, monitors the input/output hardware for faulty conditions,
and alerts the operator if problems are detected. In specific, critical,
local areas, certain software functions are provided with redundant
backups which are automatically switched in if problems develop.

In addition to discrete and analog control, operating sequences are
provided which automate entire segments of the process, but with
capability for operator intervention and override, as required.

CRT displays are located in the central control room, the supervisor
console, and at the backup console in the hardened area. These permit
the operator to view and manipulate any of the control variables using a
variety of displays, including interactive graphics and faceplate type
displays, in a format similar to conventional instrumentation. Other
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specialized displays, like alarm summary pages, are provided to help the
operator in controlling and monitoring plant operations.

The resulting control system is highly sophisticated with redundancy
in all principal components. Actual control within the Vitrification
Building is largely localized in the 4 FOS areas but coordinated through
the data highways. The balance of the plant is controlled through the
other 7 FOS, and from the central control room in a similar fashion.
Control is normally exercised from the main control room, or in an
emergency, from the backup control in the hardened Vitrification
Building. A high degree of automatic process control is provided and
extensive diagnostic procedures are provided and designed to assure that
tne total system is working properly and is problem free. An extensive
data acquisition, processing, and reporting capability is provided. The
system meets all requirements of the design criteria.
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PROJECT AMOS, MODERNIZATION OF THE WASTE FACILITIES AT STUDSVIK,
SWEDEN

Per Under and Bo Bergstrbm
Studsvik Energiteknik AB

S-611 82 Nykbping, Sweden

ABSTRACT

AMOS is a combined waste management and facility con-
struction program aimed at converting waste accumulated
during 25 years of STUDSVIKs nuclear research activities
into forms compatible with the Swedish national waste
program. Sweden is currently constructing a final
repository for medium level waste which is scheduled for
commissioning in 1988. A large amount of the waste
presently stored at STUDSVIK will be treated and shipped
to the final repository. The AMOS Project treatment
facilities for medium level solid and liquid waste,
standard packaging, the rock cavern for interim storage
and the harbor are described.

INTRODUCTION

An overall illustration of the management scheme for radioactive waste
in Sweden is shown in Figure 1. The waste generated by reactor operation,
which has to be isolated for up to 500 years, will be disposed of in
crystalline rock in a central underground facility known as the SFR. It is
currently under construction and is scheduled for operation in 1988.

Note: Sweden classifies radioactive waste into 3 categories, low, mediu* and high.

Low level; waste can be handled with normal precautions to avoid contamination.

Medium level; waste must be handled with radiation shielding and/or remotely.

High level; waste requirs constant cooling to control heat generation.

Considering final disposal options, long-lived waste containing appreciable aaounts of TRU

and other long-lived nuclides (for SFL repository) should be separated from reactor opera-

tional waste (for SFR repository) containing no appreciable amount of nuclides with

half-lives exceeding approximately 30 years.
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For long-lived waste, such as spent fuel or reprocessing waste, a final
repository is to be constructed in a deep geological formation for planned
operation in 2020. Up to then spent fuel will be sent to a central facility
(CLAB) for interim storage which has been in operation since 1985. The sea
transportation system for all types of radioactive products has been
operating since 1982.

Thus the prerequisite has been obtained for the design of a complete
system for the handling of low and medium level wastes stored in STUDSVIK
as a result of the extensive nuclear research program carried out over the
past 25 years. Also wastes from the use of radionuclides in industry,
medicine and research will be taken care of by STUDSVIK.

1900 TWh -I 12 nuclear power units I

I

690 tonnes

r~
1
1

Foreign
reprocessing

1
1 »

Spent
7800

fuel
tonnes

Central storage 1
for spent fuel 1
CLAB 1985 |

Encapsulation

Repository
(SFL) 2020

Deep Geological
disposal in
crystalline rock

Reactor waste
90 0O0m3

Decommissioning waste
115000 m3

I Studsvik _
10 000 m 3

Repository
(SFR) 1988

Rock cavern

Figure 1. Scheme for management of radioactive waste in Sweden.
Indicated amount of waste is for 12 reactors operating
to the year 2010.
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The Swedish Government has commissioned STUDSVIK to project and
construct new facilities to process and store the waste for subsequent
transportation to the final repository. The project is called AMOS and the
total investment will be 170 MSEK. The break-down of the cost is shown in
table 1.

Table 1. Investment cost for Project AMOS

Interim storage
Treatment plant
Harbor
Auxiliary installations

35 MSEK
85 MSEK
15 MSEK
35 MSEK
170 MSEK

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS

The wastes from power reactor operations are characterized by large
volumes of a few typical waste categories, whereas the wastes from nuclear
research and development as well as various isotope applications consist
usually of small volumes of more diverse types. For that reason a plant
flexibility was a major design criteria.

The best way to characterize waste is to keep a good record of the
origin of the waste. The properties of the waste can then be provided by
the persons who were responsible for the process or research activities.

At Studsvik the main sources of waste are:

Research reactor operation
(Material Testing Reactor=MTR)

Fuel investigations

Medicin, general research,
industry

Spent ion exchange resins.
Contaminated and/or activated
components.
Test specimens

Spent fuel, rags, paper,
miscellaneous

Sealed sources and waste
contaminated from open sources.
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STANDARD WASTE PACKAGES

The final repository for reactor medium level waste (SFR) is designed
to receive in the silo-shaped storage cavern two types of waste packages;
concrete moulds 1.2 m in cube and 200 1 metal drums. Concrete moulds
(Figure 2) are used by nuclear power stations for solidifying spent ion
exchange resins. In STUDSVIK these are used as a container for 100 1 drums
packed with solid waste. Five drums can be accomodated or, in case of high
radiation level, 1 drum in the center and the other positions ar\j filled
with concrete to provide the necessary shielding. These drums are used as a
primary container to provide a package, free from contamination on the
outside surface. These also contribute to minimize possible leakage in case
of an accident during the transport and accidental submerging in water. The
200 1 drum is used for solidified spent ion exchange resins. The small
package is used since there is little production of wet waste at STUDSVIK.

Figure 2. A contrete container, used for 1-5 100 1 drums with
solid waste.
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THE TREATMENT PLANT FOR MEDIUM-LEVEL SOLID AND LIQUID WASTE

The plant is a three story building with process equipment on the
bottom floor, service facilities on the second floor and the ventilation
system located on the third floor. The main part of the building
accomodates areas for handling solid waste, where a hot cell forms a
central part. Located along a corridor in the further part of the building
(Figure 3) are the equipment for treatment of medium-level liquid waste in
shielded cells.

Figure 3. Treatment plant for medium-level solid and liquid waste
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SOLID WASTE HANDLING PLANT

The solid waste handling plant consists of the following main parts;

Receiving bay for transport containers and casks

Cask unloading station

Hot cell with a capacity of 10 kCi C06O equipped with air- and
radiation locks

Drum handling station

The receiving bay constitutes an airlock towards other restricted
areas of the building. Transport of the different shielded containers and
transport cask is carried out with a modified 25 ton truck. The transport
casks range from 450 mm inner diameter maximum 500 Ci Co60 eq to 120 mm
inner diameter maximum 10 kCi Co60 eq. An overhead crane is used to unload
the truck and transfer the cask to a rail carrier by which the cask is
brought through the airlock to the cask unloading station. The cask is
placed on top of a rotary valve connecting the cask with the hot cell.
After opening the gate valve on the cask and the rotary valve the waste
container is lowered into the hot cell. Depending of the consitution of the
waste a number of operations will be carried out in order to reduce the
volume of the waste and sort out the different activity categories and
types.

The following operations can be foreseen:

Unloading the waste container and placing it in a special fixture

Removal of the lid or upper part of the waste container by cutting

Emptying of the waste container on the sorting table which is equipped
with a number of different "hand held" electrical tools

Depending on the waste type and activity a rough sorting takes place

- ' Large pipes and metal pieces are cut into smaller with a metal saw

Sheet metal thicker than 4 mm is cut into smaller pieces by a cutting
torch, thinner sheet metal will be cut by electrical cutting equipment

Thin walled containers are compacted after being filled with
compressible waste such as rags, paper, plastics etc, by a 10 tonnes
compactor
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The treated waste is places in a double-lid container connected to the
hot cell and transferred to the drum handling station

: I IINJI i si »« i I M I i

Figure 4. Flow diagram for solid waste volume reduction

The hot cell has three working places each with lead glass windows and
master slave manipulators. All control panels are situated in front of the
operators below the window. Heavy operations are performed with a power
manipulator with maximum handling capacity of 70 kgs in the manipulator
hand and a lifting capacity of 500 kgs on the manipulator hook. An
auxiliary overhead crane with 5 tonnes lifting capacity takes care of heavy
items such as lead casks, shielding blocks, components etc. The hot cell is
connected with a separate service area in which all equipment in the hot
cell can be repaired or cleaned. All work in the service area must be
performed in pressurized suits.

In the drum handling station area, depending on surface dose rate, 1
to 5 double-lid containers are placed in a concrete container. The concrete
container is closed by a concrete lid which is screwed to the container or
alternatively may be filled with concrete. In this are a all final packing
of waste containers takes place. All operations are carried out with a
remotely operated overhead crane with an ITV-guidance system. The over-head
crane can be positioned within +/- 2.5 mm over the different working
stations. The following operations take place in the drum handling station:
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Unloading of empty containers or drums

Nuclide spectrum analysis of double-lid drums or waste drums

Storage of double lid drums pending loading of concrete containers

Loading of concrete containers with 1 to 5 double-lid drums

Capping of finished container with a screwed lid or by surrounding
drums with concrete

Loading of filled containers or drums into a transport shield for
transport to the interim storage facility.

LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

During the operation of the different facilities at STUDVIK, various
waste streams are produced. Activity content as well as composition can
vary in broad terms. In the table below some of the most interesting waste
types are shown.

Table 2. Waste categories of radioactive liquid wastes

Category

High level
waste

Emergency
blow-down

Medium level
waste

Low level

Process water

Sludge

Source

Boxes, hot cells

MTR-pool

Prod.rate
1/man-day

0.06

80 m3

Boxes, hot cells 7
Ion exchange resin
regeneration solutions

Fumehoods, drains

Cooling water

MTR spent resins

700

2000

Spec.activity
max - avg ,
Ci/rrr Ci/nT

lxlO4

lxlO2

1

lxlO"2

lxlO"6

lxlO2

lxlO2

3x10"

1x10"

0

1
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The main principle is to separate all large volumes with low activity
content which can be routed directly to holding tanks and after samples has
been taken, be routed to discharge The smaller volumes with dominating
activity content are collected in hold-up tanks from which the liquid is
transferred to the waste treatment plant.

The liquid waste treatment plant is designed to handle and treat
emergency blow-down, medium level waste and sludge.

The treatment method is based on chemical precipitation followed by
centrifuging. Treated water, which is continously checked by automatic
monitoring, is routed to holding tanks for futher control before pumping to
discharge. Sludge produced by the centrifuge is transferred to the two 3 m
storage tanks from which the sludge can be pumped to the solidification
plant.

Hold-up tanks

Mtdiia level waste

L-. f L-J.-1

Figure 5: Liquid waste treatment facility, Schematic
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The liquid waste system consists of the following main components:

Tanks for chemical precipitation with built-in stirrers 3
Self-ejecting solid-bowl centrifuge with a capacity of 10 m /h
Sludge tanks
Storage tank for spent resins
Pump station
Equipment for measuring, surveillance and control

Principle:

Incoming waste solutions are collected in one of the two precipitation
tanks, and the pH is adjusted to 3 with sulphuric acid. Depending on the
existing nuclides, suitable chemical additives are determined. In the
standard case the following chemicals are added:

Potassium ferrocyanide
Copper sulphate
Ferrosulphate

When the predetermined amount of chemical reagent has been added the
pH for the solution is adjusted to 10 with sodium hydroxid. During the
addition of chemicals, continous agitation is carried out at high speed.
After a number of hours of low speed mild agitation to complete reactions
the solution is pumped to the centrifuge at a rate of 2 m /h. When the
centrifugation process has been finished, all components and piping are
automatically flushed by clean water in order to minimize the contamination
level. The sludge from the centrifuge outlet contains 8-10 % dry matter,
which is suitable for the solidification process. Furthermore, the storage
tanks are equipped with a heating blanket which permits the sludge to be
heated to 60 C. By evacuating and condensing the water vapor, dry solid
matter/water ratio can be adjusted if too much water is unintentionally
added.

Spent resin is transported by water from the different producers to
the waste treatment plant. Each batch contains about 1 m of spent resin
and 4 m of water. The storage tank is equipped with fixed ultrasonic level
transducers with which the spent resin level can be determined. Surplus
water is drawn off and the water level adjusted to the level of the spent
resin.
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Solidification of sludge, spent resin and high level radioactive
liquid is performed by mixing with Portland cement in an
in-drum-lost-stirrer system. The mixing takes place in specially designed
200 1 drums with a built-in stirrer. The drums have been prepared earlier
with a fixed amount of Portland cement, and are brought to the mixing
position by a roller conveyor. The equipment used for the solidification
process is a modified mobile solidification unit manufactured by NUKEM
under the name of MOWA. Due to lay-out problems the unit had to designed as
a number of modules for fixed installation in the plant. The solidification
plant consists of the following main components.

roller conveyors
metering unit
hydraulic mixer with power-pack
drum positioning
quality-control
capping equipment

The finished drums are allowed to harden for a minimum of 24 hours
after which the compressive strength and the absence of free water is
checked. After acceptance the drums are capped and transported to interim
store.

Tests have been carried out with different water/cement ratios ranging
from 0.3 to 0.7. Resulting compressive strength was between 85 MPa and 23
MPa, respectively (approximately 12 000 psi and approximately 3 000 psi),
in no case free water was found on the surface.

INTERIM STORE AND HARBOR

The interim storage is built as an underground rock cavern. The waste
will be stored there pending the transport by sea to the final repository
(SFR) close to the Forsmark Reactor Site. Long-lived waste, containing, for
instance, transuranic elements, has to be disposed of in a future reposi-
tory (SFL), that is planned for operation in 2020. Such waste has to be
stored at Studsvik until that time. The rock cavern for the interim store
is situated in crystalline rock, the rock cover being about 25 m. The
accessibility to the main storage gallery will be quite restricted during
the long storage period. The reinforcement and the rock drainage system
have been designed with regard to this. Reinforced "shotcrete" has been
applied on the roof and walls of the cavern. The result has been a very dry
storage facility.

The storage capacity is around 6 000 m of waste packages. A
remote-operated overhead crane will transport the package from the tran-
sport container to the shielded compartment of the storage facility.
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The harbor is situated just In front of the entrance to the rock
cavern. The pier is equipped for roll-on/roll-off cargo handling. The
harbor is design to receive the M/S Sigyn, a ship specially designed for
transporting waste containers. It has a deadwight of more than 2 000
tonnes. The ship is 90 meters long and has a draft of 4 meters. The ship
can accommodate 10 transport containers either with thick walls or thin
walls containing:

Thick walls;
Thinner walls:

12 concrete moulds or 72 drums
16 "- 96 drums

Figure 6. Interim storage in the rock cavern,
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SPECIFICATION, SORTING AND REGISTRATION OF WASTE PACKAGES

The waste packages are made according to specifications, based upon
safety and quality assurance requirements for the treatment, intermediate
storage, transportation and final disposal. Requirements are deduced from
an analysis of the different links of the handling chain and quality
control is implemented in such a way that the control efforts mainly are
concentrated on input materials and process parameters rather than on the
final package.

To fulfill the requirements given by the Swedish Authorities and by
the operator of the repositories, Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Company SKB, the waste must be sorted into different categories.

Pyroforic, explosive and chemically aggressive materials have to be
excluded. Long-lived waste for SFL has to be separated from the short-lived
waste for SFR. The routine measurement of gamma-activity with a
multi-channel-analyzer does not provide information of the inventory of
long-lived alfa nuclides. The sorting must mainly be based upon information
regarding origin of the waste. Good records from the waste producer and
generic studies of the nuclide spectrum will provide the necessary sorting
tool. Only for wet waste will sampling and laboratory analysis be possible
to perform.

Gas forming and swelling products have to be placed in auxiliary rock
caverns to avoid any hazard for the advanced barriers surrounding the
silo-shaped repository. All of the waste packages shall be well marked and
the main parameter of the waste packages are to be recorded, such as
package type, waste type and waste form, as well as activity content, using
a standardized code system.
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ADVANCES IN REMOTE MAINTENANCE IN THE TOKAI

REPROCESSING PLANT

T. Yamanouchi, H. Takeda,
Y. Ishibashi, Y. Ohtani

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development Corporation

Akasaka, Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

The Tokai Reprocessing Plant adopts the remote systems for
the fuel unloading process and the mechanical head-end
process, and the contact maintenance method in the
chemical process. Through the plant operation, several
remote maintenance techniques have been developed to deal
with equipment failures and to meet requirements of strict
inspection on nuclear facilities. This paper describes
the outline of the development of these new remote
maintenance techniques, including the remote repair
devices for the dissolvers, the decontamination robot and
the in-cell remote inspection equipment. These remote
techniques have been contributing much to the operation
and safety of the Tokai Reprocessing Plant.

INTRODUCTION

The Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC)
constructed the Tokai Reprocessing Plant with a processing capacity of 0.7
tons per day for Light Water Reactor fuel. In the end of 1985, the plant
has processed 253 tons of heavy metal uranium since the hot operation
started in September 1977.

The main process of the plant consists of a combination of the
chop-leach process and the purex process. Spent fuel assemblies are first
chopped into short lengths by the shearing machine, then introduced into
the dissolvers to dissolve with nitric acid. The dissolver solution,
containing uranium, plutonium and most of the fission products, treated
with the solvent extraction process, which consists of three-cycle purex
process using 30% TBP in n-dodecane, to separate uranium and plutonium from
fission products.

As for the maintenance philosophy of the plant, only a limitted
application of remote systems was planned in the original design. Remote
systems are used in the fuel unloading process and the mechanical head-end
process, while the contact maintenance method is adopted in the chemical
processes.
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BACKGROUND OF REMOTE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, two types of remote system are used:
One is a remote handling system for spent fuel assemblies, and another is a
remote maintenance system for the mechanical head-end process. Fuel
handling is carried out remotely under the pool water. This system
includes pool cranes, fuel storage baskets, a transfer cart and a conveyor
(Fig. 1). Maintenance of the mechanical equipments used in the head-end
process such as the shearing machine is performed remotely by a power
manipulator, an in-cell crane, and a master-slave manipulator as well as
shielding windows for viewing inside the cell (Fig. 2). On the other hand,
chemical process areas following the dissolution process are maintained by
contact maintenance after necessary decontamination.

Through 9 years operation since the hot test started, the Toaki
Reprocessing Plant has experience of several equipment failures with long
interruption of plant operation. Major troubles occurred in the acid
recovery evaporator and the dissolvers. On the acid recovery evaporator,
radioactive leakage occurred in 1978 and 1983, and followed twice by the
replacement of the evaporator to a new one. As for the dissolvers, leakage
problems occurred on the two existing dissolvers respectively in 1982 and
1983. These dissolvers were to be restored in-situ by remotely operated
welding using specially developed devices, and furthermore a new third
dissolver was installed.

I 110 Ton Crane

i. Fuel Unloading Pool Crane

1- Fuel Storage Pool Crane

I Fuel Transfer Pool Crane

£ Transfer Cart

£ Fuel Storage Basket

7 Rocker Arm

8 Fuel Transfer Conveyor

CUP Cask unloading Pool

FSP Fuel Storage Pool

FTP Fuel Transfer Pooi

Fig. 1 Fuel Receiving and Storage Area
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.)• Gantry Grab

I Bundle Shear

4J Rotary Distributor

4. 5 Ton Handling Crane

5 Power Manipulator

6,1.6 Ton Handling Crane

7 M.S. Manipulator

8 Dissolver

9 OMC-DLC Intercell Slab

A Window

J]> Waste Conveyor

i> intercell Ooor

MPC Mechanical Process Cell
DLC Dissolver Loading Cell
DMC : Decontamination and Main-

tenance Cell

Fig. 2 Mechanical Treatment Process Area

In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, through experience of the restoration
work for these failed equipments, the development activities for the hot
maintenance technology which is peculiar to the reprocessing plant, and for
the inspection technology which is effective to improve the reliability of
the plant, have been advanced aggressively. Especially, the remote
maintenance technique, being in demand for the repair or inspection works
of in-cell equipments in order to reduce the personnel exposure, is the
subject for the Tokai Reprocessing Plant which is designed mostly for the
contact maintenance. Therefore the development of new remote techniques
has been pursued in the last few years. These new remote maintenance
techniques are described below.

DEVELOPED REMOTE MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY

Remote repair devices for dissolvers

In April, 1982, a pinhole was detected in one of the Tokai Plant's two
dissolvers, and in February, 1983, a similar pinhole was occurred in the
other dissolver. Total three defects were located about 6 m beneath the
opening of the dissolver barrels (270 mm diameter). To overcome the
problem PNC decided to develop the remote devices to conduct inspection and
repair of the dissolvers, because decontamination was difficult, but it was
possible that the opening of the barrels, being used ordinarily for basket
loading, were utilized to provide access for the remote repair.

A weld repair procedure and devices used are shown in Fig. 3. Total
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six kinds of remote devices were developed and manufactured. Those are:
Periscope;
Grinding device;
Welding device;
Dye-penetrant testing device;
Ultrasonic testing device;
TV camera.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic drawing of the repair system using the remote
devices. Each device, which consists of the lifting device and the head
assembly, is installed on the opening of the dissolver barrel by means of
in-cell crane, hoists and manipulators. The lifting device mounted on the
barrel employs a specialized hoisting mechanism, and the head assembly can
be lowered into the barrel up to the repair areas by telescopic operation.
The six remote devices listed in Table 1, which includes their
characteristics.

The repair work of the failed dissolvers was successfully completed in
November, 1983 by using these remote devices.

(Procedure)

Visual Inspection

Grinding

Visual Inspection

Welding

Visual Inspection

Dye Penetrant Test (PT)

Bubble Test (Air Leak)

Ultrasonic Test (UT)

Test Dissolution

(Devices)

Periscope

Grinding Device
Periscope

Periscope

Welding Device

Periscope

PT Device
Periscope

TV Camera

UT Device

Table 1 Characteristics of Devices

Fig. 3 Remote Repair Procedure

Qevice

Periscope

Grinding

Welding

PT

TV

UT

Characteristics

1, Mirror and Lens Combination System.
2.Naked Eye Inspection, (natural colour view)
3.Attachment : ITV and Camera.

1. Remote Grinding Stone Exchange.
2.Observation of Grinding Condition by Periscope.

1 . Automatic TIG Welding.
2.Monitoring of Welding Condition by ITV.
3. Computerized Graphic Display and Data Record System.
4.Remote Tungsten Electrode Exchange.

1. Remote PT Operation.
•& Penetrant Liquid Spray
« Washing
« Drying
X Developer Spray

2.PT Liquid Cartridge Remote Exchange.
3.PT Observation by Periscope.

1 . Radiation Proof, Black-White ITV.
2.Three Step ot Magnification.
3. In Air 4 in Water Use.

l .Two Oetective Direction
« One Vertical Probe
SK Four Oblique Probes

2.In Water Use
3.Display Functions.

•S A Scope
$ B Scope
33 C Scope
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_Shield

(Operating Area)

TV Monitor

Barrel

Head Assembly

Travelling Hoist

Lifting Device

(Dissolver Loading Cell)

U

Slab Tank

Fig. 4 Schematic Drawing of Repair System

Decontamination robot

Prior to the installation work of the new third dissolver,
decontamination of the dissolver loading cell, which is located between the
dissolver cells and the mechanical processing cell, was required to allow
personnel entering the cell to set up parts of the third dissolver (loading
chute pipes, dissolver closing *>vice, off-gas filter and pipes, etc.)- In
the remote decontamination work, remotely operated decontamination robot
was manufactured and used, in addition to use of in-cell crane and
master-slave manipulators.

The schematic drawing of the decontamination robot is shown in Fig. 5.
This robot has a manipulation arm with tongs to grip a water jet or brushes
to wash the floor and wall of the cell. The manipulation arm has six
degrees of freedom. Driving of the manipulation arm and travelling of the
robot are performed by using hydrauric pressure.
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Fig. 5 Schematic Drawing of the Decontamination Robot

Remote inspection equipment

In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, development of the In-cell Remote
Inspection System (IRIS) has being performed to strengthen the plant
engineering management by using the preventive maintenance method. Some
types of remote inspection equipment are developed or under development for
inspecting process equipments and the drip-tray (cell lining) in the hot
cell which are difficult to make access due to high levels of radiation.
These inspection equipments are described below:

(1) Floor-rambling type remote inspection equipment (FLORA)
FLORA is an equipment aiming to inspect the drip-tray in the hot cell

which has an intervention tube (small hole providing on the cell wall) and
enables to bring down the inspection vehicle on the floor of the cell by
using this hole.

FLORA consists of four components; an inspection vehicle, a back-up
camera, an inserting device, and an operation board. The inspection
behicle having a special ITV camera for visual inspection and a GM counter
for monitoring of y radiation dose rate in the cell, can move around on the
drip-tray. Fig. 6 gives an outline of FLORA.
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3 Inserting Device

, Pan

2 Back up
TV Camera GM Counter

K

\

I

/

Camera ~£) \{ 1

Lamp —' .' •• F )

Driving
Wheel

Inspection Vehicle

Back up TV \
Monitor Vehicle TV X. ,

, Monitor Or|P TraV

X GM Counter
Meter

Operation Panel

^Operation Board

Fig. 6 Floor Rambling Type Remote Inspection Equipment (FLORA)

(2) Multiple-armed type remote inspection equipment (MARIE)
MARIE is an equipment aiming to inspect the drip-tray and process

equipments in the hot cell which has a shielding plug on the ceiling. Also
MARIE is used for inspection of the cell which is difficult to put down
FLORA on the floor from existence of impediments such as pipes, equipment
supports, and etc.

MARIE consists of three components; a multiple-arm, a housing box, and
an operation board. The multiple-arm has several joints and ITV camera at
the top of the arm, and supplies wide visual field. Besides, the
multiple-arm and ITV camera are covered with touch-sensors to prevent from
damage with all directional clashing. Fig. 7 gives an outline of MARIE.
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Operation Panel

Lift
Motor

3 Operation Board

Fig. 7 Multiple-Armed Type Remote Inspection Equipment (MARIE)

(3) Underwater vehicle type remote inspection equipment
Underwater vehicle type is an equipment for inspecting of large

vessels for low level liquid waste storage, and is able to inspect these
vessels remotely without emptying.

This inspection equipment has been developed by means of combining an
underwater type TV camera and a special vehicle having navigating mechanism
in water.

Other development activities

Besides described above, the development activities for the remote
maintenance techniques have been performed and continued.

Declogging device for pipes was developed. This device consists of a
water jet nozzle and hoses which were coiled with a spring. It is possible
to insert the nozzle and hoses in the pipe, and to let it go about 20 m
into the pipe line which inside-diameter is 35.5 mm and it has several
elbows and weld beads. Clogging part of the pipe is removed by pulsed
water injection.

Pipe cutting and welding techniques are examined. Automatically
operated and remotely handled cutting and welding units are manufactured by
way of experiment, and after this, tests and improvements of these devices
will be made one after the other.
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Dismantling and removing technique for large equipments in the cell is
under study. Because these equipments such as the dissolver are difficult
to be decontaminated until personal access becomes practicable, it is
necessary to apply the remote technology in the dismantling and removing
work as much as possible. Cutting method and remote handling techniques
are being investigated.

CONCLUSION

In nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities, practical
application of remote technology is required from the point of view of
decreasing radiation exposure for inspection and maintenance, reducing the
time for regular inspection, and minimizing the number of inspection
personnel required. And the Tokai Reprocessing Plant is not just an
exception.

In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, while the main process was designed
for contact maintenance, the new remote maintenance techniques such as the
remote repair devices for the dissolver, the decontamination robot and the
in-cell remote inspection equipment, which correspond to the particular
requirement of this plant, have being developed over the last several
years. These remote maintenance techniques have been making a contribution
to improvement of availability and safety of the Tokai Reprocessing Plant.
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Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program

THE REMOTE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DEMONSTRATION FACILITY
AT THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY*

T. W. Burgess
Fuel Recycle Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratoryt
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

The Remote Operation and Maintenance Demonstration (ROMD)
Facility at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has been
developed by the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program (CFRP) to
demonstrate remote handling concepts on advanced nuclear fuel repro-
cessing equipment and for other programs of national interest. The
ROMD facility is a large-volume high-bay area that encloses a complete,
technologically advanced remote maintenance system and full-scale
development reprocessing equipment. The maintenance system consists of
a full complement of teleoperated manipulators, manipulator transport
systems, and overhead hoists that provide the capability of performing a
large variety of remote handling tasks. This system has been used to
demonstrate remote manipulation techniques for the U. S. Department of
Energy (DOE), the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuels Development Cor-
poration (PNC) of Japan, the U.S. Navy, and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). Extensive tests of manipulative sys-
tems and remote maintainability of process equipment have been per-
formed. This paper describes the ROMD facility and key remote mainte-
nance equipment and presents a summary of major experimental activi-
ties.

INTRODUCTION

The CFRP is sponsored by the DOE for the research and development of advanced
nuclear fuel reprocessing technology. The ROMD facility, shown in Fig. 1, has been
developed by the CFRP for the demonstration of remotely operated and maintained nuclear

•Research sponsored by the Office of Facilities, Fuel Cycle, and Test Programs, U.S. Department of
Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

tOperated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Figure 1. The ROMD facility (1) gantry bridge crane. (2.1 manipulator transport bridge, (3> force-reflecting
servomanipulator. (4) fuel disassembly system. ;md (5) fuel shear system.
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fuel reprocessing equipment. This facility is a major component of the Integrated Equipment
Test (IET) project,' a full-scale, cold-demonstration reprocessing facility.

The ROMD facility is equipped with a complete state-of-the-art remote handling system
that includes a two-armed, force-reflecting servomanipulator system, two power manipulators,
two manipulator transport bridges, an overhead gantry bridge crane with two 9-metric-ton
(10-ton) hoists, a closed-circuit television viewing system, and a remote operator control sta-
tion. The current fully operational status of the IET and ROMD facilities culminates a
10-year effort by the CFRP. Experimental remote handling operations in ROMD were first
initiated in FY 1982 but were limited in scope until completion of facility construction and
equipment installation activities in late FY 1984.

The CFRP developmental activities are based on the concept of a centralized reprocess-
ing cell design with complete remote operation and maintenance and no planned human
entry.2 A totally remotely maintained in-cell plant design—to include the maintenance system
itself—is a departure from historical methods and has been developed in order to:

1. Increase overall plant availability.

2. Reduce occupational radiation exposure levels to as low as reasonably achievable.

3. Reduce recovery time from forced (unplanned) outages.

4. Facilitate the remote handling aspects of ultimate decontamination and decommissioning
of the facility.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The IET and ROMD facilities are located at the Fuel Recycle Division of ORNL. The
ROMD (see Fig. 1) section is a large high-bay area with a 15-m (48-ft) working height and
a 400-m2 (4,312-ft2) ground-level floor. A 97-m2 (1,046-ft2) pit area is also included that
extends 9 m (30 ft) below the facility ground level. Large sections of the facility floor are
available for remote handling experiments with portable equipment mock-ups and test stands.
These areas also provide space for component maintenance stands.

Prototypical reprocessing equipment currently installed in ROMD and remotely service-
able by the maintenance system represents the mechanically intensive "head-end" portion of
the demonstration reprocessing plant. This equipment was designed for a nominal reprocess-
ing throughput of 0.3 metric ton of heavy metal per day (MTHM/d) and includes (1) a fuel
disassembly system, (2) a hydraulically actuated fuel-shear system, (3) a rotary dissolver-
based fuel-dissolution system, and (4) an automated process fluid sampling system with a
robotic sampling vehicle. The design of this equipment incorporates modular construction and
special remote handling features to facilitate remote maintenance. Developmental reprocess-
ing equipment requiring installation in non-ROMD areas of IET can be initially installed or
mocked-up in ROMD for maintenance demonstration.
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REMOTE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

The ROMD remote maintenance system allows comprehensive development and demons-
tration of key remote maintenance concepts and techniques. The original system began accep-
tance test operations in early FY 1982 and was based on electromechanical manipulators
(EMMs), more specifically, Programmed and Remote (PaR) Systems model 6000 manipula-
tors. Currently, the CFRP pursues the use of force-reflecting teleoperated manipulators to
enhance remote handling capabilities in the unstructured remote environment typical of
reprocessing. Under a joint development effort, Sargent Industries' Central Research Labora-
tories (CRL) and ORNL developed the model M-2 servomanipulator.3 The model M-2,
described in more detail in the following section, is a state-of-the-art, bilateral, force-
reflecting servomanipulator and is the first totally digitally controlled force-reflecting ser-
vomanipulator system in existence.4 This manipulator essentially duplicates the dexterous
handling capabilities of through-the-wall mechanical master slave systems but has the added
advantage of being able to perform operations over a large facility volume. The model M-2
slave and master control station are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

The model M-2 was installed in the ROMD facility in mid-FY 1983 and has been
extensively used in many test programs since that time. It has proven to be a very effective
and reliable remote handling device. However, the M-2 is primarily a demonstration and
developmental manipulator and was not designed to be remotely maintained, a feature
required for future reprocessing facilities. A next-generation servomanipulator with modular-
ized component features has been designed and built by ORNL and is currently undergoing
operational development in an adjacent facility.5'6

ORNL-PHOTO 3549-83

Figure 2. The model M-2 scrvomanipulator slave.
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Fimnv 3. The model M-2 MUISHT control station.

Operator interface with the remote handling equipment of the ROMD facility is based
on a centralized control room that is located adjacent to the facility and houses the M-2 con-
trol station, a viewing system monitor console, and an operating panel containing the closed-
circuit television system controls and control units for the balance of the maintenance system
(i.e.. hoists, transports, and EMMs), A discussion of each of the major components of the
maintenance svstem follows.

CRL Model 1V1-2 Servomanipulator

The CRL model M-2 manipulator is a bilateral, force-reflecting servomanipulator sys-
tem. The master arms are kinematic replica controllers with 7 D.F. (degrees of freedom).
The slave arms each have a continuous handling capacity of 23 kg (50 Ib) and a peak han-
dling capacity of 46 kg (100 ib) for all arm positions. The M-2 master and slave joints are
each driven by a brushless dc servomotor with integral position and velocity encoding. The
output of the upper 3 D.F. of the master and slave are gear and lever driven. The lower 4
D.F. of the slave are cable driven. The master controller lower 4 D.F. are tape driven. A
standard position-position bilateral control technique, implemented in digital control
hardware, provides force reflection in ratios from 1:1 to 8:1 as well as operations without
force reflection. Incorporated in the M-2 system slave design are three on-board cair-ras and
a 227-kg (500-lb) capacity hoist to provide a complete maintenance package. A console of
three 19-in. monitors provide viewing at the M-2 control station.
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PaR Model 6000 Manipulator

The PaR model 6000 is a standard rate-controlled power manipulator. The manipulator
arm has seven joints, an overall length of 2 m (7 ft), and a 181-kg (400-lb) capacity for any
arm positions. Permanent magnet dc motors with continuously variable speed control drive
each joint. A switchbox-type controller with spring-returned potentiometers provides individ-
ual rate control of each arm joint. A magnetically-coupled clutch in the end-effector drive
allows adjustment of gripping forces from the control panel. This type of manipulator pro-
vides no feedback regarding forces exerted by the slave arm. Three types of end-effectors
(parallel jaw, double hook, and single hook) are used by the arm and can be remotely
changed.

Hoist and Manipulator Transport Systems

Heavy equipment transport and maintenance functions that require crane and impact
wrench operations are remotely performed in the ROMD facility by use of an 18-metric ton
(20-ton) overhead gantry bridge equipped with two 9-metric-ton (10-ton) hoist and trolley
assemblies. This gantry bridge provides primary access to the full north-south length [40 m
(132 ft)] of the high-bay facility and full east-west access along its 18-m (60-ft) span with
the two trolley assemblies. Special design features of the bridge system include remotely
maintainable trolley hoist assemblies, motorized hook rotation, and load-block electrical
power outlets (dc voltage) for remote tool operation and control. Various remote tools and
fixtures are supported and operated from the load blocks in the course of remote mainte-
nance.

A second gantry bridge system, which is at a lower elevation than the primary bridge, is
nested between the end-truck and girder supports of the primary bridge system and operates
over approximately 27 m of the north-south length of the facility. This secondary bridge sys-
tem is equipped with three telescoping-tube trolley assemblies and provides three-axis
positioning of the two manipulator systems and a closed-circuit television camera boom over
the facility volume. Currently, the bridge system supports and provides mobility for the
model M-2 servomanipulator, a PaR model 6000 manipulator, and two boom-mounted,
closed-circuit television cameras. The telescoping feature of the tubes provides a 10-m
positioning range from the fully extended to fully retracted positions. The telescoping-tube
trolley assemblies were designed for remote maintainability, and the two supported manipula-
tor systems can each be removed at the tube interface using a mechanical master-slave mani-
pulator. Electrical power outlets (dc voltage) are located on the telescoping tube for operation
and control of power tools. A special rotatable dual-hook assembly can be installed on the
tubes (i.e., in place of a manipulator system) for increased gripping and lifting capabilities.

A third bridge system provides manipulator coverage in the ROMD pit area for remote
maintenance operations on the rotary dissolver system. This vertical bridge system travels
along three walls of the pit on a double, U-shaped, guide-and-support track. A PaR model
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6000 manipulator is supported and positioned by a trolley and boom assembly that is raised
and lowered along the 8-m (26-ft) vertical axis of the bridge by means of an integral hoist.
This system was designed for remote maintainability, but it is not prototypical of transport
and manipulator systems currently considered for fuel reprocessing applications.

Closed-Circuit Television Viewing System

Visual information for control of remote operations in the ROMD facility is based on
the strategic placement of television cameras within the facility to provide comprehensive cov-
erage of anticipated remote handling operations. Cameras are mounted on the secondary
bridge, the primary bridge, and the facility walls. Two of the secondary bridge cameras are
mounted on the center telescoping-tube boom to provide flexible, close-up viewing of manipu-
lator operations. An additional camera is mounted on a portable tripod for relocation to areas
that may be hidden from the other camera positions. Each camera is equipped with a fully
motorized telephoto lens and pan-and-tilt base. Camera controls and eight 17-in. monitors are
located at the remote maintenance console in the ROMD control room. Full camera view
selection capabilities to these monitors, the M-2 control station monitors, and two video
cassette recorders are provided by this system.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Remote handling test operations in the ROMD facility were first initiated in FY 1982.
Since this time, a number of experimental test programs that vary in scope and experimental
design have been completed. These test programs are based on formalized test plans and pro-
cedures prepared and approved by multidiscipline CFRP staff members. The ROMD test
programs can be generally categorized as one of the following types:

• Process Equipment Maintenance Demonstrations

— The demonstration and verification of developed maintenance procedures and tech-
niques on existing prototypical reprocessing equipment (proof-of-principle).

• Maintainable Equipment Design Experiments

— Experimentation directed toward evaluation of fundamental maintenance design
concepts for potential application to in-cell equipment design.

• Maintenance System Evaluation Experiments

— Experiments designed to evaluate and analyze maintenance system performance and
effectiveness to aid in the development of improved maintenance systems.

• General Hazardous Environment Remote Handling Demonstrations

— Remote handling demonstrations for non-CFRP organizations with specific interests
in hazardous environment teleoperations.
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Process equipment maintenance demonstrations thus far have been completed on a pro-
cess module equipment rack mock-up, the dissolution system rotary dissolver, an eighl-stage
bank of solvent extraction system centrifugal contactors, a robotic sampling vehicle, and por-
tions of the fuel disassembly system. These demonstrations entailed a large variety of remote
handling tasks, ranging from dexterous handling of relatively small and precisely aligned
components, such as electrical connectors, to the removal and replacement of heavy, complete
systems from their mounting bases. Figure 4 shows the remote removal of a fuel-bundle-
handling adaptor of the fuel disassembly system. In-cell equipment is modularized in design

ORNL-PHOTO 1675-86

Figure 4. Remote removal of a fuel disassembly system fuel bundle handling adapter.

to a degree dependent on the expected frequency of component changeout. For example, elec-
tric motors in high-radiation fields will unavoidably require replacement during the life of the
plant and are therefore designed for individual replacement. In a maintenance demonstration,
each of the modularized components of the equipment or system in question is evaluated for
remote maintainability through actual demonstration. The end result of these efforts includes
deployable maintenance designs, proven maintenance techniques documented through video
recordings and written procedures, and the establishment of a maintenance data base in sup-
port of plant availability studies. Commonly employed maintenance tools include electric
impact wrenches positioned and supported using manipulator tongs or a hoist; electric "nut-
runner'Mype wrenches; manually operated ratchet and torque wrenches; general rigging
equipment (slings, chains, hooks, etc.); and specialized lifting and alignment fixtures. Where
practical, commercially available tools are used that have been modified to enhance remote
handling. Process equipment and systems incorporate standardized maintenance designs to
minimize requirements for specially designed tools.
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Testing of more fundamental equipment design concepts was the focal point of the
Remote Connector Test Program. Remote handling characteristics of selected commercially
available fluid and electrical connectors were evaluated for potential service in remotely
maintained equipment. Reprocessing facilities utilize a large number of these connections that
in the past have been custom designed to ensure remote operability. With the improved
remote handling capabilities of the new-generation servomanipulators such as the model M-2,
it may be feasible to use more cost-effective, off-the-shelf equipment designs. Comparable
flareless tube fittings from three manufacturers (28 total) and electrical connectors from five
manufacturers (24 total) were examined. Tubing connectors in 0.25-, 0.5-, and 1-in. sizes
were tested. Electrical connectors ranged in size from 1-pin coaxial to 60-pin in both straight
and 90° configurations. These connectors were mounted in varying jumper arrangements on a
portable test panel which is shown in Fig. 5. The different mounting orientations allowed
evaluation of accessability and viewing limitations for operation. The experimental data
characterized each connector according to its type, size, panel location, test configuration,
tool requirements, and operator identification. The times required to disconnect and to con-
nect the test jumper for each of 25 repetitions were recorded along with results of systematic
checks of connector integrity and video recordings of test operations. With the exception of a

ORNL-PHOTO 6294-85

Figure 5. Evaluation of fluid and electrical connector remote handling using the model M-2.
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small BNC-type coax connector (too small for the M-2's tongs), all connectors were remotely
operable using the model M-2 servomanipulator. The majority of the connectors withstood 25
cyclings with no damage. Preferred mounting orientations and connector makes were identi-
fied.

Two major manipulator system performance evaluation test programs have been com-
pleted: the Manipulator Comparative Test Program and the Force Reflection Evaluation Test
Program. The Manipulator Comparative Test Program, which was jointly sponsored by the
DOE and PNC of Japan, evaluated the relative performance of three manipulative systems:
the Model M-2 servomanipulator, a PaR model 6000 manipulator, and a Meidensha model
83A Bilarm manipulator. The Meidensha manipulator was temporarily installed in ROMD
for the test program and is shown in Fig. 6. The Bilarm is an eight-jointed system designed

ORNL-PHOTO 2488-85

Figure 6. The Meidensha Bilann manipulator performing Manipulator Comparative Test tasks.

for individual joint control like the PaR manipulator and also equipped with a master control
arm with three force-reflecting joints. The test program experimental design included six
realistic remote handling tasks, four experienced manipulator operators, and common test
conditions and viewing for each of the manipulative systems. The order of presentation to
operators of manipulation systems and test tasks was organized to accommodate statistical
analytical methods and to compensate for learning effects that would bias performance com-
parisons. Experimental data collected for test evaluation included: (1) time-to-task comple-
tion, (2) number of errors (collisions, dropped items, or other critical incidents), (3) operator
opinions on manipulator performance; and (4) simultaneous video recordings of operations at
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the remote site and master control station. Results of this experiment are to be published
later this year.7

The Force Reflection Evaluation Test Program provided data for the analysis of the util-
ity of servomanipulator force feedback in operator performance of remote handling tasks. In
many respects, this program was similar to the manipulator comparative test program with
highly controlled test conditions common to each of six experienced test operators and experi-
mental procedures organized for accommodation of statistical analysis. Four remote handling
tasks similar to those used in the manipulator comparative test were repeatedly performed
using the model M-2 servomanipulator under three force-feedback ratio conditions (1:1, 4:1,
and no force feedback). Forces exerted by the M-2 slave during task execution were
recorded using a six-axis force-sensing table and a computerized data acquisition system.
Additional slave arm performance data were recorded along with task completion times,
number of committed errors, and video recordings of test operations. These data are currently
being analyzed.

Remote handling demonstrations have been conducted for the U.S. Navy and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). An examination of heliarc type welding
tasks and weld inspection using the Model M-2 was performed for the U.S. Navy. Remote
handling and operation of standard welding tools and the performance of die-penetrant
checks on weld specimens were successfully demonstrated. The test supported general conclu-
sions that servomanipulators were capable of performing such tasks remotely; however,
development of remote tooling is required to improve the efficiency of these operations.
Developmental organizations at ORNL are currently engaged in conceptualizing a ser-
vomanipulator system for space applications. As a demonstration to NASA of the capabilities
of existing technology, a satellite-refueling coupling was remotely operated using the model
M-2. This coupling is being developed by NASA for refueling of orbiting satellites by
astronauts and has been identified as a potential remote operation. Without any modification
for remote handling, complete operation of the coupling was demonstrated.

CONCLUSION

The ROMD facility provides an engineering-scale laboratory for the demonstration and
development of remote handling techniques on advanced fuel reprocessing equipment. This
facility also provides a unique opportunity for the demonstration and development of remote
handling concepts for other hazardous environments where direct human contact is not possi-
ble. Advanced remote handling equipment and techniques are being demonstrated that have
direct application to hot-cell facilities under development by other organizations and DOE
programs.

Representing a substantial monetary investment, DOE has developed the ROMD facil-
ity, which is a national resource for remote technology development that can be utilized for
the benefit of other programs in both the government and commercial sectors.
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FLEXIBLE STORAGE AND OPERATION WITH OSSC'S

Louis J. DeRitis
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ABSTRACT

The On-Site Storage Container (OSSC™, pronounced
AH-SEE) was conceived by ATCOR and introduced to the Rad
Waste market in 1981. Refer to Figure 1. The concept
has proven to be an acceptable, economical alternative to
the costly construction of large on-site storage
facilities. The development, design and cost
effectiveness features of the OSSC as a temporary storage
facility are discussed in detail, along with its
application to permanent geological disposal sites.

The flexibility of OSSCs has permitted a natural
extension of its use as a shield into areas of waste
processing. This extension of use along with operational
experience promoted the development and implementation of
additional features into the basic design.

The OSSC concept also led to interesting new concepts
such as the development of attractive one piece
reinforced concrete structures. Low cost storage
applications are shown for use as a portable
environmental laboratory, contaminated tool or instrument
storage, as well as for remote processing applications.
This building block approach has also been adapted as a
storage warehouse of significant flexibility.

Figure 1. OSSC™ Models (Left to Right) SV1O5, 8-120 and 14-195
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The application of an engineered concrete container for the storage of
low-level radioactive waste was first conceived and developed by ATCOR
Engineered Systems, Inc. and introduced into the world marketplace in
1981. Its usefulness was immediately recognized for three applications.
The first was the temporary storage of low-level radioactive waste at the
waste generation site, the second was its use as a processing shield, while
the third was the potential enhancement of environmental safety at a
geological low-level waste disposal site through its addition as an
engineered storage feature. Application in the first two areas received
immediate, widespread acceptance while construction for the third category
(disposal) is now just starting in the United States.

Consideration of the OSSC concept for temporary on-site storage
developed rapidly because of the concern over disposal site availability.
One should recall that in the early 1980's a Federal requirement appeared
to mandate regional disposal sites by January 1986. Many individuals and
institutions felt, as later confirmed, that the political processes
involved in site selection would not let this issue be easily resolved.
This reauired that both the large and small waste generator plan for the
unthinkable, "no radwaste disposal." The planning took many avenues and
significant dollars were spent examining new processes and constructing
facilities for long term "temporary" on-site storage. Many options were
examined and considered in detail. Frequently the first options under the
radwaste generator's control were in the category of "Do we really have to
produce it?". Then came "Is it really radioactive?" along with deminimus
considerations, and finally, "Can we volume reduce it until it
disappears?"! After this, the only acceptable alternative was on-site
storage.

Initially the most frequently evaluated storage approach for the- large
radwaste producer was the construction of a relatively expensive storage
building. The small producers looked first toward easy economic solutions
such as unused basement or closet storage areas where, with modifications,
this material could be safely stored in a temporary fashion. However, both
approaches were relatively expensive to the producer. This expense was
highlited even further when thought was given to the high probability that
at least one disposal site would likely remain open to them. The expense
of a new multi-million dollars storage building or even a remodeled storage
area became very difficult to justify if the potential exclusion from all
disposal sites was an unlikely event. The optimum alternative was found to
be the use of On-Site Storage Containers. Radwaste would need to be stored
in the OSSC only if all disposal sites were found to be unavailable.
Therefore, just a small number of OSSCs would have to be purchased
initially to assure immediate availability for storage. Only in the
unlikely event that all the disposal sites were closed would additional
OSSCs have to be purchased. The several months of on-hand storage would
provide sufficient production lead time for the delivery of additional
units to meet the anticipated waste production rate. With today's regional
site development delays, this scenario is proving to be the most reasonable.

Extreme flexibility in the OSSC design was provided. In effect, the
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size and shielding were optimized to meet the needs of the waste being
generated. Typically the OSSCs duplicate the shipping containers (vans or
casks) currently in use by the waste generator. This also greatly eases
the subsequent transportation problems when a closed site was reactivated.
The reinforced concrete design was well suited for outside storage and the
addition of a leak-proof polyethylene liner with remote sampling capability
provided significant additional safeguards. Realistic evaluations have
shown that this approach will save significant money under two diverse
cases. The first is the obvious case when disposal site availability is
maintained and minimal OSSC purchases are required and the second scenario
is when the disposal sites are closed for a period of years.

Significant "real world" use of the OSSC has also been demonstrated
for a variety of operational situations. Use of the OSSC for temporary
storage before or after waste processing (i.e., solidification) has shown
significant economic advantages by reducing or eliminating associated cask
demurrage charges. The addition of man-sized fill ports in the OSSC
container lid has also allowed the processing of waste with significant
reductions in man-rem exposures. To date, waste levels up to 1,000 R,
based on mixed isotopes have been stored in OSSCs. The flexibility and use
of the concrete OSSC has also allowed its expansion into other useful
products such as small storage buildings and flexible warehouses modules
for storage, processing, and monitoring purposes.

TEMPORARY STORAGE CONCEPT

OSSC Concept

The OSSC concept is a building block storage approach based upon the
use of containers approximating the size and shielding requirements of
standard shipping transportation casks or vans. In effect, this is "an
insurance policy" concept. A relatively small premium (as an investment or
lease charge) is made to secure a two to three month storage capacity. In
the unlikely event that access to all disposal sites were prohibited,
additional OSSCs could be purchased/leased as necessary. With the storage
capability initially provided, ample time would exist for the production of
additional units on an "as required" basis. Since the OSSCs are sized to
duplicate both the volume and shielding characteristics of existing
transportation containers, they can readily accept the normal configuration
of liners or individual or palleted 55 gallon drums that are handled at the
reactor facility. This eases subsequent off-loading for transport at a
later date when a final repository is made available.

In addition to the long term requirements discussed, the OSSCs can
also serve a very useful function during normal operations by providing
temporary storage for short-term operational surges. This offers a
separate economical advantage by minimizing transportation cask and vehicle
demurrage charges. Availability of properly packaged radwaste would be
assured before such equipment would be requested.

The obvious advantage of the OSSC concept is flexibility. Other than
the minor initial investment, no expenditures (capital or lease) would be
required as long as a disposal alternative remains available. Under a
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mandated storage scenario, flexibility remains a key point in that the
number of containers purchased can be keyed directly to both the actual
radwaste production rate and its radiation level. No arbitrary but
necessarily conservative assumptions are required to assure that the needed
storage volume would be available under upset conditions. Similarly, if
radwaste elimination or volume reduction programs within the plant are
found to be favorable, the containers ordered are simply matched to the
lower radwaste production volumes. Such advantages are not realized if you
have already purchased a fixed building.

The only requirement of the "insurance" program is that suitable
arrangements be made for the potential production of containers well in
advance of their possible required usage. Although molds exist for the
rapid production of containers, in the event of the closure of all disposal
sites, it would be necessary to give priority to the organizations having
made a prior commitment.

ECONOMIC COMPARISON

This section provides a simplified economic comparison of OSSC
utilization versus an on-site storage building of comparable volume and
shielding characteristics. The following realistic assumptions develop a
reasonable basis for evaluation purposes:

a) A typical plant producer about 20,000 cubic feet/year.

b) Approximately one half of this volume would be compacted waste and
one half processed resin and liauid waste.

c) With reasonable filling efficiencies, 3,000 drums/year would be
required for storage implementaiton.

d) OSSCs sized to contain 21 drums on an average were assumed.

Depending upon waste make-up and shielding requirements, more or less
shielding could be required which would change this specific OSSC selection as
well as the building design. Definitive requirements regarding OSSC
quantities and sizes will be site specific. In view of available OSSC
capacities ranging from 8 to 105 drums, the selection of the 21 drum container
appears reasonably conservative for the calculations presented.

In this evaluation, two conceivable situations are considered:

Situation A compares the on-site storage building vs. the OSSC for the
likely case in which the burial sites are found to remain open to the radwaste
generator.

Situation B considers the worst case in which the radwaste site is
assumed to be completely unavailable to the radwaste generator.

As detailed on the following table (Table 1), it is apparent for both
cases that the economic advantage easily favors the use of the OSSC. More
exacting calculations could include both building and OSSC escalation costs,
depreciation write-offs, property taxes (OSSCs are not taxable as property)
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and different "cost of money" figures. Such assumptions vary for each
user; however, when a range of variables is examined, along with potential
building costs (frequently well in excess of the $5 million assumed), the
resulting economic conclusion favoring the OSSC remains unchanged.

The economic situation is further enhanced as utilities continue the
current trend to administratively reduce waste generation. The quantity of
on-site storage containers is reduced to suit the waste load.

In addition, it is apparent that the OSSC offers the potential of
eliminating all capital expenditures through a leasing arrangement. Such a
lease arrangement would likely not be allowed if a major structure such as
an on-site storage building was constructed.
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SITUATION A: DISPOSAL SITE AVAILABLE

STORAGE BUILDING COST ^ $5,000,000
(2)CONSTRUCTION INTEREST K" • 300,000

TOTAL BUILDING COST $'?,300,000

OSSC COST (3) $ 360,000

NET SAVINGS $4,940,000

SITUATION B; DISPOSAL SITE UNAVAILABLE

BUILDING COST (SAME AS SITUATION A) $5,300,000

OSSC COST (SAME AS SITUATION A) 360,000

ADDITIONAL OSSC FOR FIVE YEAR STORAGE v ' 3,560,000

NET SAVINGS $1,380,000

(1) Storage building cost is based on a 225 ft x 60 ft x 40 ft
building capable of 5-year storage (15,000 drum) capacity.
Construction costs have ranged from 5 to 20 million dollars.

(2) Building construction expenditures assumed evenly spread over a
12-month period at 125K cost of money.

(3) OSSC cost based on 3-month storage (36 containers at $10,000
each) with a priority production guarantee.

(4) 679 additional OSSC containers at $7,000 each based upon a
quantity purchase. Since purchases are distributed evenly over
the 5-year period, the total cost of $4,753,000 would be present
valued to $3,560,000 for comparison purposes. Cost of money is
assumed at 12%.

TABLE 1
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OSSC DESIGN BASIS

The basic OSSC design is a concrete structure heavily reinforced with
steel. Although it can be provided in essentially any size, the general
configuration shown on Figure 8 in conjunction with the dimensions appear
to be most attractive. These are representative of the standard shipping
casks typically being used at present. As such, they are useful building
blocks that simplify future transportation and disposal operations.

As shown on Figure 8, the OSSC has a removable lid which fully exposes
the available storage cavity. Its mating surface with the main container
is gasketed and sloped to prevent rain intrusion. Lifting lugs are
interlaced into the rebar and cast into the cement structure (Figure 2).
Sufficient lift capacity is provided such that a loaded OSSC may be lifted
and moved by crane or on a transport trailer. The lift design capability
for each configuration is proof tested by supporting the loaded OSSC by one
of the three available lifting lugs (Figure 3).

It is not anticipated that the OSSC would be used to store liauid
waste. However, because of the usual conservative approach taken by the
nuclear industry (belt and suspenders), a heavy stand-alone polyethylene
liner is included. A sampling/drain capability is provided through a
syphon-type arrangement which also prevents inadvertent leakage. This
sampling capability in conjunction with a periodic visual check on a
representative container would meet the anticipated NRC inspection
requirements.

In addition to the cask eauivalent (shielded) OSSCs discussed above,
large minimum shielding, storage containers for dry radwaste are also
available. These would be more economical to use for material typically
shipped in Standard Vans. Rectangular reinforced concrete containers of
virtually any size may be provided. Thus large boxes or irregular con-
figurations as well as standard 55 gallon drums may be easily stored. One
container with attractive storage features, SV-105, (Shown in Fig. 1) has
internal dimensions of 9ft x 16ft x 9ft high with 6" minimum, 12 " maximum
sidewalls and a full lid with lifting rings. Container liners are not
normally provided but the sampling capability remains an inherent feature.

Any type of OSSC may be treated as a stand-alone container. These can
be placed either (1) inside the reactor auxiliary building, as part of the
normal waste processing/solidification operation, (2) inside the building
for temporary operational storage purposes, (3) outside the building in a
controlled area, or (4) just on-site in the "south forty" without special
ground surface preparation. Further, in the case of severe space
limitations, the OSSC can be stacked.

Although not required for temporary storage, the design's inherent
strength combined with its weight provides a structure that is not only
weatherproof but also earthauakeproof and even tornadoproof under a wide
range of conditions. It is anticipated that the OSSC would normally be
used for relatively short-term contingency storage (less than five years)
as allowed through a review by the reactor plant safety committee under
10CFR50.59. However, there is no apparent reason why this concept would
not be found to be licensable as a long-term storage facility.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE CONSIDERATIONS

As the conceptual design of the OSSC developed into a detailed design
package, design review meetings were held to establish the OSSC design
basis. Considerations that were taken into account included the
requirements to establish proper shielding characteristics, suitable
lifting arrangements, leakage protection, sampling capability, weather
tightness and shield integrity testing.

These design considerations were further developed into Quality
Assurance requirements for OSSC's as described below.

o The shielding characteristics were based upon the OSSC having
the same internal capacity and nominal shield equivalency as
existing transportation packages. By determining concrete
density, a ratio of lead vs concrete was established. This
ratio was used to determine concrete thickness requirements.
The requirement for dimensional control was established. This
control is maintained through the use of pre-fabricated molds
which were subjected to in-process and final inspections prior
to use. The completed OSSCs are subjected to random dimensional
checks to assure compliance with fabrication drawings.

o The lifting arrangement design was based upon the weight of the
container and the interface between the lifting lug and the
re-bar skeleton. (Refer to Figure 2) These were critical
parameters within the engineering calculations for the design of
the OSSC lift lugs. The design was verified through load
testing the lugs. Load testing included filling and empty
container with sand, saturating the sand with water and
performing a 3 point lift. The lift lugs were visually
inspected for deformation after the 3 point lift. Upon
completion of this inspection, the lugs were subjected to a
single point lift, (Refer to Figure 3) followed by visual
inspection for deformation. This design verification is
performed on the first unit of each design, and thereafter, as
required by contract. Inspection of the lugs can be expanded to
include magnetic particle testing after performance of the lift
test.

o The leakage protection requirements which are necessary on site
included the need for a cofferdam and controlled drainage to
contain a discharge from a leaking disposal container. The
design of the OSSC incorporates a poly lining to contain this
discharge. This provision eliminates the needs for a cofferdam
and controlled drainage. The poly lining is of molded
construction, and the first unit of each design is subject to a
waterfill leak test to verify integrity. The poly lining is
provided with a sample tube which allows for periodic monitoring
of the stored disposal container. The OSSC is provided with a
gasketed lid to body interface to assure weather tight
conditions.
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o Shield integrity testing is performed to verify that uniform
shielding characteristics are maintained as well as to verify
the absence of voids. This testing is performed using a gamma
emmiting source positioned along the vertical centerline of
cylindrical OSSCs. Readings are taken on the outside of the
OSSC utilizing a predetermined grid pattern. The readings
obtained are documented on a test report form which is traceable
to the container through serialization. These reports are
maintained as quality assurance records. The accept/reject
criteria is based upon maintaining readings within 15 percent of
the average wall thickness reading. However, any deviation
greater than 10 percent requires an internal review by ATCOR.
This testing is performed by a Qualified NDE lab using qualified
radiographics and proven procedures.

The OSSC design was subjected to additional considerations as
its use as a process shield became a requirement. These
considerations included the need for a fill/process port
opening, a fill port plug, a weathertight seal, and a method to
minimize contamination. These considerations developed into
quality assurance requirements as described below.

o The requirement to provide a process shield imposed the need for
a fill port opening, a plug and a seal. The opening was sized
to accommodate standard filling and mixing equipment. The plug
was designed to provide shielding at the fill port opening after
processing was complete. The fill port plug stepped to minimize
radiation streaming at the interface joint between the fill port
opening and the plug. The seal required to maintain
weathertight integrity is accomplished through the use of an
O-Ring at the stepped portion of the plug. Some utilities
required the use of a low profile plug due to headroom
restraints. The result was a reduction in shielding efficiency
at the interface joint between the fill port opening and the
plug. The resultant reduction in shielding is minimized by
providing a steel plate approximately 2" larger in diameter than
the fill port opening. Weathertight integrity is maintained
through the use of an O-Ring below the steel plate.

o Use of the OSSC as a process shield posed the problem of
contamination/ decontamination. This problem was resolved by
developing an epoxy paint system capable of adhering to the
concrete surfaces and producing a smooth finish capable of being
decontaminated.
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Figure 2. OSSC 14-19.5 Steel Reinforcement

Figure 3. Load Test of OSSC Using a Single Point Lift.
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OSSC GROWTH

Development of Optional Operational Features

The continued development of the OSSC has been a direct result of
the unioue needs of various utilities. The basic design has been
expanded to fulfill these needs, whether specific to an individual site
or general to the industry. Each additional OSSC feature is geared
toward both simplifying material handling and minimizing exposure time of
operational personnel.

The natural extension of OSSC use beyond radwaste storage was as a
process shield for radwaste solidification, resin dewatering and
demineralization operations. This precipitated the development of the
secondary (process) lid (i.e. a small lid contained within the main
lid). The function of the secondary lid is to retain shielding under
normal storage, but when removed, provided access for processing
eauipment to interface with the waste liner or other eauipment located
within the OSSC.

The intially designed and most extensively used high profile
secondary lid inherently increased the overall height of the assembled
OSSC by approximately one half of its shield thickness. This "Top Hat"
approach is the simplest and was found to be acceptable at most sites.
However some sites have restricted headroom in areas such as those
serviced by cranes. In this case, a low profile secondary lid may be
used. This lid is essentially a reinforced concrete plug with a carbon
steel flange plate for support. The concrete and steel thickness is
eoual to the cross section of the primary lid. A labyrinth or stepped
concrete mold configuration for the primary/secondary lid interface was
not found to be necessary. However a slight concession to streaming at
the primary/secondary lid interface was accepted. The obvious advantage
in this secondary lid development is the ability to use OSSCs in existing
specialized situations where minimal clearance are available.

Increased use of OSSCs as process shields indicated a need for
access to the upper portions of the units by operation and maintenance
personnel. Access is now provided by standard epoxy coated structural
steel platforms and ladders or designs to meet the specific needs of the
end user, as shown in Figure A.

The handling needs and priorities of each utility may vary for many
reasons. One example is the a general preference for a three point lift
lug arrangement. However, a four lug tie down system is preferred by a
few utilities for use during on-site trailer transfers. Flexibility of
design, in this case resulted in two options achieving the same end. For
existing three lug units, a steel belt was provided where required, which
keyed into the existing three lift lugs and contained four lugs with
proper orientation for trailer tie down. The three point lift capability
is maintained. As an alternate for new OSSCs, our mold was redesigned
and modified such that OSSCs with either a three or four lug orientation
could be poured. In another instance where narrow hatchways, exist, the
inherent geometry of a four lug OSSC allows passage where a three lug
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arrangement would not fit.

For ease of handling OSSCs during the fabrication phase, a lift device
(Spreader bar arrangement) was designed such that it would interface with
any of the cylindrical OSSC models available. As an outgrowth of our
internal handling need, a "beefed up" lift device was designed to handle
fully loaded assemblies on site. Refer to Figure 5.

A cover placement guide was also developed through extensive
operational experience. This appurtanance greatly reduces both handling
time and personnel required to repeatedly place the OSSCs primary cover in
its operational position.

Conditions have occurred whereby liner sizes vs waste levels were not
suitable for stcrage in a standard OSSC. Increased shielding capabilitiy
was achieved by replacing part of the concrete wall with a steel insert.
The insert was used as the mold core and became an integral part of the
storage shield. In a similar situation, greater than anticipated radiation
levels indicated the need for additonal shielding. The waste stored in a
14-195 OSSC was placed within a model SV-105 rectangular OSSC. Shielding
capability was therefore increased by essentially doubling the container
wall thickness.

The above OSSC features and the many future design developments,
indicates the flexibility of the OSSC conept not only as an on site storage
container but as a multiple process shield.

OSSC ACCESS PLATFORM
Figure 4

OSSC LIFT DEVICE
Figure 5
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DEVELOPMENT OF INDIRECTLY RELATED PRODUCTS

The basic OSSC storage concept has also grown into two new areas; a
flexible modular warehouse concept and a portable building. The modular
warehouse consists of standard sections which are mass produced. Each
module is 8' x 12' x 8' long and may be assembled into any length (Refer to
Figure 6). Foundations are not required and surface preparation is
minimal. A solid end wall, overhead door or access door may be added at
each end to meet specific requirements. Uses are apparent as a warehouse
for contaminated tool storage or for the storage of short half life
radioactive material until deminimus levels are reached.

The portable building (Figure 7) also provides an attractive
alternative that similarly does not require a foundation. It is cast in
one piece for maximum protection of contents from both the environment as
well as intruders. A variety of sizes are readily available up to
12'xl4'x8' high with a reinforced concrete wall thickness of 5 inches and
an overall weight exceeding 20 tons. Potential uses would include a
shielded environmental laboratory, temporary radwaste storage, a limited
access change room, contaminated tool storage> or even a guard house. Its
attractiveness is acceptable to the public and allows its use to be
considered when the modular warehouse would be unacceptable.

Modular Storage Building
Constructed from Precast
81 x 8' x 12• Modules
Figure 6

Portable Building
Figure 7
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OSSC/Geoloqical Disposal Concept

Some concerns appear to exist in the application of a pure geological
site to the disposal of low level radioactive waste. These may be greatly
reduced by the application of the OSSC and its engineered storage
features. In effect, the inherent proven safety features of each
acceptable approach are combined in an additive and complementary manner.

In extending the OSSC concept to permanent low-level waste disposal, a
significant background of operational and temporary storage experience is
available. This greatly enhances one's ability to select the proper
combination of storage container sizes which would be optimum for a
specific application. Of particular importance from an economical
standpoint is this flexible feature of the OSSC concept. The size OSSC
being used is selected to match both the radiation and volume requirements
of the containers being stored.

This balances the reasonableness of an engineered storage approach
against the resulting additional cost factors. Although economics is
always important, it becomes even more significant when one considers the
potential number of regional low-level waste disposal sites that will
eventually exist throughout the country. Each will receive a significantly
smaller amount of waste than the present sites. Since a large portion of a
disposal site's operational costs are fixed, a reduction in the amount of
waste processed at any one site will directly lead to significant disposal
cost increases. The importance of holding such costs to reasonable levels
are obvious; especially for the variety of small institutional waste
producers. Each regional disposal site will also see a different
distribution or percentage of waste type. In the extreme, a small region
may see only institutional and no power plant waste. Other regions may
receive power plants wastes approaching 90% of the total waste quantity.
Time and the addition or deletion of new facilities would also vary the
type, quantity and activity level of the waste being received. Thus, it
would be expected that the number and size of the OSSCs used at each would
be quite different; and quite possibly changing over the years as such
changes develop.

In the recommended application of the OSSC approach to the geological
disposal site, containers of several different sizes would be used for the
reasons discussed above. Material transported to the site would be
off-loaded in the trench directly into these containers as dictated by size
and radiation level (Figure 8). Cement grout would be field added into any
voids within the containers and then the lids would be set and bonded into
place. As dictated by the specific site application, sand or grout would
be added to the interstitial space between the OSSC containers. This would
greatly reduce or eliminate the potential for surface subsidence due to the
eventual collapse and fill in of such void spaces. In-place grouting of
the containers also eliminates the need for perfection in establishing a
perfectly flat trench floor. An unlevel floor or uneven settling of the 25
to 50 ton containers would prohibit stacking the pre-cast modules without a
significant amount of interstitial space.
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At first thought, it may appear that in-place grouting could provide a
serious disadvantage by unduly restricting subsequent excavation. However,
in considering the very low probability of ever reclaiming a site plus the
relative ease in which cemented "bricks" may be separated, operational
economics and flexibility readily allows the acceptability of this
concept. Recoverability is certainly a necessary feature, but should be
placed in proper perspective and not overemphasized.

As illustrated in Figure 9, it is reasonable to consider the possible
addition of the flexible warehouse modules above the engineered storage
site. These could be useful as a low cost alternative for the temporary
storage of short half life material. After deminimus levels are reached
for this radwaste, continued surface storage could be safely considered.
This above ground storage would also provide a convenient storage area for
material from cities or areas which refuse to accept the concept of
diminimus. Acceptance of below diminimus material should not be a site
problem since this would simply add to site revenues and thereby reduce the
disposal cost for "real" radwaste.

The combination of the best features of a geologically acceptable
disposal site with the advance safety features of the proven engineered
storage modules is most attractive. It is felt that these features may be
combined in the smaller regional disposal sites without unreasonable
economic penalties. Costs are held reasonable by matching the utilization
of the modules with production and subsequent delivery. Thus much of the
capital expenditures are held until really reouired. Basic assumptions
(past performance, engineering estimates, or in some instances, "guesses")
on the amount of radwaste to be produced as well as its radiation levels
are normally made in a conservative fashion. The major resulting penalty
to being overly conservative is an economic one so this is frequently the
approach taken. When production of the storage modules are simply matched
against ongoing requirements, the need for conservatism in this area is
eliminated.

The recommended disposal site would also have zero to minimal
capability for waste processing (i.e. repackaging, volume reduction,
solidification, etc.). The rational for this is based upon the unknowns in
the amount and type of waste that will be provided. The elimination of
waste processing at the disposal site may place this burden on the
producer, but he is the only one who really knows and understands his waste
stream. Since neither the degree of implimentation nor the success of
various volume reduction programs are precisely known, any centralized
(site) processing facility must be significantly over-designed to guarantee
the ability to handle all waste received. Again, conservative assumptions
are expensive and in this instance may be avoided for the recommended
approach. The waste producer is the most knowledgeable and generally most
capable in deciding the economic advantages of volume reducing his waste.
In addition, the waste producer is certainly by far the most knowledgeable
regarding any safety precautions necessary in handling his waste. Concerns
relative to the sorting, handling, and volume reducing of a wide variety of
chemical, biological and radioactive materials do not appear to be worth
the marginal volume reduction economic advantages that may be gained by
having a single large volume reduction facility.
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In making a disposal site evaluation, it is most important that the
total system cycle cost be considered. This would include all phases of
the disposal site activity from planning, licensing, operations, long-term
maintenance and through final decommissioning. The flexible OSSC approach
has been well proven in temporary storage applications and is readily
adaptable for an engineered storage site. The potential cost of
incorporating OSSCs into such a site could be largely offset by reductions
in the set-asides demanded for long-term site maintenance and
decommissioning expenses. The operational effectiveness of the OSSCs has
been proven and the recommended site handling and loading characteristics
essentially duplicate that which has been well proven at the existing
disposal sites. Thus overall cost effectiveness is assured while the
ability to exceed current ALARA guidelines and long term environmental
requirements are known.

GEOLOGICAL STORAGE CONCEPT

Figure 9. Flexible OSSC Geological Storage Concept

CONCLUSIONS

The development of the OSSC concept has proven itself for current
operations as both a process shield and for the temporary storage of low
level radioactive waste. It remains a preferred economic alternative to
the construction of a permanent storage building. This is especially true
when the disposal site is assumed to be inaccessible and overwhelmingly
true under the likely condition that a disposal site will continue to be
available to the radwaste generator. The addition of the OSSC concept to a
geological disposal site provides significant advantages as an "engineered"
concept while maintaining costs and operational flexibility at reasonable
levels.
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REPLACEMENT OF A BIOLOGICAL SHIELDING WINDOW IN THE
WASTE ENCAPSULATION AND STORAGE

FACILITY HOT CELL

J. L. Watkins, M. W. Stevenscn
Rockwell Hanford Operations

ABSTRACT

There are seven hot cells in the Waste Encapsulation and Storage
Facility, located on the Hanford Site near Richland, Washington.
These cells contain 0.91-m-(3-ft) thick oil-filled viewing windows
and a cell-side cover glass. The cover glass is a cerium-stabilized
tempered glass in a stainless steel frame that is sealed to the cell
wall with a polyurethane gasket. The cover glass protects the
viewing window and serves as a biological barrier between the cell
and operating gallery.

After approximately 4 years of cell operation, evidence of gasket
deterioration was noted on several windows. The decision was made
to change out the gaskets and cover glasses. The cover glass must
be replaced by totally remote operations, which makes replacement
particularly difficult. This paper describes the unique methods,
techniques, and equipment used to change the cover glass. It is
believed that this change was a first for highly contaminated United
States hot-cell facilities.

INTRODUCTION

The Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) is a hot-cell
facility where highly radioactive cesium (137Cs) and strontium (90Sr) are
processed, encapsulated, and stored. The WESF is located on the Hanford
Site, about 40 km (25 mi) north of Richland, Washington. This facility
was constructed in the early seventies as an appendage to B Plant and
became operational in 1974 (fig. 1).

B Plant is a chemical processing facility where cesium and strontium
were separated from high-level fission-product liquid waste and then
purified. This was done to reduce the heat content and radioactivity of
liquid wastes so that the liquid can be disposed of using a relatively
inexpensive grout matrix. The recovered cesium and strontium, which is
stored in capsules, contains useful radioisotopes that may be used for
irradiation, thermal power, or research. Presently, all cesium capsules,
except reserves, are being used or have been committed for use. The
high-level waste was processed in B Plant from 1968 to 1985, producing
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3?.? and Pb.b MCi of strontium and cesium, respectively, from this
product, 640 capsules of strontium fluoride (SrF,,) and l,b/6 capsules of
cesium chloride (CsCl) were produced in the WESF hot cells.

58941 1 |REF>

Figure 1. Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) and B Plant.

The cesium was transferred from B Plant as cesium carbonate
(Cs,CO,). At WESF, it was converted to CsCl, melted, and poured into
capsules. The strontium was converted from strontium nitrate [Sr(N0,),|
to SrF,, sintered, and compacted into the capsules at WESF. The capsules
were then welded, inspected, and tested. This work plus shipping and
disposal of solid waste is performed in seven hot cells through the use
of manipulators and remotely controlled equipment.

The cells are identified by letters (A through G ) . The cells are
approximately 2.A x ?.4 x 3.3 m (8 x 8 x 11 f t ) , except for G cell, which
is a double cell. Access to the cells is through an overhead canyon
that has removable cover blocks (fig. 2). Concrete walls that are
0.91 m (3 ft) thick separate the operating personnel from the high
radiation leveis in the hot cells. One oil-filled lead-glass viewing
window is nrcvidpd re>" cell (except A and G cells, which have two) to
permit viewing and t.c observe the vork being accomplished with
manipulators (fi'j. .:'). lach of the nine windows is 86.4 cm (34 in.)
thick and p^cv'des tnp same amount of shielding as the concrete walls.



ENCAPSULATION FACILITY

CANVOM CNAM4

CHCOMTMMMATIO*

Figure 2. Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF).

In addition to radiation shielding, biological shielding is required
to maintain complete separation of the highly contaminated cell
environment from personnel in the operating gallery. The biological
shield is a cerium cover glass located on the cell side of each viewing
window. The cover glass is stabilized with cerium to reduce browning
from high radiation fields. The cover glasses are attached to the cell
walls with bolts and sealed with an elastomeric* gasket. Maintaining
primary cell containment at this location permits changeout of the'
viewing windows and is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The purpose of this presentation is to explain the methods and
techniques used to change out these cover glass windows with remotely
operated equipment.

*The original gasket was extane. The replacement gasket is 6.35-mm-
(0.25-in.-) thick 80 durometer Adiprene L-83, a radiation-resistant
polyurethane compound.
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Figure 3. Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility
(WESF) Operating Gallery.

Background of Seal Failure

The WESF went on-line in mid-1974. In February 1978, the C cell
viewing window oil-seal gasket failed due to radiation damage. During
refurbishment of this window and other cell-viewing windows, the cerium
cover glass window gaskets were closely inspected. It was found that
radiation was deteriorating the gaskets. A caulking compound mixture of
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70 wt% Versamid 125 and 30 wt% Epon 828 was applied to the window around
the perimeter of each cover glass to extend the life of the cover glass
seal (fig. 4). This was done in B, 0, E, and G-west cells.

In April 1982, the E cell shielding window started leaking due to
degradation of the oil sealing gaskets. During refurbishment,
contamination was found in the window cavity that only could have come
through the biological shield. A second coat of caulking was applied,
and caulking was also reapplied to C, D, and G-east cells during their
viewing window refurbishment.

Cover glass "Lead wool

Leaded glass

Operating
gallery

Sealing
gasket

Figure 4. Cross Section of Viewing and Cover Glass Window.
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In October 1982, after carefully considering other options, it was
decided that the cover-glass windows should be replaced. The initial
window, E cell, would be changed at the end of the cesium encapsulation
program. Cesium encapsulation was completed in October 1983.

Mock-ups and models were used extensively to develop techniques and
methods. Cover glass replacement was completed in February 1984 with no
skin contaminations, accidents, or injuries. This was the first known
time that a cover glass was remotely replaced in a severely contaminated
hot-cell facility.

Radiological Safety

Protection of personnel and preventing the spread of contamination
were the highest job priorities. Violation of the containment boundary
could have resulted in personnel injury and/or severe contamination of
the operating gallery.

Loose contamination in the cells is mostly CsCl or SrF2. Cesium
(a gamma emitter) is very soluble in water while strontium (a beta
emitter) is very insoluble in most known solvents. The cells are
extensively flushed and scrubbed before window changes to reduce airborne
contaminants and radiation exposure. The gross use of fixants was
considered but not used because the flushing seemed to be sufficient.
Turco 5589 was used as a local fixant where needed. During window
replacement, the local area around the window was flushed repeatedly.

To prevent spread of contamination into the operating gallery, if
any unexpected event should occur, an elaborate greenhouse was
constructed over the work area. The main greenhouse was a controlled
work area with anterooms, step-off pads, and ventilation control.
Adjacent greenhouses were used to store slightly contaminated equipment.
The operating gallery floor was waxed with 5 to 7 coats to facilitate
cleanup and to give a smooth surface for window table air pallets.

Masks and three layers of protective clothing were required for all
personnel working inside the greenhouse. Extensive dosimetry was also
required: (1) finger rings were placed on each hand to detect any
radiation on hands or forearms, (2) a supplemental chip was clipped near
the inner layer for gonad dose, (3) another supplemental chip was taped
to the mask for eye dose, and (4) a self-reading pencil and a pocket
alarming dose integrator in the outside front pocket completed the
supplemental requirements. Time and dose-rate records were kept for each
worker. The only supplemental dosimetry for personnel outside the
greenhouse was a self-reading pencil. All personnel wore the standard
5-chip thermoluminescent dosimeter. Radiation monitors and timekeepers
were used extensively during all phases of the work.

The window cavity radiation level was monitored with a totem pole
type (TP) probe (a high-range-ionization chamber detector). Smears of
the cavity surfaces and the exterior surfaces of the viewing window were
frequently taken during window and barrier seal changeouts. If
contamination was discovered, the area was immediately cleaned up.
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A 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) thick lead cover used to shield gamma and
bremsstrahlung radiation was placed over the cover glass window when the
viewing window was removed.

The in-cell filters were checked and changed if necessary to ensure
adequate air flow at the correct differential pressures. The cell
operating gallery differential pressure was monitored frequently to
ensure a negative pressure in the cells.

As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) meetings were conducted to
discover methods of least exposure. Also, just prior to start of work, a
safety meeting was conducted to discuss safety issues with all personnel
involved in the change task.

Although the E cell radiation level was 9,200 R/h and the rate at
the cover glass window was 10 R/h, adherence to safe work practices
resulted in minimum personnel exposure. The E cell window change was
completed with no skin contamination cases, no accidents, and no loss of
contamination control. Total exposure taken by the 30 people involved
was 4 man rem, which was less than half the average allowable weekly dose
rate (300 mrem/man week). Other window changes resulted in even less
personnel exposure.

The level of decontamination achieved in E cell by repeated flushing
was evidenced by the low level of contamination on the gallery side
barrier seal. When it was removed, after having been exposed to the in-
cell environment, the radiation level was only 10 mrad. The background
radiation level in E cell, before flushing and removal of equipment and
capsules, was typically 1 million R/h. After cleanup, this was reduced
to 9,200 R/h.

Planning and Preparation

Teamwork and coordination were the cornerstone of all changeout
efforts. Many meetings and discussions were held to develop new ideas
and techniques. Engineering worked closely with Operations and
Maintenance on the shop floor to design new equipment using sketches and
verbal descriptions. Once a prototype was built, the design was
documented. This was a much more efficient and expeditious way of
developing hardware than the conventional engineer-to-shop linear
approach.

All the equipment was developed for the E-cell changeout and then
refined for other cells. The following is a list of new equipment that
was needed to accomplish the changeout.

• Inflatable jack - This was fabricated from a channel and
bicycle innertube and used to pop the bottom of the cover glass
window loose from the cell wall.

• Counterbalance lifting bail - A lifting bail with a counter-
weight balanced the weight of the window, thereby permitting
horizontal movement of the new window (fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Counterbalance Lifting Bail.

• Jackscrew bail - This fixture hooked to the window-lifting bail
and exerted a force through a long jackscrew to move the top of
the window.

• Shortened and reversed manipulators - One manipulator was
shortened to allow access to the top of the cover glass window.
The controls of both manipulators were reversed to permit the
operators to use the manipulators while viewing a mirror image
on the TV monitor.

• Barrier seals - A cell-side and an operating gallery side seal
were fabricated from plexiglass with an inflatable gasket
around the periphery. These were used as temporary biological
barriers while the window was being changed (fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Cutaway View of Viewing Window with Changeout
Pieces in Place.

• New cover glass assembly - A new cover glass had to be designed
and fabricated to replace the existing window (fig. 7).

• Calibrated remotely operated torque wrenches - These were used
to install the window-attaching bolts.

• TV viewing system - An in-cell TV camera and operating gallery
monitor were used to permit visual observations of the work
area. The in-cell camera had a motor-operated tilt-pan system.

• Reach rods - Long, slender steel rods with hooks used to
install and remove the barrier seals.

• Hook balls - Circular rings set perpendicular to each other
interfaced with the crane hook and other equipment to permit
easy remote pickup using only a remotely operated crane.
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Figure 7. Cerium Cover Glass Window.

• Gamma shield - A portable shield was used to cover the cell-
side cover glass and shield the operating gallery from cell
radiation.

• Pneumatic system - A portable cart contained valves and lines
to inflate the inflatable jack and barrier seal pneumatic
gaskets and to maintain the pressure.
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All new equipment was debugged and adjusted using a window mock-up
prior to use. The mock-up also was used to develop techniques and train
personnel. During equipment development, an operating procedure was
prepared and then refined as planning and preparation progressed.

The G cell is only slightly contaminated; therefore, with proper
protective clothing, manned.entry and hands-on work can be performed.
The G cell was used for' checkout of the equipment under actual cell
conditions. Fluorescent powder was used to simulate airborne particulates
for evaluating contamination spread.

The G cell was also used to perform a final dress rehearsal in
January 1984, just prior to changing out the E cell window. The
experience in G cell resulted in the manipulator controls being reversed
for easier use with mirror imaging. The shielding that was to be used in
E cell was checked out in G cell using a cesium capsule as source
radiation.

A total of 15 mo was spent in planning and preparing for the
changeout. All preparation was finally completed and E-cell changeout
was initiated on February 14, 1984.

Window Change

The actual window change work is divided into three phases. At the
end of each phase, the work area could be safety stabilized for an
overnight or longer shutdown, if necessary. It was necessary to complete
each phase as expeditiously as possible, however, and only stop between
phases, if necessary.

The first phase for the E-cell change required 18 h and consisted of
the following steps.

1. The manipulators were removed and the port covers were
installed. Removal of the manipulators permits room for
installation of the gamma shield.

2. The canyon/cell cover blocks were removed, and the gamma shield
positioned in front of the window. The shield was suspended
from the canyon crane when inside the cell.

3. The viewing window was extracted with careful monitoring for
airborne contamination and smears for surface contamination.
The window was pulled onto a viewing table using come-alongs.
The transfer table was moved to an adjacent greenhouse with air
pallets. The window cavity and window were decontaminated
when necessary.

4. The inflatable jack and barrier seals were installed using
reach rods. All air hose connections and pneumatic supply
systems were checked. The barrier seal gaskets were inflated
and checked for leaks. All hoses were positioned to prevent
damage when reinstalling the window (fig. 6).
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5. The spare viewing window was installed in the window cavity.
A TP probe was taped to the cell-side face of the window. The
window was pushed in using portable jacks. Lead shielding
slabs were installed around the window. The gap was taped with
duct tape; however, a small gap was left to allow air flow into
the negative pressure zone.

6. The gamma shield was removed and returned to the canyon floor.
Cover blocks were reinstalled.

7. One cut-down and one regular manipulator were installed.

The second phase required 16 h for E cell and consisted of the
following steps.

1. Using hot trisodium phosphate (TSP) solution and demineralized
water, the cover glass window was thoroughly flushed with
special emphasis along the top of the window.

2. The necessary wires were pulled for the TV system and
supplementary lighting. Cover blocks were pulled and the
motorized tilt-pan stand and TV camera were installed. The
camera and mirrors were positioned for optimum viewing of the
cover glass window bolts.

3. The cover glass attaching bolts (46 Allen-head cap screws) were
removed using the remote-operated torque wrench held in place
with the manipulator. The bolts that would interfere with the
jackscrew were removed; all other bolts were loosened. Before
the bolts are loosened, the barrier seal inflatable gasket
pressure was increased.

4. Using the canyon crane, the jackscrew counterbalance was
positioned and the screw was tightened until snug against the
wall. The remaining cap screws were removed.

5. The window seal was broken using the jackscrew and inflatable
jack. Sometimes it was necessary to use pry bars because of
adhesion of the Versamid caulking. The window was removed and
temporarily stored in the cell.

6. The pneumatic hose was cut with a hose cutter and the
inflatable jack was pulled into the cell for later disposal.

7. Using scrapers and brushes to remove residual pieces of the old
gasket and Versamid caulking material, the brushes were wetted
with Pink Creme, a 9% hydrochloric acid solution. The surfaces
were thoroughly rinsed and then inspected to ensure that the
Pink Creme and residual debris had been removed.
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8. The cell-side barrier seal gasket was deflated and the seal was
pulled into the cell using the in-cell hoist. It was initially
planned to flush the barrier seal before removing; however, it
was later decided that this would be too risky because of only
one pneumatic gasket.

9. The counterbalance bail and the replacement window were moved
to the canyon prior to removing the old window. Using the
canyon crane, the replacement window was lowered into the cell
and positioned.

10. The new bolts were installed and tightened using a remotely
activated torque wrench. The wrench was operated by foot
controls, which leaves the operator's hands free to operate the
manipulator. After several of the bolts were installed, the
counterbalance bail was removed, and then the remaining bolts
were installed. There were always problems in installing the
bolts due to relative slop in the guide pins/holes.

11. The bolts are torqued to 21.4 N*m (190 in. lb) using a crossing
pattern torqueing sequence. The torqueing sequence was
repeated three or four times until each bolt was uniformly
tightened.

After completing window installation, the window cavity restoration
and cleanup operations were initiated. This phase required 48 h to
complete on the initial window. The following is a sequence of events.

1. The manipulators were removed, and the gamma shield was
installed again in preparation for removal of the viewing
window.

2. The tape was removed from around the window and all service
lines to the operating gallery-side barrier seal were
disconnected, except the air line to the inflatable gasket and
the spray line.

3. Using constant radiation monitor coverage and taking repeated
smears, the viewing window was pulled out of the cavity onto a
transfer table.

4. A piece of clear plastic was taped over the window cavity to
avoid any possible airborne contamination. If the dose rate
had been too high, a gamma shield would have been placed over
the cavity.

5. The viewing window was decontaminated and removed from the work
area.

6. The covering from the window cavity was removed and
decontaminated as necessary.
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7. If the dose rate were too high, the spray ring on the cell side
of the operating gallery-side barrier seals could be activated
to flush the area between the cover glass and barrier seal.

8. After any necessary spraying, the pneumatic gasket was
deflated, and the operating gallery-side barrier seal was
pulled into the operating gallery. The seal was wrapped in
plastic as it was being removed to avoid contaminating the
window cavity.

9. A radiation survey was conducted after the barrier seal was
removed, and decontamination operations were performed if
necessary.

10. The refurbished viewing window was installed and bolted in
place.

11. The gamma shield was removed, and the cover blocks and
manipulators were replaced.

12. Housekeeping functions were performed, and the greenhouse was
moved.

13. All residual equipment and waste in the cell was transferred to
a permanent burial site.

14. At periodic intervals in the future, all bolts are to be
retorque.d to compensate for stress relaxation.

Conclusion

The E-cell cerium cover glass window change was a long and arduous
task requiring 15 mo of planning and costing approximately $730,000.
Changing other cell windows became progressively easier and less
expensive. At this time, a total of six windows has been changed. This
is all the cells except A-cell hood, which represents special problems,
and G cell, which does not require remote handling to change out the
windows. All windows were changed out without major contamination
problems, personnel injuries, or excessive exposure. Schedules were
adhered to and costs were kept under control. All participants were
proud of the cell-window change effort, which was an unqualified success.
Particularly noteworthy contributions to this effort were made by E. K.
Carter, E. L. Libke, and E. D. Robbins.

Valuable experience was gained in these operations that we are
willing to share with others. Video tapes, procedures, and other
documentation are available. Contact J. L. Watkins at Rockwell Hanford
Operations, (509) 373-2152.
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REMOTE LIQUID AND SOLID WASTB HANDLING;
DIFFERENT MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHIES AND EQUIPMENT

FOR THE REPROCESSING PLANT WACKERSDORF

Peter Leister and Joachim Mischke
Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstoffen,

Hannover FRG

ABSTRACT

It is reported about the arrangement of the process
components for liquid and solid waste treatment in
the WAW in non accessible cells of different layout
and maintenance approach. The application of the
FEMO-concept for the liquid process steps is
explained and a demand for experimental verifica-
tion of remote maintenance procedures for module
techniques is deviated. The successful demonstra-
tion of the process step of solidifying HLLW waste
by ceramic melter technique in a Hot-cell (PAMELA)
gave rise to unify remote seperation/joining
techniques for pipes and electrical power lines to
allow an extension of the standardisation potential
of maintenance procedures both in FEMO-cells and
Hot-cells.

INTRODUCTION

High and medium level active waste is treated within the reprocessing
plant Wackersdorf (WAW) in one earthquake resistent building, the main
process building (MPB), whereas low level active waste is handled in a
seperate building. Within the MPB the wet chemical process steps belong to
the FEMO-Cell-area. Process parts with mainly mechanical oriented steps such
as solidification of waste belong to Hot-Cell-areas, fig. 1. Reasons for
this arrangeaent and the consequences for the layout of the MPB when a
coaplete remote maintenance concept is applied for all components of the
PUREX process and HLLW and MLLW handling were reported in /I,2/.

Positive experiences with the reduction of radiation impact to the
personnel in existing remotely maintained US-reprocessing plants /3/ and the
forced application of the remote maintenance concept to waste handling
plants at that time under construction /4/ or in state of conceptual design
/5/ were the basis of decision for a fargoing application of remote mainte-
nance .

The process flowsheet of the HLLW-path, fig. 2, and the MLLW-path
reveal that the essential apparatus for concentration of liquid waste such
as evaporator, denitrator, NOx-absoption-columns and acid recovery from HLLW
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respect ivly solvent recovery from the MLLW are situated within the FKMO
-Cells whereas solidification of concentrated HLLW by a redundant ceramic
melter line, and the canisterhandling and the solidification of MLLW by
cementation in drums belong to Hot-Cell-area. Vessel off-gas of these
Hot Cell areas is returned to FEMO-cell-area.
The waste of core stnu tutv parts, hulls and feed slurry - belonging to th<-
headend-Hot-Cell-area - is handled in a similiar cementizing process step
but is not mentioned in detail in this report.

MAINTENANCE OF PROCESS APPARATUS AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

In both areas - FEMO-cells and Hot-cells - it is distinguished between
maintenance of process equipment and maintenance of the maintenance equip
merit itself, as they differ in requirements concerning process-availability,
failure rates and complexity of repair sequences.

Maintenance In FEMO-Cells

Within the non accessible FEMO-cells all process equipment with limited
lifetime is housed in modules - of standardised form and dimensions - which
are arranged along the walls of the FEMO-cells. Within the nodules the
process components and the interconnecting piping system is completely
welded except such components which are due to mechanical wear, chemical
corrosion or aging by radiation. Such components are arranged preferrably at
the front side of the module - e.g. to the center aisle - as so called
exchange components. They are equipped with remotely operapable seperation
zones. The modules itself are interconnected by a piping system - the wall
pipe curtain - layed out for plant lifetime. The modules must be remotely
exchangeable as a whole. For this purpose they are equipped with pipe
jumpers to the wall pipe curtain and to service-feed-through lines from
outside.

For maintenance purposes there are two remote handling systems on
different rail levels above the modules, one manipulator carrier system
(MTS) and one crane. The dexteriousity of these handling devices and the
adequate design of the modules is determined by the maintenance philosophy
within the FEMO-cells: No in-situ repair; only remote exchange of wear-com-
ponents or modules, fig. 3.

The main tool of remote separation or joining is an impact wrench
technique where the impact wrench is either guided by a power manipulator
hand or by a crane hook. Remote exchange operationes are observed by
video-cameras, the signals of which are transferred to outside controll-
-roomes via the energy supporting cabling systems of the crane or the MTS.
Exchanged components or modules are transported to a service area - arranged
above and across the FEMO-Cells - were repair or scrapping of the components
can be done usually also remotely. One complete new and essential feature of
crane and MTS concerning the maintainability of these systems is, that they
are designed and divided in standardised subgroups which are remotely
exchangeable. This exchange is done by the overhead service-area crane by
impact wrench techniques, too.
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Maintenance In Hot-Cel1-Areas

The treatment of HLLW and MLLW to solid products is carried out in eel]
areas, adjacent to the FEMO-cells but connected with then only by a few
pipes. Until the activity is immobilized either in glass canisters or cexent
drums the more or less mechanical process steps are located in Hot cells.
Mechanical tools for supporting the process operations are in general
parallel manipulators (uasterslave-type) at shielded windows whereas a crane
is disposed for transport tasks. This is common practice in wasle treatment
plant layout. The coverage of the parallel manipulators and the viewing
conditions at shielded windows determine the dimension of the Hot-Cell and
the arrangement criteria of the individual process components. As these
Hot-Cells are not accessible, maintenance of process components is carried
out by handling devices up to a certain degree by in-situ repair or by
replacement operation.

In adjacent cells the filled waste containers are closed remotely by
special tools e.g. by a welding machine in the case of HLW glass canisters
or by a lid-wrenching device in the case of MLW. For repair these cell areas
have access after decontamination.

This is explained more detailed at the example of the melter cell. As
the components of the cement ising cells represent the state of the art they
are not reported in detail here.

The most important process components for solidifying HLLW is the
ceramic melter which determines the arrangement of its sorrounding compo-
nents for feeding, its interconnecting piping system, its lifetime and its
maintenance procedures.

For functional operation the docking procedure of the empty canister at
the outlet opening of the melter is handled by a parallel manipulator.
Transport of empty and filled canisters within the melter cell is carried
out by a small rail vehicle. All pipe connections to and from the melter and
electrical power lines for heating energy must be separable. The separation
technique is also the impact wrench technique. For maintenance purposes an
overhead crane and an telescoping power manipulator are available. The
ceramic melter with a design lifetime of three years is exchanged by these
melter cell handling devices and is scrapped remotely in a separate scrap-
ping cell. Crane and telescoping power manipulator are designed for direct
maintenance in contrast to the FEMO-handling-systems. For this purpose they
have to be carried into a special crane repair cell adjacent to the aelter
cell.

TESTING OF REMOTABILITY

In the early 80th, when the conceptual design phase of WAW started,
there were two unknowns on both of the paths of waste handling. On one side
the FEMO-idea was based on hot experiences of crane handling in plants of
the canyon type, on the use of TV-Cameras in radiation fields of LWR's, on
some module trials (SRP and Morris-Plant) and on exchange-component-design
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(NWCF), but the FEMO-concept was not yet tested as a closed concept with
these collated elements; on the other side, waste solidification in ceramic
melters was in a stage of "cold" process tests and starting to become a
voluminous hot demonstration project PAMELA.

So there was a strong need to demonstrate the maintainability of all
FEMO-components and to integrate solutions and knowledges of separation
techniques in hot-cell-maintenance as far as possible into the FEMO-tech-
nique. The need of FEMO-tests resulted in the erection of the TEST FACILITY
FOR REMOTE MAINTENANCE LAHDE. Due to the lead of the time schedule of the
PAMELA-Project over the LAHDE time schedule there was the unique opportunity
to check and compare the great standardisation potential owing to the FEMO-
technique with the separation techniques for pipes, electrical lines and
components in a ceramic melter cell proposed by the Nuclear Research Center
Karlsruhe (KfK). This institution was responsible for the maintenance
concept of PAMELA and had developped not only electric-mechanical-master-
slave-manipulators and video systems, but also remote handable flange-and
plug-techniques, fig. 4, /6/ which in turn represented developments of the
earlier NWCF-flange-techniques /7/. Pipes can be connected by three diffe-
rent kinds of flanges. It is distinguished between three-bolt-flanges for
connecting one pipe - mainly used for processlines -, three pipe flanges for
simultanious connection of three pipes which offers the possibility of
reduction of the number of jumpers - mainly used for service feed through
lines - and connectors of the gray-lock type mainly used for guide pipes for
thermocouples. The improvement of the original NWCF-three-bold-flange
consists in making this connection operabable even in the case of galling
without destroying the whole connection. Furthermore the flanges pair is
mounted on block e.g. without gap for sealing material to reach thightness
of this connection even in the case of dynamic load caused by earthquake.

The different stages of PAMELA test project were

"cold" melter tests at INE-KfK
Mock-up tests of melter with remote exchangeable pipes and
power lines at KfK-IT
"cold" tests of a complete melter cell arrangement at INE-KFK
construction of "hot" PAMELA Production Plant

This project is reported in detail in /8,9/. So emphasis can be laid on
details about FEMO-tests procedures. The original NWCF flange techniques
improved by KfK and in addition the NWCF-"balcony"-solution for exchangeable
wear-components were incorporated into the FEMO Test Mock-up in LAHDE /10/
with the goal of unification. To demonstrate the feasability of the FEMO-
-concept itself a test program was initiated:

construction and remote handling of some typical process
modules (mock-ups scale 1:1)
construction of functional models of MTS and cell crane to
handle the modules, exchange components and jumpers
Simulation of FEMO-cell dimensiones for modules in a cell
mock-up scale 1:1)
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The design requirements for modules which influence its shape at most
are remote handling criteria and dynamic load criteria caused by earthquake.
Results of these handling and shaking experiments were reported in /I1,12/.

Today a settled state of knowledge is reached based on experiments
with modules housing process components which differ extremely in form,
dimension, piping interconnections and need of maintenance such as

one column module housing the HA-extraction column of the
first extraction cycle. This module has a low packing density
and is characterized by high and slim apparatus
two modules housing the solvent recovery cycle characterized
by high packing density, voluminous vessels and a lot of
exchange components.

The experiments allow following conclusions:

all process components of the PUREX-, waste concentration -
and auxiliary processes can be arranged in modules of 3x3x13m
dimensions with standardized steel structure, fig. 6. This is
valid even for the largest pot evaporator in HLLW-concentra-
tion.
the arrangement of wear components as exchange components
preferably at the front of the module confirms the NWCF-bal-
cony approach and is handable
modules can be connected by standardized pipe jumpers to the
wall pipe curtain
remote handling of modules as a whole or exchange components
can be done by a crane or the MTS operated from a remote
control room supported by video cameras.

In addition to these experiments it is intended to install an opera-
pable evaporator module, fig. 5, of the MLLW-path to check the influence of
operation temperature and other operation conditions on all jumpers and
flanges, expecially such of great diameter.

CONCLUSIONS

The successful termination of the PAMELA Project and the demonstration
of the feasability of the FEMO-concept in the REMOTE TEST FACILITY LAHDE
lead to the following conclusions. The ceramic melter concept for HLLW
solidification can be applied for the WAW as a hot proven process step and
earlier alternative concepts like the AVM-process have been dropped. With
the PAMELA process up to a certain degree remote flange-conncetions tech-
niques and remote handling procedures of this Hot-cell maintenance concept
can be integrated into the ^EMO-maintenance technique. This offers the
possibility to extend the standardisation potential of FEMO-Technique.
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Fig. 3, Isometric View of Main Process Building
FEMO-Cell-Area and Service-Area

Fig. 4, Pipe connectors with different flange types for Hot-Cell and
FEMO Maintenance (with Courtesy of KfK-IT)
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Fig. 5, Evaporator modul
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Pig. 6, Standardised FEMO-Module
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INNOVATIVE CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND RETROFITTING THE OLD WITH THE NEW

Ronald M. Simpson
Construction Management, West Valley Demonstration Project

and

Gordon Ski 11ern and Irene Leonard
Construction Engineering, West Valley Demonstration Project

ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the construction aspect of the West
Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP). The construction
on this project is unique because many different
activities have to occur in the same area at the same
time to meet schedules. The scheduling is done in
phases so that activities can overlap for faster
completion of the project. The project emphasis is on
retrofitting the existing facilities instead of buildiig
new ones. Innovative construction methods used to
accomplish these project goals include modular
construction methods so that system testing and
construction can proceed at the same time and use of an
existing waste tank to house the processing equipment
for the High Level Waste (HLW) processing.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The West Valley Demonstration Project Act passed by Congress in 1980
authorized the DOE to solidify the HLW stored at the Western New York
Nuclear Service Center (WNYNSC) into a form suitable for storage and
eventual transportation to a Federal repository. The site operator for
the DOE is West Valley Nuclear Services Co. (WVNS) Inc., a subsidiary of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The main objective of the West Valley
Demonstration Project (WVDP) is to solidify the 2.1 million liters
(561,000 gallons) of liquid HLW generated by nuclear fuel reprocessing
between 1966 and 1972. Another project objective is use of the already
existing facilities on site to support this solidification. These objec-
tives are supported by innovative phase construction methods to maintain
the Construction Schedule in (Figure 1).

The following are the eight new systems being constructed on the
West Valley Site in the order of system start-up: (1) Cement Solidifica-
tion System (CSS) (2&3) Supernatant Treatment System (STS), Liquid Waste
Treatment System (LWTS), (4) Waste Mobilization System (WMS), (5) Vitri-
fication System (VS) and its supporting systems, (6) High Level Waste
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(HLW) Interim Storage, (7) Size Reduction Facility, (8) Transuranic Assay
and Interim Storage. These systems are in the design, construction, or
testing stage, and their final locations have been decided.

High Level Waste Facility

HLW Facility Background

The existing High Level Waste Facility consisted of Tanks 8D-1, 8D-
2, 8D-3, and 8D-4. Tank 8D-2 contains most of the HLW 560,000 gal to be
processed; the 8D-1 Tank is a duplicate spare. Tank 80-4 contains 12,000
gallons of THOREX waste, and 8D-3 is its spare. The four tanks are
contained in 3 concrete vaults (3&4 in one vault). The vaults are
buried; there is eight feet of earth over the 8D-1 and 8D-2 vaults and
six feet of earth over the 8D-3 and 8D-4 vault. (Figure 2) shows the
existing unmodified 8D-2 tank construction which rests on a 12 inch layer
of perlite blocks and is supported by a 3 inch layer of pea gravel in a
carbon steel pan. Tanks 8D-1 and 8D-2 are constructed identically; they
are sixty-nine feet in diameter and twenty-six feet in height with a
750,000 gallon capacity. The tanks sre fabricated of carbon steel plate,
1/2 inch on the sides and bottom and 7/16 inch on the roof. Each tank
has an elaborate gridwork of internal I-beams. The tank roof is
supported by forty-five, eight inch steel columns resting on this Beam
assembly within the tank.

The principal waste engineering design and construction difficultly
is associated with the high-level radioactive waste contained in tank
8D-2. Over ninety percent by volume of the caustic high-level waste is a
supernatant liquid containing about forty weight percent dissolved sodium
salts (nitrate, carbonate, sulfate) and about half of the total radio-
active materials. Cesium (Cs) is the most prevalent radioactive element
with small amounts of strontium in solution and lesser amounts of
plutonium as fine suspended particulate matter. The remaining ten
percent is a sludge on the bottom of the tank, composed of mixed salts
(nitrates, carbonates, hydroxides, oxides) of fission products and heavy
metals. This sludge contains the other half of the radioactivity,
primarily as strontium salts witn lesser amounts of other fission
products and actinides.

New construction is required to accomplish the transfer of the
radioactive waste from 8D-2 to 80-1 and to provide support for the STS
and WMS process components. The waste will have the radioactive constit-
uents removed by ion exchange. The resulting decontaminated liquid will
be treated in the LWTS, and the HLW will be vitrified in the VS.

STS Construction Decisions

The decision was made to proceed with the construction of the STS on
the tank farm. There was no other existing location on the site which
had the shielding, volume, or area to house the STS System without major
modifications and additions. The major process components in the STS
System (the prefilter, the feed tank, the cooler, the four zeolite
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columns and a post filter) would be located in the existing underground
Tank 8D-1. The 8D-1 Tank had suitable shielding; and its volume was
sufficient to serve as a backup to 8D-2, contain the process equipment,
and provide Cs loaded zeolite storage.

Major construction modifications were however required on 8D-1 to
provide the strength to support the process components (Figure 3 ) . The
component support structure is a semicircular structure formed by
building upon the existing vault walls and the forty-five center support
vault columns. The components on the support structure are supported
from I-beams located between component structure walls. A roof for
shielding with removable sections was constructed over the components and
is also supported from the structure vault walls.

The adjacent valve aisle, piping aisle, and valve building were con-
structed to provide an area for operation of the STS system. The zeolite
recharging area, the refrigeration system for the cooler, the control
room, and a shielded area from which the manual valves could be remotely
operated by manipulators are located in the valve building. The valve
building had to be supported on sixty-eight piles because the soil in the
tank farm was originally a water barrier for the tanks and is unstable.
The fifty-five foot deep piles are cast-in-place auger type piles which
are constructed as follows: (1) The ground is drilled with a hollow stem
auger. (2) The plug in the hollow stem of the auger is pushed out by
dropping #11 rebar through the center. (3) Concrete grout is pumped into
the auger. (4) Head pressure is maintained while the auger is removed so
that the concrete fills the void below the auger. (5) A rebar cage is
then pushed into the wet concrete grout.

xhe auger type piles were selected for this construction for many
reasons. The vibration used in constructing other types of piles could
not be used in the tank farm area because of the possibility of causing
damage to the existing tanks or the concrete vaults. There was a consid-
erable cost savings using smaller auger pilings. The auger pilings could
be installed using more remote equipment than the other methods; this
reduced the weight load on and around tank vaults and avoided the chance
of damaging the tanks or vaults. The soft soil in the area and high
water table precluded leaving an open hole to be filled with a construc-
tion caisson and concrete.

The radioactive contamination in the valve building, valve aisle,
piping aisle will be controlled by ventilation and air flow from areas of
less contamination to areas of greater contamination. The risers which
are being installed presently form tank extensions and housings for the
components. The shield blocks which cover the riser openings have 0-ring
type seals where they join the risers to prevent leakage of radioactive
contamination into the work areas. In addition to the existing ventila-
tion system on the tank farm, it was necessary to install a temporary
ventilation system to support the component installation into 8D-1 to
avoid construction delays while waiting for a permanent vent system to be
designed and built. The new permanent ventilation system will be
installed for the more highly radioactive riser installation in Tank 8D-2
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and to maintain the operating air flow requirements in the valve
building.

ALARA considerations are handled in several ways. (1) The pipes that
will be carrying the HLW are double walled and buried. (2) The valves are
remotely operated. (3) Operating procedures and personnel training occur
first. (4) Emergency procedures are in place before system operation.
(5) Radiation and contamination surveys are performed before and during
construction. (6) The construction sequence and schedule are based on
ALARA. For example, the components are installed and shielded in 8D-1
before the piping installation starts to keep contamination out of the
valve building.

Interface and coordination of all construction activities is
necessary to successfully complete this operation. The design of the
systems allows flexibility in the delivery of components; if a component
is not delivered, another part of the system will be worked on. When the
construction of the STS is complete, the supernatant can be processed.
Therefore, STS operations must be completed before the WMS can start and
sludge washing must be complete before the VS can start. (Figure 4)
shows the planned flow from STS and WMS to LWTS, VS and temporary
storage.

The major factors in maintaining the STS construction schedule
are: (1) performing operations in parallel, (2) delivery dates of major
components, (3) procedures and training for radiological controls and (4)
interfacing and coordinating of new system installations with existing
operational systems. All large construction projects on site are divided
into overlapping and separate phases to overcome problems with the engi-
neering design and interfacing activities. This action track policy
permits key phases of the work to be completed to support the phase
following; one phase is not complete before the next phase is out for
bids. The phases of STS construction are:

Phases Supernatant Treatment System (STS) Start End

|Phase I 8D-1 Tank Vault modification June 85 Nov. 85

Phase

Phase

Phase

Phase

11

III

IV

V

1
| Foundation, metal building and
J setting Valve Aisle
i1
| Temporary Ventilation and Risers
1
j STS equipment installation,
| piping, electrical, pump supports,
| Permanent Vent System

| Utilities, 8D-2 pump pit, process
I piping, grading, and roadwork
1

Jan.

March

June

Sept.

86

86

86

86

July

June

Dec.

Jan.

86

86

86

87 |
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Vitrification Facility

Vitrification System (VS) Background

The Vitrification System includes the following components:
(1) the Concentrator/Feed Makeup Tank and its supporting systems, (2) the
Slurry Fed Ceramic Melter (SFCM) Feed System, (3) the SFCM, (4) the SFCM
Off-Gas System, (5) the SFCM Canister Turntable and (6) the Canisters.
Figure 4 shows process flow from the 8D-1 & 2 Tanks to the interim
storage area. The melter will receive the radioactive waste slurry from
the WMS and heat the waste with the glass formers to make glass.

Component Test Stand (CTS) Construction

The CTS was constructed as a full scale testing facility for the
Vitrification System with the option available to convert it to the
actual Vitrification Facility (FV). The construction of the Component
Test Stand (CTS) began in September 1986, when the existing hardstand and
roadway on the north side of the Equipment Decontamination Room (EDR)
were removed. A hole 22 feet deep was then excavated for the CTS
foundation and pit structure.

From November thru February, the five foot and four foot thick foun-
dation pit floor and walls were constructed. A total of 783 cu. yds. of
concrete was poured and 600 tons of rebar and stainless embedments were
installed. Throughout the winter, weather protection was errected and
heating added to maintain a temperature above 48°F to protect the con-
crete during the pouring and curing of the foundation floors and walls.
A special concrete design of 4000 PSI in 90 days was used for this large
mass concrete foundation to minimize and control the concrete cracking.
This design has been proven by the very successful results achieved.

In the spring and summer of 1984, the sheet metal building enclosure
was constructed. Interior work on the stainless steel pit liner, support
steel, mezzanine, equipment installation including utility piping systems
were completed to support the first melter run in December 1984. Figure
7 shows the outline for the original CTS construction.

VS Construction Decisions

After the CTS had been constructed and testing had begun, several
decisions had to be made before the VS could be completed. (1) Where
would the Vitrification System be located at the CTS or in the radio-
actively contaminated Chemical Process Cell? (2) Which location would
best support the construction schedule? (3) Could construction be done at
the CTS without interfering with the Functional and Component Testing
(FACTS) which was required before the final design and operation of the
system?

The decision was made in early FY 1985 to construct the Vitrifica-
tion Facility (VF) in the Component Test Stand area. Since the vitrifi-
cation process had not been previously used in this county, a long
testing and engineering period is required for product validation.
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Therefore, the VF was needed as quickly as possible so that complete
testing could occur before scheduled operation. The CPC, originally
planned as the location for the VF, was highly contaminated and decon-
tamination would have taken months. The equipment in the CTS would have
to be moved to the CPC and construction would then have to be done under
radiological controls. These factors would have delayed the schedule at
least fifteen months.

As part of the testing program, in December 1984 the first melter
run was done and a glass log was produced. This successful Log In
Eighty-Four (LIEF) program demonstrated that the testing period would
have to be longer than originally anticipated. Even using tne CTS loca-
tion for construction of the system would not maintain the schedule
unless construction and testing could occur at the same time.

Cell in Eighty-Five (CIEF) Construction

An innovative concept to design and construct a modular cell with
blockout openings in the walls was conceived. That plan would allow a
shop fabricated module containing all the required penetrations including
snielded windows and manipulator ports to be installed after the cell was
constructed. The module concept would allow for the parallel testing
program and construction activities which were necessary to maintain the
schedule.

The CIEF construction was done in two phases employing this modular
concept. During CIEF Phase I in FY85 the six outer wall columns were
constructed to elevation 120'-0" and the north wall behind the melter was
constructed to elevation lll'-O". (Figure 5) All the construction
activities were scheduled around the testing activities and the north
wall was constructed around the melter electrodes during a planned 20 day
electrical power outage.

The design and construction of a modular containment cell allows
flexibility for repositioning during testing and eliminates the conver-
sion teardown period. The cell wall penetrations are being designed as
modular units which can be installed any time during the construction
sequence. The modules will have a stainless steel liner wall with the
penetrations located in a predesigned pattern. These modules can be
installed; then the jumpers between the equipment and wall can be
installed and checked out. This method also allows for easy changing of
penetration locations to assure proper fit-up of the jumpers or for addi-
tions or modifications of the VS. After the jumpers and penetrations are
set, concrete will be poured forming the exterior wall surface (the
stainless steel forms the interior wall) and providing shielding.

CIEF Phase II is a continuation of the cell construction within the
CTS enclosure. A concrete beam and wall construction on top of the
concrete column will continue to the cell ceiling elevation 143'-6",
around the east, north and west walls. The north half of the cell over
the melter pit will receive a 2'-9" thick concrete roof. (Figure 6) The
south half of the cell roof will remain open until the end of the VF
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construction period when the south access doors will not be usable. The
open roof allows equipment access through the removable building enclo-
sure roof into the cell apron area during the testing program.

Vitrification Facility (VF) Construction

The Vitrification Facility structural construction is a continuation
of the "CIEF" construction and is divided into three phases. The phases
are designed to allow construction work to proceed while the final design
of the Vitrification Facility tunnel, HEPA vitrification cell and crane
maintenance room continue. During the first phase (VF-I) a slab will be
constructed to elevation lOO'-O" connecting the CTS cell foundation
structure to the EDR foundation. The second phase (VF-II) is construc-
tion of the Vitrification Facility Structure. The process cell, transfer
tunnel to EDR, all supporting structures and modifications to the
exterior cell area inside the CTS enclosure will be completed. (Figure
7) The final phase (VF-III) is the installation of all mechanical
equipment and systems for the VF including electrical and control
systems. After Phase III construction of the Vitrification System is
complete, the testing will be done and HLW can then be processed.

The scheduled start-up of the VF in April, 1989 would not have been
possible without the modular construction design and phased implementa-
tion. The modular construction concept has many advantages over the
normal construction sequence of mockup, testing, teardown, new construc-
tion and system installation. The modular construction method and phased
construction activities allows for total flexibility for equipment access
and installation. The equipment can remain in the CTS with temporary
protection during construction and testing can be continued. The conver-
sion design does not have to be finalized until after the testing is
complete and the testing does not have to be stopped for the conversion
to take place.

A cost and schedule comparison shows that modular construction has a
great advantage over normal methods. A 16 month shut down period for CTS
testing during construction is avoided; the construction conversion
period is reduced from 18 to 15 months; and the conversion construction
can start 9 months earlier. The additional construction cost using
normal construction methods would have been 3 to 5 million dollars.
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